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THE RECENT EARTHQUAKE.
By Prof. J. Logan Lobley, F.G.S.

THE British Islands have been so free, during
historical times, from those violent seismic dis-

turbances that have from time to time devastated
other lands, that their inhabitants have very

generally come to the comforting conclusion that

this portion of the earth's surface enjoys an immunity
from surface movements. And yet even modern history

does not favour this roseate view, for, not to speak of the
earthquake shock that so alarmed our ancestors two
centuries ago, and others in the early part of the present

century, the very recent Essex earthquake, when a spire

at Colchester was thrown down and walls were fissured,

sufficiently shows that this part of the world is, like all

others, affected by the agencies of nature that are un-
ceasingly working beneath the exterior of the globe.

These agencies are very commonly all thought to be

volcanic, and it is a dictum often stated as indisputable

that an earthquake is an uncompleted effort of nature to

establish a volcano. Such a statement, however, appears

to me to be not only misleading, but even the opposite of

the truth.

A movement of the surface rocks of the globe may be

produced by several causes, and, undoubtedly, volcanic

action is one of those causes. But a volcanic earthquake

takes place in volcanic regions where volcanic activity has

successfully asserted itself and a volcano has been

established. Thus the earthquakes of volcanic regions are

consequent upon volcanic action and not the cause of it.

But the causes of the earthquakes of non-volcanic

regions, such as are the British Islands in this epoch, are

non-volcanic, and must be consequent upon forces that are

acting independently of volcanic action.

The surface rocks of the globe in every region, volcanic

or non-volcanic, it is obvious must be affected by those

cosmic agencies that disturb the normal condition of their

foundations—the underlyinir rocks. Increase and decrease

of temperature, causing expansion and contraction, are

such disturbing agencies ; and increase of temperature is

produced by chemical action, which may be commenced,

stimulated, retarded, or suppressed by decrease or increase

of pressure, resulting again from meteorological or sub-

terranean varying conditions. Earthquakes must con-

sequently be considered to be merely the expression at

the surface of deep-seated distui-bances, the normal results

of normal cosmic agencies.

It is, therefore, a matter almost for wonder that earth-

quakes are not more frequent than they are in this and

other non-volcanic regions, and their rarity here and the

absence of violent or destructive shocks must be attributed

to the at present favourable geological conditions of these

islands. The earthquake of December 17th last affected

England along the strike of the Upper Paleozoic and the

Secondary rocks, the older Cambrian and Silurian areas

escaping, and also the Essex Tertiary area that suffered

in 1883.

So far from these English earthquake shocks causing

alarm or terror, or apprehension for the future stability of

our country, they should have a reassuring effect, since

they show that the present geological structure of our

island is in accordance only with the production of non-

devastating earthquake shocks. From the extensive

faulting and Assuring of the older rocks we must conclude

that seismic disturbances were violent and frequent in this

region in Palaeozoic times ; but since that far-distant epoch

surface movements have been less frequent, from which

we may legitimately conclude that in the British Islands

the geological conditions have become more and more

favourable to that surface stability expressed by the words

terra ftrma.

It may be appropriate here to give briefly the conclu-

sions as to the cause of earthquakes that are stated more

at length in Knowledge of -July, 1895. page IGl. Earth-

quakes of non-volcanic regions, which have their centres

far away from any active volcanic vent, are primarily

caused by chemical action when allowed by favouring

local physical conditions, prominent amongst which is

diminution of pressure. This chemical action, though

not sufficient to produce rock-fusion, is, however, adequate

to cause some. heat—with, possibly, gases and vapours

—

that is of necessity accompanied by local expansions

and succeeding contractions, which occasion deep- seated

sudden fractures, and so give rise from separate and dis-

tinct dynamic foci to earth vibrations, which at the

surface cause earthquakes, and earthquake shocks and

tremors.
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I QUEEN'S REIGN.

I.-THE DAWN OF A BRILLIANT ERA.

By John Miils, F.E.A.S.

*' Not in V.Tin the distance beacons. Forward, forward, let ws raus:e ;

Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing grooves of change."

THE year upon which we have just entered completes

the sixth decade of Queen Victoria's reign—

a

reign which for fulness of time, virtuous and

enlightened policy, and glorious conquest in the

arts of peace, has no parallel in the annals of

this realm. Could one but draw true word-pictures of

social England as it was in the year 1837, and as it is

to-day, after the lapse of sixty years—years teeming with

the fruits of genius in every walk of life—the contrast

between the two periods would form a convincing proof

of the intellectual development and the amplification of

the resources of the people—advantages won by a bloodless

victory of mind over matter. Yet there is in reality no

gulf between the past and the present. The men whose
doings have laid the foimdatiou of our commercial
prosperity belong to a past age, and we who carry on the

appointed work of improvement and civilization are their

progeny and belong emphatically to past times. Theirs

was the understanding at once penetrating and vigilant,

but more distinguished, perhaps, for the caution and
sureness of its march than for the brilliancy or rapidity

of its movements.
It is our object in this short sketch to convey some idea

of the condition of science when the Queen ascended the

throne in 1837. Other papers will follow dealing with the

development of the several branches of science during

the past sixty years. The mind of man in its progress

towards its higher destiny is confronted, in the main,

with the physical earth as a problem which, within the

Umits of a life, it must struggle to solve. The intellectual

spirit is capable of embracing all finite things. Science

alone can interpret their mysterious whispers. It requires

an effort of the imagination to the great bulk of people

now living to realize what the condition of life must have
been in 1837. Divested of the luxuries which science has

heaped upon us since that auspicious epoch, we should

relapse into a state of civilization which would more nearly

resemble that of ancient Greece and Rome than that to

which we have attained at the present time.

One of the factors too important to ignore in the grand
sum of scientific progress during the unique reign of our

gracious sovereign lady is the Soyal Institution, which was
founded in the year 1800. " Its aim and objects were to

diffuse the knowledge and facilitate the general introduc-

tion of useful mechanical inventions and improvements,
and to teach by philosophical lectures and experiments
the application of science to the useful purposes of life."

Count Eumford, to his lasting credit be it said, was the

chief promoter of this temple of science, which can boast

of having given in its early days employment to Youug,

Davy, Brande, and Faraday. This institution may, with

some regard for truth, be looked upon as the nursery in

which the plants that have yielded so much fruit in their

maturer years were tended in their infancy. By whom ?

By men who were our progenitors in science—patient,

indomitable, calmly and wisely bold, modestly self-reliant,

ever watching, ever toiling, ever adding to the store of

knowledge that was to benefit not them alone but the great

human race ; each guided by his own perceptions of what
is great in humanity and fitting in a nation—men whose
instinct it was to work for the world and fight against

misery.

About the year 1887 what has been called the " old

astronomy " may be said to have culminated. The elder

Herschel, almost equally famous as optician and
astronomer, had, so to speak, put on the coping stones of

the fabric. His magnificent speculations on the Milky

Way, the constitution of nebuht, etc., first opened the

way to the conception that what was called the universe

was in all probability but a detached and minute portion

of that fathomless series of similar formations which
ought to bear the name. In a word, he assigned to the

earth its true position—an ignoble one—among the vast

array of worlds revolving in the depths of infinitude ; made
clear to the thoughtful student of nature that the vastnesa

of created worlds extends beyond the confines of imagini-

tion ; that the phenomena of reality are more startling

tban the phantoms of the ideal. It is true that the

younger Herschel, who continued the labours of his

illustrious father, made some experiments in spectrum
analysis as early as the year 1835; and Niepce, in 1824,

by fixing images produced by the camera obscura, invented

photography ; but the part which these two branches of

science were to play in the " new astronomy " was not so

much as conceived at the commencement of the present

reign. That the prism should be the touchstone of worhls,

the markings in the spectra of celestial bodies teUmg the

story of the composition of these denizens of outer space

with sometbing like the precision with which a jeweller

determines the quality of gold by comparing its colour

with the markings of specimens of known quality on the

touchstone, is a chapter in the romance of science which
belongs to the Victorian era ; as is also the part played by
photography in reveahng the existence of stellar and
nebular systems far beyond the reach of telescopic and
spectroscopic power, and its useful application to Doppler's

principle as regards the speed and direction of the motion
of stars.

In the domain of geology, a great awakening to a true

knowledge of the history of our planet had been effected in

the early part of the century by the teachings of William
Smitb, the "father of English geology," Agassiz,

JIurchison, and others. In February, 1831, the Geological

Society, which had hitherto passed him over with a sort of

silent contempt, was at length roused to an impartial

estimate of Smith, which resulted in the passing of a

resolution—" That the first Wollaston medal be given to

Mr. William Smith in consideration of his being a great

original discoverer in English geology, and especially for

his having been the first in this country to discover and to

teach the identification of strata, and to determine their

succession by means of their embedded fossils." This
shrewd observer pointed out that rocks were deposited in

successive order, and thus carried the doctrine of evolution

into the domain of geology ; and he proved that whatever
stratum was found in any part of England, the same
remains would be found in it and no otber. Agassiz,

about the same period, was working out his theory of

glaciers, great boulder deposits, striation of rocks, and so
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on. These results, combined with those of other contem-
porary workers, were slowly but surely producing a great

transformation in the minds of thinking men. The
universal belief in a six-thousand-year period as the age of

the world had started on its retrograde course into dim
antiquity, to which all the light of subsequent discovery

can assign no limit, But to the great mass of the people,

at the time of which we write, all this was a vast igno-

rance.

Popular opinion of that time (1837) was almost uniform
in favour of the belief that all living things left the hands
of the Creator just as we now
see them. That environment
—variations dependent upon
food, climate, habitat, and
other conditions—had any-

thing to do with the form,

size, or colour of an animal,

or that insects had any con-

nection with the scent, colour,

and form of flowers, was a

plane of thought too elevated

for the circumscribed under-

delicate injections, and by the practice of vaccination be-

queathed to the whole civilized world a preventative for a

disease the ravages of which formed one of the most
terrible scourges to which ihe human race was ever

subject. Erasmus Darwin (the grandfather of the greater

Darwin) bad foreshadowed the theory of evolution in these

words :
" When we revolve in our minds the great simi-

larity of structure which obtains in all the warm-blooded

animals, mankind included, one is led to conclude that

they have alike been produced from a similar living

filament." Von Baer had, in 1828, shown that the

embryo of a fish, a lizard, a

bird, and an ox are not distin-

guishable from one another,

and continue growing so until

a certain stage, when their

characteristic forms become
apparent. Animals could,

therefore, be differentiated

according to the special

characters they assume from
the beginning. Geoffrey St.

Hilaire had demonstratedFaraday's Tube for Licniefving Cli'orine, etc.

standing of the masses of that day. But the little leaven

which has in the interim transformed the whole lump had

begun to operate. John Hunter had pointed out the

necessity of embracing and connecting all the studies

relating to life, instead of limiting the science of biology

to the study of simple forms through anatomy and
physiology only. He raised surgery from a poor empirical

art to a noble science, and founded the Hunterian Museum,
where the organs of the animal body are displayed in all

their morphological aspects. His illustrious pupil, Jenner,

had displayed unrivalled skill in minute dissections and

the unity of plan of the animal kingdom, and was one of

those who believed all species to be derived by modification

from primitive types. Sir Joseph Banks brought much
influence to bear on the progress of science by diffusing

the products cf other climates over each portion of the

globe. He brought into Europe the seeds of the South

Sea Islands, having previously distributed to the latter

those of Europe. I'ut although evolution was then in

what may be called the incipient stage, it remained to be

proved and worked out in detail by the classic researches

of Darwin.
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Most of the chemical elements were discovered before

the year 1837. Five elements were discovered from the

year 1839 to 1844, and five others were subsequently

added after the general introduction of spectrum analysis.

Dalton, in 1808, published the first volume of his new
system of chemical philosophy, in which he placed the

atomic theory on a firm basis, and established once for

all the law of multiple proportions. Before Dalton's time

chemistry consisted of a heterogeneous mass of separate

chemistry became for the first time an exact science.

Davy had laid down the laws of electro-chemical decom-

position, and by their application discovered metals of the

alkalies and alkaline earths ; while in 181G he bequeathed

to the mining world his safety-lamp, which has served

the double purpose of preserving life and increasing

commerce. In 1828 Wohler broke down the barrier which

was long supposed to exist between inorganic and organic

substances. It was thought that organic substances could

George Stephenson's " Rocket" (1829), the Forerunner of the Modern Locomotive Engine.

{Hcijioditcf.d fi-oin the Ci^inji-i'jht Coloured Plate hu ^ermisr.ion of the Leadenhall Pixss^ Ltmited.)

facts. The truth that chemical union between dissimilar

bodies will only take place in absolutely unalterable pro-

portions, as distinct from mechanical mixtures, is as

imposing in grandeur as the law of gravitation itself. To
follow the bearintrs of this great discovery in chemical
science would be to reveal all the operations of the

analytical chemist, and to exhibit the disparity between
a scientific chemical manufacturer and the rule-of-thumb
operator. By the promulgation of Dalton's views

only be produced in the living bodies of plants and animals

requiring for their construction not only chemical affinities,

but a supposed rltnl force. But Wohler opened the way
to a new field of scientific investigation by producing urea

synthetically—that is, by building it up from its inorganic

constituents. Allen had proved the identity of the diamond
with charcoal ; while quite recently, it may be mentioned,

Moissan has accomplished the extraordinary feat of trans-

forming carbon from the amorphous to the crystalline
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condition—that is to say, he has succeeded in making
diamonds artificially.

About the year 1837 electric telegraphs were first

established as commercial speculations in three different

countries. Steinheil's system was carried out at Munich,
Morse's in America, and Wheatstone and Cooke's in

England. The wires were buried in the earth, and were
five in number, each acting on separate needles, the first

telegraph line being on the Great Western Railway from
Paddington to West Drayton. These initial attempts at

telegraphy, clumsy enough when compared with the

refined methods of our own time, were inspired chiefiy by
the work of Faraday, who established the connection

between magnetic and electric currents ; though Oersted,

Ampere, and Schweizzer, by their respective discoveries

of the deflection of a magnetic needle by an electric

current, the foundation of electro-dynamics, and the

electric coil, come in for a share of the credit ; while
Sturgeon, who constructed the first electro magnet, should

not be forgotten. Faraday, prior to the Victorian era,

had succeeded in converting gases into liquids by subject-

ing them to pressure in sealed tubes, and thus led the

way in that series of grand experiments which later, in

the hands of CaiUetet and Pictet, were to prove that there

is no such thing as a permanent gas.

In the domain of invention or mechanical science the

contrast between the present time and the year 1837 is

most striking. Sixty years ago the great railways were all

begun, but not one of them was completed. The line

between Liverpool and Manchesterwas opened in September
1830. In 183C it was carrying four hundred and fifty

thousand passengers m the year. There were also a great

many lines projected, which afterwards settled down into

the present great trunk lines. At that time a writer in the

Atht-n-cewii says :
" When these lines are completed, letters

and passengers will be conveyed from Liverpool to London
in ten hours. Little attention has yet been given to

calculate the effects which must result from the establish-

ment throughout the kingdom of great lines of intercourse

traversed at a speed of twenty miles an hour." There were
no hansom cabs, and no Parcels Delivery Company,
There was a twopenny post, but no penny post and no book
post. It was not till 1888 that the .'Sirius and Great ]\'estcrn

first steamed across the Atlantic. In the main, however,
there was no means of transporting man, merchandise, or

message quicker than a horse could take them. The
result was an isolation of town from town, and of

the country from London, which made between the

England of that day and the England of our own time a

difference which will be appreciated by all. There was no
single daily newspaper published outside London. It was
a society unfurnished with these things that Queen Victoria

began to rule over in 1H37. The electric telegraph,

making, as it now does, the whole civilized world all of

a-piece, through which it ramifies like a vast nervous system,

had not then linked the sovereign with every part of her
dominions. America and Australia were then practically

unknown to the bulk of our people. In short, the

nineteenth century actually began with steam communica-
tion by sea, with steam machinery, with railways, with
telegraphs, with the development of the colonies ; but all

these transforming influences were in reality nothing more
than the dawning of the brilliant Victorian era, which has
made its indelible imprints on the scroll of history.

The men pourtrayed on the plate accompanying this

article are representatives of the philosophers of the latter

part of the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth

centuries, who, by the impetus they gave to science, pre-

pared the way for those grand generalizations which have
lent to the Victorian era such a glorious halo. John
Dalton was born at Manchester of a Quaker family, and
the chief work of his life was a clear enimciation of the

theory of atoms—known as the atomic theory. Sir Hum-
phry Davy hailed from Cornwall, and while still very
young discovered nitrous oxide (laughing gas), which led

to his appointment as the first Professor of Chemistry in

the Royal Institution. Michael Faraday, as Davy's
assistant, exhibited great ingenuity, which ultimately led

to his appointment as his chiefs successor. His discovery
of the production of an electric current by the rotation of

a magnet has led to many applications of electricity. Sir

Joseph Banks was a man of private means, and went
round the world, as botanist, with Captain Cook, in the
years 1768-1771. He bequeathed his valuable library

and herbarium to the British Museum. James Watt,
born in Greenock, became a mathematical instrument
maker in London, but his chief work was the improvements
which he introduced in the construction of the steam
engine. Sir Wm. Herschel, born at Hanover, came to

England in 1757. He was by profession a musician, being
organist at Halifax parish church at one time and at the

Octagon Chapel, Bath, at another. But, later, astronomy
attracted his attention, and, after making his own tele-

scope, he discovered the planet Uranus in 1781. John
Hunter, born at Long Calderwood, was the greatest

anatomist and surgeon of his time. At his death 10,563
specimens and preparations illustrative of anatomy,
physiology, pathology, and natural history were found in

his museum. Edward Jenner, Hunter's pupU, was born
at Berkeley, in Gloucestershire. He was first led to study
vaccination by hearing a countrywoman remark that she
could not take the small-pox because she had had the

cow-pox. ^ -

ON DESCRIBING AND DRAWING INSECTS.
By Fred. Enock, F.L.S., F.E.S.

IT
is not until an entomologist takes upon himself to

study, or work up any one of the many neglected

families, so plentiful among the Parasitic Hymen-
optera, that he finds how difticiilt it is to identify

his captures, either from published descriptions or

drawings.

If his dwelling-place be in London he has many advan-
tages over his brother entomologist in the country. In
Greater London there is no lack of species ; some of the

rarest and most beautiful can be found in almost any back
garden—in fact, the number that can be obtained in such
places by the process of sweeping is astonishing. As soon

as we have " set " our captures and numbered each
specimen, our next desire is to name them. Now we find

this decidedly a difiicult matter, and many of our specimens
continue to be known only by the number written on each
card.

Our next effort towards naming is made by visiting the

Natural History Museum, South Kensington, where we
vainly endeavour to find named representatives of our

captures in the glazed cases of insects in the " British

Gallery "
; but, alas ! we are soon doomed to disappointment,

the covers are replaced, and we return home wondering
why there are so few British insects there.

I have frequently found young naturalists engaged in a

simOar hopeless task, and directed them to the Insect

Room, where students of either sex, old or young, are

always welcome to examine the vast collections of insects,

brought from all parts of the globe.

Gorgeously coloured foreign insects of all orders, tens

and hundreds of thousands of named species, in the most
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exquisite order, over which our eyes wander, fascinated by
their wondrous beauty, so apparent to the naked eye.

But these are not the insects which we desire to see. We
have our treasures in a very small bos, and we ask one of

the obliging "staff" to allow us to examine the British

Parasitic Hymenoptera, which are contained in a few
drawers, comprising the collections (or part) of such ento-

mologists as A. H. HaUday, lo whom we are indebted for

most of the drawings published. Francis Walker, too,

has added greatly to our knowledge of British Chalcididir,

and will always be gratefully remembered for the kindly

help which he so readily and ably gave when at the old

museum. Many specimens there are, too, collected by
Frederick Smith, to whom I am personally indebted for

much help. To these must be added the name of J. O. West-
wood, who was, without doubt, the most wonderful
entomological draughtsman. These grand old naturalists

have all passed away, and we look around in vain for those

who can fiU their vacant places. The enormous influx of

foreiiin specimens of all orders appears to have entirely

swamped our indigenous collections, the amount of study
and attention devoted to this branch of British entomology
being in strict proportion to the size, viz., microscopic.

After spending some hours in examining and comparing
specimens we find our time is up, and the result of our
labour in naming very small.

Subsequent visits to these collections did not prove very

helpful, for we were like the old farmer, who, when sipping

claret at a dinner, was asked how he was getting on,

replied, " I don't get no forarder !
"'

This sage remark reminds me that I must endeavour to

go forward with the object I had in view when first taking

up my pen, and to impress upon all naturalists the im-
portance of keeping a daily journal of observations upon
insect life, noting down in black and white every fact

connected with the economy and habits of such insects as

we are studying or which pass under our observation.

There are many ways of keeping such journals. For my
own part I use a manuscript book, six and a half inches

wide by eight inches deep, each page cross-ruled into

quarter- inch squares, which give invaluable help when
drawing to any scale, and which can be decreased or

increased by again dividing the squares or doubling them.
Each page is headed with the year, the first two columns
are occupied by the day of the month, followed by a

consecutive number to each observation. These numbered
paragraphs are duly indexed under the various subjects

to which they refer. Specimens for the cabinet are

labelled with a corresponding number, while, in the case
of such mounted in balsam for the microscope, the number
is scratched on the glass with a writing diamond. When
some such plan of recording daily observations is kept, the

amount of information stored is astonishing. This, when
systematically arranged, often reveals the life history of

some insect almost complete, with only one or two missing
links, which should be specially marked to receive extra

attention during the next season.

Owing to the irregular methods which some authors
adopt in their descriptions of insects, the task of naming
is made more difficult. No two insects are described in

the same order. Head, thorax, abdomen, legs and wings,
in one: then in the next some other plan, making com-
pariaon of parts most confusing, whereas a little more
thought would make examination far easier to both author
and student.

So convinced am I of the advantages of thus doing, that
I have written out upon a piece of card the following
" instructions," which I place close to my microscope
whenever I am detcribing some new capture.

Thorax.

M'ings.

Legs.

Obdee of Description.

Read. Size, shape, and sculptiu-e.

Colour.

Ocelli. Positiou.

Eyes. Colour, shape, and position.

Maudihles. Colour and shape.

Troplii. Shape. Joints in palpi.

Antennse. Comparative length.

„ Number of joint i.

,, Scape, colour, and shape.

„ Pedicel, colour, and shape.

„ Ring joints.

,,
Funicular joints.

„ Club.

,, Position when at rest, etc.

Width and shape.

Colour, markings.
Sculpture.

Under side.

Size, shape, neuration, colom*, cilia.

General length.

Colour.

Coxie, trochantei's, colour, hairs, etc.

Femora, colour, hairs, etc.

Tibiie, colour, hairs, etc.

Tarsi. Xiimher of joints.

Abdomen. Petiolate, sessile or sub-sessile.

Colour and sluipe.

Pose.

Ovipositor.

Genitalia.

I venture to give these " instructions " to those who
are desirous of becoming something more than mere
collectors, and though such may, at first sight, appear

somewhat dry and monotonous, I can assure all young
naturalists that they will find such work most fascinating

as the eye becomes more highly educated in its power of

observation.

These examinations must be carried on under the

microscope, with an inch and a half-inch objective.

Whenever it is possible, make out your descriptions from
livini/ insects, when so much more purpose can be seen in

the various parts, many of which contract and dry up out

of sight in a dead specimen. I often think that much of

the dryness or dulness of de-

scriptive entomology is attribut-

able to the fact that it has been
made from lifeless creatures.

No doubt such work will try the

patience and temper of most of

us ; but the immense advantage
gained, enabling us to follow out

the movement and purpose of

almost every hair or peculiarly

formed spine, fully repays us
for the extra trouble.

The pleasure and instruction

received when watchinga minute
fly confined in a small glass-

topped pill-box is most delightful.

The first operation engaged in

is to free itself from every
particle of dust and dirt. It is

when so occupied that we are

able to jot down our notes as

to the form and colour of some
of the most minute parts. The
pose, too, of the antennas, head,

and whole creature can only

be observed in a living insect ; the mysterious light in the

eyes and the ever-changing prismatic colours on the gauze-

like wings, all can be seen, and all appeal to our suscepti-

bilities. We feel that we have looked a little way above
and beyond such things as " the point of a needle highly

Fio. 1.— Drawing of part

of the upper wing of a

minute Hymenopteron.
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Fio. 2.—Pboto-iuicrograph of tbo upper wiug of

a miuute Hynicnopteron, from Nature.

magnified," with which so many are charmed, apparently

unable to grasp anything not made by human hands.

Great as

the pleasure

is which we
obtain from
minutely ex-

amining and
describing an
insect, it can-

not compare
with that
derived from
making a

drawing of

one of these

marvels of

creative skill,

and those
who desire to

increase their

power of ob-

servation I

recommend
to place a

small insect

in position under an inch objective, and then to make an
ed-(ict drawing of it. This should be made on the sectional

paper, or, best of all, in the journal, where the squares
can be either divided or doubled according to the scale.

We must, when thus engaged, bear in mind that we are

not making a freehand drawing or one in which we can
put in any of our own ideas, for the insect is not like a
weed, say, of grass, where the leaves turn and twist about
in all directions. We shall find before we have been
di awing for an hour that every hair and spine has its

place and peculiar form ; some perfectly straight, others

bent over in

a graceful
curve; another
on the oppo-

site side bend-

ing over to-

wards it in

exactly the
same curve.

In a freshly

emerged fly,

or even in a

tiny larva just

hatched, and
before it has
received any
rough hand-
ling, can be

seennumerous
hairs on each
segment,
every one
placed most
exactly to cor-

respond with those on the other side of the centre line, over
which some of them cross in graceful form, meeting exactly
over the centre ; others bending forward and away again
in such marvellous order that no one can fail to be convinced
of the evidence of design in cvsry hair and spine, each one
of which is so exquisitely fitted into and held by the skin
tbat the desired movement and allotted function can be
performed with the greatest ease.

Fig. 3.—Photo-uiicrograpli of tongue of Bee wliieh
lias been soaked in liquorpotassa, squeezed
Hat between two pieees of glass, washed uud
dried, then mounted in Canada balsam.

All engineers' draughtsmen, when designing any mechani-
cal work, know the vital importance of allotting to each
bolt and rivet its place, so that from foundation to finish

all work together without confusion. So it is with every
insect, any one of which, as we go on drawing, draws out
our wrapt attention, until we feel spellbound with the

\\\)^tf

Fio. -1.—Tongue of Bee as seen in its natural form.

inexpressible and marvellous manner in which it is put
together. With such a copy no liberty ought to be taken,

but faithful representation made, to the best of our ability,

of these works of creation.

All drawings should be carefully inked in and the scale

marked under each.

To show how necessary it is that greater care be taken

in drawing minute insects, I give a few instances, without
names of either author or insect.

On comparing Figs. 1 and 2, it is at once apparent that

the artist has not studied his subject, but simply noticed

that the wings have long hairs all rouud, the photo-

micrograph proving that the drawing has almost twice the

correct number of these characteristic hairs, which I havo
found constant in over sixty specimens. These peculiar

paddle-shaped wings are unique, so that anyone capturing

this insect would recognize it from the incorrect drawing.

Fig. 3 is a specimen of "wicked distortion" to which
insects are subjected, showing the various parts utterly

ruined, with little or no resemblance to the original form.

Drawings or photo-micrographs of these flattened prepara-

tions convey but a poor idea of the original insect.

Drawings made of minute insects, mounted in the usual
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method on pieces of cardboard, are liable to serious

error unless the greatest care be taken to prevent the

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.—An insect witli its wings on the riglit hand properly set,

those on the left showing contraction due to careless setting.

wings from being drawn up towards the thorax as the gum
dries, the consequence being considerable shortening and
distortion of one or both wings.

Fig. 5 shows an insect with its wings on the right-hand

side properly expanded
and " set," the tips just

touching the card. The
left-hand wings have
been drawn in by the

contraction of the gum,
thus not only fore-

shortening the wing,

but preventing the short

costal nerve from being

seen. This is the cause
of many mistakes.

Figs. G and 7 repre-

sent two minute Hy-
menoptera, upon whose
structure so little detail

has been shown that most strange errors have crept in

concerning their identity, and handed down and copied by
authors, who, by so doing, prove howvery little attention they

give to studying

these creatures,

except from books.
In conclusion,

I would urge upon
all entomologists

and others the

vast importance
of acquiring and
pursuing the habit
of making most
careful observa-

tions anddrawings
of these small in-

sects, about which
we Icnow so Uttle

when we ought to

know so much. They are our best insect friends, without
whose help, by keeping in check noxious pests, we should
scarcely be able to exist.

In future articles I propose to describe some of our
common insects whose life-histories have not yet appeared
in print.

Fig. 7.

THE SPECTRUM TOP.

By T. L. Alger, LL.D., Ph.D.

AS
I look around me, and into the sayings and
doings of workers in the fundamental principles

of Ught, I do not find that a perfect synthesis of

white light has been obtained so as to embrace
the law of the combination of pigments. The

principle of selective absorption does not appear to me to

entirely settle the matter.

It is patent that the crossing of the elementary beams
of the solar spectrum—the red, the green, and the violet

rays—can be made to coalesce on a screen and form a

patch of Ught which has more or less a bluish or greenish

fringe ; but that, when the same colours as pigments, or

their nearest approach, are marked out on a disc, and set

revolving by means of a multiplying wheel, the effect pro-

duced is not pure white, but the grey of a combination
similar to that of a disc divided according to the same law
in black and white, and set revolving in a similar manner.
Now, the question occurred to me, was it possible to

place a tricolour painted disc under circumstances that

could produce a pure white light ?

I first took a disc of white cardboard about two inches

in diameter, and divided it into two equal portions by a

line passing through the centre of the disc, and painted

one-half of the disc black. I then divided a similar disc

into four quadrants, and blackened the alternate ones, and
another similar disc into eight half-quadrants. On ap-

plying the multiplying wheel in all these cases, I produced

the same tint of grey as would be produced by mixmg in

equal proportions black and white pigments. I therefore

came to the conclusion that the equal distribution of black

and white on the disc, under different arrangements, pro-

duced the same effect—the grey. In these experiments I

failed to trace the slightest prismatic colour.

On covering other and larger discs with red and blue,

red and yellow, and other combinations of what in Newton's
days were known as primary colours, I found a similar

effect, /.('., the red and blue produced violet, the red and
yellow, orange, and the blue and yellow, green : (.<?., the

same tint was produced in each case as would have been
produced by mixing the pigments. It was therefore clear

that rapidity of revolution in layers of equal or unequal

intensity produce the same effect as their combination

when mixed together as pigments.

How, then, are we to reproduce the resultant beam of

white light without a fringe by uniting the several com-
ponents, taking them optically as red, green, and violet ?

I now divided a disc of about four inches diameter into

three equal portions, and painted red in one, green in the

next, and violet in the remaining one, taking care to get

the tints as near as possible to those of the solar spectrum.

On rapidly twirling this disc the same effect was produced.

I had the grey that would be formed by the mixture of

the three pigments. I was therefore bound to come to the

conclusion that experiments, if they can be manipulated

so as to produce white in pigments, must be performed

with the aid of prisms.

I now took another disc, and divided it into six equal

portions by lines passing through the centre, and sub-

divided one of the sectors also into six equal portions so

as to take two opposite sectors of seven-sixths for the red,

two opposite sectors of five-sixths for the green, and two
opposite sectors of six-sixths for the violet, making up the

six sectors. This is Newton's law, but Newton used what
were then considered to be primary colours—red, yellow,

and blue.
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I now took three instruments similar to Clerk Maxwell's
colour-box, and arranged them so as to entirely shut out

all the beams but one from either, and made these single

beams overlap one another at certain angles on a hori-

zontal screen. I succeeded in obtaining the fringed patch

of white light.

I now took the disc painted in the three prismatic

colours and placed it in the stead of the screen, allowing

each beam to fall on its own separate colour. On applying
the multiplying wheel I succeeded in producing white light

of very great purity, and such as I had not obtained before.

There was no fringe ; the disc revolved in a field of pure
white light.

AN OLD RECORD OF THE CORONA.

By E. Walter Maunder, F.R.A.S.

TWO features of a total solar eclipse never fail to

impress modern spectators : one, the effect of the

growth of the weird darkness—"awful" in the

legitimate and not the slang meaning of the word
—the other, the appearance of that strange halo

which encircles the dark disc of the moon when the total

phase is attained, and which we have learned to call the
" corona."

It is not possible to watch such an eclipse, even with all

the knowledge and preparation which science has given us,

without feeling some answer of solemnity, and it requires

no great effort of imagination to conceive of the terror and
distress such an event must have caused to the ancients,

or to savage tribes, who did not understand the meaning
of the darkness, who were unprepared for its coming, who
knew not how long it would last, or, indeed, if it would
ever pass away. The " horror of great darkness " must,

indeed, have fallen upon such people, and it need cause us

no surprise that eclipses figure somewhat largely in ancient

records.

Nor that the only circumstance reported is the dark-

ness, or some circumstance connected with it. Terror at

an event so strange, so threatening, so unforeseen, must
have, in general, paralyzed the power of observation, and
the statement that " the sun had been turned into darkness

"

would seem to tell the tale completely. That amazing
portent was so much in itself that there was no need or

room for the addition of trivial detaO.

But some amongst the ancients had a very con-

siderable knowledge of astronomy, and there can be little

doubt that the Chaldeans—to whom the invention of the

Saros, or eighteen years eclipse cycle, is supposed to be
due—had a fairly clear idea as to the cause of solar

eclipses. And, therefore, as they were able, to a certain

extent, also to predict their occurrence, the great over-

whelming terror which the ignorant felt cannot have been

Fio. 1.—Miss Kate Wolcott's Drawing of the Corona.

shared by them to the same extent. Their minds will

have been free to receive the impressions which the details

of the eclipse would create.

f..And what would those impressions have been? We
must remember that they worshipped the sun, moon, and

planets. We are not to suppose that in so doing the more
thoughtful conceived that the actual material sun, which
they beheld, was itself the intrinsic Deity. The untaught
and thoughtless may indeed have done so, but to the
cultured there can be little doubt that the sun was
regarded partly as a symbol, partly as a manifestation
of the unseen, unapproachable Divinity. Its light and
heat, its power of calling into active exercise the mysterious
forces of germination and ripening, the universality of its

influence, all seemed the fit expressions of the yet greater
powers which belonged to the Invisible.

What happened in a total solar ecHpse '? For a short
time that which seemed so perfect a divine symbol was
completely hidden. The light and heat, the two great
forms of solar energy, were withdrawn, but something took

Fig. 2—M. E. L. TrouTelot'a Drawing of the Corona.

their place. A mysterious light of mysterious form, unlike
any other light, unlike any other single form, was seen in
its place. Could they fail to see in this a closer, a more
intimate revelation, a more exalted symbolism of the
Divine Nature and Presence ? Just as in the various
Greek " mysteries " the student was gradually advanced
from one set of symbols to another even more abtruse and
esoteric, so here, on the broad face of heaven itself,

vouchsafed for a brief space of time and at long intervals

apart, the Deity revealed Himself to the initiated by a
higher and more difficult symbol than ordinarily.

The symbol would vary in shape. We may take it for

granted that the old Chaldeans, as modern astronomers
to-day, had at one time ur another presented to them
every type of coronal structure. But there would, no doubt,

Fig. 3.—Assyrian "King with Wings.'

be a difficulty in grasping or remembering the irregular

details of the corona as seen in most eclipses. It occa-

sionally happens, however, that the corona shows itself

under a form of grand and striking simplicity. It is now
widely recognized that the typical corona of the minimum
of the sunspot cycle consists chiefly of two great equatorial

streamers, streamers of such length that Professor New-
comb was able, in July, 1878, to trace them some eleven

millions of miles from the centre of the sun.

The great eclipse of July, 1878, was most admirably

observed throughout the United States, and a superb

volume of the observations made of it was published by
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the United States Government. Of the numerous beautiful

plates which accompany that volume we give in Figs. 1 and
2 rough diagrams of the drawings by Miss Kate E. Wolcott,
at Black Hawk, Colorado, and M. E. L. Trouvelot, at

Creston, Wyoming, as typical of a great number of others.

It was this volume which, I think, convinced astronomers
of the connection between the coronal form and the sun-
spot period, and to my own mind it brought a further
conviction, to which I gave expression in an article on the
sun's corona in the Sumlay Mai/a^inc for October, 1883,
"that the corona of this type was the origin of ' the ring with
wings,' the symbol which on Assyrian monuments is always
shown as floating over the head of the ring, which is designed
to indicate the Presence and the Protection of the Deity."

Figs. 8 and 4 show some of the forms under which the
" ring with wings " appears on Assyrian monuments, and
Fig. 5 shows the "winged disc" of Egypt. For the
Egyptians, too, were astronomers and sun worshippers,
and were experts in the language of symbols. Equally
with the Chaldeans, the Egyptian priests should have
regarded the corona as a symbolical revelation of the

Deity whose usual

manifestation they

recognized in the

sun, and accord-

ingly we find them
employing a sym-
bol which is almost
as perfect a repre-

sentation of the

corona ofminimum
as that which the

Assyrians adopted.

Miss \Yolcott's

chief characteristics of the

dark body of the moon we
and well-defined

Pig. 4.-

'^-<miiiiiM0^
-The " Presence "

Monuments.
oil Assyrian

Flo. -Egyi^tian

Disc."
Winged

drawing brings out two
corona. Close round the

find in all eclipses a fairly regular
ring of light, the "inner"
corona. This is very
distinctly shown in her
sketch, the ring in her original

being traceable all the way
round the moon. On either

side of the ring of the inner

corona we find the two wLng-
Uke extensions. So far the resemblance to the " winded
ring " is close enough. M. Trouvelot adds a third detail,

and his drawing is one of the most accurate and detailed
ever made, and is abundantly confirmed by the photographs.
He shows round each pole of the sun a number of diverging
streamers, like a fan of hght. Now the Assyrians not
only frequentlj insert the figure of their deity within the
ring, but whenever they do so they represent him with a
kilt-hke dress as in Fig. 4 ; and when they show the ring
without the figure, the " kilt " is given still, indicating
that it is not simply a garment, but an integral part of the
symbol. In some the resemblance of the pleatings of the
kilt to Trouvelot's polar rays is practically perfect. If this
be a mere chance coincidence it seems to me a most ex-
traordinary one.

I think there can be Uttle doubt of the significance
which would be attached to the first two characteristics.
The ring of the inner corona would be looked upon as re-
presenting the Eternity of the Deity ; the spreading wings
as symbohzing His Protection and Power.

If my suggestion is valid—it is not, of coarse, a matter
one can prove—these symbols, about the most frequently
met with of any, and so clearly designed to indicate the
Presence of the Deity, are in their origm drawings of the

solar corona as seen at the sunspot minimum, and as such
are the earhest eclipse representations which have been
preserved to us.

EVIDENCE OF THE EVOLUTION OF
STELLAR SYSTEMS.

By Isaac Eoberts, D.Sc, F.E.S.

TEN years have elapsed since photographs of stars,

star clusters, and nebulse have been obtained on
a scale sufficiently large, and with exposures of

the plates during intervals of time sufficiently

long, to show such minute structural details in the

objects as would enable us to utilize them in the study and
advancement of astronomical science.

The photographs which have been obtained during this

interval are numerous ; but notwithstanding that the

period of ten years covers a large part of individual life,

it is a very insignificant fraction of the time required in

the development out of their constituent elements of the

nebul;e and of the stars. We must therefore be content to

wait a while longer before we can with certainty prove that

structural changes of sensible extent have taken place in

nebulosities, and in the relative positions of the stars,

since the records were made ; but there is evidence, of

a convincing character, shown on many photographs, that

some stars are now undergoing the process of evolution

out of nebulosity, or out of meteoric matter.

I may now proceed to submit for judgment some part

of the evidence referred to as it is made manifest upon a

selected number of photographs which accompany this

communication ; and also discuss the character of the

evidence upon which the inferences or demonstrations of

stellar evolution rest.

The four photographs annexed are of the regions of the

sky named as follows :—No. 1 is in Auriga, the centre of

the plate being in R A. 5h. 45m., Decl. 32° 31' north.

Exposure, ninety minutes on the 8th February, 1893.

Scale, one millimetre equals fifty-six seconds of arc, and
the area of the sky shown is 1° 17' from preceding to

follouhv/ and 1° 35' from north to south.

No. 2 is in Argo, the centre of the plate being in E.A.
7h. 55m., Decl. 10° 20' south. Exposure, ninety minutes
on the 27th February, 1894. Scale, one millimetre equals

fifty-six seconds of arc, and the area of the sky shown is

1° 17' from preceding to t'olloiviiu) and 1° 35' from north to

south.

No. 3 is in Argo, the centre of the plate being in R.A.
7h. 37m., Decl. 14° 30' south. Exposure, ninety minutes
on the 24th February, 1894. Scale, one millimetre equals

fifty-six seconds of arc, and the area of the sky shown is

1° 17' from preceding to folloiring and 1° 35' from north to

south.

No. 4 is in Cassiopeia, the centre of the plate being in

R.A. 23h. 52m., Decl. 56° 8' north. Exposure, ninety

minutes on the 26th November, 1892. Scale, one milU-
metre equals fifty-six seconds of arc, and the area of the

sky shown is 1° 17' from preceding to following and 1° 35'

from north to south.

When these photographs are examined it will be seen
that the stars on several parts of each plate are grouped
into semicircles, segments, portions of ellipses, and into

lines of various degrees of curvature. Some of the groups
are constituted of bright stars of nearly equal magnitude

;

some are of faint stars, also of nearly equal magnitude

;

some are of both bright and faint stars ; and there is much
regularity in the spacing distances between the stars in

the several groups.
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It should be noted that the features here pointed out

are visible on the small areas of the sky shown on the

photographs ; areas of about two square degrees, which is

about half the photographic field of the twenty-inch

reflector. On photographic fields of twelve degrees in

diameter, such as have been taken with portrait lenses on

a scale about four-thirteenths that of the reflector, are

also seen curves and combinations of stars which are not

prominently visible on the larger scale.

The smaller scale shows the stars in closer juxtaposition,

and therefore more within the range of the capacity of

the eye for grouping them ; and if any distinctly visible

group does not exceed one and a half degrees in length,

or in diameter, we have reason for inferring that the

group is within the influence of gravitation, as the evidence

afforded us by the photographs of the great nebula in

Andromeda proves. We have no evidence indicating the

distance of this nebula from the earth, nor have we any
knowledge of the distance of the groups of stars which we
are now investigating ; and we have no means for deter-

mining the limit of the influence of gravitation.

Can we, then, discover any cause, or force, now in

operation that would enable us to explain, or give a

reason, for the grouping of the stars in the manner shown
upon these photographs and confirmed by many other

photographs which are available for examination ?

Photographs showing this grouping of the stars have
been taken by the Brothers Henry in Paris ; by Dr. Gill

at the Cape ; by Mr. Kussell at Sydney ; by Dr. Max
Wolf at Heidelberg ; by Von Gothard in Hungary ; by
Prof. Pickering and Prof. Barnard in America ; and by
others in various parts of the world ; and they all confirm

the reality of stellar groupings in the parts of the sky to

which they refer.

What, then, is the explanation suggested to account for

these persistent appearances ? Are we to infer that the

stars, or many of them, have been evolved out of some
attenuated matter in space by the action of vortical motions
and by gravitation ? If so, where is the material and
whence the source of the vortical motions '?

Photographs of nebuL^ and the descriptive matter con-

cerning them which are requisite to furnish answers to the

questions will be given in the next number of Knowledge,

REPORTS OF OBSERVATORIES.

AMONG the statements made by the Rev. W. Sid-

greaves in his report of observations during the

year 1895 at Stonyhurst, we may instance the

following : drawings of solar spots and facula^

were made on all convenient days, and in con-

nection with these, photographs were taken of the H-K
region of the solar spectrum, with the object of observing

how closely the double reversals shown by integrated

solar light follow the disturbances of the solar surface. A
series of photographs of the spectrum of p Lyra' has been

taken, and three good plates for each day of the light

period have been selected for measurement. A wave-length

chart of the spectra of forty-three of the brighter stars

has also been made from the photographs obtained with

the eight-inch objective.

Eeports are furnished by Sir Piobert Ball and by Mr.
Newall to the Observatory Syndicate. The chief work in

progress at the Cambridge Observatory consists of the

preparation and publication of two catalogues. In the

smaller catalogue about nine thousand stars have been

found in former catalogues, and their places have been

carefully compared with these, with the result that many
instances of proper motion or of error have been detected.

Mr. Newall has necessarily devoted his attention almost

exclusively to the adjustment of the Bruce spectroscope.

Photographs have, however, been taken, measured, and

discussed of a Auriga, y Cassiopeiffi, Orion stars, and Venus

;

the latter with special reference to its rotation period.

The Savilian Professor furnishes three small tracts,

being the reports of the Oxford University Observatory

for the years December 19th, 1893—.lune 9th, 1891 ; June

9th, 1894—May 25th, 1895 ; and May 25th, 1895—April
30th, 1896, respectively. The first two deal principally

with the condition of the instruments and buildings of the

observatory.

The chief work of the observatory has been in connec-

tion with the astrographic chart. Oat of the one thousand

one hundred and eighty plates required of the observatory,

seven hundred and fifty-two have been taken, and one

hundred and thirty-six plates, including thirty-seven

thousand four hundred and four stars, have been measured.

Two series of plates of the planets Pallas (two) and Eunomia

(fifteen) have been taken during the past year with a

special view to determining their parallax. A small factor

has been found for Pallas, and the measures of Eunomia

are awaiting discussion.

A larger pamphlet is issued on the state of the Paris

Observatory in 1895. Much time has been devoted to the

revision of the right ascensions and polar distances of

the catalogue of Paris. Such revision had become very

necessary, since the catalogue was originally deduced by

Le Verrier from a comparison of Bradley's positions with

those of the Greenwich catalogue of 1845. These were

subsequently corrected by observations made in Paris

during the years 1868-1876, but without affecting the

proper motions.

Besides the ordinary routine work of the observatory,

which included eleven thousand three hundred and six

observations of stars for the catalogue of Lalande, photo-

graphs of three hundred and nineteen plates for the cata-

fogue series and two plates with three exposures of an

hour for the ecliptic chart, measures of eighty-eight

plates of the catalogue series, including thirty-six

thousand nine hundred and forty-five stars, special

researches were undertaken by various members of the

staff. With the Grand Cerde Meridien, M. Boquet has

deduced, from a combination of twenty-nme direct and

fifteen reflexion observations of Polaris, a latitude of

48° 50' 11 05", and from analogous observations of 5 Ursse

Minoris 48° 50' 10-78". M. Loewy, assisted by M. le

Morvan, have taken advantage of every favourable

opportunity to complete their series of lunar photographs,

though, unfortunately, these occasions were few. Two of

the plates, of date 1895, March 5th and 6th, have been

sent to M. Weinek for enlargement on paper. A most

beautiful reproduction is given as a frontispiece to the

report, on the same scale as the original photograph, and

bearing the date l^i94, February 14th. Much difficulty

has been found in controlling the motion of such a heavy

and complicated instrument so as to insure that the

displacement of the image on the sensitive plate may

not exceed 0'15" or 0'20" in a second of time. It

is determined, in consequence, to impart a separate

motion to the eyepiece, and, therefore, also to the photo-

graphic plate, and M. Loewy is engaged with M. Gautier

in devising the best method of doing so. It may be thus

possible to take small phases of the moon which require

several seconds of exposure. At the request of M. .lanssen,

M. Bigourdan has spent his holidays in measuring the

weight of Mont Blanc. Observations have been made at

Grands Mulcts (three thousand and fifty metres) and at

Chamounix (one thousand and fifty metres) ;
those from
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the summit have been postponed until the autumn of 1896,

and will not be possible unless more efficient means are

found for transporting the equipment and for determining

the time.
__ ^

Urttrrs,
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

Btat^ments of correspondents.]
»

To the Editors of Knowledge.
SiKS,—In the light of Prof. Bonney's new publication,

" Ice Work, Past and Present," it is, I presume, per-

missible to advance any reasonable theory on many of the

moot points connected with the glaciation of England in

geological times. The darkness on these points is most

profoimd, and existing theories, according to the Professor's

judicial summing up, can occasionally be played off each

against another.

With no desire to advance a theory, I should be glad to

obtain a discussion as to the conditions existing towards

the end of that period in which the great chalky boulder

clay of East Anglia was laid down. As an observer of

this deposit in Essex, perhaps I may be permitted to

submit a few notes as a result of practical work.

First, as to the composition of the deposit :—It is to

be noticed that many of the softer rocks (chalk and harder

limestone) have undergone great abrasion, pointing to

glacier action. On the other hand, there is a large

proportion of the erratics in which the formation has

proved eminently preservative. I have in my possession

echini and other fossils which, although completely freed

whilst in the boulder clay from their chalky matrix, have
nevertheless preserved their delicate markings, and which

have apparently suffered as little in that disengaging

process as by the most refined artificial method. I have

also found dendritic markings preserved ou pieces of chalk,

as also striations on these very soft rocks. It will pre-

sumably be said that all ttiis goes to show that there has

been but little percolation of rainwater in subsequent

time, but it demonstrates a great deal more. It proves

that the conditions of transit of these fragments was at a

certain point rendered what we should call safe ; that is to

say, the bulk of the deposit was sealed up at a certain

stage and afterwards quietly deposited.

Again we have to take into account the enormous mass
of this travelled ch'hris. Reduced now at places to a

fragment, it was once continuous over the greater part of

Essex, as also over Sufiblk and Norfolk. Attaining now
sometimes a thickness of near forty feet, it may be safely

inferred to have been considerably thicker in earlier times.

The conveyance of this enormous mass implies adequate

engines, and such (to refer again to the Professor's book)

would appear to be the floes generated at an " ice foot."

See pages C3 and 64 of " Ice Work.'' (That the deposit

was made during a submergence seems now to be granted

by all the best authorities.) From what point did the

majority of these ice-floes start '? Mr. Searles Y. Wood,
jun., as one reads his paper, would seem to think that the

greater proportion came from near what is now the

Lincolnshire coast. The point incident to our mquiry
is that they came from a northern direction. This does

not appear to be doubted. Again, the current that set

southerly must have been long engaged in this transport,

and on these shallow shores floe must have been dashed
upon floe in continuous rhythm ; none, so far as we know,
succeeded in returning north with their load.

What was the configuration of this ancient sea ? Land-
locked at the south, as it would appear from Prof.

Prestwich's paper on the " Westletton Beds," and also by

reference to j\Ir. Whittaker's " Geology of the London
Basin," where he speaks of high land to the south.

That is to say, both authorities would hardly allow the

Dover Straits to have had an existence at that time. Now
we come to another point where the light is not so clear—or

we might rather add, where the darkness is profotmd—and
that is the causes that brought about the close of this

deposition of travelled rock. Amelioration of climate due

to secular or temporary causes has been advanced in

explanation, and ultimately, of course, that agency was
triumphant. But, such a process being very gradual, we
ought, where an upper surface has been preserved, to see

something of a shading off of the boulder clay rather than

an abrupt termination. (It may be advanced that no such

upper surface has been preserved, but there is a post-

glacial gravel that cannot be separated from the same
submergence, which would therefore appear to preserve the

upper surface,
i

In all such cases the termination, ac-

cording to Mr. Searles Wood, is abrupt—and that is my
experience.

I cannot find that any particular stress has been laid

upon what must have been once a powerful factor in

inducing local change in the North Sea, and that is the

opening of the Dover Straits. A moment's reflection will

show that at whatever period of the glacial age this breach

was made, an increase of temperatttre must have resulted

all along the seaboard. Assuming the south-western

current of warm water to have held along the same course,

so far as the South of England is concerned, as it does at

present—and we have no reason to suppose it did not—we
should have had in the extreme south-east two totally

different seas divided from each other only by the Wealden
anticline—one ice-laden and one comparatively warm.
Now let us suppose a breach to be made through the

chalk. This would be rather of a sudden uattire, but the

whole set of currents in the North Sea would be changed,

and all the shores of that cold sea would be laved once a

day by the initial tidal wave of warmer water. The
destruction among the icebergs would be great, and what
were not melted would be driven far north by the current

from the south. It does not seem possible to exaggerate

the importance of this change. The certain result would
seem to be a sudden termination of the glacial conditions

so far as the shores of the narrow sea extended. The
important question is, when was the breach made ? Much
earlier than the deposition of the chalky boulder clay it

could not have been (set' Prestwich and ^^"hittaker, already

referred to). Even without consulting these authorities it

does not seem credible that heavily laden ice-floes could

have existed had there been a breach at the south. Later

than the deposition of the chalky boulder clay it could

hardly have been, because a general elevation of the land

must have soon succeeded, as we know of only a thin spread

of marine gravel afterwards. It seems to be quite consis-

tent that this gravel, due to other currents than those

which brought the ice-floes, should accumulate for the

time the sea bed remained submerged, and would lie upon
the glacial ih'brts in precisely the manner we find it.

I should be glad to know how far such a problem as this

has been inquired into. J. French.

Felstead, Essex.

THE SEXUAL SENSE AND THE X RAYS.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—It occurred to me some nine months ago that in

the then recently discovered X rays we had an explanation

of the sexual sense of moths. Such a " sense " has long

been suspected, but the medium through which it acted has
hitherto been obscure, because it was fotmd to penetrate
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substances opaque to light ; and I think I am also right in

stating that it has been demonstrated that it is not carried

by particulate matter, and therefore not akin to our sense

of smell. The explanation which seems to me to have

some degree of probability is, that the female moth is

capable of emanating rays of the same nature as the

X rays in the luminiferous ether, and that the male moth
has an organ of sensation (probably situated in the

antenna^) capable of receiving these rays.

If such is the case it is easy to put the matter to the

test, for if the female wingless moth called "vapourer

moth" emanates these rays, then it would be possible to

take a photograph with such a moth as the source of our

X rays.

Time and material have been wanting, or I should long

ago have made the experiment.

If some of your readers could put the matter to the test

by making this experiment, I should be glad to know
whether a negative or positive result is obtained.

I should also be glad to know whether it has ever been

observed that moths are attracted by a working Crookes

tube. W. F. Lloyd.

The Eoyal Infirmary, Windsor.
« :

THE LEAF-CUTTER BEE.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—I noticed in the November Number of Kxo^xedge
a short account of that most intelhgent insect, the leaf-

cutter bee. Mr. Duncan does not give due credit to this

little architect when he writes: "This manoeuvre is

repeated several times until ten or twelve pieces have been
cut. The bee then enters the tunnel and begins to twist

and fold the leaves, making them fit together into a sort

of funnel-shaped cone, something like a thimble." As
soon as the leaf-cutter bee has made her burrow she

flies off and selects a rose-bush of the " tea " type, from a

leaf of which she first cuts a circular piece somewhat
larger than the diameter of the bm-row, into which she fits

it at the bottom. She then returns to the same leaf and
cuts an oblong, wedge-shaped piece, flies with it fixed

between her jaws and third pan- of legs to the burrow,

down which she takes it thin edge first, and, without any
delay, fits it into the concave bottom-piece. Again she

returns to the bush to cut another oblong piece of exactly

the same size, returning to the burrow in exactly the same
way, placing this second oblong piece with the edges over-

lapping the first ; and so on, backwards and forwards to the

bush and burrow, each piece being laid in its place, until

the sides often consist of a dozen or more oblong, wedge-

shaped pieces. Then the bee makes repeated journeys to

the flowers, collecting poUen and nectar with which to

make the dehcious " pudding " for her future progeny-
one pudding and one egg ; then as many as a dozen

circular pieces, cut one by one and placed in exact position,

so that they form the cover of the first cell and foundation

of the second. " Order was Heaven's first law," which

law insects obey. Fred. Enock.
»

Rr^ES AXD OaHAMS.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Your correspondent, Mr. Charles A. Schott, calls

into question the statement in my paper that rimes have

been found on the banks of the Potomac.
My authority is M. Napoleon Ney, president of the

Societe de Gi'ographie Commerciale (Paris).

As it is perfectly well known that Scandinavians visited

the coasts of North America, surely it is not " palpably

absurd" that they should be credited with setting up an

inscription there as elsewhere.

Gerteude Buefobd Rawlings.

Scitnw Notts.

The aim of civilization should be to harmonize all the
powers of mind in the community as well as in the indivi-

dual. There should be close bonds of sympathy between
men of science, art, and literature, so that the best thoughts
and the best work in each shall meet with equal recogni-

tion. This spirit of broadmindedness is nurtured by the

Royal Societies Club, where, a few days ago, Sir Edward
•J. Poynter, President of the Eoyal Academy, was enter-

tained at dinner. On that occasion Fellows of the Royal and
other scientific societies, members of the Eoyal Academy,
and distinguished men of letters gathered together at the

same board, and the ties between them were strengthened
and more closely drawn by the meeting. " Literature,

Science, and Art " were combined in one toast, which was
responded to by three representative men, Dr. Conan
Doyle, Prof. Eay Lankester, and Mr. Wyke BayUss. In
replying for science. Prof. Lankester remarked that some-
times there appeared to be antagonism between it and art,

but really there was none. Art depicts lovely things,

while the duty of science is to explain rather than create

;

yet both act together in revealing the harmony and beauty
of the works of natm-e.

The Davy Medal (of the Eoyal Society) has been
presented to Prof. Henri Moissan for the isolation of

fluorine and the use of the electric furnace Ln the prepara-

tion of refractory substances ; the Copley Medal to Prof.

Carl Gegenbaur for his researches in comparative anatomy,
and especially in the history of the vertebrate skeleton

;

the Eumford Medal to Profs. Lenard and Eontgen for their

investigation of the phenomena produced outside a highly-

exhausted vacuum tube through which electrical discharge

is taking place ; the Darwin iledal to Prof. Giovanni
Battista Grassi for his important discoveries, especially on
matters directly related to Darwin's speculations. A
Eoyal Medal has been given to Sir Archibald Geikie for

his original contributions to geology, and to Prof. Charles

Vernon Boys for his invention of quartz fibres, improve-

ment of the radio-micrometer, development in the art of

instantaneous photography, and for his determination of

the value of the constant of attraction.

Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.E.S., wiU always be gratefully

remembered by those who desire an opportunity for origi-

nal work in pure chemistry or physical chemistry, and
also by the public at large for the munificent gift of a new
research laboratory (to be called the Davy-Faraday Ee-

search Laboratory), which adjoins the Eoyal Institution.

In addition to purchasing the freehold and fitting up the

building. Dr. Mond has also provided an endowment for its

maintenance, at a total cost of about one hundred thousand

pounds. The laboratory, opened by the Prince of Wales
on •22nd December, is fitted throughout with the newest

and most improved apparatus. In the basement there

are an electrical room, with a battery of twenty-six accu-

mulators, a constant temperature room, a room for thermo-

chemistry, another for pyro-chemical research, and an

electric furnace for smelting. The higher floors are de-

voted to working laboratories, including an optical room,

a photographic room, and a room for the preparation of

chemicals. There is also a large Ubrary, and every other

provision for smoothing the rough paths of original re-

search work, -—>-•-.

—

The process of vulcanizing india-rubber by means of

bisulphide of carbon, and the operations incidental thereto,

have been condemned by the Home Secretary as dangerous

or injurious to health.
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Iron ore is plentiful in Sussex, -whicli, until the year

1720, was the principal centre of iron manufacture in

England, the iron rails round St. Paul's Cathedral having

been cast there. The fuel used was wood, but the country

became denuded of timber, and Parliament prohibited

smelting operations, the last furnace being extinguished

in 1828. Now it appears, in view of the development of

a coalfield at Dover, the re-establishment of ironworks on

a large scale is contemplated.—t »

I

A Victorian Era exhibition, under the auspices of the

Associated Chambers of Commerce, is to be held during

the present year. Its object is to bring together exhibits

illustrative of the progress effected in different branches

of British trade during Her JIajesty's reign, as well as

the present condition of the manufactures of the United
Kingdom.

An exhibition is to be held early this year at the

Imperial Institute illustrating the great progress which
has been made in carrying on the sea fisheries of the

United Kingdom, the advance made in yachting, and the

perfection to which life-saving apparatus has been brought

during the sixty years of Her Majesty's reign.

Agriculture in the West Riding of Yorkshire is said to

be seriously retarded through the havoc wrought by
sparrows, which at present fairly consume the produce of

the field, and are preparing for the farmers a highway to

bankruptcy. As remedial means, it has been suggested

that the old sparrow clubs shoiild be revived, a halfpenny

per head to be offered for every sparrow killed.

Wm. Crookes, F.R.S., of thallium and radiometer fame,

in lecturing on " Diamonds" at the Imperial Institute on

the 7th December, disclosed some interesting facts. He
mentioned that the four principal mines (Kimberley) em-
ployed about eight thousand persons. From two to three

million carats of diamonds were turned out in a year, and
up to the end of 1802 ten tons of diamonds, valued at

£60,000,000, had come from those mines. In 18i»5 there

were found 2,135,541 carats of diamonds, realizing

£'3,105,058, at an expenditure of £1,701,813, and leaving

a profit of £1,401,145. The largest known diamond,
weighing 970 carats, was found at .Jagersfontein Mine, and
was now being cut at Amsterdam. But even diamond
mining has limitations, for Mr. Crookes said the mines

were capable of yielding more, but they were limited to a

certain output in order to maintain the price.

The eleventh German Geographical Congress will be

held at Jena on April 21st, 22nd, and 23rd. The principal

subjects to be discussed are Polar investigations, physical

questions, biological geography, the topography and
natural history of Thuringia, and the teaching of geo-

graphy in schools.

Referring to the beet sugar industry of France, the

United States Consul at Havre says, in a recent report,

the crop pays the farmer better than wheat or any other

agricultural product, and hence a large acreage is under

beets. In 1894 the area was one million seven hundred
thousand acres, and the production nearly eighteen and a

half mOlion tons, or nearly eleven tons to the acre ; fifty

to sixty per cent, of all this is used for the production of

sugar. It is said that the leaves of the plant are used for

adulterating tobacco. The pulp, after the juice has been

expressed for sugar, is eaten by cattle.

At the London Institution, on December 4th, Mr. Fred.
Enock, F.L.S., delivered a most interesting lecture on
" The Wonders and Romance of Insect Life" as pourtrayed
in the life histories of some of the insects common in every
London back garden. The fifty illustrations shown upon
the screen were the handiwork of Mr. Enock, each one a
study from nature, showing the metamorphoses of the
various insects. Many of the marvellous insect egg
parasites have been discovered by the lecturer, who is

engaged upon a monograph of this most interesting but
neglected family.

•-•-•

Rumour has it that a scheme is on foot for the furnishing

of electric power to the city of Mexico from peat beds nine

miles distant.

Some idea of the great activity of the inventive faculty

at the present time may be formed from the fact that in

the week ending November 28th the number of applications

for patents filed at the Patent Office amounted to seven

hundred and seven. An analysis of this great muster of

things new and, alas ! old, shows that, eliminating the

vast number which relate to cycles, thirty-nine aim at

improvements in the applications of electricity, including

the electric lighting of cycles and motor cars.
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THE AGE OF MOUNTAINS.-I.
By Prof. J. Logan Lobley, F.G.S.

THE marvellous foldings and plications of rocks

observable in mountain and hill ranges, which
were lately described in Knowledge, »- suggest an
inquiry as to when they were produced. To reply

to this inquiry a knowledge must be obtained of

the geological age of the elevations exhibiting these great

and wonderful phenomena.
" The everlasting hills " is a phrase with which we are

aU familiar; indeed, we are so accustomed to look upon a

mountain as a type of all that is stable and enduring, that

it would to many be somewhat startling to be told that the

hnis and the mountains of the globe are constantly

changing and being worn away, and much more so to be

informed that, compared with the age of the oldest rocks,

many are but things of yesterday. But it is well known
to all observers of nature that every rainstorm, every

torrent, carries away from the summits and sides of hills

and mountains a large amount of solid material ; that

ice, and snow, and frost, and thaw, take from the peaks and
the higher regions of lofty mountains enormous quantities

of the hardest rocks ; that these are hurled down to the

base of the precipices, and carried to the rivers of the

plains. The " screes " of our own Cumberland Lake
District, and the broad desert of stones derived from the

summi's of the Alps, which in the dry season extends as

the wide bed of the River Po for hundreds of miles , are but

obnous illustrations of the rapid waste of hUls and moun-
tains. The great plain of Lombardy itself has been
formed by the filling up of a shallow sea with the debris

brought from its bounding mountains. It is not, however,
to the wearing away or destruction of mountains to which
attention is now invited, but to their various ages and the

comparatively recent elevation of many of the mountain
ranges of the globe.

By the " age of a mountain,'' it must be borne in mind,
is not meant the age of the rocks of which it is composed,
but the age of the mountain as the elevation we now see

it, or, in other words, the geological period in which it

assumed that prominence and importance as a feature of

the earth's surface which is given to it by a considerable

elevation above the level of the sea.

The maximum geological age of a mountain can be

approximately fixed by ascertaining the age of the most
recent of the rocks occurring at a considerable height

above its base, since ihese rocks must have been formed
under water at a low level, and so must be older than the

elevation which placed them at the level they now occupy.

In order to determine the geological age of a mountain it

is requisite, therefore, to ascertain the most recent or

newest strata forming any part of its summit or flanks.

It can then safely be said that elevation, and to that extent,

has taken place since the period of the deposition of those

recks. But it cannot be safely said that the range is of

later date than the geological epoch of the formation to

which the most recent strata belong, because the periods

during which the " formations" of the sedimentary rocks

were individually deposited were each of such long duration.

As was well shown by Sir Charles Lyell in reply to Mr.
Elie de Beaumont's arguments in support of the theory of

the sudden rise of mountain chains, it was quite possible

for a mountain range to be partly composed of Cretaceous

strata, and yet to have been upheaved in the Cretaceous

epoch. The period indicated by that phrase was of sufficient

duration to allow of deposition, accumulation, consolidation,

upheaval, and great elevation, and even of subsequent sub-

sidence beneath the waters of the ocean. And the same
might be said of the other great geological epochs of the

earth's history. Unless there be other evidence, therefore,

it can only be said that the elevation took place since the

commencement of the epoch of the latest rock, or subse-

quent to the close of the preceding period.

There may be other evidence, however, which will enable

a more positive statement to be made, since we can, by a

knowledge of the geology of a district, even assert that an

elevation within its area is of later date than the close of

the epoch of the rock of which it is composed. An example

is not far to seek, and one on a small scale is in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of London. In the Thames Valley

there are several elevations rising to the dignity of hills.

Those which attain a certain elevation, as Hampstcad and
Harrow hills, are capped by sands, which cappings are

outliers of the Bagshot Sands, the hiUs below these sands

being composed of the London Clay. From this it cau be

asserted that the lower hUls, as the Norwood hills, although

not capped by Bagshot Sauds, are also newer as separate

elevations than the deposition of the sands of the higher

hills, since they have all been the result of cu-cum-

denudation during the same period.

V0LC.\NIC .MOUNT.UNS.

Volcanoes are so distinctly different from all other

mountains in form, structure, and origin, that they should

obviously be considered separately, and placed quite apart

in any consideration of mountain age, although they are

-See KxowLEDGE, July. 1896.

Eio. 1.—Prehistoric Vesuvius : a Single Cone.

often, parasitically, as it were, situated on a mountain range.

In many cases these volcanoes are lofty mountains, with

beautifully regular conical summits. These thus attract

the eye even when surrounded by still greater elevations,

and often give much beauty and great interest to the

scenery from amidst which they rise. The origin and
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formation and structure of volcanoes are by no means
obscure. Von Bucb, Humboldt, and others held the
opinion that they have been formed by upheaval, and
have their upper portions only composed of ejected matter.
It is now, however, conclusively established by observation
of sections of cones, and especially by the formation of
Monte Xuovo, near Baice, which was actually observed in

the year 1588, that a volcano is simply an accumulation
of ejectamenta around a central orifice. All the active
volcanoes of the world are, therefore, mountains in course
of formation at the present time, and, so to speak, not yet
completed. Many of them, too, were only commenced in
very late geological time. The best-known of all volcanoes,
Tesunus and Etna, may be taken as types of the present
day active volcanoes of the world. Vesuvius, including
the old crater ridge of Monte Somma and the gigantic
cone of Sicily, had a late Pliocene beginning.
One very interesting fact in connection with the

formation of mountains by volcanic action is that such
action sometimes destroys as well as builds up, and often
lowers the height of a volcano. This is strikingly exem-
plified in the history of Vesuvius, for in prehistoric times
this mountain was, there is little reason to doubt, at least

double its present elevation, and in historical and even in
recent times the present cone has been greatly reduced
in height by unusually great or paroxysmal eruptions.
Small eruptions increase the elevation of a volcanic cone,
whOe great eruptions lessen it by blowing ofi" its upper-
most part and so increasing the size of the crater, as is

shown by the accompanying illustrations.* But perhaps
the most conspicuous illustration of the destroying action
of volcanic energy was that afforded only about twelve
years ago at the island volcano, Krakatoa, in the Sunda
Straits, an interesting account of which terrific eruption
appeared in Knowledge for December, 1895.

The volcanic mountains next in age are those which
have been quiescent for many centuries and so are thought
to be extinct, but yet have been in eruption during the
historic period. Monte Epomeo, in the Island of Ischia,
in eruption in 1302, is an instance of this class, as is also

the lofty mountain in the North-West of Arabia, con-
sidered by some to be the true Mount Sinai, and which is

Flo. 2.—Cone Truncated bv C4reat Eruptions.

stated by the Arabs to have been in eruption in ancient
times. The singularly regular and beautiful cone of Fusi
Yami, in Japan, is, too, an excellent example, as is also the
Solfatara of the classic Phlegrean Fields.

The many mountains that have been built up by volcanic
action since Pliocene times, and have yet never been active
since the commencement of the historic period, constitute
a still older class. Nowhere furnishes better examples of
the prehistoric volcanoes than Auvergne in Central
France, where volcanic cones and craters are exceedingly
numerous, and no less than forty cluster around the Puy
de Dome and form the beautiful district near Clermont.
These have been made extensively known by the admirable
and profusely illustrated work of Poulett Scrope, " The
Volcanoes of Central France."

* From "Moimt. Vesuvius," by J. L. Lobley.

Although the Puys of Auvergne are undoubtedly pre-

historic as active volcanoes, yet some of their craters are

so perfect that they cannot belong to a period more
remote than that immediately preceding the present epoch.
That the greater portion of the mass of these mountains
is of post-Pliocene age is obvious from their lavas covering
Pliocene strata, though the volcanic action here com-
menced, probably, in that period of great volcanic dis-

turbance, the Miocene. Doubtless some ceased their

activity long before others, as the craters of a few of the
Puys are much worn and wasted. To the same era may
be assigned the great volcanic mountain of Cantal, and
the other extinct cones of Central France.

Of this general age, too, are the beautiful and interesting

volcanic hills in the district of the Eifel, near the Ehine,
the crater of one of which forms the Lake Maare. Better
known are the extinct volcanoes near Eome, displaying

fine examples of lakes of placid water occupying craters

once the scene of violent volcanic action. Lago di

Bolsena, occupying one of the largest craters in the world.

Fig. 3. —Vesuvius after Eruption of 1G31.

Lago di Braceiano, and the well-known Lake of Albauo,

are perfect examples. From the volcanoes of the Alban
Hills the material was ejected that now forms the tufa

constituting the " Seven Hills " of Eome. The famous
Lake Avernus and the Lago Agnano are lakes in craters

of this age near Naples; and the hills, and indeed the whole
site of that great city, are formed of the ejectamenta of

those and other neighbouring craters.

The great volcanic mountain of Tatra in the North of

Hungary, and other volcanic elevations on the flanks of

the Carpathians and in Transylvania, may be ascribed to

the earlier Oligocene period, and the high basaltic lands of

South AustraUa and Victoria to Eocene volcanic action.

One of the greatest outpourings of lava the world has
seen occurred in Cretaceous times, and formed the high
plateau of the Deecan in India, where volcanic rocks,

covering an area of two hundred thousand square miles,

have a maximum thickness of no less than six thousand
feet. To this period also belong vast uplands of volcanic

rocks in the West of the North American continent.

Though in the older geological periods volcanic activity

gave vast thicknesses of rocks now occupying elevated

positions, and sometimes forming hills and even the sum-
mits or parts of the summits of lofty mountains, yet the

Fig. I. —Vesuvius as at Present.

hills and mountains of which they now form portions were

elevated in most cases subsequently to the outpouring of

the lava, since it is interbedded with sedimentary rocks.

Conspicuous examples of this are seen in the Welsh
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mountains of Snowdon, Cader Idris, the Arenigs, and

others, and in the Scotch districts of Skye, Aran, the

Pentlands, the Ochils, the Sidlawg, and many other hills,

including the well-known Arthur's Seat. The age of such

mountains and elevated lands must be fixed obviously by

the geological considerations applicable when we approach

the determination of the age of ordinary or non-volcanic

moimtains.
There is, however, one very striking example in our own

country of a lofty mountain mass being formed of volcanic

rocks that have never been interbedded. This grandly

towers above Borrowdale and the beautiful Derwent Water

of the Enghsh Lake District, and is of the Lower Silurian

age. One of the vents of this old volcanic area, now
filled with hard volcanic rock, was probably what is at

present known as Castle Head, near Keswick. Still older

volcanic rock forms a part of the Wreckin, in Shropshire,

which has been ascribed to pre-Cambrian or Archcean

times.

BIRD-SONGS IN WINTER.
By Ch.\rles a. Witchell.

THE astronomical date of the commencement of

winter being so much later than that popularly

assumed for this event, it may be well to state

that for the present purpose the former interpreta-

tion has been adopted. The songs of birds will,

therefore, be discussed as they may be observed during

practically the three first months of the year ; for the con-

cluding days of December do not induce any vocal variation

from what was audible immediately prior to the shortest

day, unless, indeed, the weather be remarkably nuld. It is

quite possible that birds perceive the lengthening of the

last days of the year ; but I have never detected anything

in their behaviour indicating an appreciation of this

circumstance as foretelling the spring. A few warm days,

even in the darkest period of the year, wiU have more
eflect in calling forth their songs than several additional

hours of sunshine on a very cold March day. On the

other hand, a few nipping frosts will silence the robin,

thrush, wren, and hedge sparrow, although the starling

will often sing on through the cold, especially if sure of

obtaming food. If the weather at the beginning of

January be fairly even, however, and not too cold, the

lark will indicate the change of season by attempting a

song. Year after year I have noticed that under these

climatic conditions the bird renews its vocal efforts within

a few days after New Year's Day. Some of the larks

—

probably old birds which were singing in October and
November—now give songs which are coherent and varied,

though not nearly so continuous and diversified as the

notes heard in ^larch and April. For this reason the

songs of the lark in January are a very interesting study,

since their gradual elaboration from simple to complex
modulations may be easily observed. The song is uttered

more particularly during the first hour or two of morning
sunshine ; and this habit is continued throughout the season

of song. The bird does not now often sing while rising

from the ground, as is customary in JIarch and later. One
will fly hoveringly, and with a kind of lilt, in an aimless

manner, at a slight elevation, and will then repeat its

ordinary call-note, which sounds like u-orrij you pronounced
very quickly. It may then utter another call—the cry of

the young, which may be suggested by tieuu, and then
change the other cry to iiorry u-orrij tvomjijuu, uttered very
rapidly, and so on. That is how the bird begins to sing.

The distinguishable mode of flight employed during song
(except in a strong breeze) is now always exhibited before

the song is commenced. In autumn the lark often

employs the ordinary call-note singly while flying, and at

such times the note is uttered at the moment corresponding

to that in which the wings are flapped. It is possible that

this may account for the hovering kind of flight being now
emplo\-ed when the call-note is frequently repeated.

The lark appears to be the first bird which begins to

sing in the new year. Others may have been vocal during

warm weather in December, such as the robin, thrush,

starling, bro\\Ti wren, hedge sparrow, and, occasionally,

the blackbird ; but the lark is less likely than any of these

to sing at Christmastide. At the time when it is beginning

to sing, or a week or two before, some of the hedge
sparrows, probably birds of the last season, utter the

simple call-squeak of their species twice or more times

together, and thus make a little song. But this seems to

be only a transitory accomplishment, and is soon varied

by the introduction of other notes, the whole being very

rapidly uttered.

On a warm day in December or January the nuthatch

repeats his short, low-pitched, and full-toned cry, tuuttutt,

several times very rapidly in succession, and thus pro-

duces a song which may be represented by ticuttuttuttutt.

Although these repetitions do not, in December and early

in January, generally exceed from three to six in number,
uttered at the rate of about four per second, in February
and later the repetition is often prolonged and executed

with much greater rapidity, so that ten or twelve notes

per second are produced, the general character of the whole
reminding one of the whistling of a railway guard. In

this development the nuthatch exceeds the degree of

repetition observable in the lark and hedge sparrow.

Early m January, however, he may also be detected in

developing another cry from the ordinary call-note. Instead

of the dissyllabic cry above described, a single full note

! (ticutt) is given, and is prolonged, sounding like a very

[

short full whistle. As days pass the bird wiU prolong

i

this more and more, untO we hear long slurred whistles of

much the same character as those we produce with the

mouth when whistling to a dog.

At the same period the tree-creeper may be heard

repeating his somewhat plaintive call-squeak several times

together, and he does this in any weather ; but the single

note, though often prolonged, never attains so great a

development as the whistle of the nuthatch. About March,
however, the bird will repeat his squeaks so rapidly as to

make a little song, which increases in quickness of utterance

towards the termination, and may well be quoted as

proving how pleasant a result can be attained by the

simple reiteration of one cry.

The above birds are mentioned as to some extent com-
mencing their songs in January ; but, as already stated,

there are others which, like the lark, have been singing in

the autumn, but have not also ceased in December. If

winter arrives with a spell of severe frost, however, these

birds are silenced, and afterwards, when the thaw arrives,

they begin to "record" or slowly recover their songs.

The wren is rather exceptional, for it sings much the same
song at any favourable time of the year, although in the

season of nesting it will greatly prolong its little melody
by repeating the same strain several times in one song.

Early in January the thrush sings only brief songs

—

totee totec tceuu treuu, and other simple cries, which may
be considered as the most widely prevalent in the species,

and as probably representing the ancestral song. The
rapid musical strains, some of tbem beautiful roulades,

which the bird gives later in the season, are never heard

now, nor are many cries uttered which resemble those of

other species ; but in regard to the latter point it should
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be noticed that even now a tbrush will often have a note

closely like aery of the tawny owl, or the evening cry of

the partridge, or the prominent note of yet another species.

Especially does it produce brief but loud whistles re-

sembling those of the nuthatch. If persons who are

blessed with a thrush in the garden will listen attentively

to its song, they will perceive that while the first three

months of the year are passing away their bird is extending

its powers of variation and mimicry, so that the songs

heard at the end of this period will be hardly comparable,

as performances, with the primitive utterances of early

January.

The same feature of extended variation, but without
mimicry, may be noticed in the blackbird, whicli sings in

January short and simple strains, with a tendency to repeat

them ; so that its songs then resemble not only those of a

young blackbird commencing vocalization in October, but
also those of its ally the missel-thrush. In fact, when
both species begin to sing, their utterances are approxi-
mately equal in barbaric simplicity as well as similar in

tone ; but, while the blackbii-d progresses week by week
towards the attainment of the long musical strains which
form a sort of bass to the chorus of May, the missel-thrush

seems to remain content with a repetition of two or three

notes—very full, indeed, but hardly exceeding the interval

of a third, and repeated many times with hardly a varia-

tion at all. This bird is supposed to sing especially in

stormy weather, and it sometimes does so ; but it sings

most continuously in fine warm weather. In February it

should be in full song.

The rattling alarm of the blackbird is particularly

noticeable in the first two months of the year, durmg
which the bird betrays an increasing tendency to utter this

remarkable strain on the slightest alarm, or when there
is no alarm at all ; and then the cry—like the single

clicking note so often repeated at evening—seems to be
employed merely to make a fuss.

The starling is, perhaps, the most persistent of all our
singers, for the only time when it ceases to pour forth from
our roofs its curious medley of original and bcrrowed notes
is when the young leave the nest, from which period till

August it is absent
;
yet the noisy choruses of its assemblies

in the fields prove that it sings while abroad as much as
or more than at home. In the winter it often concludes
its song with harsh squealing notes. These are uttered
with increasing frequency as the season advances, and are

often addressed to the mate. They are worth noticing.

At morning and evening in December and January the
chaffinch gives its cry, jiiik or tirik, sometimes with con-
siderable frequency; but it never produces a continuous
cry like the alarm of the blackbird or the long cry of the
nuthatch. The bird has, nevertheless, a tendency to repeat
this note rapidly, and the extent to which this prevails
should be observed.

In February the bird will begin to sing. Then also the
greenfinch will begin to repeat its call-note for a song, both
when on the wing and when perched; and towards the end
of the month, or in March, the peculiar guttural song-note
will be noticed. In these two months the flocks of linnets
wiU sometimes be heard singing in a sort of chorus.

In February we shall notice the song of the marsh
titmouse. This has been described as resembling the
words if he, but the best mode of suggesting the sound is

by striking two notes alternately in the interval of a third,
high on the piano— say, at an octave above G over the
treble stave—and repeating them at the rate of about three
couples per second. That gives a good idea of tlie song,
which is obviously as simple as the common call of the
cuckoo, and is repeated by the whole species, with wearying

monotony. At the same period the pied wagtail will be
heard singing a jumbled kind of song consisting of hardly
any sounds except call-notes.

In March the first warbler will arrive with cheery song.
Besides the M[t-chaif', whence the bird is named, there is

a cricket-hke chirp, which is given less often when the
bird has first arrived than later in the season, when also it

is sometimes varied in extent of repetition.

Last mentioned and least necessary of our list, the
house sparrow will be observed to immediately commence
its seemingly noisy combats. The purpose of these assem-
blies, which often consist of several males and one female,
may be diflicult to determine ; but the cries employed at

them appear to exhaust the vocabulary of the species. It

will be noticed that the call-note of the male, chissick,

though uttered hardly at all at the beginning of the year,

occurs with increasiug frequency as the season advances.

THE DECAY OF CLOUDS.

By Dr. J. G. McPherson, F.R.S.E., late Mathematical
Examiner in the Universitij of St. Andrew's.

UNTIL Mr. John Aitken proved by experiment that

cloud - particles are formed by the adhesion of

water vapour to the dust-particles invisibly floating

in the atmosphere, little was known about the
real nature of clouds. The lowest stage in the

formation of clouds is in the once little-understood pheno-
menon of haze. The cleai-est air has some haze, and as

the moisture increases the thickness of the air increases.

In this case condensation takes place on dust-particles,

even when the air is comparatively dry, before the tempera-
ture comes down to the dew-point. The sultry haze, the
suflbcating fogs, the drizzling mists, and the thin rain, as

well as the great thunder rain and pelting hail, and the

feathery snow, are now all known to be diflerent stages of

the formation of the vapour in the air on the minute dust-

particles at difl^erent grades of heat and cold. The forma-
tion of clouds is now distinctly understood.

But the attention of the meteorologist has not been so

much directed to the decay of clouds. Now the processor
decay in clouds takes place in various ways. A careful

observer may discern the reverse process of the formation

of clouds. In May (1896) my attention was particularly

drawn to this in Strathmore, in Scotland. In the middle
of that exceptionally sultry month I was arrested by a

remarkable phenomenon. It was the hottest May for

seventy-two years, and the dryest for many years. The
whole parched earth was thirsting for rain. All the morning
my eyes were turned to the clouds in the hope that the

much-desired shower should fall. Till ten o'clock the sun
was not seen, and there was no blue in the sky. Nor was
there any haze or fog. The sky was full of clouds of

varied thickness and form. But, suddenly, the sun shone
through a thinner portion of a cloud, and to the north the

sky began to open. In a quarter of an hour there was more
blue to be seen than clouds. At the same time, near the

horizon a haze was forming, gradually getting denser as

time wore on. In an hour the whole clouds were gone,

and the moisture returned to its thin air form. This was
a pointed and rapid illustration of the decay from cloud

form to haze, and then to the blue vapoury sky. It was an
instance of the reverse process. As the sun cleared through,

the temperature in the cloud-land rose, and evaporation

took place on the surface of the cloud-particles, until by
an untraceable but still a gradual process through fog the

haze was formed. Even then the heat was too great for a

definite haze, and the water vapour returned to the air.
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leaving the dust - particles in invisible suspension. Of I

course, the water vapour was there ; otherwise I could not

have seen in the sky the varied shades of blue, from the
i

horizon to the zenith, deepening as one looked upwards.

Though this was a striking illustration on account of the

particular temperature and drought, still it was only a

practical instance of the theory of cloud decay thus indi-

cated.

Clouds decay in another way. Whenever a cloud is

formed it begins to rain, and the drops shower down in

immense numbers, though most minute in size. No doubt

it is only in certain circumstances that these drops are

attracted together so as to form large drops, which fall to

the earth in genial showers to refresh the thirsty soil, or

in a terrible deluge to cause great destruction. But when
the temperature and pressure are not suitable for the for-

mation of what we commonly know as rain, the line drops

fall into the air under the cloud, where they immediately

evaporate from their dust-free surfaces, if the air is dry and
warm. AVhenever a cloud overhangs, fine rain is falling,

so that the cloud is in the process of decay ; but this rain

may not reach the earth on account of the dryness of the

stratum of air beneath the cloud, and the heat of the air

over the earth. So that on a summer day, with the gold-

fringed fleecy clouds sailing overhead, it is really raining,

but the drops, being very small, evaporate long before

reaching the earth. It rains, but much of this melting of

the clouds is reproduced by a wonderful circularity, the

moisture evaporating, seizing other dust-particles in a

cooler stratum, forming cloud-particles, falling again, and
so on '"/ iiiiiiiitiiiii during the existing circumstances.

That is the reason why surfaces may be exposed to a cloud

on a mountain-side without being wetted. Radiant heat is

the cause of the remarkable result. The rays of the sun,

which strike the upper part of the cloud, not only heat that

surface, but also penetrate the cloud and fall on the surface

of bodies, generating heat there. These heated surfaces,

again, radiate heat into the superincumbent air. This warm
air receives the fine raindrops from the decaying cloud,

and dissolves the moisture from the dust-particles before

the moisture can reach the surfaces exposed. That a vast

amount of radiant heat rushes through a cloud is clearly

shown by exposing a thermometer with black bulb //( vm-wi.

On some occasions a thermometer would indicate from
forty degrees to fifty degrees above the temperature of the

air, thus rendering the surface quite dry. Hence seats,

walls, posts, etc., may be dry, though in the middle of a

cloud which is gradually decaying.

To the decay of clouds Mr. Aitken has lately been
directing his attention. His observations, made in the

clouds themselves, have shown that there is a difference of

structure in clouds which are in the process of formation

and those which are in the process of decay. In clouds in

formation the water-particles are much smaller and far

more numerous than in clouds in decay ; and, while the

particles in clouds in decay are large enough to be seen

with the unaided eye, when they fall on a properly lighted

micrometer, they are so small in clouds in formation that,

if the condensation is taking place rapidly, the particles

cannot be seen without the aid of a lens of considerable

magnifying power. The form of some clouds cannot be

explained by the processes going on in the ordinary

formation of clouds. We must look on the processes

going on in decay for an explanation of these forms.

Most authorities have made a wrong assumption as to the

difi'erent shapes of clouds, as classified by Mr. Luke
Howard in 1802, viz., the primary forms— cirrus, cumulus,
and stratus; the intermediate — cirro-cumulus, cirro-

atratus, and oumulo-atratus ; and the compound form,

nimbus. They have assumed that these different shapes

are in the process of formation, and that the whole

explanation of the shapes taken by the clouds is founded

on this supposition. Now, Mr. Aitken has pointed out

that ripple-marked clouds, for instance, have been clouds

of decay. It was generally understood that these ripple

markings are due to the general movements of the air

giving rise to a series of eddies, the axes of the eddies

being horizontal and roughly parallel to each other.

Now, according to Mr. Aitken, " it is very evident that the

air revolving round these horizontal axes—that is, in a

vertical plane—will at the lower part of its path be sub-

jected to compression, and at the upper part to expansion.

The natural result of this will evidently be, suppos-ing the

air to be nearly saturated with moisture, a tendency for

cloudy condensation to take place in the air at the upper

part of its path, and it is this cloudy condensation in the

upper part of the eddies that is supposed to produce the

ripple-like cirrus, each ripple mark indicating the upper

part of an eddy." Now, it is diflioult to imagine that the

small amount of elevation and consequent expansion and
cooling could give rise to so dense an amount of clouding

as is generally observed, for any clouding produced in this

way would likely be very thin and filmy. Accordingly

another explanation must be given for the production of

ripple -marked cirrus clouds, and that is in the decay of

clouds. These are generally formed out of some cirro-

stratus or similar cloud. When these are observed in fine

weather it will be found that they frequently change to

ripple-marked cii-rus in the process of decay to vanishing.

The cirro-stratus gradually thins away till it attains such

a depth that if there are any eddies at their level, the

eddies break the cloud up into nearly parallel masses,

the clear air being drawn in between the eddies. The
eddies here do not produce the clouding, but break

up the uniform cirro-stratus cloud into the ripple-

marked cirrus. Mr. Aitken points out, in support

of this theory, that lenticular cirrus clouds are fre-

quently observed with ripple markings in one or more
sides of them, just where the cloud is thin enough to be

broken through by the eddies. The ripple marking? get

nearer and nearer the centre as the cloud decays ; and at

last, when nearly dissolved, these markings are extended

quite across the cloud, in the peculiar " mackerel " appear-

ance so gloriously seen on the 1st of November. Of

course ripple clouds may be producad by formation,

but this seems exceptional : and the decay theory is the

more probable. Whether, then, we consider the cases

of clouds gradually melting away back into their primil

state of blue water vapour, or the constant fine raining

from clouds and re-formation by evaporation without

wetting any extended bodies on the surface of the earth,

or the transformation of such clouds as the cirro-stratu?

into the ripple cirrus, we are forced to the inevitable

conclusion that in clouds there is not always develop-

ment but sometimes degeneration ; not always formation,

but sometimes decay. To this subject meteorologists must

direct more attention.

PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED WARSHIPS.

By Nautilus.

THE comparative numbers and eSiciency of the pro-

tected and unprotected battleships of the British

Navy, and those of her rivals, have of late inspired

much discussion among experts. The difference

between a protected and an unprotected battleship

consists in the first-named being fitted with a narrow belt
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of armour, about five feet wide, on her sides, in the

wake of the water line, and her batteries and turrets are

also armour-plated ; the last-named being without such

protection.

The most vulnerable part of a ship is that of her hull below
the water line, for here are located the boilers, engines,

magazines, and furnaces, on each of which the life, power,

and movement of the vessel entirely depends. One shot,

or one hundred, or even one thousand shots, might pass

through the upper parts of a battleship without bringing

about her destruction, or even without disabling her.

What, then, is the need of such extravagant provision for

protecting the upper works of a battleship by attempts to

render them invulnerable, whilst the most vital under-

water portion is left unprotected ?

It has been proved beyond doubt that after the hundreds
of millions of pounds sterling expended by our own and
foreign Powers on the offensive and defensive merits of

guns versus armour, thsy are no nearer a solution as to

the superiority in the one case or the other than they were
thirty years ago, and for many years past the idea of one
ship destroying another by standing off and exchanging
shots from a distance, has been recognized as an absolute

impossibility.

Lord Armstrong, on this point, has well stated that

these stupendous warships " cannot be made inndnerable,"

and that their cost is so enormous that we cannot have a

numerous Navy with such vessels.

Whilst all the great naval Powers are busily engaged in

bringing submarine warfare to a perfect system of attack

by means of diving torpedo-boats, England has apparently

neglected this means of marine attack. We hear of

torpedo-boats, torpedo-boat catchers, and torpedo-boat

destroyers, and we know that the so-called catchers are

inferior in speed to the boats they are supposed to catch
;

and as to the ''destroyers," their special destructive

powers are not very apparent. It may very well be said

that so far as these types are concerned, and also as

regards first and second class battleships and cruisers, it is

quite problematical as to which will destroy or be destroyed

in a fair, above-board sea fight. The destroyers, attacking

in large numbers under cover of darkness, owing to their

speed and handiness, might by chance get a torpedo in

contact with the side of an enemy. Then, of course, the

battleship, devoid of underwater protection, would inevit-

ably be destroyed.

This result could not be achieved in broad daylight, as

the light construction of the torpedo craft necessary for

speed leaves them with very thin plating, averaging only

about a quarter of an inch in thickness, that could be

riddled through and through from the rapid discharge of

quick-liring machine guns. The term " destroyer," in its

fullest and truest sense, is only applicable to the modern
diving torpedo-boat. So sure as one of these submarine

ship destroyers, in a state of suspension at a regulated

depth below the surface of the water, is navigated to within

striking distance of a twenty-ton torpedo-launch, or a

fifteen-thousand-ton battleship, so surely will that torpedo-

launch or ponderous battleship be destroyed immediately

on being struck by the missile aimed by her unseen sub-

marine foe. There is no give-and-take about this what-

ever, as the submarine torpedo-boat when deeply immersed
is out of reach of its opponent, whilst at the same time it

strikes at the most vital and unprotected part of the hull

of the monster floating above it.

Seeing that our battleships, as sea fortresses, form
our first line of defence and our most powerful engine

of offence, from an above-water point, and that all that

practice could suggest, or that science could devise, has

been provided for offensive or defensive operations either

against land fortresses, hostile armour-clads, cruisers,

torpedo-boats, or torpedoes, it is passing strange that our

naval architects and marine engineers should have been so

lax as to neglect to devise a form of protection against the

scientific advances of submarine warfare.

The following extracts from a report by C'apt. S. Eardley
Wilmot, R.N., late chief torpedo expert of the Admiralty,

respeating the defence of ships, will be read with interest ;

—

" The development of the ' Whitehead ' torpedo, with

which now nearly all nations are supplied, renders the

question of protecting ships against this attack one of the

gravest consideration.
" The torpedo of to-day travels at the rate of thirty knots

an hour, and carries two hundred pounds of explosive com-
pound directed against the most vulnerable part of a ship

—

that of her hull under water.
" We have been enabled, by the addition of large masses

of armour, to fairly protect the water line, and above it;

against the eflects of artillery fire, but cannot extend this

to the submerged portion of the hull as a defence against

torpedo attack. We have, therefore, been obliged to

restrict our endeavours, as far as structural arrangements
are concerned, to give ships of war a double bottom, and
subdividing them internally into a number of watertight

compartments, thus seeking to diminish the effects of

an explosion, and restrict the inflow of water to that

point.
" As, however, these arrangements could only give very

partial protection at a time when torpedoes carried a com-
paratively small charge, it was considered desirable to stop

them before they could reach the ship, and for this purpose
the present system of net defence was devised.

" This consists of wire netting suspended vertically from
steel or wooden booms attached to the hull of the ship,

from which they project from twenty-five to thirty-five

feet. The nets hang down to a depth of twenty feet, and
are connected together in sections so as to then form a

continuous crinoline of netting.
" Being only suspended from the upper side, they hang

loosely down and remain in this position when the ship is

stationary.
" But sho'Jd the ship move through the water, the nets

are more or less impelled towards the surface, according

to the speed of the ship. For these reasons naval officers

do not consider nets can be used at sea.

" Thus it is evident that if external protection is to be

relied upon, it must be in a different form, and Dr. Jones

has devised a torpedo guard which is not only novel, but

free from most of the objections inherent to the net defence.

His plan is to have steel shields made to the form of the

ship, and ordinarily resting against the hull. They are,

however, capable of being projected outwards when
required to a distance of twenty feet from the hull, and
this cushion of water, together with the resistance offered

by the steel plating, should secure a ship from material

injury in the event of a torpedo exploding against the

guard. It is obvious that the plate could not be cut

through like a net, nor would it be forced out of position

by a current, or the ship moving through the water.
" An advantage of this system is that all the appliances

for working this protection are above the water line, and
always in position, thus enabling the protection to be put

in position at the shortest notice, while it overcomes the

difliculty attached to supporting steel booms or rams if

projected to a distance of twenty or thirty feet.

" This plan now proposed by Dr. Jones is, in my opinion,

the best which has yet been put forward for guarding
against the terrible effects of locomotive torpedo attack

;
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and looking to the gi-ave issues involved, I consider that

expenditure would be wisely incurred in giving it a

thorough trial."

The accompanying illustration is taken from a model
showing one of Dr. Jones's modes of protection against

torpedo attack. This illustration gives a foreshortened

view taken off the port bow, and represents the vessel

with the improved torpedo-guard expanded to its protective

position.

It is well known that the net system, which is the only

one adopted by all countries, is at the same time universally

condemned. A torpedo-guard of any practical utility would
readily be preferred to the nets, and the guard shown in

our illustration is a plausible means of defence.

The value of Dr. Jones's torpedo defence for protecting our
costly warships and our gallant seamen from the appalling

dangers of torpedo attack, is emphasized by the approval

before the eyes of our officials were opened to the fact of

their now acknowledged universal supremacy.
This fact should be an incentive to our naval rulers of

to-day, and it should urge them not to repeat such a suicidal

system of delay in the adoption of the latest and only

known form of complete defence against torpedoes.

ANIMAL LIFE IN ARCTIC REGIONS.
By F. W. Headley, M.A.

ON
first thoughts it seems wonderful that there

should be any life in regions near the North Pole;

still more so that there should be large mammals
living there, able to find food sufficient even in

winter, when the thermometer sometimes sinks

90° below the freezing point. But the cold is not the only

evil that they have to contend against. In the latitude in

Model of Torpedo-boat with Uuard Opened.

of the highest expert authorities in the United Kingdom.
In the front rank of these is Sir E. J. Reed, K.C.B., well

known as having designed and constructed warships for

all the naval Powers of the world.
The notorious and absurd delay accorded by our Govern-

ment officials, both in the Army and Navy departments,
to the adoption of the Whitehead torpedo and the Maxim
gun (the two most destructive weapons of modern science
for land and sea service) is lamentable to state, for tliey

were in use for several years by the Continental Powers

which Sir George Nares' expedition wintered, four hundred
and fifty-three rnUes from the Pole, for one hundred and
forty days the sun does not appear above the horizon

—from October 13th to March 1st. It is true that they

were not entirely without sunlight. On November 30th,

at noon, the sky was so clear that the stars were hardly

visible. On December 2'2ad there was an indistinct

greenish tint at noon. On December 31st there was an
increase in the duration and intensity of the twilight.

On February 1st they were able to take considerable walks.
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and by the middle of February, a fortnight before the

reappearance of the sun, to go out shooting. It must be

added that the moon shines very brightly in the clear air

of the North, but, unfortunately, from November 19th till

New Year's Day there is no moon. For more than

forty days, therefore, there is nothing but starlight and a

glimmer of sunlight at noon.

Among the living things that'inhabit the Polar regions

are not a few plants. Plants there must be if there is to

be animal life, for animals cannot live on inorganic food.

It is only that which gives plants their green colour, the

chlorophyll, that can by a chemical process convert the

radiant energy of sunlight into potential energy. And
thus animals depend for their existence, directly or

indirectly, on vegetables. Among the plants that thrive in

these regions of great cold are a small saxifrage (Sarifraga

oppnsitifdlia)—a low-growing plant with a handsome purple

flower—dwarf willows a few inches high, dwarf birches, and
the lichen called reindeer moss. These are, perhaps, the

most important food plants, but there are many others

that sometimes make a patch of ground gay in summer,
such as the dwarf wallflower {Cheirantlms pygnuvus) and
the yellow poppy.

Dependent for life directly upon vegetables are the hares,

the lemming, the musk ox, the reindeer. Those that prey

upon these vegetable feeders are the ermine, the Arctic fox,

and the wolf. There are, besides these, some that depend
on the sea for their food—the seal, a fish-eater ; the Polar

bear, that lives on seals, and in default of seals on vegetable

food ; and the walrus, whose food consists of molluscs, etc.

The lemming is a small rodent, its length about five

inches, its ordinary colour a yellowish brown ; but during

the Arctic winter, Colonel Feilden found that this turned

to a greyish white. Its food is grass, Saxifnuia oppositi-

folia, reindeer moss, and so forth. It makes galleries in

the snow, and, apparently, the plants that it finds as it

burrows are suflicient food for it. The Arctic hare in the

extreme North is—at any rate, in many cases^white, not

only in winter but the whole year round. It, too, feeds on
the minute saxifrage mentioned above.

The musk ox has long dark-brown hair, with a fine

yellow far beneath. It is about the size of an ox of the

Scotch breed, but in appearance is more like a long-haired

sheep. Its teeth, too, resemble those of the sheep.

Like sheep, too, the musk oxen form square to

defend themselves when molested by dogs or hunters.

Their chief food is the dwarf willow, and on this diet they
manage to accumulate an enormous amount of fat in

summer. In winter this becomes reduced, as we might
expect. Besides man and the climate they have only one
enemy, the wolf. They are found as far north as lat. 88°,

and as far south as lat. 00°. The reindeer is familiar to

everyone. It browses on the dwarf birch, on bilberry and
crowberry bushes ; in winter time on reindeer moss, in

autumn on seaweed. Brehm maintains that under stress

of circumstances it will eat lemmings—not an impossi-

bility, certainly, as red deer in Scotland have in hard
winters been known to eat rabbits.

We come now to the carnivores. The Arctic fox preys
upon lemmings all the year round, and in the summer on
birds. But sometimes he is found on islands where
lemmings and all the smaller mammals are wanting.
What, then, is there for him to live upon? He picks up
dead seals, fish, molluscs, and crustaceans, and hopes for the
return of the bu-ds with the spring-time. And some
authorities believe that he stores food for the winter.

* See the A ppendix to Mr. Trevor Battyc's book, " Icebound in

Kolguer."

The ermine is only a stoat whose coat has turned white
with the coming of the snowtime. The process of change
is this : the hairs that come at the time of the trans-

formation are white, those already grown become blanched.
And it has been found that cold :ilone will not produce
the change, but that it comes with the snow, thus showing
that natural selection has given to the northern stoat this

wonderful means of protection. The Arctic hare, the
Arctic fox, and to some extent the lemming in Arctic

regions, change their dress to match the snow.
Of all these Arctic animals none hibernate, with the

possible exception of the Polar bear. The marmot, it is

true, sleeps through the winter ; but though it is found
well within the Arctic Cirnle in Eussia, yet it is not one of

those that range very near the Pole.

I have said little about the birds that in summer fly to

the far North, and find countless bilberries and crowberries

that have been preserved for them by the cold of the Arctic

winter. Their habits are generally known. But this

cannot be said of the fish that Baron Nordenskiold found
in early spring in a lagoon in which the water had been
frozen solid all the winter, and which had no outlet to the

sea. How had they worn through the Arctic winter ?

At Gape Hayes, lat. 76°, where the average temperature
is four degrees below zero, and where snow falls in the

height of summer. Colonel Feilden found a butterfly. In
this icy climate how had it developed to the imago state ?

There are problems about life in Arctic regions that are

far from being settled yet. And much that we do know is

full of wonder.

Much information on this subject is to be found in various papers
bv Colonel U. W. Feilden, wlio has clearly set forth all the problems
involved and the facts which helji to solve them. See especially the
ZoologUt for 1877, 1878, 1879, and the "Transactions of the Norfolk
and Norwich Natur.alists' Society, 1886."

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR JANUARY.

By Herbert Sadler, F.E.A.S.

SUNSPOTS have not been very evident of late.

Conveniently observable minima of Algol occur

at 2h. 40m. a.m. on the 13th, at llh. 29m. p.m. on
the 15th, at 8h. 18m. p.m. on the 18th, and at

5h. 7m. P.M. on the 21st.

Mercury is practically invisible during the month in

these latitudes. He is in inferior conjunction with the

Sun on the 22nd.
Venus is an evening star, and is now getting into a

better position for observation, and becoming a very fine

object in the western sky after sunset. On the 1st she

sets at 7h. 45m. p.m., or about three and three-quarter

hours after the Sun, with a southern declination (at noon)

of 15° 19', and an apparent diameter of 16i", yV^hs of the

disc being illuminated. On the 15th she sets at 3h. 20m.
P.M., with a southern declination of 8° 52', and an apparent

diameter of 18", VV'u''^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^'^ being illuminated. On
the 31st she sets at 9h. 10m. p.m., or about four and a

half hours after the Sun, with a southern declinatiou of

0° 40', and an apparent diameter of 20^", |';,ths of the

disc being illuminated. During the month she describes

a direct path through Aquarius into Pisces.

Mars is an evening star, and is well situated foi

observation. On the 1st he sets at 6h. 33m. a.m., and
souths at Oh. 57m. p.m., with a northern declination of

25° 22', and an apparent diameter of 15-0
', the phasis on

the following limb amounting to J^". On the 11th he sets

at 5h. 45m. a m., with a northern declination of 25° 12',

and an apparent diameter of ISf. On the 21st ho sets at
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5h. 5m. A.M., with a norlhern declination of 25'^ 9 , and an
apparent diameter of 12^'. On the 31st be sets at

41i. 32m. A.M., with a northern declination of 25° 14', and
an apparent diameter of 11|", the phasis amounting to ~-,-j".

He is stationary in Taurus on the 16th, and after that

describes a short direct path in that constellation.

•Jupiter is an evening star, and is now becoming well

situated for observation. He rises on the 1st at 9h. 12m.
P.M., with a northern declination of 8° 51', and an apparent

equatorial diameter of 41

1

On the 11th he rises at

8h. BOm. P.M., with a northern declination of 9° 2', and an
apparent equatorial diameter of 42|". On the 21st he
rises at 8h. 80m. p.m., with a northern declination of 9 21',

and an apparent equatorial diameter of 43". On the 31st
he rises at 7h. 2m. p.m., with a northern declination of

9° 44', and an apparent equatorial diameter of 44^".

During the month he describes a short retrograde path in

Leo. Both Saturn and Uranus are, for the purposes of

the amateur observer, invisible.

Neptune is an evening star, rising on the 1st at 2h. 20m.
p.m., with a northern declination of 21° 30', and an
apparent diameter of 2-7". On the 31st he rises shortly

after mid-day. He describes a very short retrograde path
in Leo during the mouth.

January is a favourable month for shooting stars, the

most noted shower being that of the Quadrandtids, the

radiant point being in E.A. 19h. 12qi., and 53' north
declination, the greatest display being visible during the

morning hours of January 1st to 3rd.

The Moon is new at Oh. Bm. a.m. on the 3rd ; enters

her first quarter at 6h. 46m. p.m. on the 10th ; is full

at 8h. 17m. p.m. on the 18tli ; and enters her last quarter

at 8h. 9m. p.m. on the 25th.

By C. D. LooocK, B.A.Oxen.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LococK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of December Problems.

No. 1.

(By J. T. Blakemore.)

Key-move.— 1. Q to Ktsq.

. . . K to K3, 2. Q to K4ch, etc.

. . . K to B5, a. QxP, etc.

... K to Q5, 2. g to Kich, etc.

. . . P to Q4, 2. Q to QKtO, etc.

. . . Anything, 2. Q mates.

No. 2.

(By E. Henry.)
1. R to Esq, and mates next move.

Solutions of both problems received - from
C. Willis, Captain Forde, J. T. Blakemore,

H. Le Jeune, H. F. Biggs, E. W. Brook.
Of No. 2 only from W. Clugston, A. E. Whitehouse,

J. E. Gore, A. P. Hyatt, A Norseman, J. M-Robert,
Dr. Quilter.

Of No. 1 only from L. Pfuugst (K—B5 variation
incorrect).

G. G. Beadi'ij and others.—U 1. R to B3, B to Q5ch.

A. C. Tappemlen.— Atter 1. Q to Kt5ch, you have over-
looked the defence P to Bl in some variations.

^
A. P. Hyatt—Aitei 1. Q to B2, P to Q4 ; 2. B xPcb,

K to K3, there is no mate. It is a near try.

If 1.

1.

I.

1.

1.

Correct
Alpha, E.

W. C?M^sfo».—Shall be glad to send one or two problems.

Many thanks for the extracts.

Tl'. /'. J. Kihcards.—Sec answer to G. G. Beazley and

others. The game referred to is rather long for this

column. (See Urithh Clu'sx Mayaune, September Number).

T. Butty.—1. Q to B2 is met by 1. ... P to Q4. In

No. 2, If 1. R to B3, B to Q5ch, and there is no mate.

J. T. Blakemore.—Many thanks for your prompt reply.

Crt?!frti.— An abstract of your ingenious system is given on

the nest page. Unfortunately we have no space for the whole.

PROBLEMS.
No. 1.

By W. Clugston (Belfast).

Black (;i).

tm mm.

p p pTp

^''imr^^^'mS mm ^^

I^B
White (fl).

White mates in two moves.

No. 2.

By J. T. Blakemore.
Black (10).

White (11).

White mates in three moves.

We give below one of I\Ir. Pollock's best games. It was
played in the Hastings International Tournament last

year :—
" French Defence."

White. Biack.
(W. H. K. Pollock.) (Dr. Tari-asch.)

1. P to K4 1. P to K3
2. P to K5 («) 2. P to KB3
3. P to Q4 - 3. P to QB4
4. B to Q3 (/-) 4. P to KB4 (r)

5. P to KKt4 ! 5. P X QP
6. P X P C. (.) to R4ch
7. P to B3 7. OxKPch
8. Kt to K2 8. Kt to QB3
9. Castles {d) 9. B to B4
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OUR BOOK TABLE.

IT
is, perhaps, superfluous to draw the attention of

readers of Kxowledge to the fact that the output of

the press is, year by year, an increasing quantity

—

an increase or progression more alsin to the

geometrical function than the arithmetical. At the

present moment we ourselves are particularly impressed

with the fact, because a great number of books are still

heaped up on our table, waiting to be reviewed, and this in

face of the fact that we have so far exerted ourselves as to

issue a special supplement in order to begin the new year

with a conscience void of offence in this matter.

On the top of the heap is a volume labelled " Differential

and Integral Calculus," a title, by the way, which, both

orally and visually, strikes one as being no mere empty
phrase ; but the one thing it recalls to us on the instant

is that " necessity is the mother of invention." Newton,
the greatest philosopher and mathematician of modern
times, felt the need of some means of dealing with the

limiting values of the ratios of small quantities in exact

physical science, and his inventive faculty evolved the

method of ihtxions. It is therefore two hundred years

since the progenitors of this class of books were first

launched into the world, and now the number of such

books is legion.

The next book is a little treatise on the X rays. There
are already many books on this subject, which is truly

marvellous in its revelations of the heretofore impenetrable

recesses of the living animal organization ; but the

fascination with which it has held the popular mind
seems to have been inspired chiefly by a morbid curiosity

—a curiosity the gratification of which certain enterprising

individuals have not been slow in recognizing as a short

cut to wealth. Prof. Eontgen's discovery, however, affords

an excellent illustration as to the way in which scientific

literature is propagated. During the short period which
has elapsed since Eontgen first enunciated his achieve-

ments in this new departure, hundreds of ephemeral
articles have appeared in the papers.

In the same way, by other books, we are reminded of

the drastic changes and new developments in scientific

literature by the introduction of the conservation of energy

and the correlation of forces. It is to such men as the late

James Prescott Joule that the fountain head of a very large

portion of the deluge of modern literatiure may be traced.

The investigations of these men have taught us that to do
work is merely to transform energy; that whatever process

is employed to change the form of matter, it cannot change
the total quantity of matter ; that the total quantity of

electricity—which may, of course, be transformed into

energy so as to do work—in the universe is invariable, its

distribution alone varying.

But why multiply instances of this kind ? Indeed, the

pressure on our available space forbids further dilation in

this direction. It is, however, plain that scientific books,

like rivers in the drainage system of a country, have,

comparatively speaking, a few main sources and an

immense number of tributaries which flow into and swell

the principal streams.

While the great mass of books drop from the press still-

born, and many others are mere compilations for specific

purposes, and often produced without any claims to ability

on the part of their authors, but solely on account of the

prestige of their position, it is quite impossible to estimate

the influence exercised on the world by such books as

Adam Smith's "Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the

Wealth of Nations,'' which established the law of supply

and demand—made labour, not land or precious metals,

the source of wealth. In a word, Smith's writings laid the

foundation of political economy.

And what is the fate of this great product of the press ?

Is there a demand equal to the supply, and if so, how ?

To answer these questions satisfactorily would be to trace

the history of education during the Victorian era. In

1837 two-thirds of the working population of England

were unable to read and write, and those who did possess

acquisitions of this kind knew nothing of science. Previous

to 1839 the poor received their education mainly in

Simday schools, but in that year, in spite of much opposi-

tion from the upper classes, a little State aid was first

given to lift the masses above the mists of intellectual

gloom. Working from five in the morning till seven or

eight at night, what opportunity, or even inclination, could

there be for intellectual employments among the workers ?

A little space, in early years, was afl'orded chiefly by the

generosity of private indinduals for acquiring the rudiments

of education, but it has been said that the teachers were

generally persons who were either unfit for anything else,

or who could find no other means of obtaining a hving.

Books, to be of any use, must be read, and ignorance

therefore does not lend itself to their distribution.
_
In

these days, however, of State-aided schools, technical

institutions, and free libraries distributed all over the

country like parish churches, there is, perhaps, not one

individual in twenty who is unable to read, and there is,

moreover, a large proportion of the people who cull their

chief pleasures in life from books. Education has also

enabled people to recognize in it a lever, and in many
cases the only lever, which can raise them in the social

scale. And so it is that the book producers have in

these latter days a constituency to cater for which

resembles that in former years in a way comparable to

that which obtains between the acorn and the oak ; and

the vast avalanche of books which, taken collectively, are

enough to overwhelm any single individual, are after all

only commensurate with the increased demand— an index

of the progi'ess of tlie nation.
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REVIEWS OF BOOKS.

Himphn/ Davy, Poel and Philosopher. By T. E.

Thorpe, LL.D., F.K.S. (The Century Science Series.

Cassell & Co.) 8s. 6d. This is one of the very best

short biographies that we ever remember to have

read. Prof. Thorpe is well known in the scientific

world as possessing a singularly clear and attractive

style of writing, and we may say with confidence that

this gift has never been shown to greater advantage

than in the little volume now before us. The book is

based for the most part on the well-known memoirs of

Davy by Dr. Paris and Dr. John Davy, especially upon

that of the latter ; and in his preface the author specifies

in detail the further sources from which he drew his

information. From the variety and extent of this list of

references it is easy to infer that no pains have been

spared, and—to put it shortly—the impression left upon

Institution as it was in Davy's time, a drawing which

tells its own moral in these days of elaborate apparatus

and fittings. In nothing was Davy's genius more clearly

shown than in the precision with which he almost intui-

tively seized upon the true lines of a research—upon the

analogy of iodine to chlorine in the case just mentioned.

And lest anyone should imagine from what has just been

said that his work was hasty and incomplete, let him but

read Davy's classical papers on chlorine, and marvel

at the closeness and accuracy of reasoning which they

exhibit.

An interesting account is given of the safety lamp,

together with drawings of the various forms of lamps

which Davy tried before he arrived at the one we all know
so well ; while a portion of the concluding chapter is

devoted to )avy's presidency of the Pioyal Society. The
book is lightened up by pleasant

side-touches, such as the des-

cription given byLockhart in his

" Life of Scott " of that famous
night during one of Davy's

visits to Abbotsford, including

the remark which it drew from
honest William Laidlaw. Space
will not permit of a reference

here to Davy's real poetic power.

That he was a great chemical

genius, and that his work was
of immense benefit to mankind
at large, everyone will allow.

And.ifhepermittedhisambition

for scientific fame to acquire an
undue influence over him, let us

rather turn aside from that and
dwell on some of his many
good qualities, such as the

disinterestedness he showed
wherever money was concerned,

and the unchanging love and
affection which throughout his

life he bore to his mother and
the other members of his family.

Pueumatic Experiment at the Koyal Institution.

(From " Humphry Davy, Poet and Pliilosoph

the mind after reading the book is that the author has

given us an impartial and unbiased, but at the same time

a sympathetic, account of the great chemical philosopher.

The rapid, almost meteoric, rise of Davy was of course

one of the most striking points in his career. He was but

twenty-one years of age when he left the Pneumatic Insti-

tution at Bristol for the Iloyal Institution, and barely

twenty-nine when he reached the summit of his scientific

fame by the isolation of the metals of the alkalies.

Another characteristic was the marvellous rate at which
he got through his investigations ; thus, in the spare time

of a fortnight spent in Paris, in 1813, he worked out the

broad outlines of the chemistry of iodine, partly in

Chevreul's laboratory and partly in his hotel with the aid

of the chemical apparatus which he was in the habit of

carrying about with him on his travels. Not the least

interesting thing in the book, by the way, is the illustra-

tion on page 91 of the chemical laboratory of the Koyal

(After Gillray.)

er.''J

Biological Experimentation :

its Functions and Limits. By Sir

Benjamin Ward Eichardson,

M.D., F.R.S. (George Bell

& Sons.) 2s. Gd. No fairer statement on the subject

of experimentation on living animals could be made than

that contained in this little volume. The crux of the matter

appears to be whether in learning the art of prevention it

is requisite to produce pain, and, if so, whether the results

justify the means. The general conclusions to which Sir

Benjamin Ward Eichardson appears to arrive are that painful

experiment may be expedient but is not indispensable

;

that experiment on animals played no indispensable part

in the discovery of either general or local anaesthesia ; that

they should only be performed for a definite object, should

not be made a matter of demonstration to students in

schools of physiology, and should bo conducted, as far as

possible, painlessly. Vivisectionists and anti-vivisectionista

would be brought to view their differences in a better state

of mind by reading this testimony of an investigator capable

of taking a broad survey of a difficult subject and of

giving an honest opinion.
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Prehistoric Man and Beast. By Rev. Ji. N. Hutchinson,
B.A., F.G.S. With Illustrations by CecO Aldin. (Smith,

Elder, & Co.). lOs. 6d. The author of this book is

favourably known to readers of popular scientific literature

as a lucid interpreter of the language of specialists, and
one who can put life into the dry bones of science. He
has in previous volumes traced the course of development
of animal life upon the

earth, and now naturally

crowns his work with the

story of our prehistoric

ancestors, constructing

from the outline sketched

by geologists and ar-

chaeologists a striking

picture of living men
and conditions as they

once existed. To his

literary products may
thus very appropriately

be applied the words of

the late Poet Laureate :

—

First the monster, then

the man :

Tattooed or woaded, winter

clad in skins

Raw from the prime, and
crushing down his mate;

As yet we find in barbarous

isles, and here

Among the lowest.

The present work is

in every respect worthy
of the author. It com-
bines graphic description

with scientific accuracy,

and is an admirable ex-

ample of what a j udicious

use of the imagination

can achieve upon a basis

of established facts.

Even in this epoch of

rush and bustle, many
people find interest in

reading about the early

history of mankind, and
a number of excellent

works have been pub-
lished upon this subject.

Nevertheless, there is

ample room for the vol-

ume before us, and we
have no doubt Mr.
Hutchinson's latest con-

tribution to the literature

of general readers will

meet with the recognition
it deserves. If it succeeds
in increasing the interest

in prehistoric man and remains, it may add to the number
of workers m anthropology, so that eventually the Anthro-
pological Institute, instead of being one of the smallest of
the British learned societies, would become the greatest
of them all.

chapter of Genesis as to a science primer, but rather
regard it as a grand poetical account of the origin of

things, containing primitive interpretations of natural
appearances accommodated to the high type of religion

of the .Jewish people. The view that " the word ' day

'

may be understood to mean any period of time," in the
Hebrew record of creation, is another vestige of the period

when forced interpreta-

tions were put upon a

majestic narrative in

order to adapt the Bib-
lical cosmogony to the
facts of modern science.

A large part of the

chapter on "The An-
tiquity of Man" is taken
up with a description of

the theory that the signs

of the zodiac originated
in Egypt, and that their

designations are derived

from the phenomena of

the seasons in the Nile

Valley. Here and there

Mr. Hutchinson ap-

parently confuses the
signs with the constel-

lations of the zodiac, the
result being conclusious

of very doubtful quality.

The sign Leo probably
owes its name to the ap-

pearance of lions on the

borders of the Nile when
the sun entered, or was
in the middle of, one of

the twelve equal spaces
into which the ecliptic

was divided for conve-
nience. The sizes of the

constellations could not,

we think, have anything
to do with the names
given to the signs, and
certainly not in the way
suggested on page 138.

The views of Sir Henry
Howorth (who contri-

butes a preface to the
book) on glacial periods

and the causes of them,
find expression and sup-

port in the two chapters

on "The Myth of the

Great Ice Age and
Theories of the Flood,"

and " Changes of Climate

their Causes." In
stars of the Mira
due to eclipses by

The Warrior's Courtship, Denmark.
All the Clothing, Weapons, Ornaments, taken from Actual DiscoTeries in the

Peat of Denmark. Bronze Age.

{Ffom " Preliistoric Man and Be.ist.'')

and
the latter chapter the variability of

Ceti type is erroneously said to be

dark bodies revolving roimd them. Other chapters deal

with rude stone monuments, abodes of the living and
dead, the " little folk," or fairies and mermen, and ancient

cave-dwellers.

The ten full-page illustrations have some hfe in them,
though one or two are rather comical ; the frontispiece,

representing a cave bear, sabre-toothed tiger, and a hyffina,

together at the entrance of a cave occupied by a man of

the Stone Age, being avowedly an incongruous picture.

Attractive as the volume is, there are a few minor points
which invite criticism. In the introduction the view is
favoured that the account of creation in the opening
chapters of Genesis implies evolution. This was the
opmion about twenty years ago, but we believe the fore-
most thinkers in the Church to-day do not go to the first
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Autobiof/raphy of Sir George Biddell Ain/, K.C.B., M.A.,
LL.D., b.C.L., F.n.S., F.B.A.S. Edited by WUfred
Airy, B.A., M. Inst. C.E. (Cambridge University

Press.) This is a disappointing book. Tliose who
knew Sir George Airy, and were aware of his strongly-

marked character, scientific eminence, and diversified

public service, would naturally expect that his biography
would be one of deep interest. It may seem ungracious
to criticize so strongly a son's tribute to his father, but we
fear that the verdict on the book of the general reader will

be that it is " deadly dull." Those, alone, will find it

interesting who, having known Airy himself, or who,
having been brought into close connexion with his work,
can clothe the " dry bones " of mere catalogues of papers,

meetings, and journeys with living memories of the man,
or with associations with the Eoyal Observatory, on which
he stamped so vividly his own personality.

It is easy to explain how this undesirable effect has been
produced. The book consists for the most part of clippings

from Airy's diary—that is to say, from the memorandum
book of a most methodical business man—and from his

annual reports to the Board of Visitors, with but very
little explanatory or connecting remarks by the editor.

The annual reports are, of course, as dull as official reports

usually are, and such systematic quotation might well have
been spared us, as the reports themselves are readily

accessible to the student. The notes of private history

are even less satisfying, and run generally in some such
fashion as this :

—

" I was at Playford for a large part of January. On
March 26th I went to Beading to visit Mr. Sheepshanks,
and afterwards to Silchester and Hereford. On June 21st

I went with my wife and two eldest sons to Edinburgh
and other places in Scotland, but residing principally at

Oban, where I hired a house."

The chief relief to this dry catalogue is afforded by the
admirable and discriminating " personal sketch " of his

father which Mr. Wilfred Airy has given in the first

chapter, and by the letters of Sir George which are scat-

tered far too sparingly throughout the book. A complete
list of all his books and papers is given in the appendix,
which makes one the more inclined to grudge the space
occupied by mere references to them in the body of the
work.

The result of the method adopted is that the book is in

no true sense a biography or an autobiography of Sir

George Airy. It exhibits but only a portion of his chara3-

ter, and that by no means always the most pleasing. It

shows him to be a strong, egotistical, self-centred man.
His son speaks of him as " invulnerable to hero-worship ";

the book suggests that this was because outside worshippers
could not excel him in his keen appreciation of his own
merits. This, however, is mostly due to what we must
hold to be the unfortunate form in which the book is cast,

for Airy, though by no means prone to self-depreciation,

could register his mistakes and failures with great im-
partiality. His greatest mistake, however, escaped him.
This was that devotion to system and detail which he
carried to a disastrous excess. The result was, that for

the forty-six years during which he directed Greenwich
Observatory, a fatal proportion of his time and powers was
devoted to purely mechanical and routine work.
And yet the work Airy did was stupendous, both in value

and amount, and by no means in astronomy alone ; and
this the book brings home to us with clearness and preci-

sion. As a storehouse of dates and facts relating to the
progress of science during the sixty years that followed
his taking his degree at Cambridge, it will be invaluable

to the student.

TJie Student's Handbook of British Mosses. By H. N.
Dixon, M.A., F.L.S. With Illustrations and Key to the

Genera and Species by H. G. Jameson, M.A. (Wheldon
& Co.) 183. 6d. This practical handbook ought to be in the

possession of everyone taking up the study of the mosses
of our islands. Hitherto there has been really no work
which supplied the needs of bryological collectors and
students within comparatively modest dimensions. No
question can, therefore, be raised as to the opening for a

volume such as that under notice. The work begins with
a brief introduction, following which come a glossary, a

key to the genera, systematic descriptions of the orders,

genera, and species ; a good index, with synonyms ; and
sixty full-page plates, each representing characteristic

structures of ten or twelve species. All the information

required to identify and thence to classify mosses is thus

contained in the book, and it is presented in a form which
renders identification comparatively easy. The book needs
no further recommendation to the notice of students.

Cock Lane and Common Sense. By Andrew Lang. New
Edition. (Longmans, Green, & Co.) 83. 6d. There is

such an enormous mass of fraud and trickery carried on
under the name of spiritualism that no wonder the great

majority of scientific men stand aloof from the subject.

Dr. A. E. Wallace, Mr. Crookes, and Prof. Oliver Lodge
have devoted their attention to psychical manifestations

;

but the chief conclusion to which their testimonies lead,

in many cases, is that the investigation of material things

does not necessarily endow men with the ability to discover

deception. But if there is a solid nucleus of truth amidst
the mass of falsehood classified as spiritualistic phenomena,
it is worth investigation, for every undiscovered fact is a

reproach to science. Mr. Andrew Lang urges that such
matters as wraiths, ghosts, corpse-candles, crystal-gazing,

haunted houses, fire-walking, and all the other branches
of " spookism " deserve to be studied, not so much because

a grain of reality might be found in them as because of

their anthropological bearings. Such things are recorded

and compared by folk-lorists and anthropologists so long

as they are part of vague rural tradition or savage belief,

but when the evidence is furnished by civilized people little

interest is taken in it. This position certainly does not

seem logical, and what Mr. Lang endeavours to do in the

present volume is to reconcile anthropology and folk-lore

with psychical research. Respectable evidence exists as

to the occurrence of abnormal physical phenomena ; and
though the facts may be the result of conjuring, and of

more or less hallucinatory experience, they are, Mr. Lang
holds, none the less proper subjects of anthropological

inquiry. But whether this is conceded or not, and whether
the reader is interested in the object in view or merely in

accounts of more or less inexplicable experiences, he will

derive pleasure from the perusal of " Cock Lane and
Common Sense."

Mr. W. Trueman Tucker, F.G.S., has issued in pamphlet
form a paper read by him before the Leicester Literary

and Philosophical Society. The paper is an account of

" Some Supposed British Remains from Rothley,

Leicester." These remains consist of human skeletons

(some cremated) found in shallow graves, pottery, bronze

gilt fibula, coins, keys, a wooden image, and stone grinding

miUs. The pamphlet is illustrated with photographs of

several of the objects found. The author suggests that

these remains are of Ancient British origin, but the

evidence is slender, and needs confirmation.
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Joseph Thomson, African Explorer. By J. B. Thomson.
(Low, Marston, .^- Co.) Illustrated. 7s. Gd. Among the

roll of African explorers there is no name more revered

than that of the brilliant young scientist, -Joseph Thomson,
who, alas! passed over to the great majority only too soon.

The volume under consideration is a biographical sketch,

together with a rrsumeoi the expeditions which this worthy
follower in the footsteps of such men as Park, Bruce,

Moffat, and Livingstone, led into hitherto unknown regions

of the Dark Continent. The reading of his exploits

among the savage tribes of the interior, and sometimes
amid the semi-bar-

baric splendours of

powerful states—
travelling through
lands blasted and
barren, where,
through the quiver-

ing heat-haze, every-

thing is seen with
a spectral glamour
upon it ; wearily
tramping for days at

one time over great

waterless plains, and
at another through
vast swamps up to

the knees in mud :|

now engaged in a

life-and-death
struggle with fever;

at another time
brought to death's

door by misadven-
ture with wild
beasts ; and ever

carrying life in one's

hands, so to speak,

among the aggres-

sive and ferocious

warriors : all this

reads with as much
interest as the
exploits of any
fabled knight of

chivalry in his quest

for the Holy Grail.

But Thomson's
career was some-
thing more than a

series of Quixotic

adventures. He not

only pioneered the

way into unknown
lands and opened
up a highway for

the worshippers of

Mammon, but he also made valuable

science. He brought with him from
Atlas Moiintains, Tanganyika Basin, etc

tions of the fauna and flora

geologist himself, he was
of the formations in

Tlie Reliquary and Illustrated Archaologist. Vol IL
(Bcmrose.) Illustrated. 123. Those whose delight it

is to contemplate the conditions of life in bygone ages as

it is revealed to the keenly imaginative mind by all

manner of interesting objects gathered from diverse

sources, and, as regards age, extending backwards into

hoary antiquity, will do well to interest themselves in this

periodical—a quarterly journal and review. Here " Old
Mortality" will find abundant material to satiate the
cravings of the most romantic, and the arm-chair antiquary
may study excellent presentments of such objects at his

own fireside.

The Gate House of

(From "The

contributions to

Masailand, the

, valuable collec-

and, being an accomplished

able to render an account

the lands which he traversed. But
it is fortunate for the reading public that the compiling of

these pages should have been entrusted to the care of the

Eev. J. B. Thomson, brother of the explorer, for he has a

most facile pen, picturesque imagination, and consummate
skill in bringing into prominence the humorous as well as

the pathetic aspects of the explorer's life.

The Society for

the Protection of

Birds is now issuing

a very useful series

of educational leaf-

lets. These leaflets

are edited by H.
E. Dresser, FIl.S.,

F.Z.S., and are
written for the most
part by well-known
ornithologists. Two
have already been
published, one on
owls, the other on
woodpeckers, and we
understand that a
number more will

be published very
shortly. Taking the

owl as an example,
we find the following

points clearly and
briefly set out :

—

Names of owls found
in the British Isles

;

description of each

;

where, when, and in

what numbers found

;

food , characteristics

,

protection, and a few
remarks on general

habits. The plan is

excellent, and the

leaflets are certain

to spread a know-
ledge of our birds.

In an educational

series like this, how-
ever, the utmost
care should be taken

to have every detail

correct, and these

leaflets have not

been very carefully revised. For instance, we are surprised

to read that the tawny owl [Symium uluco) is a constant

resident in Ireland, when we know that it has never yet been

found there. Again, we are told that aU three species of

woodpecker " are resident throughout the British Islands,

but rare in the North of England, Scotland, and Ireland."

Since the green woodpecker has only twice been found in

Ireland, and the spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopus major) has

never been known to breed there, the statement that all the

three woodpeckers are reaident in the British Islands is ob-

viously incorrect. In fact, the descriptions of the range of

the birds are altogether loose and require careful revision.

lliornton Abbey.

Eelifiuiu'y.")
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The Evolution of Bird Song. By Charles A. Witchell.
(A. ct C. Black.) 5s. For the last ten years or more Mr.
Witchell has been studymg bird song, and the present
book is the result of his work. We must at the outset
heartily congratulate and thank the author for this very
valuable addition to ornithological literature. The facts

related in the book before us could only have been collected

by one who was a keen observer and withal a skilled musician,
and we are sure that a number of the author's observations
will be new to most ornithologists, and will delight them
and all who are interested in our birds. Mr. Witchell
puts forward a number of theories in relation to the origin
and evolution of bird song. Some of these are plausible
enough, and most deserve consideration. We think, how-
ever, that the author has overstepped the bounds of com-
mon sense in some instances, as, for example, when he
leads us to infer that the origin of the landrail's " creaking"
note is the imitation of the soimd produced by cattle

feeding. Some very startling facts concerning the power
of mimicry in certain birds are brought out at the end of
Chapter IX. For instance, about seventy thrushes under
observation were heard, in all, to imitate the songs or call

notes of no fewer than twenty-nine different species of
birds. The robin, skylark, starling, sedge warbler, and
other birds appear also to mimic to a surprising degree.
A>'e have all noticed, on occasions, marked instances of
mimicry in the notes of different birds, but the imitations
here described are often imperfect and mingled with the
bird's usual song. The detection of this class of imitation
is by no means within the reach of all : it requires a listener

who possesses, besides a very accurate and retentive
memory for sounds, a trained ear. The last chapter in
the book is devoted to the music of bird song, and an
appendix is added containing several songs written in
musical notation. Altogether Mr. Witchell's book is of
great value, for very little has been written of the songs of
buds, and never before has the subject been treated in such
an exhaustive and masterly fashion.

Physies for Students of Medicine. By Alfred Daniell, M.A.,
LL.B., D.Sc. (Macm'dlan.) Illustrated. 4s. 6d. Partly
through the pioneer work of Dr. Daniell in the Edinburgh
School of Jlediciue, physics is now part of the extended
course of professional study regulated by the General
Medical Council. The recognition of the subject was an
act of wisdom, for physics is the only sound foundation for

scientific knowledge, and is as essential to students of

medicine as to students of engineering. To provide the
former class with a manual on physical principles, with
special reference to the applications of these principles met
with in medical science, this book has been written. The
result is a fairly satisfactory course of general physics

—

rather diffuse, perhaps, in parts, but one which will interest

and be of service to every practitioner, and which every
medical student would do well to follow, if he can find

time. How very helpful a knowledge of physics is to

medical men may be gathered fi-om the work that has been
done this year in Rontgen photography. Practitioners
with such a foundation have been able to apply at once
their knowledge, while those who are deficient in that
regard are mourning that the subject was not included in
their studies. Many other instances might be cited, but
we believe it is now generally agreed that physics should
form part of the professional curriculum ; and if there be
any who doubt whether its bearings upon medicine are
real, they have only to glance through this book to be
convinced of their error. One blemish, to which attention
mast be drawn, is the absence of an index.

Te.vt Book of Zoology. By Dr. J. E. V. Boas. Trans-
lated by J. W. Kirkaldy and E. C. Pollard, B.Sc.
(Sampson Low). Illustrated. This is an English trans-

lation of a work which has appeared in two Danish and
two German editions. It is intended primarily to assist

beginners in the study of zoology. The book is divided

into a general part, treating of the structure and history

of animals as a whole, and a special part, treating of the
anatomy and shortly of the habits of different orders of

animals. Lists are also added of the more important
forms of the fauna of the British Isles. The anatomical
portions of the book are excellent and well helped out
by the numerous illustrations. A glossary of the scientific

terms used would, however, have been a valuable

addition for the beginner. It would have been better,

we think, to have left out the lists of fauna, since they
are incomplete. Creatures rare in this country have a

place in the lists while others more common are left out,

and the lists are thus of very little value. The short

reviews of the habits of the animals are also by no means
valuable, since they are not altogether correct. For
instance, we notice several incorrect statements with
regard to the migration of birds. For these reasons we
can only recommend the book as an excellent and valuable
treatise on zoological anatomy.

Left Half of Skull of Bua Constriftor.

(From "Text Book of Zoolog-j-.")

A DictioiKiry of Chcinical SDlubilities, Inorijanic. By
Arthur Messinger Comey, Ph.D. (Macmillan.) 1.3s. A
chemical library will now not be complete without this

monumental work on the solubility of chemical substances,

and every practical chemist should endeavour to obtain it.

The labour involved in the production of such a dictionary,

containing data obtained by investigators in many parts

of the world, must have been immense. All analyzed

inorganic substances are included, the solubility in water

being first given, then the specific gravities of the aqueous

solutions, and the boiling-points, and, following this, the

solubility of the substance in other solvents. The arrange-

ment of chemical compounds in alphabetical order was a

difficult task, but an intelligent plan has been followed,

and cross references are used to obviate to some extent

the confusion arising from the want of uniformity in

chemical nomenclature. Chemists are thus provided with a

volume capable of furnishing them with the results of all

important researches on solubility, arranged in a form

for ready reference. The great disparity among the sub-

stances with which the chemist has to deal, as regards

the amount any solvent will take up, is a matter altogether

too much for the memory, and it strikes us that students

generally, and analytical chemists in particular, will heartUy

welcome the volume ; and we trust that it will meet with

that best evidence of appreciation—a large circulation.
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Diagrams of Terrestrial and Astronomical Objects and

Phenomena. By E. A. Gregory, F.R.A.S. (Chapman
& Hall.) 21g. net. These sheets, twelve in number,
and forty inches by thirty inches in size, are intended as

aids to lecturers on that comprehensive subject, physio-

graphy. Hence it is that a very diverse collection of the

most striking terrestrial and astronomical phenomena
which cannot be experimentally demonstrated or easily

observed, are figured. Each chart contains several figures

which are grouped under appropriate headings, such as

—

Form and Rotation of the Earth ; The Sun's Family of

Planets ; Eclipses of the Sun and Moon ; Isotherms and
Isobars ; The Sea and Circulation of Water ; Volcanoes

and Earthquakes ; Peat, Coal, and Coral. Great discre-

tion has been exercised

in the choice of sub-

jects, and the author's

claim to praise in this

direction is further em-
phasized by the pains

he has taken to select <t*^""^ , ,.''i'if'1'*§^

the most up-to-date .-^
^

presentments of the ;•'-

objects represented.

As an example. Prof.

Barnard's magnificent

view of Saturn, as seen

with the fine instru-

ment at the Lick Ob-
servatory, may be
mentioned.

illustrations are for the most part unusually good.
The letterpress is instructive, interesting, and correct, and
we must congratulate both editor and publisher alike on
the excellent manner in which the work has been carried

through.

r-.^**^^-

The Secretary of the

Zoological Society of

London has sent us the

"List of the Verte-

brated Animals now or

lately Living in the

Gardens of the Zoolo-

gical Society." This is

the ninth edition of the

List. "Its principal

aim," we are told in the

preface, "is to facilitate

the naming of the

specimens in the So-

ciety's collection and
to render the nomen-
clature uniform." In
this it is certainly a '

success. It contains a

record of over three

thousand species, some
ofwhich are illustrated.

No indication .however,

is given as to whether the specimen referred to is stiU

in the Gardens. Such an indication would have greatly
added to the value of the List, and could easily, we think,

have been given.

Milk : its Nature and Composition. By C. M. Aikman,
M.A., D.Sc. (A, & C. Black.) Illustrated. 8s. 6d.

One result of the application of the " beer and whiskey
money " to technical education, has been the institution of

a number of dairy schools in agricultural counties. This
has created a demand for a trustworthy book on the
chemistry and bacteriology of milk, butter, and cheese,

and the need is met admirably by the present volume.
Not so much the prac-

tice as principles—not
the art of dairying but
the science of it—are
dealt with by Dr.
Aikman. As soon as

the dairy farmer has
been made to under-

stand that he must
pay attention to the

i teachings of chemistry
and bacteriology if he

. wishes to hold his own
y' against the products of

; Denmark, Germany,
% Sweden, and Holland,

he may hope for more
prosperous times. The

'^ student of agriculture
' Sr should know every-

thing contained in this

book, and the general
'• reader wiU find in it

J much that will interest

o: him.

X^

:fcW'~

Young King Vulture in Down Plumage.

(F)'om " The Zoological Society's List of Aniuials.")

The Royal Natural History, edited by Richard Lydekker,
B.A., F.R.S. (Warne), has now been brought to a very
successful conclusion. Containing descriptions and illus-

trations of the principal mammals, birds, reptiles, fishes,

and invertebrates, it forms a very useful and instructive
work. As a book of reference it will be found valuable to
a certain extent, but as such its value is slightly impaired,
since in a work of this character it cannot be expected
that every living creature should find a place. The

E.rjlerimm tn I Chem -

istry. By .John Castell-

Evans.(Murby.)2s.6d.
The author^ of this

book (third edition)

has put together a

wonderful amount of

data and bare outlines

of problems useful in

the laboratory—mere
transcripts of the me-
moranda from actual

laboratory note-books.

The idea embodied in

the work is to throw the
student on bis own resources—to compel him, in fact, to

bungle away at experimental work till he can so master
manipulative details as to compel the observed results to

divulge their own story. Illustrations are conspicuous by
their absence for a like reason—the student must see and
handle the apparatus for himself. In efiect, the system is

comparable to giving a student of geography the latitude

and longitude of, say, Timbuctoo, and telling him to go
and find out all about the place on the spot. We think
the plan excellent, but, conscious of the brevity of human
life, and knowing something of the difficulties to be en-

countered, we tremble when we think of the disappoint-

ments, defays, and despair which must inevitably follow
in the wake of such a system if rigidly adhered to.
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A Concise Handbook of British Birds. By H. Kirke
Swann. (Wheldon.) 3s. 6d. This little book well bears
out its title. It is concise and compressed ; but too

much so to be of much value. The descriptions are

confined almost exclusively to the habitat and plumage of

the British birds ; but so little space can be devoted to

each that it would indeed be difficult to identify a species

that was at all confusing, or like another species, by the
help of this book. A brief description of the nest and eggs
is usually added to each species ; but why, in some cases,

as in the moorhen, this is omitted, when it is inserted in
even more well-known cases, we cannot understand. And
equally incomprehensible is the omission of a description

of the important seasonal changes of plumage in certain
birds, as the turnstone and knot, when these are inserted

in the description of other birds. Mr. Swann is, too,

inclined to make many birds appear more common than
they are. The book is in a very handy form and is cheap,
but it is not complete enough to be of any very practical

use.

Elements of Astronomy. By Sir Robert Ball. (Long-
mans.) Illustrated. 6s. 6d. By this time the little hand-
book by the Loundean Professor of Astronomy is too well

known to need more than a passing notice. The new
edition before us, suffice it to say, has been thoroughly
revised, according to the statement on the title page. As
far as the text is concerned, this is true ; but, curious to

relate, while the text changes its aspect from time to time
to meet the demands of new and well-authenticated facts,

the pictorial part, which is about as attractive as most
works on geometry, still retains its antique character.

There is no adequate representation of those interesting

objects, the sunspots ; and, while Venus and Saturn are

diagrammatically figured, the planets .lupiter and Mars
are altogether ignored. If illustration in the " sublime
science " counts for anything, it seems to us only a rational

inference to assume that the " thorouiildy revised " would
extend to the figures, for they constitute an integral part
of the book.

SHOET NOTICES.
-T/Vjrt'f? Di-airing and Shading from Casts. By T. C. Bai-field.

(Chapman & Hall, Limited.) Illustrated. 2s. 6d. The rules and
theories usually found in books dealing with practical subjects are, at

the best, inadequate tuition for the student. But if it were possible

to train a child by theorr alone, then this boot should accomplish it.

It contains some excellent ideas, and unusually correct information
about art examinations The student should be instructed to turn
his drawmg upside down, and also to view it by reflection from a mirror.
Wood Carving. By Joseph Phillips. (Chapman & Hall, Limited.)

Illustrated. The eai-nest young student cannot fad to obtain the
greatest assistance from a careful study of the clear method laid down
in this little book. The illustrations hare been selected with that
judgment which comes of experience ; and the graduated examples
of ornament—recalling the early English in style—are particularly

good. But why are the Olustrations of Figures xsxTiii., xxxix.,
and XL. omitted ?

Photo-Trichromatic Printing. By C. G. Zander. (De Montfort
Press, Leicester.) Illustrated. 2s. 6d. This is a technical boot,
and, as such, is most raluable. Its author is to be congratiUated
on the clear and lucid manner of his wort, which, we trust, wUl
further the practical use of a process which, he rightly describes as

one of the most int«restiug acliievements of modern science.

A Child's Historg of Scotland. By Mrs. Oliphant. (T. Fisher
tJnwin.) 28. 6d. If the gifted writer of this little book had not depre-
cated criticism, we should certainly have dissented from its title. It is,

iu the main, a history of the kings and crimes of Scottish history, and
we hold it to be at once unnecessary and undesirable to demonstrate
their close association. On behalf of her young readers, we would
plead with Mrs. Oliphant for some insight at least into the art, the
literature, and the poetry of her country, and, more than all, for the
story of the lives and loves of the common people.

" From scenes like these old Scotia's grandeur springs.
That makes her loved at home, revered abroad."

WhitaTcer's Almanack, 1897. Tills almost indispensable handy
wort of reference has again been enlarged and now extends to seven

hundred and sixty pages. Among the miscellaneous subjects specially

treated are London water companies, tramways, the postal wort
of the world, and the food supply of the tingdom. An index to

former issues (1869-1896) has been added to facilitate refei-ence to in-

fonuation therein which pressure of space now renders it imprrative
to omit in order to make way for new topics.

Thj Model Locomotive Engineer. By Michael Beynolds. (Crosby,

Loctwood, & Son.) Illustrated. 3s. 6d. John Briglit's famous
interrogttion to the House of Commons as to the greatest men of

the present age is capable only of the answer he gave it himself -.

"They are your engineers." And the story of the struggle of

Murdoch, Trcvithick, Hedley, and Stephenson in es'ablishing the
locomotive must always form a deep incentive to wort, to persevere,

to conquer. This new and revised edition of Mr. Keyuolds' bor-t

again tells the marvellous story that leads up to the triumph of

Rainhill.

Elementarg Decoration as applied to the Decoration of Divelling

Houses. By James William Facey. (Crosby, Loctwood, « Son.)

Illustrated. 2s. This is a reprint of one of the familiar Weale's
Scientific and Technical Series, and is the third edition of Mr.
Facey's excellent little maniial. The work is intended to he a guide
to the simpler forms of art iu the decoration of both interiors and
exteriors, and we know of no subject which so well deserves attention

as the grim and murty sameness of the exteriors of our buildings,

unless it be the unspeatable contrasts of their interiors.

l^ritish Gtiiana and itt Besources. With ^lap. (George Philip
& Son.) An interesting and lucid account of the history and
resources of Demerara, its physical features, geological formation,
and fauna and flora. Its political constitution and economic condition

is also fully described, as is its relation to and interest in the now
famous Venezuelan frontier question.

Astronomical Chart. (G. W. Bacon i Co.) On one sheet, suitable

for the schoolroom, are figured day and night, phases of the moon,
eclipses, the seasons, sun's apparent path, the tides, etc. Indeed, so

miieh is attempted on a sheet of about forty inches by thirty inches

tint the chart can only be useful in small classes on account of the
sniallness of the several objects.

A Manual of Mendina anil Sepairiiig. With Diagrams. By
Charles Godfrey Leland. (Cliatto & Windus.) 5s. Sir. Leland is

for nending, not ending. With an enthiisiasm that is contagious
and information that is encyclopffidic. he boldly advances the wort
of the humble repairer to the dignity of ai art. From this high
ground our author surveys mantind at large with a sorrowful eye,

because our ignorance of his art re-ults in an undue proportion cf
ending rather than mending. Ai'med with his faithful adhesive, Mr.
Leland screw~ our courage to the sticting place, and opens up to

every reader of his boot a n^ost enticing vista of artistic restoration.

He is equally at home with felt hats or mosaics, domestic croctery
or works of art ; while those who love their boots will find a

perfect magazine of arts fi r their restoration and preservation. We
congratulate Mr. Leland on producing an eminently useful bo t, and
trust it may further the practice of the art he love? so well.

The Lilrarg. December, 1896. The ofRcial organ of the Library
Association (The Library Bureau.) Is. This most interesting

magazine continues to devote itself to the admirable tast of making our
libraries, both public and private, of the utmost possible utility.

The Studio. December, 1896. Illustrated. Is. Contains an
interesting reproduction of Lord Leighton's last study ; and an appre-
ciative article on the work of Henry Herbert La Thangue, beautifully

illustrated with many examples of his style.

The Arch of Titus. By William Knight, M.A. (Religious Tract
Society.) An admirable and tasteful reprint, well illustrated, of

Canon Knight's scholarly work on the Arch of Titus.

To Winnipeg, Maiiitoha, and Back. By Stephen Marriott.

(Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.) An interesting description by an observant
traveller.

The Art of Extempore Speaking. By Harold Ford, M.A., LL.B.
(Elliot Stock.) An interesting and instructive treatise on the principles

and practice of pulpit and platform oratory.

The bound volume of Knowledge for the year 1896 is now
ready. Among the contents may be mentioned a complete study of

the Face of the Sky for the year, by Herbert Sadler : an entire series

of articles on Waves, by A'aughan Cornish : a number of contributions

on the most interesting and newest departiu-es in Astronomy for the

year, by E. Walter Maunder; a series of six articles on " Our Fur
Producers," by Eichard Lydekker; several articles on Coins and
Medals, by G. F. Hill : a large number of problems and solutions in

Chess, together with information on all matters relating to this fasci-

nating game, by C. D. Locock. There are in the volume twenty-seven
fidl-page illustrations, many of which depict the latest achievements
in astronomical research.
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NANSEN'S WAYMARKS TO THE NORTH POLE.

By W. F, HmiE, D.Sc.

FOR
many years a small, but happily increasing,

group of zoologists and geologists Las maintained
the importance of studying the microscopic forms of
life, believing that, even apart from their intrinsic

interest, they will eventually lend material aid to
the solution of many keenly-discussed problems. Recent
events have tended greatly to justify this position, and it

will be our present aim to show how minute plants have
been used as arguments in connection with Polar explora-
tion. In 1892, Dr. Nansen, whose successful return to
Europe has caused so great a sensation, submitted to the
Royal Geographical Society his reasons for believing that
the North Pole could be reached if the methods he pro-
posed were carried out. He argued, firstly, that the great
Polar currents run southward between Greenland and
Spitzbergen ; whereas, on the Siberian side, a constant
current of fresh water is running northward, turning
north-westward at the New Siberian Islands, probably

crossing the Pole, and, eventually, forming the southward
current previously mentioned. Many facts were adduced
in support of his contention. Thug, Siberian larch and red
spruce every year reach the coast of Greenland, and supply
the wood used by the Esquimaux in the construction of

their boats, sledges, etc. ; these relics being also, as
Nansen remarks, found in the sea north of Spitzbergen
among the ice-floes cai-ried southward from the unknown
North.

On one of his previous expeditions to Greenland, Nansen
collected many samples of dust from the surface of the
snow on the ice-floes between Iceland and Greenland, and
was much interested in the Diatomaceffi found in some of

these. The Diatomacea3 are minute miicellular plants,

each cell being inclosed in a small case, or frustule, com-
posed of siliceous material. This casing consists of two
valves or plates, one overlapping the other, somewhat after

the manner of the two parts of a pill-box. The surfaces

of these valves often appear beautifully ornamented, due
to the presence of depressions, lying in the interspaces of

an elevated reticulation. The diameter of the plates is

usually less than one two-hundredths of an inch, so that

they require the highest powers of the microscope for their

study.

Nansen submitted his specimens to Prof. Cleve, of

Upsala, who, after identifying sixteen species and varieties,

reported on them as follows :
—" The diatom flora of this

dust is quite peculiar, and dift'erent from that of all the

many thousands of samples which I have examined with
the exception of one, with which it shows the most
complete congruity, viz., a sample which was collected by
Kjellman (during the Veija expedition) on the floe-ice at

Cape Wankarema, near Behring Straits. The species and
the varieties are exactly the same in both samples. It is

quite remarkable that the diatom flora on ice-floes near
Behring Sound and on the east coast of Greenland are so

completely alike and so unlike all others. It indicates

that there is an open communication between the seas

east of Greenland and north of Asia." Nansen adds:
" All these " (referring to his own specimens) " were also

found at Cape Wankarema, tu-eh-e of them heimi only htoicn

from there, ami from noirhere else in the ichole u-orhl : and
that though the diatom flora of the Kara Sea, Franz Josef

Land, Spitzbergen, and Greenland has also been partly

examined." All through his paper Nansen showed his

keen appreciation of little things. The minerals in the

dust were also examined, no less than twenty varieties

being recognized by Tornhohm, who exclaims :
" Can it

be possible that the terrestrial portions of the dust originate

from Northern Siberia ? that it is partly mud carried into

the sea by the great Siberian rivers '.' The great variety

of minerals contained in the dust seem to me to indicate

that it originates from an extensive land region, and thus

it seems most natural to think of Northern Siberia."

Again, much pumice, belonging to a group of rocks known
as the Andesites, has been found on the shores of Spitz-

bergen and Greenland, altogether dissimilar from those of

any volcanic region in the Atlantic Ocean, but very

possibly derived from the Andesitic volcanic regions near

the Behring Sea.

Thus, relying on some driftwood, minute minerals, and
microscopic plants—backed, it is true, by wider considera-

tions—did this gallant explorer trust himself to his little

vessel, and, joining the ice-floes near the New Siberian

Islands, await in the Fram the fulfilment of his expecta-

tions. What has been achieved is known of all men ; but

when the results come to be weighed in the balance, let

us hope that the humble plant-helpers will not be for-

gotten.
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SIXTY YEARS OF ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH.
By Miss Agnes M. Clerke,

Authoress of " The Systeyn of the Stars," and " A Popular
History ofAstronomy during the Nineteenth Century," Sc, dc.

THE progress of astronomy since the accession of

the reigning sovereign has been, on one side, a

development; on the other, a metamorphosis.
While the traditional methods have been improved,

and traditional aims pursued with ever-increasing

dihgence, novel methods have come into use—novel
methods of such transforming power that the science has,

in a measure, changed its aspect and attitude. Sixty

years ago it stood apart, in close alHance with mathematics.
Now it appeals for aid to chemistry and optics, to electrical,

thermal, and molecular investigations. Every new fact

ascertained in a laboratory has a bearing upon some
cosmical problem ; every well-groimded theory of matter
and force finds its application in the heavens. These
intricate relations possess a significance as yet imperfectly

apprehended ; they may lead to generalisations of a higher
order than any so far attained. Their establishment is

the cardinal event in recent astronomical history.

Astrophysics took its rise in 1851 from Schwabe's
discovery of the sunspot period ; for it was quickly perceived

that the magnetism of the earth, including auroral displays,

obeyed an identical law of change. Thus, terrestrial

phenomena acquired an universal import, and became
affiliated to cosmical vicissitudes. The chemical inter-

pretation given by Kirchhoil to the hieroglyphics of the

solar spectrum drew the connecting bonds closer. He
announced to the Berlin Academy of Sciences, December
15th, 1859, the presence in the sun of sodium, iron,

magnesium, calcium, and some other familiar metals.
The evidence warranting these identifications was the
agreement of certain " Fraunhofer lines " with the
individual rays given out by the glowing vapours of

the substances in question, coupled with the fruitful

root-principle of the correlation of emission and absorp-

tion. The position of each isolated ray in the dispersed
Ught of a heavenly body was thus shown to be indicative

of its constitution, and the impossible—as Comte had
declared acquaintance with such facts to be—was achieved.

The science of astrochemistry developed rapidly. About
thirty-six elements, including hydrogen and carbon, have
been recognized as common to sun and earth, and those
missing need not be supposed absent. Three among them

—

antimony, bismuth, and mercury, all heavy metals—early
declared themselves in the red stars, Aldebaran and
Betelgeux ; and some fine lines belonging to oxygen—a long-
sought and evasive substance—have apparently just been
picked out by Eimge and Paschen from Mr. Higgs's solar
spectral. photographs. Undetermined lines, however, still

abound in celestial spectra, to an extent, it might almost

have been thought two years ago, seriously compromising
the prospects of advancing knowledge. But Prof. Ramsay's
enfranchisement fi-om its miUenniaJ prison in a Norwegian
mineral of the solar gas helium, has effectually dissipated

these misgivings. Its highly complex spectrum figures

bright in the solar chromosphere, in nebula^ and temporary

stars; dark, in a restricted class of white orbs, a complete

battalion of which are arrayed in the constellation Orion.

The chief -nebular constituent has not, so far, been
"imearthed"; nor " coronium," a gas probably lighter than
hydrogen, which pervades the solar halo. They may, never-

theless, be found any day hibernating in the earth's crust.

The stars were, in 1863, brought by Dr. Huggins and
Prof. W. A. Miller within the scope of Kirchhoff's con-

clusions. Their chemistry proved to be generically the

same with that of the sun, although with decided specific

differences. They were divided by Father Secchi into four

spectral orders ; and his classification has been in the main
adhered to by Prof. Vogel, who added the "rationalising"

idea of decline with increasing age, from the culminating

splendour of the Sirian type, through a solar stage, to the

waning fires of red stars showing banded spectra. His
scheme of decay was enlarged into a scheme of development
by Mr. Lockyer, who begins at the beginning with the

nebula? ; but it is unlikely that time is the sole factor in

producing the observed varieties of sidereal species.

Dr. Huggins began his investigations of nebular spectra

on August 1st, 1864. The first he looked at consisted of one
bright and two fainter green rays, the most refrangible being

the " F" of hydrogen. He had selected for examination
the " planetary" in Draco, and all nebula of that kind, as

well as those of u-regular shape like the great formation

in Orion, are of gaseous constitution. But he soon found

that most nebuLp, and notably the vast ellipse in Andro-
meda, give a continuous spectrum such as might be derived

from distant star-clusters. The manner of their distribution

separates them emphatically, nevertheless, both from
gaseous objects and from true clusters, the latter two
classes belonging characteristically to the zone of the

Milky Way, while ordinary nebulse gather towards its

poles. This architectonic relation proves them to make
an integral part of the galactic system, and is one among
many reasons elicited by modern research for rejecting

the claim to autonomy as " island universes " long ago
set up for them by Kant.

The rapid progress of astronomy in our time along the

old no less than the new lines of research, has been largely

due to its adoption of photography as an ally. The services

which this wonderful art has proved capable of rendering

have distanced hope. The staying power of the chemical

plate, its faculty of waiting upon time and integrating

infinitesimal impressions, has led to the partial abdication

in its favour of the human eye. It has the further pre-

rogatives of sensibility to invisible light, of swiftness in

procedure, and of affording permanent and absolutely

truthful records. There is no imagination behind it. The
addition of these powers to astronomical resources has
effected a revolution unique in the history of science, and
still actively advancing. Its consequences are unexhausted,

and apparently inexhaustible.

Celestial photography is predominantly employed in four

departments of inquiry : in direct portraiture, in the dis-

covery of new objects, in star-charting, and in the delineation

of spectra and spectral forms. The various results can
here be no more than barely indicated. Warren de la

Rue was the earliest promoter in this country of solar and
lunar photography. AVith his " photoheliograph " the

daily registration of sunspots was begun at Kew in

1858 ; and the same instrument served, during the
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Spanish eclipse of July 18th, 1860, to depict the " red

prominences," the mere display of which, as progressively

covered on one side and uncovered on the other by the

moving globe of the moon, sufficed to demonstrate their

solar dependence. A daguerrotype of the corona of 1)S51

is still extant ; and coronal photography has grown to be

an art in itself, practised, weather permitting, with added

success, each time that the mysterious solar nimbus starts

into view from behind the interposing moon. It imprinted

itself with particular effectiveness on plates exposed by
Sir George Baden Powell at Novaya Zemlya, August 9th,

1896. The instructive details of its intimate structure

can be studied only by means of such authentic records.

A photograph of the " reversing layer," fortunately secured

on the same occasion by Mr. Shackleton, locates the chief

seat of the Fraunhofer absorption in a shallow stratum

1892 and 1894 several minor apparitions were photo-

graphed by Prof. Barnard night after night, with the
" Willard lens " of the Lick Observatory. The multiple

nature and fibrous composition of their tails, imperceptible

telescopically, came out strikingly upon his negatives, which
testified besides to irregular effluxes of nebulous matter
from the heads.

Dr. Henry Draper obtained a promising photograph of

the Orion nebula, September rtOth, 1880 ; and Dr.
Common's classic pictures of the same object, by which
the future of nebular self-delineation was assured, followed

in 1883. Dr. Roberts next entered a field in which he has
won signal success. A plate exposed for three hours, with
his twenty-inch reflector, October 1st, IhHh, disclosed the

Andromeda nebula in its true annular or spiral shape

—

furrowed, as it were, by the action of some mighty

Vienna Obsektaioet : an Ideal Establishment surH as we mi9ht have, but have not, in England.

near the photosphere. The phenomenon had been spec-

troscopically viewed as a flash of bright rays by Prof.

Young in 1870.

Comets and nebula are slow in self-portraiture ; which
was, indeed, rendered practicable only by the invention of

dry plates with their attendant facility for long exposures.

Hence, the first comet successfully recorded was Tebbutt's

.in .June, 1881 ; while some photographs of the great

September comet of 1882, obtained by Mr. Allis at the

Cape Observatory under Dr. Gill's supervision, started

and exemplified two broad streams of laborious inquiry.

Taken with a common portrait-lens, their perfection

showed the advantages of the wide field of view and
strong concentration of light afforded by that type of

instrument ; and the richness of their star-sprinkled back-

grounds irresistibly suggested the use of the camera for

,the preparation of stellar charts and catalogues. No
.brilliant comet has appeared since 1882 ; but between

unknown force. The same formative law is operative in

many sidereal bodies. Whorled nebul* were recognized

visually, with the Eosse six-foot reflector, in 1810 ; their

mode of structure has been ratified and extended by the

camera. Even the immense southern aggregations of

stars and nebuhe known as the Magellanic Clouds, appear,

from Mr. Kussell's photographs, to have their parts disposed

along helical lines. This is wonderful and inexpHcable.

Prof. Barnard undertook in 1889 the task of photo-

graphing the Milky Way. It is not an easy one. The
star-clouds and star-sprays constituting it can neither be

seen nor depicted with an ordinary telescope. They must
be taken in the mass, not bit by bit. The Willard lens,

however, proved equal to the occasion, and a series of

astonishing galactic views were produced, in which lucid

piles and drifts of star-dust are singularly interrupted by
black chasms, cracks, and vacuities.

The plan of multiple exposures, introduced by Dr.
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Eoberts about 1890, has added greatly to the powers of

nebular photography. By its means, Dr. Gill obtained,

more than a year ago, in twenty-four hours divided among
several nights, a grand picture of the " Keyhole " nebula

in Argo. Its extent and intensity are wholly due to the

patience of the sensitive plate, for the object is but feebly

actinic. The absence from it of a large, trident-shaped

structure, conspicuous in Sir John Herschel's drawing,

indicates a change which, although startling, cannot
readily be explained away. It would not, if real, be un-

exampled. Other nebula? have been found to vary in light,

notably Hind's in Taurus, which, after many vicissitudes,

was completely invisible with the Lick thirty-six-inch

refractor in 1895.

The eye sees at once, or not at all ; the camera sees by

degrees : hence its effectiveness as an engine of discovery.

It brings into cognizance the

contents of depths of space

unsounded by the telescope,

as well as objects hidden by
their intrinsic faintness, or by
the quality of their radiations.

On November 16th, 1885, a

short, curved, nebulous train

attached to the star Maia,

unexpectedly emerged to

view in a photograph of the

Pleiades taken by the MM.
Henry ; and further investi-

gations by them and Dr.

Roberts showed the whole
cluster to be largely involved

in cosmic fog. Vast chaotic

masses of the same kind,

involving stars in the Milky
Way, have since declared

themselves on Barnard's and
Mas Wolf's negatives ; and
Prof. W. H. Pickering, using

aportrait-lens ofinsignificant

dimensions, secured in 1889,

from the summit of Wilson's

Peak in California, records

of a stupendous spiral, en-

veloping the major part of

Orion, and following a line

of incurvation, as if towards

a nucleus in the shining

nebula attached to the

Giant's Sword.
The first photographic detection of a comet fell to the

share of Prof. Barnard, October 12th, 1892. Had it not
been for the intervention of the Willard lens, the object
mi^ht have altogether escaped notice. It proved to have a
period of six years, and seemed to have exhausted its vitality.

In asteroidal discovery by the same versatile method, Dr.
Max Wolf led the way. With the exceptions of the original

four—Certs, Juno, Pallas, and Vesta—all the minor planets
now known, to the number of nearly four hundred and
forty, have been introduced to our acqu^iintance during the
Queen's reign. They were captured telescopically by a
laborious compaiiscn of star-maps, until December 22nd,
1891, when No. 323 imprinted on a Heidelberg nega-
tive a trail, marking and measuring its motion. The
hint was at once taken, and the photographic registration
of these little bodies progresses apace. The supply of them
seems unlimited, and they are far more troublesome to keep
than to catch; so that the question arises whether they
are worth the cost of computation. But astronomers are

Sir John IlEKSCnEi.

reluctant to throw back into the sea of space any fish

that comes to their nets.

The only photographic star-catalogue as yet existing is Dr.
Gill's " Cape Durchmusterung," the first volume of which,
containing one hundred and fifty-two thousand five hundred
entries, has just been issued from the press. In all, about
three hundred and fifty thousand stars, measured from the

Cape plates by Prof. Kapteyn, are enrolled in this compre-
hensive survey. Its construction, prompted by the comet
pictures of 1882, was designed as a preliminary to a still

greater work. On Dr. Gill's suggestion, an International

Congress met at Paris in April, 1887, and decreed the

construction of a photographic catalogue and chart which
should accurately represent the state of the whole heavens
at the close of the nineteenth century. This grandiose
idea bids fair to be adequately realized. At seventeen

observatories scattered over

the globe, the necessary

materials are in rapid course

of accumulation. The cata-

logue will give the exact

places of perhaps a million

and a quarter stars. The
longer-exposed chart-plates

will record, by a current

estimate, some twenty mil-

lions. These will not, how-
ever, be boohed. They will

be inscribed in an atlas con-

sisting of copies on glass

of the original negatives.

Their identification at any
future time will in this way
be made possible. From
the study of the wonderful
mass of statistics thus pro-

vided, many curious disco-

veries may result ; knowledge
as to the laws of stellar

distribution can, at any
rate, hardly fail to be im-
proved. It is true that

difficulties in the way of

determining photographic
stellar magnitudes somewhat
impair this prospect. Visual

photometry has, by pro-

longed exertions—for which
Harvard College is especially

distinguished—been raised

to a satisfactory degree of precision ; but photographic

photometry is still in the empirical stage. The rank of

a star cannot yet be defined in terms of chemical action.

Perhaps the most important to astronomy of the varied

faculties of the sensitive plate is its power of delineating,

in full detail and with exquisite delicacy, the spectra of the

heavenly bodies. It peiceives the ultra-violet rays to

which the eye is blind ; it almost ignores air tremors ; and
it affords lasting records in lieu of fugitive glimpses.

Dr. Huggins was a pioneer in the " spectrographic " art,

which led him, in 1879, to the memorable discovery of the

invisible section of the hydrogen-spectrum, as portrayed by

absorption in the analyzed light of Sirius, Vega, and some
other " white stars." The range of new lines thus unex-

pectedly revealed, form, with those previously known, a

harmonic series bound together by a numerical relation

known as " Balmer's Law"; and analogous series have

since been recognized in the spectra of various substances,

notably in that of helium. Their presence is of the utmost
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significance as regards the nature of the ultimate particles

of matter ; and their first detection in the rays of incon-

ceivably distant stars curiously illustrates the close mutual
dependence of cosmical and terrestrial physics.

With the apparatus in use at Harvard College, star-

spectra can be photographed by the score together ; and
as a result of these expeditious proceedings, the " Draper
Catalogue

'

' of ten thousand three hundred rind fifty-one stars,

referred to fifteen spectral subdivisions, appeared in 1890.
At Potsdam, where the same kind of work was executed
with a slit spectroscope instead of with an objective prism,
a few bright stars were made the subjects of a stricter

examination. Moreover, the main purpose of the scrutiny
was not to ascertain their chemical and physical pecu-
harities, but to determine their motion.

Christian Doppler, of Prague, enounced in 1842 the
principle of au alteration in the refrangibility of hght
emanating from a source retreating or advancing rela-

tively to au observer. It is, indeed, tolerably obvious that
the ethereal waves must be virtually lengthened hi the
first case, shortened in the second ; and the rate, no less

than the direction of radial movement, can be ascertained,
as Fizeau showed in 1818, by measuring the displacements
of lines, bright or dark, in the spectra of the moving
bodies. Twenty years, however, elapsed before any
attempt was made to realize the indicated method. It

was reserved for Dr. Huggins, in 18(58, to apply it prac-
tically to stars and nebabe.
A fresh and incalculable impulse was thus given to

sidereal science. Telescopically, bodies travelling in the
line of sight appear stationary ; but the spectroscope, by
this exquisite mode of discernment, supplies the missing
component of motion, irrespective both of distance and of

time. Here, then, geometrical and physical inquii-ies

meet on common ground, each furnishing data of com-
parable value for the mathematical treatment of problems
in celestial mechanics. Without the aid of photography,
however, no sufficient accuracy in this matter was possible.

In estimating linttdisplacements the eye is continually

baffled by atmospheric agitations, which the chemical
retina, in the long run of, say, an hour's exposure, is

enabled to ignore.

Dr. Vogel, Director of the Potsdam Observatory, ably

seconded by Dr. Scheiner, initiated, in 1888, the spectro-

graphic measurement of radial movements, and the detaUs
of his model investigation were pubUshed in 1892. An
average rate of ten and a half miles a second was derived

from fifty-one stars, of which Aldebaran, with a recession

of thirty mUes a second, was the most rapid. On the

completion of a thirty-two-inch photographic refractor,

lately ordered by Dr. Vogel, the inquiry can be extended
to several hundred fainter stars ; and materials will then
at last be at hand for a really authentic determination of

the sun's course through space, and of the speed with which
it is pursued. No treatment of stellar proper— th3,t is,

telescopic—motions, avails to elicit, apart from doubtful

assumptions, the latter element ; but the general upshot
of a large mass of recent work on the subject has been to

shift the solar apex from the point where Hersehel placed
it in 1783, towards Lyra and the plane of the Milky Way.
But the limits of uncertainty are, if anything, wider than
they were left by Argelander's discussion in 1837.

The first evidences of motion in nebulfe were obtained

by Prof. Keeler in 1890 from spectroscopic observations

made visually with the great Lick equatorial. The
light-grasp of the instrument, and the stillness of the

air on Mount Hamilton, contributed, with his exceptional

skill, to make his results trustworthy. They applied to

ten planetaries, found to possess radial movements of at

least the average stellar velocity. The thwartwisf motion
of nebulae has yet to be detected. Their appaivnt fixity

is doubtless due, in part to their remoteness, in part to
inaccuracies in the places assigned to them.
The discovery of " spectroscopic binaries" is one of the

most striking fruits of the line-of-sight method. Miss
Maury's examination of the Harvard photographs showed,
in 1889, that the lines in the spectrum of ? Ursag Majorig
separate and close up again once in fifty-two days,
obviously as a consequence of the orbital revolution in
twice that time of a pair of suns. Soon afterwards, ,3

Aurigfe was simUarly decomposed, the spectral duplications
taking place, however, on alternate days ; and two
unequal couples, with still shorter periods, have since been
discovered at Harvard. Systems equally rapid are formed
by the union of bright with dark components. They are
recognized by the occurrence of periodical opposite dis-

placements in the single spectrum of the obscurely
attended star. Spica Virginis is of this kind. Its peculiar
character was detected photographically at Potsdam. A
number of variables belong to the same type, notably Algol,
and other eclipsing stars. Less intelligibly, J Cephei and
its congeners, in which the law of light-change appears to

exclude eclipses, range themselves unmistakably iu the
category. Some of these extraordinary couples circulate

in a few hours, most likely with enormous velocities.

The combination of lucid with obscure, or partially

obscure, masses appears to be a regular part of the cosmical
scheme. The presence of dark stars in ordinary stellar

systems is not unfrequently betrayed by their gravitational

effects upon the movements of their bright fellows.

^9K "^J!*" ^KJ^^ft
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discovery of Neptune. The influence of an exterior planet

had been more or less definitely felt through the pertur-

bations of Uranus ; but only such mathematical giants as

Adams and Leverrier were competent to assign its place

at a given epoch. Adams had the priority, but his

indications were neglected untU reinforced by those of his

French competitor ; and while a leisurely search was
slowly progressing at Cambridge, the new planet was
picked up, almost at the first glance, by Galle at Berlin,

September 23rd, 1846. The possession of a fine star-map

gave him, it should be added, a decisive advantage over

Challis.

The earliest information regarding the spectrum of the

solar prominences was secured during the Indian eclipse

of August 18th, 1868. It proved to consist of a few bright

lines of hydrogen and helium : and its discontinuous nature

EiKpiEOE End uf the 36-inch EyVATuRiAL vi THE Lu'K Observatory,

enabled Janssen and Lockyer to realize the spectroscopic

method of daylight observation at the edge of the sun, by
means of which the chromosphere and its prodigious out-

lying flames have since been uuintermittently studied.

The forms spectroscopically viewed have of late been
successfully photographed. The employment for this

inirpose, by Hale and Deslandres in 1891, of an apparatus
with a double slit, marked the opening of a new chapter
in solar physics. A single quality of light is thus effectively

isolated ; and both at Chicago and Paris the shadowed
" K line " of calcium was chosen as the actinic agent.

The same ray is emitted by faculse, which, with its aid,

can be photographed all over the sun's surface.

Since 1837, seven secondary bodies have been added to

the planetary system. On October 10th, 1816, Mr. Lassell's

famous two-foot speculum showed him Neptune's solitary

moon, and, five years later, the two inner Uranian satellites.

He espied, moreover, September 19th, 1818, simultaneously
•with W. C. Bond on the opposite shore of the Atlantic,

Hyperion, the seventh in order of distance, and eighth in

order of discovery, of Saturn's numerous family. The
disclosure to Prof. Hall, August 16th, 1877, of Deimos
and Phobos, the dwarf moons of Mars, was the most
eminent performance of the Washington twenty-six-inch

refractor, which for some years held the telescopic primacy

of the world; and it was with a later champion instrument,

the Lick thirty-six-inch, that Prof. Barnard descried, Sep-

tember 19th, 1892, the small body called, without rhyme
or reason, the " fifth satellite of Jupiter." Among the

eight principal planets. Mercury and Venus alone remain

unattended ; and this circumstance is, more than probably,

connected with their peculiar mode of rotation. Each—as

Schiaparelli announced in 1889-90—turns on its axis in

the same time that it revolves round the sun, keeping,

like our moon, the same face always towards the central

body. This agreement was, doubtless, brought about by

the grinding down of axial movement through solar tidal

friction, the epochs of Instability leading to the birth of

satellites being, as a secondary effect, forestalled. The im-

portance of tidal friction in cosmogony came to be recog-

nized through Prof. Darwin's brilliant research into the

origin of the moon. It was presented to the Royal Society

in 1879. The predominance of the same influence over

the development of stellar systems was ably shown by Dr.

See, of Chicago, in 1892.

Bond's perception of Saturn's "crape ring" led to a

revival of curiosity as to the mechanism of the whole set of

appendages, and the problem was solved by Clerk Maxwell
in 1857. Their formation out of separately-revolving small

bodies, demonstrated by him on abstract grounds, was
beautifully confirmed by Prof. Keeler's spectrographic

experiments in 1895, showing that the radial velocities

in the different parts of the system had precisely their

theoretical values.

Ideas regarding the nature of the planets and their

central luminary have been profoundly modified during

the last sixty years. The four outer planets now rank as

"semi-suns," plastic by virtue of their proper heat;
while Schiaparelli's discovery of the canals of Mars, and
then- mysterious duplications, have tended greatly to

impair the analogy, so apparent to Herschel, between that

globe and the earth. In 1837, too, Herschel's theory ot

the sun reigned without a rival. It now seems as obsolete

as that of Anaxagoras. The solar mode of rotation, by
surface-drifts slackening towards the poles, discovered

by Carrington from spot-movements, and reafiirmed from
spectroscopic evidence by Dimer, cannot be that of a solid

body ; and all the observed phenomena point to the

activity of vertical convection-currents on a prodigious

scale, effecting the requisite exchanges of heated and
cooled material between the interior and exterior, the

expenditure in radiation being supplied by an income from
gravitational shrinkage. I'ncertainties of long standing

and uncomfortable amount as to the temperature and
distance of the sun, have lately been, to a great extent,

abolished. The photosphere appears, from experiments
made by Messrs. Wilson and Gray in 1894, to be much
more than twice as hot as the electric arc, its temperature
being about eight thousand degrees centigrade. And
Dr. Gill's measures of the minor planet Sappho, in 1889,

fix the " astronomical unit,'' or mean radius of the earth's

orbit, as ninety-two million eight hundred thousand miles.

This value is unlikely to be materially altered.

The comets of the reign have been in many ways re-

markable. Those that appeared in southern latitudes in

1848, 1880, 1882, and 1887, followed each other nearly in

the same path, and passed close to the sun with tremendous
speed, demonstrating by their unretarded course the
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inconceivable tenuity of the solar surroundings. Like

other similarly related comets, they probably are fragments

of a single disrupted mass. The intimate connection of

comets and meteors was indicated by Schiaparelli in 1866

on the ground of orbital identities, and was illustrated by
the reappearance of the vanished Biela under the guise of

a star-drift. The electrical nature of cometary illumination

has been confirmed by varied evidence. Bredichin's hypo-

thesis of the three types of comets' tails has proved a

useful aid to research ; and the presence of hydro-carbon

bands in their spectra, first recognized by Dr. Huggins in

Winnecke's comet of 1868, has turned out to be all but

unfailing. Finally, there is no longer reason to doubt that

the undisturbed motion of these strange bodies is approxi-

mately parabolic, and that the periodicity of some among
them has resulted from " capture " by the great planets.

Celestial sensations have not been wanting. The Vic-

A Form of Equatoeial common in 1837.

torian age has witnessed the outburst of no less than seven
new stars. T Coronse, the first spectroscopically examined,
showed itself to Dr. Huggins, May 16th, 18GG, as wrapt
in a mantle of blazing hydrogen ; and its condition was
typical, though not inevitable. The changes in quality of

the fading light of such objects are significant and curious.

Thus, Nova Cygni in 1876, Nova Aurigie in 1892, and
Nova Normif in 1893, displayed, to begin with, spectra of

the chromospheric type, which gradually assumed nebular
affinities.

All that is known about the distances of the stars has
been learned since the Queen's accession. Near the close

of 1839, Bessel announced a genuine parallax for 61
Cygni ; two months later, Henderson communicated his

detection of a larger one for a. Centauri. This splendid
southern binary has not, so far, been superseded as the
sun's nearest neighbour

; yet its light spends four years
and four months in traversing the intervening twenty-five

billions of miles. Sirius and Procyon are about twice as

distant ; two or three insignificant, swiftly moving objects

are of intermediate remoteness. On the whole, about

seventy stars are ticketed with nominal parallaxes, of

which, perhaps, half may be depended upon as real. Those
measured with the heliometer by Drs. Gill and Elkin are

of high authority ; but henceforward the photographic

method introduced by the late Prof. Pritchard will doubt-

less be extensively employed.
The immense enlargement in the power and scope of

astronomical research effected during the last few decades

was strikingly illustrated

by Sir George Airy's ad-

ministrationat Greenwich.
His deliberate policy was
to keep the Koyal Observa-

tory true to its ancient

purposes, nor has it ever

departed from them. Yet,

born successor of Flam-
steed though he was, his

mind was open to con-

viction ; and he created,

within a stone's throw of

the spot where Flamsteed
had set up his iron sex-

tant, a magnetic, a photo-

graphic, and a spectro-

scopic department. The
sister establishment in the southern hemisphere, by the

activity of which England's universal dominion over

the seas is extended to the skies, is about to follow suit.

In a year or two, through the generosity of Mr. McClean,

a great astrophysical apparatus will be erected at the Cape,

and Imperialism will triumph in the New Astronomy.

Peof. J. C. Adams,

THE POLAR BEARS AT THE "ZOO."

By F. E. Beddard, F.K.S.

THE Polar bear is a beast which—contrary to what

might be supposed—does well at the Zoological

Society's Gardens. During recent years there has

been a continuous supply of the creature, and one

individual lately nearly topped the record of lon-

gevity in the menagerie by surviving for no less a period

than thirty-seven years. Instances of this kind—and
many might be cited from the collection in the Kegent's

Park—show how independent in certain cases are animals

upon their surroundings, and how futile were some of the

earlier attempts to explain the geographical range of

species by supposed necessities of climate and other inani-

mate surroundings. The Polar bears at the " Zoo " thrive

in the absence of sea-water and of ice, as may indeed be

seen at once fi'om our engraving, which represents the

active couple of bears now on view. To the ordinary

visitor to the Zoological Gardens the Polar bear is chiefly

attractive—at least in the case of the two young bears

now there—on account of its frequently amiable activity

—

its playfulness of habit ; also, perhaps, as are many other

animals, as a corims vile for experiments in the way of

food. In an obliging way the two young occupants of the

Polar bears' cage will play with a bun or a biscuit ofi'ered

by some visitor who does not grasp the propensities of

animals with large canine teeth. To the naturalist the

Polar bear is interesting for other and different reasons.

It is one of the animals which have an absolutely descrip-

tive vernacular name. The Polar bear is one of the very

few mammalian creatures which are strictly Polar in range.
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Mr. Lydekker, indeed, in his excellent " Geographical Dis-

tribution of Mammals,' only enumerates four others."
Why the beast should have selected so desolate a country
for its habitat is curious, seeing that it is a powerful
creature, fully capable of holding its own in more favoured
climates ; its range can be hardly comparable to that
of the Bronze Age man, driven to the uttermost corners
of Europe by invading iron-smelting races. Yet it

seems to be the fact that its range has been curtailed,

for a skull referable to the existing I'rsiu maritimns
has been found in the diluvium near Hamburg, thus
proving incontestably a former extension to the southward,
though it is, of course, highly possible that at the same
time ice and snow were also more extended in the same
dkection. Many naturalists will put this down to the

!

whiteness of its fur. At first sight this does not appear an
obvious kind of correlation. Yet in a country where all is

white a harmony of tint has its uses. Though the Polar
bear is large and powerful, it is not overweighted with
brain ; a gigantic frame is not always accompanied by
development of brain in due proportion. Why, then, as an
old writer poetically put it, does the Polar bear " sway his

rude sceptre over the icy mountains of Greenland and
Spitzbergen "

? It is possible—at any rate, it has often

been asserted—that the whiteness of the Polar bear is an
advantage, not, indeed, in escaping its foes—though they
are limited to those of its own household—but in stealing

quietly and unobserved upon its prey. It might be that in

milder climes the bear was at a positive disadvantage in '

this respect, and that, in consequence, it gradually retired

to the fastnesses of the extreme North. But a white skin 1

has other uses than those in a cold climate. It helps to

keep the body warm, in that it prevents the giving off of i

heat more than would a skin of any other colour. We can i

see, therefore, a fitness in the colour of the Polar bear.
[

And yet this popular and apparently reasonable explanation
of the bear's hide is not without its opponents. " It seems
hardly right," wrote Sir Leopold M'Clintock in " The
Voyage of the Fux, " " to call Polar bears land animals."
And those who have seen j\Ir. Swan's fine picture of the
bears swimming in the Polar sea will remember how
exceedingly conspicuous the painter has, doubtless with
reason, made them to look amid their surroundings. Then,
too, the bear often acquires, with advancing years, a brown
colour, quite noticeable in the old bear at the "Zoo,"
of whose creditable longevity we have already made men-
tion. So much so, indeed, that whale himters from
Scotland frequently speak of this dreaded beast by the
flippant name of " Old Brownie." The brownness of our
specimen at the " Zoo" was wrongly put down by some to

the sooty atmosphere of this city. Again, according to

the same authority who has just been quoted, the Polar
bear seems to prefer hunting by night ; and in darkness it

might be any colour with equal advantage, or still any
colour if moonlight and starlight threw strong shadows.
It caimot, in fact, be assumed offhand that the whiteness
of the bear's pellage has any definite relation to the ice

and snow amongst which it lives. Like many of the in-

habitants of the North—such as, for mstance, the notorious
lemming—the Polar bear is a great traveller

; but, unlike
that restless rodent, it does not deliberately voyage : its

journeys are to a large extent involuntary, and are due to

the breaking off of bits of ice upon which the bear
happens to be. It is thus sometimes carried away even so
far from its proper home as Iceland. Bears have been
found floating on ice, so it is said, as much as two hun-
ini miles from the nearest land. Olaus Magnus, the
excellent Archbishop of Upsala, tells us of " I'rsi albi

maximi et fortissimi " found in Iceland ; these have been

carried thither in some such way, for the Polar bear

cannot be considered to be a native of that island. Skins

of these bears were frequently ofl'ered by hunters, the

Archbishop further remarks, to various churches, "in
order that tlie priest when celebrating mass at a time of

terrible cold may not suffer from his feet." The Polar

bear, in fact, as his habits show, is an amphibious
creature, well on the way to become purely aquatic in

mode of life. It offers a hint, in fact, of how the sea lion

may have sprung from a terrestrial ancestor. The feet of

the Polar bear are already very large ; make them larger and
shorten the leg ia a corresponding fashion, and the flipper

of the sea lion is nearly arrived at. Zoologists think that

of all land carnivora the marine walruses, seals, and sea lions

are most nearly akin to the baars ; so that the expression
" sea Ui»i " is so far misleading as to the aifinities of the

animal. But it is after all rather in habit and ways of

feeding that the ( rsus mnritimwi has gone somewhat seal-

wards. Its structure, though sutHciently divergent from
that of other bears to justify, according to some, its separa-

tion as a distinct genus, Thalass anios, is not really greatly

modified. It is, indeed, one of many instances which
show that change of function frequently precedes change
of structure. With the equipment of the most ordinary

forest-living and honey-feeding bear, the Polar bear pursues
a totally different kind of game, proving a match for the

active seal and for still more active fish. This bear, feasting,

as it does, upon seals, or, on occasions, upon the decaying
carcass of a whale, has yet got a reputation for ferocity

which seems to be a theory founded upon its size, and to

be largely apochryphal. The friendly manner of the two
young beasts now at the " Zoo" will, to some extent, dispel

this view, which most travellers who have had experience

of the animal in its native places disbelieve. It has, how-
ever, to judge from what we are told by Mr. R. Brown, a
" temper." He relates that, having unsuccessfully stalked

a seal, a large bear exhibited signs of considerable annoy-
ance. "The rage of the animal was boundless ; it roared

hideously, tossing the snow in the air, and trotted off in a
most indignant state of mind !

" With regard to human
beings the bear is comparatively mild—if let alone. Sir

Leopold M'Clintock tells of " a native of Upernavik " who
one day " was out visiting his seal-nets. He found a seal

entangled, and, whilst kneeling down over it upon the ice

to get it clear, he received a slap on the back—from his

companion, as he supposed ; but a second and heavier

blow made him look smartly round. He was horror-

stricken to see a peculiarly grim old baar mstead of his

comrade ! Without deigning further notice of the man.
Brum tore the seal out of the net and commenced his

supper. He was not interrupted ; nor did the man wait

to see the meal finished."

More unpleasant was the experience of Mr. Brown and
his companions. " In 1861," writes Mr. Brown, " I saw
upwards of twenty all busily devouring the huge inflated

carcass of a Balana mi/stii-etm in Pond's Bay, on the wes-

tern shore of Davis Strait. We were foolish enough to

fire a few shots among them, when the bears sprang
furiously from the carcass and made for our boat. One
succeeded in getting its paw on to the gunwale, and it was
only by the vigorous application of an axe that we suc-

ceeded in relieving ourselves of so unwelcome an addition

to our crew." The fact seems to be that the Polar bear,

like many other wild and carnivorous beasts, takes no
particular notice of man unless unduly provoked to do so

by hunger or too marked an interference. When it does

make up its mind for revenge or food, it proceeds in a

fashion that marks it out from other bears ; instead of

hitijijiivj its victims as they do, it bites.
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POLAR BEARS AT PLAY. Zoological Society's Gardens, Regent's Park.

From a Photograph by IIarky F. Witheebt.
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So much, then, for the manners and customs of the

Northern Bruin. ^Ve have been hitherto considering the

bear from his own point of view. The older naturalists,

and many of the laity, now dwell rather upon the uses of

creatures to man. They take what was termed by Prof.

Haeckel an anthropocentric view of the universe. From
this point of view the bear does undoubtedly come in. We
have already referred to the pious offerings of the Northern
sportsmen ; but the bear provides not only dress, but

meat and oil. The intrepid Willem Barents, one of the

pioneers of Arctic exploration, did not realize that the

bear was excellent eating ; subsequent travellers have, and,

oddly enough, some of them describe the flesh as tasting

""im

Hs\

'Eq-lxs, Bbab chabgisg. (Zoological Grardens.)

like mutton : oddly, because all strange meats, for some
reason or other, are frequently compared to veal.

We have now considered the Polar bear from the point

of view of the British public, the naturalist, and the

gourmet.
[The last sentence in Mr. Beddard's article reminds me

that he has not treated of the Polar bear from a photo-
grapher's point of view, and a few remarks on the subject

may not be out of place here.

As Mr. Beddard says, the two Polar bears now in the
" Zoo " are very fond of playing together, and they may be
seen biting at each other, wrestling, and rolling over for

hours at a time ; but I foimd it exceedingly difficult to

photograph them in the act of playing. Immediately I

approached the bars they would leave off their game— no

doubt in the hopes of playing with me ! The only thing
to do was to wait quietly for a chance of a snap-shot,
which, after several hours, I eventually obtained. This
has been enlarged, and is reproduced in the accompanying
plate. The smaller illustration is of one of the bears
charging. Both Dr. Nansen and Mr. Jackson have, I
believe, taken photographs, at about fifteen yards, of bears
in their wild state in the act of charging, and have then
laid down the camera, taken up the rifle, and shot the bear.

With these captive bears I don't think this would be possible,

for they charge straight up to the camera at a tremendous
pace, without any check.

When taking this photograph, a friend enticed the
beasts up to the further end of the inclosure, and while
he was playing with them with a stick, I crept up to the
bars with my camera ready. No sooner had I put the
camera through the bars than one bear charged at fuU
speed. I allowed him to come within twelve feet, and then
snapped the shutter, and immediately drew my camera
away. On several occasions I was only just in time, for

the beast grazed me with his paw. Personally, I should
not care to photograph one of these bears charging, with-
out the protection of the bars.

—

Haerv F. Wiiherby.]

A PANTHEON OF SCIENCE.

By John Mills, F.R.A.S.

THE opening of the Davy-Faraday Laboratory La
December last, with all its resources for prose-
cuting original research in chemistry and chemical
physics, marks, in its way, an epoch in the
history of applied science in this country. Addi-

tional interest attaches to the event because it practically
forms the centenary of the Royal Institution of Great
Britain, which, a hundred years ago, was first conceived
by Benjamin Thomson, a Royalist American in the service
of the Elector Palatine of Bavaria, by whom he was
created a Count of the Holy Roman Empire. " History
repeats itself,'' is a saying which we often hear; and it is

worthy of remark, in this connexion, that a dwelling-
house, adapted to the exigencies of the case, served as a
beginning for the requirements of the projectors of the
Royal Institution, just as the Davy-Faraday Laboratory of
to-day has been metamorphosed from a gentleman's
private residence into a series of small laboratories for the
accommodation of persons desirous of investigating scien-
tific problems. Some idea of the immense progress which
has been made in the several branches of science in the
interval which separates the epochs marked by the
beneficent acts of Count Rumford and Dr. Ludwig Mond,
may be gathered by the perusal of the series of articles

—

" The Science of the Queen's Reign "— now appearing in
this magazine.

It has been said that the history of the Royal Institution
is the history of science in England ; should anyone
doubt the truth of this assertion, let him but read the
records of the Institution's aims, aspirations, and actions,

and we venture to think that the most sceptical will

discover therein the initial points of many great schemes
for increasing the sum of human happiness—some of
which have been accompUshed, and others still exist in

the mind only. The Institution was launched in March,
1799, the first meeting of the managers being held at the
house of Sir Joseph Banks (chairman), in Soho Square,
Count Rumford as secretary, and Mr. Thomas Bernard as
treasurer. Rumford had previously circularised those
persons likely to be of use in supporting the ventui-e both
by personal influence and with pecimiary help, and a
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number of fifty-guinea subscribers, called proprietors, were
thus obtained. A house in Albemarle Street was bought,
and its apartments were transformed into lecture rooms,
model rooms, library, offices, etc. Its objects were for the
purpose of diffusing knowledge, and facilitating the general
and speedy introduction of new and useful mechanical
inventions and improvements ; and also the teaching, by
regular courses of philosophical lectures and experiments,
the application of the new discoveries in science to the
improvement of arts and manufactures, and in facilitating

the means of pro-

curing the comforts

and conveniences

of life.

Just now, when
the Government is

about to be asked

toprovidea Nation-

al Patent Museum
from the immense
funds netted from
fees paid by appli-

cants for letters pa-

tent at the Patent

OiKce, it may be

interesting to know
that the same idea

was conceived, and,

to some extent, car-

ried into effect, pri-

vately, a century

ago at the Royal
Institution. It was
part of Rumford's
plan to collect all

manner of ap-
pliances together,

including " that
curious and useful

machine, the steam
engine," so that

anyone desirous of

making headway
in the arts and in-

dustries might have
opportunities ofstu-

dying the latest in-

ventions gathered,

not only from all

parts of England,
but also from
foreign countries.

Since then, some-
thing has been
done at South
Kensington in the

way of practically illustrating the progress of invention,
but it is far from what it ought to be, and inconveniently
situated for those immediately concerned.

Ever since the time (1812) when Liebig came over from
Germany as a sort of scientific missionary, and lectured in

London and the chief provincial towns on the applications
of chemistry to agricultm-e, etc., we have been accustomed
to the theme of technical education, the blessings of which
have been dinned into our ears by men of all denomi-
nations, ranks, and professions ; and only within the last

few years have the concessions prayed for been conceded.
But although Liebig, backed up by Playfair and others,
gave a great impetus to the movement which has

SiATUB OF Michael Fauadav : Enteance Hall, Hotai, Instiiuiio>-.

terminated so gloriously, it is not to him or his contem-
poraries that we must look for the source of the current.

Referring again to the schemes of the projectors of the

Royal Institution, we read :
" It is intended to educate a

number of mechanics sent by the proprietors of the Insti-

tution. At first all will learn the same elementary

principles, but afterwards they will branch off according

to their several trades—bricklayers, joiners, tinmen, iron-

plate workers—in conformity with their needs." In a

large room, on the ground floor, they built up, for practice,

chimneys and fire-

places of all kinds

in a slight manner,
pulled them down
again, and built

up others. Models
of various culinary

vessels were made
from ideas of Count
Rumford, and were
put in the model
room for the inspec-

tion of the public.

Dinners were
cooked in the Insti-

tution, and people

were invited to

witness the opera-

tions involved and
to test the quality

of the products. It

requires no great

effort of the im-

agination to see in

these words the

perfect images of

the modern techni-

cal college and
school of cookery.

Indeed, the ideas

advanced by these

pioneers of applied

science are as
clearly enunciated

anil as accurately

formulated as those

put forward by the

leading men of our
own day ; and the

words of Rumford,
uttered in the last

century ,are as preg-

nant with thought
and as applicable

now to the future

as if they had been
spoken at the opening of the Davy-Faraday Laboratory

:

" In estimating the probable usefulness of this Institution,

we must not forget the public advantages that will be

derived from the general diffusion of experimental investi-

gation and improvement among the ranks of society.

When the rich shall take pleasure in contemplating and
encouraging such mechanical improvements as are really

useful, good taste—with its inseparable companion, good
morals—will revive, rational economy wUl become fashion-

able, industry and ingenuity will be honoured and
rewarded, and the pursuits of all the various classes of

society will then tend to promote the public prosperity."

Rumford, from the outset, threw himself with great zeal
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and ardour into the work of organising and starting the

institution. He was requested by the managers to live

in the house, to superintend the servants, to preserve

order and decorum, and to control the expenses of house-

keeping. Not the least strange fact in the history of this

original man, however, is that during his life he received

no thanks for all that he did for the Eoyal Institution.

At the present time he is scarcely known as the founder

of the place where very many of the greatest scientific

discoveries of this century have been made ; and as to

technical education, who ever heard his name in associa-

tion with the movement ?

In 1799 Dr. Thomas Gamett, known to chemists for

his researches into the composition of the Harrogate

mineral waters, was invited by Eumford to become
lecturer and scientific secretary, and, " in the Northern

accent . . . which rendered his voice somewhat in-

harmonious to a London audience," began his lectures

in March, 1800 ; but differences having arisen between
Viim and Eumford, he was called upon to retire in the

following year. The following',estract is from the minute-

book of the Eoyal Institution of a resolution adopted

at a meeting of the managers on February 16th, 1801

;

"Eesolved—That Mr. Humphry Davy be engaged in the

service of the Eoyal Institution, in the capacities of

Assistant Lecturer in Chemistry, Directorof the Laboratory,

and Assistant Editor of the Journals of the Institution; and
that he be allowed to occupy a room in the house, and be

furnished with coals and candles ; and that he be paid a

salary of one hundred guineas per annum." Davy's dis-

covery of nitrous oxide—the pleasure-producing air, as he
himself calls it in one of his letters—had, in the previous

year, made him somewhat famous, his experiments having
been repeated, with the greatest success, by the professors

of the Edinburgh University ; and through some friend or

friends he was brought to the notice of Count Eumford.
In a letter to Dr. Hope, Davy says :

'' I believe it is in a

great measure owing to your kind mention of me to Count
Eumford that I occupy my present situation in the Royal
Institution. I ought to be thankful to you . . . . as I am
enabled to pursue my favourite study, and at the same
time to be of some little utility to society." It is said that

the first impression produced by Davy on Count Eumford,
who appears to have been a sort of autocrat in the Insti-

tution, was highly unfavourable ; but his first lecture en-

tirely removed every prejudice. " Let him command any
arrangement which the Institution can afford," said the

Count. By June 1st the managers had passed the follow-

ing resolution :
" Eesolved—That Humphry Davy be

appointed, and in future denominated, Lecturer in Chemistry
at the Eoyal Institution, instead of continuing to occupy
the place of Assistant Lectm-er, which he has hitherto
filled."

A month later we find him ordered to give a course of
lectures on the chemical principles of the art of tanning,
although he had probably never had more than an outside
view of a tannery ; but any deficiencies in this respect were
in part compensated by leave of absence from the Insti-

tution during the months of July, August, and September,
for the purpose of making himself more particularly
acquainted with the practical part of the business of
tanning. Davy, however, could command a felicity of
expression and a dignity of treatment which invested' the
homeliest themes with interest. Men of the first rank
and talent—the literary and the scientific, the practical

and the theoretical, blue-stockings and women of fashion,
the old and the young, all crowded—eagerly crowded

—

the lecture- room. The vicissitudes through which the
Institution, in its early days, struggled were more than

counteracted by Davy's popularity, without which it could

not have sm-vived. The small, spare youth (he was only

twenty-two years of agei, with his earnestness, his elo-

quence, his speaking eyes—" eyes which," as one of his

fair auditors was heard to remark, " were made for some-

thing besides poring over crucibles "—held his hearers

spellbound as he declaimed in periods like the following :

—

"In reasoning concerning the future hopes of the

human species, we may look forward with confidence to

a state of society in which the different orders and classes

of men will contribute more effectually to the support of

each other than they have hitherto done. This state,

indeed, seems to be approaching fast ; for, in consequence

of the multiphcation of the means of instruction, the man
of science and the manufacturer are daily becoming more
assimilated to each other. . . . \Ye do not look to

distant ages, or amuse ourselves with brilliant though

delusive dreams concerning the infinite improvability of

man, the annihilation of labour, disease, and even death
;

but we reason by analogy from simple facts ; we consider

only a state of human progression arising out of its present

condition ; we look for a time that we may reasonably

expect, for a hriijht ilai/ of uhich we already behold the Jau7i."

It was at the end of the year 1812, under such glowing

phrases as these, that Faraday was infected with an

irresistible desire to become a votary of science. Having
carefully written out notes of one of Davy's lectures, he

sent the fair copy, and at the same time took the bold and
simple step of writing to the great man expressing a hope

that, if an opportunity came in his way, he would do

something to aid him in his aspirations. In a letter to

Dr. Paris, Faraday says: "My desire to escape from

trade, which I thought vicious, and to enter into the

service of science, which I imagined made its pursuers

amiable and liberal, induced me to do this. Early in

1813 he requested to see me, and told me of the situation

of assistant in the laboratory of the Eoyal Institution, then

just vacant .... He smiled at my notion of the superior

moral feelings of philosophic men, and said he would leave

me to the experience of a few years to set me right on that

matter." In the minutes of the meeting of managers on

March Ist, 1813, we read :
" Resolved—That Michael

Faraday be engaged to fill the situation lately occupied by

Mr. Payne on the same terms."

Such is the story, in brief, of the capture of these two

notable men—Davy and Faj-aday—by the promoters of

the Royal Institution : a classic building, with its fluted

columns topped by Corinthian capitals, hid away from the

gaze of the rabble in Albemarle Street like some hidden

secret of science itself.

'TWIXT LAND AND SEA.

By Harry F. Withebby.

" And now it"s a whaiip, and now it's a scaup,
When you shoot along the shore."

THE moon is paling before the coming dawn as we
reach the river-bank on a cold winter morning.

We have risen early, as should all keen shore-

shooters, to be downat the river in time forthe ducks

as they take their morning flight. So we crouch

and wait behind the high " sea-bank." Before us, over the

flat land, and along the low hedges, shadowy forms are

flitting, and the aii- is quivering with that indescribable

twittering which heralds the break of day. Then we hear
" peewit, peewit," and we see dimly the lapwing whirling

hither and thither. But what is that '? We are nearly

dreaming, and start, and grip the gun. " Swit, swit, swit,"

£rst like the twitter of a small bu-d, then nearer and
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nearer, until the rhythmic " swish, swish, swish," of wings
is plain. We look up, and soon the form of a ducli appears,

but, alas ! too high up—out of shot. The flight has begun.
Ducks, singly and in flocks, pass over continually, but
all out of shot, for the morning is calm and clear, and
birds generally fly high in such weather.

And now the sun is above the horizon, and the flight is

over, so we get up and stretch our cramped limbs, and
look towards the river. The tide is far out, and away over

three dreary, desolate miles of wet and shining mudflats
the water can j ust be distinguished , shimmering in the light

of the rising sun ; and far beyond, the further shore looms
mistily in the early light. But there is plenty to delight

the eye of the naturalist even in this great waste.

Little flocks of dunlin and ring plover, or osbirds, as

they are called, collectively, are feeding not far ofif; a

great " bunch " of knot and plover are wheeling and
whirling over the mud, and the cry of "curlew, curlew,"

comes from the distant tide. Gulls are soaring overhead,

and there, on a little colony of mussels, working hard to

obtain their food, which will soon be covered by the tide,

is a conspicuous flock of black and white oyster-catchers,

or sea-pies, as shorefolk call them ; and thus that which
seemed at first glance a desolate expanse of mud is in

reality a vast feeding ground for birds.

... .
Wild Dick ii-vinu i hom the I.am^.

Reproduced from a pninting by " A Son of the Marshes.'

The birds are there in plenty, but how can we get at
them ? We know by experience that one might tramp up
to the knees in that mud for a day without getting
near a bird. The only thing to do is to wait for the
tide to rise and drive in the birds. Meanwhile we employ
our time—most profitably, too—in watching.
A great flock of knot and plover first absorb our attention.

It is a curious fact that many shore birds which form into
flocks in the winter appear to take exercise, and, one might
perhaps say, find amusement, in performing the most
wonderful evolutions on the wing. As we watch this flock it

suddenly splits into several companies, which separate and
settle down upon the mud, and we begin to think that the
play is over. But no ! Without warning, the biggest flock
ascends with a noise like the distant roar of the waves as they
break on the sands. This seems a signal, for up get the
other flocks and join the first—all save one, which flies up
higher and over the main " bunch," then with a head-

long rush it dashes down as one, into the midst of the
black mass below. We start, for surely some birds

have collided and will fall dead upon the mud ; but before

we can rise, the flocks have joined, and the whole fly on,

like a monstrous swarm of bees.

This is but the beginning of the manoeuvres. The birds

have their sides to us and the whole bunch looks black,

when, in a moment, it becomes a glistening white, then
black again. The whole sis thousand or more have turned
together and shown their silvery undersides. Now they are

tailing out into a line half a mile long with a bunch at the
head, taking the form of a gigantic snake. The line is,

perhaps, thirty deep in the thinnest part, yet it is waving
up and down and from side to side like a pennant in a
gusty gale. Not a bird is too fast or too slow. They
might be tied together, so even is the line. Tired of this,

they form a V, then a square, then a circle ; and so, with
endless changes and surprising tactics, they fascinate us
for an hour or more, and finally settle down by the tide

to feed and rest.

To those who have not watched these wondrous
evolutions all this may read as a fable, and to those who
have, comes the question, What guides and directs these

sudden but perfectly unanimous movements ? Does one
bird act as leader ? and since that in a large flock not half

the individuals would be able to see the leader, is the

motion transmitted from one to another ? We think not.

Birds, no doubt, have vastly quicker perception, and can
act upon this sense much more rapidly, than ourselves

;

but could a transmitted motion, however quickly it was
performed, account for six thousand birds turning over on
their sides at the same moment ? Currents of air may
have some effect, but the problem has yet to be solved

—

and it is an engrossing one.

But let us return to the birds on the mudflats, or slubs,

as they are called in some parts. The tide is coming in

now, and the birds are moving in too, so we hide up in

little creeks about a hundred yards apart from each other.

This is wet and dirty work, sitting on one's gamebag in the

mud and crouching low, with slush over the ankles ; but
it is the sort of position that comes naturally to the shore-

shooter, and is not thought anything of.

The curlew are the first birds to move. Rushing
over our heads to the land, they give us some very difiicult

chances, and at last we drop one in the mud. We wade
through the slush and pick him up. What a lovely bird,

with his long downward-curved bill, his white breast

streaked with brown, and his brown back streaked with
black I

The curlew, or whaup, is indeed a prize, for of all 'long-

shore birds he is the wariest and most difiicult to shoot.

You cannot stalk him, and the only successful way is to

hide and wait for him to fly over you ; and many a
time has he got the best of it when he has been right

overhead and I felt sure of him. As soon as you move
the gun he sees you ; however fast he is flying he will

dash off at right angles and be out of shot before your gun
is on him, for you cannot turn quickly when your legs are

held fast by the mud.
The knot and plover have now risen and are flying up

and down the stream. A small flock pass within shot, and
we bag a couple of knot and a grey plover. The knot at

this time of year are dark grey with whitish breasts. In

summer one would hardly recognize them. Their breasts

are a lovely chestnut, their heads and necks are reddish

brown, and their backs blackish. There is a mystery
about these birds. In autumn and winter they frequent

our shores and tidal rivers, in tens of thousands ; but their

breeding;haunts no man knows ! It is true that the young
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birds in down have been found once or twice in high

latitudes, but the eggs have never yet been authenticated.

The grey plover, much like the golden plover, but easily

distinguished by the black axillaries under the wing, and

by the hind toe (the golden plover has none), is a lovely

enough bird in winter : but he, too, is far more beautiful in

summer.
Just as we have settled down again, after picking up our

birds, a flock of fifty widgeon fly in from seawards, and
splash into the water about two hundred yards from us.

Now we are all excitement . It is not every day that a shore-

shooter has a chance at widgeon, so we sit as still as

stones as they gradually drift in with the tide. At last

they are within a hundred yards of the shore, and we can

see every feather with our glasses, and notice that, besides

the widgeon, there are several scaup-duck in the flock.

purpose. Nothing further rewards our labours for that

day until the sun is setting, and we wait for the evening
flight.

During the day the wind has been rising, and now a

fine snow is falling. The ducks coming in from the river

fly low and heavily against the wind, which is off the land.

Many a cartridge is fired in vain before we hear the

welcome sound of two thuds upon the grass behind us, and
we pick up a fine pair of mallard. Flighting in the dusk is

by no means certain shooting. If there are bright clouds

above, the birds can be easily seen, but it is exceedingly

difiicult to judge of height and pace— knowledge which is

indispensable for accurate shooting.

We trudge home that night with high hopes for the

morrow, for this snow wiU surely drive the birds off the

land to feed by the open water.

Snipe feedins ik a Creek on the Snow-coveeed Saltinos.

Keproduoed from a painting Kv '

' A Son of the Marshes.

Some are diving and some are preening their feathers, and
now and again an old male widgeon sounds his melodious,
long-drawn "whee-ou"—some people call it harsh and
shrill—but all seem unconscious of our presence. So
intent have I been in watching that, until the cold

strikes me, I have not noticed that the tide has filled

the creek and crept up my leg ! They are still drifting

in, and another twenty yards nearer we shall fire ; but,

alas ! they have, perhaps, seen me draw my leg out of

the water, for slowly and leisurely they paddle out again.

Our hopes are shattered, so we console ourselves with
luncheon, and discuss the ways of birds over a pipe.

As the tide goes down the dunlin fly from off the land,

and we get a few, which are wanted for a special

We spend the next day up a small offshoot of the main
river, where salt marshes border the stream. These

saltings are familiar objects on the east coast of England.

They are slightly raised above the water, and only the

highest tides completely cover them. They are overgrown

with rank grass and weeds, and are intersected with small

muddy creeks, up which the tide runs.

Just as we reach the saltings and are walking carelessly

along, continually jumping over the small creeks, a pair

of lovely shielduck rise within eighty yards of us, showing

off their striking plumage of black and white and chestnut.

Had we been more careful, both those ducks might have

been brought to bag.

Then up gets a snipe from a patch of mud uncovered
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from the snow, and down he comes, cut short m that

puzzUng zig-zag flight. " Lucky shot," says my com-

panion, to which I vouchsafe no reply.

A long way off we can see a flight of hooded crows

making for the

mud, so we run
to the bank and
crouch under

it. In three
or four minutes
the first crow is

right over our

heads ; he sees

the danger, and
immediately his

lazy flap be-

comes a quick

rush ; but too

late—the shot

brings him
down, and there

he lies black

and grey in the

green grass.
However, he

has saved his

brethren, for

they hear the

gun and see his

fall, and turn-

ing back take a

big curve to the

right.

If any birds

are cruel, cer-

tainly it is the

hooded and the

carrion crows.

We always
make a point

of killing them
whenever possi-

ble. They de-

stroy every egg

and small bird

they can, and
worry every
weak or sickly

thing they find,

as "A Son of

the Marshes "

has pathetical-

ly illustrated in

one of the ac-

companying en-
gravings. The
hooded crow is abundant
the summer, but not in

ever, great flocks come

The Wouxded Habe.
" No more the tliickening brakes and verdant plains

To tliee shall home, or food, or pastime j-icld."

Reproduced from a painting by *'A Son of the Mai'sUes."

in Ireland and Scotland during
England. In the autumn, how-
over from Scandinavia and the

Continent, and they thus become very numerous on our

east coast in winter. They are exceedingly difficult birds

to approach, being extremely wary and watchful.

For instance, at high tide these birds delight to feed

along the edge of the water just under the sea-bank. We
have often tried to stalk them by creeping along the other

side of the bank, but the crows are very seldom outwitted

by this device. Every minute or two one of them flies up

a short distance and takes a look round, and immediately

sees the man on the other side of the bank, gives the alarm,

and away they all fly, to settle a couple of hundred yards

or so further ofi'. One soon gives up that way of trying to

outwit a hooded crow.

My last piece of work this day, which was altogether an
unlucky one,
was a long stalk

for a grey
plover. We had
marked him
down on the

mud within
easy shot of the

edge of the salt-

ings. To get to

the edge with-

out his seeing

me was the
difficulty. I

start by walk-

ing with body
bent, in the wet
clinging mud
along the
bottom of a

winding creek,

then comes a

snake -like
crawl through

the snow across

to another
creek ; another

crouch and
another crawl

bring me to the

edge of a creek,

which winds
right up to the

very place I

wish to reach.

I begin to count

the grey plover

my own, when
turningacorner

I come in full

view of two red-

shanks feeding

by a pool. Now
I know my
careful, trying

stalk is all in

vain. The
shankersseeme
and up they get,

yelping as only

the " cussed
yelpers," as fen-

men call them, can. One pays the penalty, and his skin is

now in my cabinet, but that grey plover never will be mine.

The engra\'ings illustrating this article are from

original oil paintings by " A Son of the Marshes," and

have been very kindly lent by Alfred Beaumont, Esq., of

Blackheath, Kent. -
S((tn« Notes.

DuKiNG the last fifty years much work has been done by
marine naturalists all round the British coasts, with a

view to determining the distribution of those animals

which live on the floor of the sea. It has been fully
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recognized that the localities frequented by many marine
species are very definite and extremely limited in extent,

and that both the nature of the sea-bottom and the

creatures which live there exhibit as much variety as we
are accustomed to find on land. The Marine Biological

Association, with the assistance of a grant made for the

purpose by the Eoyal Society, has recently been engaged
in an attempt to place our knowledge of this subject upon
a sounder basis by investigating in detail some of the

grounds in the neighbourhood of Plymouth, including

important fishing grounds, with reference to the nature of

the sea-bottom at each locality, and the whole assemblage
of animals found there. Detailed charts are being

prepared to exhibit the variations which take place from

point to point. No attempt has previously been made to

study fishing grounds with such thoroughness, having
regard not only to the fishes, but the whole collection of

animal life which forms the basis of the food upon which
the fishes exist. The investigation, which has involved a

large amount of dredging and trawling, as well as the

identification of the numerous species captured, has been
carried out by Mr. E. J. Allen, the Director of the

Plymouth Laboratory.
-H

From time to time, during the past few years, reports

of the carrying of diseases by oysters have been published

;

but people have become so used to being scared that they

mostly regard this indictment of the oyster as another
bacteriological bogie. But the truth will come out, es-

pecially when the medical ofiicer of the Local Government
Board entices it ; and we are afraid that the revelations

recently made as to the condition of most of the places

where oysters are cultivated and stored in England and
Wales, will not add to the pleasure with which the luscious

mollusc is consumed. Very few of the fattening beds, or

of the ponds where oysters are stored pending their des-

patch to market, were found free from chance of sewage
pollution. Southend, Cleethorpes, and the Medina in the

Isle of Wight, are singled out for special condemnation.
The oyster layings in the Penryn River, Cornwall, in

Brightlingsea Creek, Essex, in the South Channel, oii'

Southwick, near Shoreham, and to a minor degree those

in the Menai Straits, also come under suspicion. Particu-

larly ofl'ensive and dangerous storing places were found at

Southend, Grimsby, Poole, Warsash, and Emsworth, near
Havant. With so much depressing evidence, it is pleasant
to read that the beds and the methods of storage on the

Crouch, Roach , and Blackwater (with one exception )
, Helford

River in Cornwall, and at Newtown Estuary in the Isle of

Wight, leave little to be desired. If something is not
done to bring other beds and storing grounds to the same
sanitary condition, oyster breeders will certainly see the
decline of their industry, especially as there is positive

evidence that oysters are capable of transmitting the

infections of such serious maladies as typhoid fever and
cholera. ^

NotitfS of Booits.

New Ground in Norwaii. By E. J. Croodman. (Newnes.)
10s. 6d. This account of a trip through the districts of Tele-

marken and Saetersdalen, in Southern Norway, forms an
interesting book for reading as well as an excellent guide
to the districts referred to. Mr. Goodman has considerable
powers of description, both of scenery and of incident, but
we think that in many instances too much detail has been
given, which makes the book a httle wearisome in places.

Telemarken we know from personal experience to be a

grand, but little visited, district, and Mr. Goodman's praise

is none too high, either of the country or the inhabitants.

The author dispels the bad reputation which has hitherto

been given to Saetersdalen, and his vivid description of its

beauties will, no doubt, cause many people to visit this fine

district. The book is illustrated with fifty-six photographs

by Mr. Paul Linge, who accompanied the author. These
are of much excellence, both in composition and execution,

and many of them form very beautiful pictures.

Eiu-lid's EUnwnts of Geometnj. By H. M. Taylor, M.A.
(Cambridge University Press.) 53. It is marvellous to

think that Euclid's elements of geometry, which the boys
in our schools labour over to-day, were taught by the

author at Alexandria three centuries before the commence-
ment of our era. Numerous editions of the elements have
been published, but few are more than reprints of previous

ones. In this edition, however, originality is prominent.

Some of the definitions are omitted, several are added, and
a few are altered. The postulates and axioms familiar to

those who have used such an edition of Euclid's elements

as Todhunter's have been considerably modified. The
result is that, instead of the twelve axioms and three postu-

lates, Mr. Taylor gives seven axioms and nine postulates.

The method of superposition is freely used in the proposi-

tions; and the word " respectively" is employed instead of
" each to each." Impossible figures used in trdiu-tio ad

nhsurdum proofs have been avoided ; and the classification

of the propositions into theorems and problems has not

been followed. There are many other differences between
Mr. Taylor's text and the text of most modern editions,

but the majority of them will meet with approval. Not
more than once in a generation is a geometrical work of

such striking originality published.

^Vater Supidy, comideivd principally from a Sanitari/

Standpoint. By Prof. Wm. P. Mason. (New York : Wiley.

London : Chapman i^- Hall.) Illustrated. 21s. net. In the

United States the subject of water supply seems to have
been much more a ground for bui-ning controversy than it

has been in England. A country like ours, long denuded
of primeval forests, where swamps have been drained and
rivers are reduced within ordinary limits, has rarely such
difficulties to contend with as are occasioned by heat and
luxuriant vegetation, alternating with thicknesses of ice

that almost baffle the engineers of the States. The work
before us, dealing ably with local problems, has a very

great American interest. On the subject of peaty waters,

the author concludes that although in many instances

they may be drunk without injury by those habituated,

diarrhwa, and especially malaria, have, in a large number
of cases, been conclusively traced to their use, but that

these evils are obviated by efficient filtration.

A number of striking examples are quoted in which the

Continental custom of washing linen in the public water-

courses has led to violent outbreaks of cholera. Two
epidemics of typhoid are described, one on the upper
Hudson and one on the Susquehanna, both clearly traced

to the sewage-polluted water of those rivers. A plan of

the Chicago sewage outfalls and water intakes, with the

distribution of typhoid in the different wards, enforces the

same lesson. The Massachusetts statistics give the typhoid

death rate, before the introduction of public supply, as 7'94

per 10,000 ; after its introduction as 3-83.

On page 192, in speaking of the gases evolved in putre-

faction, an extraordinary statement is given on the

authority of Dr. Leeds, that the polluted stream at

Philadelphia having become frozen, " the flame produced
by igniting the gas issuing from a penknife-puncture of

the white hollows in the ice was usually six inches high,

but was once fully a yard high." An account is given of the

foul sources from which ice is commonly collected, and it

is held that safety lies only in artificial ice prepared from
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distilled water. In the chemical section the author voices

the general opinion in pronouncing Frankland's combustion
method to be difficult, liable to numerous errors, " and
the results not indispensable for forming a correct opinion

on the sanitary value of the water."

The illustrations, type, and general mounting are

excellent, as would be expected from the high price ; but
the work itself is fragmentary, and would be improved by
the omission, in a subsequent edition, of such irrelevant

matter as the long description of the Festival of Juggernaut,
etc., on page 48, and by a better digestion of the statistics.

The Land of the Monuments. By Joseph Pollard.

(Hodder & Btoughton.) 7s. 6d. The writer who really

loves his subject can hardly fail to interest his sym-
pathetic readers, and the author of this book certainly

has his heart in " the land of the monuments." Such
as relish a story of travel told in a chatty way will

appreciate the volume, even though there are not in it

any very striking features. It is a matter for regret that

photographs were not used in certain cases instead of a

brush unable to render the majesty of Egypt's temples.

Results of Ilain, River, and Evaporation (Jhservations made
in New South Wales durinr/ 1894. By H. C. Eussell, B.A,,

C.M.G., F.K.S. In 1870 there were live stations reporting

rain ; in 1893 there were one thousand two hundred and
eighty-seven ; in 1894, one thousand three hundred and
twenty-nine. These statistics wUl show how successfully

Mr. Russell has worked and organized the extensive obser-

vation of the meteorology in New South "Wales.

Though much of the matter contained in this volume is

tabular, and therefore appeals only to an earnest student
of meteorology, the introduction is devoted to the discussion

of the statistics, and the knowledge that may be thereby
attained of local rainfall and drought, and of evaporation

from lake or river, sandy soil or grassy run or gauge.

The important factors in rainfall are the pressure of

certain wmds and the altitude of the station, the latter

being especially effective if the ground rises rapidly to it.

Wind also plays an important part in the amount of

moisture evaporated, being of much greater account in a

wide expanse of water like Lake George than on the small

surface of a gauge. The effect of the humidity of the

season must be also taken account of.

The most distinguishing features of the volume are the

charts of temperature and rainfall. The iirst is a map of

New South Wales, showing in black figures the average
temperature for each month in the year in each square

degree. A reticule of twelve squares covers each degree,

corresponding to the months of the year. The second
map gives the mean shade temperature for the four seasons,

the mean shade temperature for the year, and the highest

and lowest shade temperature recorded in each square
degree. The third gives the number of inches of rainfall

at each observing station.

The Indian Calendar. By Robert Sewell and Sankara
Balkrishna Diksit. \Yith Tables of Eclipses visible in

India by Dr. Robert Schram. (Swan Sounenschein.)
31s. Gd. This is a work which very few besides its authors
could criticize. The object of its compilation was a practical

one. Documents bearing dates prior to those given in

any existing almanack are produced before Indian courts

of justice as evidence of title ; and since forgeries, many of

them of great antiquity, abound, it is necessary to have
at hand means for testing the authenticity of such
documents. Under these circumstances, Mr. Sewell was
instructed by the Government of Madras to undertake
the preparation of this great work, and in conjunction
with Pandit Sankara Balkrishna Diksit and Mr. T. Laksh
Miah Naidu he has drawn up a set of tables for the

following purposes amongst others : the conversion of

any Indian date—luni-solar {tithi) or solar—into the

correspondmg date a.d. and vice versa, from a.d. 300 to

1900, and finding the week-day of any such date ; finding

the karan'i, nakshatra, and i/oija for any moment of an

Indian or European date and thereby verifying any given

Indian date ; turning a Hindu solar date into a luni-solar

date and vice ver-n! : conversion of a ]\Iuhammadan Hijra

date into the corresponding a.d. date and vice versa. The
immense importance of such a work for judicial pur-

poses in India is at once apparent. But besides this

purely practical use, the book will be of great value to

those interested in the history and antiquities of India,

and to us even in England the work has a high astro-

nomical interest. Eclipses have a special importance in

the Indian scheme, as, being reckoned especially propitious

days, important transactions were often negotiated upon
such occasions or were dated from them. A very valuable

feature of the work, therefore, is the appendix contributed

by Dr. Schram, containing tables of all the solar eclipses

in India for the thirteen hundred years included in the

scope of the book. It is a work involving enormous labour,

and has been carried out with the most sedulous care. And a

most diffictilt subject has been treated with the greatest

clearness and attractiveness of which the case admitted.

Xavii/ation and Xautical Astronamy. By F. C. Stebbing,

M.A. (Macmillan.) 8s. 6d. NecessarOy the value of a

new treatise on navigation and nautical astronomy must
chiefly consist m the arrangement, style, and scope of the

work, since the subject itself has been of such great im-

portance to England as a nation that little has been left

to be discovered in it. Briefly, Mr. Stebbing's work is

intended as a text-book for the student in learning the

elements of navigation rather than as a book of reference

for the navigator, and as such it is admirably adapted. It

is divided into the two portions of geo- and ccelo-navigation

;

the first of which does not require a knowledge of astro-

nomical definitions nor of splaerical trigonometry (with

the exception of the part dealing with great circle sailing),

and the second supposes an acquaintance with the more
advanced mathematical methods. These two parts cover

the whole range of practical education in seamanship. In

Chapters XVI., XVII., and XVIIL, Mr. Stebbing collects

together all the more important problems in theoretical

astronomy that have a bearing on nautical matters. As a

text-book its value is much increased by the number of

numerical examples that are scattered through the text.

The definitions also, both nautical and astronomical, are

printed in italics, an invaluable aid to the memory. It

also possesses the indispensable feature of a book of

reference in a complete and accurate index. In brief, it

is in all respects an admirably devised and thoroughly

well executed text-book. We notice one slight erratum

not included in the list on page 328. On page 217 it is

the arc H a, which measures the angle Z S—the sun's

zenith distance—not the arc H A, which is a quadrant of

the circle. .—_-,

—

SHORT NOTICES.
The Amateur Observer's Aluianaci; 1897. Bv Ai-thur Mee.

F.R.A.S. (Ai-thur Mee, 41, Hamilton Street, Cardiff.) 6d. Mr.
Mee lias certainly compiled a vast amount of useful data, from tlie

best sources, on a single card, about sixteen inches by twelve inches in

size, suited for hanging on the wall. For amateur astronomers it is

about the best sixpennvworth we have seen in the fonn of a chart

The constellations visible in our latitude are indicated for the entire

year, and the planets, as well as the sun and moon, are timed as to

their risings and settings, etc., etc. All the astronomical signs,

distances of celestial objects, etc., find a place, and even the best

books for beginners are suggested. It would be a great improvement
to have all the matters more carefully printed on a larger and stoiiter

sheet, should the almanack survive another year.
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Practical Work in Phi/sics. By W. Gr. WoolU'cmbe, M.A., B So

P „\r X '',?"''°'' ^''''^'
)

^'- Must rated. The main feature
ut all Mr, -W ooUcombe 3 books ou practical pliysios for schools and
colleges 19 to provide a maximum of experimental illustration at amimmum ot outlay in the way of apparatus. In this book the
author deals with liglit and sound, and it is surprising how much realwork may be done, as here indicated, by the aid of a quite inexnensive
outht. It may be remarked, however, that the book itself, consideriu<r

dear'^^
("inety-six pages), and probable cost of production, is yery

Artistic Landscape Photography. By A. H. Wall. (Percy Lund
& Co.) Illustrated. There is plenty of information in this book onthe jiossibihties or the amalgamation, so to speak, of artistic feelin^

tT„„
''" P"rfl7^'"'l''^";^"^l,<'perations in photography; but it is morethan hkely that the author's ideal will never be realized, for, iud^in^trom the illustrations shown, whicli are admirable in their way ft isnot too much to say that most photographers can proiuce et.'uallygood pictures by the exercise of common sense in the choice of

subjects and discretion in the fclei'tion of points of view. Howeverthe work may prove useful to those who desire to excel in the art
'

Til ?! "1 ^""'"''- B.y J. W. Tutt. (George QUI & Sous.) Is.

schirM; T^i'tt*^

Wy class book for object lessons in clementarv
schoo s, Mr. 1 utt 5 little volume is well suited. At the beginning ofeach lesson a list of specimens is given, the method ot teachiuT bein.'much the same as that which is put forward in the late Dr. G.alirie's
First Book of Knowledge." Bla,-kboard notes for the teacher's U83arc appended.
Imects andSpUlers This book forms Part II. of the above work

Is.), about which we have nothing more to say, save that both booksare admirable m their way.

.,hfr -ff'"^;;'""' J''"»Y.T Number, has made another innovationwhich adds to the value of this excellent monthly re„ani of all that
IS useful to those who take an interest in photography. It has beenchanged troin a twenty-four to a thirty-two page inaiazine, the larger
tM>e now used bemg much more hi harmony Vi'th th'fine en^raviifg"trom an artistic point of view, and far more in,-iting to the^cneraireader than heretofore.

femciai

Messrs. Pastorelli & Rapkin have sent us a specimen of the'Wilson dial raiugauge^ which automatically registers the rainfall,

midd et'
°\=' '=]°^-l'-''l^'^ '^'^''-•- ,A bucket having a partition in themiddle is centred on a iionzontal axis, and the rain from the receiverdraining into the bucket, first one half and tlieu the other, cause, thebucket to rock or t. t on its axis, and this movement through a vertical

X'h Ind'o ''f't- Trl' "^'^-^ '" "^ '"™ communic'ates niot^Snto the hand, on the chal plate, winch register to the ^i^th of an inchThe device is very ingenious. The new patent vertical elf-rcistedngicrmometer is also worthy of notice. Of course, in the old Srrange^ment, where the thermometer was disposed horizontally the fluidwas liable to separate; but inconveniences arising from fic \ ca eare obviously eliminated in this new form of instrument
VV e are pleased to note the steady accession of the lat"est improve-men m scientific apparatus to Messrs. Eoss's handsome cataL" csA
1 tlungs optical and photographic turned out by tliis firm m«- bJrelied upon for excellence of performance, rational price anddurabdity. Among their latest additions are the - Eclipse '

series ofmicroseopes, the chief virtue of which, it would appe^' s that tlmymaintain absolute stability when used at any angle; tl e new mtent
earre 't" T^/P'^-f.'y

'^'^-g-'' i- -'-tii. dLinstiUi'n, ^ Ihcan be used for ordmary pro ection or vertically, the chan>.e ofposition occupying only a few seconds ; and the paten Eoss-Hepwortl

lei 'Tnt'""? T^ ,"". ""^
t-*''"^^^

f^'^'"'-'^^ '" "»^ apparatus' The

be „Vt
'

'ff
"^ Pljotographic, are of worldwide i-epute. Amon..the latter, the Ross-Zeiss and Eoss-Goerz auastigmatic, double and

Ot course. It is impossible to do more than indicate a few out of themany excellent things figured in the pages of the several , a aWuesand It will thei^efore suffice to add that this optical firm appare^nt'ytake pride m doing everything well connected therewith
"^P"''"''* ^

We have received from Messrs. John -VVheldon & Co. a very com-

rtu::i hLS!^''^"^
"' '-''""''''''' ^"'^""^^ "^-^^ -'' -•'"on

%ttttvu,
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions orstatements of eorrespondenta.l

UNDEEaEOUND CAVITIES AKD STREAMS IN IRELAND.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

l,n!?„''T7^^'
recent earthquake in England and the movingbog in Kerry may call attention to the extent to which thf

soil IS undermined with cavities in various parts of the
country. I spent a good part of my time for some years
in, I beheve, the moat extensive district of this kind in
Ireland, and though English readers are probably aware
of its existence, they may not be cognizant of its extent.
It stretches, I believe, almost the whole way from West-
port to Gort, thus crossing a great part of the counties
ot Mayo and Galway. I do not, however, know the end
ot It next tiort, and shall commence with the river at
iurloughmore or Claregalway, not far from Tuam. A
turlough IS a piece of land which forms a lake in winter-
er, at least, part of the winter—while it is often good grass
land in summer. But some of the Galway turloughs fill
up with water and become dry again far too rapidly for the
surrounduig rainfall to account for. The water evidently
enters and leaves by subterranean channels, and its
presence or absence probably depends on the level of some
neighbouring lake or river. These turloughs are often of
considerable extent. But Turloughmore is a turlough no
longer, a channel having been cut through a hiU to allow
the water to run off. The underminmg of the soil shows
Itself in another shape. Not a drop of water runs through
that channel in summer. The river—a good trout stream
—sinks into the earth, and rises again, perhaps, two miles
below. But It does not sink at once. First, on a day that
i followed it in summer, down from Corofin, I heard a
little waterfall close to the bank, and found that a part of
the water was leaving the bed of the river and disappearing
through a crevice in the limestone rock. A little further
on I came to two or three little whirlpools caused by the
water sinking in the middle of the stream, and then
what was left seemed to run into a loose stone wall and
disappear.

Going a little further west there is a little river in the
village of Headford. It rises a very short distance from
the VI lage and is evidently supplied by underground water,
but where it comes from I could not ascertain. The Black
Kiyer, from its vicinity, seems most probable, but I could
not find that its water was diminished. Possibly the
Meadford stream is a part of the Turloughmore Eiver or
else supplied by an intervening lake. Passing through
Headford we come to the Black Eiver. A considerable part
of this river smks a short distance below Shrule, and rises
again in two distinct streams at the distance of, perhaps
half a mile. Both streams run back to the original river'
the bed of which is never completely dry. Before reaching
Gong we reach another little stream at Douagh, or Crosswhich exhibits the same phenomenon of partial sinking
and rising again

; but a short distance below the bridge over
this stream there is a rise of water which seems at kast as
likely to come from Lough Mask as from the upper waters
ot the stream itself. If it comes from Lough Mask, its
underground course can hardly be less than five miles
The district between Lough Corrib and Lough Mask

especially about the village of Cong, is known to man^
tourists for its underground waters. In summer not a
single drop of water travels the whole distance between
the two lakes above ground, yet the river which reaches

A Ir r." ^^y^' ^l^rough Lord Ardilaun's demesne of
Ashford, IS a large one. This river may be said to rise in
the village of Cong, the water being supplied by LoughMask

;
but even below the village the water may be noticed

smking and rising again in the bed of the river. Less than
a mile above Cong is the Holy Well, which runs dry when
Lough Mask IS low

; and the course of the underground
water from this down to Cong can be plainly traced, the
rushing of the water below being sometimes audible
while at others it rises to the surface and forms a stream •

and m one place there is a second small lake, which being
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at a lower level than the Holy Well, never runs dry.

However, the main body of the river does not appear to

travel by this path, aud is probably more deeply buried in

the earth. In winter a river runs the entire distance

between the lakes, but in summer the channel (part of

which was, I believe, intended to be a canal) presents very

peculiar features. While the water at times sinks, at

other times it comes in again, and instead of rising from
the bottom it sometimes enters at the side at above the

level of the stream, making a kind of little waterfall.

It is but a short distance above Cong that the last portion

of this stream disappears. The canal to which I referred

was abandoned on account of the difficulty of making
it staunch. The water would leave the channel and

Strcum running from under the Rock, near t'astlebar.

then burst in again, sometimes from the bottom and
sometimes from the sides. A specimen of this can still

be seen in the village of Cong, or, at least, could when
I was last there. There are three places near Cong—

•

two of them in Ashford demesne—to which visitors

can descend to a considerable depth to see the underground
streams. The third, known as the Pigeonhole, is the

largest, and the underground cavity can be followed for a

considerable distance. But when the level of Lough Mask
is considerably raised in winter, new features present
themselves. Streams suddenly burst up in the dry lands
on the side of the hill between Cong and Douagh, and
after running for some time with considerable force

—

pulling down any of the loose stone walls that come in

their way—they disappear again. One of the largest of

the streams whose disappearance I noticed in this way,
rushed into what was called a water-hole—a small hollow
where water remained throughout the year, and the cattle

used to drink. I suspect that the bottom of this water-

hole communicated with Lough Mask, and that a fissure

at a somewhat higher level led to Lough Corrib. The
ground where these outbursts took place lay so high that

the water must have come direct from Lough Mask—or, at

all events, from a part of the intervening river nearly on
the level of the lake—and the distance travelled by the

underground stream was probably not less than three

miles. Yet the water never flowed in these channels for

more than two or three days at a time, and it was only of

a very wet winter that it flowed there at all. The peasants

spoke of the direction of the wind as afl'ecting it, but I

think this could hardly be the case.

I shall now pass on to the other extremity of the district

—Aylemore, near Westport. The river at Aylemore runs

for about two miles underground, and then rises again and
continues into Lough Mask, from which it issues in the

manner already described. Aylemore struck me so much,
and seemed so little known, that I got some photographs

of it taken. The stream runs straight at a steep, rocky, hill

—a limestone hill bounding the limestone district in that

direction—its bed sinking as it approaches, and then it

dips under. Plainly, however, the fissures are not very

large. On the day that I visited Aylemore there had
been a recent flood, whose limits were marked by some
hay that had bee:) carried away by the current. Close to

the limestone ridge the hay-line could not, I think, have

been less than seventy feet above the bed of the stream,

which probably had not been raised ten feet by the flood

somewhat higher up. The channels in the rock had
evidently been too constricted to carry away the water,

and a little lake had formed for the time being. But it

had quite disappeared when I saw it, and the stream ran

under the rock with a fairly rapid current.

The whole of this district must be scooped and caverned

to an immense extent, yet I never heard of anything like

the shock of an earthquake. Probably the caverns are

not far enough below the surface for that purpose, and
that if one fell in the shock would only be felt for a few

hundred yards, which, in a sparsely populated district,

might remain quite unnoticed. W. H. S. Monck.

LUNAR RAINBOWS.
To tlie Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—The September Number of Knowledge has lately

come to hand, and I have read with interest your corre-

spondent, Mr. Sair's letter from Bhamo. At the beginning
of 1890 I saw a lunar rainbow at Ponta Delgada, St.

Michael's, Azores. The colours could not be distinguished

—only a whitish band. In 1893 I saw another lunar

rainbow at Para, as I was looking out over the Amazon,
and in this the colours could be distinguished. About
the same time I saw a triple sun's rainbow, the colours

being distinct in the first two, but the third was like the

lunar rainbow at St. Michael's—simply a whitish band.

I do not know if these phenomena are common in the

tropics, and should be glad if you could enlighten me.
Manaos, Kiver Amazon. Eric H. Jackson.

[Lunar rainbows are necessarily rather rare phenomena,
but are probably as often witnessed here, by those who
look for them, as in the tropics.—E. Walter Maunder.]

BACILLUS IN COAL.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—It is, perhaps, unnecessary for me to remind
readers of Knowledge that the application of the micro-

scope to geology has vastly enlarged the borders of that

science, and that one of its most recent results is to show
us the existence of the bacillus in coal. However, a French
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savant, M. Renault, was examining thin sections of coal

under the microscope, and noticed certain clear bands in

the dark substance of the coal. On looking closer he

found that these were made up of minute bodies in the

characteristic groups and clusters of micrococci and bacilli.

Thus we find that the bacillus, which has only been known
to science for some two hundred years, has in reality

existed as far back as the carboniferous epoch. This is

interesting in itself, and raises the further question whether

bacterial action may not have been an agent in the for-

mation of coal. In favour of this view we have the fact

that the number of bacteria in coal exceeds that in vege-

tation preserved by silica or carbonate of lime, and that

the species are fewer. Also that they are not coloured

like the coal, but appear as clear bands. On the other

hand, we know that the general result of bacterial action

is the complete destruction of vegetable fibre. If, then,

the bacillus has been an agent in the formation of coal,

we must suppose the action to have been arrested at

dififerent stages for the difterent sorts of coal.

Oorbridge-on-Tyne. G. W. Buljian.

STAR STSTEMS.

To tJie Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—It is not easy to follow Mr. Monck's argument in

his letter, page 27.5. I take it that he is seeking to throw
light on the discussion, in your October and November
Numbers, as to the correctness of the late R. A. Proctor's

theory that most of the bright stars in Charles's Wain form
not only an apparent group but a real one, and that they

are drifting together through space. As Mr. Monck
himself points out, the case of stars in widely separated

portions of the sky is a totally different one, and throws
no light on the question ; so it does not appear why he
refers to such cases. The question is, Is the proper

motion of the stars under consideration in sufficient

agreement, and is their parallax sufficiently imperfectly

known, to afford a probability that they are travelling

together ? -Judging bv the drawing on page 251, must we
not answer the first part of the question in the affirmative

—

at least as regards -/, S, ;, and ? ? Perhaps Mr. Monck can
answer as to the second point. We must bear in mind,
too, that while common drift gives some presumption in

favour of a connected system, motions in different

directions are no proof of the absence of such connection

—

at least, unless continued for a long period; for it is quite

possible that a star may be revolving in a wide orbit round
a dark star, in which case one needs to know the proper
motion of the centre of gravity of the pair.

Sunderland, T. W. Backhouse.
.January 18th, 1897.

-*i»«

THE LEAP-CCXTER BEE.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—I have read with considerable amusement Mr.
Fred. Knock's letter, in which he endeavours to prove that

my article on the leaf-cutting bee is inaccurate. Mr.
Enock's corrections, however, are unfortunately distinctly

incorrect, as I am able to testify, both from personal

observation and the authority of such weU-known scientific

men as Prof. W. S. Dallas, F.L.S.; Prof. F. V. Theobald,
M.A., F.E.S. ; and my father, the late Prof. P. M. Duncan,
F.R.S., F.L.S.

Mr. Enock's first statement—" As soon as the leaf-

cutter bee has made her burrow, she flies off" and selects a
rose-bush of the ' tea ' type '—is most misleading, as it gives

the reader the idea that the bee confines herself solely to

this species of rose-bush for the material with whicTi she

forms her cells. I have proved by personal observation

that these bees do not confine themselves to one species

of rose-bush. Prof. W. S. Dallas states :
" The rose,

laburnum, and garden acacia seem to be the favourite

trees with these insects "
; and again. Prof. F. Y. Theobald

says the bees " line the tunnels with pieces of rose and
otlh'r leaves."'

Mr. Enock then goes on to say the bee " first cuts a

circular piece somewhat larger than the diameter of the

burrow, into which she fits it at the bottom. " This is

incorrect. The first piece of leaf used is oblong and
narrower at one end, and this narrow end is folded under
to form the base of the cell ; the succeeding six or seven
pieces being similar in shape, varying slightly in size. I

have carefully examined several cells (some of which I

have in my possession at the present time), and have never

found as many as twelve of these oblong leaves, the usual

number being seven or eight.

I cannot imagine on what authority Mr. Enock asserts

that '• as many as a dozen circular pieces " are used to

close the mouth of the first cell, when it is an acknowledged
fact that the maximum number of circular pieces is four,

but usually only three are found. These circular pieces do

not form the foundation of the next cell, each ceU being

complete in itself.

The bee-bread, which Mr. Enock describes as a "delicious

pudding," is actually a dark, compact mass, emitting a

fcetid odour.

Francis M. Duncan.

3, Chesterton ViUas, Warwick Road, RedhUl.
January 12th, 1897.

THE ZODIACAL LIGHT.

By Lieut.-Col. E. E. Mark\«ck, F.R.A.S.

THE season when this phenomenon is visible after

sunset is now approaching, and it may be in-

teresting to take stock of what we know about it,

which, after all, seems to be surprisingly little.

It is generally dismissed in the text-books with a

pretty short notice, and sometimes is not mentioned at aU.

Although it can hardly be called a popular object in the

sense that Mars or Jupiter is, still there must have been a

great number of observations made of it at different times,

and one looks for a corresponding definite advance in our

knowledge of its interior economy. But the conditions

of its visibUity in our latitude render exact observation

extremely diflicult. Like the inferior planets. Mercury
and Venus, it is seldom, if ever, seen more than three or

four hours after sunset or before sunrise, and cannot be

observed on the meridian. Again, its tenuous and ethereal

character render it a difficult matter to note definite

particulars of its shape, size, or position. In these

respects no instrument is of the slightest service ; but the

observer should be one with a keen eye, which can take in

a large area of the sky, and is quick in apprehending
differences in brightness of particular areas. No telescope

can do this, and, even with a binocular, the field of view

commanded is far too small. The best way is to sweep
the eye rapidly right and left, up and down—that won-
derful faculty of " averted vision " assisting to note very

faint degrees of light.

My own experience, based on some sixteen years of

observation in different latitudes, is that provided one has

a clear country horizon remote from the glare of towns or

electric lights, with a dark clear sky in January or

February, there is no difficulty to the ordinary observer in

England in detecting, soon after sunset, the pearly cone
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of the zodiacal light sloping upwards from the sun's place.

The boundaries are generally ill-defined, and the apex has

usually to be imagined more or less, so exceedingly delicate

is the glow towards the extremity of the cone. Guillemin,

in " The Heavens,'' has a very delicate plate of it, as seen

in Japan. In this picture it looks fainter than it is some-

times seen in England.

For all practical purposes the axis coincides with the

plane of the ecliptic.

An open horizon has a good deal to do with its visi-

bility. For years I looked carefully for it in England
without success, and I think the reason was that trees

and other prominent objects, dark against the western

sky, must have put my eye out of focus for the faint light.

There are some who have not the power or capacity for

this class of seeing, and I have before now, when in

southern latitudes, pointed it out, quite blazing, to a

friend, who, however, could make nothing of it, although

it was literally staring him in the face.

Humboldt, in his " Cosmos," has some most interesting

remarks on the subject, the more so as they are based on
personal observation and considerable literary research.

My first observation of zodiacal light was in Natal, where
it was at once palpable. It was in the dry, clear air of

the uplands of South Africa, however, that it was seen to

the greatest perfection ; while in the Transvaal and in

Bechuanalaud the light was almost blazing—at least, it

seemed so to an eye accustomed to astronomical phenomena,
not to bonfires. Unless one has been in these circum-

stances of latitude and climate, it is impossible to imagine

what an exquisitely delicate and ethereal object the light is.

For there one has great advantages, notably in the trans-

parency of the atmosphere, and the fact that the light is

perpendicular, or nearly so, to the horizon. It is extremely
difficult, when it slopes at the angle it does in England, to

judge of the relative sharpness of the margins: a point

which I have studied of late in connection with Dr.

Veeder's theory of its duplicity. At Gibraltar, whence I

write, it is often most beautifully seen as a whole, and
Humboldt refers to its greater intensity in Spain, on the

coast of Valencia, etc. From om- coign of vantage we
have the privilege of looking across the Bay of (.iibraltar,

with the range of hills beyond Algeciras in the distance,

and, except for occasional shipping, this view is free from
artificial illumination or glare.

Humboldt thinks that the zodiacal light was imknown
to, or at least not mentioned by, the ancients. The word
tnthcs, occui-ring in Pliny, which some consider means the

phenomenon in question, refers to meteors, bolides, and
comets. According to Humboldt, it is first explicitly

described by Childrey, chaplain to Lord Henry Somerset,
in his "Britannia Baconia."

Dom. Cassini was the first to investigate the pheno-
menon in its relations in space, in 1683. Cassini,

Humboldt says, maintained that a phenomenon observed
by him at Bologna, also by Chardin in Persia, in 1608,
was the zodiacal light, but that really this was the
tail of the comet of 1683, whose head was at the time
below the horizon. This calls to mind the great comet of

1882, which I first saw after perihelion in the beautiful sky
of Natal about 4 .^^.m. The head was below the horizon,

and the tail sloped upwards for many degrees—a most
extraordinary vision. Never can that supremely beautiful

sight be forgotten, as the comet majestically rose and
displayed himself, surrounded by a gauze veil more ethereal
than any bride's.

But no one could for a moment mistake the comet of
1882 for the zodiacal light. On the contrary, the view of

the great comet of 1880, which I also got in Natal, might

have been easily confounded with it, on account of its

exceeding faintness and delicacy.

Humboldt considers that a remarkable light seen in

1509 for forty nights consecutively, in the elevated plains

of Mexico, was the zodiacal light. He found a notice of

this light in an ancient Aztec MS., preserved in the Royal
Library of Paris.

Humboldt proceeds to inquire into the nature of the

zodiacal light, and considers " a very compressed annulus
of nebulous matter revolving freely in space, between the

orbits of Venus and Mars, as the material cause' of it.

Coming to more modem times. Sir J. Herschel thinks it is

" that medium which resists the motion of comets, loaded,

perhaps, with milhons of tails of these bodies." Still later,

the idea is that it consists of myriads of small meteors,

each revolving round the sun in its own path, the light

reflected from which impresses itself on our eyes as

the zodiacal Ught. This is the opinion of Prof. Pickering,

who, in Vol. XIX. of " The Annals of Harvard College

Observatory," has discussed many observations with his

usual acumen.
It would seem certain from the observed angular distance

of the apex from the sun that these meteors extend beyond
the earth's orbit ; and as the light lies in, or very close to,

the ecliptic, we must be perpetually cutting through them
as we revolve round the sun. Do we see in our atmosphere
the falling meteors which have originally formed a portion

of the zodiacal light '? We are of opinion this question

can only be settled when that of the relation of comets to

meteors is settled, and we know what a dubious matter
that is in its purely physical aspect.

Dr. Veeder, of New York, considers that the zodiacal

light " does not conform to the plane of the earth's orbit,

but to that of the equator of the body which it surrounds,

which in this case is the sun itself. As viewed from the

earth, these coronal extensions are at times foreshortened,

and at times opened out, so as to become more plainly

visible. In the spring months, the south pole of the sun
is inclined towards the earth, so that the latter is almost
exactly in the heliocentric zenith of the southern sunspot
belt and coronal extension. Consequently the particles

composing this extension are in a direct line between sun
and earth, and, shining as they do by reflected light, like

the new moon, they become almost invisible. Coincidently

the coronal extension overlying the northern sunspot belt

is opened out to its widest extent, acd reflects more light

earthward than at any other time. Hence, if these exten-

sions become visible as the zodiacal light, the southern
edge at this season should be the more sharply defined, and
more exactly included within the plane of the ecliptic,

because of the lack of illumination described ; and the

northern edge, on the other hand, should shade ofi' very

gradually, departing more widely from the plane of the

ecliptic, and this is precisely what has been fomid to be
the case."

My own observations made at Gibraltar most certainly

support this \'iew.* It has also been observed by Cassini

and others. Dr. Veeder further observes that it is probable
" that these coronal extensions serve as conductors of

electrical impulses," and are therefore connected with the

appearance of auroriv.

The question of the variability of the zodiacal light has
been much discussed. Humboldt says :

" I have occasionally

been astonished, in the tropical climates of South America,
to observe the variable intensity of the zodiacal light.

As I passed the nights, during many months, in the open
ail-, on the shores of rivers and llanos, I enjoyed ample

* See English Mec/tanic, Ko. 1025.
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opportunities of carefully examining the phenomenon.
When the zodiacal light had been most intense, I have
observed that it would be perceptibly weakened for a few

minutes, until it again suddenly shone forth in full

brilliancy. In some few instances I have thought that I

could perceive, not exactly a reddish coloration, nor the

lower portion darkened in an arc-like form, nor even a

scintillation—as Mairan afiirms he has observed—but a

kind of flickering and wavering of the light." These
rapid apparent changes, however, he thinks, may be partly

due to causes acting in the upper strata of our atmosphere.
Olbers convinced himself " that this light is very

different in diii'erent years, often for several successive

years being very bright and diffused, whilst in other

years it is scarcely perceptible." This, of course, is a

different sort of variation from the temporary or momen-
tary changes just mentioned. Some modern observers

think it decidedly variable in the way mentioned by
Olbers—that is, more brilliant on some occasions than on
others. But we must bear in mind two things in con-

sidering this question. First : as seen in England the

total apparent length of the cone decreases gradually

as the season of visibility goes on. Thus, for the evening
apparition the length as observed in March and April is

nearly always markedly less than when seen in January
and February.* Hence, because the length of the cone
appears different as seen at dates separated by an interval

of (say) a fortnight, it is not necessarily to be inferred

that the briiliancy has changed in that interval of time.

Second : we all know how after a spell of dull or wet
weather an unexpectedly clear night suddenly turns up.

On the last occasion of a clear but " poor '' night, the

zodiacal light perhaps looked poor too. Now, on the
renj clear evening, it is seen under fine conditions, and
naturally the finer and more delicate parts stand out
clearly. But this is not variability. We cannot focus our
sight on to this delicate object as on a variable star, and
the circumstances are such as do not admit of the applica-

tion of exact photometry to the case. To decide this

question we need a regular series of systematic observations

made in some clear and serene sky, like that of Peru or the
Transvaal, night after night and year after year. Such
observations should give, according to a fixed method, the

length and breadth ; also the brightness, say at certain

fixed altitudes, as compared with the Milky ^^'ay. It is

only from such a record that the question of variability can

be settled. Very possibly, changes in the density of

different parts of the zodiacal meteors or cosmic dust may
take place from time to time, and consequently changes in

brightness. But I do not think that so far they have been
fairly proven.

Some observers have noted a ruddy tint, but I confess

that I have never detected this.

Good observers, like Admiral Smyth, acknowledge many
disappointments of not catching it ; and to anyone who has
not yet seen the light, but wishes to do so, I would offer

the following suggestions :—Time, middle of -January to

middle of March ; locality, remote from any large town or

collections of lights. From some of the breezy commons
and downs of Surrey or Sussex, well to the south of the
metropolis and free from trees, one can command a
grand sweep of sky. Better still if the observer has a
sea horizon to the west, for then, provided there is no
shipping, he may be absolutely certain that no artificial

glare exists. Choose a brilliant evening such as some-
times comes after heavy rain. There must be no trace

* See observations of Prof. Pereira and self in Journal Slit. Asl.
4ssoc., Vol. v., pp. 361, 42X.

whatever of moonlight, which blots out our faint subject.

Keep on the look-out, say, from a quarter of an hour after

sunset. Do not strain the sight by looking fixedly at a

star, or in one place. Cast the eye occasionally over the

western sky towards the horizon, and with the above cir-

cumstances favourable you should have no difficulty in

" catching " the phenomenon and " holding " it, too. I

am not quite prepared to say whether near-sighted persons

would be handicapped in this search. Possibly spectacles

may in some way impede vision in sweeping over a large

area of the sky. There must be a slight loss of light, even

through one lens only. Personally, I am blessed at

present with a long sight, which does not need any assis-

tance in the way of glasses. When once seen, it is

comparatively easy to see it again another night, as we
then know what sort of a thing it is we are looking for.

It is curious that the zodiacal light has not been seen

during a total eclipse of the sun, and it would therefore

seem that its light is decidedly inferior to that of the

corona. At the same time, in such a consideration one

must not omit to take account of the vast area of

illuminated earth and sky which surrounds the moon's

shadow cone. The darkness of an eclipse is not that of

night.

Would an observer from Neptune, supposing he could

do without any atmosphere himself, see the sun as a
" nebulous star," with the zodiacal light extending on

either side Uke a delicate comet? Very probably—with

many a comet ploughing through it, which our own
atmospheric veil prevents us by its brilliant glare from

seeing. Take as an instance the comet seen close against

the sun during the total solar eclipse visible in ligypt

in 1882.

There are two other phenomena connected with the

zodiacal light, viz., the r/ivienschein, or counter glow, and

the zodiacal band. The first is a faint patch of light seen

very nearly opposite the sun's place ; the other is a

prolongation of the zodiacal light to the gei/enscheiu.

Both these are excessively delicate phenomena and require

the finest sight and sky. Although I consider I have a

good eye, I have never seen either. Even Prof. Pickering

can only say that " the evidence for the actual existence

of some light opposite the sun becomes tolerably strong."

Still, there can be but little doubt of the existence of

the :/f</tnsrhein from the observations of Brorsen, Schmidt,

Heis, Backhouse, Lewis, Barnard, and others. But the

ordinary observer can hardly hope to detect this or the

zodiacal band.

EVIDENCE OF THE EVOLUTION OF STELLAR

SYSTEMS.

By Is.v.^c Roberts, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THE answers which to me appear to be relevant to

the questions propounded in the first part of this

communication, will be found by the correlation

of the annexed photographs of four spiral nebute
with the four photographs of stars which were

given in the last number of Knowledge.
No. 1 is of the spiral nebula in Pisces, R.A. Ih. .Sim.,

Decl. 15^ 15' north. Exposure, 8h. 40m. on the 9th

December, 1893. Scale, one millimetre equals twelve

seconds of arc.

No. 2, spiral nebula in Ursa Major, R.A. 13h. 59m.,

Decl. 55'^ 10' north. Exposure, 3h. "iOm. on the BOih

May, 1892, Scale, one millimetre equals twelve seconds

of arc.
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No. 8, spiral nebula in Ursa Major, E.A. 10b. 12m.,
Decl. 41" 57' nortb. Exposure, -lb. on tbe 14tb April,

1893. Scale, one millimetre equals twelve seconds of

arc.

No, 4, spiral nebula in Canes Venatici, E.A. 13h. 25m.,
Decl. -il 45' nortb. Exposure, 2b. 55m. on tbe 15tb
May, 1S9G. Scale, one millimetre equals twelve seconds
of arc.

It will be seen on examination of tbese pbotograpbs
that tbe nebiilous matter in tbe spirals is broken up into

stars and starlike loci, and tbese vary in brightness between
tbe light of stars of about the seventeenth magnitude
and that of about tbe thirteenth magnitude. The bright
stars are as well defined round their margins as are any
other stars in the sky, whilst the fainter ones are nebulous
and not well defined round their margins ; and those that
differ but little in brightness from the nebulosity in which
they are immersed have generally margins more or less

undefined.

Every spiral nebula that I have photographed has a

stellar nucleus surrounded by dense nebulosity in its

centre of revolution, and around that centre tbe nebulous
convolutions and the stars involved in them are sym-
metrically arranged. The records of these features are

now so numerous and accordant that they cannot be
attributed to accidental or fortuitous causes. They must
be referred to the action of known physical causes of

which we have ample evidence.

Up to this pomt we have directed attention to the
photographic records, which prove with absolute certainty

—for they are unafl'ected by personal bias or error—the
existence, the forms, and the structures of these nebul;^.

We can also measure the phases, tbe structural details,

the diameters, and the relative distances apart of the stars

involved in them ; but we cannot determine their distances

from tbe earth for the reason that no measurable parallax

is presented by them. That their distances from the
earth are very great is also proved by tbe fact that I have
not been able to discover any obvious change to have
taken place, during intervals of from four to seven years, i

in the stars or in the nebulosity depicted upon those
photographs which I have been enabled to compare with
one another. It is true that the comparisons referred to

are not reliable for distances of less than about three

seconds of arc by measurements on the negatives.

We shall now turn a little aside from the solid path of

positive evidence, to make some inferences from it in

answer to the questions : Of what materials are the spiral

nebulae composed ? Whence the source of the vortical

motion which evidently has produced their forms '? We
need not proceed far into the domain of speculation to

seek an answer, for we have the evidence of Sir William
Herschel, of Sir .John Herschel, of Lord Eosse, and
since their time tbe evidence of many other competent
observers who possessed large optical appliances, by which
they discovered that in many regions of tbe sky extensive

clouds of nebulous matter exist. Sir William Herschel
alone has recorded the positions of fifty-two such regions,

and within the past ten years photographs have been
taken which confirmed the truth of those eye observations,

as well as placed before our eyes accurate structural

delineations and definitions of the boundaries of some of
those nebulous areas.

The material in space out of which symmetrical nebulae
may be condensed has been proved to be both extensive
and widely spread ; but whence the vortical force by which
the spiral nebulre have been formed ?

Considerable evidence from the past is available by
which we feel assured that collisions have taken place

between bodies in space

—

Nova Auriga; and Xova Andro-
meda are recent examples. We know also that every star,

planet, nebula, comet, or other object discovered in space
is in rapid motion of translation, and that the motions are

—

with the exception of those stars physically connected—in

diverse directions and apparently not controlled by a
common central governing force.

In the case of several of the nebulfp the photogi-apbs

show them to be bodies of a lenticular form, because they
are viewed edgewise, and are either spiral, elUpsoidal, or
circular when \iewed full-face. They are also presented
to us at all angles between these extremes, and of course
every angle of view presents them with differing outlines.

There are also nebubi- which have not yet assumed a

regular or a geometrical figure : of such is the great nebula
in Orion, and tbe Crah nebula M. 1 Tauri. These are

probably nebulosities in a less advanced stage of develop-

ment than those which have geometrical outlines, and
there can be no reasonable doubt that there exists in

various parts of space nebulosities which may be classified

under tbe divisions following :

—

1. Vast areas of cloudlike matter; gaseous, and
probably of discrete solid particles intermixed.

2. Smaller areas of matter undergoing the process ot

condensation and segregation into more regular forms.

3. Spiral nebula' in various stages of condensation and
of aggregation.

4. Elliptic nebulfe.

5. Globular nebulse.

In the three classes last named there is clear evidence,

observable on every photograph which has been taken,

that condensations into stars, or into starlike forms, of the

nebulous matter is now taking place within them.
Prof. Norman Lockyer, in bis " Meteoritic Hypothesis,''

points out that collisions of meteorites in a swarm would
produce luminous nebulosity ; so also would collisions

between swarms of meteorites produce all the conditions

requisite to account f(ir the vortical motions and the dis-

tributions of the nebulosity in the spiral nebulfe ; the

starlike aggregations of the nebulous and meteoric matter
subsequently taking place, as the photographs show, in the

convolutions.

Spiral nebulip might also be the result of collisions

between globular bodies such as the earth. But we will

now proceed to point out the apparent relationship between
the curves and Imes of stars shown upon the four photo-

graphs which accompany the first part of this communica-
tion, with the curves of stars which are immersed in the

convolutions of the spiral nebulfe as shown on the accom-
panying photographs. The subject is not one for argument,

but for observation and correlation of tbe photographs

;

and I will assume that tbe similarity of the curves of stars

respectively upon them is obvious to sight. A little further

consideration will also make it clear to us that if we could

view these nebube edgewise, the stars involved in the con-

volutions would appear as approximately straight lines
;

and when the whole of the nebulosity has been absorbed

by tbe stars, they will in all respects resemble and emit

light Hke the finished stars that we see by the photographs

actually existing in space.

If tbe visible evidence which is now before us is here

correctly interpreted, we must accept as a reasonable ground

for belief that stellar systems are now in process of evolu-

tion out of nebulous and probably meteoric matter ; and
that it is only a question of time when changes in the

structures, and in the several phases of the nebulse and of

the stars, will be made evident on comparison of photo-

graphs which have been taken with long intervals of years

between them.



PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPIRAL NEBULi^ IN THE CONSTELLATIONS PISCES, URSA MAJOR, AND
CANES VENATICI.

By ISAAC ROBERTS, D.Sc, F.R.S.
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PERIODICAL COMETS DUE IN 1897.

By W. T. Lynn, B.A., F.E.A.S.

DR.
SPITALEE (now of the Imperial Observatory

at Prague) discovered a faint comet at Vienna
on the 17th of November, 1890. As it was
found to be moving in an elliptic orbit with a

period of less than six and a half years, he has

calculated that it should return to perihelion on the

11th of March in the present year. But it was nearest

the earth in September, and as it has not been seen, we
must conclude that it is too faint to be visible at this

return.

Two other periodical comets will be due in perihelion

during the forthcoming spring ; that of D'Arrest, which

was discovered at Leipzig on the 27th of June, 1851,

calculated to complete a revolution in six and a half years,

and observed at appearances in 1857, 1870, 1877, and
in 1890, when it passed its perihelion on the 16th of

September ; and that which was first discovered by Tempel
Ln November, 1869, but its periodicity was not detected

until after its rediscovery by Prof. Swift in October, 1880,

in consequence of which it is usually known as Swift's

comet. The period of the latter is only about five and a

half years ; but as it escaped observation in 1875, when it

was not looked for, so also it did in 1884, when it was,

though with small hope of seeing it, as it was unfavourably

placed. It was, however, well observed at the last return,

which took place in 1891 ; the perihelion passage took

place on that occasion in the month of November, and
another will be due in April or May next.

[It may not be out of place to add to Mr. Lynn's list of

periodical comets expected this year the fact that the comet
discovered by Mr. Perrine on December 9 th, 1896, has

now been found to be a comet of short period, six and a

half years, and therefore, like the above, a member of the
" Jupiter family." More interesting still, its elements

closely resemble those of the lost comet of Biela in every-

thing but the longitude of the perihelion.—E. Walter
Maunder.]

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR FEBRUARY.
By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

SPOTS still occasionally appear upon the solar disc.

Conveniently observable minima of Algol occur

at 9h. 50m. p.m. on the 7th, at 6h. 48m. p.m. on
the 10th, and at llh. 42m. p.m. on the 27th.

Mercury is a morning star, but owing to his

southern declination is not very well situated for observation.

He rises on the 1st at 6h. 22m. a.m., with a southern

declination of 18" 22' (at noon), and an apparent diameter

of 9f . On the 11th he rises at 6h. 11m. a.m., with a

southern declination of 19 ' 39', and an apparent diameter

of 7i". On the 21st he rises at the same time, with a

southern declination of 19 0', and an apparent diameter

of 6i." After this he approaches the Sun too closely to be

visible. He describes a direct path through Sagittarius into

Capricornus, and is at his greatest elongation (26^° W.)
on the morning of the 16th.

Venus is now becoming a very fine object in the evening

sky. On the 1st she sets at 9h. 11m. p.m., or nearly four

and a half hours after the Sun, with a southern declination

of 0^ 15', and an apparent diameter of 21". On the 12th
she sets at 9h. 37m. p.m., with a northern declination of
5° 20', and an apparent diameter of 28". On the 19th she

sets at 9h. 53m. p.m., with a southern declination of 8° 45',

and an apparent diameter of 25". On the 28th she sets at

lOh. 7m. P.M., with a northern declination of 12 51', and

During the month shean apparent diameter of 28".

describes a direct path in Pisces.

Mars is an evening star, and is still well situated for

observation. On the 1st he sets at 4h. 24m. a.m., with a

northern declination of 25 J'^,
and an apparent diameter of

11", the phasis on the following limb amounting to about

f". On the 12th he sets at 8h. 58m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 25' 23', and an apparent diameter of 9-9".

On the 19th he sets at 3h. 41m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 25° 31', and an apparent diameter of 9^".

On the 28th he sets at 3h. 15m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 25° 38', and an apparent diameter of 8V'.

During February he pursues a direct path in Taurus.

Jupiter is an evening star, and is now well situated for

observation. He rises on the 1st at 6h. 58m. p.m., with a

northern declination of 9° 47', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 44|". On the 12th he rises at 6h. 5m. p.m.,

with a northern decHnation of 10° 16', and an apparent

diameter of 45f' . On the 20th he rises at 5h. 80m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 10' 40', and an apparent

diameter of 45i". On the 28th he rises at 4h. 50m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 11" 4', and an apparent

diameter of 45V'. During the month he describes a short

retrograde path in Leo.

Both Saturn and Uranus are, for the purposes of the

amateur observer, invisible.

Neptune is an evening star, setting on the 1st at 8h. 18m.,

with a northern declination of 21° 28', and an apparent

diameter of 2-7". On the 28th he souths at about

6h. 30m. P.M.

There are no very well marked showers of shooting stars

in February.

The Moon Is new at 8h. 13m. p.m. on the 1st ; enters

her last quarter at 7h. 25m. p.m. on the 9th ; is full at

lOh. 11m. a.m. on the 17th ; and enters her last quarter

at 3h. 44m. a.m. on the 24th.

By C. D. LooooK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

0. D. LocooK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of January Problems.

No. 1.

(W. Clugston.)

1. B to QR3, and mates next move.

It will be noticed that the second move is identical in

every variation.

No. 2.

(J. T. Blakemore.)
Key-move.— 1. QxP.

If 1. . . . KtoK4, 2. QxPch, etc.

1. . . . PxR, 2. QxPch, etc.

1. . . . PtoK7, 2. RxP, etc.

1. . . . BxKBP, 2. B to Kt3ch, etc.

1. ... B to K5, 2. Q to Q6 mate.

1. . . . KtxP, 2. Q tol!5 mate.

1. . . . Anything else, 2. QxPch, etc.

Nearly all our solvers have gone astray over this fine

problem.

Correct Solutions of both problems received from

Alpha, E. W. Brook, both of whom, however, overlook the

defence, P to K7.
Of No. 1 only from G. G. Beazley, Rev. F. W. Quilter,

D.D., W. H. Stead, J. M'Robert, E. C. Willis, Captain

Forde, Sigma.
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H. Le Jeune and A. P. Hyatt.—In No. 1, after 1. Kt
moves, K moves, there is no mate, as the Bishop can
cover.

Siijma ami Captain Forde.—If (in No. 2) 1. Q to Ksq,
Black can safely reply Kt to KB4.

A. P. Hi/att.—lf 1. r. to KtSch, KxB; 2. K to Kt5,
K to R8, or P X E, and there is no mate.
M. Wiedhoft.—After 1. B to KtSch, KxB, 2. QxP,

Black may do anything except move the Bishop.
H. Lc .h'utu.—ln No. 2, 1. B to B6 would allow Black

to make almost any move which threatens a check, for

White threatens nothing. Black, in fact, would win !

PEOBLEMS.
By C. D. Locock.

No. 1.

Black (:J).

White (G).

White mates in two moves.

No. 2.

Black (o).

White (s).

White mates in two moves.

[The pubiication of these elementary editorial positions

may be construed as a sign that our stock of problems by
the" readers of this column is again exhausted.]

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.
The Lasker-Steinitz championship match resulted, as

was expected, in a decisive victory for Mr. Lasker—the
score at the conclusion being, Lasker 10, Steinitz 2,

drawn 5.

The two games lost by the winner were consecutive
defeats at a time when final victory was assured, and are
ascribed to ill-health. At any rate, they bear internal
evidence that Mr. Lasker was not in his best form when
they were played. The result of the match is decisive,

and we imagine that it will be the last encounter between
these opponents. Mr. Steinitz was without doubt, for a

great many years, the finest player in the world, but he
was ill-counselled not to retire when his powers showed
signs of failing. No chess player can expect to be cham-
pion for more than twenty-one years.

The C'raigside Tournament, under the joint auspices of

the Counties' Chess Association and the Craigside Com-
mittee, took place at Llandudno during the week
beginning .January 4 th. The score in Class I. was as

follows:—G. H. Bellingham 8, A. Burn 7^, C. H.
Sherrard 6, W. H. Gunston and E. MacDonald' 5, E. 0.

.Jones 4.J, E. Jones-Bateman 4, Eev. J. Owen 3, Rev. A.
B. Skipworth 2, A. Rutherford (retired) 0.

Mr. Bellingham's victory in such company is a very fine

performance, and will, no doubt, secure him a place in the

British team v. America this month. Mr. Sherrard was
the strongest player in Kent while he resided in that

county. Messrs. Jones and Owen, who have usually done
so well in the Craigside tourneys, failed to sustain their

reputations. The result of the handicap confirms that of

the level tournament. Mr. Sherrard won one section with

great ease, while Mr. Bellingham was again just half a

point above Mr. Burn in the other section, all three, of

course, playing from scratch.

In the Si>uthern Counties' Chess Union, Surrey have
scored decisive victories over both Kent and Sussex, and
should be certain of retaining the cup.

A little tournament at Vienna lately resulted as

follows :—Janowski 3,j, Schlechter 3, Mieses and Winawer
2^, Marco 2, Albin 1^—just as one might expect. M.
Janowski afterwards defeated Herr Winawer in a match
by 5 games to 2.
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FRIDTJOF HANSEN'S "FARTHEST NORTH."^

VERY soon after Dr. Nansen's return from his now
historical Polar expedition, we became acquainted,

through his brief narrative in the ihiihi Chronicle,

with the general outline of his wonderful voyage
and still more wonderful sledge journey. Since

then we have learnt from time to time a few details about
the expedition, and we have lately had from his own lips,

lectures which have taught us still more about that expe-

dition—ever memorable and ever of absorbing interest.

l'>ut not until his book has been read, and the details of

that which took place every day of those three long years
are known, can be realized what a magnificent and what a

successful undertaking it was ; what hardships were gone

* Fridtjof Nansen's "Farthest North: being the Record of a Voyage
of Exploration of the ship From, 1893-96, and of a Fifteen Montlis'
Sleigh Journey by Dr. Nansen and Lieut. Johansen. AVitli an Appendix
liy Otto Sverdrup, Captain of the Frum." About one hundred and
twenty fuU.]iage and numerous text illustrations, sixteen coloured
plates in facsimile from Dr. Nansen's own sketches, etched portrait,

photogravm-es, and maps. 2 vols. In all, 1181 pp. (Constable.) 428.

through ; what difScnlties were overcome ; in what a

conscientious way scientific observations were performed

under the most ti-ying conditions ; and, above all, what a

hero every man of the expedition proved himself to be.

From the first to the last word, the book is one of

absorbing interest. It never fails to excite the curiosity of

the reader. What is going to happen next '? How did

they get over that difficulty ? Such questions pass through

the mind as the simple but most graphic narrative is

eagerly read.

The book opens with an introduction detailing the

author's theories of the currents, which he published as

papers to various geographical societies, and on which he
founded the plan of his expedition ; how he first thought

of drifting with the ice instead of fighting against it ; how
a special ship to resist the ice-pressure had to be built

;

how he contended that it was not to find " the exact

mathematical point that forms the northern extremity of

the earth's axis " that he was setting out, but to explore

the Polar regions.

This novel and seemingly utterly reckless idea was

SrOTT-H.\N.SKX. XoUIi.\HI

OB3EBVATI02f WITH SEXTANT AND ARTinCIAL HoBIZOrf,

-TuLT, 1895.

ir.ijii/i'igW l!( ArcUlmU Caiislalle .t- r.i, lS9r.)

unfavourably received by almost every eminent Arctic

explorer, as is well known, and it is interesting to read the

objections of such men as McClintock, Nares, and others,

when we have just lately heard these very men at the great

meeting in the Albert Hall congratulate Dr. Nansen in the

highest possible terms, and chivalrously uphold the theories

which, three years ago, they so emphatically condemned.

It is not in the same terms that we can speak of General

Greely, who also condemned the theories, but who now,

although forced to acknowledge their correctness, casts a

reflection upon the honour of one of the most honourable

of men.
The details of the building of the Vram, undoubtedly

the most ingenious and wonderful boat ever launched, will

be read with keen interest. Dr. Nansen's praise for its

builder, Mr. Colin Archer, a Scotchman residing m
Norway, is in no way exaggerated. The chapters on
" Preparations and Equipment " are of lasting interest,

and will form valuable information for future expeditions.

The general route of the expedition is now well known,

and it is not necessary to refer to it again. After some
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very bad weather at the start, in which the Fram behaved
none too well—for she is not a conafortable sea-boat—pack

ice was reached, and here the Fram soon proved her value.

The voyage through the Kara Sea was thus, notwith-

standing its dreaded reputation, more successful than
could have been expected, and on September 25th, 1893,

the ship was frozen in fast, and the drift was begun. All on
board were soon engaged in preparing for the long sojourn

in the ice. All sorts of workshops were erected, and

Scott-Hansf.s. Nokdahl.

Movable Meteoeological Siatiox on the Ice, July, 1895.

(Copyright ba Archibald Constable & Co., 1897.)

there was " nothing, from the most delicate instruments
down to wooden shoes and axe-handles, that could not be
made on the Fram." Then the windmill was set up
which was to drive the dynamo, and produce the electric
light ; and, more important still, preparations were made
to take regular scientific observations. A thermometer
house was fixed on the ice, and meteorological observa-
tions were taken from first to last " every four hours day
and night," and " for a considerable part of the time
every two hours." Sounding and dredging were also
frequently done. At stated periods, observations were

taken to " determine the magnetic constant in this

unknown region." But the observations which had most
interest to all the members of the expedition were those

(about every second day) to ascertain their position.

Every man on board seems to have had the utmost
faith in his leader and his theories, and such interest

was taken in the course of the drift that " it was not
uncommon to see Hansen's cabin, while he was making
his calculations, besieged with idle spectators waiting to

hear the result—whether we had drifted north or south
since the last observation, and how far. The state of

feeling on board very much depended on these results."

When we look at the zig-zag line which the Fram took,

and the necessarily slow rate at which she drifted, we can
imagine that the state of feeling on board fluctuated

considerably.

But there was always plenty to do for everyone ; the

ship proved a most comfortable home, and opportunity

was wisely taken of the anniversary of every birthday,

every fete day, and every memorable day—such as the day
on which the sun returned to them— to proclaim a general

holiday, a special feast, speeches, music, and fun. We
are not surprised, therefore, that the spirits of those on
board were seldom low. In the summer, when day was
perpetual, amusements were of course more numerous than
in the dark Arctic night. There were a few bears and
many birds to be shot, and very graphically and amusingly
are the hunts described. Small sledge and snowshoe
excursions were undertaken un the drift ice, and even
sailing could be indulged in, in small boats on fresh-

water pools which formed on the top of the ice. Not the

least amusing portions of the book are extracts from the

Fram newspaper—the Framsjaa—which contained brilliant

little articles, " local " news, poems, and even sketches.

The following extract speaks for itself :
—" On account of

want of storage room, a quantity of old clothes are at present

for sale by private arrangement at No. 2, Pump Lane. . . .

The clothes are quite fresh, having been in salt for a long
time." Such, then, was the daily life on board the Fram
during those three long years of imprisonment.
On October 13th, 1893, came the first experience of

"what the prophets would have had us dread so much"
—ice pressure. This is graphically described, and no boat
but the Fram could possibly have withstood the fierce

onslaught of the ice. "It is grinding itself," says the

author in his diary, " into long walls and heaps high
enough to reach a good way up the Fram's rigging ; in

fact, it is trying its very utmost to grind the Fram, into

powder. But here we sit quite tranquil, not even going
up to look at all the hurly-burly, but just chatting and
laughing as usual "—so firm was the faith in the Fram.
Sometimes the pressure was so great that as floe after

floe crushed itself against the sides of the boat, only to be
driven under it and then lift it up, the noise was so terrific

that those on board could not hear each other speak in the
saloon ; but the Fram stood it all, and neither cracked a
board nor strained a beam.

l)r. Nansen seems to prefer the Polar night, with its

lovely moon and marvellous displays of aurora and northern
lights, to the continual dazzle of the Polar day. His
descriptions of the aurora borealis are very tine. But in

spite of his hking for the Polar night, and notwithstanding
his high spirits and apparent cheerfulness, he had many a

tit of home-sickness, and many a longing to see again his

wife and his Little daughter Liv ; and this is touchingly
revealed on more than one page of his diary.

In the autumn of 1891 it became apparent that the
theory of the drift was proved, and that, if nothing un-
toward happened, the Fram would reach open water on the
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other side of the Polar regions. But the leader of the

expedition, at all events, could see that she would never

reach the Pole, It was at that early date that he determined

on the bold and daring feat of leaving the ship with a

companion and making a dash for the Pole. This was not

done without due forethought. The whole winter through
Nansen was hard at work reasoning it out and preparing.

Then, at last, he propounded his scheme to Sverdrup and
asked his advice, and then to Johansen, and then to all the

crew. And they all agreed that it was the right thing to do.

Dr. Nansen knew very well, from Greenland experience, that

Sverdrup could take the expedition home as well as himself,

even if the ship was lost. So his preparations were made,
every detail was thought out, and minute instructions were
left with Sverdrup, who was to assume command.

After two false starts, Nansen and Johansen finally left the

with a mouthful of food halfway to their lips. How a

diary could he written under these conditions can hardly

be believed, and yet it was ; and it makes very exciting

reading. At about 86' 14' north latitude, as all the world
now knows, Nansen thought it prudent to go no further,

but to turn and shape his course for Cape Fligely. The
return journey proved to be a keen struggle for existence,

and even Nansen himself seems to have given up hope in

his darkest moments. But not for long ; the slightest little

turn of fortune brought all his courage and resolution back.

At last, when all but two of their dogs were gone, and very
little food was left, they reached open water and food in

plenty, in the shape of bears, seals, walruses, and birds.
" Joy welled up in our hearts at this sight " (the open
water), '• and we could not give it expression in words.
Behind us lay all our troubles .... Such an event had

w

Debp-wateb Iempeeaiure:

(Copyright by ArchilaU Constable * Co., 1897.)

L'i' wiiH THE Theemomeiee."—]2th .July, 1894.

Fram on March 14th, 1895, with twenty-eight dogs, three

sledges, and two kayaks. "I knew," says the author, "only
too well that a life of toil lay before us, and that it would
be many a long day before we should again sleep and eat

under a comfortable roof." A life of incessant toil it

certainly was, and as the simply-told tale is unfolded

it is hard to understand how these two men ever hved
to teU it.

The ice was fearfully rough and hummocky from first to

last, and the sledges had to be laboriously dragged over the

obstacles. This, and insufficient food, knocked up the dogs,

and aU but two had to be killed, one after the other, to

provide food for the surviving ones. The cold was intense—

•

sometimes the thermometer was as low as fifty degrees

below zero, Fahrenheit. When these two brave men crept

into the reindeer-skin sleeping bag at the end of a long
day's toU, it would take an hour or more to thaw their

clothes, which were as stiil as boards, and their boots and
gloves had to be carefully dried by the heat of their own
bodies. While eating their supper they would fall asleep

to be celebrated in some way, and we did it by having a

piece of chocolate each." But all their troubles were not

by any means over. The dangers and hardships which

were endured after this may have seemed little to them in

comparison with what they had already been through, but

the reader is still at a loss to understand how the strongest

man could have lived through the next nine months.

How they eventually reached land, how they built a

stone hut to winter in, how they made clothes, how they

obtained and stored up food for the winter, how they lived

through the winter's night, how they eventually found

Jackson and came home, is indeed a thrUUng tale told

in the most captivating style, and unlucky is the man,
woman, or child who does not read it.

The last portion of the book consists of a report by

Captain Otto Sverdrup on the drifting of the Fram, after

Nansen and Johansen left her, until the time she arrived

in Norway. The tale is well told, and shows what a brave

and capable man had been left in command.
The first work was to remove as much of the ice as
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possible from around tbo sides of the Fram. An immense
pressure ridge bad advanced on her in the winter, and had
almost buried her. It took about a fortnight's hard work
to clear this ice away down to " such a depth that two and
a half planks of the ship's iceskin were free." The third

winter was passed through, and at the end of May, 1896,
by means of blasting and hard work with the axe, these

brave men managed to float the Fram once more from off

her bed of ice. " Thus," says Sverdrup, after graphically

describing how the ship was launched from the ice, " the
Fram was free and ready to force her way through the ice

as soon as the circumstances would permit." On August
14th they steered through the last ice-floes, after some
wonderfully clever mancpuvring, into open water. " We
WERE FREE ! Behind us lay three years of work and
hardships, with their burden of sad thought during the
long nights ; before us life and reunion with all those who
were dear to us." Evidently Sverdrup does not appreciate
the Polar night in the same way that Nansen does.

In the concluding chapter Dr. Nansen briefly sums up
the results of the Norwegian Polar Expedition. He shows
that it is impossible to deal with the scientific results until
the numerous observations and collections have been worked
out by the specialists in whose hands they now are. The
whole scientific world will anxiously look forward for these
results, which may be expected in a few years' time.

In short, Dr. Nansen has proved that the Polar sea, or,

at all events, this side of it, is a deep basin—not a shallow
one containing many expanses of land and islands. He
has proved that the ice which covers it, instead of being
a solid and immovable mantle, is a floating mass con-
tinually drifting across the Pole from Behring Strait to the
Atlantic Ocean. He has proved that the Polar basin,
instead of being filled with water continually under the
freezing point, has layers of warmer water under the cold
water, and that this water is " more briny than the water
of the Polar basin has been assumed to be. This warmer
and more strongly saline water must clearly originate from
the warmer current of the Atlantic Ocean (the Gulf Stream),
flowing in a north and north-easterly direction off Novaya
Zemlya and along the west toast of Spitzbergen, and then
diving under the colder, but lighter and less briny, water
of the Polar sea, and filling up the depths of the Polar
basin." It is scarcely needful to point out to the readers
of Knowledge the immense benefits which the records of
this " observatory," floating in the Polar regions for three
years, will confer on science. The records were most
carefully and conscientiously kept by Lieut. Scott-Hansen
and his assistants under the most trying conditions. To
take observations of the sun and stars in seventy degrees
of frost, with the breath freezing on the instruments and
the bare hands getting frostbitten ; to go out and take
the records of thermometer and barometer at all hours of
the day and night, was the every-day work of these men.
Indeed, we owe to them an immense debt of gratitude.

In conclusion let us urge on everyone to read this epoch-
making book and learn something—for we can never know
all—of the courage and resolution of those thirteen lieroes,

who nobly risked their lives and underwent the most
incredible hardships in the cause of science.

The illustrations accompanying this article are taken
from Dr. Nansen's book, and have been courteously lent
by the publishers, Messrs. Constable. It is only fair to
state that the printing and binding of the book are perfect

;

indeed, in the whole eleven hundred pages we have only
discovered two slight misprints. We are not told the
names of the translators, but their work deserves great
commendation— it is admirably done.

Habey F. Witheeby.

THE |?^/^[SCIENCE
'lOFTHEl^

k QUEEN'S REIGN

THE VICTORIAN ERA IN GEOGRAPHY.
By HuoH Egbert Mill, D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

QUEEN VICTORIA, in the first month of her reign,

became the official head of British geographers

by' succeeding King William IV. as patron of

the Royal Geographical Society. In addressing

the Queen on the occasion, the President and
Council said :

—

" England has achieved some of her proudest triumphs
under the sovereignty of a queen ; the annals of our

country record the names of Drake, the celebrated circum-

navigator, and of Raleigh, the adventurous discoverer,

both distinguished during the reign of Queen Elizabeth
;

and we confidently anticipate that the reign of your

Majesty will be equally famed for its glory and prosperity,

and for the promotion of geographical knowledge.
" That your Majesty's reign may be rendered illustrious

as the era of important discoveries which may diffuse the

blessings of civilization throughout the globe, as well as

endeared to the aft'ections of a free and grateful people, is

the earnest wish and ardent prayer of your Majesty's loyal

subjects, the President, Vice-Presidents, and Council of

the Royal Geographical Society."

How fully this moderate and dignified anticipation was
fulfilled, the record of the last sixty years attests.

Perhaps the Queen has never received a dedication so

perfervid as those addressed habitually to "that bright

Occidental star Queen Elizabeth, of most happy memory "
;

but her subjects, and even the subjects of other monarchs,
have delighted to plant her name on the dominant features

of the Earth, as they have been unveiled in every land and
on every sea. There are probably not less than a hundred
place-names of Victoria on our modern maps, where sixty

years ago there were half a dozen. In 1837 the name
was proposed for one of the hypothetical divisions of

Australia (that of the south-west), although many years

elapsed before it was actually bestowed on the famous colony

which now bears it. It was given to the most southerly

discovered land of Antarctica, and later to an inlet of

Nares Land in the remotest North ; it is borne by flouri.sh-

ing commercial cities at both ends of the great trans-Pacific

route in British Columbia and Hong Kong ; it graces the

largest lake of Africa and the loftiest lake of Asia ; and it

crowns the highest peaks of two of the remotest mountain
masses in New Guinea and in Equatorial Africa. As
Alexandria, the sacred city of early geography, perpetuates

the memory of the world-empire of Alexander of Macedon,

so will the century of Victorias on our maps keep the

Victorian era in geography in everlasting memory.
The geographers of 1837 were a scattered band of dis-

tinguished explorers and men of science, whose enthusiasm

was deeply stirred by the vast field for research lying before

them ; almost all of them have now returned for ever from

their labours, bringing their sheaves of discovery and
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investigation. Carl Bitter, the father of modern scientific

geography, and Heinrich Berghaus, the founder of the

famous physical atlas, were in Berlin ; Humboldt, the

ideal geographer of the period, graced the fashionable

world of Paris ; Jomard, D'Avezac, and Vivien de St.

Martm were amongst the more prominent of the numerous
French geographers ; Kruseustern, who watched over the

vast family of Pacific islands as if they were his children,

and Wrangel, of Arctic fame, worthily represented Russia
;

while Paul Chaix, happily still in full mental vigour, was
prominent in Switzerland. Maury, in America, was en-

gaged in the studies which led to his great work on the

physical geography of the sea ; and in Great Britain,

Parry, Franklin, Back, and Ross were famous Arctic

heroes ; Biscoe had reawakened interest in the Antarctic

seas, Vidal had given his name to the extension of the

Continental shelf beyond the British Islands, Murchison
and Charles Darwin were already recognized as clever

observers, and the great Arrowsmith was producing his

exquisitely engraved maps, such as have not gladdened
the eyes of geographers for a generation past. As regards

British travellers, they were in all parts of the Earth.
Ainsworth was exploring Asia Minor ; he died in Decem-
ber, 1896, the doi/cn of British explorers, and second in

seniority among European travellers only to the veteran
D'Abbadie, who still survives. Everest was pushing on the

great Trigonometrical Survey of India, which has fixed his

name on the greatest mountain in the world ; Africa had
just claimed as a victim the intrepid Davidson, while
making his way across the Sahara to Timbuktu ; Alex-

ander had penetrated from Cape Colony to Namaqualand

;

and British surveying ships were engaged in constructing

for the whole coast of Africa charts which " may be said

to have been drawn and coloured with drops of blood," so

terrible was the mortality among the crews before the

elements of tropical hygiene had been learned. The Hud-
son Bay Company's officers were exploring the Arctic

coast of America, and the Danish Antiquarian Society had
just published the first absolute proof of the discovery and
colonization of America by the Northmen in the tenth
century. Schomburgk was engaged in surveying the fron-

tier regions of British Guiana, and stirring up a controversy
the end of which it is, perhaps, not unduly optimistic to

look forward to in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign. In Australia numerous exploring parties were in

the field, and a town called Melbourne was founded on
Port PhiHp Bay, in the south of New South Wales.

"Within the space of a single article it is only possible to

glance at one aspect of the progress of geography during
the sixty years of the Victorian era ; and, perhaps, the
best aspect to adopt for such a purpose is that of discovery
and exploration, for in it British work has been pre-

eminent. In other aspects the comparison of British

geography in 1837 and 1897 might produce disappointing
results. The problems of general scientific geography
formulated by the President of the Royal Geographical
Society in 1837, and put forward by him as deserving of

immediate attention, are to a discouraging extent still

problems of the future. This has been largely due to the
lack of international co-operation, and the mutual inde-

pendence of the workers in different countries—a state of

things which the development of international congresses
in recent years may be hoped soon to improve.

In attempting to sketch the main lines of the progress
of geographical exploration, we must leave out of account
the steady progress in surveying and mapping the countries

of Europe and other continents which have resulted in

such triumphs of cartography as the Ordnance Survey of

the United Kingdom and the great Trigonometrical Survey

of India ; nor can we refer in detail to the charting of the

coasts of the world by the surveying ships of Europe and
America.

Arctic exploration has always been viewed with interest

and often enthusiasm, but never have the romance and
tragedy of exploration held so sustained a hold upon the

world as during the fifteen years which followed the

despatch of Sir John Franklin in 181-5. In that year the

Erebus and Terror, just returned from the Antarctic, sailed

to complete the survey of the Arctic coast of America and
achieve the North-West Passage. Towards the end of the
summer they were seen by a whaler in Melville Bay, and
this was the last direct news. In 18i8 Sir James Clarke
Ross started on the first search expedition, and during the

next few years ship after ship went out through Lancaster
Sound on the east and Bering Strait on the west, while
land-parties imder the guidance of Hudson Bay Company's
officials descended the northern rivers and searched along
the coast. The Arctic archipelago was very fully explored

in this way ; in 1850 no less than fifteen vessels were
prosecuting the search for the missing ships. In that year

Captain McClure, who had entered by Bering Strait in the

Invcstiijator, discovered the North-West Passage—-the vain

dream of the merchants of the sixteenth century—but he
found the ice conditions so severe that he had to abandon
his ship and return by one of the vessels pursuing the

Franklin search from the eastward. In 185.3, after

the discovery of undoubted relics of the lost ships by
Dr. Rae, the British Government abandoned the search

;

but the devotion of Lady Franklin, and the determination

of the public to discover fuller details, led to the splendid

private expedition of the Fox, from 1857 to 1859, in which
Sir Leopold M'^Clintock and Sir Allen Young explored

nearly a thousand miles of new coast-line under conditions

of the greatest difficulty, and discovered the only document
throwing light on Franklin's fate which has been found.

It proved that to Franklin belongs the honour of first

discovering the famous North-West Passage.

In 1871, Captain Hall, in the American steamer Polaris,

entered Smith's Sound and reached the highest latitude

so far attained—82'' 16' N. In the following year an
Austro-Hungarian expedition under Payer and Weyprecht
were carried by drift ice from Nova Zemlaya and discovered

Franz Josef Land, the remote region in which the English
explorer Jackson and his party have been at work for the

last three years. The great British Government expedition

of the Alert and Discovert/, under Sir George Nares, pene-

trated Smith Sound in 1875 ; and Commander A. H.
Markham led a sledge party to 83° 20' N., which remained
the highest observed latitude until Lockwood, of Greely's

American expedition, reached 83° 21' north of Greenland,

in 1882. In 1878-79 the Swedish professor Baron Nor-

I

denskiold accomplished the North-East Passage in the

Vega, and circumnavigated the continent of Eurasia for

' the first and only time. Peary in three successive years

made some of the finest journeys every accomplished over

the inland ice of Northern Greenland. Great as these

achievements were, they have been excelled by the scien-

tifically planned expedition of Dr. Fridtjof Nansen in

the Fraiii. By relinquishing the time-honoured plan of

following a coast-line, or fighting against drifting ice-fioes,

j

and allowing the moving ice of the Polar basin to carry

his ship, he succeeded in drifting from near the New
Siberian Islands to Spitzbergen, across an absolutely

unknown area. In his sledge journey, alone with his

companion Johansen, he reached 86° 14' in 1895, an
advance of nearly two hundred miles on the farthest north

ever made before ; and his expedition in its safety, success,

1 and exact conformity to the plans previously laid down
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must be looked on as the culmination of Arctic travel in

the Victorian era.

Whether the Antarctic regions are to yield their secrets

in this century or in this reign is extremely doubtful. Sir

James Clarke Ross led his great expedition round the
southern ice in 1841, and left the names of his ships,

Erebus and Terror, on the lonely volcanoes that no human
eye has since looked upon. The Challenger, in the course
of her voyage thirty years later, just crossed the border
of the Antarctic area, and but for the visits of whalers from
Scotland and Norway during the last four years, there
has been no farther advance. At this moment several

Antarctic expeditions are talked of, and one is announced
as ready to sail from Belgium in July, 1897. The field

before it is wide.

Next to the Polar areas Africa is the region in which
the explorations of the last sixty years have led to the
most striking advances of knowledge. In 1837 this truly

deserved its name of the " Dark Continent," for nothing
was known save the coast-line, the Lower Nile and
Abyssinia, a few tracks across the Sahara, the River
Niger, a portion of the Zambesi, and a small area
north of the Cape of Good Hope. The fanciful detail

of interlacing lake and river systems had been cleared

away by D'AnvUle a century before, and the map
stood swept almost bare, garnished only with the
newly-traced Niger, and the hypothetical chain of the
Mountains of the Moon stretching across from Guinea to

the Indian Ocean. The trade of centuries on the West
Coast had led to no explorations worthy of the name, and
it was not until the missionary travels of Dr. David
Livingstone in the fifties that any real interest was
evinced in the continent as a whole. As a pioneer of

African discovery Livingstone may be looked upon as the
initiator of the modern period, and in his methods of

work and his treatment of natives he remains a model for

all time. His discovery of Lake Nyassa in 18.59, Burton's
discovery of Tanganyika in 1858, Speke's of the Victoria

Nyanza in 1859, and Baker's of the Albert Nyanza in

1802, threw open the great lake region of East Africa

along its whole length; and the main lines of the geography
of the eastern strip of Africa under the rule of the Sultan
of Zanzibar were quickly laid down by an increasing
number of explorers. The sources of the Nile have exercised

a fascination for travellers in Africa like that of the search
for the North-West Passage or the North Pole for Arctic
voyagers ; and in pursuit of these sources Livingstone
was tracing the great river Lualaba, which flowed north-
ward west of Lake Tanganyika, to its source in Lake
Bangweolo, when death overtook him in 1873. Believing
that his great river was the Nile, he could not yet resist

the suspicion that it might after all turn out to be the
Congo. This supposition was turned into certainty by
Mr. H. M. Stanley's magnificent journey of 1877, when
he traced the Lualaba round its great Equatorial bend,
and opened up the vast waterway from Stanley Falls to

Stanley Pool on his way to the sea. Cameron had before
made a crossing of Tropical Africa farther south, but no
journey in Africa has been so fateful as that of Stanley
down the Congo. It led to the foundation of the Congo
Free State and the opening up of the whole great river to

steamer traffic, affording a base from which the northern
and southern tributaries could be explored to their sources.
In 1884 commenced the "scramble" of the European
Powers for African possessions, and the resulting partition

of the coast into spheres of influence, whence the explorers
of each nationality pushed inland in the eifort to secure the
Hinterland and command the sources of internal trade. The
remotest deserts of the Sahara, isolated parts of the

Equatorial forests, and a portion of Somaliland, are the

only regions now remaining entirely unknown.
Turning to the vast continent of Asia, we see a region

in which the motives for exploration are in some ways
different. As in Africa, the encroachment of European
Powers has pressed heavily upon the native states from
several sides ; but alteration of frontiers now proceeds

slowly by treaty, and the attention of explorers is directed

mainly to the completion of the long-delayed rough surveys

of routes and physical features.

W. Giflford Palgrave and Burton have made known some
of the least accessible pai-ts of Arabia, much of which still

remains unknown.
The operations of the Survey of India are perhaps the

most remarkable of the geographical advances in Asia

during the last sixty years, leading as they have done to

the exploration of the border lands of that empire. Much
remains to do before the noble range of the Himalayas is

fully known even on its southern face, for the political

system of the Indian Empire respects the independence
and exclusiveness of the border tribes, and practically pro-

hibits exploration by Europeans in many places. Trained
natives of India, employed on the initiative of Colonel

Montgomery, have, however, solved many problems of geo-

graphy in the forbidden lands, traversing the Himalayan
passes, residing in the sacred city of Lhasa itself, and prov-

ing the true course of the Brahmaputra River. Expeditions

of Survey oiScers have linked the Indian triangulation with

that of Russia through Baluchistan and Persia, and across

the passes of the Hindu Kush. The study of Kafiristan

by Sir Cieorge Robertson in 1890 was a remarkable
instance of the way in which such dangerous and little

known valleys as those of the Kafirs can be entered safely

by prudent and tactful explorers. Long journeys in the

interior of Asia, made largely by British officials on
political expeditions or on holiday excursions, have enabled

the outline of the mountain system surrounding the vast

plateau of Tibet to be filled in. The names of only a few

can be mentioned as types of the many. Hayward, who
in 1868 crossed the Kuen-lun to Kashgar and Yarkand,
perished in Central Asia ; but the route he opened is now
frequently traversed. Wood, who explored the source

region of the Oxus in 1840, first gave correct views regard-

ing the Pamirs, which, thanks to the visits of innumerable
sporting expeditions, and the Russian and Indian Delimita-

tion Commission, is now thoroughly^well known. Mr. St.

George Littledale, whose great journey across Tibet from
north to south compares.with that of Captain Bower from
west to east, is an example of a sportsman who has trained

himself to become an efficient geographer. Mr. Ney
Elias, in 1871, and Lieut. Younghusband, in 1889, have
made themselves famous by their jom'neys from China
through the desert belt which intervenes between the

Tibetan plateau and the Siberian plain. In the same
regions the great Russian traveller Przhevalski and his

successors have set in order the physical map, and
discovered many curious features of river, lake, and valley.

The French, since the time of Abbe Hue, have been to the

front in the exploration of Eastern Asia. Garnier's pioneer

journey by the Mekong from Cambodia to China, Prince

Henry of Orleans' crossing of Tibet, and his journey from
French Indo-China to India, are important instances. The
American Rockhill did much to elucidate Tibet and
Mongolia ; while the labours of the Swedish explorer Sven
Hedin, during the last lew years, have resulted in a
thorough scientific study of Eastern Turkestan and its

bordering mountains on the west. The work on China by
Baron von Richthofen is as perfect an example of the late

Victorian methods of geographical research as the descrip-
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tion of Asia by his countryman, Carl Ritter, was of the

early Victorian style of geographical literature. Blakiston,

Cooper, and Gill were amongst the pioneers in opening the

interior of China to European knowledge. The phenome-
nal progress of Japan in Western civihzation has, of course,

led to a vast advance in geographical knowledge concerning

that remarkable archipelago; and slower progress has been

made in the rich islands of the Malay Archipelago, where

the travels of Wallace have been followed by the researches

of many other naturalists.

The interior of Australia has been opened up, save a few

patches of desert in the west and centre, entirely within

the period under review. Nowhere has more heroism been

shown by travellers, and no travellers have received

scantier recognition by the public than those who have

made known the interior of the only entirely British

continent. The names of Ej-re, Sturt, Leichhardt, the

two Gregories, Burke, Forrest, and Giles, are too unfamiliar,

to English readers, although all have been honoured by
geographical authorities, and the romance of their exploits

will some day be adequately told.

The great island of New Guinea has been to a large

extent explored by the British, Dutch, and Germans who
administer its various divisions ; and the present Governor
of British New Guinea, Sir William Macgregor, has earned

for himself a place in the history of the island only com-
parable to that of Livingstone in the history of Africa.

In North America the last sixty years have seen the

evolution of a complete system of political geography, the

dividing lines of which are dependent on accurate sur-

veying. The survey is still very far from complete, but

the period of great discoveries is nearly past—discoveries,

that is, of the magnitude of the great caiion of the

Colorado, the River Yukon in Alaska, or the Grand Falls

in Labrador, all of which fall within our period. Fre-

mont's explorations of the Far West in the forties, and the

Kings' exploration of the fortieth parallel in 1870, ought

to be specially remembered. The Geological Surveys of the

United States and of Canada, as well as the special Surveys

of the individual States, are constantly engaged in geogra-

phical work of great importance, in the pursuit of which
a distinct school of American geographers has grown up.

South America was, of all continents, the most rapidly

explored as far as its main outhnes are concerned, and
such work as has been done within our period has been

chiefly the better mapping and more complete tracing of

river systems, the climbing of mountains like Roraima,
Chimborazo, and Aconcagua, and the exploration of the

wildernesses of the Gran Chaco and Patagonia. The
naturalist geographers of South America did not die out

with Humboldt. The works of Wallace, Bates, and Von
den Steinen in the Amazon district, Schomburgk and Im
Thurn in Guiana, Burmeister and Hudson in the Argen-

tine Republic, will never be forgotten.

Space makes it necessary to merely mention the creation

of the great science of oceanography in the Victorian era.

The cruise of the Beaijle, with r)arwin on board, may be

said to have passed on the torch kindled by Cook to the

Antarctic expedition of Ross. Observations made casually

in these cruises were systematized by Maury, who, with the

force of his magnificent enthusiasm, has given a vitality to

his " Physical Geography of the Sea " which enables that

unique work to survive the theories it propounded. The
voyage of the ChallerKjer and the progress of telegraph

surveys gave a secure basis for the study of oceanography,

and many minor expeditions have since advanced it. The
time is now ripe for another well-organized and fully-

equipped expedition for the study of the oceans.

Be the restraints of space what they may, it would be

impossible to conclude without a few words on the services

to geography rendered during the Queen's reign by those

of her own sex. At the accession, Mrs. Mary Somerville

was the best physical geographer in Great Britain, and
her distinction won for her the gold medal of the Royal
Geographical Society in 1869, an honour only accorded
to one other woman, Lady Franklin. In 1842, Frau Ida
Pfeiffer commenced her wanderings, which covered almost
every quarter of the globe and led to a number of popular
books of travel ; and since then Miss North followed in her
footsteps in search of flowers to study and paint in all

climates. Miss Gordon Gumming, the indefatigable Mrs.
Bishop, Lady Brassey, and Miss Kingsley have performed
feats of travel far beyond the average of globe-trotters or

pleasure-seekers. Lady Baker accompanied her husband on
his expedition up the Nile to the Equator, and Mrs. Peary
stayed by her husband during an Arctic winter in Northern
Greenland. The ill-fated Mile. Tinne lost her life in the

attempt to penetrate the Sahara. Mrs. Theodore Bent
has accompanied her husband into parts of Africa and
Arabia where no white woman has been before. Lady Anne
Blunt, in another part of Arabia, rendered real services to

geography. It would be impossible to enumerate the noble

company of lady missionaries who have followed hard on
the explorer and trader into the inmost recesses of Africa

and Asia, sometimes, as in the case of Miss Taylor, who
went far into Tibet, even opening up entirely new ground.

The great names of the British geographers at the begin-

ning of the reign find worthy counterparts at the sixtieth

anniversary—men of the originality of Mr. Francis Gal-

ton, the versatility and wide knowledge of Sir Clements
Markham, and the scientific strength of Dr. John Murray
of the Challenger. Nor are the names of General Strachey,

Admiral Wharton, Ravenstein, and Bartholomew likely to

be soon forgotten, or their influence on the progress of

geographical science to be effaced.

Abroad, the scientific geographers of the present day are

more numerous than at any previous time. In physical

geography, Suess and Penck in Austria, Richthofen and
Supan in Germany, De Lapparent in France, and W. M.
Davis in the United States, are representative of the most
modern developments of geography. Elisee Reclus must
be mentioned as the author of the most important

treatise on general geography of modern date ; and only

the impossibility of adding names to an article already

overburdened with them, prevents us from paying a well-

deserved tribute to a hundred more.

THE ORIGIN OF SOME DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
By R. Lydekker, B.A.Cantab., F.R.S.

FEW subjects are hidden in greater obscurity than

is the origin of many of our domestic animals
;

and seeing that man in all probability began to

exercise his power of dominion over the wild

creatures by which he was surrounded at a very

early date indeed, this is nothing more than might be

expected. When animals were first domesticated, and

which were the species that first came under the yoke of

servitude, we shall never know. The available evidence

points, however, very clearly to the conclusion that Asia

was the great original centre of the early domestication of

Old World animals; although North-Eastern Africa seems

also to have participated to a certain extent. So far as it

goes, this tends to confirm the conclusion that Asia has

been the cradle of the human race, although it must be

borne in mind that different races exhibit wide difl'erences in

their capacity for domesticating animals ;
those of Africa

being far inferior in this respect to many Asiatic tribes.
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When any species of animal—provided that it will breed
in this state—had once been domesticated, it is probable
that the descendants of such domesticated stock have
formed the basis of all or most of the later breeds ; for it

is obviously much easier to train such stock than to com-
mence again de rioro with a wild strain. Still, there are
many cases where subsequent crosses have taken place
with a wild race, or races. From the point of view of

their origin, domesticated animals may be divided into

three classes. In the first class we have those which but
seldom, or never, breed in captivity, and of which the
domestic race has constantly to be replenished by the
capture and training of wild individuals. Apparently,
the only two mammals coming under this category are

the Indian elephant and the hunting-leopard. The latter

can, however, only by courtesy be termed a domesticated
animal, and may accordingly be dismissed from further
notice. With regard to the elephant, the most curious
feature is the readiness with which wild individuals
submit themselves to servitude, and the aptitude they
display for learning their allotted duties. Fortunately, the
elephant is an extremely long-lived animal, and therefore
it has time to learn much during its period of captivity,

while the necessity for fresh captures is proportion-
ately diminished. Modern naturalists insist—and rightly

so—on the inferiority of the intelligence of the elephant
as compared with that of many domestic creatures

:

the dog, for instance. But it is generally forgotten that,

in consequence of its not usually breeding in captivity,

there is no domestic race which has acquired the ex-
perience and docility of years of servitude. And it is a
subject for reflection to consider what might be the in-

tellectual capacity of this animal had it been in continuous
domestication for as long a period as the dog. In the
second class come those animals of which the ancestral
wild stock is either still existing, or was so within the
historic or prehistoric period. In this category come the
horse, ass, ox, goat, and probably the cat and dog. The
third class includes those domesticated animals of which
the wild stock is not only extinct, but is likewise totally

unknown. The best example of this class is the camel

;

but it is probable that the sheep must also be included.
Commencing with the camel, it is probably known to

most of my readers that there are two kinds of this

animal—namely, the two-humped Bactrian camel {Camelur
hactriami.^), of Central Asia, and the one-humped Arabian
camel (C. dromedaniis), now common to Asia and North
Africa. Although it has been affirmed that wild Bactrian
camels occur in the deserts of Turkestan, it is almost
certain that these are descendants of a domestic race
which escaped from captivity about two hundred and fifty

years ago. Consequently there are no truly wild camels
in existence. The only clue as to the original habitat
of the genus is afl'orded by the remains of fossil camels
in North-E astern India and Algeria ; and as the former
occur in the older deposits, it seems probable that Central
Asia is the cradle of the race. Naturalists regard the
two kinds of camels as distinct species ; but we have no
absolute proof that they may not both be domesticated
races derived from a single wild stock. And some con-
firmation of this suggestion is afforded by the llama and
alpaca of Peru, both of which are domesticated races
tracing their ancestry to the wild guanaco. At what
period the camel was first domesticated is lost in the mists
of antiquity. From its absence from the Egyptian
frescoes, it has been stated that this animal was unknown
to the early inhabitants of the Delta of the Nile ; but this

is controverted by a papyrus of the fourteenth century b.c,
in which reference is made to camels.

Considering the very large number of existing wild

species of the genus ovis, it is a very remarkable fact that

we are unable to point to the ancestral stock of the sheep.

As we know them in this country, domestic sheep difi'er

from their wild kindred by their woolly fleece, the wild

species having hair more like that of a deer. But as some
of the native domestic sheep of Asia and Africa have a

more or less woolly pellage, the difficulty does not lie here.

With the single exception of the arnu, or Barbary sheep
("c/s tnu/clKphus), of Northern Africa, all wild sheep have
short tails ; whereas in the domestic races this appendage
—until docked—is very long. The reader may ask why
we do not regard the arnu as the parent stock. To which
question it may be replied that the latter species has
smooth horns, with a curvature quite unlike those of any
of the domestic races, which approximate to the horns of

the Corsican mouflou. It seems somewhat ditiicult to

believe that a long tail can have been developed from a

short tail—as precisely the opposite development is the

only one with which we are acquainted ; but, nevertheless,

it has been suggested that the long tails of the domestic

breeds are a kind of degenerate development. If this be

substantiated, there is no reason why the mouflon—which
in former times probably had a wider distribution—or

some allied Asiatic species, should not have been the

original progenitor of the domesticated breeds. A small

breed of long-legged sheep, with somewhat goatlike horns,

was in existence at the long-distant epoch when the

inhabitants of the Swiss pile villages flourished. So far

as it goes, this form suggests that the domestic breeds are

derived from an extinct species. Although domestic
breeds were possessed by the ancient Egyptians, the

sheep represented on the frescoes, according to the late

Prof. Leith-Adams, is the wild arnu.

With the domestic goats the case is very different ; it

being practically certain that most, if not all, of the breeds

of Europe and Western Asia are derived from the Persian

wild goat, or pasang (Cupra ivgni/rus), which ranges from
Asia Minor through Persia to Afghanistan and Sind.

This handsome species has long scimitar-like horns, with
the front surface forming a sharp ridge, instead of being

flattened and knobbed, as in the ibex. Many domestic

breeds have very similar horns ; but in others, especially

from Central Asia, the horns are more or less corkscrew-

like. As the wild markhor {C. jakoiwii) of the Himalaya
has horns of a similar type, it has been suggested that

many of the Asiatic breeds are derived from that species.

Against that view is the circumstance that the direction

of the spiral in the domestic ram is generally, although
not invariably, just the reverse of that in the markhor.
Although it is probable that some Asiatic rams may trace

their origin to the latter, it is more probable that they

are derived from the pasang but have been crossed with
the markhor. Most likely the goat was first domesticated

in Western Asia, whence it was imported into Africa,

where it has departed very widely from the original type.

A superstition prevails in countries so wide apart from
one another as Scotland and Kashmir that goats are

deadly foes to snakes (the name " markhor " signifying

snukt-i'titfi), and it would be very interesting to discover

whether the legend has any foundation in fact.

The numerous breeds of domestic cattle of Europe all

trace their ancestry to the great extinct wild ox, or

aurochs (a name frequently misapplied to the bison),

which lived on in England at least as late as the Neolithic

period, and survived to a much later date on the Continent.

It has been thought that the white wild cattle of

ChiUingham Park are the direct descendants of the

aurochs, although it is far more probable that they are
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derived from a domestic breed, as it is in the highest

degree unlikely that the original species was white.

Many breeds, such as the so-called Celtic shorthorn, were

established at an early period of our history ; and these

have been incorrectly regarded as distinct species, although

there is no doubt that they have the same ancestry. The
geographical range of the aurochs was very extensive, and
the original domestication may have taken place in

Western Asia. The humped cattle of India seem to trace

their origin to a distinct species now extinct, and the

ancestral form may perhaps be looked for among the

extinct oxen whose remains are found in the gravels of

the Narbada Valley. Some have, indeed, considered that

humped cattle originated in Africa, where they are

represented by the so-caUed Galla ox ; but it is far more
probable that they are really of Oriental extraction and
have been introduced into the Dark Continent.

During the immense period that they have been domesti-

cated the true oxen have displayed great adaptability to

modification, as is exemplified by the diflerence between
such breeds as Highland, Polled Angus, Galloway, Kerry,

Devon, Longhorns, ibhorthorns, and .Jersey. Not so the

bufi'alo of Asia, which, although long domesticated in India,

and subsequently mtroduced into Egypt and thence into

Italy, has in nowise departed from the wild type, save as

regards a somewhat smaller stature and a diminished
length of horn. Certain other species of cattle, such as

the gayal {Boti frontaUs) of Tenasserim, and the banting
{B. banthuf) of the Malay countries, have been more or less

domesticated by various Oriental races, although, in most
cases, the domestic breed seems to be renovated from time
to time with a cross of the wild stock. AU these forms seem
to be unadapted for variation, and consequently breed true.

No attempt ever seems to have been made to domesticate
the bison ; while, true to their instincts, the natives of South
Africa have never enthralled the buffalo of that country.

TiU within the last few years the origin of the domestic

ass was a matter of some uncertainty, seeing that all the

Asiatic wild asses differ considerably from the familiar

animal. Kecently, however, an ass has been discovered in

Somaliland which dift'ers in no important character from
the domestic form, and is its undoubted ancestor. Some
of these Somali asses are, it is true, more striped on the

legs than is commonly the case with the domestic breed
;

but then some examples of the latter are nearly or quite

as fully marked as the wild race, while some African

specimens have nearly uniformly coloured limbs. Possibly

the Somali wild ass may originally have ranged into Syria

and Arabia ; and, in any case, it is probable that it was
first tamed there, and thence introduced into Europe.
Indeed, the Greek name {onos) of the ass is stated to be

derived from a Semitic root ; and since this name occurs but

once in the " Iliad," and not at all in either the " Odyssey
"

or in Hesoid, it has been inferred that the ass was a rare

and little-known animal in Greece during the epic period.

"Whether there are any truly wild horses at the present

day is a moot point. The only animals that can lay claim

to that title are the so-called tarpan of the steppes of

Central Asia, which formerly ranged as far westward as

the Volga. Some authorities are of opinion that these

tarpan are a truly wild race, while by others they are

regarded as feral—that is to say, descended from a domes-
ticated stock. It is undoubted that the droves of tarpan
at times receive an inilux of feral animals ; but whether
they be feral or truly wild—and the evidence seems rather

in favour of thek wild origin—they undoubtedly resemble
the ancestral type of the horse. This, of course, will be
due in the one case to reversion, and in the other to

direct inheritance. They are rather small, clumsily built

animals, with remarkably ugly heads, their general colour

being dun. Durmg the Pleistocene period horses of similar

type to the tarpan wandered over a great part of Europe
and Western Asia, as is attested by their fossilized remains

;

and from other evidence it is probable that at the epoch
in question the physical condition of much of Europe was
similar to that of the Asiatic steppes at the present day.
Such conditions would seem, indeed, to be essential for the
existence of wild horses, which are animals specially

adapted for a life on the open plains, where they find

safety in flight. It is true that wild horses were found in

parts of Europe at a much later epoch, when the country
had become forest-clad ; but it is quite possible that these

were really feral races. When we come to the consideration
of the place and time of the first domestication of the

horse, the usual difference of opinion prevails among those

most capable of forming a judgment. It was at one time
considered that the horse was first domesticated in the

East, but later authorities are more inclined to think that

the wild horse was also subjugated by the stone-implement
makers of Western Europe. Such race is considered to

have given rise to the ordinary European breeds ; but
thoroughbred horses are probably of Eastern origin.

Whether both the Western and Eastern breeds were
derived from the tarpan cannot be determined ; but it is

evident that the latter breed either originated from an
animal with more " blood,'' or that more attention was
paid to its development. We naturally look to Arabia as

the ancestral home of the Eastern race ; but this is a

mistake, as the horse is known to be a comparatively late

introduction into that country, the Arabs even as late as

the time of Strabo having neither horses nor asses, and
coming to battle mounted on camels.

In the early days of Egypt—that is to say, during the

period known as the "old kingdom '

'—the horse was unknown
in the Nile Valley ; the animal not making its appearance
in the frescoes till about the year 1800 b.c. Probably the

horse entered Egypt via Mesopotamia and Syria, where, as

we learn from the Nineveh sculptures, it had long been
known. It has been well remarked that even these sculp-

tures afford evidence that the horse was a comparatively
new animal to the Assyrians—that is to say, these
warriors were not such splendid riders as were the Par-
thians at a later date, and as are the Turkomans now.
If any of my readers will visit the British Museum and
inspect the Assyrian sculptures, he will scarcely fail to

notice that, whereas those mounted warriors who are

armed with the spear manage their own horses, such as

carry a bow have their horses led by a comrade. Manifestly,

the Assyrian warrior was incapable of managing his steed

when both his hands were occupied with his weapon ; and
he was thus a far less accomplished horseman than the

Parthian or the Turkoman.
Although the evidence is not decisive, the probability is

that the horse was first introduced into Assyria from
Persia. The ancient records of India indicate that horses
were by no means common there, while such as there were
excelled neither in strength, speed, or beauty. The
Indian climate is, indeed, unsuited to the animal ; and there

is no doabt that it was originally introduced from- the
North. But the original horse must have come from some-
where, and the probability is that the nomad Mongols in

the East and the Turkomans in the West—still some of the
most splendid horsemen the world has ever seen—were
the first Asiatic tribes to subdue the noblest of man's
servants. This being ao, and Turkestan and Mongolia
being the home of the tarpan, it follows—if our premises
are true—that not only are the latter really wild
animals, but that the thoroughbred of the East has the
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same ancestry as the underbred animal of the West, and
consequently that " blood " is merely a matter of careful

selection and breeding for countless centuries, and is not
due to inherent superiority of origin. From the plains of

Turkestan the hoi-se spread in one direction to the

Punjab and the plains of Hindustan, and in the other
through Persia to Mesopotamia and Assyria, and thence
westwards to Egypt and southwards to Arabia. Among
the Arabs it soon became indispensable to its master ; and,
as already said, this intimate union between man and
quadruped renders it difficult to believe that Arabia is not
the original home of the horse. Uncivilized races, though
highly conservative in some matters, in others soon adapt
themselves to new circumstances ; and the case of the
North American Indians affords an example of the rapidity

with which a people among whom the horse was unknown
can develop into a race of horsemen. Had we not historic

evidence to the contrary, there is, indeed, no saying but
that the original subjugation of the horse might not have
been attributed to the Indian of the prairies.

When I began this article, I hoped to say something as

to the origin of the cat and dog, but this must be reserved
for a future occasion.

ON THE VEGETATION AND SOME OF THE
VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS OF AUSTRA-
LASIA.-I.

By W. BoTTiNG Hemsley, F.K.S., F.L.S.

THE more comprehensive geographical term Aus-
tralasia is employed in the heading of this series

of articles, because, although the vegetation of

Australia proper is the main theme, comparisons
are occasionally made with the vegetation of New

Zealand, Tasmania, and other islands.

It seems almost incredible that less than two hundred
years ago absolutely nothing was known of so vast a
country as Australia, and that little more than a century
has elapsed since the foundation of the first settlement

;

but such is the case. In 1699 the renowned Captain
William Dampier sailed from England in command of

H.M.S. Piodnu-I; on a voyage of discovery to West Australia,

he having previously, on a voyage of adventure, touched
at a point of NorthWest Australia.

Dampier was a keen observer, and he devoted special

attention to the vegetable productions of the various
countries which he visited. He, unlike the commanders
of most of the great subsequent expeditions, carried no
naturalist ; but he was no mean naturalist himself for the
period, and few of his successors have written so well on
natural history. The part of Australia he visited on the
north-west coast was exceedingly barren, and his descrip-

tion of it was not such as to tempt other navigators, or

would-be colonists. A few sentences from his account of

his first visit will give an idea of his impressions of the

country :

—

" New Holland is a very large tract of Land. It is not
yet dettrmined whether it is an Island or a main Continent

;

but I am certain that it joyns neither to Asia, Africa, nor
America. Thi^ part of it that we saw is all low even Land,
with sandy Banks against the Ssa, only the points are
rocky, and so are some of the Islands in this Bay.

" The Land is of a dry sand soil, destitute of Water, except
you make Wells : yet producing divers sorts of Trees : but
the Woods are not thick, nor the Trees very big. Most of

the Trees that we saw are Dragon-trees [gum trees or
Eucalypti] as we supposed ; and these too are the largest

Trees of any there. They are about the bigness of our
large Apple-trees, and about the same heighth : and the

rind is blackish, and somewhat rough. The leaves are of a

dark colour ; the Gum distils out the knots or cracks that

are in the bodies of the Trees. We compared it with some
Gum Dragon, or Dragon's Blood, that was aboard ; and it

was of the same colour and taste. The other sorts of Trees

were not known by any of us. There was pretty long

Grass growing under the Trees ; but it was very thin. We
saw no Trees that bore Fruit or Berries.

" We saw no sort of Animal, nor any track of Beast but

once ; and that seemed to be the tread of a Beast as big as

a great Mastiff-Dog. Here are a few small Land-birds, but

none bigger than a Blackbird : and liut few Sea-fowla.

Neither is the Sea very plentifully stored with Fish, unless

you reckon the Manatee and Turtle as such. Of these

creatures there is plenty ; but they are extraordinary shy
;

though the Inhabitants cannot trouble them much, having

neither Boats nor Iron.
" The Inhabitants of this Country are the miserablest

People in the world."

The part explored was a large bay in which there are

numerous islands, between sixteen degrees and seventeen

degrees south latitude. A part of the adjacent mainland
is now called Dampier Land, and the islands Buccaneer
Archipelago ; the latter doubtless in allusion to the fact

that Dampier and his crew were really buccaneers. On his

voyage in the Roebuck, in 1699, Dampier surveyed a long

stretch of the coast, from Sharks' Bay, as he named it,

northward. This is in about twenty-five degrees south lati-

tude, where he found the country pretty and inviting,

though there were no large trees. Arriving in August,
" most of the trees and shrubs had either blossoms or

berries on them. The blossoms of the different sorts of

trees were of several colours, as red, white, yellow, etc.,

but mostly blue ; and these generally smelt very sweet

and fragrant, as did some also of the rest. There were

also besides some plants, herbs, and tall flowers, and
some very small flowers growing on the ground, that were

sweet and beautiful, and for the most part unlike any I

had seen elsewhere."

I will give only one more extract from Dampier. It

shows how keenly alive he was to the beauties and utilities

of the native flora. In about twenty-one degrees south

latitude, on the western side of Australia, the reader will

find an island named Bosemary Island. Concerning this

island Dampier says :
" There grow here two or three

sorts of shrubs, one just like Rosemary ; and therefore I

called this Rosemary Island. It grew in great plenty here,

but had no smell. Some of the other shrubs had blue and

yellow flowers, and we found two sorts of grain like beans.

The one grew on bushes ; the other on a sort of creeping

vine that runs along on the ground, having a blossom like

a bean blossom, but mi;ch larger, and of a deep red colour,

looking very beautiful." The last is Cliantlnis Dum/ncri.

Dampier brought home dried specimens (preserved at

Oxford and in the British Museum) of some of the plants

that struck him by their peculiarities, and, having a person

on board skilled in drawing, he caused drawings to be made
of a number of plants, birds, and animals, engravings of

which were published in 1703, in the volume from which I

have quoted.

Confining ourselves to the flowers, it is interesting to

note that the figures are sufticiently accurate to enable one

to identify most of them. But before giving an account of

the firstfruits of Australian botany it may be well to give

some particulars of the vegetation, and some comparisons

of it with what we in the northern hemisphere, and more
especially in the British Islands, are familiar with. Iq a

country having an area of nearly three million square miles,

stretching through forty degrees of longitude and twenty-
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eight degrees of latitude, from ten degrees to thirty-eight

degrees south, and having mountains rising to a height of

seven thousand feet in its southernmost or coldest part, very

considerable diversity in the vegetation of widely-separated

parts would be expected ; and this is so, though what may
be termed the characteristic features and components of the

flora are sufficiently general for the object of these articles.

As compared with the flora of the British Islands, and
even with that of the whole of Europe (which is about

]

one-fifth larger than Australia), the flora of Australia is
!

remarkable in a variety of ways. It is remarkable for the
!

large number of species or kinds of trees and shrubs ; for

the large number of species of one and the same genus

;

for the large number of trees and shrubs having brilliantly

coloured flowers and woody seed-vessels, associated with

hard, grey-green or blue-green foliage ; for the large
i

proportion of species peculiar to the country : and for the

large number of very local species.

The actual pubUshed number of species of flowering

plants and ferns combined, native of Australia, is about

nine thousand, of Em'ope about nine thousand live hundred,

and of the British Islands about one thousand five

hundred. It should be added that some botanists, who
take a more limited view of what constitutes a species,

would considerably augment the total number in each of

the three areas named. It will be seen that the total number
for Australia is not relatively high, but two things have to

be taken into consideration : first, many parts have not even

yet been thoroughly explored ; and, secondly, there is a

vast interior area supporting only the scantiest vegetation.

I will conclude my references to Dampier with a brief

account of some of the few plants figured in his " Voyage
to New Holland in 1609." Foremost among these plants

is the brDliantly coloured parrot flower, glory pea, or

Start's pea {CliantJnis Pampieri) as it has been called.

This is one of the most gorgeously beautiful plants of the

great pea family, and is intimately associated with the

progress of geographical discovery in Australia, having

been collected not only by Dampier, but by Allan

Cunningham, Captain Sturt, Ferdinand von Mueller,

and other explorers, on various notable expeditions in

different parts of the country. Though comparatively rare,

it ranges all across Australia, from the Dampier Archipelago

on the west, to the Lachlan and Darling rivers in New
South Wales. The accompanying figure of it is about

half natural size : the flowers being between four and five

inches long, of a rich crimson-red, with a flashing purple

black centre of a velvet-like texture. It has been culti-

vated in this country since 1858, and still exists in a few

gardens ; but it requires a skilful gardener to bring it to

perfection. There is only one other species of the genus
(' '. puniceiis), a native of New Zealand, where, however, it

is exceedingly rare in a wild state, existing only in some
smaU islands on the north-east coast of the northern

island. It was discovered by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr.

Solander on Captain Cook's first voyage. This is much
more easily cultivated than the Australian species, and
may often be seen in flower at Kew, where, in the North
Gallery, paintings of both may be seen.

The plant mentioned by Dampier as resembling rose-

mary is also very widely spread, and at the same time

exceedingly common in some districts, especially on the

sandy sea-coasts. It is the Olearia axillaris of botanists,

and extends all round the western and southern coasts,

and is also found in Tasmania. Though externally resem-
bling rosemary, it is closely related to our native golden

rod. Among the other plants figured by Dampier is a

species of the characteristic genua Casuarina (concerning

which I shall have something more to say anon), Dampiera

incana, IHplolana Bampieri, Isotoma petraa, Solatium orbi-

culatum, and a species of Melaleuca. The chief interest

attaching to these plants is their connection with the

first explorer of Australia; therefore no further particulars

of them need be given here.

Nothing further was learnt concerning Australia until

about a century later, when Captain James Cook, after

circumnavigating the equally unknown New Zealand
Islands, proceeded westward and discovered the eastern

coast of Australia, which he surveyed from Botany Bay
northward. This was all accomplished in a barque of two
hundred and seventy tons, but, for the size of his vessel, he

had a numerous crew ; and there was also a party of artists

and naturalists, headed by the subsequently celebrated Sir

Joseph Banks. Large collections of dried plants were made ;

the artists painted them in their fresh condition, and the

botanists recorded and described aU the plants that came
under their observation. None of the artists survived the

voyage, but Banks enjoyed a long and distinguished career
;

yet, strange to say, although he spent large sums in getting

the drawings engraved and the descriptions completed,

the engravings stiU lie unpublished in the British Museiim.

A few of the plants were published by contemporary

botanists ; but the bulk were described and published by

the botanists of subsequent expeditions, English and

foreign. Itobert Brown, the botanieorum facile princeps

of his time, who was botanist to Flinders'a voyage to the

Tiira Aiisti-alis (1801-1803), pubhshed a large number
of them. In the meantime, as a result of Cook's surveys

and Banks's recommendations, the first penal colony was
established in New South "VN'alesi 1787), and Banks himself

maintained collectors there to enrich the Royal Gardens

at Kew. As the extracts from Dampier's narrative de-

monstrate, among the few trees that attracted his attention

were some gum trees {Eucalyjitus), which he called dragon

trees, and likened to apple trees. Banks's first walk in

New South ^Yales revealed to him the existence of trees

which he rightly conjectured must belong to the same

famUy, or genus, as those observed on the western side of

the continent ; but these early travellers did not at all

realize the variety and value of them. This wUl be the

subject of my next article.

Sc(fn« Notts.

We have the pleasure of announcing that a new series of

articles on English Medals, by Mr. G. F. Hill, M.A., will

be commenced in our next issue, each contribution being

accompanied by a fvill-page photographic plate.
1 ^ «

At last a true process of photography in colours is

announced. Although colouring media are employed, the

result is a photograph m colours of nature. M. ^'illedieu-

Chassague. the mventor, takes a negative on a gelatine

plate prepared by treatment with one of his solutions, the

plate being developed in the ordinary way. A print is then

taken on glass or paper, which, in either case, is prepared

by the same solution, the transparency or the print as

yet showing no trace of colour. It is then treated with blue,

green, and red solutions ; these colours, by their various

combinations, imparting to the subject aU its varieties of

hue, by what is termed selective absorption. Sir H. True-

man Wood declined to be convinced by an inspection of

M. Chassagne's results, and the latter was good enough to

demonstrate the whole process for him in the laboratory

of King's College. Oar own countryman was not only

convinced, but he himself photographed a bunch of flowers

brought from Covent Garden, and also other test objects.

Sir H. T. Wood says :
" 1 cannot believe that any invest!-
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gation will throw doubt on its genuine character, for it was

carried out under test conditions ... the sole reservation

being the nature of the materials employed.' It wUl be

seen that M. Chassagne employs four solutions—one for

the purpose of rendering the plate or print susceptible to

the other three coloured solutions—but the composition of

the whole is, for the present, retained as a secret. Captain

Abney, who was with Sir H. T. Wood, says : "I was

present as a sceptic, and came av,ay partially convinced

. . . and I shall not be satisfied till I get the plates that

have been promised me by the inventor, and taken nega-

tives of certain test objects which will be unknown to the

inventor." —<-.

—

Dr. Arthur Willey, who, two and a half years ago, left

England for the South Seas in search of the eggs of the

pearly nautilus—the only living representative of the great

group of extinct animals whose shells are known as

ammonites—has been rewarded with success. He has

ascertained that these creatures are trapped in baskets by

the natives of some of the Melanesian Islands and used as

food. Last summer Dr. Willey, in Lifu, one of the Royalty

Islands, captured the nautilus in three fathoms of water,

and constructed a large submarine cage in which he kept

specimens, feeding them daily. By December last some
of the nautili had spawned in the cage. Each egg is as

large as a grape, and is deposited separately by the mother
nautUus. " It is," says Prof. Ray Lankestcr, "a legitimate

source of gratification to British men of science that a

successful result has followed from the application of these

funds "—referring to the Balfour studentship and the

Government grant fund of the Royal Society, by means
of which the young naturalist referred to was enabled to

carry out his investigations.—»-.-•

—

The late Sir B. W. Richardson is credited with the

following curious information on suicides. The rate of

suicides is highest in the last four days of June, and
lowest in February ; more common among Protestants

than Roman Catholics, and rarest among the Jews. It

increases with education, and spreads with railways and
telegraphs. More men than women are swayed by its

influence, and the average of suicides is set down at

twelve in every one hundred thousand.

All ornithologists will hear with deep regret of the death

of Herr Heinrich Giitke. Born in a small town of the

Mark of Brandenburg, Heinrich Giitke went at an early

age to the Island of Heligoland, resolving to pass a number
of years immediately by the sea as a marine painter.

As is well known, the Island of Heligoland is without
rival as a bird observatory. Throughout the year—scarcely

ceasing for a day— tens of thousands of birds pass the

island on migration.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Gatke the artist

should have become Giitke the ornithologist, so well known
by his book, " Heligoland as an Ornithological Observa-

tory," which was the result of fifty years' experience on
the island. Besides being an able thinker, Herr Gatke
was a splendid observer and field naturalist, and he will

be much missed by the ornithological world. It is indeed
to be hoped that his important position as an observer on
Heligoland will be filled without delay.

surface. His early training as a draughtsman stood him
in good stead in his efforts to depict the formations on our

satellite. About thirty years ago he set up his first

observatory in Caldwell Street, Bedford, and was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1871. On
the founding of the British Astronomical Association, he

was asked to take charge of the lunar section. An enduring

monument of his achievements in the study of the moon
is to be found in his book, " The Moon," published in 1895.

Mr. Elger was also devoted, more or less, to other branches

of science, for he was a leading spirit in many scientific

enterprises in his own town, and also served as Mayor, on

the Commission of the Peace, and on many committees

where his experience was deemed valuable.

'We regret also to record the death of Mr. Harry
Proctor, youngest son of the late R. A. Proctor, whose
name was for many years so closely associated with this

magazine. He died on the 20th December last, after

having recently attained his majority. The young man,
like his father before him, betrayed a predilection for

things scientific ; but, unfortunately, constitutional weak-

ness thwarted all serious efforts in this direction.

Notices of ISoolts.

Thomas Gwyn Empey Elger, who died on the 9th January,
aged fifty-nine, was a distinguished selenographer whose
researches added much to our knowledge of the lunar

Journal of the Eir/ht Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Burt., K.B.,
P.R.S. Edited by Sir Joseph D. Hooker. Pp. 466. With
Portraits and Charts. (Macmillan.) 17s. In this age of

multitudinous books, when the personal characteristics,

foibles, and views of minor men are preserved in print

more for the glorification of their families than on account

of public interest, it seems astonishing that the journal

kept by Sir Joseph Banks during Captain Cook's first

voyage in H.M.S. Emlearour, in 1768-71, should have
had to wait nearly one hundred and thirty years for publi-

cation. Yet that is so, and the story of why it is so is

told by Sir Joseph Hooker. It is briefly this. When Sir

J. Banks died without issue in 1820, his papers and cor-

respondence, including the journal were left to the late

Dr. Robert Brown, with the object of his writing a life of

Banks. Age and infirmities prevented the realization of

this project, and the materials were handed to Dr. Dawson
Turner, F.R.S., who had the whole faithfully transcribed.

In 1873 the originals and copies of the journal and cor-

respondence were deposited in the British -Museum ; but

they were claimed by Lord Brabourne some ten or eleven

years ago, afterwards to be sold in two hundred and seven

lots at Sotheby's for £'182 19s. ! For this beggarly sum
(minus the auctioneer's commission) the noble Peer was
willing to sacrifice all Banks' manuscripts and let them be
scattered to the four corners of the earth. But for the

copies taken when the journal and letters were in the

possession of Dr. Dawson Turner, the present volume
could not have existed. The action of I>r. Turner in

having the manuscript transcribed thus saved the work
from perishing, and for it naturalists cannot be too grate-

ful. How much would have been lost to science had such
forethought not been exercised can be seen in the volume
now before us. The charming narrative, full of first im-

pressions of a strange world and people ; the activity of

Banks as a collector and his acuteness as an observer ; and
the records of natural history, geography, hydrography,

and ethnography obtained during this unique voyage—the

pioneer journey of a naturalist around the world—combine
to place the volume in the first rank of scientific classics.

Few works could await publication for a century and a

quarter and then be successful ; but the present volume
will find an even greater number of readers now than it
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Fore Leg of Bee with Tibial Comb. The Cjmb more Uigblv

magnified. Tliree Teeth of the Comb.

eminently popular, and suited especially for young observers.

The information is sound, and put in a way which both

pleases and instructs. A chapter on " Animals with and
without Combs " is especially good. The titles of a few

other chapters will show the variety of topics discussed :
—

"Insects and Plants in Mid-Winter," " Snowflakes,"
" The Moon," " Catkins," and " The Love of Mountains."

Hnhit and Instinct. By C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S.

Arnold.) 16s. Prof. Morgan is a well-known exponent of

would have, had it appeared at the time it was written.

The appearance of the volume under the editorship of Sir

Joseph Hooker is most fortunate ; for we venture to assert

that had a ballot of naturalists been taken as to the best

editor of the journal, the name of Sir J. Hooker would

have headed the list.

It only remains to be said that an interesting bio-

graphical sketch of Banks, and one of Dr. Solander, who
was bis first librarian, and companion during Cook's

voyage, form an introduction to the journal ; and that

the portraits of these investigators are excellently repro-

duced in two plates. There is also an alphabetical list,

with biographical notes, of the earlier voyagers and
naturalists to whom reference is made by Banks.

Handbook for the Bio-Chemical Lahoratorij. By Prof.

.John A. Mandel. (New York : -Tohu Wiley & Sons.

London: Chapman & Hall.) 6s. 6d. Interest in this book

is not limited to laboratories of physiological chemistry,

but there the book will be found exceptionally serviceable.

To have in a concise form directions for preparing the

most important substances that enter into the composition

of the Huids and tissues of the animal body, and more
than two hundred tests for them, will greatly facilitate

study, and save a large amount of time at present spent

in finding descriptions of the processes in works of re-

ference. Biologists and chemists alike will recognize the

value of a vade mecum of this character.

Bound the Year : a Series of Short Natwe-Stndies. By
Prof. L. C. Miall, F.E.S. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. 53.

One might gather from the title of this book that it contains

an account of what might be seen or found during each
day or month hi the year. Such, however, is not the

scope of the book. As the author tells us in the preface,

his book is a series of sketches suggested by the natural

events of 1895. From the subjects which interested him
from day to day he has selected those which admitted of

popular treatment. His series of short discussions is thus

biological problems. In the book before us the author

commences by lucidly explaining the difference between
habit and instinct. He sums up his case briefly as

follows :
—" Instincts," he says, " are congenital, adaptive,

and co-ordinated activities of relative complexity, and
involving the behaviour of the organism as a whole ; . . .

"

while habits " owe their definiteness to individual acquisi-

tion and the repetition of individual performance." The
author then describes a number of very interesting

experiments which he has lately conducted with young
birds of different kinds hatched in an incubator. He goes
on to draw conclusions from these experiments, and
explains and discusses many of the great biological

theories of the day in such an impartial and learned

manner that the reader cannot fail to be instructed.

Beyond this Prof. Morgan suggests several modi-
fications of antagonistic theories, which will help, we
sincerely hope, to bring together those great thinkers

whose opposing views prevent them at present from
combining forces and working on the same lines.

The book may serve yet another purpose. Again and
again the author deplores the want of more knowledge
gained from direct observation and experiment. Let us

hope that some readers of this book will be roused to take

a practical part, however small, in the furthering of

scientific knowledge. Whether the author's theories be

accepted or not by those who are leaders amongst
physiologists and psychologists, we do not hesitate

heartily to recommend a study of them to all who are

interested, ever so remotely, in the many fascinating

problems connected with habit and instinct.

Xotei for Chemical Students. By Dr. Peter T. Austen.

(.John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1896. Chapman & Hall,

London.) We do not know whether to praise or condemn
this little book. Its American garb and quaint phraseology

interests and annoys the reader. It seems to be well up
to date, and the author's views on matter and energy seem
to be orthodox and clearly expressed, and he has not failed

to borrow from kindred books illustrations and arguments
which are useful to the chemical student. We object,

however, to chlorin, chlorid, sulfat, and other phonetic

spellings, and also to " chemism " for chemical attraction,

especially when it is defined as a polar force. The author

objects to the use of the word " bond," and suggests the

term " valence," which has something to be said in its

favour. On page 37 he, however, adds, " In my quiz

classes I call it a ' val.' Thus oxygen has three vals."

The italics are ours, but the meaning of the sentence we
must leave to our readers. Atomic movements are de-

scribed on page 41 as " a vast snarl of motions," and a

chapter on " rests," to our surprise, was devoted to a con-

sideration of " radicals."

Rheumatism : its Xattire, its Pathology, and its Successful

Treatment. By T. J. Maclagan, M.D. Second Edition,

pp. 324. (A. & C. Black.) IOj. 6d. The last twenty
years has seen the introduction of many means of

alleviating human suffering, but no malady has been more
successfully softened than has acute rheumatism, or

rheumatic fever, by the use of salicyl compounds. When
Dr. Maclagan introduced salicin to the notice of the

medical profession in 1876, acute rheumatism was the

despair of physicians. Let the words of the late Dr.

Wilson Fox state the position today. " I never see acute

rheumatism now," he wrote to the author ;
" as soon as a

case is admitted to hospital, the house physician gives

him salicin or salicylate of soda, and he is cured before I

see him." Of the thirty or forty salicyl compounds known,
only these two are used in practice as anti-rheumatic

agents, and preference is given to salicin. The mode of
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action of this wonderful subduer of agonising pain, and
the whole subject of the pathogenesis of rheumatism, is

expounded in the volume under notice. Primarily, the

book is of interest to medical students and practitioners,

but there is a lot of readable matter in it upon the cause

and nature of rheumatic troubles.

EUmenUiry Practical Phi/siolopt/ and Histology. By M.
Foster, F.EiS., and -T. N. Largley, F.E.S. (Macmillan c<t

Co., London, 1696.) A very few words sufiBces in drawing
attention to a new edition of this well-known practical

guide to physiology and histology. Prof. Michael Foster
is too well kno'wn to require any arguments from a reviewer
on the merits of his book. It is now twenty years since

the first edition was published, and thousands of students

in all parts of the world must have appreciated the accu-
racy of the instruction and minutife of detail which the

authors have embodied in their text-book. The present
edition contains many additions which increase its value.

Ia/\ ill Ponds and Sinain.s. By W. Fumeaus, F.E.G.S.
(Longmans.) Illustrated. 123. Cd. This is one of the

"Out-Door World '' series for young naturalists, and forms
a companion volume to Mr. Hudson's book on British

birds, which was reviewed in our columns a short time
ago. The collecting and studying of life in ponds and
streams are specially adapted to the young naturalist.

Every ditch is teeming with varied and interesting

creatures which can easily be obtained, and the study of

these creatures is open to everyone to a certain extent,

even without the aid of a microscope. Mr. Furneaux
goes fiJly into the subject. He gives sound and practical

advice to the would-be collector and student, telling him
how and where to obtain the different species, and how
to preserve and study them whether alive or dead. A
great number of the species of protozoa, worms, leeches,

molluscs, crustaceans, spiders, iish, insects, and amphi-
bians, which can be found in this country, are described,

and their haunts and habits depicted. The illustra-

tions are numerous and, on the whole, excellent, and
altogether the volume forms a good first guide to the

study of pond-life.

Eleinentarij Gcolofjij. By G. S. Boulger, F.L.S., F.G.S.
(Collins.) Illustrated. Is. 6d. A text-book which has
circulated to the extent of thirty-six thousand copies may
fairly be regarded as having met a want, but it does not
necessarily follow that a book designed for the requirements

of the early days of the Science and Art Department is still

a desideratum, even when " well brought down to date,"

as Mr. Boulger, the reviser of Mr. Davis' well-known little

text-book, says in his preface. The work still bears, to a

great extent, its original features, and the limited space of

one hundred and sixty pages, in these days, is altogether

inadequate to deal with the ever-expanding subject of

geology. Twenty years ago, when concise handbooks on
geology at a low price were not available, there was
some excuse for this sort of thing ; but an all-round

advance since that time demands something more in

keeping with the spirit of enterprise and progress which
now obtains.

Problems of Biology. By George Sandeman, M.A.
Pp. 213. (Swan Sonnenschein & Co.) Gs. Science is

now so highly specialized that it is difficult for a worker
in one branch to understand the significance of the facts

accumulated in another ; and the result is the enunciation

of theory upon theory, which, though able to fully account
for a set of observations made from one particular aspect,

entirely fails when applied to more extended views. The
author of this book expresses this separation very neatly

in the following words, with which we are in entire agree-

ment ;
" The outstanding evil is that every science sufiers

from an insular ignorance of what is meant by the others
;

philosophy, for instance, at present knows little of animals
and plants but what it has learned through the biology of

hypothesis, and accepts the results of the latter for obser-

vation ; and biology is content to find the true differences

of organisms in the structure of small particles within

them, through an inadequate knowledge of physics. In

a word, one science is only too ready to accept the

abstractions of others as answering to the nature of the

matter studied " (p. 13). Many statements of like

character will be found in other parts of the book, and
they will be especially appreciated by students of synthetic

philosophy. What Mr. Sandeman aims at in his essay

is to define the right method and the limits of biology,

and thence to derive a criterion wherewith biological

theories may be judged. His work is thus a con-

tribution to the philosophy of nature, and an attempt
to supplement and interpret biological theory by a critical

method, and as such it is commendable. To him, biology

is not a mere encyclopaedia of facts about organisms—not a

science of form or of function, but the science of the union
of these aspects. He scouts the idea that science and
philosophy are independent, and goes so far as to remark :

" The problem of philosophy as regards organisms is the

problem of biology." This aphorism, indeed, may be
regarded as the metaphysical mirror to which the author
holds up the hypotheses of Stahl, Darwin, Weismann and
Naegeli, de Vries, Galton, Spencer, and Koux, and which
reveals their deficiencies.

SHOET NOTICES.
T/if Elemenls of Fliiisics. By Edwanl L. Nichols and Win. S.

Franklin. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. Cs. This -n-ork, in the complete
form, consists of three rohimes, the one before us being Vol. II.,

which deals with magnetism and electricity. It is purely a students'
book, and, sooth to say, profitable only to those who do not quail

before a vast array of mathematical formuht of the higher order. To
those, however, who can infuse life into such dry bones, the book will

be welcome, for the enimciations are clear, the reasoning close and
well sustained, and the deductions logical and conTincing.

Structural Bofari)/. Fart II.—Ftou-erlexs Plants. By Dunkinficld
Henry Scott, Ph.D., F.E.S. (A. & C. Black.) Illustrated. 3s. Cd.

Unless one studies living plants in the field, and follows up the study
with practical work in the laboratory, all attempts at learning botany
are of but little real value. The needful appliances for pi'actical work
are not expensive, and a very simple outfit will serve for any student
to thoroughly confu-m all Dr. Scott advances in this essentially

practical handbook. Out of the immense variety of cryptograms
some twenty-three types have here been selected, and the morphological
treatment is such as to invest the whole with an admii-able continuity

W'hieh imparts a connected idea of the great groups of plants. The
author has, as far as possible, followed a descending order, proceeding
from the complex to the simpler plants, beginning with Sela'/iaella

and ending with the Mj/xomi/cetes. While tlie book, as a wliole, is

good, the illustrations are excellent as mediums for elucidating the
points intended.

T/ie Bioloqical Problem of To-Day. By Dr. Oscar Hertwig.
Translated by P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A. (Heinemaun.) Illustrated.

3s. Gd. Pi'cformation or epigenesis ? This, it would appear, is the
problem of to-day as far as Dr. Hertwig's book is concerned, and hence
we find here an attempt to explain that exceedingly complicated
process—the way in which the fertilized egg-cell gives rise to the
adult organism. That the highly-developed types of animal and
vegetable life have a very lowly origin we do know ; but as to the
nature of the inherent forces— if we may so express it— in the simple
cell, w-hich govern, as it were, the behaviour of the cleavage cells in

the formation of the organs of embryos, we can do little more than
offer a little intelligent speculation. However, it is something to be

able to say to those interested in the problem that here is a book
which sets forth in intelligible terms a well-reasoned account of the
possible process of organic development. Nevertheless, as one reads

th s book, it is clear that the evolutionist, as he applies his intellectual

powers to the study of the so-called r/ermplasm, is practically at the

cud of a blind alley ; he may throw much intellectual light on the

structure, but when that sti-ucture is an opaque wall it is Bomething
more than difficult to see tluougb it after all.
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Fuel and Sefracfori/ Miitcriats. By A. Humboldt Sexton, F.I.C.,

F.C.S. (Blaekie & Son.) Illustrated. 5s. A book that fills a void

is a desideratum, and in this connection we are indebted to Prof.

Sexton. Such exhaustive treatises as those of Dr. Percy and Dr.

Mills, and the scrappy bits disposed here, there, and everywhere iu

manuals of metallurgy, form two extremes which don't exactly suit

the student who is seeking the shortest route to a comprehensive
knowledge of fuel. Jlence, Prof. Sexton jumps into the breach, and
supplies, iu a convenient form, all that e\"eu advanced students of

metallurgy, engineering, etc., need know on this important subject.

Solid, licjuid, and gaseous fuels; furnaces for metallurgical purposes;

pyrometry; calorimetry; testing of fuels; heating power of fuels, etc.,

etc., are all treated in the same straightforwai'd way —always inclining

towards the utilitarian aspect—and yet there is plenty of evidence
which clearly indicates that the work has been rapidly, and, perhaps,
a little carelessly, compiled.

Fhi/sics Note Book: By J. C. P. Adolphus. (Macmillan.) 2s. 6d.

Apparently this book is intended for naval ollieers, and aims at

expediting practical work in the laboratory. Notes, formuhe, and
instructions for experiments are given, and space is left for sketches
and diagrams of apparatus, which the student is advised to make
from his own observations. The plan of the book will, it strikes us,

serve two useful purposes, namely, the elimination of a good deal of

writing in the laboratory, the time saved being available for actual
experiment; and, second, the necessary formula; being given, time is

again economized by obviating the irksome task of too frequent refer-

ence to books.

Modern Optical Tiisfritiiients, and fUetr Construction. By
Henry Orford. (Wliittaker & Co.)

'

Illustrated. The title of this

book scarcely gives a just idea of its contents, for its main subject
is the human eye, which, though certainly an " optical instrument,"
is not distinctively " modern." But, considered as a treatise on the
eye, the book may be recommended as giving a clear exposition of

its nature as an optical instrument, of the defects to which it is

liable, and of the mides in which those defects are discovered and
corrected. In the main, Mr. Orford's descriptions are easily followed,
for the book contains an imusually large number of diagrams, which,
though poor as to drawing, are at least clear and simple. The literary

construction is faulty at times, and in one case at least the sequence
of the articles is open to objection, for Chapters XII. and XIII.,
which deal very briefly with the optical lantern and the stereoscope,

are preceded by one on stereoscopic projection, which should surely
have followed them. All three chapters are, however, too brief to be
of any real value, and the few lines given on the spectroscope would
have been better omitted.

British Patent Ijtic, and Patentees^ Wrongs and Rights, ^y Hubert
Haes. (Whittingham & Co. ) Is. 4d. Inventors, as a rule, are com-
paratively ignorant of the laws relating to patents, and so, generally,

commit the fruits of their genius to the safe keeping of a patent
agent, who, in many ways, may serve his client with apparent fidelity,

while in reality he serves himself a great deal more. A book such as

this indicates the many pitfalls, methods of pirating, and other ways
in which an inventor may himself remain poor while others are reap-
ing the advantages of his innovations, and on this account it can be
I'ecommended to all those who have anything worth protecting by
letters patent.

We have received from Mr. Ouseley a little pamphlet entitled.

Era of Light : a Unicersal Calendar for All Time, or Perpetual
Almanac. The year, according to the proposed innovation, consists

of three hundred and sixty-four days, each quarter having ninety-one
days, or thirteen weeks exactly. By introducing an extra .Saturday
at the end of each year, and two extra Saturdays every foiu'th year,
the odd days ai-e conveniently disposed of so as to make the days of

the week fall on the same date every year, and the odd minutes and
seconds are at suitable intervals similarly eliminated, so that the same
sequence will obtain, with less than one day's error, in a period
extending over thi'ee hundred and sixty thousand years.

Messrs. Home and Thornthwaite have put upon the market
Overstall's patent driving clock, a piece of apparatus suited for
equatorial telescopes. It has, however, been designed principally for
small telescopes, mounted either on a tripod stand or on the usual
pedestal, and it involves but a small outlay, so that amateurs with
limited means may enjoy the advantages of a hitherto inaccessible
auxiliary, chiefly through the prohibitive cost of the ordinary driving
clock. The right ascension circle is driven round by a simple weight
(about three or four pounds), which directly actuates a screw or worm
gearing with the toothed rim of the right ascension circle, and an
adjustable weight serves to balance instruments of various sizes. Such
an arrangement brings within the reach of the amateur a vast field of
useful investigation, for, with the aid of the simple camera md spectro-
scope, celestial photography can be studied with reasonable hope of
doing something of more than passing interest, even with a telescope
of no more than three inches aperture.
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ILrttrrs.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]

THE LEAF.CUTTEE BEE.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

SiKs,—It is gratifying to me to know that my letter in

January Kxowledc^e under the above title has amused
Mr. Duncan. I hope the following stubborn facts will add
to his amusement.

According to Mr. Duncan's letter in February Knowledge
I am "incorrect," "inaccurate," "most misleading,"
and " distinctly incorrect." My authority is challenged,
as well as the quality of the " pudding '

!

Now, I reply to this letter with great pleasure. The
awkward fact that I have for the past thirty years been in
the habit of keeping a diary of facts observed (generally
over three thousand per annum), enables me to do so with
ease and comfort.

1st.— I ought to have written "the leaf-cutter bee
f/eucrally selects a rose-bush of the ' tea ' type." If Mr.
Duncan has a Gloire de I)iion and Jlari'chal Niel growing
near to each other, I think the bee would prefer the latter.

At some future time I intend to give a complete list of
plants and shrubs from which I have seen the leaf-cutter

bees cutting the leaves.

2nd.

—

I hare seen this bee start a burrow.
3rd.—/ have seen the first piece of (circular) leaf taken

down the burrow.
4th.—7 hace seen the first piece fixed at the bottom.
5th.

—

I hare seen the formation of many cells.

Cth.

—

I have seen the thin edge of the wedge-shaped piece
put into the saucer-shaped foundation.

7th.—What I assert I assert on my own authority,
from my own personal observations.

Perhaps the accompanying photograph, which I made

*»

Photograph of Pieces of Hose Leaves forming one Cell of Megachile
loitliiyhhieUa. 1. Foundation of cell. 2. Cocoon containing
larva. 3. Twelve circular pieces as covers, and the last one
forming the foundation of tlic second cell.

three years ago, of the pieces (twenty-nine in number) form-
ing one cell, will afford Mr. Duncan more " amusement."
The statement that the " pudding " was " a dark compact

mass, emitting a futid odour," proves that Mr. Duncan was
not present when it was being mixed, so he had no chance
of trying the quality of a fresh one.

I do not rely upon every observation made by " well-

known scientific men," many of whom copy the observa-
tions of their predecessors without testing their accuracy.
Abundant proof of this can be given.

I should be very sorry to write that anyone was
"distinctly incorrect," etc., unless I was able to give
chapter and verse for such correction.

My object has always been to endeavour to show to

others some of the marvels of insect life which I have
been privileged to observe. Fked. Enock.

STAE SYSTEMS,
To tlie Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—My object in my letter on star systems was to

show that a close correspondence in the proper motions of

heavenly bodies which are situated at immense distances

from each other affords no proof of physical connection,

even when the resembling motions are of a very unusual
character ; while as regards the stars in the Plough, the

correspondence has not been shown to be very close, nor
are the proper motions of any unusual character. I do
not think the parallax of any of these stars has been
ascertained with any approach to certainty. But it is

undoubtedly small ; and as Sirius and Frocyon are both
comparatively near stars, it is not improbable that the

actual distance between them is less than that between
the extremes in the supposed system in Ursa Major.
Physical connection does not, of course, imply common
proper motion. Indeed, if one star is moving round the

other in a very elongated ellipse, they may be apparently
moving in opposite directions. But the converse question,

whether common proper motion implies physical con-

nection, is the one with which I was dealing. It does so,

I think, only on certain conditions, viz., that the stars are

situated within a moderate distance of each other, that

the correspondence in their motions is close, and that the

motions themselves are of such a character that only a

small proportion of them can be ascribed to errors of

observation. The stars in the Plough do not seem to me
to fulfil any of these conditions. W. H. S. Monck.

SUNSPOTS,
I'o the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—I wish to know, on good authority, the exact size

of the sunspot that I am now watching, and which has
been on the sun's face (to my knowledge) since January
25 th. Can any reader of Knowledge oblige ?

15th February, 1897. C. T. Hudson, F.R.S.
[We have seen the sun to-day ! Mr. Hudson's spot is

visible, but considerably diminished from what it was on
January 25tb. The group consists mainly of an approxi-

mately circular spot nearly three degrees of solar longitude

in diameter, or twenty-one thousand four hundred miles.

Area, three hundred and sixty millions of square miles.

At various distances from the main spot are several smaller

spots ; total area, eighty millions of square miles. Extreme
length, of i/roup, fifty-six thousand miles,—E. W. M.^under.]

VARIABLE STAES.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—The computed maximum of o Ceti, Mira, following

the old terms, fell on November 3rd, 1890, and it again

failed of verification.

But computing from the first observed maximum of last

season, January 19th, that phase at the passing apparition

should occur on December 17tb, 1896, allowing the period

331-6 days to remain constant.

Beginning a search on September 1st, the star was not
found with the field-glass until September 28th, and on the

third night following it was lost. In ten days it was found,

and then lost for another decade. The failures to find

Mira may not unreasonably be attributed to fluctuations

in light, and I would not say to the contrary. But in the

light of experience it seems better to say that they were
due to differences in the condition of the atmosphere

—

conditions not readily perceived under ordinary circum-

stances—for, as a result of my experience, I have a growing
belief that, from exact measurements of the light of stars,

an observer in the north-east quadrant can predict the

formation of a cyclonic disturbance of the atmosphere in

the south-west at a distance of over five hundred miles,

and indicate its probable intensity and pathway.
My observations and estimates of the light of Mira for

the passing epoch are as follows :

—
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1896.

September 2.s

October 6

16

26
28
29
30

Kovember 1

10

12

13

14
15
16
17

18

20
23
24
25

... 8-8

... 8-7

.. 8-.5

80
... 7-9

... 7-8

... 7-8

... 7-6

7'5

... 7-2

... 7-0

700
... 68

6-2

... 6-2

60 j

... .5-9

... 57

... 5-5

... 5-3

Yerv red 5'1

'... 5-2

1896.

November 28
30

December 1

3

4

9

11

13
15

19

20
22
23
23
2.5

26
26
27
29
30

1897.

Jauuai'y 4

Mag.
4-9

... 4-7

4-6

4-6

4-5

4-5

. . \'cr( red 4*4

4-2

4-2

4-4

4-2

4-2

4-2

.. Very red 44
4-2

, 4'4

4-3

4-5

4-3

4-3

43

4-4

41
By placing the maximum on December 16th, the period

of 331 •(! days remains unchanged ; but it has been a ques-

tion in my mind whether it has not been lengthened about

twenty days. The star has been quite perplexing since

December 15th. The figures which I give for any date are

usually the result of three or four observations on that

night, and on many of the nights since then I thought it

varied as much as three steps. And last night it seemed
to be on a rise for another maximum.

Comparison stars used :

—
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her abdomen until the tip touches the ground ; next, the

points at the end of the ovipositor are brought together so

as to form one, which is driven into the sand, worked from
side to side, and withdrawn, bringing with it a small amount
of sand. It is again extended, and the trowel-shaped organs

at each side of the tip are pressed deeper into the sand,

until the hole is three-sixteenths of an inch deep by one-

sixteenth diameter ; the ovipositor is then carefully with-

drawn, leaving the hole quite clear of loose sand. It is

Fig. 1.—The Tiger Beetle {Cidiidela campesiris).

again lowered to the full length, and an oval-shaped and
smooth egg, one-fiftieth of an inch long, is extruded and
placed at the bottom of the hole—"head up"; a few
largish grains of sand are put in, and the hole so artfully

concealed that few there be who find it. The beetle

immediately makes another burrow, frequently within half

an inch of the first, another egg is laid ; and so on until

quite a little colony is formed within a square foot. Each
female lays a large number of eggs, which hatch in a few
days into veritable little " tigers " of ferocity.

During my sojourn at Woking I had fine opportunities

for studying these larvse, my first acquaintance with
which I made one bright day in May, when crossing over

a part of the common. My eyes were arrested by the

sudden appearance of a number of holes in the ground
;

their appearance was so sudden that I immediately puUed
up and stood perfectly still, when in a few minutes each

hole was filled up almost level—with something whose
exact nature I could not at once decide. I moved
forward a few inches, when every hole became empty—the
" something" had shot down out of sight. Once more they

filled up, and then I saw that it was a strange-looking head
of some insect. Drawing from my pocket a long, narrow
"fern spud," I drew my arm well back, and waited for

the head to reappear. On it coming up and settling down
with open jaws, I suddenly lunged out with my spud,

intending to strike across the vertical hole and cut off the

retreat of the creature. In this I was more than successful,

for I managed to cut off its head, while the tail went on
behind. I next tried to dig some larvie up, and, after a

good deal of trouble, managed to turn one fine one out

upon the sand (Fig. 2).

Accustomed as I had become to all sorts of larviB, I must
confess that never before had I seen such a strange-looking

one. It had an immense head, which appeared altogether

too large for the chin, which was produced into an enor-

mous size. The forehead was sloping upwards to the crown,
which was overlapped by a large chitinous, semicircular,

thoracic plate, followed by two smaller ones. The eyes

were very small and cunning-looking, three in number on
each side of the head. The most striking feature was the

pair of curved and turned-up mandibles, which resembled a

pair of tusks or cow's horns. The movement of these was
exactly opposite to those of an ordinary larva, whose
mandibles close ventrally, whereas those of the tiger

beetle larva closed dorsally. Future examination showed
to me the marvellous adaptability of these organs to the

changed surroundings and life of the larva. The mature
beetle runs after—and if necessary flies after—its prey,

which is seized between the mandibles, which open
and close beneath the head ; but in the larva this is

reversed and the prey seized by the mandibles opening

above the mouth. The legs of the larva were long

and sprawling, the toes bifid, long, and pointed ; the

abdominal segments flaccid and white, each with a brown
dorsal patch and tubercles on each side and back, sur-

mounted by long and short spines. The fifth abdominal
segment caught my eye, for I saw that it was produced
dorsally into a huge hump, having at the apex two short

but powerful spines, with another pair in front, the bases

of which were close to those on the apex ; these were long

and curved towards the centre, the hooked points sharp

and drooping towards the fourth segment. The larva was
capable of raising these long spines until they stood out

wide apart, with the hooked points almost at right angles

to the abdomen, and if pressed against any soft sand they

would immediately penetrate it. I saw at a glance that

this complex segment was intended to play some very
important part in the economy of the larva. The anal

segment was also armed with quite a brush of stiff spines,

which I concluded were intended to assist the larva in

walking. Happening to touch the tail, the larva imme-
diately turned its head and thorax right over its back, and
seized that part between its mandibles ; then, after a

moment's pause, it let go and sprang to a distance of

twelve inches. I saw that in doing this trick it had
immense mobility of the neck and thoracic segments.

After I had thoroughly examined these movements I let

it go.

Determined to see what went on below ground, I adopted

Fio. L'.—Larva.

my old plan used when watching the subterranean work
of Attjpus iiiceiis—the British representative of trapdoor

spiders. This was to obtain some plain glass jars of the

type used by confectioners ; these I filled with damp sand

to within an inch and a half of the top, then taking a piece

of cane a quarter of an inch in diameter, I carefully made a

hole three inches deep, close to the side of the glass, which

enabled me to see all that was going on. I next turned

into this hole a larva which was nearly full-fed—about an
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inch and a quarter long. At first it examined the artificial

burrow, and evidently did not fancy living there with one

side transparent, so it deliberately descended to the bottom

and took up a mouthful of damp sand,which it plastered over

the glass. This act was repeated a number of times until

the larva had covered in a height of an inch and a half.

I removed the sand and larva from the glass, refilled and
renewed the hole at the side, and once more replaced the

larva ; and it once more, and many more times, plastered

the glass, until at last it resigned itself to circumstances

and became accustomed to my magnifier.

I found that it used its mandibles for excavating.

Taking up a mouthful of sand, it turned its head up and
fixed the sand above until a small load had collected ; this

was rammed up by the head, as the larva crawled up the

hole, until the surface was reached, when the sand was
balanced on the mandibles and front of the head, which
was then jerked backwards with a sudden movement, and
the sand sent flying to a distance of ten or twelve inches.

When deepening its hole various impedimenta are met
with—tiny pebbles of quartz, each of which is brought up
between the mandibles, balanced, and shot away, and
frequently as not rolls down the burrow of a neigh-

bouring larva, which brings it up to the top, and in its

turn throws it away from its door. When all such impedi-

menta had been removed, and the hole nicely smoothed,
the larva would ascend to the top, and, raising its head
above the surface, commence to bite mouthfuls of sand
from around the edge until a rough enlargement had been
made ; then, raising its head well above, it hammered with

its swollen chin into this until a perfectly smooth concavity

had been formed all round, the exact curve of the chin.

It was astonishing with what force the blows were given.

As soon as the pitfall was completed the larva rested

from its labours by placing the head and first semicircular

thoracic plate almost level with the top of the hole, in

which the plate and head exactly fitted, the open and
turned-up mandibles resting in the curved sides of the pit-

fall—ready to close at a moment's notice should any insect

chance to stray across, when it and the larva both
disappeared to the bottom. I could not ascertain by what
means the larva was supported until it had become
accustomed to the hole at the side of the glass jar. Then

I discovered that the

larva was drawn up
into the most extra-

ordinary position, the

thoracic segment
"close-hauled" under
the chin, beuding
round at the fourth

abdominal one in a

backward curve, until

the large prominence
on the fifth was
brought under and
pressed against the

thorax, the two vertical

spines at the top being

driven into the side of

the burrow. The anal

segment curled round
to the opposite side,

into which the spines

were driven, so holding

the larva up most
securely. Thus, the

body, when seen sideways, formed a perfect zigzag or

(letter S (Fig. 3).

iS

Noticing that the larvfe frequently jerked up their heads

without any apparent reason, I placed a box on my
window-sill, and when there I observed a number of small

spots of a dirty fluid appear on the window two feet above
the box. I then placed a piece of paper at that distance

above, and found the spots appear on the under-
side, proving that the larvse performed the trick, as I

Fia. 4.—Larva : Act of seizinj; its Pr

3.—Larvi

I'ej'.

imagined, to create a disturbance among the various flies

moving about. Thinking that they were able to seize their

prey before it crossed the pitfall, 1 placed flies near, and,

when within half an inch, they vanished with such rapidity

that I could not at first detect the movement ; but on holding

a fly between the pliers I brought it within a quarter of an

inch of the front of the head, and though the larva evidently

saw it, it did not attempt to seize it until it had quietly

lowered itself down the hole, reappearing in a few moments
with the back of the head turned towards the fly, which

was instantly seized by the larva springing out and striking

the fly from above ; the movement reversed, when larva

and fly disappeared in the dark abyss. I gradually increased

the distance so that I could entice the larva to repeat its

attempt several times ; this was done until I found that a

fly could be reached when placed five-eighths of an inch

fi-om the hole, the larva always throwing itself backward.

When making these long shots, as I term them, from the

hole, the larva would sometimes retain its hold on the fly

while I did the same, so that 1 was enabled to see that it

was in some way held in its burrow. By a careful arrange-

ment of silken cords attached to the dead fly, I was able

to draw it near whilst I examined the movements of the

larva from the light side of the glass. Waiting until one

was quietly resting in the zigzag position, I placed my eye to

the fixed magnifier, drew the cord, bringing the fly towards

the hole, and from a sUght movement I concluded that the

larva had seen it. An eighth of an inch nearer and out

sprang the tiger from its den, the body from the first

to the eighth segment being arched backwards above the

level of the vertical hole. The fly was seized and held

fast by the tiger and my cord. A regular " tug of war "

commenced, during which I had time to see that the larva

was securely anchored in its burrow by the long dorsal

pair of spines on the fifth abdominal (ninth from the head)

segment being driven deep into the side of the burrow

just below the pitfall, and to still further strengthen its

hold the anal spines were driven into the opposite side.

Thus securely anchored, the larva could defy any attempt

made by its struggling prey to drag it from its lair {see

Fig. 4). As soon as I released my hold on the silk cord, all
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disappeared below in a moment. The fly was sucked dry, its

old skin taken to the top, and shot away. Thinking that the

larva caught flies on the wing, I tied a dead blowfly to a

piece of silk, which I dangled backwards and forwards over

the holes, until it swung within half an inch of one, when
the occupant sprang up and seized it. I then watched day

after day, until I was rewarded by seeing a larva spring up

and catch a blowfly as it flew over the bos.

The larvfE continue feeding until the beginning of

October, when they deepen their burrows, using the sand

excavated for blocking up the holes. The larva then

retires to the bottom, remaining there in a semi-

dormant condition, and entirely without food. The
approach of spring soon rouses it to activity again, and

the hole is reopened. Another six months' useful work

is passed away, and once more the hole is blocked

up during the second winter, to be reopened in March
or April. At the end of July it excavates at the

bottom of its burrow a very large cavity, one inch and a

half long by three-quarters of an inch iu diameter. This is

sometimes in a slanting position, but more frequently

horizontal ; the large amount of sand is used for blocking

up almost the entire length of the vertical hole. The

i'la. i.— I'ul'a.

larva then rests upon its back, keeping the head under the

original burrow, while the body is supported by the thoracic

plate. This, and the large protuberance on the fifth, so

raise it that no part of the delicate skin can touch the

rough particles of sand.

Here it rests some seven to ten days, when the larval

skin splits at the back of the head, and is quietly cast or

slipped ofl' towards the tail, the thorax again protecting

the body, and in place of the prominence and spines on the

fifth abdominal segment are two fleshy processes pro-

jecting somewhat from each side, surmounted by a brush

of stiff" spines. Smaller and similar processes are evolved

on the first to fourth abdominal segments, which act in

conjunction with the main pair, so that when the larval

skin has been cast, the delicately white and flaccid pupa is

hoist well up and clear from injury by any contact with

the sand (Fig. 5). When seen from the end the pupa

looks much like a ship on the stocks.

When first evolved every organ is pure white, but in the

course of a week the eyes change to a yellowish colour

—

the mandibles, too, are clearly defined beneath the delicate

membrane in which each part is enclosed. In another

few days a most exquisitely delicate green colour spreads

over the head, legs, and elytra ; this increases in another

week, until the creature somewhat resembles a lovely opal.

The legs soon change to dark green, and the tiny bifid

claws begin to twitch ; this is followed in the third week

by the legs showing some impatience to be doing some-

thing. Towards the end of the fourth week they commence

to kick against the roof of the sepulchre, until the mem-
brane splits and very gradually is worked off the head and

thorax, the latter taking the weight of the now fast

s«
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sepulchre from which it was taken. The cycle is now
completed, and the now gorgeously clad tiger beetle soon

reaches the surface ; and after carefully pluming those most
important organs the antennje, as well as every other part

of its body, it, for the first time, stretches its wings and
flies away.

«

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE STARS.
By A. Fowler, F.R.A.S.

ALTHOUGH actual specimens of celestial bodies

cannot be subjected to the ordinary processes of

chemical analysis, something can be learned by
the aid of the spectroscope of the chemical com-
position of those bodies which are self-luminous.

Quite naturally spectrum analysis was first employed in

the investigation of sunlight—or, rather, it was the inves-

tigation of sunlight which pointed the way to the beautiful

method of analysis which has evolved step by step from

the experiments which Kepler and Newton made with a

simple prism.

The discovery by Wollaston of the dark lines which
break the continuity of the gloriously coloured band
forming the solar spectrum, their subsequent mapping by
Fraunhofer. and their interpretation by Kirchhoti', are

points which need not now be dwelt upon, except to remark
that the matching of the dark Fraunhofer lines with the

bright ones seen in laboratory experiments, when the

vapours of various substances are rendered incandescent,

is a perfectly definite indication of the presence of corre-

sponding vapours in the sun's atmosphere. Applying this

method of comparing solar and terrestrial lines, the

labours of Kirchhofl', Angstrom, Thalen, Lockyer, and
others have demonstrated that most of the familiar

metals enter into the composition of the sun's absorbing

atmosphere.
The same principles hold good when the spectroscope

is applied to the investigation of the chemical constitution

of those stars which, like the sun, give spectra characterized

by lines of absorption ; while for stars which give out a

bright line spectrum, the investigation by comparison
spectra is still more direct.

Fraunhofer led the way in applying the spectroscope to

the stars, and although the real significance of what he
saw was unknown to him, he clearly recognized that some
stars in a general way resembled the sun, while others

were vastly different. His earliest observations were
made with a theodolite, having a small prism placed in

front of the object glass ; but he afterwards obtained a

four-inch telescope provided with a prism of the same
aperture.

It was not until the announcement of Kirchhoff's inter-

pretation of the Fraunhofer lines that this pioneer work on
the stars was duly appreciated. Rulherfurd, Secchi,

Huggins, Vogel, and others, successively took up the

inquiry and greatly extended our knowledge of stellar

spectra, distinct types being clearly recognized. Owing to

the dirticulty in procuring large prisms, Fraunhofer's
method of observation was not generally followed—Secchi

alone utilizing it—and most of the observers named em-
ployed some form of spectroscope attached to the eye end
of a telescope, in such a way that an image of the star

under observation was projected upon the slit. Dr. Huggins
was conspicuously successful in his attempts to secure

photographs of stellar spectra, and one magnificent out-

come of his work was the discovery of a long series of

lines, produced by hydrogen, extending far beyond the violet

end of the visible spectrum.

About ten years ago, Prof. Pickering, of Harvard College

Observatory, recognized the great value of Fraunhofer's

star spectroscope for the photographic registration of

stellar spectra, and it is to his revival of this method that

we owe many of the greatest advances of recent years.

When employed for photography, the prism, or train of

prisms, is fixed in front of the object glass with its re-

fracting edge parallel to the celestial equator, so that the

res'Jting spectrum lies along a meridian, and the necessary

breadth of spectrum is then obtained by allowing the

driving clock to be slightly in error so that the spectrum

trails parallel to its own length. Needless to say, the rate

of this trail must be carefully regulated in accordance with

the brightness and declination of the star. A prism em-

ployed in this way is usually designated an " objective

prism," and the whole instrument, when used for photo-

graphy, has received the name of " prismatic camera."

One of the instruments employed by Prof. Pickering is

capable of recording the spectra of stars as faint as the

eighth magnitude, and although the spectra are on a small

scale they sufliciently indicate the characteristic features.

The immense advantage of such an instrument in a general

survey of the stars is its capacity for registering a large

number of spectra with a single exposure, as many as two

hundred appearing on one plate. With instruments of

greater dispersive power only the brighter stars can be

photographed, and it usually happens that only one star

at a time can be investigated ; such instruments are

therefore specially applicable to a minute analysis of typical

spectra.

Prof. Norman Lockyer soon followed in the adoption

of this method of work at South Kensington, and he has

obtained spectra of great beauty and value with a six-inch

telescope provided with a prism of forty-five degrees. Some
of these spectra he has very kindly permitted us to use

for the illustration of the present article, and this

opportunity of inspecting them will doubtless be generally

appreciated.

The plate which we reproduce shows the violet end of

the spectra of six of the brighter stars—Bellatrix, a. Cygni,

y Cygni, p Arietis, Procyon, and Arcturus— and the spectra

are so arranged that lines common to them fall nearly in a

vertical line ; lines of hydrogen being marked H. It will

at once be noted that some of the stars show only a few

prominent lines, while in others strong lines cross the

spectrum at short intervals from end to end. But among
the spectra with numerous Unes, as well as in the case

of those with few lines, great differences are apparent.

The mere taking of a spectrum photograph, however good,

does not advance matters very much. In the first place it

becomes necessary to inquire into the chemical substances

represented by the various lines, and the most obvious

method is to directly compare the spectra of the stars with

those of known substances, exactly as in the case of the

sun. This method was, in fact, the first employed—by
Dr. Huggins—but it is extremely laborious, and to take a

photographic comparison with every known substance

would be still more so. With the objective prism, indeed,

such comparisons are almost impossible. Fortunately, the

repetition of certain groups or series of lines renders such

an undertaking unnecessary. To take a definite case ;

hydrogen lines having once been identified in a star by

a direct comparison with the hydrogen spectrum, the

recognition of the lines of this gas in a photograph enables

the "wave-lengths" of all the other lines to be determined,

and it only remains to compare these figures with those

tabulated for the spectra of different substances.

Matters are much simplified by the fact that there are

many stars which give spectra practically identical with that

of the sun. Such a star is Arcturus ; and a spectrum of this
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kind, with its lines of known position, and frequently of

known origin, serves as an admirable reference in de-

termining the positions and origins of lines seen in other

spectra photographed with the same instrument.

What, then, do we learn when the stellar spectra are

"reduced" in this way? First, we have the fact that

stars of the Areturus class, which are very numerous,
chemically resemble the sun so far as we are in a position

to determine ; and our knowledge of this type of spectrum
is, therefore, practically limited by what we know of the

sun in its most general aspect.

But, after all, if we measure our knowledge of the

chemical composition of the sun's atmosphere by the

number of Fraunhofer lines sufficiently accounted for, we
know very little indeed. With appliances of the greatest

possible delicacy, Prof. Rowland has recently gone over

the ground again, confirming in the main the results

obtained by his predecessors, and has considerably extended
the list of solar elements. Nevertheless, more than sixty

per cent, of the two thousand Fraunhofer lines shown in

Rowland's magnificent photographs between F and D still

rank among the " unknown " lines which remain to be

explored, and, if possible, " run to earth."

There is, however, a possible explanation for some of the

unknown lines. Although the spectrum of a substance is

perfectly definite at a given temperature, a change of

temperature is frequently accompanied by a corresponding

alteration in the spectrum, and in such cases there will

not be a perfect matching with the solar lines, unless the

laboratory spectrum is produced at a temperature more or

less approximating to that of the solar region in which the

particular vapour is located. It may very well happen,
then, that many of the " unknown " Fraunhofer lines

really form part of the spectra of familiar substances under
untried conditions, a view first advanced by Lockyer in

connection with the theory of dissociation.

With regard to stars, the variations of spectrum with
temperature are of special importance, for there is every

reason to believe that some stars are hotter than others.

Tlie spectra of Procyon and /3 Arietis, as shown in our
illustration, differ mainly from that of Areturus and the

sun in their intensified hydrogen lines and enfeebled

metallic ones. Many of the lines in these two stars have
accordingly the same chemical origins as the Fraunhofer
lines ; that is, hydrogen, iron, magnesium, calcium, and
so on.

The spectrum of y Cygni presents several peculiarities,

and has not yet been fully investigated. Its departure

from that of a star like Areturus, which it resembles in

having a great number of lines, is much more considerable

than a casual comparison would suggest, and most of its

lines have not yet been certainly identified.

a Cygni presents us with a still more peculiar spectrum,
hydrogen lines, however, being conspicuous. Many of its

lines seem to coincide in position with lines of known
substances, but they appear with such dift'erences of relative

intensity that it would be unwise to draw conclusions
untU laboratory experiments have indicated the possibility

of similar changes of intensity in the lines of known sub-

stances. Excepting hydrogen, calcium, and magnesium,
then, the lines of a Cygni remain without sufficient ex-

planation.

The comparatively recent discovery of terrestrial sources
of helium has resulted in the identification of many of the
lines in such stars as Bellatrix which had previously
ranked among the unknown lines. In the photograph of

the spectrum of BeUatrix, which is reproduced, the three

most intense hues are due to hydrogen, while seven of the
other more prominent ones have been traced to helium

;

f is one of them. All the remaining lines are very feeble,

so that stars of this class may be said to give visible indi-

cations of little besides hydrogen and helium.

Another group of stars, of which a Orionis is a good
specimen, have spectra showing a great number of lines,

together with a number of shaded bands or flutings. With
regard to the lines, the identifications are even less

advanced than in the case of stars like Areturus ; but

Lockyer has shown that the dark flutings probably repre-

sent metallic vapours at a comparatively low temperature,

while the bright ones, like those in comets, are possibly

due to carbon.

Still another group of spectra is characterized by dark

flutings, which have long been known to be either due to

carbon or compounds of carbon. Little is known about

the lines which also appear. But if the day should come
when the " origin ' of every line in the spectrum of any
star should be known, we should not even then be in a

position to assert that we knew every chemical substance

entering into its composition. In the case of our own sun,

which may be regarded as a star, our knowledge is

enormously extended when the spectra of individual parts

are separately investigated by projecting an image of the

sun upon the slit, and by taking advantage of solar

eclipses. This " taking the sun to bits,'' as Prof. Lockyer

terms it, reveals the presence of certain substances round

the sun—helium among them—which are not represented

at all by Fraunhofer lines, and of the presence of which in

the sun we should have remained in ignorance were it not

for our very special relation to the sun in point of distance.

There is, accordingly, nothing improbable in the idea that

similarly situated vapours in stars may quite elude detection

by the instrumental means now at our command.
More than this : the study of the relation existing

between the different kinds of stellar spectra—a subject too

great to be touched upon in the present article—indicates

beyond all question a gradual evolution through successive

forms with different temperature conditions. A common
composition for all stars is, therefore, suggested, and
dift'erences of spectra on this view are caused by differences

of temperature, some substances best giving comprehensible

indications of their presence at one temperature, and some
at another.

[I should wish to qualify one statement in Mr. Fowler's

most excellent article, viz. : that " the relation existing

between the different kinds of stellar spectra ....
indicates beyond all question a gradual evolution through

successive forms with difi'erent temperature conditions."

This is certainly one interpretation which can be put upon

that relation, but not the sole one. It assumes that the

chemical elements known to us here are not only distributed

through all celestial bodies, but distributed Ln equal pro-

portion through them all ; an assumption which appears

tome not only gratuitous but inadmissible.—E. Walter
Maunder.]

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR MARCH.
By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

SUNSPOTS are occasionally visible on the solar disc.

Conveniently observable mmima of Algol occur

at lOh. Om. p.m. on the 7th, at 6h. 48m. p.m. on

the 10th, and at lib. 42m. p.m. on the 27th.

Mercury is not well situated for observation during

the month.
Venus is now a magnificent object in the evening sky.

On the 1st she sets at lOh. 10m. p.m., or four and a half

hours after the Sun, with a northern declination of 13° 17',

and an apparent diameter of 28", about T*oths of the disc
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being illuminated. On the 5th she sets at lOh. 18m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 14° 57', and an apparent

diameter of 29i". On the 12th she sets at lOh. 26m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 17° 37', and an apparent

diameter of 32i". On the 19th she sets at lOh. 29m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 19^ 54', and an apparent

diameter of 36 '. She is at her greatest brilliancy on the

23rd. On the 26th she sets at lOh. 28m. p.m., wich a

northern declination of 21' 41', and an apparent diameter

of 40''. On the 31st she sets at lOh. 21m. p.m., with a

northern declination of 22° 86', and an apparent diameter

of 44", about y otbs of the disc being illuminated. During
the month she pursues a direct path in Aries.

Mars is an evening star, but is rapidly getting fainter

and smaller. He souths on the 1st at 6h. 42m. p.m., with

a northern declination of 25° 39', and an apparent diameter

of 85". On the 5th he souths at 6h. 34m. p.m., with a

northern declLnation of 25° 42', and an apparent diameter

sets at 2h. 5om. a.m., with a
44', and an apparent diameter

sets at 2h. 41m. a.m., with a

of 8i". On the 12th he
northern declination of 25°

of 7|". On the 19th he

of 451". On the 5th
northern declination of

of 45i ". On the 12th
northern declination of

northern declination of 25° 48', and an apparent diameter

of 7j". On the 26th he sets at 2h. 27m. a.m., with a

northern declination of 25° 37', and an apparent diameter

of 7". On the 31st he sets at 2h. 18m. a.m., with a

northern declination 25° 29', and an apparent diameter of

6|". During the month he pursues a direct path through

a portion of 'Taurus into Gemini.
Jupiter is an evening star, and is well situated for

observation. On the 1st he rises at 4h. 46m. p.m., with a

northern declLnation of 11° 7', and an apparent diameter
he rises at 4h. 27m. p.m., with a
11° 18', and an apparent diameter
he rises at 3h. 55m. p.m., with a
11° 37', and an apparent diameter
he rises at 3h. 23m. p.m., with a
11° 53', and an apparent diameter

On the 26th he rises at 2h. 51m. p.m., with a

declLnation of 12° 7', and an apparent diameter

On the 31st he rises at 2h. 30m. p.m., with a

northern declination of 12° 16', and an apparent diameter

of 435". During the month he describes a short retrograde

path in Leo.

Both Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune axe, for the observer's

purposes, invisible.

There are no very well marked showers of shooting stars

in March.
The Moon is new at llh. 56m. a.m. on the 3rd ; enters

her first quarter at 3h. 28m. p.m. on the 11th; is full at

9h. 28m. P.M. on the 18th ; and enters her last quarter

at noon on the 25th.

of 45 ".

northern
of 44+".

northern

of 44".

On the 19th
declination of

€1^€S9 Column.
By C. D. LooooK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LooooK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of February Problems.

(C. D. Locock.)

No. 1.

1. K to B3, and mates next move.

No. 2.

1. B to Ktsq, and mates next move.

CoBBEOT Solutions of both problems received from

A. P.. Hyatt, H. Le Jeune, Eev. F. W. Quilter, D.D., H.

W. Elcum, W. Clugston, A Norseman, A. E. Whitehouse,

W. H. Lunn, G. E. Hanson, Sigma, E. C. Willis, H. H.
Thomas, W. D. J. Edwards, J. T. Blakemore, Captain

Forde.

Of No. 2 only from G. G. Beazley and M. Wiedhofft.

T. Baddick.—Many thanks ; the similarity you point out

is certainly very remarkable.

ir. H. Lumi.—We regret the omission, assuming that

the solutions were sent in time for acknowledgment.

The following are sincerely thanked for responding to

our appeal for problems:—P. G. L. F., E. Henry, W.
Clugston, A. C. Challenger, Rev. F. W. Quilter, T. Raddick,

J. T. Blakemore, P. H. Williams.

PROBLEMS.

No. 1.

By P. G. L. F.

Black (1).

White (5).

White mates in three moves.

No. 2.

By Eugene Henry.

Black (8).

^ ^ ^ Ml• „... mi
a • ^m ^ m.

J I'^imm ymm _

White (9).

White mates in two moves.

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

The Second Cable Match between Great Britain and
the United States took place on February 12th and 13th,

the number of players on each side being increased from

eight to ten. The British team played at the Hotel Cecil,

London, the hours of play being from 3 to 7 and from

8 to 11.30 each day. Apart from the absence of Mr. Burn,

who declined to play, both teams were considered fairly

representative, though some advocated the claims of more
than one English professional. In a shorter contest Mr.
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BIRD-SONGS IN SPRING.

By Chakles a. Witchell.

SPRING, which is not yet a fortnight old, is the best

of all seasons for the observation of bird-songs; for

what song is not heard at this season ? It is not

possible to discuss the whole range of the subject

—

why birds sing now, and how they sing—in one

article of ordinary length. More profitable will it be to

direct attention to certain important features of song which

offer to the field naturalist—nay, to every occupier of a

garden—an interesting theme, which has hitherto been

Bystematically investigated by only one or two people.

While every physical variation in birds has attracted the

fatal attention of ornithologists, the equally interesting

variations in voice have been almost wholly ignored
;
yet

the latter, rather than the former, indicate the character of

the bird as a living and intelligent animal. It is true that

many vocal variations are too slight or too subtle to be

definitely described ; yet others are of a nature easily

indicated.

The most simple feature to record is the repetition of

a single cry, uttered either by itself or alternately with

other ci'ies. This repetition is the alphabet of bird-song

—

the primitive method which seems to have governed

the development of some of even the most sublime and

passionate strains that delight u.^, as it undoubtedly governs
nearly every song we hear. There can hardly be any
necessity to quote evidence in support of this proposition,

for listening to a wild greenfinch or tree pipit, bunting or

wood wr.n, one hears but a little more than the repetition

of one or two notes ; and the same feature is noticeable in

nearly every other song, includ ng those of the nightingale.

It is least evident in the blackbird, blackcap, and robin.

But the most easily recorded variations are those in the
shortest songs, and in these will local variations be most
distinct. The singiug of three notes by a cuckoo, for

instance, has been recorded ; but how often may it have
occurred unnoticed '! If all the country readers of Know-
ledge were to listen for this single incident, as opportunity
offered, they might establish an important ornithological

fact. For they would prove the bird to be capable of

attaining a higher (more elaborate) grade of song than its

ordinary cry suggests.

To instance a commoner species. The male house
sparrow's love call-note, rliissU-k (rarely heard except in the

breeding season, and then generally uttered near the site

of a nest), is dissyllabic ; but I have known two sparrows
which gave the cry as chississid.-—with three syllables.

One of these birds was at Stroud, Gloucestershire ; the

other is at New Eltham, Kent. The question is, how
often does this variation occur '? Does it not indicate an
advance upon the more simple ordinary note ? The
cuckoo and house sparrow may quite possibly sometimes
give four syllables instead of two, in their cries just men-
tioned ; but until the attention of observers shall have
been devoted to this subject, we shall not be able to point

to areas in which certain species have relatively advanced
beyond their primitive simpleness. There is hardly a

species which does not aflbrd in this one feature of bird

language a novel sithjeot for study. Has anyone heard a

chaffinch, for instance, repeat its alarm note, jink, so

rapidly as to make of it a single exclamation or phrase ?

Probably not
; yet the chaffinch is always tending towards

the development of this variation, and under the influence

of fear or anger it repeats the note at very short intervals.

The whitethroat (to mention a totally distinct race) has
distanced the chaffinch in this progress, as well as in

variety of song ; for its hard alarm-note, chick, is often

repeated so quickly that a sort of phrase is produced, such
as occurs in the alarms of many other birds, notably in

the blackbird, missel thrush, magpie, robin, house sparrow,

greenfinch, and great titmouse. The blackcap also has a

hard alarm-note, ('«/,-, very like that of the whitethroat,

and often uttered ; but only twice have I heard it reiterate

this cry rapidly in the manner of a whitethroat. On both

of these occasions the bird was very much alarmed ; and
the intensifying of its emotions caused an increased

rapidity of the cry in which they were expressed—

a

common incident in animal life. But the chaffinch, even
when terrified, has never to. my knowledge uttered a

phrase of alarm instead of its ordinary single cry.

It may be well to mention here a local variation in the

voice of the chaffinch, which seems not to have been
recorded. I have obseryed it near Eltham, Kent, and
nowhere else. Had it occurred only once or twice it

would not have been very remarkable, but I noticed it in

about twenty birds, all males ; and a more important

circumstance is that the note is undoubtedly used partly

to express alarm. In "The Evolution of Bird-Song " I

have contended that the alarm-notes of allied birds are the

most similar, and that they are of more remote origin than

songs, which more often vary individually ; this note of the

chaffinch is therefore especially interesting.

At the beginning of April last year a strange loud note
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could often be heard from the thickets, even through the
charm of birds there, and it had always the same tone. It

was heard at no particular time of day, but often alternated

with the link or uliit of the chaffinch. Several weeks
passed before the bird uttering this note was clearly visible

as the male chaffinch, and I have no doubt the occurrence
had throughout been limited to this species and sex. The
cry was remarlcably distinct. It could be well suggested
by ;i'<', and in tone closely resembled the coarse final song-
note, zahee or ;.s7i(;r.'.s, of the greenfinch ; but it was not
one-half so long as this sound. It also resembled the short
note jink- which the male yellowhammer often utters con-
tentedly from an elevated perch. It was never uttered in

my hearing by the female chaffinch, nor by the young. At
the end of June it was once slightly varied, and I have no
record of it after that month. It was obviously used pai-tly

as an alarm note, for I heard it .employed, together with
the Jink, to rate a jay, a dog, and, I think, myself. The
note was also given m the song, but only at one particular

part of it, which will be indicated. Dr. A. G. Butler
informs me that the song of the chaffinch is popularly
supposed to suggest the words written under the following
notation, which is intended to represent the general run
of the song :

—

lu an - - ther nioutli will come a wheat-ear . .

Sometimes the penultimate note, the hard " wheat," is

replaced by a double sound, so that the " wheat-ear

"

sounds like " tissicar," and sometimes these last syllables

are themselves doubled. In this particular the chaffinch

exhibits the common feature of greater variation at the
end than at the beginning of a song. I have often noticed

that the hard note "wheat" is emphasized variously by
different chaffinches, being sometimes prominent, and, in

other birds, hardly audible.

When the cry ^i-e is given in song it takes the place of

the hard " wheat," and terminates the strain, which may
then be rendered :

" In another month will come a zee."

There is never a note after the zee, which, indeed, seems
to require some effort, for when it is given alternately with
the Jink or the whit, there is a slightly increased pause
before the zee, and a longer one after it.

I have always considered the hard note "wheat" as
having a family resemblance to certain coarse notes of the
greenfinch, lesser redpole, and some other finches ; and it

is quite possible that the :ee is a survival from an earlier

type of song, in which the chaffinch uttered a few pre-

liminary hurried notes followed by a coarse note, in the
manner of a greenfinch. The notes of the chaffinch have
been here discussed at some length as serving to indicate

a method of observation which may usefully be followed in

the study of bird-song. I may add that Mr. Holte Mac-
pherson also heard the new note, and considered it to be a
local variety.

The family resemblance between the voices of allied

species may be easily investigated in spring, when songs
and alarms arc heard from every side. It is most notice-

able in alarms and call-notes. In the warblers, for

instance, we hear a short hard note, tnrk, slightly modified
in the blackcap and the whitethroats ; and a low nor of

warning, which I have once heard from the blackcap, but
which is a common utterance of the nightingale, sedge
warbler, and the whitethroats. The love-calls are equally
interesting, and are sometimes given in the course of a
characteristic flight, such as the straight, cuckoo-like
flight of the male chaffinch, the slow fanning flight of the

greenfinch, and occasional extravagant evolutions of a

titmouse.

But the most fascinating feature of bird-song is the

mimicry often incidental to it. At first this is not easily

detected, probably because our previous experiences of the

kind have been limited to the performances of parrots.

The parrot seems to make a special effort to mimic, but

most song-birds appear to repeat the notes of others

merely as a means of varying their own songs. One or

two, however, such as tlie starling and sedge warbler,

seem to mimic intentionally, and it is to these that the

observer should first attend. Iiy practice his hearing will

be enabled to follow the rapid vocalization of these birds,

and will become acute to recognize their often exact

mimicry. The skylark next, and afterwards the thrush,

robin, and whitethroat, may be listened to with the con-

viction that occasionally an excellent imitation will be

perceived. On the other hand, but a little mimicry will

be observed in songs of the wild linnet and goldfinch ; and
not once in a year will it be found in any other British

finch, nor in our buntings, pipits, wagtails, titmice, hedge
sparrow, or wren, although several of these birds will

imitate when kept in a cage. The difficulty in observing

may be the reason why bird-song as a subject for scientific

investigation has been neglected, and why ornithologists

have generally dismissed in a brief sentence or two the

songs of their favourites, and have only quite recently

done justice to the clever music of even the best mockers.

The thrush is not nearly so mimetic as the sedge

warbler and the starling, but the accuracy of which it is

capable in this respect may be inferred from the following

incident. One May day at Stroud I was listening to a

thrush, and was naming its imitations, as they occurred,

to my brother, Mr. !<]. N. Witchell, he being much in-

terested in birds and their ways. The thrush several times

repeated very clearly a call-note of the butcher-bird, with

which my brother was not acquainted. On the next day
he was crossing Painswick Hill, and suddenly heard
behind him a repeated cry, which he at once recognized as

that which the thrush had uttered in its song. Turning,

he saw a butcher-bird coming lilting along behind him,

quite in the open, so that there could be no doubt of its

having uttered the cry in question.

ENGLISH MEDALS.-I.
By G. P. Hill, M.A.

THE most obvious feature of the history of the medal-

lie art in England is that the great majority of

pieces of any artistic importance were produced

by foreigners. Out of a total of some two hundred
medallists working before 1760, whose medals

iUustrate English history, hardly more than twenty-five

were Englishmen. Even at the present time, when there

has been a slight revival in the art—although unfortunately

too limited—the man to whom it is due bears a French

name. Nor can it be said that England succeeded, as a

rule, in impressing an English character on the art of the

foreigners who worked for her. There has never really

been an l-'nglish school of medallists of any excellence,

except, perhaps, at the time of the Commonwealth.

Of the medals* relating to English history, the earliest

are two curious French pieces struck by Charles VII., and

recording the expulsion of the English from Franca in

1451. The date is expressed chronogrammatically, i.e.,

* From this series must be excludeil all counters or tokens, und

pieces -n-liich serve a purpose other than purely commemorative.
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by adding together those letters ia the legend which have

a numeral significance.

The first Englishman to appear on a medal was -John

Kendal, Lieutenant of the Grand Master of the Knights

SS3>,

a;--
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only eight years before Bodley's death in 1612, the medal

is much later. The material is lead.

A series of beautiful portraits, produced in a peculiar

manner, were made in England in the reign of James I.

by Simon Passe, of Utrecht. These portraits have the

appearance of being engraved on thin silver plates ; but,

as a matter of fact, they are stamped from metal dies, as

is proved by the fact that several copies of the same
portrait exist which are line for line the same. It is not

unusual to find counters produced by the same process,

although in some cases each piece was separately engraved.*

The reign of Charles I. saw the rise of some new artists,

notably Nicholas Briot and Thomas Eawlins. The work of

these artists, who were employed on the English coinage as

CIIAEI.E3 I., by Beiot.

well as in making medals, has been sufficiently discussed

in a previous article.! I'ut the fine portrait of Charles,

executed in 1G30 by Briot for the obverse of a medal
asserting the claims of England to the command of the

seas, can hardly bj passed over here (Fig. 3). Besides

what may be called the series of official medals, there were

produced during this reign an enormous number of badges

with portraits of the leaders of both parties ia the Civil

War. Thus we have (No. 9) a fiae memorial badge with

the likeness of Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex (whose

name is on some specimens represented by the letters s X).

The reverse bears his arms and the date of his death (11th

September, 1616). Other badges of Essex were given as

military rewards ; and there are similar rewards bearing

portraits of Fairfax, Sir William Waller, Prince Eupert,

and others.

But most numerous are the Eoyalist badges which were

made and worn as memorials of Charles I. One of the

finest (the reverse of which represents Queen Henrietta

Maria) is that of which No. 10 illustrates the obverse, ani
which is from the hand of Thomas Rawlins.

There exists a unique gold piece by Rawlins, which is

generallv reputed to have been presented by Charles I. to

Bishop .Jusou on the scaffold. This is, in reality, not a

medal, but a pattern for a five-broad piece. The work is

by no means of the highest order, and the enormous price

which the piece has fetched must be ascribed to its senti-

mental rather than to its artistic value.

The series of medals illustrating the reign of Charles I.

may be closed with a fine and characteristic portrait of

* Tlic nature cf Passe's work nr.fortuuiitelv piccIucJes the r pre-

sentation of any spccimfu of it in tlip accompanying plate.

+ See Knowledge, October Ist, 1896, p. 218."

Archbishop Laud (No. 7). The well-known medal com-
memorating this prelate's death, with the somewhat
ludicrous design of infant angels carrying to heaven his

mitre and crozier, and the crown, sceptre, and orb of

Charles I., is of later date, having been made by J. Roettier

after the Restoration.

With the Commonwealth, the medallic art in England
comes to its culmination, to decline again but to 3 soon.

At this time there were working for tha Government the

brothers Abraham and Thomas Simon. The Simons
have been claimed as Englishmen—and, indeed, their

work may really be said to bear the national character

imprinted on it ; but their origin was probably French,

and can certainly be traced as far as Guernsey. Of the

two brothers, Thomas has the greater reputation ; but it

is stated on the best authority that the many portrait-

medals signed by Thomas are all from models made
by his brother. We have, however, a number of medals
signed by Abraham himself. As a specimen of the com-
bined work of the two brothers may be mentioned the fine

portrait (No. 8) of Bulstrode Whiteloek, Lord Keeper of

the Great Seal of England, Constable of Windsor Castle,

High Steward of Oxford, made in his forty-ninth year

(1053). Abraham's models were made in wax, and some
of them are still extant.

This must suffice for an illustration of the style of

Thomas Simon in portraiture. Of his medals of a

difl'erent kind only a few can be mentioned. The
battle of Dunbar is commemorated on an oval piece

(No. 11), with a fine bust of Cromwell on the ob-

verse (legend : THE LORD OF HOSTS, word
AT DVNBAR. SEPTEM Y. 3, 1350; signed T. SIMON F.)>

and on the reverse a view of the Parliament assembled in

one house with the Speaker. This medal was struck for

distribution among the officers and soldiers of the army.
The brilliant services of the fleet against the Dutch ia

February, June, and July, 1653, were rewarded by a medal
which ranks among the finest of the English series. There
are several varieties, but all bear the same design (No. 12).

The three shields are forEngland, Scotland, and Ireland ; on
the reverse is a naval fight. The medal is signed by Simon
on the stern of the sinking vessel (SIMON), and on the prow
of another (t S.). Specimans of these medals, with broad

borders of trophies and valuable chains, were presented to

Admiral Blake, General Monk, and Admirals Penn and
Lawson ; four others, with narrower borders of laurel

leaves, and chains worth £10 each, to the four flag officers.

The sailors who saved the Triumph, Blake's flagship,

were rewarded with this medal, bearing engraved a

commemorative inscription: FOR EMINENT SERVICE
IN SAVING Y TRIVMPH FIERED IN FIGHT Wh Y

DvCH IN JVLY, 1353. It is one of these specimens that

is illustrated here (No. 12). The workmanship of these

medals is beyond praise, and will bear without difficulty

the crucial test of enlargement. They arc, in fact, quite

equal, if not superior, to the best Dutch medals of the time.

With Simon's war-medals should be compared the fine

Wyard medal, which has, indeed, been attributed to

Simon (No. 13). Wyard, in a ship of twenty-two guns,

beat off six Irish frigates, carrying a total of one hundred

and eighteen guns ; and his crew were rewarded with a

medal somewhat similar in design to the Blake medals.

Here we may close the first chapter in the history of

English medals. The second chapter may be longer, and

the medals thrice or four times as numerous ; but, from an

artistic point of view, the best period in the medallic

history of En.^land is included, roughly speaking, between

the dates 1560 and 1660, and closes with or soon after

the Restoration.
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ON THE PROGRESS OF CHEMISTRY AND
THE CHEMICAL ARTS DURING THE

QUEEN'S REIGN/=

By Professor Thorpe, LL.D., F.E.S.

CHE^IISTRY as an art has been practised from time
immemorial, and a great variety of what are, strictly

speaking, chemical products, such as metals, salts,

acids, dyes, pigments, were made long before the

Christian era. Chemistry as a science, however,

is barely a century old. It is based upon the Atomic Theory,
and the idea of explaining chemical phenomena by means
of the conception of atoms, foreshadowed by Newton, and
more clearly adumbrated by his followers Kiel, Hartley,

Marzucchi, and Higgins, was first definitely stated by John
Dalton during the first decade of this century. The whole
course ofmodern chemistry ,however complex and many-sided
it may seem, is really one vast elaboration of the Atomic
Theory. As Liebig has said :

" All our ideas are so inter-

woven with Dalton's theory that we cannot carry ourselves

back to the times in which that theory did not exist."

And yet this fundamental hypothesis, as understood by
chemists, had barely come of age when the Queen came
to the throne ; it was not much older at the time than she

herself. The illustrious philosopher who first gave pre-

cision to this idea was still living, but stricken down at the

time by the paralytic attack, the beginning of the brain

disintegration which seven years later ended in his death.

Sir Humphry Davy—a younger man than Dalton

—

the pioneer In the then recently-discovered field of electro-

chemistry, and which to-day is yielding such splendid

fruit, had been dead only about eight years, as were
Wollaston and Thomas Young. All three, in fact, died at

about the same period, and all from affections of the brain.

At the Royal Institution he who has been styled the

greatest of Davy's discoveries reigned in Davy's stead.

Michael Faraday of revered memorj-—blacksmith's son,

newspaper boy, bookbinder's apprentice, and Fullerian

Professor of Chemistry—was then in his forty-fifth year,

in the full maturity of his intellectual power, and near the

meridian of his scientific glory. All his more important

work in chemistry—his discovery of benzene, his researches

on the liquefaction of the gases—had been accomplished,

and he was almost wholly engaged upon those great problems

of electrical science which have made the extraordinary

development of applied electricity, as we see it to-day m elec-

trolytic decomposition, in the electric light, and in the appli-

cation of electricity as a source of power, alone possible.

The Queen, in fact, may be said to have witnessed the birth

of this marvellous application of natural energy, to have
lived with it through its vigorous youth, and to have seen

* From an address delivered at the East London Teelinical

Cijllege, People's Palace, on the occasion of the distribution of science

certificates, February 8th, 1S97. With additions.

the promise of a fruition so vast that no man can set bounds
to it. Think of the simple experiments out of which hag
grown the mightymachinery ofmodern industrial electricity!

Try to realize the difference between Faraday's simple
home-made apparatus—his small copper discs, his bits of
soft iron wound with wire insulated with calico and twine
—and the mighty dynamos which are converting the
energy of a " harnessed" Niagara into heat and light and
chemical action, and supplying power to a continent ! And
all this within the span of a single reign—within the
compass of a couple of generations. This astonishing
movement is what historians will ever recognize as the
characteristic feature of the Victorian era. It has wholly
changed the economic and social condition, not only of our
people, but of every country which has had the intelligence

and the wisdom to participate in it, or the sagacity to

avail itself of its fruits. It has reacted not only upon
industry, but on every department of intellectual effort.

It has changed, although hardly with a commensurate
rapidity—for there is no class so conservative as that of

the schoolmaster—the face of our educational system. To
judge what the change has been, let us try to realize how
chemistry was taught in this country in 1837. As a part
of school education it was practically unknown, although
children whose parents had the good fortune to be in-

fluenced by the teaching of such far-sighted men as Mr.
Edgeworth, had their curiosity stimulated and fed by
occasional lectures on science. As regards the older

universities, at Oxford there was Dr. Daubeny, an amiable
and accomplished gentleman, who was a professor of botany
to chemists, and a professor of chemistry to botanists ; at

Cambridge, there was Prof. Cumming, who lectured on
chemistry, but interested himself mainly in electricity. At
neither place was there anything in the nature of a labora-

tory which the student could attend. If the enterprising

undergraduate desired to familiarize himself with the facts of

chemistry by practical experiment, or sought to try and
work out an idea which might have occurred to him, he had
to pursue his inquiries in his own rooms and with such
apparatus as his means or his opportunities could com-
mand, to the imminent risk of his furniture and to the
dismay and disgust of his bedmaker. It was under such
conditions that the late Sir John Ilerschel discovered the
solvent action on silver salts unacted upon by light of

what the photographers know as " hypo " (sodium thio-

sulphate), and thereby made photography possible.

In Scotland , Dr. Hope—whose name carries us back to the
days of phlogiston— still enjoyed at Edinburgh the fame as

a lecturer which he shared with Davy at the Royal Insti-

tution ; but no tuition in practical chemistry, as a part of

university training, was ever thought of. ^Matters at

Glasgow were a little better, and Thomas Thomson would
occasionally extend a brusque hospitality to the student

who aspired to the art and mystery of mineral analysis,

but no systematic instruction was ever attempted. The
youth with no knowledge of manipulative work, and with
scarcely an acquaintance with the forms even of chemical

apparatus, was regarded as a sort of laborant, and might
be set, at the very outset, to struggle with a zeolite, or

to grapple with an atomic weight determination, as best he
might. This circumstance probably serves to explain the

character of much of the analytical work which is connected

with Thomson's name, and which, happily enough, has
passed into oblivion.

In London there was the promise of better things.

Thomas Graham—who had already made his memorable
discovery of the law of gaseous diffusion whilst Professor

of Chemistry at Anderson's College in Glasgow, where
he had established a school of practical chemistry, and
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where he had as students the late James Young, whose

name is linked with the creation of the Scotch paraffin

oil industry, and the present Lord Playfair — had

followed Ure and Birkbeck to London, and had been

elected to the chair of chemistry at University College,

Gower Street, up to that time known as the University

of London. Here as successor to Edward Turner, a pains-

taking and even brilliant manipulator, whose atomic

weight work rivals that of Berzelius in point of con-

scientious accuracy, he created the School of Chemistry

which, aided by Fownes and Williamson, he made famous

throughout Europe.

But it may be doubted whether in 1837 there were

more than a couple of dozen persons altogether in

the British Isles receiving systematic instruction in

practical chemistry, and even that supply was pro-

bably fully equal to the demand. There was, in fact,

little to tempt men to take up the study or practice of

chemistry as a means of livelihood. Professorships or

teacherships were few in number and poorly paid

;

analytical chemistry, as a profession, barely existed,

although the " expert," pacr Ure, was not altogether

unknown ; and chemical manufacturing was, for the most

part, in the hands of men to whom chemistry was an

empirical art. How things appeared to an intelligent and

keen observer is well illustrated by one of Liebig's letters

to Berzelius, in which he recoimts bis impressions of

England, which he had just visited. Under date Novem-
ber 2Gth, 1837, Liebig tells the Swedish chemist that he

had been some months in England, had seen a vast

amount, and learnt little. England, he says, is not the

land of science ; her chemists are ashamed to call them-

selves chemists because the apothecaries had appropriated

the name. He was extraordinarily pleased with us as a

people and delighted with our hospitality and welcome,

but as regards our chemists—well, Graham was the only

exception, and he was precious. Liebig evidently con-

sidered that Faraday could no longer be reckoned among
the chemists.

But a little leaven was leavening the whole lump, and

that leaven was Liebig himself. Aided by the far-

sighted munificence of a German prince, he had suc-

ceeded in establishing the little Giessen laboratory, and

thither every seeker after chemical truth and every

aspirant for chemical fame bent his steps. Among these

early chemical pilgrims were Lord Playfair, Sir Henry
Gilbert, Prof. Williamson, Dr. Gladstone— all happily

stiU among us. Others might be named, but the greater

number have now passed away. All of them, whether

great or small, brought back from Giessen something

of the spirit and method which have made the little labo-

ratory on the tanks of the Lahn famous in the history

of chemistry. The influence of Giessen has been as a seed

which, falling on good ground, has sprung up and multiplied

an hundredfold. That influence has made Germany pre-

eminent in the world of scientific chemistry, and may make
her pre-eminent, if it has not already done so, in the

world of industrial chemistry. Luckily for this country,

Liebig's influence has reacted also upon us. It has had a

profound effect on chemical activity, and on tbe develop-

ment of chemical teaching in England. One of its first

results was seen in tbe founding, in 1841, of the Chemical

Society, whose duty and privilege it is to foster chemical

inquiry and promote the spread of chemical knowledge.

The Society now numbers upwards of two thousand

members. How it is achieving its ptu-pose may be seen

in the activity and interest of its meetings, in the extent

and value of its publications, and in the helpful hand it

extends to the investigator by the prudent administration

of the funds which have been placed at its disposal by the

munificence of private benefactors and public bodies.

Another notable result of Liebig's influence on chemistry

was seen in tbe foundation, in 1845, of the Royal College

of Chemistry, of which Hofmann, one of his most dis-

tinguished pupils, was invited to take charge— thanks

largely to the action of the late Prince Consort. What
Hofmann, fired by the example of Liebig and his own
innaie enthusiasm, did for chemistry in England may be

seen in the panegyric of Hofmann—the joint work of

Lord Playfair, Sir Frederick Abel, Dr. Perkin, and Prof.

Armstrong, which appeared some little time ago in the

Journal of the Chnnical Society. There is no more in-

spiriting or instructive chapter in the history of chemistry

in this country than that which records the work of the

Eoyal College of Chemistry, and traces its influence on

the development of pure and applied science. Although

Hofmann unfortunately left us, his spirit and example still

remain and actuate us. This spirit has been carried into

a hundred places of chemical instruction and research in

these islands. Let us pray that it may continue and
increase, for it is on its continuance and growth that the

development of chemical science and chemical industry

depends ; and in so far as our national prosperity is connected

with the chemical arts our national prosperity depends on

it also.

It is hardly necessary nowadays to show how closely the

wellbeing of a community is connected with the chemical

arts. Chemistry and its applications concern us at every

turn, for there is scarcely a single industrial operation

which could be named with which this science has not

some relations, either proximately or remotely. There is

a noble passage in one of Sir Humphry Davy's earlier

lectures which well illustrates this point. The lesson has

been frequently urged upon us, but never more forcibly

than by Davy at the very beginning of this century. It is

not often that the theatre of the Royal Institution resounds

with more eloquent sentences than these :

—

" The progression of physical science is much more
connected with your prosperity than is usually imagined.

You owe to experimental philosophy some of the most
important and peculiar of your advantages. It is not by
foreign conquests chiefly that you arc become great, but

by a conquest of nature in your own country. It is not

so much by colonization that you have attained your pre-

eminence or wealth as by the cultivation of the riches of

your own soil. . . .

"In every part of the world manufactures made from
the mere clay and pebbles of your soil may be found ; and
to what is this owing ? To chemical arts and experiments.

You have excelled all other people in the products of

industry. But why '? Because you have assisted industry

by science. Do not regard as indifferent what is your true

and greatest glory. Except in these respects, and in the

light of a pure system of faith, in what are you superior to

Athens or to Rome '? Do you carry away from them the

palm in literature and the fine arts :' Do you not rather

glory—and justly too—in being in these respects their

imitators ? Is it not demonstrated by the nature of your
system of public education and by your popular amuse-
ments ? In what, then, are you their superiors '.' In

everything connected with physical science — with the

experimental arts. These are your characteristics. Do
not neglect them. You have a Newton, who is the glory,

not only of your own country, but of the human race.

You have a Bacon, whose precepts may still be attended

to with advantage. Shall IjUglishmen slumber in that

path which these great men have opened, and be overtaken
liy their neighbours ? Siy. rather, that all assistance shall
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be given to their efforts ; that they shall be attended to,

encouraged, and supported."

These words were spolien in 180D, and during all the

turmoil and political disquietude that marked the opening
years of the century. However willing and receptive

the ears, the time was inopportune. The minds of the

auditors might be convinced, but their energies were
preoccupied with the arts of war rather than with those

of industry and peace. A generation later, and when
Europe had settled down after the fall of Napoleon,
Davy's teaching began to bear fruit. We have seen how
far it had matured at the time of the Queen's accession,

and in the years immediately subsequent to it : how far

has it been attended to and supported since '?

As regards chemical education the difference is enor-

mous. There is not an important town in the kingdom in

which chemistry is not taught, and, on the whole, well

taught. Almost every manufacturing town in the country
can show a public chemical laboratory far better equipped
with appliances for teaching, and even research, than were
the most famous laboratories of sixty years ago. In the
matter of the introduction of the teaching of physical

science into our schools, the force of public opinion is

gradually making itself felt, although the head master, as

a rule, hardly yet realizes the full significance of Faraday's
weighty words when he said :

" I do think that the
study of natural science is so glorious a school for the
mind that, with the laws impressed on all created things

by the Creator, and the wonderful unity and stability of

matter and the forces of matter, there cannot be a better

school for the education of the mind."
Things, however, have improved since the time that

Faraday told the Public School Commissioners that the
fact that the natural knowledge which had been given to

the world in such abundance vvas untouched, and that no
sntficient attempt was being made to convey it to the
young mind, growing up and obtaining its first views of
these things, was to him a matter so strange that he
found it difiicult to understand. The opposition which
Faraday felt was so difficult to overcome, but which,
he added, he had not the least doubt in the world
ought to be overcome, has been to some extent relaxed,

and, in the curt but characteristic language of the forms,
" stinks " are at least tolerated, even if they are not
encouraged, in the curricula of most public schools. It is,

however, in the newer provincial colleges that the teaching
of chemistry has received its greatest development. Owens
College, Manchester, founded more than forty years ago,

has become, mainly by the influence and organising power
of Sir Henry Eoscoe, and of his successors. Profs. Dixon
and Perkin, one of the foremost schools of chemistry in

the country. The great success of Owens College has
stimulated almost every large town to provide itself

with an institution of similar character, and colleges

of university type, all of them with well-equipped chemical
laboratories, are now to be found in Liverpool, Leeds,
Newcastle, Nottingham, Sheffield, Birmingham, Bristol,

Cardiff, Aberystwith, Bangor, and Dundee. Institutions

of a less ambitious type, although provided for the most
part with good accommodation for instruction in practical

chemistry, are met with, amongst other places, at Bradford,
Huddersfield, Preston, Oldham, Chester, Newcastle-under-
Lyme, Portsmouth, Southampton, Camborne, Edinburgh,
and Glasgow. All the older universities have followed suit.

The university laboratory at Cambridge is one of the best

arranged in the kingdom; Edinburgh is also admirably
provided with the means of pursuing research in the higher
branches of the science, as are the recently opened
laboratories of St. Andrew's and Aberdeen. With the

exception of University and King's Colleges, and the

Eoyal College of Science (into which has been merged
the chemical teaching of the Royal College of Chemistry
and of the Royal School of Mines in Jermyn Street),

all the more important schools of chemistry in London
are comparatively modern. The City and Guilds Institute

in South Kensington, built in 1883, and the associated
Institute in Finsbury, erected a short time previously, owe
their origin to the action of the City companies, who
have been instrumental also in founding or in assisting a
number of the Polytechnics scattered round London, such
as the Goldsmiths' Institute at New Cross, the Battersea
Polytechnic, and the East London Technical College,

which has its home in the People's Palace. A great
number of the Polytechnics and minor colleges above
named are dependent upon aid from the Department of

Science and Art, or are supported by funds at the disposal

of County Councils. Indeed, the liberation of the "beer"
money, and its very general application to so-called tech-

nical education, has had a very marked effect in diffusing a
knowledge of the elementary principles of science. Whether
the money is in all cases spent to the best advantage may
be open to question. There is, indeed, little doubt that

more real good might be accomplished by a better method
of allocating the amount, as, for example, by some system
of co-ordinating County Councils within specified areas,

with a view of subsidizing secondary schools and the
colleges of university type situated within the area. This,

however, as a part of the general question of what is the

best method of dealing with secondary education in thia

country, is too complex a matter to be dealt with now. It

is pretty plain that before many more years have passed a
Parliamentary inquiry will be demanded on the working of

the present method of allowing each County Council to do
practically what it likes with what it imagines to be its

own.
No record of the educational work in science of the last

sixty years would be complete without some reference to

South Kensington. The system and its results have been,

at times, the subject of much hostile, and, it must be added,
not very well informed or altogether impirtial criticism.

But I venture to think that any dispassionate and unpre-

judiced inquirer, who will take the trouble to make him-
self master of the subject, will be constrained to allow

that the Department has done great and permanent service

to the cause of scientific education in this country. The
general standard of scientific knowledge has been enor-

mously increased by the hundreds of science classes created

by its agency, and which otherwise would have been non-
existent. How far it will be allowed to continue on its

present footing remains to be seen. It is, however, certain

that the science teaching which it has called into existence,

and which it has fostered and encouraged, is too much an
integral and essential part of our educational system to be

abolished, whatever may be the machinery of State by
which it is to be directed and controlled in future.

What Englishmen of science have done in the way
of chemical inquiry and discovery during the Victorian

era, the pages of the rhilosop/iicul. '/'ninsaciioiis, and of

the Journal of the Clicmicid Socii'ti/, abundantly indicate.

The names of Faraday, Graham, Williamson, Hofmann,
Frankland, Miller, Schuuck, Stewhouse, Brodie, Andrews,
Gladstone, Crookes, Perkin, De la Rue, Miiller, Eoscoe,

Schorlemmer, Rayleigh, Eamsay, Dewar, are associated

with experimental investigations which mark points of

departure in the history of chemical progress during the

last sixty years. These investigations range over every

department of chemical inquiry, from the isolation of new
elements—the preparation of new compounds of great
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theoretic and industrial importance—to the discovery of

new generalizations, and the recognition of important
physico-chemical laws.

As regards originality in the application of chemistry to

practice, our record is hardly less brilliant, although in

too many cases it has been given to other nations—and in

particular to Germany—to gather the fruit which ought to

have been ours. It is interesting to note that the ammonia-
soda process was patented by Dyar and Hemming in the
first years of the Queen's reign, and was worked by the
Muspratts as early as 1839 ; but it was left to two Belgian
engineers to secure for this method of manufacturing alkali

the great commercial success which it now enjoys. The
discovery of benzene by Faraday was the first stop in the
history of the coal-tar colour manufacture ; the second
step was taken by Mansfield, at the sacrifice of his life,

in working out the industrial isolation of the hydro-
carbon ; whilst the third was due to Perkin, when, by
the discovery of mauve, he revealed the enormous wealth
of colouring matter which was latent in coal-tar. In
spite of the labours and example of Medlock and of
Nicholson, the importance of this great branch of industrial
chemistry was not recognized by manufacturing chemists
in this country, and its present extraordinary development
is due to Germany, which has spent upon it some of the
ablest chemical talent it possesses. It is rather by the
development and extension of well-established processes,
depending on comparatively simple chemical principles,
that our progress in the chemical arts is to be measured

;

for our staple chemical industries remain very much what
they were at the beginning of the Queen's reign. The
industrial chemistry of chlorine may be said to have been
worked out by Englishmen, and the names of Gossage,
Weldon, and Deacon are pre-eminently associated with
the growth of this branch of chemical manufacture. The
Muspratts manufactured Liebig's patent manure in 1813,
and this marks the beginning of the large trade in chemical
fertilizers which has been entirely developed during the
Queen's reign. Perhaps the best measure of the progress
of applied chemistry in this kingdom during the past sixty
years, may be gathered from the difference in the amounts
of oil of vitriol manufactured in 1837 and at the present
time. The great value of sulphuric acid as an index of
the prosperity of the chemical arts arises from the circum-
stance that there is no other single chemical product that
is so largely concerned in the manufacture, directly or
indirectly, of other chemical substances. To-day sulphuric
acid is manufactured with an almost quantitative precision,
ihanks very largely to the introduction of the Glover tower,
which it is not too much to say effected a revolution in
this great industry.

What the future has in store for us remains to be seen.
The more general introduction of electrical processes into
chemical manufacturing is bound to effect great changes.
The application of electrical energy has completely altered
the aspect of the metallurgy of aluminium, copper, and
the alkali metals, and it now threatens the supremacy
of the established methods of manufacturing alkali and
chlorine.

So far as can be seen, there is no immediate hope that
this country will be able to compete with Germany in the
manufacture of those products which are the direct out-
come of the application of the higher and more recondite
branches of chemical science to industry, nor will there be
even the prospective hope until our manufacturers, as a
body, bring the spirit of science into their work, and show
a greater receptivity and a more widespread desire to turn
the evei-growing development of the science to practical
account.

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.*

IT
is not given to us all to cultivate that sublime

enthusiasm for the crumbling relics of our pre-

historic past which actuates Dr. Murray in this most
admirable and invaluable address. Originally

delivered as a presidential address to the Cilasgow
Archaeological Society, it is here reprinted from the
Transactions as a permanent collection from many sources

of much curious information on the rise and progress of

the science. But it is more than that. Step by step,

through a clear and perfect narrative of the facts, by
comparisons with other lands, and contrasts with kindred

sciences in our own, the author has compiled an un-
answerable appeal to the Government to project a complete
archaeological survey of the United Kingdom, similar to

the topographical and geological surveys. Such a survey
has been in progress in India for more than thirty years,

and a minute signed by Lord Canning, in 1862, thus
tersely sets out its purpose :

" What is aimed at is an
accurate description, illustrated by plans, measurements,
drawings, or photographs, and by copies of inscriptions, of

such remains as most deserve notice, with the history of

them so far as it may be traceable, and a record of the
traditions that are retained regarding them." In France,

so far back as 1831, M. Guizot, then Minister of Public

Instruction, founded a commission for the conservation of

national monuments. Li Denmark, Prussia, and Bavaria,

similar work has been done ; while the interesting memoirs
issued from time to time by the Bureau of Ethnology of

the Smithsonian Institution on many prehistoric monu-
ments throughout the United States of America, are well

known.
Such a project, then, in our country, is eminently

practicable, perfectly reasonable, and absolutely necessary.

It should be pressed upon the Government by every friend

of archaeological science that a work of such magnitude
and importance should be no longer neglected and delayed.

Let us at once and for ever, as Dr. Murray so well puts it,

" wipe away the reproach that England is the only country
in Europe that does nothing to register and protect her
ancient monuments." The condition of the law in regard

to the question is simply farcical. Sir John Lubbock's
Ancient Monuments Protection Act (45 and 46 Vict.,

cap. 73) was limited to a defined list of only sixty-nine

monuments in all (twenty-nine in England, twenty-one in

Scotland, and nineteen in Ireland) ; but it set up certain

machinery by which the Commissioners of Works are

empowered to receive, by bequest or purchase, any ancient

monument, and some few additions have been so made to

the original list. But, incredible as it may appear, even
this slow and feeble method of preserving tlae undesigned
records of the past has been rendered inoperative by the

Government, who decline to accept further monuments
under the Act. An excellent example of how not to doit.

In deploring the loss of the exact local pronunciation

of place names. Dr. Murray presses the phonograph into

the service, and advocates a phonological museum for the

purpose of recording reliable information as to place names.
An admirable suggestion, which should also serve the

philologist. The author further suggests the founding ot

local museums for the retention of antiquities in the localities

to which they belong, and he condemns the sacrifice of all

local interests to the one purpose of a national collection.

" Because the county of Northumberland is politically in

* "An Archaeological Survey of the I'liited Kiugcloiii : the Preser-

Viitioii and Protection of our Ancient Monuments." By David
Murrav, LL.D., P.S.A. (Ghisgow : .Tiinies MaeLehose and Sons.)
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England is surely no reason why its antiquarian remains

should be transported to London." We heartily sympathise

with this view of decentralization in archaeology, providing

there is some system of recording at the central institution

the treasures thus locally cared for.

For the purpose of defraying the cost of the survey, and
also forming a fund sufficient to protect the monuments.
Dr. Murray proposes to ear-mark the funds arising from the

estates of intestates reverting to the Crown. We do not

care for ear-marked funds, and should prefer to leave the

ways and means to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. One
question remains. Where is the enterprising Member of

Parhament who will make this question of an archaeological

survey his own '?

The address is accompanied by three most valuable

appendices ; («) Questions addressed to its correspondents

by the Comite Historique des Arts et Monumens
;

{b) the

law as to injury to ancient monuments in England, France,

and Germany
;

(c) an admirable summary of the law as to

treasure trove.

THE MAPLE MOULD.

By Rev. Alex. S. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.

ON
the leaves of the plane tree or sycamore our
readers must frequently have observed numerous
black spots, each about half an inch in diameter.

In some parts of the country hardly a leaf of this

tree can be seen in autumn which is not dis-

figured by their presence. While still fresh and green on
the tree, the foliage appears as though it had been
bespattered with ink, and even on the brown withered

leaves after they have fallen the dark spots are highly

conspicuous. These blotches are caused by a parasitic

fungus, Ehytisvta acerinum, the maple mould, one of the

Ascomycetcs, an order of somewhat higher organization

than the I'lrdincg described in Knowledge for November,
189G. Other species of FJiytisma grow on wiUows, on
Andromeda, one of the heaths ; and on the nettle.

Saccardo, in his " Sylloge Fungorum," describes no less

than sixty-three species, from various parts of the world,

parasitic on rhododendrons, magnolias, cacti, pines, and

Fig. I.—The Maple llould (7f /ii//!sma acerinum).

other plants. The generic name, from a Greek word
meaning to dye or stain, is singularly appropriate, for

leaves attacked by the fungus are stained in a very striking

manner indeed {see Fig. I.).

By scraping a discoloured portion of a leaf and mounting
on a microscopic slide we readily discover among the
debris little fau-like tufts of elongated tubular cells, which
are seen to be of two kinds ; some are simply blunt hairs
or paraphyses, others are linear or club-shaped sacs—the
asci—each of which contains eight small rounded bodies,
the ascospores {see Fig. II, 1).

1. lihijtisnia. Sphreria.

A short search among grass during the winter months
is sure to result in the discovery of numerous specimens

with their leaves looking as if minute drops of tar had
been sprinkled upon them. These black shining spots are

not uncommon on the cock's-foot grass {Bactylis ylomerata),

and are caused by species of Sphmria, a genus closely

allied to Uhytisma. Its asci are larger, and may be easily

extracted by moistening an affected portion of the grass-

blade and teasing it out on a glass slide. Each ascus,

as in Ehytisma, contains eight ascospores (Fig. II. 2.)

The Ascomycctes arc a very extensive order, including

several of the larfjer fungi, such as the truffle, the morel, and
the numerous Pi'^i:ce, some of which possess an elegant cup-

like shape, others being brilliantly adorned in orange and
scarlet. Many grow on rotting wood ; the little scarlet

cushions of Nectria dnnabarina, socommon on old sticks in

every garden , must be familiar to many of our readers. ther

Ascomycetes live among moss, on dead leaves, or on the

ground, deriving their nourishment from the decayingorganic

matter in the soil. Some occur as moulds on fruit, bread,

jelly, and the like ; a few are developed in the bodies of

living caterpillars ; while a considerable number are

parasitic on growing plants, and give rise to mildew and
blight. The vine disease, which for some years wrought
such havoc in the vineyards of France and Spain, is caused

by Erysiphe Tuckeri : the hop blight by Podospharia

ctistaynei : the rose mildew by P. pannosa : another, Claviceps

purpurea produces ergot on rye and other grains, rendering

them unfit for food, and even poisonous. The lichens,

those grey and orange incrustations so common on rocks

and trees, should also be mentioned, since a hchen is

simply an ascomycetous fungns which lives parasitically

upon a number of unicellular algas. Yeast is placed by
some in this order, and De Bary is of opinion that the

I'redines sxQ a group of degraded Ascomycetcs.

The spore sac or aseus is a structure characteristic of

the whole series, and gives its name to the order. The
subdivisions are distinguished by the nature of the sporo-

earp or body which bears the asci. The Discomycetes

produce their asci on the surface of a flat or cup-shaped disc :

the Pyrenomycetes develop theirs in the interior of flask-

shaped receptacles or perithecia ; while Erysiphe and Tuber

are cleistocarpous, having their asci in closed sporocarps.

The wall of the sporocarp in many species consists of

dense hardened cells, occasionally highly coloured, but
more frequently brown or black. A vertical section

through a grass blade with Spluerin on it shows a row of

rounded perithecia sunk in the substance of the host, each
invested with its black rind (Fig. III. a). When mature
the asci protrude through an opening at the top of the

perithecium and eject their ascospores. The perithecia of
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Pthi/tisma have also a carbonized rind, but they differ from

those of Sphceria iu forming a confluent mass which opens

by flexuous fissures. The flattened sporocarps are closely

applied to the upper surface of the sycamore leaf, and

within the black rind is a mass of soft, thin-walled tissue,

in the upper part of which, with the aid of the microscope,

the asci may be distinguished (Fig. III. 1).

On a much larger scale we have in the truffle a body of

essentially the same nature. Esteemed by epicures a

vegetable delicacy, the truffle is the underground sporocarp

FiO. III.—1. Section of Sycamore Leaf with Sporocarps oi Shviisma.
2. Grass Blade with Spharice, i. Section of Grass Blade mth
t^porocarps of Spharia.

of an ascomycetous fungus. It has somewhat the appear-

ance of a potato with a rough warted exterior. The solid

substance inside shows marbled veins ; under the micro-

scope the white areas are seen to consist of ordinary

mycelial tissue ; the darker veins are masses of rounded
asci, each enclosing two, four, or eight ascospores. In this

country truffles rarely exceed three or four ounces, but in

Italy and Germany they frequently attain a weight of

several pounds. The people of those districts from which
the principal supplies come employ pigs and specially

trained dogs to guide them to the spots where the truffles

lie buried, and in this way discover where to dig for them.
The species of Tuber are fairly numerous (Fig. IV. 1).

If we imagine a minute truffle with its tubers flattened

out into thin hollow plates, and these glued to the upper
surface of the leaf, we have a fairly correct notion of the

nature of the Bhi/tiswa spots on the sycamore.

The sporocarps of Sphieria and Rlii/tisma grow directly

from the mycelium ; in other Ascomijcetes the mycelium
develops a hard, rounded, tuber-like sclerotium, containing

reserve material, from which sporocarps are afterwards

formed. Some part of the mycehum very generally

assumes a sclerotioid and carbonized character as a
preliminary to the formation of asci. Sclerotia may
become detached and be dispersed : they usually remain
dormant for a time ; as little horny bodies they are fre-

quent on the grams of grasses, rushes, and sedges ; several

kinds occur attached to the bodies of insects. Ergot
grains are the sclerotia of Claviceps : in this case the
sporocarps are not formed in the sclerotium, but from the

latter there arise stalked club-like organs called stromata,
and the perithecia containing asci are developed in the

substance of the stroma (Fig. IV., 3 and 1).

The stroma forms the most conspicuous part of the

fungus iu the Xylariw, common on old tree stumps ; their

erect branching stromata might be compared to little

pieces of blackened coral. They are covered with a layer

of cells bearing white gonidia, but when these are .shed

the carbonaceous rind beneath is exposed ; it encloses

softer tissue in which perithecia are formed. Each peri-

thecium communicates with the exterior through a small

opening in the rind ; these openings have a lining of hairs

which assist in discharging the ascospores. Much, then, as

the little twig-like Xylaria (Fig. IV. 5), the truffle, and
the wafer-like sporocarps of lilnjtisma difl'er in external

form, they are only different modifications of the same
type of structure.

In those Ascomycetes which have been fully investi-

gated, the sporocarp and asci are found to be the pro-

duct of fertilization. The rose-blight fungus is one of

the simplest ; its web-like mycelium, which spreads over

the leaves of its host, develops specialized cells, the antheri-

dium and carpogonium, functionally equivalent to the

stamens and pistils of flowering plants. After fertilization

the carpogonium divides into two cells, one of which

becomes an ascus with eight ascospores. From a cell

beneath it filaments arise, which closely invest the ascus

and constitute the wall of the little spherical sporocarp.

The development of Krysiphe is very similar ; the

carpogonium is more highly differentiated in the bread

mould Eurotiuw, and in Pezha it is provided with an

additional style-like organ, the trichogyne, to which the

antheridium is applied in fertilization. The common
cheese mould is a small truffle ; its minute sporocarps,

no larger than grains of sand, result from a process of

fertilization similar to that of F.rysiphe and Eurotium.

The formation of asci appears to depend on sexual repro-

duction, and though not yet proved in every case the view

is commonly held by mycologists that fertilization is uni-

versal among the Ascomycetes.

The sporocarps of certain species are extremely rare,

the fruits of some being quite unknown. The Erysiphe of

the grape vine, notwithstanding its wide diffusion over

Southern Europe, has never i^een known to produce a

sporocarp. Its propagation is effected entirely by gonidia,

as those reproductive cells are termed which do not result

from fertilization, but are formed by simple vegetative

division. On most species both sporocarps and gonidia

occur, but the latter are usually much more abundant. A
mildew (Erysiphe yraminis) forms httle white flocculent

tufts, very common on the blades of many grasses in

autumn ; these are made up of strings of egg-shaped

gonidia (Fig. V. 1). Another species attacks fruit trees.

A pear tree we examined looked as though it had been all

powdered over with chalk. On submitting a portion of

a leaf to the microscope, there was seen projecting from
the epidermis a perfect forest of crystalline gonidia chains,

as beautiful a microscopic object as one could wish. Yeast

has some claim to be regarded as the gonidial condition of

Fm. IV.—1. Truffle. 2. Its Ascus. 3. Ergot;— .sc. Sclerotium,

6^ Stroma. 4. Section of Stroma, showing Perithecia. 5. Xi/laria.

an Ascomycete. Ordinarily it is propagated in saccharine

solutions by budding, but if nutriment be deficient, as

when it is grown on a slab of plaster of Paris, many of the

cells assume the appearance of asci, each producing four

spores in its interior. Gonidia are of various forms ; the

same mycelium may bear two or three different kinds, as in

the Uiedincs, where the teluto and uredospores are non-

sexual spores or gonidia. In the common moulds

Eurotium and Pcnieitliiim, the gonidia chains are formed

in clusters at the top of a slender stalk, giving the fructi-
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fication some resemblance to a mop or brush (Fig. V. 2).

Sometimes the gonidia are produced in receptacles

resembling perithecia ; these pycnidia in some cases can
hardly be distinguished from spermogonia, such as we find

in lichens and associated with the cluster-cups or the

rredines. Pycnospores germinate more freely, however,
than spermatia. Cucurbitaiia growing on laburnum bark
has four different kinds of pycnidia, but these organs some-
times appear on a mycelium to which they do not pro-

perly belong. On Erijsiphe pycnidia occur belonging to

Cicinnoholus, the slender mycelial threads of which traverse

the thicker ones of Knjsiphe. Nor are such cases un-

common where one fungus preys upon another which is

itself parasitic. Pedta rhytisma, as its name indicates,

selects the spots of the maple mould as its peculiar

habitat. The well-known lines of Swift apply to the

vegetable as well as to the animal kingdom :

—

" So, naturalists observe, a flea

Has smaller fleas that on him prey;
And these have smaller still to bite 'em.

And so proceed ad injinitum.''^

Another Ascomycete which attacks the leaves of maples
is Uncinula bicornis : its sporocarps are minute dark-

coloured spherical bodies, but Melasiiiin aceiinum is not a

distinct fungus—its supposed pycnidia are really the

spermogonia of Rhytisma. In this instance what is truly

a part of the plant itself was long mistaken for a parasite.

The mechanism for the discharge and scattering of the

spores in many of these microfungi is very curious, and

Fl&. V.— Gronidia. 1. GmssMoiild (Eri/sipJie r/rnminis).

2. Blue Mould [Eiiro/iiim aspergillus glaiicus).

quite equal in interest to the contrivances by which the

dispersion of seeds is effected in flowering plants. In
Spharia the cell-membrane of the spore sac is highly
extensile ; each ascus as it ripens suddenly stretches itself

up half way through the opening of the perithecium, and
from its apex discharges the ascospores swiftly one by one
like so many arrows. Similar lively proceedings may be
observed in Ascoholus. The ripe gonidia of Pilobolus,

Copmiiis, and others are thrown off by the explosion of a

subjacent cell. The stalks of the spores in other instances

are twisted, and so hygroscopic that the slightest change
in the humidity of the air produces such rapid torsion that

the gonidia at their extremities are twirled away. Bliythuia,

in common with many PiKhce, exhibits the phenomenon
of puffing, which consists in the emission of a little cloud
of spores in consequence of many asci discharging their

contents simultaneously. The spores of some Spharke
have a gelatinous appendage ; those of Rhytisma an-

dromeda are coated with viscid matter, provisions enabling
them to adhere readily to their hosts. Rhytisma produces
its asci in spring ; there are many points in its life history

which still require investigation.

Science Notes.

By courtesy of the Eoyal Geographical Society, we are

enabled in the accompanying illustration to give an exact

reproduction of the gold medal which the Society struck
for Dr. Nansen. The medal was presented to Dr. Nansen

by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, at the great meeting in

the Albert Hall, on the 8th of February, 1897. On the

same occasion a silver replica of the medal was handed

to Lieut. Scott Hansen, and similar replicas were after-

wards sent to Captain Sverdrup, Lieut. .Johansen, and

Dr. Blessing. The eight other members of the expedition

received bron7e replicas of the medal. Upon a riband in

the upper part of tlie medal is the word " Fram," the

Norwegian for "Forward," and used here as a motto.

The Fmancial Committee of the Norwegian Storthing has

Reverse.

unanimously adopted a proposal in favour of granting four

thousand kronor to each of Dr. Nansen's twelve com-

panions, and three thousand kronor yearly during a period

of five years to Captain Sverdrup, who will be at the head

of the next expedition in the Fram planned by Dr. Nansen

for 1898. No Parliamentary grant is demanded for the

expenses of this new expedition. Lecturers will be pleased

to hear that the lantern slides used by Dr. Nansen at his

lectures can now be obtained of Messrs. Newton & Co.,

who made them for Dr. Nansen. The distinguished

explorer has been appointed Professor of Zoology at

Christiania University, and has also received honorary

degrees in this country.
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Dr. T. K. Eose, in Xtitior, March lltb, describes the

methods of gold extraction by the Tvet process. Although

rapid advances have been made in the science of chemistry,

only about one-tenth of the total output of gold is produced

by that means. The chief processes of wet extraction are

by means of mercury, chlorine, and cyanide of potassium.

The mercury process is very imperfect, owing to minute

particles of gold remaining undissolved, and also because

of the action of mercra-y on sulphides of iron, antimony,

and arsenic, which are hardly ever absent from gold ores.

The chlorination process is more satisfactory, but is rather

expensive. When sulphides are present, preliminary

roasting is necessary. In some cases chlorine gas is

employed, but nowadays strong aqueous solutions of the

gas are found to act more rapidly. The disadvantage of

this process is assignable to the preliminai-y roasting of

the ore. The best process of all is the MacArthur and
Forrest cyanide method, which obviates preliminary

roasting of the ore. This method of extraction is based

on the solubility of gold in potassium cyanide, and the

subsequent separation of the gold by means of zinc.

Sulmau and Teed propose to add cyanogen bromide

to the potassium cyanide, but this method has not

been carried out on a large scale up to the present.

Siemens and Hulske propose to precipitate the gold

from cyanide solutions by electro-deposition, but this

method is costly, because of the large amounts of iron

and lead consumed.

Mr. W. Eagle Clarke, M.B.O.U., sends us an account

of the occurrence of the frigate petrel {Pelayodroma marina)

on the west side of Scotland. The bird, a female, was
captured alive on 1st January of this year, by the margin
of a stream on the west side of the Island of Colonsay.

Having been forwarded in the flesh to Edinburgh and
identified by Mr. Clarke, it is now in the Scottish National

Collection, in the Museum of Science and Art in that city.

The closing week of December last was remarkable for a

succession of south-westerly gales. This is the second

recorded occurrence of this petrel in European seas ; and
it is interesting to note that the first record was also for

the west coast of Britain, namely, at Walney Island, in

Morecambe Bay, where a specimen was washed ashore

dead in November, 1800. The frigate petrel has a wide

range in the southern hemisphere, and it was found

breeding in great numbers on the islands off South-Western

Australia by Gould's collector, Gilbert. Prior to November,

1890, the most northerly point reached by this species was
the Canary Isles, where it has been identified on several

occasions.

At a recent meeting of the Eoyal Botanic Society, the

Eev. Prof. Henslow read a paper upon the effects of light

on the colouring of plants, a subject on which very little

is known. He spoke of the work lately done by Mr. Sorby
in this direction with the spectroscope, explaining the

efiects of the different light-rays upon plant colours,

and showed how all colours were really produced in the

green tissue of the leaf. It appears that the learned

professor agrees with the theory that yellow is the primary
colour.

Eipples produced on a mercury surface, according to

Mr. J. H. Vincent, are invisible to the unaided eye ; but

by means of an electric spark photographs of ripples set

up in the mercury by a stylus attached to a tuning-fork

can be obtained. The phenomena of interference, diffrac-

tion, etc., can thus be shown in quite a novel way.

THE AGE OF MOUNTAINS.-II.

BRITISH MOUNTAINS.

By Professor J. Logan Lobley, F.G.S.

THE mountains of the British Islands, though their

highest summits are but of very moderate eleva-

tion when compared with the principal mountain
ranges of the globe, are yet of great geological and
physiographic interest. Rising, too, sometimes

abruptly and steeply from little above the level of the

sea, they show their full height, and so give bold and
very varied, and in many cases exceedingly beautiful,

scenery. Their chief interest, however, lies in the fact

that they include perhaps the oldest mountain lands of

the world.

They are very distinctly grouped, each group occupying

a well-separated area, and the geology also of each group

is, in the main, distinct. Thus the study of British

mountains and hills may be simplified by considering

them in groups, which may be arranged and designated

as follows :

—

England ; Cumbrian, Pennines, Western, Mendips,

Oeryneans, Central, South-Eastern.

Wales; North-Western, Central, Southern.

Scotland : North-Western, Grampians, Southern.

Ireland and the Isle of Man : South-Western, South-

Eastern, North-Eastern, North-Western, Manx.
Though space will not allow of the geology of each of

these groups being more than very briefly summarized, yet

this will, it is hoped, clearly show the very interesting

character of the geology of British mountains.

ENGLAND,

The mountains of Cumberland, extending into North
Lancashire and Westmoreland, constituting the beautiful

English Lake District, demand, from their height and the

importance of the area they form, first attention. The
group attains in Scafell Pike an elevation of three thousand

two hundred and twenty-nine feet above the level of the

sea. This highest mass, with its surrounding mountains
and the peaks and ridges to the east, consists mainly of

volcanic rocks, the accumulated ejectamenta of a great

volcano possibly as large as yEtna. At Castle Head, close

to Keswick, may be seen a mass of Igneous rock that may
be the root of the infilling of one of the vents of this great

mountain, which existed and was active as a volcano

in Lower Silurian times ; and its ruins, which now con-

stitute these mountains, may consequently be assigned

to that period. On the western side, and on the extreme

east of the area, are vast masses of newer, because intrusive,

Plutonic granites and syenites. From the great hardness,

but still varying hardness, of these Igneous rocks, rugged

and precipitous features characterize the area, and give the

wildest and most picturesque scenery of the Lake District.

The mountains to the north are largely composed of highly

metamorphosed Cambrian and Lower Silurian rocks, the

drbris of very ancient lands, to which the name Skiddaw
Slates is given. The volcanic rocks rest against them,
and these again are covered in places, or over-stepped, by
the Coniston Limestone series of Bala (Lower Silurian) age.

Above the Coniston Limestones, in the south-eastern corner

of the district, are Upper Silurian rocks at a high level.

Although the Skiddaw Slates were elevated before the

volcanic series were accumulated, and therefore in Lower
Silurian times, a subsequent depression and still later

re-elevation gives to these mountains, including Skiddaw
and Saddleback, a date which may be fixed as being between

Upper Silurian and Carboniferous times, by the fact tha
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Carboniferous rocks overlie the Upper Silurians uncon-
formably, and at a much lower angle.

The Pennine mountains of England, with which may
be associated the Cheviots on the Scottish border, extend
from the northern boundary of England to Derbyshire

(summit elevation. Cross Fell, two thousand eight hundred
and ninety-two feet), and are formed of Carboniferous or

Mountain Limestone, Yoredale rocks, and Millstone Grit

;

but of Igneous rocks there is an immense mass in the

Cheviots, and in Derbyshire the " Toadstone " makes its

appearance amidst the Carboniferous Limestone. The whole
range forms a great anticlinal with the Millstone Grit,

dipping both on the east and on the west under the Coal
Measures of the lower levels on either side. The age of the

Pennine range must therefore be later than the Car-

boniferous period, but earlier than the Triassic, the rocks

of which epoch extend on each side approximately hori-

zontally.

The western elevations of England are very ancient

lands. The most southern of these, the Malverns (Worces-
tershire Beacon, one thousand four hundred and forty-four

feet), which form a very perfect mountain range on a small
scale, have a central ridge with expanding base of Syenite,

a varying rock largely made up of felspar and hornblende.
Elevation took place here in very early times, as the HoUy-
bush Sandstone of Cambrian age lies quite unconformably
on the upturned edges of the crystalline Silurian rocks.

Silurian rocks are also high on the flanks of the Malverns,
with a high dip ; and so it is evident that although there

may have been a pre-Cambrian ridge, a subsequent depres-

sion took place which extended through the Devonian
period. But on the eastern side of the Malvern range
Triassic rocks abut at a low angle against the Syenite,

and extend to the east almost horizontally ; while a "fault

"

with a remarkably great '

' throw " extends north and south
for many miles, dividing the low lands of the Severn Valley

from the uplands of the west.

A little to the north, in Shropshire, the remarkable

Herefordshire

4

Caer Caradoc, Corndon, the Clee HiDs, and the Wrekin,
that stand out very conspicuously, and are due to being
altogether or in part formed of hard Igneous rock that has
resisted denudation. In the case of the Clee Hills, a
sheet of basaltic rock forms the summit, and through
this shafts are sunk to work the coal of the underlying
Coal Measures.
The Mendips are a very interesting group of elevations

that illustrate rock-folding on a grand scale, and subsequent
to Carboniferous times. The mass consists of Old Red
Sandstone and Carboniferous Limestone,both greatly folded
and so presenting strata at a high angle of inclination.

That the elevation giving this dip was pre-Triassic is shown
by the fact that rocks of Triassic age lie so unconformably
that they are approximately horizontal on the highly
inclined Carboniferous rocks.

The Ocrynean hills of Devonshire and Cornwall (Yes
Tor, two thousand and fifty feet) are largely formed of the
granites that are so conspicuously seen in the tors of
Dartmoor and some Cornish localities. That these granitic

masses took their present relative position to the neigh-
bouring sedimentary rocks after the formation of those
rocks is shown by the adjacent uptilting and metamor-
phosation. A study of rocks enwrapping the granitic

masses places the age of the uprise as post-Devonian.
Leaving the motmtains and hiUs of the North, the West,

and the South-West of England, and coming to the central
area, it wiU be fomid that the elevations there consist

chiefly of much newer formed land than the elevated areas
hitherto considered. But there is a notable exception.
The hilly district constituting Charnwood Forest, in

Leicestershire, is formed of rocks that are so ancient
that it has been a most difficult problem to determine
their age. They were once thought to be Igneous,
so extreme has been their metamorphosation ; but
they are now determined to be altered sedimentary rocks,

by some thought to be pre-Cambrian, and by others
Cambrian. An elevation, however, certainly took place

Beawii'

WORCESTERSHIRE

Section across the Malverns. 1. Malvern Rock (Syenite, etc.). 2. Caradoc. 3. Wenlock.
4. Old Ked Sandstone. 5. Bunter. 6. Keuper.

Longmynd Hills (summit, one thousand six hundred and
seventy-four feet), consisting of the oldest Cambrian rocks
in a nearly vertical position, with Upper Silurian beds lying
on their truncated edges, form classic ground for geologists.
The verticality of the strata, estimated at twenty-five
thousand feet in thickness, and its truncation, denotes great
elevation, with folding and subsequent denudation on an
enormous scale, and, later, a depression to allow of the
deposition of Upper Silurian rocks. But as these latest

formed rocks are at a high level it will be necessary to fix

the age of the Longmynds as post- Silurian. The western
district of England is diversified by some bold hiUs, as

LONGMYNDS

before the Carboniferous period, and another before the
deposition of the Triassic rocks that lie all around the
area, almost horizontally. At a little distance to the
east is the remarkable mass of rose-coloured horn-
blendic granite forming Mount SorreU, also in its elevation

pre-Triassic. The central hills of England are, however,
chiefly of Secondary geological age, and therefore form
much newer land than that of any of the areas hitherto
considered.

The Chalk hills forming the south-eastern elevations of

England have certainly been elevated since the Eocene
period, for they carry on their surface many Eocene

Section across the Longmynds, Shropshire. 1. Cambrian. 2. Caradoc or Bala. 3. Upper Llandovery.
4. Wenlock Series. F. Faults.
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" outliers." Thug the Marlborough Downs, the Chiltern

Hills, the North and the South Downs, and the chalk

hills forming the backbone of the Isle of Wight, are all

of post-Eocene age. The last-named, at Whitecliff Bay
and at the Needles, may be seen to be almost vertical,

with the whole of the Lower Eocenes sharing their high

angle of inclination.

WALES.

The Snowdonian mountains (Snowdon, three thousand

five bundled and seventy-one feet) have at their loftiest

summit rocks of Bala or Lower Silurian age, and they are

there the remains of a vast synclinal fold the greater

portion of which has been removed by denudation ; so that i

possibly no less than ten thousand feet thickness of rocks

have been destroyed that were above what is now the summit
of the king of the Cambrian mountains. Associated and
interbedded with these sedimentary rocks are great sheets

—

or, rather, masses—of Igneous rocks, which, together with

the Bala rocks, have been upheaved to great heights above

their original level, and so are unlike the volcanic

Cumbrian masses, which have been accumulated at an

original high elevation. The lower beds of the Llandovery

rocks, abutting on and resting unconformably on the

Snowdonian rocks, are conglomerates, and so show shallow

water conditions, from which it may be concluded that the

elevation of the mass was towards the close of the Lower
Silurian period. Many changes of level have doubtless

'occurred since; and there is evidence in the shells of recent

'age on Moel Tryfian, at an elevation of one thousand three

hundred feet, that the whole of Snowdonia below that

level has been below the sea-level in Pleistocene or

Quaternary times.

south-west conformably by the Carboniferous rocks. The
age of the elevation must therefore be post-Carboniferous.

SCOTLAND.

In Scotland the north-western mountains (Scour Ourau,

three thousand and five feet) are separated from the more
central Grampians by Gen More, or the Great Glen,

extending across Scotland in a south-east to north-west

direction, from Loch Linnhe to the Moray Firth, at

Inverness. These mountains possess very great geological

interest, from displaying the oldest rocks in the British

Islands. They consist of crystalline schists, gneiss, quartz-

ites, and various granites, all highly metamorphosed rocks

that have been elevated, folded, contorted, and penetrated

by Igneous rocks before the overlymg strata were deposited.

These are red and purple sandstones (Torridon Sandstone)

of Cambrian age, which rise to considerable elevations, and
dip to the east. They are overlaid in turn, and uncon-

formably, by a series of Calcareous rocks, some dolomitic.

These rocks are known to be of Lower Silurian age, and
to the east pass under the Old Bed Sandstone. Con-

glomerates in the Lower Old Bed contain not only pebbles

of the older rocks, but fragments of considerable size, and
even large masses. The elevation of these mountains

must therefore be determined to be consequent upon

several movements at widely separated periods : firstly

pre-Cambrian, then pre-Bala, and then pre-Devonian. A
very remarkable feature of these mountains is a most

extensive overthrust, whereby the older rocks have been

made to overlie the Silurians. This renders the geology

here very complicated and difficult.

The central mountains of Scotland, called the Grampians,

lie between the Great Glen and the valley extending across

''ufamit S.ilt feet

Section tlirough Snowdou. 1. Llaudeilo. 2. Cara^^oc or Bala. 3. Felspatliic Trap. 4. Volcanic Conglomerate.

5. Intru -ve Igneous Kocks.

The mountains of Central Wales are apparently so

confused that they, to an ordinary observer, seem to be

incapable of arrangement even physiographically. They
have, however, been interpreted chiefly through the early

work of Sedgwick and Murchison. They consist of

Silurian rocks flanked on their north-western side by

Carboniferous rocks, and the Silurians in Merionethshire

form a great anticlinal which is the complement of the

Snowdonian synclinal. Associated with the Silurian rocks,

especially with the Llandeilo, are vast interbedded masses

of volcanic rocks and traps, which, forming very steep

ascents and perpendicular precipices, give a rugged and

wild aspect to the scenery comparable with the volcanic

area of Cumberland. As the Carboniferous Limestone on

the west in Denbighshire and Flintshire rises to a very

considerable elevation, it must have shared in the general

elevation, and so the central mountains of Wales may be

considered to be post-Carboniferous and pre-Triassic.

The southern mountains of Wales include the Black

Mountains with the Fans of Brecon (summit elevation,

two thousand eight hundred and sixty-two feet). They

are formed of the Old Red Sandstone, which here has a

thickness of fully ten thousand feet, and is covered on the

the island from the Firth of Forth to the Firth of Clyde.

Although these are formed in the main of highly altered

Lower Silurian rocks also, they have several features in

which they difl'er from the more northern mountains. The
intrusive Igneous rocks are much more important, forming

as they do vast masses that tower to great elevations,

and form important mountain summits ; one of these is

the highest land in the British Islands, Ben Nevis

(four thousand four hundred and seven feet). Denudation

has sculptured the whole mass into more varied contours,

which give more rugged scenery. This sculpturing has,

however, been commenced on a tableland, as is apparent

when an extensive distant view is obtained of these

mountains, for then it is seen that the summits rise to a

straight line with remarkable uniformity. Again, the

watershed is not so near the sea on the west, though

still much nearer than to the east coast. Old Red
Sandstone, with basal beds of coarse conglomerate, lies

unconformably on the Silurians to the east, from which

we may place the period of the great uplift before the

deposition of those rocks.

The southern mountains of Scotland (Mount Merrick, two

thousand seven hundred and sixty- four feet) are likewise
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formed of Silurian rocks, with a large amount of intrusive

Igneous masses ; but the rocks are for the most part not

metamorphosed like their representatives of the Gram-
pians, and so give smoother features with grassy hill-

slopes. The Igneous rocks have in many places been out-

poured as lava over the sedimentary strata, and resisting

denudation by their superior hardness now form hilltops,

and so preserve the softer rocks below. The Silurian

strata dip northwards under the Old Eed Sandstone and
Carboniferous rocks, to reappear in the Grampians highly

metamorphosed. As the Carboniferous beds have once
extended over the whole area from the Lanarkshire coal-

field to the Cheviots, the elevation of Scotland's southern

mountains must have been subsequent to the Carboniferous

period.

IRELAND AND THE ISLE OF MAN.

When St. George's Channel is crossed other most inter-

esting groups of mountains present themselves in Ireland.

These surround the great central plain of the island of

Carboniferous Limestone.
The highest mountains of Ireland are in the south-

western group, where in the Killarney district one of the

peaks of Macgillicuddy's Reeks, Carntual, towers to three

thousand four hundred and fourteen feet above sea-level.

This portion of Ireland is formed by Devonian and Carbo-
niferous rocks in a succession of parallel anticlinal and
synclinal folds, the Devonians forming the anticlinals,

which are elevations that to the west project into the sea

and form the bold and picturesque headlands of the South-

AVest of Ireland, while the Carboniferous rocks in narrower
bands occupy the synclinal valleys which terminate sea-

wards in bays and indentations of the coast. As there are

no remains of later strata here it is necessary to look to

the eastward prolongation of these flexures in England in

determining the age of the upheavals, and there it is found
that horizontal Triassic rocks rest upon highly inclined

Carboniferous strata, which indicates an elevation of the

50uth-western mountains of Ireland between the Carboni-
ferous and the Triassic periods.

In the South-East of Ireland a group of mountains rises,

in Lugnaquilla, to three thousand and thirty-nine feet, and
consists of ranges having a south-west and north-east

general direction. They are formed of Cambrian and
Lower Silurian rock3,with great masses of intrusive granites

and intrusive Igneous rocks. The granites form a great

mountain mass extending south-westwards fromDublinBay,
and are possibly mainly metamorphic. They are, however,
confined to the Silurian area. As the Old Red Sandstone
has been found to overlie the Silurian rocks, and then
eroded granite—which, from its importance in the area,

must be associated with the general upheaval— it may be
concluded that this upheaval was pre-Devonian, but sub-

sequent to, or at the close of, the Lower Silurian period.

Passing to the north, there is a remarkable group of

mountains, which give a summit elevation in Slieve

Donard of two thousand seven hundred and ninety-six

feet. These mountains form three ranges, the ilourne,

the Carlingford, and the Slieve Croob Mountains, of which
the first is the highest. They consist chiefly of metamor-
phosed and Igneous rocks, granites, syenites, dolerites,

etc., and may be regarded as portions of the base of a
great volcano. From their containing altered Carboniferous
Limestone masses, the age of the rocks is certainly post-

Carboniferous ; and from their dissimilarity to the Tertiary
volcanic rocks of Antrim, they are probably much older

than the Tertiary period.

The north-western mountains of Ireland, with which
may be associated those in the extreme west, are un-
doubtedly the oldest mountains of the island. They rise

to a summit elevation, in Muilrea, of two thousand sis

hundred and thirty-eight feet above the level of the sea.

They consist of metamorphosed and highly contorted

Lower Silurian rocks, with Upper Silurian strata un-

conformable and unaltered, and containing beds of

conglomerates ; and in Donegal, as before mentioned, a

great granitic mass ranges from south-west to north-east.

The stratigraphical evidence indicates an upheaval here

at the commencement of Upper Silurian times.

The mountains of the Isle of Man are very lofty

elevations for the size of the island, attaining in Snafell to

two thousand and thirty-four feet above the level of the

sea. They are formed of schistose rocks of the same
character and age as the Skiddaw Slates of Cumberland,

which encircle and overlie masses of granites. These
Lower Silurian rocks are upturned, and on their denuded
edges repose conglomerates which have now been de-

termined to be the lowermost beds of the Carboniferous

series, though once thought to be of Devonian age.

The elevation of the mountains, it is therefore evident,

had taken place before the Carboniferous rocks were
deposited.

Noti(t9 of Boolts.

The Life and Work of Charles Pritchard, Sarilian Professor

of Astronomy in the Unirersitij of Oxford. (Seeley.) 10s. 6i.

Many hands have contributed to the portraiture in this

work, and it was a wise arrangement, for Prof.

Pritchard's life was a long one, and of such varied activity

that a single biographer could scarcely have done justice

to its very difl'erent aspects. " He really lived the lives and
earned the fame of two or three ordinary men." The
book has been in part written by Miss Ada Pritchard, and
she has entrusted the first chapter on his early life to Prof.

Pritchard's niece, Mrs. Ogier Ward, and the little details

which the latter gives of his ancestry and early upbringing
aft'ord a clue to much that otherwise would be incompre-
hensible in his character. It enables us to understand
how a man " bristling at all points with asperities " could

yet not only win general respect, but exercise a positive

fascination. It is, perhaps, as a schoolmaster that Prit-

chard was seen at his best. His originality and keen
discernment showed here to the greatest advantage, and
he became not merely one of the pioneers of modern edu-
cation, but apprehended and avoided educational pitfalls

which are even yet too common. In this section the editor

has wisely allowed her father for the most part to speak
for himself, the second chapter being drawn from his auto-

biographical pamphlet, " Annals of our School Life."

Here he lays it down as a maxim " that the main intention

of early education should be the development of the Imhit

of thinkiihi, and the exhibition of the right mode of setting

about it."

His second greit rule was, that the time for the multi-

farious instruction required for his full scheme of education

was to be found " in the systematic accumulation of small
increments : but it must be systematic, and, beyond all, it

must be sincere and impartial." It was the same principle

of steady and systematic accumulation which enabled him
when director of the University Observatory at Oxford to

accomplish in the last years of his life more than many
men have done in a whole lifetime of spasmodic devotion
to the science. Thus the completion of more than seventy
thousand careful measures of photographs of stars, he says,

might be accomplished by equal daily instalments, without
any stress of mind, in less than a year.

His successor at Oxford, Prof. Turner, emphasizes Prof.
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Pritcbard's method in his astronomical work ; for it was a

point with the latter to take up a definite research and then
carry it to a distinct completion, "leaving no straggling

ends to be gathered together after his death."

His career as a schoolmaster, first at Stockwell Grammar
School, then at Clapham, occupied nearly thirty years,

from 1883 to 1862. The eight following years, the story

of which is told by his daughter, Miss Rosalind Pritchai'd,

were spent at Freshwater. This was the time in which he
served the Eoyal Astronomical Society in the successive

important ofiices of Secretary, Vice-President, and Presi-

dent. AVith his removal to Oxford in 1870 he entered on
an entirely new career—depicted to us from the point of

view of his family by Miss Ada Pritchard, from that of his

profession by his successor Prof. Turner ; whilst the Bishop
of Worcester, as an old and intimate friend, deals with his

theological work.

That the life of a man so original and many-sided
should have been entrusted not to one writer but to several,

each dealing with that phase for which they were best

equipped, and yet all combined in one harmonious whole,

renders the book a vivid—one might say a stereoscopic

—

representation of its subject, and frees it from that bane
of biography—monotony.
And the book will be valuable not merely as a portrait

or from its quick interest. Prof. Pritchard's example, his

earnestness, sincerity, and method, may well inspire many
a worker, and teach to others the joy he felt himself

:

"We are never so happy as when we have a little too

much to do, and do it."

The Collector's Manual of British Land and Freshwater

Shells. Second Edition. By L. E. Adams, B.A. (Taylor

Bros., Leeds.) Illustrated. A Monograph of the Laiid and
Freshwater Mollusca of the British Isles. By .J. W. Taylor,

F.L.S. (Taylor Bros., Leeds.) In three parts. 6s. each. It

Anodonia ci/gnea (L.), Saudwill Park, Stall'L'nl^llil•o, collected by Mr. J.

Madison, sliowiiig the effects of some severe laceration of the mantle, the
result of which is seen in the strong'y separated parts of tiie left valve and
in the deeph -furrowed right valve. From "A Monograph of the Land and
Freshwater Mollusca of the BritiBh Isles."

would have been matter for regret had not this " Collector's

Manual," with its well-pourtrayed figures and valuable

original observations, met with due appreciation by those

interested in the freshwater mollusca. The author has a

true perception of the spirit of scientific research, which is

significantly displayed in the generalizations drawn from
the many years' systematic examination of specimens
gathered from every part of the island, the total result

forming a valuable acquisition for the conchologist. The
discrimination exhibited in the compilation of the elaborate

synoptical tables is beyond praise, and this part of the

work may be recommended to the notice of beginners as

being specially useful in comparing new finds. The
" Monograph of the Land and Freshwater Mollusca," by
Mr. Taylor, brings together, as far as practicable, aU reliable

information bearing upon the study of this subject, not

from the specialist's point of view, but in a way which aims
at combining all the many aspects of this department of

knowledge. An excellent coloured frontispiece accompanies
each part, and there are hundreds of other illustrations of

the very highest character as regards artistic eii'ect. The
descriptive part is clear, comprehensive, and accurate,

and, best of all, bristles with original observations which
entirely eliminate the dry-as-dust element often associated

with such works. A curious monstrosity or malformation

is here reproduced which will convey some idea of the

quality of the illustrations.

Miseelhineous Papers. By the late Prof. Heinrich Hertz.

With an Introduction by Prof. Philipp Lenard. Authorized
English Translation by D. E. Jones, B.Sc, and G. A.

Schott, B.A., B.Sc. Pp. 340. (Macmillan.) lOs.

It is impossible to do justice to the contents of this

volume in the brief space of a review. We cannot even

refer to all of the twenty-two papers it contains, much less

set forth their scope and teaching. Most of the papers
describe the earlier investigations which Hertz
carried out before his great electrical researches.

At the age of twenty-one he began his first inde-

pendent research at Berlin, while a pupil of "\'on

Helmholtz and Kirchofl'. The subject—electric

inertia—offered dilSculties which many experienced

investigators had been reluctant to attack, while, at

the same time, only a negative result could be antici-

pated. But Hertz finished the task, and was able

by his experiments on the magnitude of the extra

current to assign an upper limit to the kinetic

energy of electricity in motion. His next paper was
more theoretical, but, nevertheless, was of extreme
value, and it is so rare that physicists will be glad

to find a translation of it in the present volume.
The subject is "Induction in Rotating Spheres."
The currents induced in moving masses of metal
by magnets had been studied by Arago, Faraday,
and others, and Maxwell had worked out the theory
of the currents induced in a thin plate, showing also

how it could be applied to Arago's disc. But it was
left to Hertz to solve the problem of the case of a

/,
solid or hollow sphere rotating about a diameter,

y when the hiduciug magnets were outside, or, in the
r , latter case, inside, the sphere.

In 1882 Hertz began his investigations of the
electric discharge in gases, and before a month had
passed he discovered a curious characteristic of the

spark discharge. Then came his paper on the

cathode rays, for the study of which he fitted up a

battery of one thousand secondary cells. To the
majority of people the cathode rays are but things of

yesterday, and even to many men of science the fact

that Hertz arrived at the following conclusion will
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come as a revelation. He said :
" We are forced by the

phenomena to assume that there are different kinds of

cathode rays, whose properties merge into one another and
correspond to the colours of light. They differ among
themselves in respect of exciting phosphorescence, of

being absorbed, and of being deflected by a magnet."
This was written in 1883, yet only last year the composite
character of the cathode rays was announced as a new
discovery !

It was Hertz's observations on the passage of cathode
rays through thin layers of metal placed in vacuum tubes

that led to Lenard's work with tubes having an aluminium
window, through which tte rays could pass to the outside,

and afterwards resulted in Eontgen's discovery. This
paper of Hertz's was published in 1892, and is included

in the present volume.

There are a few other papers which must be mentioned.
One deals with the relations between light and electricity,

and in it Hertz explains the evidence that light of every

kind is an electrical phenomenon ; then there is a paper
in which a scientific definition of hardness is arrived at,

several papers en elasticity, and a paper on the evapora-

tion of liquids iu vacuo ; and introducing these masterly
productions is Prof. Lenard's sketch of Hertz's scientific

development.
We have exceeded the limits within which this review

ought to have been curtailed, having regard to the number
of other works calling for notice in these columns ; but a
Hertz does not often arise, and we could not in justice say
less of the brilliant contributions to science contained in

the book before us. The volume commands a place in

the library of every institution and individual interested

in physical research. It is a monument to a scientific

genius, and as an example of good translation it will be
difficult to excel. For the addition of the work to British

scientific literature, physicists cannot be too grateful.

A Geographical Histonj of Mammals, By E. Lydekker,
B.A., F.R.S. (Cambridge University Press.) Illustrated.

The geographical distribution of animals is always an
interesting and instructive subject. Mr. Lydekker's volume

Head of Male Mule-Deer (Cariaciis macrotis).

FrOiji " A Geographical Htstorij of ^animals."

differs from others on the sime subject in several ways.
The distribution of fossil fo;ms las received greater

attention, the volume deals with mammals only, and
needless to say the zoogeographical regions differ from
those o other works. It will be indeed a time of rejoic-

ing when all zoologists decide to adopt one system of

dividing the earth into zoological divisions. As the case

stands at present, one cannot refer to two books on the
subject which adopt the same regions or even the same
names for the regions. The general plan of Mr. Lydekker's
book is, after an introductory chapter, to give a detailed

account of each of the regions and its sub-regions. Thus,
after the extent and characters of the region are described,

an account is given of the animals inhabiting it, how they
probably arrived, and how they differ from or resemble the
animals of other regions ; the palmontology of the region
is then treated of at some length. The book is undoubtedly
a good one for the student, although we are inclined to

think that the author has, like a good host, offered more
than enough to satiate the most ambitious.

SHORT NOTICES.
Lisi of Private Libraries. T'ol. I.—TAe United States and

Canada. (Leipzig: Cf. Hedeler.) This is the first Tolume of an
interesting project for bringing together brief descriptions of the

more important private collections of books, manuscripts, autographs,

prints, portraits, etc , as well as fine bindings. This Tolume deals

with the United States and Canada, and is intended to be followed

by one dealing with Grreat Britain. The owners' names appear in

alphabetical order, and the description is set out in English, French,
and German, side by side. This alphabetical list is followed by an
index to towns, and also a subject index.

The J^arth and its Story : a I'irst BooTc of G-eoIoqtf. By Ange'o
Heilprin. (Boston : Silver, Burdett, & Co. London : Gay & Bird.)

5s. Illugtrated. Admirably conceived, clearly and lucidly written,

with a good index, and sixty -four n.ost informing illustrations, this

is an excellent pupular maiiual on the story of the ages. The author
claims for his illustrations that they are mainly reproductions from
photographs taken in the field, and they certainly form most interest-

ing accompaniments to the text.

The Literature of Music. By James E. Matthew. (Elliot Stock.)

This is a new- volume of the favourite Book-Lovers' Library, and the
autlior is avowedly an enthusiast in liis subject. The attempt to cover
so much ground iu so limited a s^iace has rendered the task a difficult

one, and if the result is rather a catalogue than a narration it is

largely due to the exigencies of space. Much valuable information
on the literature of anc ent and modern music and musical instru-

ments, together with its histories, dictionaries, and bibliography, is

brought together, the whole being sujiplemented by au index.

Greentpood's Library Year Book. Edited by Thomas Greenwood.
(Cassell & Co.) This exeelUmt annual presents a lucid record of

goodly work, and iMr. Greenwood is to be congratulated upon tlie

phenomenal success which has attended his efforts in the public
library movement.

The .Art of Projection and Complete Mayic Lantern Manual. By
an Expert. (E. A. Beckett, 111, Kingsland Boad, N.E.) Illustrated.

Ss. 6d. To those who need assistance in the management of the
lantern, and reliable information respecting the many accessory pieces

of apparatus used in conjunction therewith, we can recommend this

book. It is profusely illustrated with figures that plainly indicate

the correct methods for obtaining desired results, tables of ready
reference for showing the relations between lantern and disc with
object-glasses of all ordinary focal lengths, together with carefully

detailed instructions for performing experiments in cells, etc., and
projecting the en'arged images on the screen.

Induction Coils and Coil-Making. By F. C. Allsop. (Spon.)

Illustrated. A large portion of this book has already appeared, in

article form, in the Enylish Mechanic. Mr. Allsop is, of course, a
manufacturing electrician, and his work, as far as technical details are

concerned, may be relied tipun. The book, however, is not merely a
series of lessons on the construction of coils, and batteries for woi'king

coils, but it also includes a pretty thorough summary of the literature

on these subjects. There are, moreover, chapters on the method of

obtaining photographs of electric discharges, and a very understandable
description of the X-ray apparatus, together with a simple means of

obtaining photographs. A photograph of the author's hand by means
of a four-inch coil, with two minutes' exposure, is here reproduced,

and it is a very good exam]ile of what may be done by means of

home-made appliances.
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[The Editors do not hold themselyes responsible for the opinions or
statements of correspondents.]

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE STARS.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—In a note on my article on "The Chemistry of

the Stars" in the last number of Knowledge, Mr. Maunder
takes objection to the conclusion that spectral differences

are due to different stellar temperatures, seemingly on the

ground that it necessitates the "inadmissible" assumption
that the chemical elements are distributed in like pro-

portions throughout all the heavenly bodies. So far from
regarding the similar chemical composition of all stars as

an assumption, I look upon it as a result, which, if, perhaps,

not yet absolutely demonstrated by the available evidence,

is at least not in contradiction with anything that we
know concerning stellar spectra.

In the first place, stars with spectra identical with that

of the sun are found in all parts of space—for they are

seen in every direction and are of all magnitudes—and in

all such cases the evidence is complete, not only that

similar elements are in question, but that the absorbing

regions of these stars have precisely the same percentage

chemical composition.

Again, if the variety of stellar spectra is due to funda-

mental differences of chemical composition, one would
expect to find spectral differences among stars which are

at the same temperature. Now, the relative temperatures

of the stars (that is, of their most effective absorbing

vapours) can be determined with considerable certainty :

by the study of the magnesium lines, as Scheiner has
shown ; or, better still, by the varying representatives of

iron at different temperatures, as Lockyer has more
recently demonstrated. When this test is applied, the

verdict is that stars with equal temperatures do not exhibit

any such differences among themselves as to suggest

varying chemical compositions.

In these inquiries allowance must be made for the fact

that spectroscopic invisibility does not necessarily imply
non-existence (as witness the non-reversal of the helium
lines in the solar spectrum), and for the changes in metallic

spectra at different temperatures. The importance of the

latter point is strongly emphasized by the recent work of

Lockyer, showing, with great probability, that the two
thousand lines of iron seen in the arc spectrum are reduced
to nine at the temperature of the hotter stars.* Bearing
these points in mind, as well as the fact that a particular

stellar spectrum is always associated with a particular

temperature, the action of different temperatures upon the

same mixture of chemical substances appears quite com-
petent to produce the observed differences in the spectra

of the stars.

In only one sense, it seems to me, can it be held that

the percentage compositions of stars are different, and that

is to admit that in the hotter stars the chemical elements
are dissociated, some at one temperature and some at

another, so that it would be more correct to distinguish

between elements and their germs. Percentage differences

of this kind, however, are not fundamental. , _
A. Fowler.

[In replying to Mr. Fowler, in order to render perfectly

distinct the point at issue between us, I would like to

quote the conclusion of an article appearing in Knowledge
for June, 1891. " The types of stellar spectra are not to

be explained along one line only, but along two : they do
not always denote the phases attained by the stars in their

development ; they often indicate, instead, radical differ-

ences of constitution." I would also repeat what I stated

in commenting on his article in the March Number, that

his view of the meaning of the relation between the different

kinds of stellar spectra " is certainly one interpretation

which can be put upon that relation, but not the sole one."

I do not dispute for a moment— it would be impossible to

do so—that difference of temperature condition is in very

many instances the true explanation of difference of stellar

spectrum. I only challenge it as the sole explanation and
as being universally applicable. I cheerfully concede that,

in some instances to which Mr. Fowler alludes, the demon-
stration is as complete as we can reasonably expect with
our present knowledge.

I wish to emphasize this point, as it seems to me that

Mr. Fowler has fallen into the mistake of supposing that

if he can prove spectral type to be an indication of " star

age " in several cases, it must necessarily be so in all.

The reverse is rather the case. If the hypothesis of the

exact equal distribution of the elements is upset in a single

instance, it is rendered untenable as a postulate altogether.

I think there are facts which must lead us to this con-

clusion. I can but briefly summarize some of them here.

If temperature change be the sole cause of difference ol

type, then it follows that every star must in its turn pass

through every single variety of type. None whatsoever

can be omitted, no matter how unique and bizarre—unless,

perhaps, we except the type of liighest temperature, uni-

versally supposed to be that of the Sirian stars. To take

a very extreme case : Prof. Pickering has just reported to

us the discovery of a star of a perfectly new type, Xeta

Piippis. On Mr. Fowler's assumption, we must suppose

that every star in the sky must have shown this curious

triple character in the past, or must show it in the future.

And the new rhythmical series must belong to some sub-

stance present in the same proportions in every single

celestial body, but the spectrum of which is developed only

at the precise temperature which Zeta Puppis and no other

known star has reached.

» Nature, March 11th, 1897.
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We have, then, the case of the "fifth type" spectra,

distributed, as is so well known, practically along the

galactic equator. Is it possible to conceive that we have
one well-marked temperature stage confined to a single

great circle of the heavens ?

There is another point. A small star will undoubtedly
" age " more rapidly than a large one. Consequently,

when we have in the same group, and, roughly speaking,

at the same general distance from us, stars of very wide
range of magnitude, we have the right to expect, on Mr.
Fowler's assumption, a very wide range of spectral type.

Indeed, in such groups, we might reasonably look for the

entire series. The Pleiades is a case in point, and here

we find practically but a single type. More striking still,

in the Milky Way—the components of which, as the

arguments of Proctor, Eanyard, and Sutton have shown,
are relatively of no very wide range of distance from us, and
where we find with an enormous range of stellar magnitude
an immense clustering of very small stars—we have a

predominance of the Siriau type. It is just here in the

association of large and small stars of the same type in the

same cluster that the difficulty consists. We ought to

find in such cases the usual evidence of difference of

temperature condition, but we do not.

Further, Mr. Monck has shown that there is a marked
correlation between the amount of proper motion and
spectral type. It is dJfticult to see how temperature and
proper motion are connected.

In conclusion, we must suppose, on Mr. Fowler's
assumption, that nebuhv are, like stars, all of the same
proportionate composition, and are all. strictb/ homo;/encous

throui/Ziout. 1 merely suggest this point for Mr. Fowler's
consideration.—E. Walter Maunder.]

STAR SYSTEMS.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Mr. Monck's letter, page 72, is an important
addition to bis letter in Vol. XIX., p. 274, laying down, as

it does, the three conditions which he considers necessary
before conmoa proper motion can be held to be evidence of

physical connection. The two last of his conditions will,

I think, be geaerally accepted, and Mr. Monck's statement
that they are not fulfilled in the case of the stars in the
Plough is also an important addition to the discussion.

It would, however, be more satisfactory if he would
furnish the exact proofs upon which he bases this conclusion,

for Proctor's statement with reference to the second con-
dition, " that the correspondence in their motions should
be close," is that such is the case with regard to the five

stars ,3 to ^ their apparent motion being unusual and
contrary to that of the majority of bright stars. The
drawing on page 2.51 of your Vol. XIX. shows that Proctor
is correct with respect to the stars y, o, s, ^; but he also

adds the two stars Alcor, and the one between it and ?, as
having nearly the same motion. This would make six

stars within a space of about twelve degi-ees with the same
drift, thus fulfilling the first condition laid down by ^Nlr.

Monck, " that the stars be situated within a moderate
distance of each other." It is a question, however, whether
with our limited knowledge this should be considered a
condition, or what the expression, " a moderate distance,'
can be held to mean. It may be easy to believe that stars
at a much greater apparent, and even actual, distance apart
than these stars may have a common drift and a common
origin.

As regards the third condition, " that the motions them-
selves be of such a character that only a small proportion
of them can be ascribed to errors of observation," Mr.

Monck might suitably supply the grounds upon which he
believes that the condition is not fulfilled in the case of

the Plough. T. W. Backhouse.
Sunderland, ?ilarch 17th, 1897.

THE LEAF-CUTTER BEE.

To the Editors oj Knowledge.

Sirs,—I am sorry if Mr. Enock considered my reply to

his letter in the January Number of Knowledge in any
way discourteous, but I would recall to his lemembrance
that it was he in the first instance who accused me of

inaccuracy, and I was in justice to myself bound to reply

to his challenge and prove my facts, if I did not choose
calmly to submit to Mr. Enock's inference that I had
written upon a subject of which I knew little or nothing.

Had Mr. Enock read my letter more carefully, he would
have seen that I did not state that I relied solely upon the
observations of " well-known scientific men." I have
always been in the habit of investigating and proving facts

for myself, since the time when I worked under the guidance
of my friends and teachers the late Charles Darwin and
Prof. Huxley ; but I do not altogether ignore and discredit

the works of acknowledged authorities, and consider my
own observations and opinions as superior to those of

anyone else.

Mr. Enock's photograph is certainly remarkable, and it

may interest him and others of your readers to see one
that I have taken of a cell of the leaf-cutter bee (Meimfhile

centuvctdaris), the insect I described in the November
Number of Knowledge. The folding under of the leaves

to form the base of the cell may be seen in Figs. 1, 4, 5,

and 6.

Photograph oE Pieces of Leaves forming a Cell of Megachile
centuncidaris. Big. 1.—First or Outer Sheath, showing the lower
portion folded under to form the Base of the Cell. Fig. 2.— Inuer
or First Cap, closing the Coll. Fig. i.—Second or Outer Cap, placed
above First Cap. Fig. 4.—Second Sheaths. Fig. 5.—Third Sheaths.
Fig. 6.—Inner Leaf.

I quite agree with Mr. Enock that the pudding when
made by mother bee is sweet and fragrant, but there is an
old saying that "the proof of the pudding is in the eating,"

and by the time the larva tastes it it has become as I

described.

I forgot to mention in my last letter that there are other

leaf-cutter bees who construct their cells with pieces cut

from the leaves of the willow and the petals of the poppy.
Thanking you for the courtesy you have shown in publishing
my replies to Mr. Enock's letters,

Francis M. Dunc.\n.

1, Lincol Villas, Gloucester Road, Redhill,

March 1.5th, 1897.
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MIRA CETI.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Owing to the long-continued spell of weather
unfavourable to astronomical work, my opportunities for

observing Mira have been very few at this apparition.

The star was plainly visible to the naked eye on
November 2'.)th, and has been looked for on every evening
since that date when there was the slightest chance of its

being seen. It has, however, not been caught sight of for

the past six weeks, and will now set too soon after the

sun.

According to the observations given below, a maximum
occurred on January 23rd or 21th.

1896.
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the earth, and that the movements in the interior of the

nebulosity are not remarkably rapid.

With the records we now possess of the nebula and of

the details of its structure, it will be both easy and certain to

detect any change that may take place in it in the future

if it should exceed about three seconds of arc in extent.

1

M
THE STORY OF A USEFUL LIFE.*
.\XY of the great figures of the Victorian era

—

figures which towered like giants over their

rivals for fame iji their day and generation

—

were, in all probability, simply the lucky
creatures of circumstance, who enjoyed such

excaptional opportunities—holding all the trump cards

—

that perhaps the most
reckless playing in the

game of life could not pre-

vent them from winning.
On the other hand, it has
happened, once in a while,

that a great soul circum-
scribed by every conceiv-

able retarding influence has
risen like a phoenix out of

the ashes of annihilated

foes — foes consumed by
the fire of genius sus-

tained at a white heat

by steady and persistent

effort. The impressionable

world of hero worshippers

—people who stalk through
the diversified avenues of

life as mere spectators of

the real actors—are now
and again arrested in their

perambulations by the

startling revelations of

some fellow mortal, who, it

may be, has thought out

some of life's problems or

solved some of its mysteries.

Time and space form, as

it were, the ordinates of

human life, of the world,

and of the universe. We
are all interested in these

subjects, which concern us

so much and yet convey so

vague an idea to our under-

standing. Our grandfathers

stood aghast when the elder

Herschel drew aside the
curtain and enabled them
to perceive the vastness of

the puny dimensions of our
own day we
the late Dr,

Jaues Ceoll, LL.D., F.E.S., etc.

fluipi " Autobiographical Sketch of Jarms CroU, LL.D., F.E.S

the universe and to

own solar system.

realize

In our
were equally paralyzed with wonder when
CroU invented, so to speak, the geological

clock, and taught us to measure time, not in minutes
and hours, but in millions and tens of millions of years !

Seeing how few and short are the days which fall to us
here, one may well pause when writing, thinking, and
speaking of years by the million.

And who was Dr. Croll ? Probably most readers of

* "Autobiographical Skitcli of James Croll, LLP., F.R S., etc.,

with Memoir of his Life and Work." By James Campbell Irons,
M.A. (Stanford.) 12s.

Knowledge will remember him as the world-famous author

of " Climate and Time," which made its appearance in 1875

;

but, beyond the Cheviot Hills, there are many villagers and

citizens who only knew him as plain .James Croll, an

unobtrusive artizan entirely dependent on the labour of

his own hands for a living until well advanced in years,

and yet by his own unaided efforts he attained to such a

high plane of thought as to win the admiration and respect

of the greatest philosophers of his time in all civilized

nations.

•James Croll was born in the parish of Cargill, Perthshire,

January 2, 1821, and received only the rudiments of an
education. His early science studies were instigated by
the fascination with which the Penn;/ Maijazine, Dick's

"Christian Philosopher," and Joyce's "Scientific Dia-

logues," held his boyish

taste for novelty. There
was in these out-of-the-way

studies no ulterior aim, no
guidance or assistance of

any kind from anyone— it

was diversion pure and
simple, and the lad was
intended for manual work.

In 1837 he was apprenticed

to a millwright, and occu-

pied in this rough, rambling
life, on an average, three

different beds in a week.
Later, he found more con-

genial occupation as a

working joiner; but a defect

of long standing in one arm
being accentuated by an
accident, his course was
again deflected, and he, in

184G, learnt the mechanical
art of weighing and par-

celling up tea, serving over

the counter, and the usual

routine of shop work. As
tea merchant he struggled

on till about 1850, and
then, as a stopgap, he made
induction apparatus for use

as a curative agent, as

electricity and so-called

galvanism at that time
were exciting much atten-

tion. But to the imperative

question—how to earn a

permanent livelihood—

a

possible solution now pre-

sented itself in the form
of a temperance hotel,

and we accordingly find him at Blairgowrie, in 1852,
making chairs, tables, bedsteads, basin stands, toilet

tables, and other articles in order to make a start with-

out sinking hopelessly in debt ; but a year and a half

was sufficient to show that the hotel would never become
self-supporting, and hence, in 1853, he began what
proved to be the most disagreeable part of his life

—

that of an insurance agent— for to one of a retiring

disposition like Croll it was venom to his soul to be
constantly obhged to make up to strangers. In 1858 he
obtained a place in the office of the Comnionwealtk, a
Glasgow weekly newspaper, and in the following year he
was appointed caretaker of Anderson's College and Museum.
After upwards of twenty years of all sorts of hardships
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and difBculties, this berth, though the salary was small,

suited him entirely, and afforded that opportunity for

which his thirst for knowledge craved—the free use of a
valuable library. Here he read the researches of Faraday,
Joule, Thomson, Tyndall, Rankiue, Darwin, and others.

In the spring of 1.S64, Croll independently conceived that
the change in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit might
be the real cause of the glacial epoch— a subject which at

the time was being discussed by geologists—and he wrote
a paper expressing his views, which was published in the
P/iihAsiipliiciil ]\[aiffi:ine fov August, 1864. The originality

of the ideas advanced attracted much attention, among
the men of note who appreciated the new departure being
Sir Archibald Geikie, who invited Croll to join the Scottish
Geological Survey, on the reorganization of the service in

1867. Croll, who was then forty-six years of age, had to

submit to the indignity of being plucked by the Civil

Service Commissioners because he did not succeed in
totting long columns of figures and writing neatly like a
young lad fresh from school ; but the wooden rules of red-
tapeism were ultimately relaxed on the strong recommen-
dation of Geikie, i^iurchison, and Thomson, to accept
Croll's great calculations regarding the eccentricity of the
earth's orbit and the precession of the equinoxes during
the last ten million years as sufficient evidence of his
capacity for figui-es, and big papers published in scientific

journals as proof of his ability to write tolerable English.
He accordingly entered the service on September 2nd,
1867, and for thirteen years conducted the correspondence
with the men in the field, supplied them with necessary
maps, instruments, and stores, etc., from a central ofBce
in Edinburgh—duties which were physically and mentally
of a light character, and consequently admitted of his
continuing his own private investigations in speculative
philosophy. Eetiring from active service in 1881, he
lingered on till the loth December, 1890, writing a little

as he was able. Such is a brief outline of Dr. Croll's life.

He was throughout his career a toiler for daily bread
;

all his purely scientific work being of the nature of a
hobby, and not in any sense a profession or means of

augmenting his resources from a pecuniary point of view.
Dr. Croll's first literary work of any pretension was

" The Philosophy of Theism," 1857, a volume published
anonymously, and the object of which was, not to prove
the existence of God, but to investigate the method to be
pursued in order to arrive at a proof of His existence. It is

worthy of note that Dr. Cairns predicted that the unknown
writer needed only to give himself entirely to this topic

—

or any other—to achieve distinguished success, his style

being conspicuous for dignity, manliness, and translucency.
During the next few years he contributed several interesting

papers to the press, which showed that he was busily

occupied in thinking out for himself some of the great
scientific problems of the day ; but it is to the year 1801
that we must look for the initial point in that brilliant

career which he ultimately carved out for himself. His
scientific papers maybe divided into six groups : (1) Early
Physical Papers; (2) "Age and Origin of the Sun";
(8) " Geological Climate and Chronology"; (1) " Glacial

Epoch and Glaciers"
; (5) " Ocean Currents"

;
(G) Mis-

cellaneous Papers.

A few words from Prof. Tyndall in reply to Croll, who
had submitted one of his papers, will convey some idea of

the value of the latter's physical investigations :
—" Your

letter was interesting to me as an illustration of power to

seize a definite physical image : the molecules acting as
hammers was capital." On another occasion, after sending
his paper "On Supposed Objections to the Dynamical Theory
of. Heat," Croll received this reply: "The very experiment

to which you refer, of rendering a body hot by concussion,

is the one which most influenced my conviction that it

was possible to produce incandescence by invisible rays."

Dr. Croll, in his paper " On the Physical Cause of the
Change of Climate during Geological Epochs," summarized
the theories then in vogue, and declared them to be
insufficient to account for the magnitude of the results.

He then discussed the effects of changes in the eccentricity

of the earth's orbit, both directly and indirectly, but
showed that a lack of data prevented any very definite

conclusions being drawn. By means of Leverrier's

formula;, he calculated tables of eccentricity for three

million years in the past and one million years in the

future, with the view of determining the periods of high
eccentricity which, according to his theory, were coincident

with cycles of extreme cold. The late Sir Andrew
Eamsay was one of the very first to perceive the

importance of Croll's paper, and, quite unknown to

the author, he wrote, lOfch August, IsOl : "I have just

read your article . . . and am very much struck with

your views. . . . If your theory be true, we may have
at length some hope of being able to measure geological

time. ... I was delighted to find the statement so

plainly put." In the four million years included in Croll's

computations three epochs of high eccentricity were
apparent, and at the one which occurred eight hundred and
fifcy thousand years ago he concluded that the Gulf Stream
could not have been more than half its present volume.
The midwinter temperature of Scotland would be 45-3° P.

lower than at present, owing to the greater distance from
the sun, while, the Gulf Stream would cause a further

diminution of 14^ F., giving a total diminution of 59-3 F.

below the present midwinter temperature of 39^ F. Thus
the midwinter temperature of Scotland eight hundred and
fifty thousand years ago was —20-3 F. If glacial con-

ditous occur when the eccentricity is great, then there is a

possibility of correlating these ice epochs with definite

dates ; and when the dates of the most recent glacial

epochs are fixed, the approximate age of the other ejoocha

and events of the earth's evolution can be estimated.

By another process of reasoning. Dr. Croll studied the

origin and age of the sun, and he was disposed to fix the

limit at one hundred million years. In seeking to

establish the age of the stratified rocks, he based his

estimates on the known rates at which the Mississippi

carries sediment into the ocean. This fairly typical river

removes one foot from the surface of the land in six

thousand years. By this process of denudation, continents

are cut up into islands, and these again into smaller tracts,

till the whole finally disappears. In his " Stellar Evo-
lution," Croll elaborated a theory of the origin of suns and
systems which has at least secured the approval of many
eminent astronomers, and will find a place in the history

of astronomical speculation for long years, if not for all

time. In his last work, " The Philosophical Basis of

Evolution," he concludes that the universe, in all its

beauty, joy, and fulness of life, can never be explained in

terms of matter, motion, and force ; so that the whole
process of evolution, natural selection included, evidently

points to Theism. The argument, as far as it goes—so

says his biographer— is simply irresistible.

The irony of fa te is nowhere more poignantly apparent
than in the story of this truly great philosopher's life, as

narrated and illustrated by the happily interpolated letters

from the most eminent contemporary men of science in

these pages. Mr. James Campbell Irons has indeed

produced a very realistic picture of a beautiful and useful

life—a life which from every point of view was strikingly

uncommon, pure, intellectual, noble, and generous. Mr.
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Irons concludes his preface to the book thus :
—" This

volume has been written with the hope that the life of

Dr. Croll, recording the triumph over his early strujrgles,

his scientific researches—which secured him a worldwide

reputation as an original thinker—and his earnest belief

in the Christian faith, may prove interesting. It may
only be added that the entire proceeds of its sale will be

handed to his widow."

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR APRIL.

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

SPOTS continue to diversify the solar disc from time

to time. Conveniently observable minima of Algol

occur at llh. 56m. p.m. on the 11th, and at

8h. -iGm. P.M. on the 14th.

From the middle of the month Mercury becomes
very well placed for observation. On the 16th he sets at

8h. 30m. P.M., or about 1^ hours after the Sun, with a

northern declination of 16' 47', and an apparent diameter

of 60". On the 23rd he sets at 9h. 13m. p.m., or 2h. 5m.
after the Sun, with a northern declination of 20' 51 , and
an apparent diameter of 6|". On the 30th he sets at

9h. 30m. P.M., or 2h. 11m. after the Sun, with a northern

declination of 22° 57', and an apparent diameter of 8}''.

He is in superior conjunction on the 2nd, and at his

greatest eastern elongation (20p) on the 28th. During
the month he describes a direct path in Taurus, being

about V south of the Pleiades on the 27th.

Venus is a beautiful object during the first three weeks
of the month, but after that she rapidly becomes invisible,

being in inferior conjunction on the 28th. On the 1st she

sets at lOh. 18m. p.m., with a northern declination of

22° 45', and an apparent diameter of 41", about ^^ths of

the disc being illuminated. On the 11th she sets at

9h. 43m. P.M., with a northern declination of 23° 17', and
an apparent diameter of 51". On the 21st she sets at

8h. 38m. P.M., with a northern declination of 21° 43', and
an apparent diameter of 57". While visible she describes

a short looped path in Aries.

Mars is visible, but his disc is now so tiny that hardly

any details can be made out on his surface. He will be

occulted by the Moon on the morning of April 9th, but

the phenomenon will hardly be visible in this country.

On the 1st he sets at 2h. 15m. a.m., with a northern

decUnation of 25° 28', and an apparent diameter of 6J".
On the 30th he sets at Ih. 15m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 23° 43', and an apparent diameter of 5i".
During the month he describes a direct path in Gemini,
being very near c Geminorum on the 8th.

.lupiter is still an evening star, and is very well situated

for observation. On the 1st he rises at 2h. 25m. p.m., and
souths at 9h. 33m. p.m., with a northern declination of

12° 17', and an apparent diameter of 431". On the 16th
he rises at lb. 22m. p.m., and souths at 8h. 31m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 12° 33', and an apparent

diameter of 41| ". On the 30th he rises at Oh. 25m. p.m.,

and souths at 7h. 35m. p.m., with a northern declination

of 12° 33', and an apparent diameter of 40', the phasis on

the/ limb amounting to 5 '. During the month he de-

scribes a short retrograde path in Leo, a little to the east of

Eegulus.
As Saturn does not rise until nearly 9 p.m. at the end of

the month we defer an ephemeris of him till May, and the

same remarks apply to Uranus.
Neptune has practically left us for the season.

Shooting stars are fairly plentiful in April, the best

marked shower being that of the Lyrids, with a radiant

point in R.A. 18h. f33°. The radiant point rises on the

19th and 20th, when the maximum occurs, about 6ih. p.m.,

and souths about 4h. a.m.

The Moon is new at 4h. 24m. a.m. on the 2nd ; enters

her first quarter at 8h. 27m. a.m. on the 10th ; is full at

Gh. 2om. AM. on the 17th; and enters her last quarter

at 9h. 4Hm. p.m. on the 23rd.

CEfjcss Column.
By C. D. LococK, B.A.Oson.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LocooK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the lOth of each month.

If

B to Kt7.

2. Q to Qsq, etc.

2. Q to B2ch, etc.

2. Q to Kt2, etc.

Solutions of March Problerm.

No. 1.

(By P. G, L. F.)

Key-move.—1.

. . . K to B5,
1. ... K to R7,
1. . . . KxP,

No. 2.

(By Eugene Henry.)

1. Kt to B2, and mates next move (one dual).

Correct Solutions of both problems received from

Alpha, J. T. Blakemore, Captain Forde, W. J. Ashdown,
H. Le Jeuue, H. H. Thomas, E. W. Brook.

Of No. 1 only from A. P. Hyatt, Sigma, H. W. Elcum,
M. Wiedhofft.

Of No. 2 only from W. II. Lunn, G. G. Beazley, W.
Clugston, .1. M'Robert.

A. P. Hyatt.—1( 1. Kt to Kt5, P to K5.

IF'. H. Lunn.—There is no dual after 1. . . B to B3.

Siijma.—U 1. Kt to K7ch, B x Kt.

H. W. Elcum.—No. 2 was a two-move problem.

M. Wiedhoft't.—Your solution is accidentally destroyed.

It was, at least, clerically incorrect.

U'. -T. Ashdoiin. —Man-y thanks for the three problems,

which shall be examined.

PROBLEMS.

No. 1.

By Philip H. Williams.

Bl4CK (J).

WM '''wM "^M^ ''wm.« ^ fM
^ i

m im

m. «„.,Jii „„„,.,

^ ^ S
^„„^,^...~-~. - ^^ i'»-

m IS
White (6j.

White mates in three movea.
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No. 2.

By A. C. Challenger.

Black (D-

White (7).

White mates in two moves.

[Mr. Challenger informs us that his problem is a revised

and improved version of a position published in another

column about a year ago.]

CQESS INTELLIGENCE.

Additional results at the Hastings Chess Festival are :
—

Jlessrs. Guusbarg and Colborne won their adjourned game
against Messrs. Blackburno and Chapman. Mr. Bird's

pimultaneous Ecirc was; won 13, drawn 8, lost 3. Mr.
Ciiuisberg won 22, drew 7, and lost 2. ]\Iessr3. Bird and
Womersley won their consultation game against Messrs.

Blackburne and Aloof. On February 18th Messrs. Black-

burne and .Tenour won an Evans (lambit from Messrs.

]!iid and Trenchard. In the evening, Messrs. Bird,

IMackburne, and (iansberg each played three games
against combinations of players in consultation. Mr.

Blackburne won his three games ; Mr. Bird won two and
drew one ; Mr. Guosberg won one, drew one, and lost one

( to Captain (lardiner, Messrs. L)cock and Mann). There
were many other interesting games not on the official

programme.

The Susses Chess Congress began on February 2oth.

The feature of the meeting was the unique performance of

Mr. Ijasker, who played thirty-nine games simultaneously,

winning them all in less than five hours. The Champion-
ship of Sussex was won by Mr. E. (i. Reed,Mr.H. W.Butler
being second ; an Open Tournament being won by Mr.
J. H. Blake, of Southampton. Mrs. W. J. Baird won the

Ladies' Tournament without losing a game.

We are glad to be able to state that the rumour of the

death of Mr. A. F. Mackenzie, the famous problem com-
poser, is entirely devoid of foundation. Mr. Mackenzie
has lost his eyesight, but, so far from being dead, he is

busily engaged in composing chess problems.

There does not appear to be any great improvement in

the unfortunate mental affliction from which Mr. Steinitz

is suffering. He is still under careful treatment at Moscow.
He, too, has been honoured by many premature obituary

notices in the daily press. Mr. Lasker ascribes his con-

dition to injudicious medical treatment, and not in any
way to disappointment at the result of their recent match.

A match for the Championship of America is now being

played between H. N. ]?dlsbury and -J. W. Showalter.

The first two games were drawn, but Mr. Pillsbury won
the next three.

The Ladies' International Tournament will be held at

the Hotel Cecil, beginning on June 22nd. The prizes are

on the scale of an ordinary international masters' tourna-

ment.

The following brief consultation game was played at the

Hastings Festival :

—

" From
WniTB.

(H. E. Bird and II. E. Dobell.)

1. P to KB4
2. PxP
3. PxP
4. KKt to B8
5. P to QB3
6. Q to Rich
7. Kt to Ql
8. K to Q=q
9. Pto QKt3 (?)

10. KtxKt
11. K to Kfq
12. Kt to K5ch
13. Kt to Q3
14. P to K4
15. PxB
16. K to Q^q
17. K to B2

Gambit."

Black.
(T. Ounsbcrg and C

1. P to K4
2

D. Locock.)

3.

4.

5.

G.

7.

8.

9.

10.

P toQ3
BxP
P to KKt4
P to Kt5
Kt to B3
Q to R5ch
P to Kt6
QxP
QxR

11. Q to K(8
12. P to B3
13. B to KVA
14. Castles

15. Kt to B3
IC. QxBch
17. QxBP and wins.

Later.—The St((n(liiril announces that Mc. Steinitz is

now well enough to leave for Vienna.
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THE INSECTS OF A LONDON BACK-GARDEN.-I.

By Fred. Enock, P.L.S., F.E.S.

IF
there ia one thing above another which impressea

itself upon the mind of a stranger coming up from
the country, surely it is the view of the London
"backs," as seen from the carriage windows, when
the train threads its way through the crowded

suburbs. From some of these London " backs ''
I have

derived much pleasure in studying the creeping nnd flying

things found in such places—things which country people

scarcely ever see (because they never look for them), and
thus our knowledge of insects is chiefly derived from the

work of town naturalists.

London back gardens vary considerably in length, but

thirty feet is about the average. In such a "back" I have
found creeping things innumerable—some altogether new
to science. This may be owing to the encouragement
given to insects to come and congregate where they will be

looked after ! The first appearance of a new garden is not

prepossessing—a square of grass, termed a/ii"*;, surrounded
by a narrow pathway covered with coarse burnt-ballast,

and a narrow strip of ground into which it is not advisable

to dig to a greater depth than six inches, unless we are

desirous of starting a museum of present-day kitchen

utensils, together with various types of foot-gear. The first

and best thing to do is to endeavour to raise a background at

the end of the garden. This is easily managed by utilizing

the wisps of willow with which bundles of rhubarb are bound
up in April. A dozen of such cuttings put in and well

watered will soon strike and grow up quickly, and become
peopled with all sorts of insects during the first year. The
well-known green fly or "blight" is only too plentiful,

and every flower and shrub has its peculiar kind, whose
identity can easily be ascertained from Buckton's " British

Aphidre
'

' (Ray Society) . The prodigious rate at which these
mild-looking insects increase is almost past our conception,
and certainly few people believe it possible. Nevertheless
it is a fact that but for the army of parasites whose larv;e

feed inside the green flies, while those of other flies feed

direct upon the bUght, so keeping a constant check upon
their imdue increase, they would so multiply that every
green leaf would soon be consumed.

Our knowledge of these benefactors is very small indeed,

and yet nothing can be easier than the breeding of now
species. All that is necessary is to carefully collect the
largest aphids, placing them in a phial with a label having
the date and name of flower or tree from which the flies

have been taken. In a few days or weeks the parasites

will emerge, when they should be killed, set on card, and
carefully numbered—a corresponding number being kept in

a diary, with all particulars concerning the date of emer-
gence and the plant from which the aphis had been taken.

Such a work, systematically carried out, would be of great

scientific value.

It ia most interesting, on a bright, sunny morning,
to watch one of these busy little parasites, such as

AphiiUus, at work among a swarm of Aplddce. Settling

upon a leaf, it at once proceeds to sound the first

" fly " with which it comes into contact by tapping it upon
its back with its long antenn:^ —those sensitive organs

through which is conveyed to the brain the knowledge that

the green fly is or is not a suitable one wherein to lay an egg.

If the aphis does not already possess an egg in its stomach,
the parasite leaps upon its back, holding on with a firm

grasp with its tiny bifid claws. The point of the ovipositor

is quickly brought down upon the back and a hole drilled

through, in spite of the resistance of the aphis, which is

compelled to take in a lodger. This egg soon hatches to

thea maggot, which feeds upon tne jiuce contained m
stomach, so stimulating the appetite of its host, which
increases in size until it is ready for its next change to the

pupa. But while it has been growing, the internal

parasite has been doing the same, and has almost reached

its full growth. The aphis has not strength to go through
its change, so, spreading out its legs, it takes a firm

hold on to the leaf and dies, and the parasite completes

its growth by feeding upon the remaming juice. The
host's body then becomes hard and dry, retaining its

distended form. In the course of a week or more the

parasitic larva changes to a pupa in the stomach of its

dead host, or hostess (generally the latter) ; and on arriving

at maturity, which it does upon its back, with the head
towards the tail of the aphis, it commences to bite an
aperture through the dried skin. Moving its head round
on its neck, it cuts out with its sharp teeth a small circu-

lar piece. Its head is soon thrust through, followed by the

first pair of legs ; then the antenn;u are freed one by one—next

the second legs are carefully withdrawn, and a firm hold

obtained on the skin of the late hostess. The wings are

gradually worked out a short way, followed by the with-

drawal of the third and last pair of legs ; the wings are

then easily completely withdrawn, quickly followed by the

abdomen, which at first is much distended, but after the

discharge of fluid it soon assumes its natural shape ; the
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wings quietly (and what a charm there is in this mysterious
quietness !) expand, and the legs are brushed one over the

other until freed from every particle of the delicate pellicle,

Fig. 1.—Empty Pupa Case and Wasp Fly [Si/rp/uis).

and they are fit to comb the antenna' and arrange every
sensory hair in its right place. Lastly the wings are deli-

cately brushed down until the entranced observer almost
fancies he can see the soft blush of colour stealing over
the membrane

; then a sudden movement of the antennae
denotes that the work is done, and as the creature walks
along in its virgin beauty the light playa on its wings in

an endless variety of tints.

Countless numbers oiAphidx never reach maturity,owing
to the relentless attacks of the larv.i' of the common ladybird
beetle, which is, without doubt, one of the most beneficial

of all insects ; though at one lime, not very far distant,

it was looked upon as a blight ! But now, even some of

the British farmers regard it as their friend. The larva

works a great deal completely out of sight, hidden away in

the distorted leaves of the apple tree suffering from "the
blight," where, surrounded by these bloated creatures, the

Via. 2.—Willow Saw-Fly {yematu.i qallirola).

busy ladybird lays a patch of sugarloaf-shaped, yellow
eggs, from which the sooty-coloured larvre soon emerge to
commence their work of extermination. In ten or twelve

days they are full fed, and attach themselves by the tails

to the leaves, and change to a shrivelled-looking chrysalis.

Sometimes more than a dozen of them may be found in a

single curled-up leaf.

Another most useful larva is that of the lovely golden-

eyed, lace-wing fly C/Vci/sn/x/, which, with its long and
curved jaws, makes short work of every " green fly

"

with which it comes into contact. The perfect fly con-

tinues the work of destruction ; but it is as well not to

handle this lovely lace-wing fly, as it has a habit of giving

out the most abominable odour—no doubt as a means of

defence. The delicate green eggs, fixed at the ends of

silken threads, are

objects of great
beauty and interest.

Seated on a leaf, the

lace-wing aflixes from
the tip of her abdomen
a small pad of "silk"

;

then, drawing her

body away from the

leaf or stalk, she

stretches a short

thread, the oval egg
being laid>t the end.

The abdomen is again

brought down on to

the leaf, a fresh
foundation made, the

silk drawn out to the

same distance, and
another egg laid at

the end. This operation is continued until a dozen or

more stalked eggs are laid ; but, in spite of this wonderful

protection, they sometimes fall a prey to a prowling earwig.

I have not yet bred any parasite from these eggs, though
I expect to do so.

Of all the beneficial larvrB to be found in a garden,

not one can compare in importance to those of the various

kinds of wasp flies ; and yet how few gardeners know this

larva, the rose grower's greatest friend.

Observers of msect Ufe know that this wasp or hoverer

fly is in the habit of depositing an egg or two on leaves and
stems where the Aphhhe are feeding and breedmg. These
oval eggs are pure white, about a fiftieth of an inch long.

Some of the shells are embossed all over with delicate

Fig. 3.—Saws of Nematus f/allicola.

Fig. 4.—Section througli Willow Gall, with Larva of Savv-Flv.

markings, while others are studded with minute projec-

tions not unlike silver nails, with exquisitely chased heads

—

grand objects when seen in the microscope with an inch
objective. In three or four days, from each egg is hatched
a tiny maggot-shaped larva, which even before it has fully

escaped from the shell commences to wave its little body
about, not unfrequently touching an aphis, which it
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Fig. 5.—Parasite of Willow Saw-Fly.

immediately sucks dry. This first taste of food whets its

appetite, and it hurries out of its eggshell, to walk abroad

among the horde of AphiiLv, among which it soon makes
a clearing, and quickly increases in size, until in a few

days it becomes a grub
of about three-eighths

of an inch long, having
an attenuated body,

a small hook-shaped
mouth, a pair of anal

claspers, the tail end
being much thicker

than the head. Its

favourite habit is to

affix itself by the

claspers to a midrib,

or any projection on
the under side of a

leaf. Here it waves
its body to and fro,

pitching upon some
aphis, which it imme-

diately seizes and hoists up into mid air, where it sucks

out every minute drop of fluid, until only the whitened
skin remains. This is flipped away. The larva immediately

takes up another aphis and sucks it dry, flings it

away, and again repeats the process, until its rapacious

appetite is appeased. A good healthy larva can easily

destroy from one himdred to oin- hundred and ticiuti/ gifi n

fies in one hour '. So that, during its life of ten to thirteen

days, some thousands of AjJiidip are destroyed. When full

fed it retires to a twig, dead leaf, or out-of-the-way spot,

on which it firmly fixes itself by the anal claspers ; the

attenuated body shortens, and widens tremendously at the

head imtil it becomes quite pear-shaped (Fig. 1) ; the

skin hardens, forming the protective covering to the

maturing fly, whose markings, as they reach perfection,

can be easily seen through the semi-transparent skin. A
transverse suture appears a short distance from the thick

end, denoting the near appearance of the fly, which, in

the course of a few days, splits this lid vertically and
horizontally, and by muscular effort quietly rises from
between these two small lids, which swing back on the

most delightfully contrived hinges. The large compound
eyes of the wasp fly occupy almost the entire head ; then
legs are gradually drawn out, and as soon as the first and
second pair are free, the fly takes hold of the stem or leaf

and lifts itself right out of the pupa case, which is left

adhering to the stem, while the fly walks round to the

under side, where it hangs by its claws until the fluid has
permeated the wings, when it gently takes its first flight,

hovering quietly over the flowers in search of its mate.
The nuptials over, if a female the business of its life

commences, and it quickly distributes its eggs over the
aphis-infested plants, and, its mission and purpose fulfilled,

it dies.

One of the most interesting inhabitants of a London
" back " garden provided with willow trees is the willow-

gall saw-fly. Everyone without exception must have
noticed the willow leaves in June bespangled all over,

front and back, with these pretty, bright, crimson- coloured
little galls—but very few appear to care to inquire into

their origin. Some of our scientific men are in doubt
as to the insect which is the cause of them—it is astonish-

ing with what tenacity such cling to their books, instead
of going direct to nature. Of course, a three-volume
" work " can be read in a few days, but year after year
may roll by before the secrets of the life-history of a

common insect are observed and confirmed ; but, as a

correspondent wrote to me the other day, " the study of

the life-histories of insects is so enthralling that one is

astonished that people have time for reading so much that

is unprofitable."

Now, let us follow out the life-history of this willow

gall, which makes its appearance on almost every willow in

the country, as well as in the heart of London. It is the

wiUow saw-fly [Nematus (jallicola) which is the cause of it.

At the present time (April and May) the females of this

fly are engaged in laying the foundation of the galls.

In Fig. 2 the saw-fly is seen resting on one of the

young leaves, on which is to be seen a number of minute
slits ; these, as well as those on the half-expanded leaf

below, denote the small slits made by the ovipositor, which
is formed exactly like a most perfect tenon saw, having
exquisitely formed compound teeth. Each kind of saw-fly

has totally different teeth, which form admirable characters

for classification. For the number and names of saw-flies

see Mr. Cameron's " British Tenthredinidie " (Eay Society).

This wonderful organ not only serves the purpose of a saw,

but also that of a perfect tubular ovipositor, the two blades

and tenons being so wonderfully " rabbetted " together

that from being almost a flat saw it can be so expanded as

to permit of an egg passing down and being conducted to

its nidus between the upper and lower cuticle. Fig. 3

shows this organ dissected to display the various parts, all

of which, when out of use, are carried in the sheaths above.

Immediately the egg is laid the fly withdraws her ovipositor,

turns round, and applies her mouth to the minute slit,

which she seals with saliva.

I have frequently counted between twenty and thirty

galls on a single willow leaf. A few hours after the eggs

have been laid, a change in the colour of the leaf takes

place, and a rapid growth resembUng a small pimple

commences, which, in a few days, increases to a gall of

about three-sixteenths to a quarter of an inch in diameter,

swelling out from both surfaces of the leaf—that on the

upper gradually assuming a most brilliant crimson colour.

The lower part is not so decided in colour.

Some authorities state that the egg hatches almost

immediately—before the gall is formed—but such has not

been my own experience, as I have repeatedly cut open
galls of three days' growth and found the egg in the centre,

and not until the fourth day have I found the young larva.

The first food taken by the occupant is from the cellular

structure of the gall, from the centre of which to the imder
side a small tunnel is eaten out. This serves the purpose of

Fia. (i.—Parasite of WiUow Saw-Fly piercing Grail.

a channel and ventilator—all waste material falling out at

the aperture, which is increased in size when necessary.

The growth of the larva is somewhat slow, and though the
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galls are so plentiful the perfect insects are very scarce. I

have never yet bred a specimen of the male. At birth the

larva is quite white, but in the course of a few weeks be-

comes a delicate apple-green, the head large and rounded,

having a few dark markings at the sides—the body much

Fig. 7.—Section of Gall, showing Paralyzed Larva and Egg
of Parasite.

wrinkled, the anal segments curved down and rounded
{see Fig. 4). When full fed the larva is a quarter of an

inch long, and such as have managed to escape the attacks

of innumerable parasites and predaceous insects eat their

way out through the channel on the under side, crawl

down the leaf stem and branch, or not unfrequently tumble

down to the ground, in which they spin a small brown-
coloured cocoon. Others crawl down the trunk, and, if

possible, spin their cocoon at the back of some loose bark,

where frequently many of the cocoons can be found clus-

tered together. These are easily collected, and in due

time saw-flies and various parasites are bred. The latter

are more numerous. The first broods of saw-flies emerge
in April and May, the second in the latter part of

autumn, when the wiUow is throwing out a second growth

of terminal leaves.

A lifetime would hardly be long enough in which to study

and write out the life-histories of the various insects which

I noticed frequented the willows in my little back garden,

but one or two of the parasites of the willow saw-fly may
be noted. One whose identity I have not yet decided is,

perhaps, one of the most interesting. I first observed this

beautiful parasite flying around the willow leaves during

the first week in June, but on capturing one I noticed that

it had a most i^ecuhar " curly tail
"—or, rather, the sheaths

of the ovipositor were curved in almost a semicircle—and

how this could be brought down on to a semicircular gall

Fia. 8.—Section of Gall, showing Paralyzed Larva and Egg
and Larva of Parasite.

ofI could not at first understand, but after a number
days' observation everything was made perfectly clear.

All Hymenojitera love bright sunshine, and that is the

only time when saw-flies and parasites are at work. The
first are very wary. I found it best to take my stand

close to the tree before the sun shone, as any approach was

detected at once. In this way I was enabled to observe

every movement.
The parasite (Fig. 5) is a small insect a quarter of an

inch in length, the male clouded with red and black,

whereas the female has no bright colouring. The male

always follows the female, most persistently and successfully

threading its way between branches and leaves, its sight

being simply marvellous. As soon as the honeymoon is

over the female quietly hovers around the terminals, and,

settling upon a gall-covered leaf, rapidly sounds the first

gall. If it contains an occupant, the parasite quickly

mounts on to the upper surface of the crimson gall, and in

a moment—not longer—her abdomen, with the exquisitely-

formed waist, is bent down between the third pair of legs,

which absolutely take hold of the sheaths of the ovipositor

—the peculiarly-formed hairs on the coxfe holding the

long and delicate auger-like organ between them, until the

barbed points are pressed into the gall (Fig. G), when
immediately the sheaths and abdomen move back into

their original position. By muscular effort the long setffi

are driven through the walls of the gall, and right into the

body of the larva of the saw-fly, and, after the parasite has

repeatedly stabbed and injected small drops of formic acid

into it, this long auger is withdrawn, and the poor larva

Eia. a- -Section of Gall, showing Skin of Larva and Pupa
of Parasite.

lies paralyzed. After the parasite has replaced its organ

between the sheaths, it turns and twists about in a very

comical manner for a few moments, then it crawls round

to the under side of the gall and inserts its ovipositor. At

first my excitement prevented me from discovering its

purpose, for, in my endeavour to focus my magnifier, I

disturbed the parasite, which flew away, as did several

others from the same cause. However, I carefully cut

open the galls through which the parasite had driven its

setie, and found that the lovely apple-green larva had

changed to a sickly yellow colour—all its activity was

gone, and only a slight movement visible.

After repeated failure, I after all managed to watch a

parasite insert its ovipositor in the channel on the under

side of the gall ; the antennte were closely enibracmg the

gall, and from their tremulous motion I concluded an egg

was being laid. A few minutes more, and the parasite

resumed its activity. The antennte were held aloof, and

the creature seemed to be " clucking," though in a note

which did not reach my hearing. When this was over,

away it flew. I quickly, but very carefully, cut the gall

down the centre without removing the leaf, and there, on

applying the magnifier, I saw the egg (Fig. 7) lying in

the channel, an eighth of an inch away from the paralyzed
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saw-fly larva. Closing the gall again, I tied it round with
thin cotton, examining it each day, until on the fourth I

discovered a tiny white maggot in the act of crawling from
the egg. Once more I closed it up, but only for an hour or

FlO. 10.

—

Ei'lopiiis nemati (female), Parasite of Willow Saw-Fly.

two, for, on reopening it, there was the maggot (Fig. 81 with

its jaws fixed tight into the paralyzed larva of the saw-fly,

which, as day after day passed, gradually decreased until

only the skin remained, whilst the parasitic larva increased.

Now, many parasitic larv» spin a silken covering where-

with to protect them during the change to the pupa,

but this one did not require more protection than that of

the gall, so no cocoon was made ; but the larva laid

down on its back close to its food, and there changed
to a naked pupa (Fig. 9), to emerge either late in the

autumn (I have bred some in October), or, more generally,

in spring.

Fig. 10 represents another very exquisite parasite of the

willow saw-fly. This is Eulophus }icmat!, a perfect jewel.

Though not more than a sixteenth of an inch long, its

body is one blaze of flashing colour. The head, thorax,

and parts of the legs are
pitted all over with
minute concavities, which
reflect the sunlight in

every direction, making
it a sight to be remem-
bered. The male (Fig. 11)
has the additional charm
of most extraordinarily

formed antennip, which
take an important part

when this handsome
couple meet and pay court

—which is a ceremony
in which much frivolity

is shown. Antics of the

most comical character
are indulged in. These exquisite parasites, together with
many others, are exceedingly common, each species

showing peculiarities of the most extraordinary kind.

I can only recommend those who are desirous of

studymg insect life in a somewhat limited area to grow
willow trees, from which they will obtain an endless
supply of insects.

Fig. ll.Si'Iophus nemati (ma'e),
Parasite of Willow Saw-Flv.

Sctenw Notts,

The South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies holds
its second annual congress at Tunbridge Wells on May
21st and 22nd. Various meetings and excursions will

take place during these two days. There are also a number
of very interesting papers down for reading by Prof.

Boulger, Prof. Seeley, Rev. ScargUl, Mr. T. W. Tutt, and
others. The congress should prove a great success. FuU
particulars as to membership, etc., can be had of the hon.
secretary, M. G. Abbott, M.B.C.S., 2, Queen's Road,
Tunbridge Wells.

A pmjini of the recent opening of the celebrated Borgia
apartments in the Vatican, containing the beautiful frescoes

by Pinturricchio, it may not be uninteresting to mention
that there is a model of a portion of one of the " stanze

"

in the South Kensington Museum. It is believed that the
construction of this model aroused great interest in the
suite of rooms named, with the fortunate result that His
Holiness Pope Leo XIII. ordered the books belonging to

the Vatican library, until recently kept on shelves placed
against the walls of the " appartamento," to be removed,
and arrangements made so that the public might have
access—a privilege, until now, exceedingly diflicult to

obtain.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. George W.
Traill, the author of several exhaustive monographs on the
algology of various localities. In 1885 appeared " The
Algfe of the Firth of Forth' ; in 1886, " The Marine Alga-
of Joppa "

; in 1888, " The ^lariue Algae of Elie "

; and in

1890, "The Marine Algfe of the Orkney Isles." Mr.
Traill was a member of many learned societies, and his

contributions to the Transactions of these bodies were both
numerous and important.—.*..

—

The profitable utilization of waste glass is now said to

have been accomplished by M. Garchey, a Frenchman.
Ornamental objects of many kinds are produced from the
great masses of broken glass accumulated at factories, and
a building material called " ceramic stone " is among the
products derived from this source. The waste glass is first

ground and placed in a metallic mould, and it is then
introduced into a fiurnace in order to devitrify and anneal
the mass ; in this way the molecules weld together and form
a consistent dough. The mould is next placed for a few
minutes in a second furnace heated to a very high tempera-
ture, by which means the devitrification is completed, and
the mass rendered very pliable.—I-*-.

—

M. Berthelot has recently published in the Cimptes
Bendiis analyses of weapons, tools, etc., from Tello, in
Chaldea. Their date is put from 1000 to 3000 b.c. A
large lance and a hatchet were found to be approximately
pure copper, and another hatchet was of copper with traces

of arsenic and phosphorus, by which it seems to have been
hardened. No trace of tin was present in any case. Thus,
in Chaldea, an " age of copper " seems to have preceded
the "age of bronze." An egg-shaped object from the
same locality, weighing one hundred and twenty-one grains,

was of iron ; an ingot of white metal was ninety-five per
cent, silver ; a leaf of yellow gold was found to contain
considerable quantities of sUver.—*~*~t—

According to M. Henri Moissan, in a communication to

the Paris Academy of Sciences, the deposit made on a
diamond by molecular bombardment in a high vacuum,
shown by Mr. Crookes in 1879, is undoubtedly graphite,
proving that the diamond must attain on its surface a

i

temperature nearly equal to that of the electric arc.
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THE
ly/^ISCIEXCEl

ilOF THElfc^

BIOLOGICAL PROGRESS IN THE VICTORIAN
ERA.

By E. Lydekker, B.A.Cantab., F.R.S.

THE reign of Her Majesty will be notable in future

generations for scientific discovery and progress,

and among the sciences that have advanced by

leaps and bounds during this lengthened period,

biology must surely occupy one of the most

prominent positions. Indeed, it is almost impossible for

workers at the present day to realize how imperfect was

our knowledge, and how comparatively few were our books

on biological subjects, in the year of grace 1H37. To give

any adequate idea of the amount of progress that has

been made in even one branch of this science during the

reign, would be manifestly impossible in an article of the

present length, and it is hence a matter of extreme

diflSculty to select points for special mention.

Perhaps one of the best means for indicating progress

is to refer to some of the most notable works and serials

that have had their beginning during or shortly before

the present reign. And here it may be observed that at

the time of the Queen's accession, zoology was fettered by

the trammels of the " circular "or " quinary " system of

classification, which, although originated by W. S.

MacLeay, had been exempUfied with a marvellous power

of clever illustration by Swainson in two volumes published

in 1835 as a part of Lardner's " Cabinet Cyclopaedia."

It is scarcely too much to say that the science was not

thoroughly purged from the influence of this mischievous

teaching till the appearance of the " Origin of Species"

in 1859.

To the present - day zoologist the British Museum
catalogues are absolutely indispensable, and he can hardly

imagine the possibility of working without them. Never-

theless, the first of these valuable publications appeared

in 1837, under the title of " List of Additions to the

Collections in the Year 1834," although it was not till 1843

that the first of the systematic catalogues was pubhshed.

Take, again, the Proceedings of thf Zoological Society, v/hioh

now form the most important zoological serial in the world.

These only commenced four years before the reign, and it

was not till much later that they obtained their present

size and importance. Of the publications of the Geological

Society, the Proceedings date no further back than 1834,

while it was not till 1845 that the first number of the now
familiar Quarterhj Jourmil saw the light. The publications

of the Entomological Society date almost from the acces-

sion, the first volume of the Transactions having appeared

in 188G.

Although a couple of monographs appeared in 1832 and

1834, while the " Birds of Europe " is stated to have com-

menced in the former year, Gould's well-known magnifi-

cent series of faunistic works is practically a product

of the Victorian age. Much the same may be said of

Yarrel's two great works on the British fauna, the first

edition of the "Fishes" having been published in 1836;

while Bell's "British Quadrupeds" has its "diamond
jubilee" during the present year. Even more striking is

the case when we turn to pala?ontology, as we find that

hopelessly obsolete work, Buckland's " Geology and

Mineralogy " coeval with the reign, while Owen's
" PaliBontology " did not make its appearance as a separate

volume till 1861, although issued two years previously in

the Enci/clnpcedia Britannica. It is hard, indeed, to con-

ceive how anyone could have acquired even the rudiments

of the science when works like these were not in existence.

Of Owen's works the greater portion has appeared during

the reign, although his memoir on the mammary glands

of the duckbill bears the date 1832. This serves to

remind us that the history of the monotreme mammals
has been practically worked out during the same period,

the discovery that these animals lay eggs not having been

annoimced till the year 1884. Although, owing to his

persistent opposition to the doctrine of evolution, his

theories of the relationships of animals have not met with

acceptation, it is difficult to estimate the debt which
zoology and palaeontology owe to Owen for his work during

the reign. To him is due the honour of making known to

the world the former existence of the gigantic extinct moas
(Dinornithida) of New Zealand, and also of the wonderful

extinct marsupial fauna of Australia, while he was the

pioneer in the elucidation of the equally marvellous fossil

mammals of South America. Had these faunas not been

discovered and worked out, we should never have gained

our present ideas of the geographical distribution of

animals. To the same master of anatomy is due the first

description of the long-taOed Jurassic bird (Archaopteryx)

in 1862, the fossil being one of the most remarkable
" missing links" ever discovered—too late, unfortunately,

for Darwin's " Origin of Species." Although many of his

views are now proved to be erroneous, Owen also did much
for the extinct Mesozoic reptiles which he well christened

Dinosaurs, and his labours laid the foundation for almost

all subsequent work on fossil reptiles in general.

The mention of Dinosaurs naturally leads on to Huxley,

who, although by no means essentially a palaeontologist,

was the first to point out the connection between that

extraordinary group of reptiles and birds, a line of investiga-

tion in which he was ably seconded by J. W. Hulke. The
life-work of Huxley was entirely produced during the

reign, and how much it contributed to systematic and
morphological zoology needs no mention here. One of his

most famous memoirs—on the structure of the palate of

birds—forms, to a great extent, the basis of the present

classifications of the group. But in popular estimation

Huxley's greatest claim to recognition is probably his

brilliant advocacy of the evolution theory. That doctrine

will ever remain the crowning biological achievement

of the record reign, and it is no disparagement to its

illustrious expounders—Darwin and Wallace—to say that

it was only through the unwearied labours of workers in

other branches of biology, during and previous to the early

part of the reign, that it was possible for them to have
weaved the scattered facts and observations into one
harmonious fabric.

Although Darwin's name is, in popular estimation, more
intimately connected with the doctrine of evolution, that

of Mr. Wallace (happily still among us) has obtained a

well-deserved fame in connection with the geographical

distribution of animals, a branch of biological science

which may be said to be almost an exclusive product of the

Victorian era. It was in 1835, two years only before the

accession, that Swainson published his " Geography and
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Classification of Animals," and from that date till the

appearance of Wallace's " Geographical Distribution of

Animals," in 1876, this branch of the science was being
gradually evolved and perfected. Indeed, both on this and
the other side of the Atlantic this interesting and im-

portant study is still employing the energies of several

workers, although it would be obviously inappropriate to

say much in this place regarding the labours of living

writers. Evolution and geographical distribution may be
regarded as sister branches of biology, as neither could

exist without the other, and it is difficult to say which is

most indebted to its fellow.

From the subject of the geographical distribution of

animals and plants there is a gradual and imperceptible

transition to the study of the changes in the relative

distribution of land and water which have taken place on
the surface of the globe during the later ages of its exis-

tence. And although this is in reality a geological rather

than a biological problem, it is one intimately connected
with the fauna of the ocean abysses. The interesting

results obtained by the dredging cruises of H.M. ships

Porcupine and Luihtnimj in the summers of 1868, 1869, and
1870, of which a popular account is given in Wyville
Thomson's "Depths of the Sea" (1873), led to the de-

spatch on December 21st, 1872, of H.M.S. Chdlenijer on
a lengthened dredging and exploring voyage, which was
brought to a successful termination on May 24th, 1876,
on the evening of which day the corvette anchored at

Spithead. The results of this cruise, which were described

in a popular manner by Moseley in 1879, revolutionized

previous ideas as to the nature of the ocean-bed and the
fauna of its abyssal depths, while a vast store of informa-

tion was acquired with regard to pelagic creatures of all

kinds. During the voyage the art of deep-sea dredging
and sounding was brought nearly to its present perfection.

This and other cruises made during the reign have brought
to our knowledge the luminous fishes inhabiting the dark
ocean abysses, and they have also revealed the fact that

creatures like the sea-lilies (Crinoidca), long supposed to

be practically extinct, are still abundant at suitable depths
in the ocean. The publication of the scientific results of

the Challenijer'f: cruise commenced in 1880, and has only
recently been completed ; and if we had no other works to

boast of, these alone would form a glorious biological

monument for any reign. Nor have other countries been
behindhand in similar undertakings ; and among French
works, H. Filhol's account of the cruise of the Tmvailleur
and Talisman, published under the title of La ]'ie au Fond
des Mers, is one of the most fascinating books it has been
our good fortune to read.

Deep-sea dredging is closely connected with the establish-

ment of marine biological stations, and the preservation

and breeding of food -fishes and oyster-beds. These two
are exclusively a product of the reign, and their importance
from both a biological and an economical point of view
can scarcely be overrated. Frank liuckland in the first

place, and Huxley in the second, have, in this department,
well shown how men of the highest scientific attainments
can combine the pursuit of their own particular studies

with others yielding untold advantage to our fisheries.

An equally close connection exists between deep-sea
dredging and the study of the growth of coral islands

and coral reefs ; a subject entering upon the domain of

both zoology and geology. This, too, is a subject whose
development has taken place during the Victorian era,

Darwin's well-known volume having appeared in 1851,
while Dana's " Corals and Coral Islands " was published in

1875. That the last word has not been said in regard
to the growth of coral islands is proved by the recent

partially unsuccessful boring expedition to the Barrier

Reef of Australia, under the superintendence of Prof.

SoUas. To the older geologists it would, doubtless, come
as a severe shock to learn that our massive Pala30zoic and
Mesozoic limestones are, to a great extent, merely ancient

coral reefs
; yet this is only one of the minor discoveries

connected with the biology of the reign.

To attempt to give any account of the animals dis-

covered since Her Majesty ascended her throne would
obviously be impossible here. Among some of the most
remarkable are, however, the gorilla, the potamogale, the
water-chevrotain {Dorcathcriiim), the parti-coloured bear
[A\luropiis), the Australian lung-fish (Cei-atodiis), and
Peripatus, which looks so like a near relative of the
primitive stock of all arthropods. The " dark corners"
of the earth have been explored and opened up, and the
fauna of Tibet and other parts of Central Asia, of a
large portion of Africa, of New Guinea, of Central
Australia, and of many oceanic islands, as well as the
interior of Borneo and Celebes, has been revealed and
described. The ornithology of South America has received

an especial attention during the reign ; while the mag-
nificent Bioloijia Ct'titrali Americana is making known to

US the entire fauna and flora of the central districts of

the New World. In the classification and morphology of

fishes, as also in our knowledge of whales and other marine
mammals, great advances have been made ; and even books
as apparently ancient as Beale's " Natural History of the

Sperm Whale" (1839) have been published during the reign.

In embryology and physiology the strides have been
enormous, although most of the discoveries in these

departments are of too abstruse a nature to be even
mentioned here. Von Baer's great work upon the develop-

ment of animals was indeed completed in the year in

which Her Majesty ascended the throne ; but the whole of

Frank Balfour's investigations and works on this subject

are a comparatively late product of the era, his " Develop-
ment of Elasmobranch Fishes " having appeared in 1878.

Although Cuvier had long previously described the fossil

mammals of the gypsum quarries of Montmartre, while a
considerable amount of work had already been done on
the remains of those from the French and German
Tertiaries, most other extinct Tertiary land faunas have
been made known since 1887. And what an important
part the discovery and description of these faunas and
floras have played in regard to our ideas of the evolution

of living beings, and also in respect to geographical distri-

bution, needs no telling here. Falconer and Cautley's

Fauna Antiiiua Sivalcnsis, in which are depicted the extinct

mammalian remains from the Siwalik Hills of Northern
India, seems to most of us a work of very ancient time

;

nevertheless, the first part did not appear till 1845, while
the last was published in 1849. Gaudry's description

of the fossil animals of Attica only dates from 1862,
while the discoveries of the extinct mammalian faunas
of Hungary, Persia, China, and Samos are still more
modern events. Within the last twenty years the working
of the phosphorites of Central France for economical pur-

poses, has revealed the existence of a numerous Oligocene

laud fauna with which we were previously only very im-
perfectly acquainted. More important than all are the
palffiontological discoveries which have taken place late in

the reign in the Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits of the
United States. These have revolutionized many pre-

conceived ideas, and have shown that for the future the
most important advances in the structure and history of

the higher vertebrates of past epochs must come from the

other side of the Atlantic. Not only have entirely new
groups of mammals, such as the horned Dinoceras and
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Titanotherium, been discovered there, but the remains of
dinosaurian reptiles are met with in a state of perfection

to -which there is no comparison in other parts of the
globe. These complete skeletons have not only fully

borne out the speculations of Huxley and Hulke as to the
close structural resemblance between these reptiles and
birds, but have also shown how nearly the restorations
attempted by the English anatomists approached the
reality. Equally important have been the palseontological
discoveries in South America : discoveries which indicate,
without doubt, a former Tertiary land connection between
that continent and distant Australia. To even allude to
some of the palreontological discoveries among the lower
groups of animals is obviously impossible in the space
at our disposal.

Since the publication of the " Origin of Species

"

several new doctrines in connection with the evolution of
animal life have been propoimded. Among these, one of
the most important, and one which has probably played a
very considerable part in nature, is that of parallelism in
development : that is to say, the independent develop-
ment of similar structures in different groups of animals
living imder similar circumstances, or in course of adapta-
tion to similar conditions of life. Mimicry, too, is another
important factor in nature, the discovery and recognition
of which has taken place during the Queen's reign. The
cutting of thin sections of animal and vegetable tissues,

and their examination under the microscope, and the
wonderful results that have been obtained thereby, are
also a development of the reign, as is likewise microscopy
in general. Bacteria and microbes, again, are low types
of life whose investigation forms one of the greatest
achievements of the latter part of the era, and the
incalculable benefits which have already been conferred
on suffering humanity by this line of study, are well
known to our readers.

Systematic zoology and botany have passed through
several stages during the period imder review. As already
said, at the commencement of the reign the former was
labouring under the thrall of the circular hallucination,
from which, however, it at length cast itself free. Since
that time a steady progress has, on the whole, been made
in most branches, as anyone may satisfy himself who
contrasts the Linnean system (which was chiefly in vogue
in 1836) with that to be foimd in any of the better class of
modern text-books. And here it may be mentioned how
vastly superior are these to their predecessors of half a
century ago. Whether the progress has been equally
satisfactory on the species question may well be doubted.
Even early in the reign gibes and taunts were freely

levelled at the " species monger," and it was thought by
many that the pubUcation of the " Origin of Species

"

would be the death-kuell of the abstraction fi-om which it

took its name. For a time, indeed, there was a lull,

and naturalists seemed inclined to take a broader and
more philosophic estimate of the amount of differences
which ought to be regarded as of specific importance.
But of late years, and especially in America, species-
making has once more taken a new lease of life, and
every little more or less constant difference is now
regarded as of specific or " sub-specific " value. Indeed,
we have even heard it whispered that a " species " of
snail has been restricted to the individuals inhabiting a
particular tree-trunk. As in stamps, refinement in making
distinctions is almost an inseparable sequence of ai-dent
collecting

;
but it is permissible to doubt whether the hair-

splitting in this respect, characteristic of the present
decade, will eventually be included in the biological
progress of the Victorian era.

SIXTY YEARS OF GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH.
By Grenville A. J. Cole, M.E.I. A., P.G.S.,

Professor of Geology in the Royal ('allege of Science for

Ireland.

AS
is the case with all other sciences, the progress

of geology has become more rapid, and its results

have become more appreciated, in proportion to

the spread of education among the peoples as a

whole. Even in the old days of book-learning,
pupils were at least trained to read books, and hence the
discoveries of scientific men became in due time accessible

to the many. Gradually it was seen that in the observa-
tion of the world around us lay the only safe clue to the
history of that world in long-past ages ; and a band of

workers arose about the beginning of this century,

prepared to treat geology as a branch of natural history,

rather than as a ground for dogmatic contention and for

the exploitation of theories of cosmogony.
Already, in 1807, the foundation of the Geological

Society of London had brought together serious observers,

and had provided a meeting-ground for those interested
in the mineral or the pahrontological aspects of the
earth. The Geological Society of Dublin commenced
its publications in 1832, that of Liverpool in 1859, and
that of Glasgow in 1861 ; while the well-known Geologists'

Association, founded in 18.58, has kept hundreds in constant
touch with the field-work which is the foundation of

geological discovery. Thanks to the steady growth of

this organization, and of the " field clubs," whose best

meetings are held in the open air, geology has assumed
its place at the present time as one of the most attractive

sciences ; and its human aspect, the insight that it gives

us into the long chains of life-forms which preceded the
appearance of man upon the globe, affords it, in our
evolutionary days, increased importance and vitality.

The general spread of some knowledge of chemistry
and physics in our schools and institutes—I write, at

least, of England and of Scotland—promises that the new
observers in geology will receive a more rigid training than
was customary sixty years ago. In 1830 Lyell published

the first volume of his famous "Principles of Geology"; and
he still found arrayed against him those who preferred

rapid speculation to steady observation, and the reporting

of "curiosities of travel" rather than the recording of

connected details. Though Lyell himself cannot (mainly
on account of his defective eyesight) be classed among the

great geological discoverers, yet his methods of work, his

continual adaptation of the known processes of the present

to the explanation of past phenomena, make him rank
among the foremost teachers of the age. His caution, his

very respect for the recurring cycles of James Hutton
(1795), who had founded the " uniformitarian " school,

made him at first sceptical as to the reality of organic

evolution ; but his acceptance of the views of Darwin and
Wallace, very shortly after the publication of the " Origin

of Species," gave a great and further stimulus to geology.

Geology has since gone hand in hand with zoology in

seeking to unravel the past history of the earth ; and the
catastrophic school, of which even Cuvier was a supporter,

has reserved its epochs of deluge and explosion for periods

before life existed on the globe.

With the acceptance of rational views as to the origin of

the rocks which we see around us, the systematic study of

the organic remains found in them became a matter of

more serious interest. The foundations of historical

geology had been laid by William Smith, the laud surveyor

and engineer, between 1790 and 1815 ; and Lyell's classifi-

cation of the stratified rocks that were formed nearest to
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our own times was only an advanced and special study on
Smith's principles. Lyell established the well-known

terms, Pliocene, Miocene, and Eocene, and showed what
immense changes had gone on in the earth's surface even

during these more recent periods. His demands on time

were naturally repugnant to those who still held that the

earth and all that therein is had existed for only some six

thousand years ; and physicists, even in later times, have
stoutly opposed the geologists in their views of the extreme
antiquity of life

upon the globe.

In the last few
years, however
—as Mr. Poul-

ton has very
clearly set forth

in his address to

the zoological

section of the

British Associa-

tion in 1896—
physical experi-

ment has shown
that the earth's

crust would
have reached
its present tem-

perature, on the

surface of a

cooling globe,

in a time vastly

longer than the

physicists were
formerly able to

concede ; and,

consequently,
geological time,

though of
course not
limitless, may
be restored to

us in something
like the propor-

tions insisted

on by Lyell.

It is thus

much more easy

to conceive the

successive evo-

lution of the

various life-

zones that
mark out the

strata one from
another. In

1859, Charles

Darwin's " Ori-

gin of Species
"

afforded satisfactory reasons for regarding fossil organisms

as a continuous series, the forms of one geological

epoch having descended from those of a previous one
;

and fossils, instead of being treated as more or less

imperfect experiments in creation, became the essential

alphabet whereby we may trace out the progress of life

upon our planet. It was only to be expected that at first

many rash genealogies should be put forward, and that

many supposed " connecting links" should have later to

be shorn away. Even at the present time, the methods of

William Smith, involving patient observation as to the

Sib Charles Ltezl

relations of the beds themselves, form the only safe basis

in deciding the succession of life-forms.

The PalfEontographical Society undertook in 1847 the

description and delineation of all British fossil species ;

and the magnificent series of quarto volumes issued up to

the present time more than rivals the ambitious publica-

tions of the opening years of the century. Owen, who
seemed a lineal successor of Cuvier, brought together into

the collections of the British Museum a series of fossil

vertebrates
from all lands ;

and many of

Huxley's laurels

were gathered

while investiga-

ting similar
remains. The
discovery of the

relationships
in structure
between the
skeletons of

many of the

cumbrous rep-

tiles of the

Mesozoic era

and the light-

limbed birds
that seem to

have arisen side

by side with

them, is one

of the most
striking results

of these studies

in comparative

anatomy. WhUe
Mantell, Owen,
Hulke, Seeley,

and other work-

ers have put

before us the

variety and rich-

ness of British

reptilian re-

mains. Marsh
and Cope have
attacked the

American fossil

vertebrates, and
have restored

a long series

of Dinosaurs,

from the Trias

to the highest

beds of the

Cretaceous,
which have

given us altogether new conceptions of the age of giant

reptiles. At the same time, the Permian and Triassic

reptiles of Texas and South Africa have been shown to

embody hints of the incoming of the mammals, the group

of the "Theromorpha '' being far less specialized along the

reptilian line than are the reptiles of the present day.

Owens Tritiiloilon, from the Karoo beds of South Africa,

remains our best-preserved and oldest mammalian skuU ;

and the recent investigation of the milk-teeth of Ornitho-

rhynchm has shown relationships between the earliest known
mammals and the lowest existing order, the monotremes.
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The " doctrine of descent," so strongly supported and
vindicated by Darwin's treatise of 1859, bas found the

fullest confirmation in these and other facts of paliPonto-

lo^y. The splendid series of remains of fossil horses

known to us, illustrating the successive changes in denti-

tion and in limb bones, and notably in the digits of the

foot, has furnished an example that is dealt with now in

every test-hook. (!ope has even argued for the independent

origin of the horse, as a species, in America and in Europe,
by similar selective influences acting on slightly dissimilar

original stocks.

It must never be forgotten that Darwin himself stands

in the first rank of geological observers, whether among
raised beaches, or ancient lava-flows, or the coral isles of

the Pacific. His diary of bis share in the voyage of

H.M.S. Beaijh' appeared as Volume III. of the joint

report in 1839 ; but his special geological researches were
published in 1812 (coral reefs), 1811 (on volcanic islands),

and 1816 (on South America).

In this last-named year, the newly-formed Geological

Survey of Great Britain issued its first volume of memoirs
;

the Ordnance Survey of Ireland had published Portlock's

"Report on the Geology of Londonderry," etc., three

years earlier. De la Beche, Eamsay, and Sir Archibald

Geikie—the last-named being equally known as a man of

letters—have successively directed the British Survey,

Similar surveys were undertaken by most of the European
states ; and we owe the fine series of geological maps of

the British Isles, the 1 : .80,000 survey of France, the

intricate results set down in the Swiss sheets, and such
admirable travelling companions as Von Ilauer's map of

the Austrian Empire, entirely to the labours of geologists

during the last sixty years. Geological mapping is no
longer a mere record of the rocks or minerals found at

various points on the earth's surface : the relative ages of

the strata can now be ascertained by their fossil contents
;

and William Smith's original sketch-map of England and
Wales, published in 1815, and coloured upon this basis,

has, by our time, borne abundant fruit.

We cannot pass over the striking work of the Geological

Survey of India, carried on under difficulties little ex-

perienced in Europe ; or the great series of volumes, a

monument of public liberality, devoted to geology by the

Survey of the United States. Japan and Mexico, among
other countries, now furnish their full contribution to the

store of geological research.

Our knowledge of strr.ctural geology has progressed

with the spread of these

accurate surveys, and pri-

vate workers have occa-

sionally shown how much
may be done by patient in-

vestigation of a critical

district, if aided by that

power of comparison and
generalization which con-

verts the work of a recorder

into that of a scientific

master. Prof. Lapworth
has thus unravelled the

complex region of North-
West Sutherland, and has
shown us, since 1883, how
we have in cur highlands
the basal sections of truly

Alpine mountain chains. Heim in Eastern Switzerland,

Baltzer and others in the Central Alps, Bertrand in tJie

Juras, Lory in Savoy and in Dauphinr, have revealed

the amount of intermingling and overfolding that has gone

P
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on in these regions since Oligocene times. The relations

of the central granitic and gneissic cores of mountain
chains to the strata upon their flanks becomes one of the
most interesting questions raised ; and it appears that, far

from being the oldest masses, thrust up from below, these

cores often represent ro-melted material, which flowed into

its present position during the actual period of mountain
building. Similarly, I)r. Lawson has shown in C'anada

that the " Laurentian " gneiss is intrusive in the Huronian
series, and is thus, in part at any rate, by no means the

fundamental mass that it was once believed to represent.

The publication, between 1883 and 1888, of Bas Antlitz

der Enle, by Dr. Suess, of Vienna, has exercised a most
important influence on students of physical geology.

This applies particularly to the relations between the levels

of land and water in the past, and between areas of

elevation and depression on the earth's surface. The
action of old rock-masses in determining the lines of later

earth movement has here been emphasized effectively.

Probably no physical problem has been attacked by
geologists more keenly than that of the "Great Ice Age."
Since Agassiz, Ramsay, and others pointed out, about 1850,
how large a part of the northern hemisphere must have
been subject to Arctic conditions of snow and ice, and
that these conditions must have prevailed in quite recent

geological times, theory after theory has been put forward
to account for the widespread phenomena. Prof. -James
Geikie published his "Great Ice Age" in 1871—a work
now in its third edition—and may be regarded as the

strongest champion of the land- ice theory. Gigantic
glaciers, extending even from the Pole, have been invoked
by some, while others prefer a combination of land-ice

from local centres, with floating ice bringing boulders from
a distance. The cold epoch being a certainty. Dr. CroU (a

review of whose life appeared in Kno\vlei)(;e for April,

1897) set himself to account for it on astronomical
grounds ; and his elaborate theory, promulgated in " Climate
and Time," in 1875, held sway over the majority of geolo-

gists. Quite recently, however, Mr. E. P. Culverwell has
reinvestigated the problem on a more modern basis, and
regards the astronomical theory as entirely insuflicient

;

so we may be thrown back on what were to C'roll, after all,

important considerations—the effect of changes in the dis-

tribution of anowfields, land, and sea, particularly by
causing deviations in currents of warm air and water.

While geology began its career as a close ally of

mineralogy, the excitement of palieontological discovery

for a long time caused the rocks themselves to be little

studied. The microscopic observations of Cordier ou the

constitution of lavas, carried out in lsl5, bore little fruit

until 1S5G and 1858, when Dr. Sorby, of Sheffield, drew
attention to the value of the microscope in determining

the characters and mode of origin of rocks. Ddlesse

in France had been a faithful student of polished

surfaces ; but Sorby now introduced the general use of

sections, or of powdered materials embedded in Canada
balsam. The study of minerals in situ by this method
became a favourite one in Germany and France, and we
owe some of the most important determinative tests to

Fouq'ue, Levy, Rosenbusch, and Groth, to mention no other

names. The establishment of the first geological labora-

tory by Professor Judd in 1877, whereby the teachers

trained under the l)epartment of Science and Art, as well

as the students of the Royal School of Mines, received

practical courses of instruction, probably did more than

any other influence to promote the study of rocks in the

British Isles and in our colonies. There is little fear now,

moreover, of Itritish students becoming adepts in the use

of microscopic sections, and forgetful of the true relations
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of rock-masses in the field. The position of geology as

an educational subject rests largely upon its outdoor

aspects ; and Anglo-Saxon geologists have always pre-

ferred to base their classification of rocks upon natural

relationships traceable in the field.

We have left until the last one of the most vital

problems of geological research, and one that gives to

geology, if we may say so, its enormous moral value.

When Lyell published, in 18()3, his work on "The
Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man '" he was
able to take up an attitude of marked opposition to the

prevalent opinions of his day. Early flint implements
were, even then, only beginning to be studied, and human
remains are notably prone to disintegration and decay.

Still, Lyell was able to point to the upper part of a skull,

discovered in the Neanderthal in 1857, and to Huxley's
description of it, as indicating a type of extinct humanity
far lower than that of the average of the present day.

Considering the paucity of very ancient human remains, the

discovery of tvo skeletons with skulls of the Neanderthal
type at Spy, in Belgium, in 1886, gave immense probability

to the idea that a race of men of low average capacity

may have at one time peopled the earth ; and in October,
ly'Jl, Dr. Dubois excavated, from volcanic sands near
Trinil, in Java, the calvarium described by him as

Pit/iecanthropus erectus. This portion of a skull, with a

well- developed thigh-bone and a molar tooth, were found
associated with truly extinct and also locally extinct

mammalia, and are referred by Dubois to an individual

actually intermediate between man and the anthropoid
apes. Other discoveries in this promising area must be

looked for before geologists and anthropologists are all in

accord as to the significance of these remarkable remains.

Meanwhile, Dr. Fritz Xoetling, of the Indian Survey,

discovered artificially chipped flint implements in Pliocene

beds in Burma in 1894, and has rebutted his critics, with
considerable appearance of success, in a second paper in

Xntural Science in April of the present year. In the
February Number of the same journal, Mr, W. J. Lswis
Abbott records similar implements from the Cromer
forest bed ; and few geologists can remain who v.ould

deny to man an existence in pre-glacial times. What
forms preceded reasoning man may still be left in dark-

ness ; but the extreme scepticism of some archaeologists,

and the self-satisfaction of those who have failed to follow

the course of pahiontological discovery, can no longer
check research into this diflicult and fascinating field.

In conclusion, whatever impressions have been made by
gifted public teachers, we must never forget that each
generalization in geology has been founded on a multitude
of researches publifhed in our scientific journals. Hidden
away there, known only to the specialist, lie the foundation
stones of the science. lu the multiplication of scientific

observers, in their frequent self-sacrifice, in the high
dignity of their aims, we may see the most stimulating

outcome of the progress of these sixty years.

Kotigg of iSoofeg,

2'he Xatural History of the Marketable Murine Fishes of
the British Islands. By .J. T. Cunningham, M.A. With a
Preface by Prof. E. Hay Lankester. Pp. 375. Illustrated.

(Macmillan.) 7s. (jj. The Marine Biological Association

has accomplished much excellent work since it was founded
in 1881 ; but the preparation of this volume under its

auspices is more likely to lead to a wide knowledge of s?a

fishes and sea fisheries, and thus advance its objects, than
anything it has done. The author was for some years

naturalist to the Association, at the laboratory on Citadel

Hill, Plymouth. His knowledge of the structure, habits,
and breeding of marine food-fishes is intimate and exten-
sive, and the present volume shows that he possesses
the ability— rare among specialists in science—of being
able to impart that knowledge in words which can be
comprehended without a special vocabulary. The work
is divided into two parts, the first dealing with the
history of modern investigations in marine biology ; the
characteristics and distribution of valuable marine fishes

;

the generation and development of fishes
;

growth,
migration, food, and habits; and practical methods of
increasing the supply of fish : while the second part
contains the histories of particular families and fishes.

It will be gathered from this outline that all who are
interested in the "harvest of the sea"—either as natu-
ralists or as fishermen—will find the volume valuable. We
will go further than this, and say that Mr. Cunningham's
work is indispensable to all who desire to improve, and
preserve by intelligent action, our fishing industry. In the
preface, Prof. Ray Lankester points out that the book will

not only be a help to trained investigators, but he also

expresses the hope " that it may help those who are
responsible for giving or withholding pubUc funds to the
thorough investigation of marine fisheries, in forming a
judgment as to the nature of the problems which have to

be solved." With this wish we cordially agree. While
the United States Fish Commission receives seventy
thousand pounds a year from the Government, our Marine
Biological Association has only an annual budget of about
two thousand pounds, and this is quite insufficient to place
the laboratory at Plymouth upon a proparly efficient

footing, while the extension of fishery investigations to

other parts of the coast is out of the question. Mr. Cun-
ningham's book wiU certainly show the public the need of

a more generous recognition of the aid which the Associa-

tion is able to give to the sea fisheries industry ; and it

will also interest, as well as instruct, all who read it. The
illustrations are of the clearest description, and are plenti-

fully distributed through the volume.
A'^tronomieal ' 'bsercations and Uesearches mideat Ditnsink,

the Obserratory of Trinity College, Dublin. Tiiis volume is

the result of a project in 1835 of Sir R. S. Ball, then
Director of Dansink Observatory, in the case of those
stars whose proper motion is both large and already well
determined, to detect any possible variation in its amount,
and where it may be due to errors in previous catalogues to

remove any ambiguity. To keep the work within reason-
able compass, the investigation was restricted to those
stars whose annual proper motion exceeds 0-2 '. In addi-

tion to these a number of stars not characterized by excep-
tional proper motion were observed for special reasons.
These included stars required by Dr. Gill for solar parallactic

researches, and by Dr. Downing for use in the XaiiticaL

Almanack. In the course of these observations a new
determination was made of the latitude of the meridian
circle. In the winter of 1873-74 Dr. Briinnow had found
for this the values 53" 23' 1408" and 53^ 23 1314", when
the clamp of the telescope was in the east or west direction

respectively, the instrument having been reversed in the
interval. With the same instrument and the same method
of observing, Dr. A. A. Rimbart found the latitude

values for the east and west positions respectively to be
53" 23' 13-07" and 53^ 23' 13 27". The fact that the
differences in these two sets of values are of opposite signs

seems to negative the idea that they are largely due to

division errors at the nadir reading. The adopted value

of the latitude is 53" 23 1300''. In all twelve hundred
and seventeen observations of two hundred and thirty-six

stars were obtained in right ascension, from which the
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probable error of a single determination in this co-ordinate

was found to be ± 037s. ; and twelve hundred and eleven

observations of two hundred and thirty-five stars in declina-

tions varying from + 65 to — 2P, with a probable error

of ± OoOo". Incidentally, in the latitude determination,

the probable error of a single observation of declination

was found to be ±0-57".

Cliin-le.'< l>a)irin anti the Theiiry of Natural Sdection. By
E.B.Poulton,M.A.,F.R.B.,etc. (Cassell.) Ss. 6d. This is

one of the excellent short biographies now being published
in the " Century Science Series." Prof. Poulton's task in

dealing with such a great life in so small a space has been
admittedly a difiScult one, and he is to be greatly com-
plimented for the clever way in which he has told a great
deal in a few words. We feel sure that this little book
will be of the greatest service to the student who reads it.

If he has studied Darwin's works he will find here a

history, summary, and short discussion of each of those

works, and will obtain besides an insight into the life of

the man himself. If, on the other hand, he has not read
Darwin's works, this book will assuredly make him long
to read them. Of course Prof. Poulton has largely drawn
upon the " Life and Letters," but he has selected his

information with great skill, and his narrative runs
smoothly and is always inteUigible. The history of the

theory of natural selection, and the connection of Darwin
and Wallace, is indeed well told. Besides being a sort of

epitome of the " Life and Letters," the book contains
some valuable correspondence between Darwin and Prof.

Meldola which has not before been published. It may be
mentioned that Prof. Poulton wisely refrains from ex-

pressing any opinion of his own on the theories of

Darwin. The book should therefore interest everyone,

whatever views he may hold, as a history of our greatest

naturalist.

Pioneers of Evolution from Tliales to Huxleij. By
Edward Clodd. (Grant Richards.) Portraits. 5s.

At the present time, when so much interest is centred
in the many-sided problem, evolution, a work tracing

the origin and development of thought on whence we
came, whither we are going, and the constitution of the
cosmos should be welcome. Not that there is a dearth of

such works, but rather because an accession of light on
the dark pathway may be hoped for by the independent
efforts of individual minds presenting facts in new
aspects. Mr. Clodd is, of course, well known, and he
has stamped his individuality on this contribution to

literature. Indeed, he has so far introduced his own
personality as to thoroughly spoil the otherwise most
enthralling story, the general result being rather a
compilation from the pioneers themselves, to emphasize
I'.dward Clodd's own ideas, than an accoimt of the views
of philosophers from Thales to Huxley. This disagreeable

element reaches its culminating point where Mr. Clodd
tells the story of Dr. A. P. Wallace's declining to accept
Darwin's hypotheses in their entii-ety. Wallace would
not allow that natural selection explains the origin of

man's spiritual and intellectual nature. Mr. Clodd says

(p. 138), " Minds of this type must be built in watertight
compartments. They show how, even in the higher
culture, the force of a dominant idea may suspend or

narcotize the reason and judgment." And (p. 144) he
continues: "That which, under wholesome restraint, is

the initiative and incentive of inquiry, of enterprise,

and of noble ideals ; unrestricted, leads the dreamer and
the enthusiast into engulfing quicksands of illusions and
delusions." Thus at one fell stroke, in his own way,
Mr. Clodd brings Dr. N\allacedown from the sublime to

the ridiculous.

Is Natural Selection the Creator of Species ! By Duncan
Graham. (Digby, Long & Co.) 6s. In these pages it is

maintained that the present condition of the earth and its

inhabitants cannot be explained by the action of physical

forces alone. The arguments brought forward in support of

this statement are worthy of careful consideration, but the

hasty andimmature deductions in various places and on many
controverted points are not at all convincing. Apparently
the author is in some measure conscious of all this, for he
says in the preface ;

" I hope any who read my book will

pass over the defects of the manner, and find the matter
worth a perusal." On such questions as heredity, varia-

tion, reversion, male and female, the moral sense and
mental powers, our author asks many questions which we,
at any rate, would not undertake to answer.

The Surriral of the I 'nlike. By L. H. Bailey. (Mac-
millan.) Illustrated. 83. 6d. A very fair notion of the

trend of this work may be gathered from the author's own
words. He says :

" To me, the chief demonstrative
reason for belief in evolution is the fact that plants and
animals can be and are modified profoundly by the care

of man. In fact, I should be convinced that the organic

creation is an evolution if I had no other proof than this."

And so Mr. Bailey goes on to the bitter end with the same
cocksureness, leaving us no alternative but to accept im-
plicitly all he says.

Ilealthi/ Ihailimis. By Sir Douglas Galton. (Clarendon
Press, Oxford. 18iJ6.) 10s. 6d, As a handbook of hygiene,

this well-known work of Sir Douglas Galton deserves a front

place. The author has now for so many years been before

the public as an exponent of modern methods of sanitation,

that his information on such subjects is well worthy of

acceptance by the student and younger generation of

experts, who are prone to draw hasty conclusions from the

immediate data before them. Bo many professional men
have now to consider the fimdamental laws of health, that

a book like the one before us should have a wide and
general circle of readers. The sixteen years which have
elapsed since the first edition have brought enormous
changes, more especially in our knowledge of the causation

of disease and in bacteriological problems, and one would
have liked many of the chapters further developed in these

directions. Thus, for example, on pages 38 and 39, we
must take exception to the modern accuracy of the sen-

tence :
' Phthisis and other diseases may result from

breathing air rendered impure by the putrefying organic

matter thrown ofi' from the human body in the process of

breathing and transpiring." In discussing the purity of

water, the author has generalized too freely. Most che-

mists, for example, would object to his dictum that " if the

residue blackens in burning, it indicates animal organic

matter." As a general handbook of reference, it should

be of value to many of our readers.

]<'irst Lessons in the Art of ]Vild FoicHmi. By Abel
Chapman, F.Z.S. (Horace Cox.) Illustrated. lOi. 6d. Mr.
Chapman is well known as an accomplished wild-fowler,

and in the present volume he gives some valuable hints

on shore shooting and punt gunning. A great number of

boolis have been written on the subject, and perhaps there

is little new to teach. Mr. Chapman attacks his subject

more from the naturalist's point of view than previous

writers, and for this reason, as well as for the sound
advice on technical details, wo would recommend the book.

We are glad that the author declaims against the un-

sportsmanlike procedure of filing at birds at enormous
ranges with guns loaded with ball. This practice cannot

be too severely condemned. Besides having tke efi'ect of

frightening and wounding the birds, and thus spoiling

legitimate sport, it reduces punt gunning, which, when
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carried out in a proper way, is one of the most difficult and

sportsmanlilve pursuits, to mere butchery. The art of wild

fowling cannot be learnt from a book—experience bought

by many a bitter failure must be the teacher— but it is

very valuable to be able to supplement our own experience

by a study of so accomplished a wild fowler's methods.

Besides the hints on the way to obtain the birds, there are

many valuable observations on their haunts and habits,

and many interesting reminiscences of days and nights

spent by the author in his favourite pursuit. The illus-

trations are for the most part excellent, and prove that the

author, notwithstanding bis modesty, is no mean artist.

SHORT NOTICES.
ir/iu's M7w, IS'M . Edited by Douglas Sluden. ( London : Adam

& Charles Black.) 3s. 6d. This is the first number of the new
series of an old friend, introduced with due formality by Mr. SL'\den.

It is, of course, inevitable that such a work slioidd exliibit a considerable

selection of more or less obscure items, but a cursory glance tliroui;h

its pages reveals many improvements in its method as well as in its

manner. Several bulls are perpetrated, as is proper, in regard to

Ireland, where we fiiul that Mr. Justice Eoss is made to combine the

labours of a Member of Parliament with tlie recreations of the Irish

Judicial Bench, a quite impossible combination ; Prof. McNeil has

been converted into a Parnellite member; while the County Monaghan
(north division) is credited with the wrong member altogether.

Among the omissions we may mention tlie President of the Institute

of Bankers, the Chairman of the London County Council, the President

of the Anthropological Institute, Mr. Walter Sickcrt, and the

President of tlie British Astronomical Association. Yet the book is

withal a valuable companion, especially to those whose unhappy fate

it is to wrestle with the columns of the daily press.

T/ie Liferan/ Year-Book, IS97. Edited by F. G. Allalo. (London :

George Allen.) Illustrated. This is an altogether disappointing

book, having regard to the scope and interest of its subject, and we
can only hope that its imperfections may at least have the utility of

pointing the way to something better next year. That no year-book
of literature has presented itself for our guidance before should urge
its editor to make his book worthy the occasion.

European Architecture : a Sistorical Study. By Russell Sturgis,

A.M., Ph.D., F.A.I.A. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. 18s. A history
of architecture in Europe, ranging from prehistoric times to the close

of the last century, is an undertaking of vast magnitude ; but such a

survey reveals to the mental vision a spectacle of surpassing beauty

—

of noble endeavour. Such a book is this. By the aid of a vigorous
and scholarly pen, Mr. Russell Sturgis conducts us through the varied
changes and developments of his subject, 50 that his volume may be
read with pleasui-e, and studied with profit, from the first page to the
last. The book is furnished with a descriptive glossary, together with
an index, and is beautifully illustrated with some two hundred and
fifty views, many of them taken from the leading works on the subject.

There are also ten plates inserted, mainly consisting of views of famous
cathedrals, such as Florence, Antwerp, Salisbury, etc.

Ireland. By R. Barry O'Brien. The Children's Study. (London :

T. Fisher Unwin.) With Map. 23. 6d. This admirable narrative of
Ireland's evcntfid story may be commended to children of a larger
growth than the young people it is intended to interest. Mr. Barry
O'Brien has skilfully woven the leading episodes in his country's
history around some central figure in tlie ever-changing scene, and
the thrilling stories of Shane 0'Neil,of Art Macnuirrougli, and Owen
Roe O'Ncil, in earlier times, combined with the eloquence and pathos
of later years, should fire the youthful student to a more extended
acquaintance with the men and the movements which have made
Irish history. In I his pursuit he will not find a better guide than
Mr. Barry O'Brien.

Wkat to do in Cases of Poixonlng. Murrell. Eighth Edition.
(H. K. Lewis, Gower Street, W.C. 1807.) This handy book of
emergency, not only to medical men, but also in every household,
has proved its utility by reaching the eighth edition. In country
houses and in the i-olonies it should form one of the books in (he
medicine chc^t, and then, whether a doctor is in call or not, cannot
fail to be helpful in any sudden cases of poisoning.
We have received three sjiecial parts of Poems for the Hchoolroum

and the Scholar {Review of Sevieivs Olfice
; each sixty-four pages

and wrap]ier, Id.), and we cinnot too highly c immend these wonderful
liltle books to the use of teachers as well as scholars in elementary
schools.

Elements of General Philosophii. By George Crooni Robertson,
late Grote Professor, Fniver.-ity College London. ICdited by Mrs.
C. A. F. Rhys Davids, M.A. " (London: John Murray.) 3s. 6d.

This is one of the invaluable University Extension Manuals issued by

Mr. Murray, and forms a companion volume to Robertson's " Elements

of Psychology." In editing these two volumes of lectures for the use of

students, Mrs. Rhys Davids has rendend available a most comprehen-

sive as well as a very suggestive survey of the whole field of thought.

Now that the touring season is apprcaching, it is fitting that due

precaution be taken to secure the fullest advantage of available

opportunities. The finely illustrated catalogue just received by us

from Messrs. Watsou & Sons is a timely reminder that amateur

])hotography is, perhaps, the most pleasing diversion when visiting

interesting loca'ities. because the perpetuation of the scenery in one's

own practical work is generally associated with many it:cident,^ which,

so to speak, invest the past with a new lease of life. The " Acme "

camera seems a really good, light, portable, and compact instrument, the

means for focussing anil general adjustments being patterns of

ingenuity in mechanical contrivances. We note also the " uiotorgraph,"

which affords the advantages of being able to record by photography

street scenes, in which the animate subjects move exactly as in real life.

i • I

BOOKS RECEIVED.
First Principles of Natural Philosophij. By A. E. Dolbcar,

Ph.D. (Ginn & Co.) Illustrated. 4s. 6d.

War, Famine, and Our Food Supply. By R. B. Mardou.

(Sampson Low, Marston, & Co.) 2s.

Inorganic Chemistri/. By G. H. Bailey, Ph.D., and W. Briggs,

M.A. (Clive.) lUus'trated. 2s.

Smithsonian Institution—Report of the Board of Rer/ents, ISUI.

(Government Printing OITice, Washington.)

The Literari/ Year.Book, IS97. Edited by F. G. Afialo. Portraits.

(London : George Allen.)

Who's Who, IS'jr. Edited by Douglas Sladen. 3s. 6d. (London :

Adam & Charles Black.)

Earlii Essays. By John Stuart Mill. 3s. 6d. (London; George

Bell & Sons.)

First Principles of Mechanical and Enyineeriny Drawing. By
II. Holt-Butterfill, M.E. (Chapman & Hall.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d.

Results of Metenrolor/ical and Magnetic Observations, Stonyhurst

College Observatory, IS'JG. (Parkinson & Blacow, Clitheroe.)

Picture Lessons in Natural History. Three wall charts on one

rol'er. (Bacon.)

Geology of North -East Durham. By D. Woolacott, B.Sc. (Hills

& Co. , Sunderland. ) Illustrated. Is. 6d.

Ancient Tolcanoes of Great Britain. By Sir Archibald Geikie.

(Macmillan.) Illustrated. Two volumes. 36s. net.

Practical Plane and Solid Geometry. By Thomas Jay Evans
and W. W. F. Pullen. (Chapman & Hall.) illustrated. 9's.

The Elements of Electro-Chemistry. By Dc. Robert Liipke. Trans-

lated by M. M. Pattisou Muir, M.A. (Grevel & Co.) Illustrated.

7s. 6d.

jl cttcr g.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

btatementa of correspondents.]
•

STAR SYSTEMS.

To tlie Editors of Knowledge.
Sirs,—In reply to Mr. Backhouse I take the following

proper motions from llerz and Strobl's revision of the

Catalogue of Auwers :

—

Motiou M.iUiiu Velocity
^^"'-

ill R.A. ill Decl. (Vogel).

^ Ursie Majoris -1-OOOJ8 ... •f0 039 ... -182
V UrjiB Miijoris +0-0110 ... +0 003 . -16-5
S UrsiC Ma'jnrii +0-0146 .. -0003 Notgiven.
f Ursic Majoris +00131 ... -0035 -188
C Ur,s;e Ma'joris ... +0-0113 ... -0-027 ... -19-4

The proper motions above given agree very closely with

those ia the Pulkova Catalogue, and therefore may be taken

to represent the results of observation up to the present.

I think the agreement is not close enough to ali'ord any

satisfactory evidence of physical connection, and the motions

are too small to be determined with accuracy. When I

spoke of exceptional motions I was referring to quantity.

There is sufficient variety in the motions of the stars in

almost every region of the sky to prevent the directions of

the motion of particular stars from presenting anything
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very exceptional. The motions of the stars which I cited

in my former letter are mucli in excess of the usual
amount. Those of the above five stars are not so.

The best apircemeut is perhaps that determined by Vogel
for the velocity in the line of sight. It does not, however,
include S; and for yj Ursas ]\Iajoris (which admittedly docs
not belong to the system) he determined -IC-S. The
motion of 5; is R.A. —0 0104, Decl. —0019.

I am not aware of the proper motion of Alcor, but 1

would expect to find that it agreed closely with that of

s Ursic Majoris, and that a physical connection existed
between the pair. But this would afford no ground for
including j3, y, S, and s in the same system.

It is favourable to the theory of a physical connection
between these five stars that they all present the same
kind of spectrum, A. But here, again, 1; presents the
spectrum A also; a, on the other hand, has the spectrum K,
and less than half the velocity in the line of sight of the
other six. W. H. S. Monck.

*-^^

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE STARS.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

SiKs,—In your last issue Mr. Maunder mentions some
facts which he believes to be adverse to the hypothesis of
the uniform chemical constitution of the heavenly bodies,
but to my mind, at least, they are not inconsistent with
such a view. The idea that difference of temperature is

the fundamental cause of differences in stellar spectra does
not necessarily involve the supposition that each star must
pass through stages represented by every one of the
" peculiar spectra " which has been observed. Pickering,
for example, has shown that some of these exceptional
spectra are composite, the components representing stars

of different ages, and such a compound spectrum would
not be put on by single stars. Other special variations of
spectrum, due to the interaction between two bodies in
close proximity, are not inconceivable, and, in fact, are
probably revealed to us in many variable stars.

Again, there appears to be no sutHcient reason why the
peculiar distribution of the bright-hne stars should not
indicate a ring of stars of equal temperature. This is at

least as easy to conceive as a ring of stars of unusual
chemical composition.

Coming now to the objection that in the Milky Way
large and small stars of apparently the same type are
associated, it is necessary to state that a great variety of
spectra has hitherto been very commonly included in the
same spectral type. For instance, all stars with well-

developed hydrogen lines are classed together by those
who still hold to Secchi's classification, although
individual spectra may be very different. Not having
given special attention to the stars of the Milky Way, I

am unable to say whether the supposed identity of the
so-called " first type stars " of different magnitudes
composing it is really established, but I do not think the
pubhshed accounts of the spectra are sulliciently detailed
to permit a trustworthy conclusion to be drawn. But
there is another point. The period required to produce
spectral modifications great enough for detection must be
of very considerable duration, so that stars of unc(]ual
masses in the same part of space may appear to be at
practically the same spectral phase at a gi\eu time,
although the smaller may in reality be further advanced.
The apparent identity of bright and faint stars of the
Pleiades group may similarly rest upon inconclusive data,
but, as JjQckyer has pointed out, the fact of these stars
being involved in nebula' offers another explanation.

With regard to the last point which Mr. Maunder
suggests for my consideration, 1 would only say that to

deny the similarity of chemical composition of nebuhe and
stars is to deny the possibility of nebulu' and stars having
any connection at all.

Making due allowance for our fragmentary knowledge,
I still think that the spectroscopic phenomena presented
to us by the heavenly bodies do not clash with the view
that their chemical composition is uniform.

A. FoWXEll.

[Mr. l''owler has evidently missed the point of the last

paragraph of my note on page 99. If some vast nebula
crystallizes out into a number of stars, then, unless the
nebula be strUih/ /lomdiiciicinis. thrawiliout, the discrete stars

formed from it must vary in their composition, which
must in each case correspond to that of the particular

region of the nebula from which each one was severally

formed. Mr. Fowler's penultimate paragraph does not
appear to me to have any relation to my suggestion. It is

one thing to admit that the chemical composition of nebulre
is on the average similar to the chemical composition of
stars ; indeed, the matter is beyond contention. It is a
wholly different thing to assert that all nebula- are of the
same proportionate composition, and are all strictly

homogeneous throughout.—E. Walter Maunder.]

ON THE VEGETATION AND SOME OF THE
VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS OF AUSTRAL-
ASIA.-II.

By W. BoTTiNG Hemsley, F.R.S., F.L.S.

THE popular impression respecting the Australian

flora is that it contains comparatively few plants

yielding products of economic value, and this is a

correct impression so far as edible fruits and vege-

tables are concerned ; but it should be remembered
that this is true of most countries. Fruits and vegetables

that come to our tables are the result of long generations

of cultivation. Take the crab, carrot, parsnip, celery, or

almost any of our fruits or vegetables in a wild state, and
we should get very little satisfaction out of them. This,

however, is a little digression. Australia is by no means
poor in vegetable products, and other countries have been
greatly enriched by importing and cultivating some of

them. This is notably the case with regard to the gum
trees. I have already mentioned that the expeditions of

Dampier and Cook revealed the existence of gum trees in

both Western and Eastern Australia, but neither expedi-

tion entered the country sulliciently far to discover the real

forests. Everybody has heard or read of the gold mines of

Western Australia—of Coolgardie and that region—but few

persons in this country have seen or heard of the recent

report of the Conservator of the forests of that par': of the

world. A glance at the illustrations in that report would
astonish anyone acquainted only with the forests of Europe,

for they equal, if not in some respects surpass, the

coniferous forests of North America. Mr. J. Ednie-Brown,
the author of the report in question, has been successively

Ciovernment Conservator of Forests in South Australia,

New South Wales, and Western Australia, and therefore

writes with great authority on his subject. He states that

there are forty-seven million acres of land in Australia

upon which useful marketable timber is growing, and that

there are six hundred different species or kinds of timber

trees in Australia! In his enthusiasm, Mr. Ednie-Brown
has included a largo number of trees that do not yield

timber of any appreciable commercial value ; but even if

we reduce the total by one-half, what a contrast as com-

pared with the richest forest distiicls of the northern
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temperate regions, especially Europe ! With all this

wealth in variety, however, almost the only commercially

important kinds of Australian timber are the gum trees,

and only about a score of these out of the hundred and
thirty-five species, or thereabouts, spread over the country.

There is so much to be said concerning these wonderful

trees that one hardly knows where to begin and where to

leave off; but I think the historical part deserves our

attention. I have mentioned the allusions to them in

Dampier's and t'ook's narratives
; yet it was no one con-

nected with either of these expeditions that named and
described this genus in botanical language. This was left

for a foreigner to do. It was C. L. L'Heritier de Brutelle

who founded the genus Eufnli/ptiis, in his Sertum AiKjUcwn,

sen Plantie Rariores quce in hortis ju.vta Lomlinuin, imprimis

in Horto Keuvnsi e.vcoluntur (1788) ; so we have at least the

satisfaction that it was founded on a plant cultivated at

Kew, and, according to the author, introduced into this

country by William Anderson, surgeon, and David Nelson,

gardener, who took part in Cook's third voyage around the

world.

Incidentally I may mention that Nelson previously

worked in Kew Gardens, and subsequently accompanied
Captain Bligh on his voyage to the South Seas to intro-

duce the breadfruit tree into the West Indies ; and he was
one of those turned adrift in a small boat with Captain

Bligh by the mutineers of the Bauntij. He survived the

perilous and exhausting journey across the Pacific to

Timor, the first land they touched, where, however, he
succumbed to the privations he had undergone.

A coloured figure of a second species was published in

White's " Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales,"
1790.

The genus Eucalyptus belongs to the same family of

plants as the common myrtle,

though this fact is not obvious

to persons unversed in botanical

classification. The name is

of Greek derivation, given in

allusion to a peculiarity in the

floral structure, which I will

attempt to describe and define

by means of the accompanying
figures. ' There are two
principal modifications in the
structure of flowers generally

—the one in which the sepals

forming the calyx, or outer

covering, are combined, and
the petals forming the corolla,

or inner covering, are also

combined, as in the primrose

;

the other in which the sepals

and petals are free from each
other and fall away separately,

as in the buttercup. As
already mentioned, the genus
Eucah/jitus bslongs to the
myrtle family, in which the

petals are almost invariably free

from each other and fall away
separately ; but in Eucalyptus
itself there is an exceptional

condition of the parts of the flower. Briefly, the sepals
and petals are usually fused or consolidated into one

• For the skctclies illustrating these artieles I am inilel.tcd to
Miss Kthel Walker, of Hie Bedford Park School of Art. The figures

in the present [Juper were copied from the late Sir F. von Mueller's
Eucaliiptotiraphia : hut all the rest are original.

A flower of IEiica\iiplus

Glohitht^—the two lids raised
showing the int'urved sta-

mens. Slightlv enlarged.
Copied from Mueller.

body, which is thrown off in the form of a lid or extin-

guisher by the expanding stamens, and is commonly called

the operculum. In some species, as in E. Glohulw!, the
blue gum, there are two lids—an outer very thin mem-
branous one, which is thrown off early, and an inner,

thicker one, which in E. (ihbuhis itself is not unlike a
crown. The shape of the lid or operculum varies greatly
in different species. The extremes are presented by
/'. (iliiJiulus and /•;. I.ehmanni. In the latter it is cylin-

drical and an inch and a half long, and it is sometimes
used as a cigarette-holder. After the lid is thrown oft", the
stamens, which are exceedingly numerous, spread out, as

shown in the accompanying figures.

.4 (lower of Eucali/plnx GMjiihix after the lids hare lieen tlirown off.

Slightly enlarged. Aflei- Afueller.

The flowers of the gum trees, as well as the fruits or
seed vessels, vary greatly in size and colour. Thus in

E. rrehra the whole flower, with outspread stamens, is

hardly a quarter of an inch across, whilst in E. mucrocurpa
it is as much as three and a half inches across. In this

species the filaments (threads) of the stamens are crimson
and the anthers are yellow, associated with foliage of a
blue green similar to the garden pea, but more intense,

and in form something like the common laurel, but far

thicker and denser. Excellent paintings of this and other
species of l^ucdh/jitu.s may be seen in the North Gallery at

Kew.

4'? " ^o't^i'SAvS. k.

A (lower of Eiicalitpftin macrocnrpa. Natural size. After Mueller

Before entering into farther particulars respecting the
morphology and uses of the gum trees, I will give an
account of the geographical distribution of this peculiar
genus. Altogether about one hundred and thirty-seven
species are known, and of these one hundred and thirty-

four are confined to Australia, ranging from east to
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west, and from the southern temperate parts to the ex-

treme north, within ten degrees of the Equator. Two or

three of the Australian species have been found in New
Guinea, and probably more remain to be discovered. One
extends to Timor, where there are two other species. One
has been found in the Celebes and one in New Tiritain, and
fourteen are recorded from Tasmania

; }'et not a single

species is a native of either New Zealand or New Caledonia,

both of which countries are situated within the parallels

of latitude covered by Australia. Their dispersion in

Australia is very peculiar. A few of them range across

the country from east to west and north to south, whilst

others are exceedingly rare and local. The greatest

number of species is recorded from New South Wales,
where fifty-four species have been found, but only four of

them have not been found elsewhere ; whereas of the

forty-seven found in Western Australia, thirty-seven appear

to be confined to that region, and four of the fourteen

Tasmania species are peculiar to that island.
\

THE NEBULA ROUND r, ARGUS.
By E. Walter Mauxder, F.R.A.S.

THEEE are some objects in the heavens which never
seem to lose their interest, liowever often they are

examined ; we can turn to them whenever an
opportunity for their observation occurs, and still

find their beauty fresh and their marvel and
mystery inexhaustible. To us Northerners the great

nebula in Orion holds an easy primacy amongst objects of

this class ; for our more fortunate brethren in the South,

its precedence is disputed by the nebula round the most
mysterious of variable stars, J'Ua, in the Keel of the Ship.

So, though we have already presented to the readers of

Knowledge no fewer than

seven illustrations of this

object within the last six

years, we feel sure that they

will welcome an eighth, es-

pecially one that can teach

us much by comparison with

its predecessors.

Before referring to the

photograph it is necessary

to say a few words about the

telescope with which it was
taken, for it must be re-

mtuibered that not only is

there such a thing as " per-

sonal equation " for direct

visual work, but when we
enter the domain of photo-

graphic observation we have

to recognize systematic pecu-

liarities of more than one

kind, and especially what we may term an " instrumental

equation," depending on the class of instrument employed.

In this case the telescope was a very special one. So

long ago as 1883, Prof. E. C. Pickering, under whose direc-

tion the present photograph was taken, had pointed out the

greatusefulnes3,f'orcertainfieldsof research, of what is com-
monly spoken of as a portrait combination. And after having

recommended in vain the adoption of a doublet objective

for the work of the International Photographic Chart, Prof.

Pickering, in 18H8, appealed for a sum of fifty thousand

dollars in order to build such an instrument, with an

aperture of twenty-four inches and a focal length of eleven

feet. Miss Catherine W. Bruce, so well known, not only

in her own country, but on both sides of the Atlantic, as

a most generous helper of astronomy, at once responded
to this appeal ; and in the autumn of 1889 the order for

the construction of the telescope was placed with Messrs.

Alvan Clark I'i; Sons, the rough discs being furnished by
Mantois. The instrument, when completed, was mounted
first at the Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge,
Mass. : it was then despatched, in the winter before last,

by sea to the astronomical colony which Prof. E. C.

Pickering has founded at Arequipa, Peru. Here Prof.

Bailey took the annexed photograph on June 1st, 189G,

with an exposure of four hours. Another photograph,

taken five days later with an exposure of sixty-two minutes,

and embracing the cluster N.G.C. C0G9, has, with the

photograph from which the accompanying plate has been
taken, been reproduced by photogravure, and Prof. Pickering

has distributed a number of the copies thus made, mostly to

observatories. A third photograph, which was taken on .June

11th, and which embraces the Trifid Nebula, appears in

Popular Astronomij for April. These reproductions afford

a significant testimony to the high value of the work
which Prof. Pickering has been enabled, by the munificent

liberality of Miss Bruce, to put in hand. And it opens a

wide field of research to astronomers who may possibly

possess no telescope themselves, and who may be quite

unable to travel to southern latitudes, for Prof. Pickering

contemplates furnishing contact prints on glass from the

original negatives—a method of reproduction far more
satisfactory than photogravure prints, for purposes of

scientific measurement and examination—to such astrono-

mers as will make use of them.
It will be instructive to compare together the difi'erent

representations of this grand nebula that have appeared in

Knowledge at various times, and of which a list is given

in the following table :—
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THE r, ARGUS REGION OF THE MILKY WAY.

From a Phoiograph taken by Prof. Bailey, Jime 1st, 1896, at Arequipa, Peru, with the Bruce Pliotographic Telescope of
twenty-four inches aperture, and eleven feet focus. Exposure, four hours. Scale, 24 in. = 1°.
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lie upon a " great lane," which may be traced far to the

north-west, and which here curves round to the east before

it loses itself. The extremest southern extent of the

nebula abuts in similar manner upon another lane, running
an undulating course from east to west. The marvellous
thinning out of the stars towards the south-western corner

of the plate reminds us that we are here on the edge of

one of the most remarkable inlets which invade the Milky
Way.
Our next photograph, the left-hand one of the pair

between pages 50 and 51 of Vol. XVI., shows a wonderful
advance, due partly to a more prolonged exposure^eight
hours as contrasted with three—and partly, no doubt, to

an improvement in the plates and in the manner of their

development. The lens is the same as that employed
before, but the photograph has been enlarged more than
three diameters from the original negative. Several of

the " dark lanes " are distinctly traceable, but now the one
which seemed to separate between the northern and
southern parts of the nebula appears to dive under it.

The nebula itself is greatly extended, the "keyhole" or
" lemniscata" has all but disappeared, drowned in nebular
light, and the southern portions of the nebula extend their

milky light far over regions which appeared to contain
nothing but star points in No. 1.

No, 3, the right-hand photograph facing No. 2, was
taken with the Astrographic telescope of thirteen inches
aperture, used for the International Survey of the Heavens;
the exposure, as for its companion picture, was eight hours.

Here, again, we have a picture strongly contrasted with
the two we hive already considered. Like the second, it

has been enlarged from the original negative, and is on a

scale nearly four times as great as No. 2, and about twelve
times as great as No. 1. The contrast between it and its

companion picture is very great, and a hasty glance might
lead one to give the palm of superiority to the picture on
the smaller scale ; it is certainly the more impressive.

The moment, however, that we carefully examine the
photographs, we find that No. 3 shows us many more stars

than No. 2 ; that these stars have discs both relatively and
absolutely much smaller than the corresponding stars on
the other plate ; and that what in No. 2 is a mere
" smudge " of nebular light, is here presented to us with
a refined delicacy of detail. We trace at once an associa-

tion of stellar points with the intricate configurations of

the nebula, but it can scarcely escape us that some of the
stellar groupings are perfectly irrespective of the nebula.

On the other hand, the enlarged scale causes us to lose

something. The area covered is but one-seventieth of

that of No. 1 and but one-twelfth of that of No. 2, and the

consequence is that the nebula and the star clusters are

not thrown up into such distinctness by contrast with the

darker regions surrounding them. Vast areas of nebulosities,

too, that come out bright and definite in the second plate,

are here entirely unrepresented, or merely suggested and
hinted at, at the best. The "personality" of the two
instruments is brought into striking evidence ; the one
revealing much more definitely the extent of the difiusion of

the nebulous matter, the other far surpassing it in the

amount of deUcate detail it reveals, and in its suitability

for yielding precise determinations of star places under
the micrometer.
Our fourth plate is of an altogether different order ; it

is Sir John Herschel's drawing of the nebula, as made
with his twenty-foot reflector. Here we are at once struck

with the inferiority of even the most careful and painstaking
drawings to the results obtained by photography with much
smaller instruments. To begin with, great stretches of

nebulosity clearly revealed to the photograph have escaped

even the practised vision of Sir John Herschel. Further,
the field opened to him at any single view was far more
restricted than can easily be commanded by a single

photographic plate. But, above all, the complexity of the
object made its delineation " a work of great labour and
ditficulty," and occupied him for many months of the
most exacting toil, until, as he himself said, he almost
despaired "of ever being able to transfer to paper with
even tolerable correctness its endless details."

There is yet another difficulty to which our attention is

at once drawn when we compare Herschel's sketch with
the photographs. One of the most striking features of the
sketch is a bright zig-zag, almost exactly on the central

horizontal line of the sketch, but a little to the left of the
centre. In shape it is rather like a capital S that has
been slightly smudged. Mr. Ranyard spoke of it as a
curious trident-shaped structure ; Dr. Gill compared it to

a swan. In the sketch it is inferior in brilliancy only to

the part of the nebula immediately surrounding the " key-

hole." In the photographs which we have yet examined
it is non-existent. At first sight, therefore, we have here
most definite evidence of change in the nebula. But we
must bear in mind that whilst we can compare the bright-

ness of two objects, both within our sight at the same
time, it is most difScult to carry such a comparison in our
minds, and more difiicult still to express it accurately in a
sketch.

The fifth plate gives us a finer result still. Here we
have the Astrographic telescope again at work, and the
eight hours' exposure being now lengthened out to twelve,

we have not only the sharp stellar images, the numerous
stars, and the delicate detail and large scale of No. 3, but
we have also an extent of nebulosity very nearly equal to

that of No. 2.

The sixth and seventh plates need not detain us. Their
principal value was well pointed out by Mr. Ranyard at

the time, in the striking evidence which they afford of the
radiation of star streams from the nebular centre.

We now come to the photograph with the Bruce tele-

scope. The scale, it will be noted, is precisely that of the
sixth plate ; the exposures two hundred and forty minutes
as compared with three hundred and forty-three ; but the
efl'ective light-gathering power of the telescope was not
far short of four times as much. Comparing it with the
wonderful photograph of Dr. Gill (No. 5), with an exposure
three times as great, and therefore practically not differing

much in total light reception from No. 8, we find that the

later plate is distinctly inferior as regards the number of

stars shown, but in extent of nebulosity it has a distinct

superiority, and is very strictly comparable in this respect

with No. 2, to which double the exposure had been given.

The ratio of aperture to focal length for No. 2 and No. 8
is practically the same. The result, therefore, of con-

structing a telescope of four times the linear dimensions of

that employed for No. 2 has been to secure the same
extent of nebulosity with half the exposure, to render it

on the original negative on a scale four times as great,

and by giving to the stars much smaller discs to exhibit

the nebula more nearly free from stellar blurring.

Careful examination will bring out many interesting

features. I think the following are all that need be noted
now :

—

First, the swan-neck of Herschel's drawing, which is

just hinted at in the Gill photograph (No. 5), is here very
feebly but unmistakably visible. Tiie change, therefore, if

change there has been in the nebula since the days of

Herschel's observation, has been probably one, not of shape
but of relative brilliancy ; and this, I think, is easier for

ua to understand.
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Second, the faint, dusty areas that can just be discerned,

especially in the south of Dr. Gill's photograph, and which
might easily be conceived to be mere defects of the original

negative or of its reproduction, are seen to be real nebu-

losity.

Third, there is a real correspondence between the con-

volutions of the nebula and the arrangement of the stars.

This is seen iu the way in which stars border the edges of

the nebular rifts, and iu which several " dark lanes,' and
the Unes of stars which border and define them, radiate

from the nebula, and conform themselves at starting to its

outlines.

Lastly, we find other lines of stars and " dark lanes
"

which are not thus associated with the nebula. More
than one crosses it without either affecting the nebula or

being affected by it ; in particular one may be noticed

which runs from east to west, just south of the " keyhole
"

nebula, and which passes right across the northern part of

the southern nebula. Then, again, other " lanes " may be

noted running their course north or south of the nebula,

and bearing no relation to it. Clearly we have at least

two independent structures here, at different distances

from us, and simply brought into association by their

projection in the line of sight. Probably both are Galactic,

and we here see superposed two folds of the Galaxy, the

real Mitgard snake that embraces the universe. Whether
the nebula is in the nearer or the further fold we cannot

yet determine.

THE SUPERSTITIONS OF SHAKESPEARE'S
GREENWOOD.

By George Morley, Author of " Leafij ]\'tinrickshire," etc.

IF
it is remarkable—and I think it is—that the dialect

form of speech now in vogue in rural Warwickshire
should have survived for a period of between three

and four hundred years, it is also noteworthy that

the superstitions should have existed for a like term,

and should still survive in some of their most famous
forms at the end of the nineteenth century, in an age

which plumes itself upon its civilization and enlightenment.

This is the more remarkable bearing the fact in mind
that Warwickshire is the central coimty of England, open
to all the influences of modern civilization, and in many
seasons of the year simply overrun with visitors, who may
be supposed to bring with them the new ideas, the new
fancies, and the new language of a new people.

The survival of superstition is, 1 think, to be traced to

the original woodiness of " leafy Warwickshire," which
made it a dark land in which Nature could play her many
moods both night and day ; and these would, no doubt,

operate strongly upon the minds of the simple, almost

primeval, woodlanders with an energetic and perhaps a

fatal effect ; because people who are cut off', as it were,

from all civilizing influences are more prone than towns-

people to regard the movements of natural life as evidences

of the supernatural, and to associate with an invisible and
evil agency the simple workings of the laws of Nature.

Yet the curious fact remains that the most famous sur-

vivals of superstition in Warwickshire have occurred in

the Vale of the Red Horse, which lies in the Feldon, or
" open country," south of the Avon ; whereas the wood-
land, which embraces the ancient Forest of Arden, is on
the north of the river ; and although superstition in many
forms is rife there to-day, the more celebrated cases are

indigenous to the soil of the south, growing out of

Shakespeare's own immediate neighbourhood, and are

perhaps to be traced to the proximity of the RoUright

Stones, on and around which so much superstition con-

tinues to cling.

What I may call the gentler forms of superstitious

feeling are common to both woodland and Feldon. The
forester, the ploughman, the milk boy, the field girl, the

housewife, and indeed all peasants of whatever age, con-

dition, or calling, will turn their money—if they have any

;

if not they will borrow two halfpence for the occasion

—

" for luck " at hearing the first note of the cuckoo. The
waggoner, returning home to his cottage in a combe on a

summer evening after a hard day's work, would feel un-

easy in mind if owe magpie instead of two flew over his

head. He would persuade himself that sorrow was in

store for him. In his simple country jargon—
" One mag))ie means sorrow ; two mirth

;

Three a wedding ; four a birth."

So when he saw the one magpie—the fateful one—he
would cross himself or raise his hat to it, to prevent the
" bad luck " which would otherwise follow.

Such forms of superstition as these, and many others to

which I shall presently allude, are peculiar to the peasants

in all the villages and hamlets of Warwickshire ; so far,

however, as an intimate knowledge of the life of the peasants

has enabled me to discover, it is only in the Vale of the

Red Horse, and more especially in the immediate vicinity

of the villages of Kineton, Tysoe, and Long Compton, where
superstition, amounting to an unslayablebelief in witchcraft,

has existed in an acute form during the past twenty years,

and stm survives in spite of the march of education.

Perhaps the surroundings of the village of Long
Compton have something to do with the survival there

to this day of a staunch belief iu witchcraft. It is just on
the southern border-lineof "leafy Warwickshire," is planted

in a gentle hollow, and is quite close to the King Stone of

the Rollrights. The community, too, is extremely small,

and is practically untouched by the enlightening influences

of modern progress.

In September, 1875, there were in the opinion of James
Heywood, a dweller in the locality, no less than sixteen

witches in the village of Long Compton. The man was
not singular in his opinion ; many others shared the same
extraordinary belief, though they were more passive in

their actions than Heywood. In the same village there

had lived from her birth to the age of eighty a woman of

the peasant class named Ann Tennant. By some means
the poor old lady had drawn upon her the unwelcome
attentions of certain villagers, who, led by the modern
Warwickshire witch-hunter, .James Heywood, and fiUed

with the superstition of the neighbourhood, became
firmly convinced that she had the evil eye and was a
" proper witch."

No doubt the man, ignorant boor though he was, had
imbibed some knowledge of witches and of the manner of

testing them. It is clear, indeed, that he had determined

to test, or rather to kill. Dame Tennant, for, chancing to

meet her out one day gathering sticks for the coming
winter, he stabbed her with a pitchfork, and so severely

that the wound proved fatal, and the poor victim of deeply-

seated superstition died almost immediately.

How surely the cloud of superstitious belief had fallen

upon the mind of this man was shown in the defence he
made for the murder he had committed. " If you knows,"
he said, " the number o' people who lies i'our churchyard,
who, if it had not been for them [the witches] , would be

alive now, you would be surprised. Her [the deceased]

wis a proper witch." His mind was thickly overlaid with

supernaturalism. He saw witches everywhere—in every-

thing. When water was brought to him in the police

cell he roundly declared that there were witches in it.
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Heywood'8 method of attacking the supposed witch was
evidently a survival of the earliest and most famous style

of superstitious incantation of the Anglo-Saxons, called

"stacung" (or sticking), which consisted in sticking spikes,

pins, or thorns into the detested person, with the expression

of a wish that the wounded part might mortify or wither

away. In most parts of England where a belief in witch-

craft has existed, this has been the form which the testing

has taken, though in some instances, as Sir Walter Scott

states, clay images of the detested person were made and
stuck over with pins or spikes.

The year 1875 was quite a witch year in the Vale of the

Red Horse. All the little lonely villages, clustering there

in silence and suspicion, were bitten by the craze for witch

finding. Whether Long Compton started the cry or not

cannot well be determined, but it passed mysteriously from

village to village and made a very sad time for ancient

dames. One such suffered at the village of Tysoe, a short

distance from Long Compton. She was reputed by her

neighbours to be a witch, so much so that some people

came over from Brailes, an adjacent village, and, taking

her unawares, scored her hand with a corking pin, in

order, as they said, to nullify the effects of the evil eye she

had cast upon them.
To draw blood was always the favourite method of deal-

ing with supposed witches. That there were persons

thought to possess the power of witchcraft in Warwickshire,

and that blood was drawn from them, three hundred years

ago, may be assumed from the fact that Shakespeare

alludes to the practice in the first part of " King Henry
VI." when he makes Talbot say to La rucelle

:

"Blood will I draw on thee : thou art a witch
;

And straightway give thy soul to him thou servest."

It is an interesting though painful fact, therefore, to

notice that blood should have been drawn from a supposed

witch in Shakespeare's own neighbourhood so recently as

the year 1875.

Superstition in Warwickshire has from a very early

period associated itself with a staunch belief in the

appearance of the "night coach." This is a form of

vision-seeing quite peculiar to woody districts, and similar

to the spectral apparition of " the boggart," which was
formerly asserted to be so often seen in the neighbourhood of

Meriden—anciently called the " Miry Den," because of its

swampy condition—which is seated in the thick portion of

the once famous Forest of Arden.

A " night coach " is recorded to have nightly ridden over

the flats and hills in the district of the villages of Mickleton,

on the Gloucestershire border, and Ilmington, within the

boundary lines of " leafy Warwickshire." Many people

staunchly averred that they saw this phantom coach, and
even to this day the memory of it remains deeply rooted

in the minds of the old and solitary inhabitants, the

uncanny story having been told to them by their super-

stition-enthralled ancestors. This coach has been described

by those who professed to have seen it as a heavy family

coach, at that date—somewhere about 1780—grown old-

fashioned, and drawn by six dark horses. Its course was
over the springy turf of the hills towards the Gloucester-

shire boundary of the county, whence it passed abruptly

over the brow of the steep hills into the deeps beneath, in

a manner which never could have been accomplished by
an earthly coach, drawn by six natural horses, and driven

by a natural coachman. I am sometimes disposed to think

that there may be traced some connection between this

" night coach " and the famous spectral six-in-hand of the

equally famous Elizabethan knight, One-handed Boughton,
of Lawford Hall, near Rugby, in the north-west district of

Warwickshire, as this coach appeared about the same date,

and made its excursions during the nocturnal hours, which

was of course quite natural in a phantom coach.

What the particular cause of the nightly racings ot

One-handed Boughton was, cannot precisely be determined
;

but that his spirit was by some means violently exercised,

and that men of light and leading firmly believed in the

apparition, may be assumed from the fact that several

Warwickshire gentlemen and clergymen met together one
night when One-handed Boughton was taking his nightly

ride, and by bell, and book, and prayer, succeeded in

catching his perturbed spirit, and enclosed it in a phial,

which they threw into a neighbouring marl pit filled with

water.

As showing the grip which these old-time superstitions

have upon the mind of the Warwickshire rustic—though
I must confess that there is something mysterious and un-

explainable in this case of One-handed Boughton, and
am reminded of the speech Shakespeare puts into the

mouth of Hamlet :
" There are more things in heaven

and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy "

—it may be of interest to note that in the early " seventies,"

though the old hall at Lawford had long since been razed

to the ground, there was a revival of the belief in the

ghostly visitation of One-handed Boughton, and it exists

to this day in the vicinity of Rugby.
One instance among several was afforded by a Mr. John

Watts, an old and respected inhabitant of Rugby, who
died about the year 1803, aged ninety-three. He was, it

is said, one day out walking with a friend in the neighbour-

hood honoured by the appearance of One-handed Boughton,

when the friend suddenly started, and, pointing to a

distance, cried, " There is One-handed Boughton !
" Mr.

Watts averred that he stared with all his might in the

direction indicated, but he could see notliing whatever.

It is probably owing to the still leafy and undulating

condition of Warwickshire that so many of the current

superstitions have become connected with outdoor life.

There are strong beliefs in haunted houses, and it would
be strange if there were not in a country so rich in

historic mansions, each of which has its own particular

romance, and many of which have their own familiar

spirits ; but where the superstitious hold upon the peasant

mind is greater is in the vicinity of ancient fabrics whose
character is shadowed by some grim story that has come
down through the ages, where some dark deed of bloodshed

committed in the past has woven a cloud of superstition

and fear, which generally results in the so-called " appear-

ance " of a ghostly visitant to some of the rustics.

Thus we find, and not unnaturally when the romance
and history of the place is recalled, that the spirit glamour

has settled down upon the ancient seat known as Guy's

Cliffe—one mile from Warwick by the Coventry road

—

now the residence of Lord Algernon Percy, son of the

Duke of Northumberland ; and also over Blacklow

Hill, a slight eminence a little distance north-west of the

Cliffe.

This very picturesque house, charmingly seen at the end
of a venerable avenue of Scotch firs, is, as every reader of

English and Warwickshire history is probably aware,

the scene in which is laid the romantic story of Guy,

Earl of Warwick, whose exploits in love and war form a

subject which, if mythical, as antiquarians declare, has

nevertheless developed into a belief which centuries have

not removed, and which no amount of antiquarian dis-

cussion can exorcise. Blacklow Hill is the historic spot

upon which the witty and unscrupulous Gaul, Piers Gaves-

ton. Earl of Cornwall, and favourite of Edward II., lost his

head at the instigation of Guy de Beauchamp, Earl of

Warwick—called by Gaveston "the Black Dog of Arden "

—
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and other powerful barons : so that the survival of super-

stitions in and around this spot is, as I have said, not

unnatural.

Hard by Blacklow Hill there is a tract of waste land
called Ganerslie Heath. No peasant will linger there after

nightfall, for strange sounds are said to be heard issuing

through the thick foliage. At the dread hour of midnight
it is averred that dismal bells toll from Blacklow Hill, and
as the palfrey upon which Gaveston was led to execution
there was richly caparisoned and wore a string of bells

roimd its neck, superstition has come to regard this sound
as proceeding from the spectre of man and horse, which,
daring the past five hundred years, is supposed to have
traversed the road from Warwick Castle to the place of

execution, just as the gruesome cavalcade did in real life

upon that doomed midnight or early morning.
A curious superstition, which amounts to the firmest

belief, surrounds a structure called Littleham Bridge, a
lonely spot on the high road between Hampton Lucy and
Stratford-on-Avon. Here, on the night of the 4th of

November, 1820, Mr. William Hirons, a yeoman of the

neighbouring village of Alveston, was set upon and
murdered by four ruffians. He was found dead in the

morning, with his head resting in a hole, and from that

day to this, a period of seventy-five years, every attempt to

fill the hole again has, it is said, been inefl'ectual. This is

the local belief and affirmation. If the hole is filled with
earth at night, it is empty again the next morning. What
strange being or power performs this nocturnal act, no man
knoweth ; but that it is a foundation of the very deeply rooted
superstition can be ascertained by anyone who visits the

spot, and inquires about the tragedy and the hole from the
inhabitants of the locality.

The two stories connected with the Ladies Charlotte and
Margaret Clopton—both of which must have been known
to Shakespeare, the first of which he is thought to have
utilized in " Komeo and -Juliet," and the other in
" Hamlet "—are of a character so romantic and lamentable
that it is no wonder they should have added the phantom
touch to the old edifice ; both ladies, indeed, have enjoyed
the reputation of having "walked" in spirit about the

house and grounds of their home ever since their untimely
deaths, more than three hundred years ago. The scene of

Charlotte Clopton's tragic story is laid at Stratford-on-

Avon Church during the black plague, which greatly

decimated the population of the classic town in 15(31, and
which, no doubt, was the means of many persons being
buried alive in Warwickshire. In his " Visits to Remark-
able Mansions," William Howitt alludes to the story in the

following words :
—" In the time of some epidemic, the

sweating sickness or the plague [the black plague], this

young girl sickened, and, to all appearances, died. She
was buried with fearful haste in the vault at Clopton
Chapel, attached to Stratford Church, but the sickness

was not stayed. In a few days another of the Cloptons
died, and him, too, they bore to the ancestral vault ; but as

they descended the gloomy stairs they saw by the torch-

light, Charlotte Clopton, in her grave clothes, leaning
against the wall ; and when they looked nearer she was
indeed dead, but not before, in the agonies of despair and
hunger, she had bitten a piece of fiesh from her white
round arm. Of course she has ' walked ' ever since."

If in the case of Charlotte Clopton there are mythical
elements which throw doubt on the actuality thereof, it is

not so with regard to the mournful fate of Margaret
Clopton, whose story Shakespeare has made use of in
" Hamlet," the fair Margaret being thought to be the
prototype of the gentle Ophelia. This young and beauti-

ful lady, having fallen in love with a man of whom her

I

parent. Sir William Clopton, disapproved, and being for-

bidden the society of her lover, sought the only method of

escape from a painful thraldom which seems open to love-

sick maidens. "Too much of water hast thou, poor

Ophelia," said the troubled Laertes ; and the same might
be said of Margaret Clopton, for, being wrought up to

agony point, she drowned herself in a pond in the grounds

of Clopton House, which is shewn you to-day, and the

legend runs that the fair young lady's spirit still haunts
the scene in the silent watches of the night.

The gentler superstitions of rural Warwickshire, as I

called them at the beginning of this article, are many and
various, and deal, perhaps, more with outdoor than indoor

life, though the preternaturalism of cottage life is very

strongly marked. That old superstition connected with

the wych elm—of which there are so many in ^\'arwick-

shire—seems to be as firmly planted as ever in the minds
of the rustics. There is an account current of a gentle-

man who a short time ago went to live in a remote part of

the country. Having cut down a wych elm, he told some
of his workmen that they could have the branches for fire-

wood. In the course of a week or two he noticed that none of

the wood had been removed, and asked the reason. " Why,
mister," was the reply, " we donna want the old 'ooman
amongst us, to be sure." Upon questioning them it

appeared that it was a general belief that to burn wych
elm would bring down the malignant powers.

Superstitions regarding birds are very extensive in

Warwickshire and very steadfastly entertained. The
cuckoo during the winter is changed by rustic faith into

the sparrowhawk ; the yellowhammer is supposed to drink

three drops of the devil's blood each May morning ; and
the robin is believed to have scorched its breast with hell

fire, near which it had ventured for a beakful of water.

There is also another and far more tender superstition

attached to the robin which is faithfully held by village folk

of religious inclinings ; it is to the effect that the robin

crimsoned its breast in administering to the needs of our
Saviour when on the cross.

With this, the prettiest and tenderest of all the super-

stitions at present in vogue in Warwickshire, I bring this

paper to a conclusion. The subject is one that is sur-

rounded with the deepest interest, inasmuch as the bent

of rustic feeling in this delightful county towards a belief

in the supernatural is, as I have attempted to show,
almost as strongly marked to-day, in spite of the wide-

reaching influence of civilization and education, as it was
in the days of Shakespeare ; though in his tlma the aspect

of Warwickshire was more calculated to inspire the mind
with eerie feelings than it is now.

WHY DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH?
By T. A. GERiLD Strickland, F.E.S.

WHY do you photograph ? is a question that

numbers of amateurs would have a difficulty

in answering satisfactorily. Is it to expose

quantities of plates on " pretty bits," or on
" evenings," or " sunrises," the titles of

which would be suitable, in the majority of results, to

either print, and no one be any the wiser .' Or is it for the

pleasure of developing dozens of negatives, of which about

ten per cent, are printed ? And even when they are printed,

what then ? Have you become an " artist " "? But this is

dangerous ground ! I had better say at once that my
knowledge of Art twith a capital "A") is very limited, and
the vexed question of the " artistic capabilities of photo-

graphy " had, therefore, better be avoided.
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I suppose no process has made such rapid progress as

photography since the discovery, by Daguerre, of his

invention known as "Daguerreotype," in the thirties ; and
as an aid to science it is becoming more and more useful

every day. In natural history sabjects we have, indeed,

some very fine workers amongst us. Look, for instance, at

the photographs of animals, botanical subjects, and birds,

by Gambier Bolton, Henry Sandland, Henry Troth, Mrs.

Carine Cadby, E. B. Lodge, and others.* The field

naturalist is now greatly increasing his interest and
knowledge by the use of the camera.! "Natural history

is no work for one who loves his chair or his bed. Specu-

lation may be pursued on a soft coueh, but nature must be

observed in the open air. I have collected materials with

indefatigable pertinacy. I have gathered glow-worms in

the evening and snails in the morning. I have
seen the daisy close and open. I have heard
the owl shriek at midnight, and hunted insects ..y

in the heat of noon." So says Johnson. Now,
if amateur photographers would only follow in

the footsteps of these earnest workers, and
have some aim in view when out with their

cameras, how much more lasting would their

interest in photography become, and what
might not be the gain to science !

For photographing animals it is necessary
to have a thoroughly good lens of long focus

and working at as large an aperture as possible.

The one I principally use is of fourteen-inch

focus, and has a working aperture of F. 5-G.

This I work on a whole-plate camera. In
taking the animals at the Zoological Gardens,
I find them, as a rule, so tame that a very
short exposure is seldom necessary.

[
For

nervous animals, such as deer in parks, a hand
camera is more suitable.

One would think all that could be said about
hand cameras and how to use them had already

been published ; but, judging from results that

we are shown, with the remark, " I don't think

it is so bad considering it was done with a hand
camera," all that has been written has not
been digested. Now, the phrase, " considering

it was done with a hand camera," is no excuse
for bad results, as, with command of the

instrument, certain subjects are more easily

and satisfactorily taken with that class of

apparatus than with a stand camera. I think

the failures are the result of giving much too short an
exposure, of trying to take unsuitable subjects, and of

not using the lens with as large an aperture as possible for

single or near objects. The development of the plate has
also a great deal to do with some of the failures. I fancy
most people, when they first purchase a hand camera, think
the whole theory of using them is totally different from
stand camera photography, and that, in some extra-

ordinary manner, subjects that would require about five

seconds' exposure with a camera on a tripod can be taken
perfectly well in one-fiftieth of a second if the camera is

* See two very interesting illustrated articles entitled "iVmong tbe
Sea-Birds," in the Badminton Magazini for November, 1895, and
" Sea-Birds at Home," in tlie Windsor Magazine for Jfoveinber,
189(i, both by Mr. E. B. Lodge.
t See article by Harry P. W'itherbv in Knowiedge for October,

1895.

:;: See also "Notes on Animal Portraiture," by W. Girling, in the
British Journal of Bhotographji Almanack for 1896; • Photo-
graphing Bats," by S. E. Stoddard, in the American Annual of
Fhotogra'phi/ for 1890 ; and also " Zoophotography," by Lewis
Medland, in the British Journal of Bhotography Almanack, 1894.

held in the hand ! If you venture to remonstrate, they

say, " Oh ! but this is the instantaneous process, you

know." Because you have a shutter that can work in

one-hundredth of a second is no reason that you should

always use it at that speed.

The generality of snap-shots can be taken quite satis-

factorily in one-tenth of a second if the subject is not too

close. A higher speed than one-twentieth I find is very

rarely required ; and with regard to not shaking the camera
during exposure, that is simply a matter of practice. An
esposare of one second can quite well be managed, and
even longer if the camera is pressed against something
solid, such as a gatepost or tree trunk. The hand camera
is not intended to take architecture or interiors, unless

used on a stand ; and, though it is not necessary for the

**-?,

Indian Zebus iu the Zoological Gardens. From a Photograph by
Mr. T. A. Geeald Strickland.

sun to be shiaing, the light should be fairly actinic, and,

if possible, the subject well lighted. The lens can be used

at full aperture, as, if it is a good one (which is a sine qad
non for this kind of work), it is only necessary to use a

smaller diaphragm to obtain what is known as depth of

focus ; and as taking an animal is practically portraiture,

this is not required, and a shorter exposure can be given,

if the beast is restless, without hopelessly under-exposing

the plate. I think most of the hand cameras on the

market are good enough of their kind, but, personally, for

animals, I prefer one of the full-sized finder and twin-lens

type, and I have used six or seven difi'erent sorts during

the last eight years. Most people will swear by the kind

they happen to use, and this, of course, is as it should be.*

The telephotographic lens would also be useful for shy

animals or birds, that will not allow a close approach.

f

"
. . . . The photographer has now at his command a

lens " (the telephotographic lens) " which needs a camera

* See also " The Hand Camera and How to Use It," by W. D. Welford.

t .?(;e "The Telephotographic Lens," byT. E. Dallmeyer.F.E.A.S.
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but two feet in length, bnt which will, under such con-

ditions, give an image of the same size as if he were using

a lens of one hundred inches focal length. In all previous

attempts in this direction it has been the custom to get

a primary image and then to magnify it, but in the case

before us the primary and greatly enlarged image is itself

projected on the focussing screen." ' The following may
also be of interest to ornithologists :

" We have seen the

instrument, and
specimens of work
done by it, one
being an instan-

taneous picture of

a crow about to

settle on the top of

a tree one hundred
yards distant, the

bird measuring on
the picture three-

quarters of an
inch from tip to

tip of his outspread

wings." t
The botanist can

also find many uses

for photography, if

carried out syste-

matically. J The
entomologist also

finds it a useful

handmaid ; it can
also be of in-
valuable assistance

to anthropolo-
gists. 5 Then,
again, there are so

many trades and
crafts that can be
traced through,
from the primitive

state of the
material used to

the finished article. To give an instance : why not take
iron, and work it through with a careful series of prints,

from " the ore to the horseshoe " '.'

It is to be regretted that more amateurs do not take up
photomicrography. What unknown worlds the microscope
has opened up to science of all sorts ! Doctors, bacteri-

ologists, and many others would be hand-tied without it,

and in numbers of cases I believe photomicrographs to be
moresatisfactoryandcertainlyquickerthan drawings. " The
potential value of photography in this line has always been
admitted and often dwelt upon ; but difficulties, some real,

some exaggerated, some imaginary, have always been cited

as fatal to the employment of photography for the delinea-

tion by a graphic method of microscopic images."
[

Photo-

* " A New Lens," in the Photogmphic A'ews of October 16th, 1891
+ " On Photographing Distant Objects," in the Optician of October

loth, 1891.

J See "A Visit to Kew Ghirdens," by J. H. Baldoct, F.C.S., in the
Sritish Journal of Photography AhnanacTc for 1897.

§ See " Ethnographic Photography," by M. V. Portman, in the
British Journal of Photography Almanack for 18S6; also "Photo-
graphy for Anthropologists," by M. Y. Portman, in the Journal of the
Anthropological Institute for August, 1896 ; and " Photography in
Anthropological Work," by Prof. Fred Starr, in the American Annual
of Photography for 1893.

II
"Practical Photomicrography," by Andrew Pringle, F.R.M.S.,

1890. Those interested in this branch should also see Van Heurck's
work, " The Microscope "; and the " Outlines of Photomicrography,"
by Andrew Pi'ingle, in the Photogram.

^^i^S^^-*'

Marabou Stork in the Zoological Gardens.
From a Photograph by Mr. T. A. Gebald

Steicklajtd.

micrography brings us to surgery, where a large field is

open for photography. " In the surgical rooms of our large

hospitals and infirmaries photography is rendering invaluable

aid in the proper treatment of medical operations. For
upwards of a quarter of a century photographic records of

deformities, dislocations, tumours, and operations have
been systematically produced, which have had the merit

of demonstrating the advantage or disadvantage of different

methods of treatment, the raison d'i'tre of certain modes of

procedure, and the chronicling of mistakes and successes

that have served as guide or warning in future cases." *

" Radiography " I will not touch upon, for, in the words
of Captain Abney (annual address at the Eoyal Photo-

graphic Society, 1896) :
" I am purposely excluding photo-

graphy by the X rays as being anything belonging to

an advance in photography. It is not a new photography,
but the old kind, and its claim to novelty belongs more
to electrical than to photograjphic science." At all events

it is not " pure ' photography, as no camera or lens is

required. By " pure photography " I mean the work
that can be achieved by the apparatus likely to be in the

possession of the ordinary amateur.

Now, supposing that the photographer is not scientifically

inclined, there is still architecture, character studies, and
photographic survey t to be worked up as a useful aim. I

would suggest a series of Norman doorways or Norman
windows—also porches, cloisters, or crypts. But anyone
taking up this branch should not fail to read the

Rev. T.Perkins' "Chapters on Gothic Architecture," in

Amateur Photofiraph;/ for 1894-5. Then a series of plioto-

graphs of the houses of eminent persons might be made.
They will become of great interest presently, as the houses
are being swept away by the ruthless hand of the " im-

prover," one by one. The illustration of scientific works,

or even novels, such as Mr. Symonds' " Malvern Chase "

or Kingsley's " Westward Ho I
' would give an object for

the usual tour.

For printing natural history subjects or photomicrograpLs
I know nothing better than carbon or gelatino-chloride

paper. The latter should be sqiii'iyet'd on to ferrotype

plates to give it a gloss that brings out the detail, which is

what we want for this sort of thing. With regard to the

illustrations of the Indian zebus and the Marabou stork, I

should like to say that I am indebted to an article in

the Amateur Phototjniplie.)- for the idea of giving them the

appearance of standing on a slab of stone. To block out

the whole background of the negative, if it is unsuitable, is

an advantage.

The blocking-out medium I use is simply sepia (moist

water colour) thinned to the consistency of cream with

ordinary black writing ink, and carefully applied to the

negative with a camel's-liair pencil.

These little details are of importance to the earnest

worker, for " there is nothiu'j insignificant

—

nothimj." Look
at photography as a means to an end, not as the end
itself Work systematically, have an aim, and keep your

failures. You will fiad them of use to refer to. A failure

is often of more value than many text-books. Photo-

graphers should find out what they really have a turn for,

and specialize that, for they must remember, "Nothing is

really well done which it costs you pain to do."

* " Photography as an Aid to Study," by Richard Penlake, in the

British Journal of Photography for 1896; see also "Photographing
Surgical Specimens," by A. S. Murray, in the American Annual of
Photography for 1893.

+ See "A Plea for a Survey of Life and Character," by Hall
Edwards, L.R.O. P., in the Briiith Journal ofPhotography Almanack
for 1896.
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THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR MAY.

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

SOME fair-sized groups of sunspots have recently

appeared on the Sun's surface.

Mercury can be observed as an evening star

during the first third of the month. On the 1st
he sets at 9h. 31m. p.m., or 2h. 10m. after the

Sun, with a northern decHnation of 23° 5', and an apparent
diameter of 8^". On the 7th he sets at 9h. 20m. p.m., or

Ih. 50m. after the Sun. with a northern declination of
23° 4', and an apparent diameter of 10". On the 11th
he sets at 9h. p.m., or Ih. 25m. after the Sun, with a

northern declination of 22^ 21 , and an apparent diameter
of 10|". After this he approaches the Sun too nearly to

be visible. He is in inferior conjunction with the Sim on
the 20th. While visible he describes a short direct path
in Taurus to the north of the Hjades.

Venus is too near the Sun to be well observed during
the first half of the month. On the 21st she rises at

2h. 51m. A.M., or about 1^ hours before the Sun, with a
northern declination of 11^ 45', and an apparent diameter
of 47". On the 31st she rises at 2h. 27m. a.m., or about
Ih. 23m. before the Sun, with a northern declination of
11° 1', and an apparent diameter of 40 ". While visible

she describes a short direct path through a portion of

Aries, barren of naked-eye stars.

Mars can be observed during the first half of the month,
but he is rapidly becoming a very insignificant object for

telescopic scrutiny. On the 1st he sets at Ih. 11m. a.m.,

with a northern decHnation of 23^ .88', and an apparent
diameter of Sj", the phasis amounting ^". On the 14th
he sets at Oh. 40m. a.m., with a northern declination of
22° 14', and an apparent diameter of 5}". During this

time he pursues a direct path in Gemini to the borders of
Cancer.

Jupiter is an evening star, setting on the 1st at 2h. 43m.
A.M., with a northern declination of 12° 33', and an
apparent equatorial diameter of 40'', the phasis on the /
limb amounting to }''. On the 13th he sets at Ih. 50m.
A.M., with a northern declination of 12° 20', and an
apparent diameter of 38i". On the 31st he sets at

Oh. 48m. A.M., with a northern declination of 11° 50', and
an apparent equatorial diameter of 36|". During May he
describes a short direct path in Leo, somewhat to the east

of Regulus.

Saturn is an evening star, rising on the 1st at 8h. 37m.
P.M., with a southern declination of 17^ 39', and an
apparent equatorial diameter of 18' (the major axis of the
ring being 43 " in diameter and the minor 17j ). On the

ISth he rises at 7h. oGm. p.m., with a southern declination

of 17° 2(3', and a diameter of 18". On the 31st he rises

at Gh. 27m. p.m., with a southern declination of 17° 11',

and an apparent diameter of 18". During the month he
pursues a retrograde path in Libra. He is in opposition

on the 18th.
Uranus is an evening star, but is even worse placed for

observation in these latitudes than Saturn is. On the 1st
he rises at 8h. 41m. p.m., with a southern declination of
19° 26', and an apparent diameter of 8-8 ". On the 31st
he rises at 6h. 36m. p.m., and souths at lOh. 58m. p.m.,

with a southern declination of 19 9', and an apparent
diameter of 3-8

". During May he describes a short
retrograde path in Scorpio, not far from /3 Scorpionis.

Neptune is practically invisible.

There are no very well marked showers of shooting stars

in May.

The Moon is new at 8h. 46m. p.m. on the 1st ; enters

her first quarter at 9h. 37m. p.m. on the 9th ; is full at

Ih. 54m. P.M. on the 16th ; enters her last quarter at

9h. 34m. a.m. on the 23rd ; and is new again at Oh. 26m.
P.M. on the 31st.

(!Bt)fSS Column.
By C. D. LocooK, B.A.Oxon.

Commimications for this column should be addressed to

0. D. LococK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of April Prollems.

No. 1.

(By P. H. Williams.)

Key-move.—1. K to Q2.

If 1. ... K to B3, 2. Kt to B3.
1. ... K to K4, 2. QxP.

No. 2.

(By A. C. Challenger.)

1. R to KB3, and mates next move.

Correct Solutions of both problems received from
Alpha, W. J. Ashdown, F. Wilhelmy, E. W. Brook,
H. H. Thomas, Captain Fordo, J. T. Blakemore.

Of No. 2 only from G. G. Beazley, A. P. Hyatt, W. H.
Lunn, W. Clugston, J. M'Robert.

Rev. F. W. Quilter, D.B.—Your solutions last month
were quite correct, but a week too late to acknowledge.

H. D'O. Bernard.—The sacrifice offered in your game has
the merit of soundness, usually absent from this parti-

cular sacrifice ; but it occurs so often that there would be

little use in publishing it. Why 11. QKtSch .' PxKt,
threatening to win a Pawn by the check, and to Castle

QR would give White a most desirable open file.

W. J. Ashdinrn.— 'Moa. '2 and
the better key -moves.

are selected as having

PROBLEMS.

By W. J. Ashdown.

No. 1.

BciCK (.5).

i fm.

White (13).

White mates in two moves.
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No. 2.

Black (5).

JS i^i ^^.

a mm m;, M
w, ^^ ^p —

White (12).

White mates in two moves.

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

Tlie Pillsbury-Sbowalter match continues to be most
evenly contested. The score last week was six all with

three draws, a state of affairs which, according to the

terms of the match, necessitated its prolongation to ten

games. Both players have consistently (to quote from

"Q.'s" ballad) "stuck to the old Ruy Lopez and won-
dered who'd call for trumps "

; but Mr. Pillsbury produced

his trump card in the sixteenth game, a Queen's side

opening, and gained the lead thereby.

M. Tchigorin is engaged in a match with M. Schiffers,

and holds a commanding lead in the score.

Mr. Steinitz has now apparently quite recovered, and
has been playing simultaneously at Vienna with his usual

success. He returns to New York shortly.

Mr. T. F. Lawrence has won the championship of the

City of London Chess Club for the second year in

succession. He disputes with Mr. E. M. Jackson the

claim to be considered at the present moment the best

London player.

The Inter- University Chess Match resulted in a win for

Oxford by 4 games to 3. The match score now stands at

—

Cambridge, 15 ; Oxford, 9 ; drawn, 1. The score reckoned

in games is less disproportionate :—Cambridge, 118

;

Oxford, 100 ; drawn, 58.

The game played on Board No. 1 is appended. We
recognized the strength of Mr. Spencer Churchill's play in

the game published in this column last year. The score

was as follows :
—

OXFOKD.

1. E. G. S. Churchill 1 1. E. A. Crowley
(Magdalen)

2. E. Lawton (Corpus) 1

3. R. A. Jenkins
(Brasenose)

4. G. Eraser (Corpus)

5. A. H. W. George
(New Coll.)

6. G. H. Stokes (Corpus) 1

7. R. IFancock (Exeter)
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AN INVISIBLE MONKEY.
By E. Lydekker, B.A.Cantab., F.R.S.

IN
mo3t English dictionariea the verb to " mimic " has for

its synonyms "to ape, imitate, counterfeit, or mock";
and it is thus intimately connected with the monkey
tribe, whose imitations of human gestures and
actions form one of their most prominent charac-

teristic features. Till quite recently, naturalists have,
however, been totally unacquainted with any instance
among these animals of " mimicry " in its scientific sense.

That is to say, no case was known where a monkey, for

the sake of protection, resembled in form or coloration
either some other animal or an inanimate object. During
his adventurous journey to Mount Kenya and Lake
Barengo, in East Africa, Dr. .J. W. Gregory, of the
Natural History Museum, was fortunate enough to make
the interesting discovery that the peculiar type of
coloration characterizing certain African monkeys is

protective in its nature, and that these monkeys, when in

their native haunts, are thereby rendered practically

invisible.

The monkeys in question (one of which is represented
in the accompanying figure) are known to the natives of
certain districts of East Africa by the name of " guereza."
They belong to the group of thumbless apes (Cololms), which
are restricted to the African continent, where they take the
place of the langurs, or sacred apes, of India and other
Oriental countries. From the other thumbless apes the
guerezas (or those species to which that name properly
applies) are distinguished by their long, silky, black and
white coats, which are much sought after by the natives of
Africa as articles of their scanty costume and for purposes of
decoration. In the typical Abyssinian guereza the greater
part of the fur of the body and limbs is of a deep shining
black, but from the shoulders there depends a mantle of
long, white, silky hairs, extending down each side and
meeting on the lower part of the back, so as to hang down
over the sides of the body as well as over the hips and
thighs. The terminal third of the tail is also clothed with
long white hairs. Strikingly handsome as is this species,

it is excelled in this respect by the East African guereza
—the one met with by Dr. Gregory— in which the base
of the tail is alone black, the whole of the remainder of
that appendage being developed into a magniticent whits
brush, which may be compared to an Indian cliowri, or fly-

whisk.

Black and white is a type of coloration so conspicuous,
and, at the same time, so rare, among the larger mammals,
that whenever it occurs we may be quite sure it is developed
for some special purpose, although, unless we have an
opportunity of seeing the animals in their native haunts,
it is almost impossible to divine what that purpose may
be. It is met with elsewhere Ln the zebras, and also in

the remarkable parti-coloured bear {.FAuropus) of Tibet.
Although the former animals are conspicuous enough in a
stall at the "Zoo," or when stuffed in a museum, travellers

tell us that when seen in the haze of an African desert,

their black and white stripes fade at a very short distance
to an almost invisible grey. This may even be observed
in a hot summer, when the grass is burnt brown, in the
Duke of Bedford's seat at Woburn Abbey, where several
of these beautiful animals are allowed to i-oam at will in

the park during the summer months.
With regard to the parti-coloured bear, we have at

present uo information. It may be suggested, however,
that the startling contrast presented by its streaks and
patches of creamy white on a jet black ground, may har-
monize with patches of snow on black rocks, or possibly
with the lines of light between the dark sterna of forest

trees.

Be this as it may. Dr. Gregory's observations have fully

solved the problem of the use of the remarkable coloration
of the guerezas, which has so long puzzled the brains of
naturalists. Like others of their kind, these monkeys pass
most of their time high up on trees, where they sleep

either resting on a bough or hanging beneath by their

hands, or hands and feet. Now, in the dense forests

clothing Mount Kilima Njaro, and other districts of East
Africa, the black-stemmed trees are thickly draped with
pendant masses and wreaths of grey beardmoss, or lichen,

which reach for several feet below the boughs. "As the
monkeys hang from the branches,'' writes Dr. Gregory,
"they so closely resemble the lichen that I found it impossi-
ble to recognize them when but a short distance away."
We have thus decisive evidence that the black and

white coloration of the guerezas protects these animals
by a close resemblance to their inanimate surroundings.
There are, however, certain smaller mammals with a
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similar type of coloration, in which the startling contrast

of black and white seems to be for the purpose of rendering

them conspicuous ; and as some at least of these creatures

are endowed with a most disgusting odour, their con-

spicuousness has been regarded as warning other animals

from attacking them. The best known of these creatures

are the ill-famed American skimks, which are in the habit

of stalking over the Argentine pampas in full daylight,

with the most consummate indifference to the presence of

other and more powerful animals. And anyone who is in

doubt as to the cause of this proud indifference should

read Mr. W. H. Hudson's account of the terrible and
lasting effects of their fct'tid excretion, as detailed in " The
Naturalist in La Plata." Less familiar is the so-called

Cape polecat (Ictoni/x), an animal of about the same size

as an ordinary polecat, but having its fur marked with

broad longitudinal bands of blackish brown alternating

with white. As this creature is stated to have an odour

as disgusting as

that of a skunk,

there can be little

hesitation in
classing it among
animals possessing

"warning colours."

A second muste-

line [Pceciloijale

alhinucha), from
South Africa, is

likewise conspicu-

ously banded with

blackish brown and
white, and thus

closely resembles

the Cape polecat,

for which it might
readily be mis-

taken. Unfortu-

nately, its habits

seem very imper-

fectly known, and
it is difficult to

ascertain whether
it has an odour as

powerful as that of

its larger cousin.

Very probably,
however, it has

not, and that its

of the latter. If

coloration of the

to three distinct causes

The GrCEEEZA

From a Photograph of a Specimeu in

coloration is a true mimicry of that

this be so, we shall have the pied

animals above mentioned attributable

In the case of the guereza it

affords protection, from its resemblance to inanimate

surroundings ; in the skunk and Cape polecat it serves to

warn other animals from attacking a noisome beast, which
is thereby protected ; while the South African weasel

enjoys immunity from attack on account of its being

mistaken for the similarly coloured polecat.

A WELL-LOVED HAUNT.
By Harry F. Witherby.

OF
aU the delightful places that a naturalist can still

find in Old England, give me in winter a certain

stretch of lonely mudflats, and in spring the wild

and beautiful New Forest.

The two places could not be more unlike, yet

there is something which makes them akin—in both one

feels alone with wild nature, and in this hes a great

charm.
Towards the end of April last I spent a few days with

some friends in the New Forest, in haunts well loved aud

long known ; and it is my present mtention to write of a

few of the birds we saw in the course of a long walk whilst

there.

One of the chief delights of the New Forest is its endless

variety. In a single morning's walk it is possible to trudge

knee high in heather across a glorious moor, to saunter by

the wooded banks of a winding stream, to lose one's way
in the thickest wood, to wade through a marshy bog, or to

pace along the springy turf that grows in the wild un-

touched glades, and yet to find further on some new scene

—some different feature.

Our way led first across a heather-clad moor, some
miles in length. We had scarcely gone ten yards when
we saw something that looked Uke a rat running through

the heather. We
followed after it and
found that it was
a landrail, or corn-

crake, as it is some-
times called, which
had just arrived, no
doubt, from Africa,

and a fortnight
before its usual
time. How un-
willing this bird

always is to take to

its wings! It would
have preferred to

skulk and hide, but

we pressed it hard,

and at last it gave
up running and
flew straight away,
somewhat like a

partridge.

On reaching the

bottom of a deU
where a few birch

trees were be-
coming clothed in

green—the delicate

green of spring

—

we surprised two
greyhen, which, except for their large size, might have
been taken for red grouse, as they rushed off with powerful

flight. The greyhen and blackcock, known under the

general name of black grouse, are by no means plentiful

in the Forest, as they doubtless were in days gone by

—

when, for instance, this moor was one unbroken sti-etch

and had no road intersecting it.

As we reached the margin of the moor we disturbed half

a dozen does, which considered for a moment and then

sprang ofi' to a plantation of fir and oak bordering the

heather. We followed, and climbed the fence which they

had taken in their stride. We had advanced some way into

this wood, and I had been standing perfectly still in the

middle of a grassy ride for about five minutes, listening to

the sounds around, when, suddenly, a bird got up behind me.
I turned and saw a woodcock rising straight off the ground.

Feeling sure that the bird had risen from eggs or young, I

ran up to the spot, and looked carefully on the ground.

Apparently nothing was there but dead leaves and a few

weeds, so I began to examine the leaves one by one, tracing

their outline with my eye. In this way I soon discovered a

{Colohua (guereza).

the British Museum (Natural History).
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beautiful downy youug woodcock, of about three days old,

lying llat amongst the brown and withered leaves— its

colouring of various shades of bufif and browr, and its

striking markings, harmonizing in a wonderful way with

its surroundings. About eighteen inches away from this

bird, and within an inch of my foot, were three more,

lying in the same position, stiff and motionless, as if dead,

but betrayed by their bright black eyes. It is a well-

known habit of a great many young birds of this kind,

which are able to walk almost as soon as they are

hatched, to lie pressed, one might say, against the ground,

when they think there is an enemy afoot ; and as the

colouring of the bird usually, and especially so in the wood-

cock, matches the colour of the ground, they are exceedingly

difficult to see. Moreover, they often sham death I

turned these birds over on their backs, and took them up
in my hands, but they still remained stiff and immovable.

It was not until they had been handled for some little time

that they began to comprehend that they were discovered,

and then they were anxious to get away and hide. This

shamming of death is evidently only the last means resorted

to for escaping discovery, as they first hide in any tuft of

grass or little cover that may be near. Indeed, unless one

runs up at once to the place from which the old bird has

been Hushed from her young, they will have effectually

hidden themselves. The young woodcock that I found

first was separated from the others ; it was no doubt the

most active of the four, and had got up immediately the

old bird flew off, but as soon as it heard me coming it must
have crouched down again.

When these young birds were roused, and began to

walk, the position of the wings was most noticeable ; they

were carried stretched out at right angles to the body.

This seems a most curious and unaccountable habit, and I

know of no other young bird that has it. The advantage

of holding the wings in this position is not apparent. It

first strikes one that it is for the sake of balancing the

bird, but the feet appear large enough to enable a bird

three times the size of the young woodcock to keep its

balance. Moreover, the young birds are quite able to walk
without their wings open, as I proved by putting one in a

thick place where it could not do this, and it walked
perfectly easily. Neither can the object be to attract the

attention of the parent birds, for the shrill, plaintive chirp

is amply sufficient for this purpose. Although the advan-

tage of this habit is not apparent, its disadvantages

are obvious. It renders the bird very conspicuous, and
when walking it can be seen at a considerable distance.

Besides this, the wings catch in every little obstacle, such

as a blade of grass or a stalk of a fern, and thus the bird

is sometimes even tripped up ; biit as it gets on its feet

again it proceeds in the same way, never seeming to learn

by experience. There is no doubt a good reason for this

curious way of carrying the wings, but it is hard to find.

Another noticeable point in the habits of young wood-
cocks is that they cannot be induced to run like other

young birds—they always walk.

It may be mentioned here that later in the day we found
another brood of woodcocks. These birds must have been
hatched in the first week of April (a very early date), for

they had lost their down and were covered with half-grown
feathers. These older birds made little attempt to conceal

themselves, and they, too, walked with wings outstretched
;

and so conspicuous were their large wings that the birds

could be seen quite fifty yards away.
In the drawing reproduced in the accompanying plate,

the bird (about three days old) in the foreground is seen

to be walking away in this characteristic attitude, while

two others are shown lying on the ground overshadowed

by twigs of sprouting oak. The woodcock* is indeed an

interesting bird, and there is much yet to be learnt about it.

After half an hour or so spent thus pleasantly wiih the

woodcock I regained my companions, who were listening

to the extraordinary spring song of a green woodpecker.

Now a woodpecker of any sort is the last bird from which

one would expect to hear a song ; yet this bird, whose
ordinary note is the well-known harsh, unmusical laugh,

seems to be completely carried away by the joys of the

awakening spring, and it actually attempts a song ! The
song is a rambling, indefinite piece of music, but it is soft

and not unpleasing, and is suggestive of the highest

degree of pleasure. I think this song of the green wood-

pecker is little known, and, at all events, no mention ia

made of it in standard ornithological works. I have only

heard it two or three times, and on each occasion in April.

The bird—and no doubt it is the male—utters it on

the wing when chasing its mate. It may be that this song

is only used during courtship, and in that case it would

seem to be exclusively a love song.

The woodpeckers disappeared, and we walked on out of

the plantation and over a stream to visit an old beech

tree, in which we had known tawny owls to nest for the

past eight years. The bird that has occupied this hollow

beech for the last two years is decidedly original in her

habits. Usually it is only necessary to tap a tree in which

a tawny owl is nesting, or throw a stick up the tree, and

out flies the bird. This particular bird, however, will

never budge an inch, however hard you tap, or however

many sticks and stones you throw up its tree. This eccen-

tricity is a great protection to the nest, for the tree is not

very easy to climb, and, unless the bird flies out and thus

eggs or young become a moral certainty, most prowling

marauders think it not worth while to climb the tree.

We, however, knowing the habits of this particular bird,

scaled the tree, and on looking down the hole, there, sure

enough, was the owl. Nothing seems to disturb this bird.

On every occasion on which I have visited it, it has appeared

to be in a stupor. It allows itself to be turned over on its

back, to have the young ones taken from under it— in fact,

to be ill-treated in every sort of way short of actual injury.

It never resents nor makes any sound or movement, nor

does it even deign to open its eyes. This is certainly a

very original tawny owl, and I suspect that its eccentricities

will prove an advantage both to itself and its progeny.

Among the remains of many a repast in this owl's nest

was the leg of a fall-grown rabbit. The tawny owl very

rarely takes a tuU-grown rabbit ; but with three young

ones—which are, indeed, hard to satisfy—to provide with

food, we must excuse this small breach in the confidence

we place in him as a game preserver rather than destroyer,

and set it off against the number of mice and rats which

we know are disposed of by our friend the owl.

During our long walk home we passed through the most

varied country, and saw many sights which strike the

naturalist as especially beautiful. Let me mention one.

In a grassy swamp, on the edge of a moor, we found

several lapwings' nests. The eggs were laid in a slight

hollow on the top of turf-covered heaps raised by moles.

The birds, no doubt, found these very convenient nesting

sites, for their eggs were thus raised high and dry.

Had we needed further proof of the illimitable resources

of our weU-loved haunt as a means of whetting the

appetite of the ornithologist (we cannot say satisfying, for

the ornithologist is insatiable), surely what we found and

saw that day was proof for ever.

* See also article ou ' Protective Resemblance," and photograph

of a " Woodcock on its Neet," in Kkowledge for March, 1896.
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QUEEN'S REIGN

PROGRESS IN MECHANICAL SCIENCE DURING
THE QUEEN'S REIGN.

By EoBERT Gordon Blaine, M.E., Assoc. M. last. C.E.

THE British have been called a " nation of shop-

keepers," but the right of the Anglo-Saxon people

to be called a nation or " nations of handicrafts-

men " is at least as clear. In reviewing some of

the salient features of the wonderful progress in

mechanical arts, appliances, and methods which has
characterized the Victorian epoch, it may serve to keep
this article within reasonable limits if we confine our
remarks mainly to matters which concern ourselves.

The place of our own people in the van of progress has
been so prominent that it will not be necessary to go far

from home ia cur review. The progress which has taken
place in the various departments of mechanical science

may be best appreciated if the matter be put in the shape
of contrasts.

FACILITIES FOK TRAVELLING,

Perhaps the most striking changes which have taken place

during the last sixty years are those in regard to facilities

for travelling. What were the usual means of locomotion
when our gracious Queen ascended the throne ? We re-

member that Watt and Stephenson had inaugurated a new
era by the evolution of the steam-engine and the intro-

duction of steam propulsion or traction on suitably pre-

pared roads ; but the great majority of people travelled on
horseback or in horse-drawn vehicles.

Previous to the Queen's ascension the mileage of railways
open in the United Kingdom was less than one thousand,
and the capital invested less than thirty millions sterling.

At present there are, in these islands, upwards of twenty-
one thousand miles of railways open, representing a capital

of over a thousand millions. In England we have twenty-
seven pounds per head of the population invested in rail-

ways, against thirty-two pounds per head in Scotland, and
a little over eight pounds per head in Ireland. It may be
said, then, that our railway system has been developed
during the Queen's reign. It is true that the population
has increased, and that increased mileage would have been
necessary to give even the same population one mile of

line ; but we have advanced in scientific attainments and
conveniences arising therefrom far beyond the mere increase

of population. The latter has increased from about twenty-
six to thirty-nine millions, whilst railway mileage has
increased from one thousand to twenty-one thousand miles.

In other words, there are now living in these islands fifteen

persons for every ten alive in 1837, but those fifteen have
infinitely greater facilities for travelling than they would
have had if they had lived then. Thus, sixty years ago
there were in the United Kingdom twenty-six thousand
persons per mile of railway, whereas to-day there are only
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven persons per

mile. The increase of the urban population has been much
more marked than that of rural districts, for during the

last decade the former has increased fifteen per cent.,

whilst the latter has, in the aggregate, only increased about
two and a half per cent., many rural districts showing an
actual decrease ; thus the population of Ireland—chiefly

agricultural—has decreased from about eight millions to

four and a half. We have this remarkable result, that trades

and districts which have been able to avail themselves of the

lowering of expense of production and other advantages due
to improved machinery and methods, have increased in

population at the expense of others not so fortunately

situated.

Facilities for travel have greatly changed the currents

of public opinion, spreading that species of information

which experience alone can impart, and breaking down the

barriers of that prejudice and contentment with imperfect

conditions which arise from ignorance of the world. In
addition to this there is, of course, the more immediate
result of increased trade.

The great increase of urban populations has raised some
difiicult problems, and is in many respects to be deplored.

Greater facilities for travelling in and near towns have
become necessary, and questions of sanitation—including

water supply—have become of vital importance. Nor
have the efforts to raise the conditions of life in towns
been, in most cases, unsuccessful. Thus the average

annual death rate per thousand in London has decreased

from about twenty-five in 1840 to nineteen now, amounting
to an annual saving of nearly twenty-two thousand lives in

London alone. In some provincial towns, however, owing
to the increase of noxious trades, the decrease in death rate

is not so marked.
Not only in mileage have railways advanced, but the

speed, safety, and comfort of travelling have become enor-

mously greater. The earlier third-class carriages were
mere rectangular tanks on wheels, open at the top and
without seats.

Third-class passengers have proved the dividend payers
of modern times, and now this fact is beginning to meet
with some recognition and reciprocal benefits. In the

early days, however—say, in 1840—third-class passengers

did not contribute more than twelve per cent, of the gross

revenue of the companies.
The mileage of railways open in the United States has

trebled in the last twenty-five years, being now over one
hundred and eighty-one thousand miles, representing a

capital of over two thousand million pounds sterling.

In facilities for urban and subm-ban travelling our Trans-

atlantic cousins have still further outstripped us. Whilst
we in London have still to be content, to a great extent,

with the primitive " bus " and a few horse-drawn tramoars,

in the United States there are no less than twelve thousand
one hundred and thirty-three miles of electric, and five

hundred and ninety-nine miles of cable tramways—

•

scarcely a large village being without its installation. In

Brooklyn alone one company owns over two hundred and
sixty miles of overhead trolley electric tramlines.

With the exception of small tramways at Portrush and
Bessbrook in Ireland, and Brighton, Blackpool, South
Staffordshire, etc., in England, we have no electrically

driven trams ; but the City and South London Railway,

with the overhead line in Liverpool, and the two electric

lines now being constructed in London, show that we are

at last waking up.

TRANSPORT I!Y SEA.

Here we are on safer ground. In spite of foreign com-
petition, Britain still holds, easily, the premier place in

ocean carriage and in shipbuilding.
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It was only in 1888 that a steamship, the Great

Western, of about two thousand tons displacement, com-
menced a regular service between Bristol and New York,

making the passage across the Atlantic in about fourteen

days. The advance in the adoption of steam propulsion

was so rapid that in 1840 steamers were regularly running

to India. Now, eighty-eight per cent, of our ocean traffic

is carried on by steamers, and a vessel has recently been
launched at I3elfast having a displacement of no less

than thirty thousand tons ; as regards speed, the

Turbinia torpedo-boat has recently maintained, on trial,

a speed of thirty-two and a half knots (about thirty-seven

and a half statute mUes) per hour ; whilst over twenty
thousand horse-power for one passenger steamer, with a

speed of twenty knots, are not uncommon. Leaving out

of account ships of war, the commercial fleet of the United
Kingdom and its dependencies in 1837 was represented by
about two million five hundred thousand tons, of which
only about one hundred thousand tons were steamships,

and most of these used steam as auxiliary to sails. Now
the registered tonnage of our commercial navy extends to

ten million five hundred thousand tons, of which steam
vessels are to sailing ships in the ratio of about two and
a half to one, and the latter are rapidly disappearing. It

is said that in the forthcoming Jubilee naval review, off

Spithead, spectators will see, probably for the last time,

warships with masts and yards taking part in a naval
display.

During the interval referred to, the total of our exports

and imports has risen from one hundred and forty million

to seven hundred million tons. In 1810 our ships took
twenty-seven per cent, of the world's carrying trade ; now
they take fifty-two per cent., or, including colonial ships,

sixty per cent.

To keep pace with the enormous increase In our marine
carriage, shipbuilding has advanced by leaps and bounds.
This is shown by the following table, giving approximately
the figures for ships of all kinds built in the United
Kingdom during 1896 :

—

Phi wliere Tesae's were built.

Clyde

Tyne
Wear
Tees
Belfast

Other Ports (including the Dockyards)

Total

G-ross Tonnage.

421,000
246,800
218,400
118,400
119,600

272,000

1,891,200

These figures show clearly the immense importance of

this, which may be called the only exclusively British

industry, the figures for any other country being com-
paratively insignificant ; but the United States is rapidly

improving its position in this regard.

Probably no discoveries have had so great an effect in

rendering possible the foregoing advances in railway and
marine engineering as the introduction of the Bessemer
process of making steel, in 1856, and of the modern
Siemens-Martin method. Formerly, wrought-iron rails

cost about thirteen pounds per ton ; now steel rails of

excellent quality can be bought at three pounds fifteen

shillings per ton. To Bessemer is due in a great measure
the credit of the advance in steel making, though the
open-hearth process is now rapidly taking the first place.

The excellent qualities of many recently discovered

bronzes and alloys have enabled the modern mechanical
engineer to make great advances Ln regard to the strength

of special details, with a great reduction in friction.

CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS.
The increase in railway enterprise has necessitated the

construction of bridges and tunnels of great magnitude.
Of these the Forth Bridge in Scotland, the Brooklyn
Bridge in America, and the Tower Bridge in London,
are among the most remarkable, whilst the St. Gothard
and Severn Tunnels are among the greatest.

It is only necessary to remind the reader that the Forth
Bridge has spans of one thousand seven hundred feet,

bridged by two cantilevers, each six hundred and seventy-

five feet long, with a central girder three hundred and fifty

feet long, the cantilevers being three hundred and fifty

feet deep at the piers and fifty feet at the centre, with a
height of three hundred and fifty-four feet above the water,

the length of the bridge being over a mile. The contract
was let for one million six hundred thousand pounds, but
the total cost considerably exceeded this. The Brooklyn
Suspension Bridge has a clear span in the centre of one
thousand five hundred and ninety-five feet, the height

above high water being one hundred and thirty-five feet.

The cost was estimated at about three mOlion pounds.
The St. Gothard Tunnel is fourteen thousand nine hundred
and twelve metres (about nine and a quarter miles) long,

whilst the Severn Tunnel has a total length of about four

and a half miles, of which two and a quarter miles are under
the tideway of the estuary of the Severn. The Blackwall
Tunnel, under the Thames, just opened, with a length of

over a mile, constructed at a cost of over one million

pounds, is worthy of mention.
Tiie Tower Bridge is, perhaps, the most beautiful work

of the kind in existence. The method of opening the

bridge to river trafiic by the rotation of the bascule leaves

or spans—each one hundred and sixty-three feet long, fifty

feet wide, and weighing one thousand two hundred tons,

about great pivots one foot nine inches in diameter resting

on roller beirings—is so well known as to require no
detailei description here. The cost of the bridge was
about a million pounds sterling exclusive of the cost of

land. The average time during which the road traffic is

interrupted by the opening of the bascules is only about six

minutes, and in many cases three minutes suffices. About
eight thousand vehicles and sixty thousand pedestrians

cross the bridge per day.

PROGRESS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

The perfecting of the steam-engine by the use of higher

pressures and triple or quadruple expansion, which, with
other improvements, has reduced the amount of coal

required per horse-power per hour to about one and a half

pounds, and the introduction of the steam turbine, are the

main features in steam power generation. The gas-engine,

and more recently the oil or petroleum engine, have
developed with great rapidity. Both the latter may be

said to have appeared during the Queen's reign. It is true

that Barber, Street, Lebon, and others, towards the end of

the previous century, had done something in this field, but

the first commercially successful gas-engine was the
" Lenoir " of 1860. The great advantages of the gas or

oil engine are the facts that it requires no boiler ; that it

can be started or stopped when required ; that, as a rule,

skilled attendance is not required ; and that it occupies

comparatively little space for the power developed. Also

a good efficiency is possible, i.e., a large power can be

obtained from a small weight of fuel ; but in the case of the

gas-engine it must be remembered that this fuel has

usually to be obtained from the mains of a gas company,
and is therefore expensive. The oil-engine has been

developed mainly since 1872, and is now rapidly taking the

lead as a useful, efficient, and convenient motor.

The use of this motor for the propulsion of road carriages
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is now attracting considerable attention, though many
improvements will be necessary before this method of

locomotion comes into general use. It may be stated

briefly that the tendency during recent years is towards

the specialization of each detail of the work, special

machines being used which are capable of doing their

particular item of work nearly automatically. This tends

to quickness and accuracy in execution, and is necessary to

meet the keen business competition now experienced.

Pneumatic machines

—

i.e., machines actuated by com-
pressed air—are now used to a limited extent, pneumatic
tools for caulking, etc., being very successful. For such
operations as riveting, punching, etc., water under pressure

is the best agent ; and hydraulic machinery has come
largely into use for these and kindred operations. This is

one of the most interesting of the developments] of the

Five Thousand Horse-powi-r Alti-rnalor at Niagara
(during construction).

last lifty years, and our progress here is mainly due to

Lord Armstrong.

i
The introduction of the safety bicycle, and the great

reduction of frictional waste of energy which has been
effected by the use of ball bearings, with other improve-
ments, have opened up a new and very important field of

engineering construction.

Another invention of great domestic and business im-
portance is that of the sewing machine, the invention of

Elias Howe, an American.
If we seek for some of the causes of our marvellous

advance in mechanical engineering and in processfs

requiring power, we Hud it, not so much in our superior

skill—though that may exist— as in the fict that we get

power cheaper than any other people, owing to the lavish

gifts of nature in the .shape of coal. Energy (obtained

mainly from steam) costs in England about one penny per

hundred and twelve foot-tons, whereas the like sum in

France only purchases seventy-seven foot-tons, in Germany
one hundred foot-tons, and in Italy fifty-three foot-tons.

PROGRESS IN THE IXnUSTRIAL USES OF ELECTRICITY.

In the applications of electricity to the useful arts one
of the most important points to consider is the generation

of current. Early methods of obtaining current by the

chemical decomposition of certain metals and liquids have
very little interest for us now. To Dr. Faraday, who
worked so successfully from 1881 to 1840 in this field, is

due the great discovery that a current could be induced or

set up in a closed circuit by moving a magnet near it, or

by using, instead of a magnet, a conductor conveying a

current of varying strength. This great discovery, that a

current is induced by moving the wire conveying it in a

magnetic field of varying strength, is the principle taken

advantage of in the modern dynamo machine, which
generates—or rather separates for use—most of the electric

energy employed in industrial operations. The work of

Faraday, Deprez, Siemens, Holmes, Thomson, Ferranti,

and others, is so well known as to require no recapitula-

tion. Sufiice it to state that the machine has now been
brought to a high stage of perfection and efficiency. The
general introduction of the electric light (due to the

researches of Sir Humphry Davy and otliers) is an appli-

cation of great importance, and forms a prominent feature

in the industrial progress of the last few years. Applica-

tions of current to mechanical operations have already

been referred to, and now seem to be opening up a new
era of progress.

The author of the first successful electric motor is not
known, but the period of successful development agrees

closely with that under review ; for in 1838 one of the first

successful attempts was made by .lacobi, who used an
electric motor to propel a boat on the River Neva.

lloliert Davidson, of Abtrdeen, in 1H30, worked a lathe

in a similar way ; but we must come down to Faraday's

time in ordtr to find a successful motor utilizing current

generated by a dynamo.
The employment of water power at Loch Ness fir the

electric production of aluminium from beauxite, and the

immense worl;s of the Niagara Falls Power Company at

Niagara, are evidences that we are at last becoming .'ilive

to the possibilities of natural sources of power, and of

electricity as an agent for its transmission. The electric

telegraph is, however, probably the most important use of

elecoricity inaugurated during the Queen's reign. Whilst

we have been slow, in this country, to avail ourselves of

the advantages of electrical transmission and distribution

of power, in telegraphy we have been always well to the

front.

When Her Majesty ascended the throne, telegraphy

—

especially submarine telegraphy—was in little more than
the experimental stage. It is true that Schilling had, in

1812, exploded mines across the River Neva by electric

current conveyed under the water by insulated wires ; but

little seems to have been done in submarine telegraphy

until about 1888, when Colonel Pasley, R.E.. made experi-

ments at Chatham which proved that telegraphy was
possible through wires laid under water.

The discovery. by Oersted, in 1810, that a needle is

deflected if placed near a wire conveying an electric

current ; those of Arago, Ampere, and Sturgeon (1820-2G),

showing the magnetization of a needle by the passage of a

current round it ; that of Henry in 1830, in which a bent

iron bar was made, for the time being, into a magnet by

the passage of a current in a conductor enveloping it ; and
the further discovery that this magnetizing effect was not
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sensibly diminished by the passage of the current through
a long conductor—paved the way for the introduction of

the electric telegraph, which, however, is a product of the

Victorian era.

Baron Schilling, about 1838, used the deflections of

needles to right and left as a means of signalling ; but

Gauss and Webber seem to have introduced the use of a

single needle, their apparatus being exhibited before the

Society of Arts in Edinburgh in the November of the year

in which the Qaeen ascended the throne.

The English electric telegraph is in a great measure due
to William Fothergill Cooke. In the latter part of 1836
Cooke had the satisfaction of witnessing a trial of his key
and needle telegraph on the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway. In 1837, with Prof. Wheatstone, of King's

College. London, he set to work to perfect his apparatus

and to make it less complicated : the result being that in

June of 1837 (about the time of the Queen's accession)

a practical form of electric telegraphy was patented in

England.
In 1840 Prof. Wheatstone showed, before a Committee

of the House of Commons, his apparatus for proposed
telegraphing between Dover and Calais.

In 1812 Prof. Morse laid his wire in New York Harbour
for the purposes of electric telegraphing ; and in 184.3

Cornell laid twelve mUes of cable in the Hudson River.

The first concession for international submarine tele-

graphy was granted to Jacob and John Watkins Brett in

1817. The successful development of submarine telegraphy

under the lead of Englishmen like the late Sir Charles

Bright need not be further referred to ; but we may note,

in conclusion, that there are now more than thirteen

hundred submarine telegraph cables in existence, the total

length of which is probably not less than one hundred and
sixty thousand miles, the cables varying from a quarter of

a mile to two thousand six hitndred nautical miles in

length. It is notable, however, that whilst there are two
hundred and twenty-three cables of between five and fifty

miles in length, one hundred and fifty-five are from one
hundred to five hundred miles long, and there are only

i

eight the length of which exceeds two thousand miles.
|

The telephone is, comparatively, in its infancy, yet its
'

progress so far has been much more rapid than that of its

sister the electric telegraph. Doubtless, its being and
wonderful capabilities are due to the researches of Wheat-
stone (1821. etc.). Page (1837). Bourseul (1854), and
especially Reis (1868). The speaking telephone was, how-
ever, only patented (in the United States) by Graham Bell

(a Scotchman, naturalized as an American citizen) on
February 14th, 1876. EHsha Gray, an American, applied

on the very same day as Bell for a patent for a similar

apparatus. A compromise was efl'ected between the rival

claimants, and to Graham Bell is usually given the credit

of the invention.

Mr. Preece, at the meeting of the British Association,

held at Plymouth, in 1877. exhibited, for the first time
publicly in England, Bell's telephone. The carbon trans-

mitter is due to Edison, and Hughes' discovery of the
microphone, in 1878, has done probably as much towards
the perftction of the telephone as Bell did towards initiating

it. These two triumphs of the latter part of the Victorian
age, the telegraph and the telephone, have done more for

the advancement of business, and even the spread of infor-

mation and the reign of peace, than any other two dis-

coveries which the remarkably fertile years of Her Majesty's
reign have produced.

It is a remarkable fact that the two countries which are

now competing most keenly with us in the industrial race
—especially in those departments aUied to engineering

—

are Germany and the United States ; two which have for

many years been in the van in the matter of providing

facilities for education in matters pertaining to the indus-

trial arts.

In the matter of technical education we are behind
Germany now, and it is doubtful whether, on present lines,

we will greatly better our position in the future ; and whilst

we rejoice in the phenomenal progress of the last sixty

years, our self-congratulation is tempered by some mis-

givings as to the future.

CAN THE DEAF APPRECIATE MUSIC?
By Dr. J. G. McPherson, F.R.S.E.,

Late Mathematical Examiyter in the I'niversitt/ of St. Andrew's,

PROFESSOR McKENDRlCK, of Glasgow University,

has laid before the Royal Society of Edinburgh the

results of some experiments which indicate that

the deaf can be made to understand some of the
elements of music. They have been deprived of

the ordinary sense of hearing, yet their senses of sight, smell,

and touch are intensified. They can understand to some
extent what a friend says by observing the motion of the

lips. But, according to Prof. McKendrick, the deaf may
yet have the means to appreciate music.

The Professor showed us, a year ago, in the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, a beautiful experiment, which originated

his new discovery. He suspended a microphone transmitter

over a phonograph when the latter was in motion and
giving out tones, and showed that the variations in resis-

tance in the former produce such attractions in the current

flowing through it to the coils of an electro-magnet as to

mechanically record these variations. Continuing these

experiments, he introduced the microphone- transmitter
into the circuit of the primary coil of the induction machine
along with four Obach's cells (Q type). He carried the

terminals of the secondary coil to two strips of platinum
foil, immersed in two shallow vulcanite troughs, containing

a -75 per cent, solution of common salt or sulphuric acid

(1 : 10 of water). He was then astonished to find that

when the phonograph was in motion and emitting notes

of music, an electric thrill was felt in his fingers which
corresponded to the rhythm, time, and intensity of the

tune given out by the phonograph. By carefully graduating

the strength of the induction shocks, he distinctly felt each
successive note and each chord of the music. This dis-

covery at once suggested to him that these whose fingers

are exceptionally sensitive because of the defect in one of

the senses would appreciate more keenly the meaning of

the thrills from the insulated trough, as strange music of

a kind. The sensory nerves of the skin can appreciate all

the variations in resistance in the microphone transmitter

suspended over the phonograph, discoursing familiar tunes..

The only difficulty is the regulating of the strength of the

stimulation. If it is too strong, muscular twitchings are

excited, and the rhythm of the music is blurred ; but when
regulated, the "thrill" is carried to the brain with a

correct impression of the sound.
Now, what structures in the skin are stimulated by such

thrills from the electric connection ? To the skin are

referred at least two well-defined sensations—touch and
temperature. Touch is a sense of pressure, and is con-

nected with various kinds of touch corpuscles ; but no
end organ has yet been discovered for the sense of tem-
perature. It is very curious to be assured by experiment
that there are "hot" spots and " cold" spots on the fingers.

If a copper point, of the temperature of the skin, be applied

to a cold spot on the finger, a cold sensation is excited
;
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whereas if the same copper point be applied to a hot spot,

a warm sensation is easily recognized. Accordingly, on
the fingers we have touch spots—hot spots and cold spots.

Generally speating, the temperature spots are insensitive

to pain ; in fact, though a fine needle be pushed into a hot
or cold spot—apart from being a pressure spot—no pain is

felt. If a metallic point, conveying a current of electricity,

be carried along the surface of the skin, very strange
sensations will be felt in its course. There will be cutting-

pain points, thrill points, tickle points, and actual dead
points.

Prof. McKendrick is puzzled with the effects of rapid
induction currents on the skin elements. The currents do
not produce pressure in the ordinary sense ; nor do they
produce sensations of temperature ; nor are they of a

painful character. So far as he is aware, no observations
have been made on the stimulation of sensory skin-nerves,

except with reference to the production of reflex acts.

But he has been directing his attention to the effects of

stimulation of the skin—varying in number, in intensity,

and in rhythm—on the brain.

Of course, it is well known that a single stimulus applied

to a motor nerve will cause a single twitch, and the
distinguishing characteristics of such twitches are equally
well known. If the stimuli come in very rapid succession,

muscular rigidity is the result. Accordingly, considerable
care is necessary in the carrying out of the experiments.

Prof. McKendrick introduced into the circuit of the
primary various interrupters—clocks, metronomes, vibrat-

ing strings, and tuning forks—to ascertain their effects.

These varied in speed from one to two hundred vibrations

per second. The terminals of the secondary coil were
carried to the platinum foil in the vulcanite troughs con-
taining the salt solution ; and he dipped his fingers into

the troughs. He could readily mark the successive stimuli

up to fifty per second. When the number of stimuli was
raised to one hundred and twenty per second, there was a
thrill comparable to the effect of very rapid musical beats,

causing disagreeable roughness. Above that the effect was
of a more solid character, which could not be analyzed
into details.

By repeated experiments Prof. McKendrick has esta-

blished the fact that the sensory nerves of the skin can
appreciate electrical stimulations corresponding in number,
rhythm, and intensity to the notes or chords of a com-
plicated piece of music. But the stimulation of the skin
(so far as is yet known) can give no accurate appreciation
of the pitch of individual tones ; although, when stimula-
tions are comparatively few iu number, the sensition is

rough, and different from the continuous sensation
occasioned by very numerous stimulations. Nor can the
stimulation of the skin give any idea of the quality of
tone. He cannot detect any feeling like that which leads
us, when we intelligently listen to music, to be, as it were,
searching for the tones that determine scales. Still, there
remain the elements of rhythm, and this includes the
duration of individual tone?, and the intensity of tone.
As to time and duration, he has fouud the sensations quite
distinct. After careful and repeated tests of the varieties

of simple and compound times, he has found no difiiculty

in distinguishing the one from the other.

It is from these experiments tliat the Professor is

sanguine about influencing the braiu of the deaf through
the fingers, so as to make them understand some of the
elements of music. Yet he admits that, so far as his
experiments guide his judgment, the music thus transmitted
to the deaf will be, as it were, " on one plane." Several
deaf persons on whom he has experimented have appeared
to be startled with the new sensations, and when it was

explained to them that there was something of these new
sensations in music they apparently had increased

pleasure, because they could more intelligently sympathise

with those who had the coveted sense of appreciating

music. To some extent, then, the deaf may be able by
refined thrill transferences to follow Congreve when he

"Music lias charms to sootlio rhe savage breast,

To softea rocks or bend a knotted oak ;

I've r^ad that things inanimate have moved.
And, as with living souls, have been iuform'd

By magic numbers and persuasive sound."

There is, too, a correlation of the senses which demands
more close attention in scientific inquiry. Sensations of

sound affect those of colour. Raff, an eminent musical

composer, said that he saw the colour of the flute to be

blue, the hautboy yellow, and the cornet green. Sounding
a tuning fork may cause a colour to be seen more vividly.

Smells, tastes, touches, may influence sounds ; a loud

sound may appear more subdued when one shuts his eyes.

All are familiar with the close relation of sight and
taste. In the same way smell affects sounds, and tastes

influence colours. If a very bright light be made to fall

upon the skin of the hand, the sensitiveness to tempera-

ture is increased. If the skin be excited by quiet currents

of electricity, pleasurable sensations may be produced ; if

regulated stimuli be applied to the fingers through the

isolated troughs, duration, time, and rhythm may be

recognized. May we not, then, send nervous impulses

through the finger-tips which may radiate to the cerebral

centres of the ear, and thus excite processes resulting in

something like the consciousness of music ? Certainly to

those who once heard, and had lost their hearing by an
accident, the sensation can be more easily assimilated ; in

them electrical stimulations of the skin can more easily

awaken a kind of cerebral music, which will remind them
of what they once so much enjoyed, touching the finest

strings that reach the heart ; music

—

" Which they have loved long since, and lost awhile."

THE AGE OF MOUNTAINS.-III.
By Professor J. Logan Lobley, F.G.S.

TOWERING far above all other groups and ranges
of mountains in the European area, the Alps
form the greatest and most conspicuous physical

feature of its land surface. With a summit of

fifteen thousand seven hundred and thirty-two
feet above the level of the sea, and stretching for five

hundred miles without a gap of less elevation than six

thousand feet, they form, with their lateral extensions (the

Pyrenees on the west and the Balkans on the east), the
great wall dividing the main mass of the continent from its

southern peninsular portions. If the Jura, the Apennines,
and the Carpathians be regarded as offshoots—which they
really are—we find comprised in one great mountain system
all the principal ranges of Europe, with the exception of

the Ourals, the Scandinavian chain, and the sierras of the
Iberian peninsula.

Of the central portion of this great mountain system

—

the Savoy, the Swiss, and the Tyrolese Alps—the petro-

logical structure has long been generally known. For
this we are indebted to the labours of Boue, Brogniart,
Elie de Beaumont, Geslin, Heer, and to our own great

geologists, Sir Roderick Murchison and Sir Charles
Lyell—the last-named of whom, by his masterly reason-

ing and brilliant exposition, has removed much obscurity.

But a more detailed knowledge of the structure of the Alps
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ha? been given by the great tunnelling operations of later

years, and by the observations of Sharpe, Favre, Stapff,

Heine, Bonney, and others ; and the geological age of the
newest of the rocks has only been satisfactorily established

in recent times.

The granitic, gneissic, and schistose rocks forming the

axis of the high Alps were, in the old days of geological

science, considered to be purely Igneous, and what was
then called " Primitive " rock, the oldest and first con-
solidated rock, as was supposed, from which were derived

all the Sedimentary rocks ; and the upheaval of the range

Eocene strata, while the well-known Righi and the

Rosberg expose beds of conglomerates of Oligocene age
of vast thickness. An upheaval of the Alps must con-

sequently have taken place long after the close of the
Eocene period. The previously upheaved land, the Eocene
Alps, had been slowly depressed for thousands of feet

during the slow accumulation of the vast beds of water-
rolled pebbles, forming the " Nagelfluh " of the " Molasse,"
and then, subsequently, again upheaved, until the pebble-

beds were high above the waters from which they had
emerged and in which they had been accumulated. There

Fis. 1. -SECTION' THROUGH MOUNT ST GOTHARD ALONG THE LINE OF THE TUNNEL. (After Stapff.'

Kaslelthfriwrut
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1. Granites. 2. Gneiss. 3. Schists with Hornblende Eock. 4. Cipoline. 5. Serpentine. 6. Dolomite.

was ascribed to sudden, violent, and paroxysmal efforts of

nature, which it was contended acted with much greater

intensity of force in the past than at the present time.

Our knowledge now, however, leads to a quite different

conclusion as to the age of the Alps, for upon the Crystal-

line rocks forming their core we find that Jurassic, Creta-

ceo\is, and Eocene strata repose at high levels, and into

each and all of these rocks the granitic and gneissic rocks

penetrate. Thus is clearly proved the post-Cretaceous

age of these once supposed fundamental and Primitive

rocks, since we see that they were in a fluid or plastic

state in the Eocene period, and under vast thickuesaea of

is evidence, indeed, that the Alps of Dauphin^ are in

geological age post-Cretaceous, the Julian Alps later

than the Lower Eocene, the Western and Northern Alps

post-Miocene, and that the highest and principal chain

is the newest of all, or post-Pliocene. Thus it was this

final upheaval that gave to Europe the grand range of

the Penine Alps, with the giant peaks of Mont Blanc,

Monte Eosa, the Matterhorn, and the Great St. Bernard.
As has been pointedly said :

" It may well appear a

startling proposition to learn that the clay of London
was in course of accumulation as marine mud at a time
when the ocean still rolled its waves over the space now

Fio. 2.—SECTION THROUGH MONT BLANC FROM LES FIZ TO CRAMONT. (Afteb Fateb.)

1. Granite (Protogene). 2. Crystalline Schists. 3. Schists with Conglomerate. 4. Dolomite. 5. Triassic or Jurassic. 6. Jurassic.

7. Neoeom'an. 8. Urgouiaii. 9. Chalk. 10. Nummulitic Limestone. 11. Grcs de Taviglianar.

strata, into which the fused mass penetrated ; and it is

not improbable that Sedimentary rocks of the same age

as some of the fossiliferous and wellkaown deposits of

England furnished the material. At the commencement
of the Eocene period, therefore, the Alps were not in

existence, though elevated land may have occupied their

place in previous epochs, and what now forms lofty

summits was deeply buried beneath the floor of the sea.

But the Alps as we know them, like other mountain

ranges, were not formed by one elevatory movement only,

for there is evidence of several, the final one being of very

late geological age. On the flanks of the Alps, and having

an elevation of no less than ten thousand feet, are found

occupied by some of the loftiest Alpine summits"; yet there

is no room left for doubt that such was the case. And in

the same presidential address from which the foregoing is

taken, Lyell says that " not only the upheaval of the Alps,

but all the principal internal movements, dislocations, in-

versions, and contortions of the strata are subsequent

to the Nummulitic deposits, and liad not, therefore, even

commenced till great numbers of the Eocene vertebrate

and invertebrate animals had lived and died in succession."

To a post-Pliocene upheaval must also be assigned the

elevation of a portion of the Jura Mountains, the Secondary

rocks of which are so conspicuously folded ; but the more

southern Juras are probably of the preceding epoch, while
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part of the range may have been raised at a still earlier

period.

The geographical relationship of the mountains of

Switzerland to the other ranges of the great Southern
European system is, as might be presumed, not the only

one. The western range, the Pyrenees—with, like the

Central Alps, a granitic axis on which repose Silurian,

Jurassic, and Cretaceous strata—is partly made up of

Nummulitic Limestone, the same formation that is so

largely represented in the Eocene portion of the more loftv

eastern range. It may, therefore, be concluded that the

same great elevatory movement which raised the Alpine
region of Switzerland subsequently to Middle Eocene
times affected also the Pyrenees ; and that this range,
rising in the Pic de Methou of the Maladetta Mountain to

a height of eleven thousand one hundred and sixty- eight

feet above the level of the sea, was then formed as a great

European range.

Connected on the east with the Swiss Alps by the
Ehcetian, Noric, Carnic, and Dinaric ranges, are the
Balkans, which, although with a main chain extending
almost due east from near Sophia to the Black Sea, do
not consist of ranges having one general direction, but of

a number of mountain groups and ridges irregularly

radiating from the mass called the Etropol Balkans. In
Mount Olympus (nine thousand seven hundred and fifty

feet) is the highest mountain of the Balkan peninsula

;

but Muss-alla (nine thousand five hundred feet), at the
north end of the Despato Dagh or Rhodope Moimtains, is

the loftiest summit of the Northern Balkans—the Balkans
proper. It is only comparatively recently, by the
work of Dr. Hochstetter, that more than a very
general knowledge of the geology of these mountains
has been obtained. Their interior masses consist largely

of Crystalline and Metamorphic rocks, granites, and
schists

; and one of the principal mountains. Mount
Vitosh, is a mass of syenite with much magnetic ironstone.
The unmetamorphosed Sedimentary rocks overlying the
Crystalline schists are largely Cretaceous, Hippurite Lime-
stone being conspicuous, especially in the western
mountains, where Mount Dinaria is but one great bare
mass of this white rock. The Middle Eocene Nummulitic
Limestone is also an important formation, and on the
Despato Dagh, Miocene beds occur at a height of from
two thousand to three thousand feet. From this there is

justification for assigning to these mountains a post-
Miocene formation, and Elie de Beaumont gives a much
later age—post-Pliocene—to the Eastern Balkans.

The Italian branch of the great Alpine system, the
Apennines, is joined to the lofty central ranges by the
Graian, Cottian, Maritime, and Ligurian Alps, and
stretches southwards in a continuous chain of mountain
ridges for six hundred miles. The Apennines are of
moderate elevation and culminate in Monte Corno (nine
thousand five hundred and seventy-four feet), the summit
of the Gian Sasso d'ltalia. They difler from the Alps in

not having a granitic and schistose axis, the great mass of
the range consisting of Jurassic and Cretaceous limestones,
though in the southern portion Crystalline ]\Ietamorphic
rocks appear, and in the most northern Apennines rocks
of Carboniferous age occur. The Secondary rocks have,
however, been so altered in many localities that they
yield a great variety of beautiful marbles, the pure white
saccharine marble of Carrara, of Jurassic age, being a
notable example. The great Cretaceous Hippurite Lime-
stone forms enormous mountain masses in the Abruzzi.
Overlying the Secondary rocks in large areas are Eocene
limestones and Miocene beds, and flanking the central
ranges are low hills of Pliocene deposits of an estimated

maximum thickness of one thousand five hundred feet.

It is therefore evident that the Italian peninsula was
greatly depressed in Pliocene times, and that we owe the

Apennines as a prominent feature of Southern Europe to

a post-Pliocene upheaval, subsequent to which again was
the commencement of the formation of the volcanic moun-
tains Vesuvius and .Etna.

Turning to the north, the great Carpathians form a

semicircle of nearly nine hundred miles, but united to the

Noric range of the Tyrolese Alps by the Bakony Waldauth.
They consist of the North Hungarian mountains on the

west, the Waldgebirge forming the middle, and the

Sieburgen in the Eastern Transylvanian region. The
Tatra group is an immense mountain mass at the north

of the bow, and gives in Gerlsdorf (eight thousand seven

hundred feet) the summit elevation of the whole range.

The Carpathians are almost without glaciers, and have
large masses of volcanic rocks, both trachitic and basaltic.

With a general granitic and schistose core, the south-

eastern ranges largely exhibit Pahrozoic rocks, while the

north-western granites are overlaid by rocks of Triassic

and Cretaceous age. Eocene Nummulitic limestones and
coal-bearing beds of Miocene age attest the extension of

the Central European Miocene depression to the Carpathian
region, and the fiual elevation of the range in post-Miocene
times.

When, however, we leave the great Alpine mountain
system, and turn our attention to Northern Europe, ws
find more ancient mountains, for both the Ourals and the

Scandinavian ranges were high above the waters of the

Palffiozoic sea. The Ourals consist largely of Metamorphic
rocks, like most of the other great mountain ranges of

Europe, but these are not covered in any part by beds of

later date than the Carboniferous. These rocks, almost
horizontal and undisturbed in the plains to the east, are

uptilted when they reach the mountains, and are greatly

dislocated and contorted throughout the range ; and at

the base of the mountains, where the Carboniferous strata

begin to be inclined, the Permians are seen, but they are

undisturbed, and it is evident they were not affected by
any uplifting agency. Evidence is thus ailorded that the

Ourals were elevated between the commencement of the

Carboniferous and the close of the Permian epochs.

The Norwegian mountains, extending the whole length

of the Scandinavian peninsula, appear to be very much
older still, for, in the opinion of the late Prof. Sir Andrew
Ramsay, there is sufficient evidence of their pre-Devonian
existence. The Scandinavian mountains may therefore

be considered to be the oldest of the great mountain ranges
of continental Europe.

Hcttcrs.
[The Editors do not hold themselves reapoasible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]
»

DR. CROLL'S THEORY OF GLACIATION.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Your notice of Dr. Croll's life in the April
Number induces me to ask space for a few remarks on
his theory of glaciation, because, to my mind, neither
he nor Sir Robert Ball have dealt with the real problem
in an exhaustive or satisfactory manner.
We receive a little more heat from the sun in the course

of the year during the period of maximum eccentricity
than when the eccentricity of our orbit is nearly at a
minimum. The cumulative effect of this annual increase
continued for centuries would probably considerably reduce
the extent of our snow-c;ips or ice-caps. However, I am
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satisfied for the present to neglect this element, as

Dr. CroU does ; and then the problem will be the

following :—Is an equal or an miequal distribution of

the total amount of annual heat received at any place

more favourable to the formation of a permaiitnt ite-cap ?

Of course there are regions where considerable quan-

tities of snow and ice may now be met with in winter,

where, with an equal distribution of the annual heat,

there would be no snow or ice at any season. But how is

it proved that by any distribution of this total annual

heat a permanent ice-cap can be formed in these

regions ?—for it is with such permanent ice-caps that we
are dealing. The ice-cap, according to Croll, would never

be melted if the eccentricity and perihelion did not change.

On the other hand, there are probably regions in which,

if the total annual heat was uniformly distributed, the

ground would never be fi-ee from snow and ice ; whereas
the present unequal distribution enables the ground to

be cleared and vegetation to grow for a short time

during summer. Dr. Croll insists a good deal on the

shortness of the summers at the period of maximum
eccentricity and winter aphelion ; but how is it proved

that a given quantity of heat will produce less effect

in melting snow and ice when compressed into a

short period than when spread over a long one ?

Short as the summers may have been at this period,

we received more heat from the sun during them
than during the longer summers experienced at present.

Why, then, should they not prove more efficacious in

melting snow and ice ? If we received in a single day the

entire heat which is now spread over our whole summer,
I would expect to find the glaciers and snow-caps reduced

to an imprecedented extent on the following morning. It

IS said that some volcanic mountains have been cleared of

snow in a single day before an eruption. Generally
speaking, I think a given quantity of heat will produce the

greatest effect when compressed into the shortest time.

At all events, it is only when time affects the total

quantity of heat that it becomes an important factor in the

result. If I am wrong in this, I hope some disciple of Croll

will set me right, and show that an amount of heat equiva-

lent to a given number of foot pounds will melt more snow
when absorbed in twenty-four hours than when absorbed
in the same number of minutes, or else that a smaller
proportion of it will be reflected without absorption when
the time is lengthened.

Dr. CroU's theory seems likely to be refuted otherwise.

The amount of post-glacial erosion is regarded by many
geologists as too small to be explained by a glacial period

as remote in date as that of Dr. Croll. On this subject I

am not competent to offer an opinion, but on reading over
the arguments in favour of the theory, I feel surprised

that their inconclusiveness has not been more generally
recognized.

The entire subject is too large to be dealt with in a letter

like the present, but I do not think Croll has proved either

that we would not in the British Islands receive enough
heat during each short hot summer to melt the snow and
ice formed during the previous winter, or that this heat
would be diverted to some other purpose and would leave
the snow and ice (or some of it) nnmelted when the next
winter came on.

That the diversion of the Gulf Stream would deprive us
of a good deal of heat must be admitted, but I do not
think Dr. Croll has proved that it was in fact diverted at

this period. Indeed the continuance of the Gulf Stream
during the glacial period seems to afford the best explana-
tion of the Limits of glaciation on the opposite shores of

the Atlantic. W. H. S. Monck,

YAEIABLE STARS.

To the Editors of Knowledoe.

Snts,—Continuing the maximum of o Ceti, this appa-

rition may be placed on any day between 1896, December
16th, and 1897, January 10th, and the differences will

hardly exceed three steps ; but the star increased a step or

two between these dates. My record is as foUows ;

—

1897. Mag. 1807. Mag.
January 7 ... .. 41 Pebruarv 6 ... .. 5"0

8, 9 4-3 ., 12 5-3

11 4-4 ,. 13 3-05

13 4o „ IG 5-4

17 4-4 „ 21 ... 5-2

18,19,20,21,22 4-3 „ 23 50
25,26,27 ... 4-6 „ 27 ... Very red

28,29,30,31... 4-7 March 6,7 53
February 2 47 ,, 10 5-4

Since the last observation the star, owing to rain and
cloudy weather, has been invisible, and another view of it

this season is hardly probable.

From December l-")th to March 10th Mira wavered in

light, and much oftener than it changed in colour. Its

apparent unsteadiness in Ught may, by those so disposed,

be smoothed over or charged to errors of observation, but

I incline to believe the fluctuations were real.

As indicated in KNowLEDrrE for October, a minimum of

E Scuti at 7'-5m. was reached on July 26th, and a maximum
of 5'4m. followed on August 29th. These phases were in

reverse order of production. The succeeding phases were
faintly marked, for from August 80th to November 1st the

star varied less than a magnitude, but during this interval

of two months it was very red. On the latter date it

broke away, falling from 0-Om. to 7'Om. on November 8th.

After this it was not seen, having passed too far west for

observation, but it is reasonable to suppose that it reached
a minimum on November 10th, the date given for that

phase in the "Companion."
Verification of this was interesting, as it would show

that it had returned to its old elements after being dropped
from the Catalogue by Dr. Chandler and the " Companion."

But E Scuti is now a morning visitor, with which the

moon interfered in the last week of January, but I found
it near the horizon on the morning of February 2nd. My
record since is as follows :

—
1897.
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the Zoological Society. Many a dumb animal's life waa
saved in time of jeopardy by his prompt application of a

common-sense remedy. We are indebted to him for many
instructive and valuable papers. He described several

new species of different genera, and was the first to

describe the annual shedding of the horns in the American
prong-horned antelope. Mr. Bartlett did much to en-

lighten us on the divergence of habit in allied species, the
peculiar traits of individuals, and the effect of confinement
in the modification of instinct ; and he was wont to say
that the more the treatment of an animal in confinement
was made to conform to its natural conditions of life, the
better was it for its health and longevity.

We regret to announce the death of Edward James
Stone, F.E.S., Observer and Director of the Eadcliffe

Observatory, Oxford. He was born in London, 28th
February, 1831, and in 1856 obtained a scholarship at

Queen's College, Cambridge, graduating as fifth wrangler
in 1859, and was forthwith elected to a fellowship.

Becoming Chief Assistant at Greenwich Observatory in

1860, he succeeded Sir Thomas Maclean, ten years later,

as Her Majesty's Astronomer at the Cape, and in 1879
he turned homewards to fill the post of Eadcliffe Observer.
Dr. Stone will, perhaps, be best remembered through his

two star catalogues ; the first, for the epoch 1880, including
nearly twelve thousand five hundred southern stars, and
for which the French Academy, in 1881, bestowed on him
the Lalande Prize

; the second, termed the " Eadcliffe

Catalogue for 1890," giving the places of six thousand four

hundred and twenty-four stars situated between the Equator
and twenty degrees of south latitude, thug completing
a most useful survey of the austral skies. For his re-dis-

cussion of the observations of the transit of Venus in 1769,
he received, in February, 1869, the gold medal of the
Royal Astronomical Society. The value of the sun's

distance, however, which he then arrived at—ninety-one
million seven hundred thousand miles—is now known to

be about a million miles too small. On December 8th,

1871, Dr. Stone watched the first of the eagerly anticipated
nineteenth century transits of Venus, and ably organized
the Government expeditions to observe the second of the
pair eight years later. His report, presented in 1887,
contained an elaborate inquiry into the baffling phenomena
of " contacts," and gave, as the upshot, a parallax of 8-85",

corresponding to a distance of the earth from the sun of

ninety-two million five hundred and sixty thousand miles.

Notices of Boolts.

The Cambridge Natiinil Histori/. Vol. II. Worms, Eoti-

fers, and Polygon. By various Authors. (Macmillan.)
Illustrated. 17s. "The Cambridge Natural History"
has, perhaps, not realized the popular character promised
by the prospectus, but it has found a foremost and perma-
nent place among works designed to present a connected
view of the organic world to the cultivated mind, and to

exhibit the most important facts and consequences now
known to natural science. By no stretch of the imagina-
tion can the present volume be called a work for the
general reader : it is a volume for the student of science,

and by him will it be welcomed. The subjects and authors
are as follows : Flatworms and Meso/.oa, by F. W. Gamble

;

Nemertines, by Miss L. Sheldon ; Threadworms and
Sagitta, by A. E. Shipley; Rotifers, by Prof. Marcus
JIartog; Polychaet Worms, by Dr. W. B. Benham; Earth-
worms and Leeches, by F. E. Beddard ; Gephyrea and
Phoronis, by A. E. Shipley ; and Polyzoa, by S. F. Harmer.
The writers are high authorities upon the assemblages of

animals with which they respectively deal, and their con-
tributions claim the attention of all who are professed

naturalists. The whole volume is a marvel of careful

writing, brilliant illustration, and good printing. There
is, indeed, no similar work in existence containing text

more trustworthy and instructive, or clearer figures than
are given in the volume before us. As an instance of fine

a^

Leploplana in the act of Swiiuming. A. Seen from the right side

during the downward stroke (the resemblance toa skate is striking);

B, from above, sliowing the upward stroke and longitudinal undu-
lations of the swimming lobes ; c, side view during the upward
stroke ; D, transverse section of the body during the stroke.

From The Cambridge Nafiiral History, Vol. II. (By permission of

Messrs. Macmillan.)

drawing the diagrammatic view of the structure of Lepto-

plana tremellaris as a type of the Polycladida would be

difficult to excel. All earnest students of natural science

should see, and, if possible, possess, the monumental work
now in course of publication by Messrs. Macmillan.

The Gases of the Atmosphere : the History of their

Discovery. By Prof. W. Ramsay, F.R.S. (Macmillan.)

Illustrated. (Js. " To tell the story of the development

of men's ideas regarding the nature of atmospheric air is

in great part to write a history of chemistry and physics."

These are Prof. Ramsay's opening words, and they serve

to define the spirit in which the present work has been

written. The experiments and speculations of Boyle,

Mayow, and Hales ; the discovery of fixed air (carbon

dioxide) by Black, and of mephitic air or phlogisticated

air (nitrogen) by Rutherford ; the discovery of dephlo-

gisticated air (oxygen) by Priestley and by Scheele ; the

overthrow of the phlogistic theory by Lavoisier ; and
Cavendish's investigations of nitrogen and water, are

described by Prof. Ramsay in language easily understood

by readers without any special scientific training. It was
Cavendish who, so far back as 1785, found that a fraction

of the supposed nitrogen of the air differed from the rest

;

and in 1895, one hundred and ten years later, Lord Rayleigh
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and Prof. Kamsay read before the Royal Society their paper

in -which they described how they had isolated this con-

stituent, and had studied its properties. The last three

chapters of the book are devoted to a popular account of

the discovery and properties of the new element (argon),

and its position among the other elements. There should

be a large public for a volume in which so many interesting

phases of an interesting subject are described.

Star Atlas. By Winslow Upton, A.M. (Ginn & Co.,

Boston, U.S.A., and London. 1896.) We can commend
this neat star atlas for the use of students of astronomy
and the possessors of small telescopes. The entire sky is

represented in sis plates by the stereographic method of pro-

jection, showing all the stars visible to the naked eye with

considerable clearness. The explanatory text contains a list

of the constellations (accented, as a guide to pronunciation),

the names of the stars most frequently designated by a

special title, a list of magnitudes of some of the brighter

stars, lists of the most interesting star-clusters and
nebahie, prominent coloured stars, variable and double

stars, and some general directions for the use of the atlas.

These tables and directions are quite of an elementary

character, but are eminently suited to help and direct the

beginner in astronomy or those with but small instru-

mental means. A set of key-maps are given to the plates.

We wish—and this is the only criticism we have to make
—that the traditional constellation figures and the strongly

marked constellation boundaries had been placed in these

key-maps rather than in the plates themselves. Their
omission from the latter would have greatly increased

their distinctness.

A Study of the SL-y. By Herbert A. Howe, Professor of

Astronomy, University of Denver. (London: Matmilhn
it Co. 1897. ) 6s. Books on general astronomy are

Euificiently numerous, and it might be thought that there

was but little room for a new one, but Prof. Howe has
succeeded in giving a distinctly original flavour to the work
before us. This is partly owing to the occasional intro-

duction of quaint simile or humorous quotation or remark.
The feature, however, which most marks it off from ordinary

books of the same class is the space devoted not to the
" study of the sky," but to the study of the making of the
ideal astronomer and of his instruments. This section is

illustrated by a number of portraits (many of them exceed-

ingly good) of the leading astronomers of the United States,

and by representations not only of a finished telescope, but

of an object-glass in its progress from the rough lump of

glass to the finished lens. And that Mr. Howe is no mere
"carpet" astronomer is abundantly evidenced by his

chapter on " The Astronomer's Workshop," where he
describes in detail the " mass of imperfections '' which go
to make up '• the instrument which is to the eye a thing
of beauty.'' In this country an astronomer is bound to

devote himself and his work to the nation as a whole,
rather than to that very small section of it which may
evince a legitimate curiosity, and the observing hours in

our National Observatory are held rigidly sacred from the
intrusion of the sightseer or even the student. That such
is not the case across the Atlantic, and how deeply the
iron of it enters into the soul of the American astronomer,
may be jadged from Mr. Howe's quotation from one of the
archives of an American observatory :

" Visitors who come
on working nights and interrupt a series of observations
are undoubtedly parietosplanchnic Lamellibranchiates,
afflicted severely with psittaceous psychopannychism."
Chapters IH. to VI. are occupied with a description of the
constellations, and give both a diagram of their principal

stars and a short history of the origin of the names of

the groups and of the remarkable stars within them.
" Conceit" is scarcely the term, however, to apply to the

name " chariot " for the " Great Bear," seeing that it is

by far the more ancient designation of the two. Neither

is it called in England " A7»;/ Charles' Wain," having no

connection whatever with the monarchs either martyred

or merry of that name, " Charles " being a corruption of

"carl" or "churl," signifying a peasant. The chapters

on the sun, moon, and planets are extremely lucid. Mr.

Howe is very much up-to-date in giving a drawing illus-

trative of the " markings on Venus." The printing and
illustrations are, on the whole, very good. We remark,

however, on page 177, the word " know-ledge" divided as

" knowl-edge.'

SHORT NOTICES.
Light as the luterpretalion of the Law of Graviti/. By Alexander

M. Cameron. (Angus & Eobertson, Sydney.) Mr. Cameron is

apparently one of those original thinkers who have ideas but find it

difficult to obtain a hearing. The subject-matter of this little book

was originally submitted to the Koyal Society of Xew South Wales,

and the Coujieil rejected it as unsuitable for the purposes of the

Society. The author, therefore, " in humble and respectful deference

to all men—lovers of science, upholders of truth, abhorers of hum-
bu" "—sends out his theory to the world at large. He has ascertained

that Newton, and the goodly number of other great scientific men
who hare contributed to our knowledge of the planet on which we
live, are all wrong \ To remedy this state of things, Mr. Cameron
presents us with a new cosmogony all his own, in which, among other

interesting news, he tells us that "comets of more than one tail

evidence a once planet system with as many satellites as there are

tails."

The Storg of the Chemical Elements. By M. M. Pattison Muir.

(Xewnes.) Is. On first opening this book two pictures attracted

our attention—the one illustrating alchemical operations, which
reminds us of the time when men studied chemistry almost entirely

with the object of finding the so-called philosophers stone and the

elixir of life ; and the other showing a modem chemical laboratory

such as the latter-day chemists use, and in which they have done so

much, in an indirect way, towards realizing the ideal of the misguided

devotees of the black art. Prof. Muir tells an enthralling story of

the wonderful transformations of matter imdsr the chemist's magic

wand. Ignoring formulae, he appeals in homely phrase to the imagi-

nation of the reader.

The Sfori/ of the JTeather. By Gr. F. Chambers. (Xewnes.) Is.

At the present time, when cricket and lawn-tennis are coming in for

their turn among English pastimes, a reliable weather prophet would

be handy. It would appear from this little book that the lower

animals are " cognizant of approaching changes in the state of the air

Ion" before we know of their coming by other signs." When asses

bray more frequently than usual, when pigs are restless, and so on,

rain, wind, and bad weather generally may be expected. In short,

Mr. Chambers has not only indicated to us the modes of scientific

forecisting of the weather, but he has also brought together all sorts

of old-time notions which are certainly interesting and no doubt

useful.

Fniii Culture for Amateurs. By S. T. Wright. (Upcott Gill.)

3s. 6d. It is a well-known fact that many amateurs grow fruit of

various kinds that would do credit even to the professional gardener,

but the amateur in general falls far short of this high level. Mr.
Wright, in order to assist those who wish to cultivate fruit, both under

"lass and in the open, has here indicated what to grow under given

conditions and how to grow it. In Section I., apples, pears plums,

apricots, cherries, etc., are dealt with as fruits for outdoor culture
;

and in Section II., grapes, peaches, figs, melons, etc., for culture

under glass. Section III. contains instructions for grafting, budding,

storing, packing, manuring, etc. ; and in an appendix the methods of

attacking insects and other foes which the gardener has to contend

with are described. The volume is beautifully illustrated throughout.

The History of Mankind. By F. Eatzel. (Macmillan.) Monthly
Parts. Is. each. Already serenteen parts of this work have
appeared, and it will conclude with the thirtieth. The aim of the

writer is to give the broadest possible view of humanity as a whole,

acquainting us not only with what man is, but with the means by
which he has become what he is ; hence, all nationalities, civilized

and uncivilized, are included. An effort has been made to assign to

the proper place in the species any given race which is not always

determined by the difference of civilization between any two groups,

for this may bear no kind of relation to the difference of their

endowments. A coloured frontispiece accompanies each part, the
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subjects covering a wide range, to wit—an Australian family party
;

a farm in the Philippines ; Polynesian weapons and costume, etc., etc.

;

and hundreds of illustrations, depicting all phases of human life,

adorn the text.

Sonfgen Sails. By Edward P. Thompson. (D. ran Nostrand,
New York.) 7s. 6d. We have here a most exhaustive summary of

the practical applications of the so-called X rays, together with the
facts and principles relating to the phenomena occurring between and
around charged electrodes separated by different easeous media at

various pressures. A valuable feature of the work consists in the
numbering of the paragraphs which contain cross-references to other
parts of the book where kindred phenomena are described, thus
facilitating analogy, contrast, and suggestireness. A fine portrait of

Dr. Rontgen forms the frontispiece, and there are sixty diagrams and
forty-five half-tone illustrations in the text, all of the best. A chapter
on "Theoretical Considerations" is contributed by Prof. Anthony.
The large number of references to periodical literature greatly
enhance the value of Mr. Thompson's book.

J^xterior ami Interior Fhotoriraphy. By F. W. Stills, F.R.M.S.
Those who have mastered the preliminaries of photography—hav.:', in

fact, soared above the snap-shot stage—will find this little book very
useful. It deals with the science of the effects of light on the
plate and on the eye, and the manipulation of the camera in taking
artistic portraits or interiors. It teaches how to finish a photo-
graph, and many useful hints and reliable formulse are given.

Everybody's Guide to Fhoioyraphy. By "Operator." This is a

thoroughly up-to-date and practical little book. It is very com-
prehensive, including even an explanation of the nature of the X
rays, and should be found of great service to a practical photo-
grapher. The miscellaneous information given is decidediv above
the average of photographic guide books, and a great number of

pitfalls to which the amateur is inclined to fall an easy prey are
shown up, and may be avoided by a careful jierusal of this guide.

Celesiial Muttons : a Handy Booh on Astronomy. Ninth Edition.
Semarkable Comets. Fifth Kdition. Stmarialile Eclipses. Second
Edition. By W. T. Lynu, B.A., F.R.A.S. We have pleasure in

noting new editions, carefully revised and brought up to date, of the
three handy little reference books with which Mv. Lynn's name is so

intimately associated. Mr. Lynn's well-known care and exactness,

combined with a clear and concise style, fully account for the
popularity evidenced iu the case of the "' Celestial Motions " by the
appearance of nine editions in less than fourteen years.

Mr. Henry Frowde announces that a work of considerable interest

to practical astronomers is in the press, viz. :
" Tables for Facilitating

the Computation of Star-Constants." By E. J. Stone, M.A , F.R.S.,
formerly Her JIajesly's Astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope, and,
later, Radcliffe Observer at Oxford. Modified and Revised by H. H.
Tiu'ner, M.A. , B.Sc., SavUian Professor of Astronomy in the Universitv
of Oxford.—Mr. Turner claims that his revision will effect an appre-
ciable saving of time.
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ARISTARCHUS AND THE SINUS IRIDUM.
By E. W.\LTER Maunder, F.E.A.S.

TWO great observatories are at the present time
engaged in the work of publishing photographic
atlases of the moon. Such a publication has
been mooted from the very earliest days of

astronomical photography, but its actual accom-
plishment has for years past seemed in danger of indefinite

postponement. It is therefore cause for especial con-

gratulation that not one such atlas, but two, are already in

progress of publication, whilst a third is promised.
The first atlas is being produced from the negatives

secured by MM. Loewy and Paiseux with the great

equatorial coude of the Paris Observatory. The original

negatives were some six and a half inches in diameter,

and have lieen subsequently enlarged in the camera
fourteen or fifteen times, and have been reproduced in

heliogravure by M. Fillon. They are therefore on the

superb scale of about eight feet to the lunar diameter.
The quality of the reproductions is of the highest order,

and being in heliogravure they are permanent, and only
less faithful than would be positives on glass. The
character of the pictures is one of vivid contrast and bold

relief.

The second atlas comes from the Lick Observatory, and
consists of enlargements from negatives of the moon taken
in the focal plane of the great thirty-six-inch refractor of

that observatory, but with the aperture considerably

reduced. The atlas is being prepared and published at

the cost of Mr. W. W. Law, of New York City, and is

intended when complete to consist of at least sixty plates

with index map. The scale of reproduction is considerably

smaller than that of the Paris atlas—the magnification

being only about seven diameters. The resulting chart is

to be on the same scale as the classic maps of Beer and
Miidler—38-3(5 inches to the lunar diameter. The chief

object of the reproduction has been to bring out detail

rather than to exhibit contrast. The Lick photographs
are therefore less striking as pictures than those of the

Paris atlas, but possess some advantage over it. The two
will be largely supplemental of each other, and together

will supply a record of the lunar surface far surpassing in

accuracy and value anything which we have hitherto

possessed.

The accompanying plate is a reproduction, on a reduced

scale (two feet to the lunar diameter—that is to say, on
the same scale as is represented in the maps of Nelson's

moon), of the fifth photograph in the Lick series. The
reduction was necessary in order to get the entire

picture into the page of Knowledge, but has rendered

unavoidable some loss of distinctness of detail. It repre-
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sents the eastern margin of the great Mare Imbrium as

photographed on October 18th, 1896, at 18 hrs. 32 min.

41-47 sees., Greenwich mean time, 2 days 10 hours before

the full.

Some of the photographs taken at Mount Hamilton by

Profs. Holden and Colton have been sent to Prof. Weinek
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at the observatory at Prague, who enlarges them to a

scale fully three times as great as that of the Lick atlas,

and proposes to issue them in sheets of about nine and a

half inches by eleven and a half, as an atlas on the ten-

foot scale. Such a magnification is, however, the very

outside of that which the negatives will fairly bear—if,

indeed, it does not err on the side of excess. Nothing is

gained by enlarging a negative to such an extent as to

bring into evidence the granulation of the plate, and to

render it necessary to hold the picture at much beyond the

ordinary visual distance in order to get rid of this disturbing

effect. Probably the Lick scale, beside having the advantage
of corresponding to a standard map, is In itself more j udicious

than Prof. ^Yeinek'3 or that of the Paris atlas.

The two most striking features of the section of the

moon given in our plate, are the brilliant region of

Aristarchus and the magnificent bay of the Sinus Iridum,
with the noble Highlands which embrace it.

Aristarchus, as is well known even to the merest tyro in

selenography, is the brightest object on the surface of the

moon. So bright is it that it is sometimes seen shining

like a star, even when the surrounding region is illumi-

nated only by earth light when the moon is young. Or

from time to time—as happened to Captain Noble on
August 15th, 1883—the moon maybe absolutely blotted

out to the observer by mist or passing cloud, and yet

this remarkable formation continues to "shine like a

small iU-defiued planet."

The formation is not a large one, as it is a ring-plain of

only twenty-nine miles in diameter, and its wall rises but

some two thousand feet above the surrounding surface.

The interior is deep—how deep it is difficult to say, the

measures of different observers being by no means accor-

dant ; but it would appear to be some three or four thousand

feet below the level of the outer surface. The central

mountain is of quite insignificant height, but forms the

most brilliant point of all this bright region— the floor

being only slightly less bright, and the north and east

wall coming next in the order of brilliancy.

The extreme brightness of this object renders the study

of its details a matter of some difficulty, and, as will be

seen in the photograph, it is decidedly over-exposed. The
very remarkable terracing and series of buttresses which
it possesses, particularly towards the south, escape notice

on the photograph, partly from this reason, and partly

from the character of the illumination at the time the

photograph was taken. But another remarkable feature

is quite obvious—that is to say, the great system of rays or

bright streaks, which radiate from Aristarchus as they do

from Tycho to a very much greater extent. Still, Aristar-

chus may claim to be one of the seven great ray centres,

though far from being the chief. Two others, Copernicus

and Kepler, lie just outside our plate to the south, and
their rays may be noted as entering our photograph, and,

in some instances, becoming confused with the Aristarchus

rays. Euler, a minor ray centre, is included in the plate.

Herodotus, the companion of Aristarchus, is far less

bright ; the floor, in particular, being very dusky. The
most interesting feature of the formation, the great serpen-

tine cleft, is admirably shown on our photograph, especially

the point where it turns south, and defines the eastern

boundary of the high plateau of Aristarchus. This latter

region is one of great complexity, and still offers a wide
field for the close student of selenographic detail.

Turning northward from this interesting region, which
we might almost call the lunar " Albion," and passing the

pretty little group of the Harbinger Mountains—which do
not, however, possess any features sufficiently striking to

detain us now—we reach the small ring-plain, Gruithuisen.

One of the dependencies of this latter is a high, flat, isolated

plateau (well seen on the photosraph), which forms the

introduction to the noble Iris Highlands, the wild and
lofty character of which the plate distinctly indicates.

These Highlands form a portion of that great mountain
region which runs right round the north of the moon,
bordering the two great seas of Serenity and of Rains, until

it ends in Mount Arga-us. Of this great mountain system
the Iris Highlands form the loftiest and most intricate

region, and, in particular, between Mairan and Sharp we
find its wildest portions, the highest peaks of which rival

the giants of the terrestrial Alps or Caucasus.

The great feature of these highlands is the magnificent

ba.y which they so nearly enclose, and from which they
take their name. The Sinus Iridum is some hundred
and thirty-five miles across, between the two horns of the

bow, and the sagitta is eighty-four miles. The area,

therefore, of the bay is double that; of Wales, including

^lonmouthshire. The splendid sweep of the cliffs—almost

a true semicircle, and rising in certain peaks to the height

of Mont Blanc— stand out in such contrast to the dark
level surface of the Sinus that it seems impossible to escape

the suggestion that we have here a veritable coast-line,
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whatever may have been the composition of the ocean

which once washed it, or however that ocean may have
disappeared.

Of the two great headlands which form the horns of the

bow, the more westerly, Cape Laplace, is considerably the

higher, reaching as it does an elevation of nine thousand
feet. Cape Heraclides, the more easterly, is also a bold

headland, bnt not quite half the height of its companion
sentinel. The profile of the cape and the adjacent details

have received a good deal of attention, not only on account
of their really striking appearance, but also from their

fancied resemblance to a female figure—Cape Heraclides

being the '• Moon Maiden."
The region of our chart is one which opens to us not a

few perplexing questions. First of all, whence comes the
astonishing brilliancy of Aristarchus ? Were the whole
moon of the same brightness, one might accept with but
httle question the ingenious theory which Mr. S. E. Peal
has urged with such fertility of argument and persistency

of endeavour. But the average albedo of the lunar surface

falls so far below that of snow, its brightness per unit of

surface is so distinctly less than that of the poles of Mars,
that it appears impossible to accept Mr. Peal's representa-

tion of the moon as a world which has donned the white
garb of a universal and eternal winter.

Aristarchus, indeed, might from its brightness lay some
claim to be considered a snow-capped mountain, but it

possesses absolutely no features of height and position

which should make it a more favourable object for snow
deposit than its near neighbour Herodotus. Its walls are

by no means specially lofty, nor is it situated near the
poles, its latitude being only twenty-three degrees. If we
take account of the suggestion that has been made, that
the dark tones of the mnria are due to the deposit formed
by the age-long accumulation of meteoric dust, then,
again, Aristarchus presents us with a riddle, for it is well

towards the eastern side of the moon, which will naturally
receive the greatest supply of meteoric fragments, and
should, therefore, be darker than similar formations further

to the west. The suggestion, however, assumes—I think,

without warrant—that meteorites falling on the moon would
be as dark (that is, have as dull a surface) as those which
reach the ground here. The slag-covered meteorites with
which we are familiar here have passed through our dense
atmosphere, and been subjected to an intensity of frictional

heat altogether unlike anything which their brethren en-
counter ere they strike the lunar soil.

There is another suggestion which must account, to some
extent, for the varieties of tint and brightness of the moon's
surface. This we may briefly express by the term "weather-
ing," for lunar weathering there must be, though of a
very different kind from terrestrial. The alternation of
exposure for fourteen days to the direct rays of the sun,
with the exposure for a similar period to the cold of space,
must set up a continual disintegration of the surface, and the
particles thus separated will, as Mr. Davison has pointed
out (Knowledge, Vol. XIX., p. 278), tend to "creep"
downwards in all cases where they are resting on a slope.

We may look upon it, then, that the greater brightness of
the mountains than of the grey plains is due partly to the
fact that the surface of the former consists largely of
material pretty recently exposed—a point to which Mr.
Peal has drawn attention [Journal of the Britis/i Astrono-
mical Association, Vol. VII., p. 7) ; but this theory does not
help us with Aristarchus, where we find the floor as bright
as the central peak or the rampart.
We are forced, I think, then, to suppose that Aristarchus

owes its brilliancy partly to the actual materials of which
it is composed, and partly to its being of such recent

formation that weathering ha3 not yet produced any visible

deposit upon the floor.

It may be worth while in this connection to draw
attention to one of the minor markings of our plate.

Nearly in the centre of that portion of the Oceanus
Procellarum which comes within our photograph is a

bright spot which marks the place of the little ring-plain,

Bessarion. The northern part of the spot shows us a very

distinct crater, Bessarion E, surrounded by a bright,

glittering surface—a type of formation specially classified

by Miidler as "light- surrounded craters, "and distinguishing

the region of the moon near this meridian, and for some
degrees on both aides of the equator. If we may extend

the analogy of the conclusion which we have already

reached in the case of Aristarchus, these, too, may be of

recent origin, and their neighbourhood to Aristarchus may
be an indication that we have here the region of the moon
latest subject to violent change.

The Sinus Iridum leads us to reflections of a very

different character. Noting the frequency along the borders

ofsomeof the "seas" of walled plains and ring-plains which
have been attacked or broken down on their seaward side

—

such as Fracastorius, Julius Cresar, and many others—some
observers have suggested that the Sinus Iridum is but a

larger instance of the same character. Were its circle

complete it would about equal Clavius, Schickard, or

Grimaldi, so that its dimensions would not be excessive.

It would then bear to the Mare Imbrium much the same
relation that Fracastorius does to the Mare Nectaris. An
examination, however, of the highlands that bound it,

scarcely, I think, supports this view. They do not appear

to form part of a once circular wall, the half of which is

now lost ; nor is it quite conceivable that a rampart of such

magnificence as the other semicircle must have been in

order to correspond, could have sunk into the Mare
Imbrium and left no sign. It seems far more reasonable

to suppose that in the Iris Highlands, and in the bold

contour of the Sinus Iridum, we have preserved to us

features of the primeval structure of the lunar surface.

DAY VIEWS OF VENUS.

By P. M. Ry\'ES.

FEW people know how easy it ia to see Venus in the
day with the naked eye. It has been said that

Venus is visible in daylight once in eight years
only, but I can aflirm, from my own observations,

that this supposition is an incorrect one.

Observations of Venus in the daytime were made at a

very early date. The following are a few instances :—
A.D. 398, 984, 1008, 1014, 1077, 1280, 1360, 1715, and
1750.

Arago relates that General Buonaparte, upon repairing

to Luxemburg, when the Directory were about to give him
a ff'te, was " very much surprised to find the crowd
assembled in the Rue de Touracour pay more attention to

a region of the heavens situated above the palace than to

his person or the brilliant staff that accompanied him.
He inquired the cause, and learned that these curious

persons were observing with astonishment, although it

was noon, a star, which they supposed to be that of the

conqueror of Italy—an allusion to which the illustrious

general did not seem indifferent when he himself, with his

piercing eyes, remarked the radiant body." The star in

question was no other than Venus.
At the beginning of March Venus was in a very favour-

able position for observation, and was distinctly visible in

the day.
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On June 8rd she -will again be at greatest brilliancy, so

that she will be favourably situated for day views most of

June.

Being now a little south of the sun, we know that if we
mark a place from which the sun will be just hidden by a

chimney or gable at noon, Venus will be a certain distance

below that point at a certain time before the sun ; or we
may mark a place from which the sun appears the right

distance above the object we have ch(S3u, and Venus will

be just over it.

This table will show how much to allow for different

dates :

—

Venus South of Sud. Venus Souths,

h. m.

June 4th ... ll°i ... 9 18

,, nth ... ll°i ... 9 7

„ 18th ... 10°i ... 8 59

„ 2.5th ...
9°'

... 8 64
If we fail to find her by this method, we can get up

before the sun and keep her in sight all day, by con-

tinually making fresh marks.
When we have once seen her we can make a mark from

which she will appear exactly above the chimney, and we
shall have no difficulty in seeing her again.

If such a method be adopted we can easily find her

without any optical aid ; indeed, I have found her when out

in a field where I scarcely knew my bearings, on a hazy
day, without any protection from the light of the sun.

As it is always an advantage to be shaded from the sun,

the south-west side of a house is a good place from which to

observe. We may also observe from the open window of

a room, keeping as far back into the room as the altitude

of Venus will allow, as this shields us not only from the

light of the sun, but the brightness of the sky, which
would otherwise be glaring us.

For the same reason Venus is seen very distinctly when
the sun is obscured by a large cloud.

If, in addition to the sun's being hidden by a cloud, the

sky be of that brilliant clearness generally prevalent in

windy, showery weather, then sometimes—even if it be
mid-day—Venus will be seen almost to sparkle, and it is

impossible to glance in her direction without seeing her.

The following are some of my notes :

—

Marcli 1st, 1897.—Saw Venus at 2 p.m., the sun being
obscured by a cloud, and kept her in view till dark. Made
some telescopic observations in the evening.

2Iarch 2nd.— Saw Venus at 2.15 p.m.

March Sn/.— Saw Venus at 2.30 p.m.

March Gth.—Saw Venus at 1.80 p.m. Sky hazy, sun
shining.

March lOth.—Saw Venus at 11.45. I could see her
quite distinctly through glass.

March 12?/i.—Saw Venus at 11.80.

March VAth.—Saw ^'enus at 10.40.

March nth.—Saw Venus at 3.5 p.m.

March 18th.—Saw Venus at 11.40.

Owing to the weather having been unfavourable since

the last date, I have only been able to obtain glimpses.

THE SWIFT'S NIGHT-FLIGHT.
By Charles A. Witchell.

DURING June and July, dwellers in places where
the swift abounds may investigate its recently
discovered habit of soaring upward at evening
and (apparently) spending the night in the sky.

This interesting incident may be observed in

June more easily than in July, because the evening sky is

clearer in the former month than in the latter. It was
just ten years ago that observers in England first noticed

this extraordinary behaviour on the part of a diurnal

British bird ; and during that cloudless Jubilee June
three persons were watching, night after night, the scaring

swifts.

One of these observers was Mr. Aubrey Edwards, son of

the vicar of Orleton, E.S.O., Herefordshire, who often saw
the swifts from Orleton Church depart upward at night

;

and he, with bis father and brother, remained in the

churchyard until 10.30, or even 11 o'clock, watching for

the birds, which did not return. There were about forty

of these ascending swifts, which Mr. Edwards justifiably

conceived to be males ; and other swifts remained in the

nests.

In the same month Mr. Douglas Brodie, of Croydon,
was making similar observations on the colony of swifts

which lived under the eaves of the houses in the centre of

that town—as appears from his reply to a query of the

writer at a later date. " A certain number of the colony,

after the rest have gone to roost, .go soaring up in circles

with a peculiar quivermg of the wings, till they go clean

out of sight. With field-glasses I have seen them nearly

a minute longer."
!

On the 10th June, 1887, the writer was watching a large

flock of swifts from a garden halfway up Stroud Hill, in

Gloucestershire. The air was very clear, and the swifts

whirled across and across the sky. The sun had set,

but the birds did not descend. They finally went
right up out of sight. On the 21st the swifts at

Stroud exhibited the same wonderful behaviour, which
was recorded.:]:

Since then I have every year watched for the upward
night-flight of the swifts ; but as the flights occurred at a

rather inconvenient time for observation, there were often

several successive evenings on which nothing of the kind
was seen. Often, also, the birds would fly away towai'ds

the horizon, though when they did this late in the evening
their course was generally an upward one. They were,

however, no less inclined to a lofty flight on a cloudy
night than on a clear one ; and I often saw them vanish
into the clouds. But this never happened when the air

was very thundery.

It is convenient to watch the swifts from a somewhat
elevated spot, so that they may be kept within view aa

continuously as possible, since, if they pass out of the
field of vision at a distance, it is almost impossible to

find them again. It is also desirable to have a support
to lean upon, for without this the constant gazing
towards the zenith becomes very tiring, especially if field-

glasses are used. It is not often that the birds can be
seen during the whole of the upward flight ; they generally

swing around in wide circles for some time, and pass

out of sight towards the horizon, after which the

repeated cry, xwee ree, first indicates their return. The
whole incident, as it generally occurred, may be described

as follows :

—

The sun has set, and most of the small birds have retired

for the night, though the sparrows are still noisy in the
creepers on the house. IMost of the swifts are flying low
over the meadows, but some are in the sky ; and of these

a few are chasing others, and performing those magnificent

swoops by which it appears that the males drive the
females to their nests. Certain it is that the pursuing
birds (always acting singly) chase particular individuals,

whose course they follow at a greater altitude, but always

Nature, 27tli October, 1887. + The Field, 18th May, 1889.

X The Field, No. 1851.
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•with the intention of finally descending in a falcon-like

stoop at the lower bird, who, anticipating the attack,

swerves downward, and finally plunges headlong. The
swishing sourd produced by the descending swifts can be
heard at a considerable distance. The pursuer mounts
again, almost vertically, and renews the assault. This
goes on for some time, and when it ceases many of the

swifts have already retired to the nests. The others begin
to pursue each other in noisy groups, at about the level of

the housetops, and this game is kept up for a quarter of an
hour or longer, the birds traversing a wide area, and being
sometimes out of sight for several minutes. Then they
continue the same sport at a higher level, no longer
descending so low as the roofs.

At about forty minutes after sunset (whether in June or
July) the group of swifts begins to whirl round and round
like a mob of rooks ; but again and again the cluster

breaks up in a pursuit and a mad noisy rush across the
sky. Yet the birds are gradually attaining a higher
position, and their screaming becomes the less noticeable.

Their wings have often a tremulous motion, reminding
one of the flight of an ascending skylark. Still, there is

no deliberate upward (light—only a succession of swoops
and rushes terminating at increasing distances from the

ground. The birds keep fairly together, and not one
descends to the houses ; but it may be that the cluster is

joined by another group, coming you know not whence.
Dusk is beginning to fall, and even the sparrows are silent

;

but the cries of the swifts can yet be faintly heard. The
birds may now be easily lost sight of altogether, especially

if there be no white fleecy clouds high overhead to throw
into relief the whirling black dots in the sky. Now is the
time to use a field-glass or a small telescope, and, having
once found the birds with it, to keep them within the
fie'.d as long as possible. The peculiar skylark-like

motion of the wings is now almost continuously main-
tained, and the birds, instead of whirling round in a
cluster, seem to prefer to lie head to wind. Against thy

loftiest white clouds their movements may yet be clearly

traced : up and up they go, appearing smaller each moment,
till even the power of the glass is overcome, and the tiny

specks vanish for the night.

As you drop your aims wearily you find that the dusk
has fallen, the bats are out, and the evening mists are

rising ; but the swifts must now be nearly on a level with
those remote flecks of cloud, which, at an immense height,

are yet snowy in the sunshine.

This charming incident of bird life cannot be observed
from all towns and villages with equal certainty. At Stroud
I used to see it often, but in my present neighbourhood
swi(ts are not very plentiful, and only one or two have
been seen to go up at nightfall.

THE LANGUAGE OF SHAKESPEARE'S
GREENWOOD-I.

By Gkokge Morley, Author of ^^ Leafy Warwidishiie,"

" In Fiustic Lirery," " Street Audrey," etc.

THOUGH something less than two and a half hours'

journey from London to the fringe of the famed
Forest of Arden, in "leafy Warwickshire," it is

little short of surprising that, at the end of the

nineteenth century, the same forms of speech in

vogue in the days of Shakespeare, and even before then,

should still be in use in every part of the county in all

their quaintness, directness, and simplicity.

It is surprising, but I also think it is extremely pleasant

;

for civilization, utterly offended, as it appeared to be, with
the picturesque forms of speech, migrating from the

pastoral plains to the hothouses of society, invented a

language of its own—a catch-word or slang language—

-

which, however " smart " and applicable it may be in the

mouths of those who are pleased to use it, cannot compare
in grip, in appositeness, or in poetical feeling with the

strong, broad, euphonious, and clearly expressed provincial-

isms—centuries old as they are, but still in vogue, with an
unslayable uniformity of meaning and utterance ; and in

Warwickshire (owing, perhaps, to the high place which it

holds in the best of English literature, through the genius

of its literary sons and daughters) it /.v pleasant to know
that the old forms of speech, so valued and so intrinsically

valuable as the original expression of an ancient and
historical people, are, perhaps, as deeply rooted to-day as

they were in primeval days.

Why it is so I cannot say. "Leafy Warwickshire" was
an impenetrable forest. But, though still leafy—though
still, with regard to some of its villages and hamlets at

least, perfectly isolated from the world of fashionable

language—it is far from being impenetrable to-day. The
railways of the nineteenth century, following in the foot-

steps of the mediaval constable of the shire, have cut their

way in a network of lines right through the heart of " the

heart of England.'' Moreover, from the most isolated of

the villages the carrier comes almost daily into the fashion-

able places of modern civilization.

As an illustration of the inability of country-born folk

in Warwickshire to cast off' the yoke of their natural

language, even though their contact with town life is busy,

daily, and continuous, I may instance the case of the

Harbury carrier.

Now, Harbury is a village but six miles south-east of the

fashionable town of Leamington, where there are so many
scholastic institutions, all racing towards a perfect erudition

in everything, that language ought to be in an extremely
forward state in that " seat of learning," as Leamington
has been called.

As I am anxious to make this paper as interesting as I

can, in the hope that it may serve as a contribution to the

rural dialect of this charming county which has already

been garnered up—in the plays of Shakespeare, the novels

of George Eliot, and the archives of dialect societies—

I

shall give the language of the peasants of Warwickshire
as I have heard it spoken by them during the past five or

sis years, in villages near my home at Leamington : pre-

mising that in this form— catching the words as they

fell from the lips of the rustics—greater value may
attach to it ; though the words will not necessarily

run in the alphabetical order of the dictionary, my
object being to write an interesting and chatty paper

on some of the dialect words of the Warwickshire
peasantry, rather than a learned, dry, analytical treatise

on provincialisms.

The Harbury carrier comes into my " seat of learning
"

at least three times a week, and mingles with the towns-

people : and yet from that man's speech he might well

bave been own brother to William, the lover of Audrey,

resident in the Forest of Arden, in the days when the

banished Duke held his court there under the greenwood
tree.

" My ould man," he said—meaning his buxom wife,

younger than himself, whom he sometimes brought
with him in the cart—" hev med a blue biggen for

the recklin' yander " (a young child was sitting in the

conveyance). " 'Tia a nesh 'un, ye see, an' canna goo
in closen wi'outen summat's on yed when th' dag's

fallin'."
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A " biggen " is a dainty little cap worn upon the head

of a small infant, to keep it from taking cold. In olden

times the Warwickshire mothers took an especial pride in

making these little " biggens," and some of them (one I

have seen dating from the early years of the present cen-

tury), with their frills, tucks, cords, and edgings, were

perfect gems of the needlework art. In the Second Part

of "King Henry the Fourth" (Act IV., Scene 4), Shake-

speare alludes to them in the words

:

" Whose brow with homelv big^en boi'nd,"

clearly indicating the fact that the " biggen " was a home-

made article of head-dress provided for the " reckling " of

the family, or a " nesh " child.

" In siich bravery, too," is the pretty sentence you may
often hear fall from the lips of a Warwickshire peasant

woman standing beneath the honeysuckle of her own
door. It refers to a girl's finery—her feathers, flowers,

ribbons, and laces—and when, as is usually the case, its

utterance is accompanied by a smile, it conveys the sweetest

touch of encouragement with the faintest sound of reproach.

This word, as applied to the small fineries of the toilet,

was evidently in popular use in Shakespeare's days, for

he uses it in " The Taming of the Shrew " (Act IV.,

Scene 3).

The " reckling," spoken of by the Harbury carrier, is,

generally speaking, the youngest of the children ; it is also

Hpplied to the weakest child, or the one longest ingrowing.

Tills word—with the "g" always dropped, which is

characteristic of Warwickshire rural dialect in all words

ending with "ing"—is somewhat extensively used in

sequestered villages. It is also spelt " wreckling," though

the "w" is more frequently deleted, indicating probably

that the child being small and puny is the " reck " or

' wreck " of the family in a physical sense. In some
villages nearer the towns a variant of this word is con-

stantly heard. "Dilling" is used instead of " reckling,"

and has precisely the same significance.

" Dilling " is also applied indiscriminately to all small,

long-growing, dwindling things. You cannot go into a

farmyard or under the thatch of a cottage in Warwickshire

without hearing this word. It is in the mouths of farmer,

housewife, poultry maid, and child. PJvery small thing is

a ''dillin'." The smallest chicken in the brood is a dilling,

so is the smallest duckling and gosling ; and the dilling of

the pig's litter is always the object of the housewife's

especinl care. There is luck in the pig's dilling. It is

reared up with the bottle, kept in a stuff-lined basket near

the kitchen fire, and as much attention paid to it as if it

were the " dilling " of the human family.

A "nesh" child has a meaning almost identical with

"reckling" and "dilling," though there is much more
pathos in it. Anything, of whatever age, condiuon, or

calling, that is weak, feeble, or ailing is a " nesh " thing.

It is quite an usual thing to hear :
" My poorgell's too nesh

to goo slumraockin' an' trapesin' over fields as if her war
as frem as frem."

Now, in the Warwickshire rustic's mouth there is a word
which, in direct opposition to " nesh," is often spoken

with it. I have not noticed it in Shakespeare, but it is

firmly rooted in the vocabulary of the peasant in all the

little villages in Shakespeare's land ; indeed, it was and is

the joy of every Warwickshire village mother's heart to be

able to call her oifspring a "frem" child or "frem"
children. To be "frem" is to be bonnie, lively, hfaith-

ful, plump, and thriving ; and as the bulk of village

children are of this order, the word " frem '

is in constant

use.
" Frem " is also used with reference to the natural

growths of the earth. Thus, luxuriant grass is "frem

well-growing crops are " fine an' frem." The
waggoner will call his horse a " frem horse," the shep-

herd's calves and lambs are the " fremmest as he's ever

ad," and the young collie is as " frem a dog as you'd

find anywhere." In short, " frem " is the word for any-

thing and everything that is strong, lusty, plump, thriving,

and throbbing with health.

As a term of endearment, perhaps there is no word of

dialect so old and yet so extensively used in the whole of

Warwickshire as the word " wench," when applied to a

young maid. Since Shakespeare used it in an affectionate

sense in " The Taming of the Shrew " (Act V., Scene 2),

and in the fifth act of " Othello," and again in " Eomeo
and Juliet" (Act II., Scene 4)—where Mercutio says, "Alas,

poor Romeo ! he is already dead ! stabbed with a white

wench's black eye "—the word " wench " has become as

familiar in the pastoral mouth as the speaker's own tongue ;

and not only in the pastoral mouth either, for in the mouth
of the urban dweller in Warwickshire " my dear wench " is

a term constantly heard.

The wc-:d " wench " is also employed extensively in an
endearing sense by those who have charge of cattle. A
favourite cow, mare, ewe, or bitch is always a wench ; a

pat on the back, and " Eh ! she be a good old wench," are

sounds of the greatest familiarity in Warwickshire.

Then, as is often the case with dialect words, " wench "

has a bad side to its chai'aoter ; it is sometimes used as a

term of reproach. This is not very often, but when it is

applied to a girl in this sense it seems to have an over-

whelming weight of shame attached to it. I have seen a

rustic maid cry bitterly at being called " a wench '' in that

peculiar tone of voice which implies a lightness and loose-

ness of conduct quite inconsistent with the behaviour

which should characterize a demure, decorous, and modest
girl ; while, on the other hand, I have seen the same girl

smile radiantly when called " a wench " by her sweetheart

or mother. It is, I suppose, all a matter of method ; it

is the way 'n which the word is uttered which seems to

convey so much to those to whom it is applied.

In its reproachful sense the word "wench" means a

bad, loose, vulgar, lewd, riotous woman or girl, who stands

upon no ceremony, and has no respect for herself or for

what her neighbours may think of her. It is thus allied to

such peculiarly Warwiclsshire dialect words of opprobrium

as " faggot,'' " doxy," " hussy," " slummock," and " salt."

All these words are of venerable age, and are in constant

use to-day in all tlie villages of the shire. " Doxy " has,

perhaps, the worst signification. Shakespeare uses the

word in " A Winter's Tale " (Act IV., Scene 2).

A " faggot " has not precisely the same meaning among
Warwickshire rustics as "doxy," though it is somewhat
akin in signification. It is a term which does not imply

quite so much as "doxy," and yet sufficient to make the

ears of a maid tingle who has any respect left for herself.

A " faggot " literally means a careless, good-for-nothing,

untidy person ; and as the majority of Warwickshire

girls and women are noted for their neat, thrifty, and

careful manners and appearance, it may well be imagined

how heartily they resent such a term of reproach as

"faggot."
Any loosely attired, slatternly person—man, woman, or

child—is a " slummock." You may not uncommonly hear

a man say, " Donna thee look at me, mister ; I be such a

slummock. I hanna 'ad time to goo an' tidy mesen yet, like."

A ragged colt is a " slummockin' '' creature, so is a moulting

fowl. Anything, in fine, which has not an air of trimness

and neatness about it is a " slummock." It is a word
which expresses much, and is very closely allied to that

other reproachful word " moikin, " which hterally means a
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scarecrow, but -which is quite as often appHed to persons

who are negligent in their personal appearance as to the

effigy which scares crows.

"If thee donna come in, ye hedgehog, I'll lace thee

warmly." This is an expression I heard issuing from the
mouth of a buxom woman with well-oiled and well-combed
hair, who was standing at the door of a thatched cottage
in the village of Offchiirch. Ou a patch of green in front

of the cottage an untidy boy, presumably her son, was idly

stretched out playing with a young lurcher dog, and show-
ing no disposition to obey the parental command. Now
" hedgehog," as a term of reproach, has been in vogue in

Warwickshire for a period of at least three hundred years.

It is used by Shakespeare in " Richard the Third," when
the ex-Queen Margaret, in cursing Richard, Duke of

Gloster, calls him a " hedgehog." In rural Warwickshire
the hedgehog is also known as an " urchin," and in former
times (as is set down in many parish books in the
immediate vicinity of Stratford-on-Avon) there were so

many hedgehogs or urchins overrunning the land that

sixpence a head was given for every one brought to the
farmer or churchwardens—the latter entering the payments
in their accounts.

This offer of reward brought both pleasure and profit to

those concerned, and in it, I think, is to be traced the

association which has given to boys, from Shakespeare's
days to the present, the undesirable names of " hedgehog"
and "urchin." Shakespeare alludes to the urchin in
" Titus Andronious " (Act II., Scene 3).

The " lace " mentioned in the above sentence has a

peculiar meaning in the lingo of the Warwickshire peasant.
It literally means to beat or thrash.

Talking one morning to the shepherd of the Combe
Farm, about a mile and a half from my house at Leamington,
he suddenly surprised me by saying, " Well, I mun shog
on a bit. I were up at four, ye know, an' I can weUy do
wi' a shive o' summat to et an' a tot o' tay."

Here was a perfect professor of Warwickshire dialect :

a veritable Shakespearean peasant in the art of the mother
tongue !

" Shog on a bit " '? " A shive o' summat an' a

tot o' tay" "? Words which Shakespeare had used three

centuries ago.

To " shog " is a word very much used at the present

time by the peasants of this delightful county. Whether
it is older than "jog " I cannot say, but as Shakespeare
mentions " shog " in " Henry the Filth" (Act II., SceneS),
we are entitled to regard it as a dialect word of some
importance. It means to jog off, to make oft', to move on
slowly and easily, to shamble, to sidle.

A " shive " has also the garments of antiquity upon it,

blended with the dres3 of modern days. If you go to-day
into a Warwickshire hay or corn field when the labourers
are having their lunch or dinner, the word " shive" will

often salute the ear. " I mun liev a shire o bread and
bacon," says the driver of the cutting-machine, getting
out his knife and opening it. A "shive' means a shave,
a slice, a piece. Shakespeare caught the meaning of
"shive" to a nicety in "Titus Andronicus " (Act II.,

Scene 1), where he says :

—

" Wlmt, man ! more water glideth by the mill
Than wots the miller of; iind easy it is

Of a cut loaf to steal a shire/'

The word " tot " used by the Combe shepherd is a very
prevalent word in all parts of rural Warwickshire. It

means a cup, a mug, a saucerful, or a drop of tea or any-
thing to drink. " Come thee in now, Biddy, lass, an' hev
a tot o' cider," or " Hey, I be so dry like, I could just do
wi' a tot o' drink," are expressions commonly beard in the
fields and lanes. " Tot " has also a dift'erent sigiiiScalion

when used in conjunction with " out " or " up." To " tot

out" means to pour out. Again, "tot" is used in a

slightly varied form, as "Come, butty, tot vp," which
means to drink up. The landlord, too, is often requested

to "tot up" the score against a customer, meaning him to
" add " it up to find out how much is owing.

The Warwickshire peasant is occasionally prone to use
" t " and " th " instead of " d " in some of his words, with
an effect at once peculiar and amusing. One day, in

walking over the fields from Leamington to Lillington, I

encountered a man who appeared travel-worn, and was the

last person from whose mouth I should have expected to

hear snatches of good dialect ; and yet no sooner had I

reached him than he said, without a word of introduction,
" There usen to be a lather o'er the runnel yander when I

wos a kiddie. Mother was nigh afraid to trusten me as

fur as thisen, but I crossed the lather to t'other side as

aim as aim."
A "lather" in the language of the rustic means a ladder,

or little bridge with spars. This word is not very common,
but is still used by the older inhabitants of the village.

So far as I am aware, " lather ''
is a purely Warwickshire

mode of expression. Some of the other words I have quoted
are doubtless in vogue in Staffordshire and Leicestershire

—at any rate, on the borders of those counties—but
"lather," and other allied words where the "d" is dropped
and the " t " sound substituted, is, I am disposed to think,

a feature peculiar to and characteristic of the strictly

Warwickshire dialect.

Though I have but touched the fringe of a delightful

subject, I find that at this point I have written as much
as I ought in the compass of one paper, and must con-

clude the subject in a further contribution. In the vocabulary

of the Warwickshire rural dialect there are scores upon
scores of curious words—many of them undoubtedly
spoken by Shakespeare—which it would be a subject of the

greatest interest to explain ; but the few words I have dealt

with will serve to bear out the saying which George Eliot

placed in the mouth of Mr. Casson. Thoj air " cur'ous

talkers i' this country"; but it is the language which
Shakespeare spoke and wrote, and, as the following

quotation taken down from a woman's month will show, it

is a language at once poetic, strong, and teeming with
individuality of character :

—

" I canna get a blench ou the bonnie laddie's eye now,
hardly—hardly a blench. 'Tis the way with 'em all when
a dand faggot like Loo comes brevettln' about under their

noses. Bless her, though—bless her ! I cauna 'elp sayin'

on it. She's a sweet bit o' hussy, an' the darter o' my old

schulemate Ju. The recklin' o' the bunch, too, an' the

prettiest as Ju ever had. I munna be too hard on the

laddie, I s'poso. Mothers mun goo a-one side when daitd

maids come tootin' about artcr their sons. Eh! but my
life's as holler as a deaf-nut wi'out that laddie's love.

Hey, ho ! so 'tis. Just aa holler as a deaf-nut from
Ctiddington Wood."

MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH.

By A. Fowler, F.R.A.S.

THE town of Hammerfest, in Norway, has two chief

claims to distinction. It is the most northerly

town in the world (lat. 70^ 40' 11-3" N.) and it

possesses an astronomical monument of some
importance. The latter is depicted in the accom-

panying photograph, and one can better imagine than
describe the wonder with which it will be viewed by the

Lapp fisher-folk who frequent the place, and even by many
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of the good people of Hammerfest. The column and
pedestal are of granite, and at the top is a bronze capital

carrying a terrestrial globe of copper. Inscribed on the

"' The Meridian Column, Ilammerfest. (From a Photograph bv!

W. Shackleton.)

column, in Latin and Norwegian, is the following legend :

—

" The northern termination of the are of meridian of 25° 20'

from the Arctic Ocean to the Hirer Danube, throiifjli Nonvaij,

Sweden, and Russia, uhich, according to the orders of His
2Iajesti/ King Oscar I., and the Emperors Alexander I. and
Nicholas I., and by uninterruiited labours from 1816 to 1852,

was measured by the r/eometers of the three nations."

The aim of the monument is therefore to commemorate
the completion of a gigantic piece of surveying, having for

its primary object the measurement of the earth, and to

provide a permanent mark in order that the measurements
may be repeated at any future time if considered desirable.

No longer arc of meridian has yet been measured, and it

may not be without interest to recall some of the facts

connected with this great undertaking, culled mainly from
the monumental report which was drawn up by its chief

organizer, the celebrated F. G. W. Struve."

First, however, a few words as to the general principles

involved in the operations of ye„desy, or earth measure-
ment.
When once the idea of a globular earth was accepted,

the determination of its dimensions became theoretically

a very simple matter, involving only the measurement of

the length of a portion of a great circle, the number of

degrees in which could also be ascertained. One of the

arcs which can be most readily measured in degrees is one
which forms part of a great circle passing through the

Poles, for the reason that the measurements of the
difference of latitudes of the terminal points furnishes the
requisite angular value. In this way the measurement of

the earth is usually carried on by measuring so-called

arcs of meridian, from which the length of a degree, and
therefore the circumference and diameter of the earth, at

once become known. If the earth were really spherical,

the measurement of even a single degree would suffice for

* "Arc du lleridien de 25" 20'entre 1 • Danube et la Mer G-laciale."

Par F. G. W. Strure. (St. Peterabourg, 1862.)

the determination of its dimensions ; but, as degrees are

found to be of different lengths, it becomes necessary to

measure a great number of them, in various parts of the

world, in order that the precise size and shape may be

investigated by analytical geometry.

Two distinct operations are requisite. The first has for

its object the accurate measurement, in linear measure, of

the length of the meridional arc ; the second the astrono-

mical determination of its angular value on the globe.

The first of these operations depends primarily upon the

measurement of a base line, some miles in length, upon
the most level stretch of land available. The laying down
of a base line is a most tedious and delicate process, for

even if it be seven or eight miles long, it must be as straight

as possible, and its length must be ascertained almost to the

nearest inch. One of the greatest difficulties to be faced is

the fluctuation in the length of the measuring rods, con-

sequent upon changes of atmospheric temperature, but this

has been ingeniously overcome by the use of the compen-
sating bars invented by Lieut. Colby. A bar of brass is firmly

joined at its centre to one of iron, and pivoted at the ends
are a pair of projecting metal " tongues," certain marks on
which remain at a constant distance, because the expansion

of one rod pushes them apart just as much as that of the

other endeavours to bring them nearer together. Such
rods cannot be put in contact end to end, and they are

accordingly placed a constant and known distance apart

by means of a pair of microscopes, which are joined

together by compensation bars. Sights and levels to

ensure the straightness of the line complete the essential

parts of the apparatus.

The base line having been laid down, very accurate

theodolites are placed at its extreme ends, and a distant

object which can be seen with both instruments is selected

for observation. At each end the angle between the base
line and the object is measured, and the distance of the

object from either end then follows from a simple trigono-

metrical calculation. The sides of such a triangle may
now serve the same purpose as the original base line, and
other objects, which are often specially erected signals, are

similarly sighted and their distances measured.
By this system of trianyulation, the measurement is

carried on to any desired extent, being checked here and
there by the actual laying down of new base lines, the

lengths of which have been previously determined in the

course of the trigonometrical surveys. The general dis-

position of successive triangles will be gathered from the

accompanying map, representing the actual triangles

measured near the southern end of the great Eussian arc.

From the calculated dimensions of the individual triangles,

the distance between the extreme ends of the arc can
readily be deduced.

For the determinations of latitude of the extreme or

intermediate points, meridian circles, zenith sectors, or

other suitable instruments of high precision are employed,

so that finally both linear and angular measurements of

the same arcs become available for the calculation of the

earth's dimensions.

The oldest triangulation of which history tells us was
made by Snellius, in Holland, before 1G17 ; but work of

precision may be said to have begun when Picard, in 1666,

replaced the sights previously employed with surveying

instruments by a telescope fitted with cross wires. This

new feature not only introduced greater accuracy, but

greatly enlarged the possible extent of the triangles.

Picard himself measured a small arc, and deduced the first

value of the earth's radius which approached precision.

Prior to this, the English mile, which professed to state

the length of a minute of arc, was one-sixth too great, and
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we shall never kuow how many shipwrecks may have been
due to this error. Even mora important, from the
scientific point of view, was the fact that Picard'a new

'I'riangulation uear the Kirer Danube.

measurement furnished Newton with the long-desired

confirmation of the law of gravitation.

The idea of a Kussiau meridian arc had its birth in the

iirst half of the last century, when the Paris Academy of

Sciences was so hotly discussing the figure of the earth as

derived from the discordant results of different geometers.

Delisle, indeed, actually commenced operations in 1737,

but, for reasons not sufficiently known, his project was

abandoned.
In 1812, while still a student at the University of

Dorpat, Struve was struck by the great advantages which

the region between the Danube and the Arctic Ocean

offered for a trigonometrical survey. A stretch of country

almost free from high mountains, the astronomical obser-

vations would be correspondingly little distiu-bed by local

attractions. In the summer of 1812, Struve, single-

handed, made a small survey, measuring a base line, and

carrying on a triangulation with a Troughton sextant.

His work, however, was interrupted by war, but it sufficed

to show the feasibility of a greater undertaking. After his

appointment to the observatory of Dorpat, Struve's projects

received official recognition, and the Emperor Alexander I.

granted the funds necessary to complete the measurement

of an arc of 3" 35'. This was concluded in 1828, and was

subsequently joined to an arc which had been almost

simultaneously measured by General Tenner. The j unction

between the two surveys was made in 1831, the total arc

then amounting to 8^ 2-5', between Hogland and Belin.

A lacuna of 5° 2G' between this Russian arc and the

Lapland arc previously measured by the French and

Swedes was next attacked, the Emperor Nicholas I.

cordially supporting the work by an annual grant of three

thousand roubles for ten years. It was not until 1841,

however, that this portion of the great arc. terminating at

Tornea, latitude G5^ 50', was completed. During the next

seven years the arc was extended to Staro-Nekrassowka,

on the Danube, in a southerly direction, by General

Tenner, and to Fuglenaes, Hammerfest, towards the

north, by the Norwegians and Swedes.

With due respect for the historic rights of the Academy
of Stockholm, M. Struve was deputed to impress on that

body the importance of extending the Russian are to the

northern extremity of the continent, and a personal inter-

view with the King. Oscar I., led to the desired object.

Reconnoitring expeditions were first sent out, stations

were selected, and Hammerfest, for various practical

reasons, was determined upon as the extreme end of the

arc. Surveying in these liigh latitudes is beset with many
dilficulties. Owing tn tlie mountainous character of the

country, transport is difficult, while inhabitants are few

and wood is scarce. Hammerfest, for instance, is pardon-

ably proud of a scraggy clump of dwarf birch, a score or

two in number, for this is the nearest approach to a

wood within many miles radius.

Near the southern limit of the arc, excessive vegetation,

in the shape of almost impenetrable forests, presented

great obstacles, and observing platforms and signals nearly

one hundred and fifty feet in height bad sometimes to be

erected.

Finally, after nearly forty years' labours, the measure-
ment of the great arc was accomplished. Altogether ten

bases were measured and two hundred and fifty-eight

principal triangles were involved. From end to end the

meridian arc traverses no less than two thousand eight

hundred and eighty kilometres, embracing about one-

fourteenth of the earth's circumference.

The southern termination, at Staro-Nekrassowka, latitude
45° 20' 2-8", is marked by a truncated pyramid of cast

iron, resting on a cube of seven feet side, bearing an
inscription almost identical with that of the Hammerfest
monument.

Combining the results of the Russian arc of meridian
with the Anglo-French, Indian, Cape, and Peruvian arcs,

and an Indian arc of longitude (giving a total amplitude of

89° 32'), and regarding the shape as spheroidal, General
Clarke determined the following values for the size of the

earth :

—

Equatorial diameter = 41,852,401 feet.

Polar diameter = 41,709,790 feet.

While there is reason to believe that an equatorial

section of the earth should be regarded as an ellipse—in

other words, that the earth is an ellipsoid—it is not yet

considered by the best authorities that the available data

are sufficient for fixing definitively the form and dimensions

of the imaginary geometrical smooth body which most
nearly approximates to the actual contour of the earth's

surface.

As Struve pointed out at the conclusion of his labours,

nature presents no obstacle to the southern extension of

the great arc by another 12
'

; and, more recently. Dr. G'iW

has looked forward to its connection with the South
African survey which has just been completed. Dr. Gill

considers that the Soutti African triangulation might be

extended to the mouth of the Nile, and then, by an
additional network of triangles along the coast of the

Levant and through Greece, the junction with Struve's

meridian could be made so as to produce a stupendous arc

of 105\ Many years must elapse before such an enormous
undertaking can bo completed, but its importance as a

contribution to exact geodesy cannot be over-estimated.
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THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR JUNE.

M'

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

'EKCURY is too near the Sun during the first

third of the month for convenient observation

by the amateur. On the 16th he rises at

2h. 50m. A.M., with a northern declination of

17' 21', and an apparent diameter of 8". He is

at his greatest western elongation at 6h. a.m. that morning.

On the 22nd he rises at 2h. 13m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 19° 26', and an apparent diameter of 7".

On the 30th he rises at the same time, or about one hour
before the Sun, with a northern declination of 22° 17 , and
an apparent diameter of 6". While thus imperfectly

visible he describes a direct path in Taurus to the borders

of Gemini.
Venus is a morning star, and is well placed for observa-

tion in .June. She is at her greatest brilliancy on the 3rd.

On the 1st she rises at 2h. 25m. a.m., with a northern
declination of ll'^ 2', and an apparent diameter of 39^".

On the 10th she rises at 2h. 5m. a.m., with a northern
declination of 11" 41', and an apparent diameter of 34J' ,

about one-third of the disc being illuminated. On the 20th
she rises at Ih. 46m. a.m., or just two hours before the Sun,
with a northern declination of 13° 20', and an apparent
diameter of 29^". On the 30th she rises at Ih. 30m. a.m.,

or 2h. 15m. before the Sun, with a northern declination of
15° 23', and an apparent diameter of 26". During June
she describes a direct path through the greater part of

Aries into Taurus, without approaching any conspicuous

star very closely.

Mars has practically left us for the year, the tiny disc

he now presents exhibiting no features of interest for the

purposes of the amateur observer.

Jupiter can still be observed as an evening star, but
should be looked for as soon after simset as possible.

On the 1st he sets at Oh. 45m. a.m., with a northern
declination of 11° 48', and an apparent equatorial diameter
of 36^", the phasis on the f Umb amounting to -^" . On
the 10th he sets at Oh. 10m. a.m. , with a northern declination

of 11° 25', and an apparent equatorial diameter of 35i".
On the 20th he sets at llh. 30m. p.m., with a northern
declination of 10° 55', and an apparent equatorial diameter
of 34f". On the 30th he sets at lOh. 53m. p.m., with a

northern dechnation of 10° 21', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 34", the phasia on the /' limb amounting
to /g". During June he describes a short direct path in

Leo, to the east of Regulus, being just about 1° north of

the fourth magnitude star p Leonis on the evening of the

21st.

Saturn is an evening star, and but for his great southern
declination would be well placed for observation. He
rises on the 1st at 6h. 20m. p.m., with a southern decli-

nation of 17 10', and an apparent equatorial diameter
of 18" (the major axis of the ring system being 42|" in
diameter, and the minor 17;| "). On the 10th he rises at

5h. 36m. P.M., with a southern declination of 17^ 3', and
an apparent diameter of 18 '. On the 20th he rises at

5h. 3m. p.m., with a southern declination of 16° 64', and an
apparent diameter of 17|". On the 30th he rises at
4h. 20m. P.M., with a southern declination of 16° 51', and
an apparent equatorial diameter of 17^". During June he
describes a retrograde path in Libra.

Uranus is an evening star, but is very badly placed for

observation. On the 1st he rises at 6h. 32m. p.m., and
souths at lOh. 54m. p.m., with a southern declination of
19° 9', and an apparent diameter of 8-7''. On the 30th he
rises at 4h. 33m. p.m., and souths at 8h. 56m. p.m., with a

southern declination of 18° 55'. During the month he

describes a short retrograde path in Libra, being about 2°

south of Saturn at the end of the month.

Neptune is in conjunction with the Sun on the 10th.

There are no well-marked showers of shooting stars in

June.

The Moon enters her first quarter at 7h. 2m. a.m. on

the 8th ; is full at 9h. Im. p.m. on the 14th ; enters her

last quarter at llh. 24m. p.m. on the 21st ; and is new at

2h. 55m. A.M. on the 30th.

Ct)tss Column.
By C. D. LocooK. B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this colimin should be addressed to

0. D. LocooK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of May Problems.

(W. J. Ashdown.)

No. 1.

1. Q to Kt7, and mates next move.

No. 2.

1. P to K6, and mates next move.

[These problems, and especially No. 2, have evidently

proved very puzzling. Many have sent 1. K to K6 as the

key to No. 2, overlooking the available defence in 1. . . .

Q xBP. 1. R to K3 is also a tempting try, met only by
1. ... Q to B5. There are duals in both problems.]

Correct Solutions of both problems received from
W. Clugston, H. H. Thomas, J. T. Blakemore, J. H.
Ballantine, J. M-Robert, Kappa, A. E. Whitehouse.

Of No. 1 only from W. H. Lunn, W. H. Brenchley,

E. W. Brook, Alpha, A Norseman, Rev. F. W. Quilter,

D.D.

Of No. 2 only from G. G. Beazley.

W. W. Stead and A Norseman.—L{ 1. R to K3, Q to Bo.

Sigma.—1. Q to KB4 is met by 1. ... K to Q5.

(J. G. Beadey.—If 1. P to B4, Black has many defences.

H. le Jeune.—See reply to " Sigma." Your solutions

last month were too late to acknowledge.

J. H. Ballantine.—Thanks for the problem, which shall

be examined.

E. W. Brook.—It is a novelty to find you caught
tripping.

ir. B. Flawkim.—After taking the Knight, the Black
Knight can interpose at K2 in answer to the Queening of

the Pawn.

W. Cluijston.—Problem received with thanks. Your
turn comes next month. A first-class block problem with
one dual would probably lose about fifteen per cent, of its

marks in a tourney. Li the case of a threat problem, or

where the dual is clearly unavoidable ((.<?., without upsetting

the entire scheme of the problem) , the deduction would be
rather less. There is also a reduction of penalty in the

case of repeated duals. For instance, in No. 2 (May
Number) the duals after QKt7 and QR8 would not count
as much more than one.

Sentimental Tommie.—Yes, once in May. Your con-

tributions are always welcome ; and even the " inferior
"

one has some good points.
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PEOBLEMS.
By T. Eaddick.

No. 1.

Black (6).

^ijupp

I Si

^

White (7).

White mates in two moves.

No. 2.

Black (3).

i

i

White (7).

««
CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

The Pillsbury-Showalter match, for the championship of

America, resulted, after a protracted struggle, in a victory

for Mr. Pillsbury. The final score was :—Pillsbury, 10

;

Showalter, 8 ; drawn, -1—a result which will greatly
increase the loser's reputation.

Mr. T. H. Cole is playing a match with Mr. Teichmann,
who won the first game.
A cable match between the House of Commons and the

American House of Eepresentativea will be decided as we
go to press.

An international tournament is being arranged to take
place in Berlin, probably in August. It is hoped that the
German Emperor will be a prize-donor.

Mr. D. Y. Mills has, as usual, won the Scottish cham-
pionship, and now holds the challenge cup permanently.

Thirty-two entries have been received for the ladies'

international tourney which begins on June 23rd at the
Hotel Cecil. The strongest of these will be selected by the
committee. The prizes are on a scale hitherto unknown
to the male amateur, amounting as they do to more than
£200. It is hoped that Mrs. Showalter will compete.

AVe have great regret in announcing the death of Dr. C.

Schmid, of Dresden, certainly one of the most brilliant

players in Germany, and the winner of the second prize
in the Leipzig Tourney of 1877. His analytical con-
tributions to the Clwss Monthly and the Scliaclizeitunij are
well known.

Appended is a brief game played on May 15th in the

match between Hastings and the City of London. It

illustrates one of the many possibilities of an early attack

in the open " Euy Lopez."

" Euy Lopez."
Whitb.
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THE INSECTS OF A LONDON BACKGARDEN.-II.
By Fred. Enock, F.L.S., F.E.S.

IN
all probability on the willows forming the back-

ground of our " thirty feet by seventeen feet " will

be found several larva of the common puss moth,
the eggs of which are generally laid singly on the

upper surface of the leaves, reminding one of

miniature macaroon biscuits. The baby caterpillar

emerging from these eggs is velvety black, with two long

whip-like tails which are telescopic, each containing a

long, red, thread-like addition, which is rapidly shot out

and whisked about from side to side whenever any

ichneumon &j endeavours to come too near. Although

these parasites are persistently whipped off, there comes

a time of weakness of body when the grub is putting

together a new suit of clothes, which are put on under the

old ones ! At such times the wary ichneumon takes the

opportunity for settling on the back of the larra, and
although it has an uncomfortable time it manages to

pierce the double skin, and insert several of its eggs

within the body of the unfortunate puss moth larva.

With so many uninvited guests, literally eating the host

out of home and body, what else can l)e expected than

ruin to all hopes of ever changing to a lovely puss moth ?

The noble caterpillars of the poplar and eyed hawk
moths are frequent visitors to our gardens, as well as

the more beautiful Sphinx ligxtstri—the privet hawk moth.

It is the first sight of such "big game" as these moths

that fires the youthful imagination ; but so much has been

written of these grand insects that I will only take one

more example of Ijepidoptera which I have found in my
" thirty feet by seventeen feet."

Some years ago a large number of that ancient Roman
dainty, the Cossus of Pliny— or, as we so well know it,

the larva of the goat moth—appeared in the kitchen,

much to the amazement of our domestic, who, from the

power of example, did not put the grubs into the fire,

but shovelled them up and submitted them to my notice.

Some of them were three inches long

and as thick as one's middle finger

—

the colour " yellowish flesh," with livid

blotches on each segment. For more
than a week we had daily visits from

these " dainties," until at last I decided

to examine a small willow growing in

the garden of our next-door neighbour.

I soon saw that the trunk, four inches

diameter at the ground, was simply full

of these larvce, of all sizes from two to

almost four inches in length. I broke

the trimk down and up ; the total

number of these foul-smelling grubs fkj. i.—Black
taken from out of the trunk, together Currant Gall Mite,

with those which had climbed and

excavated the wall, was just one hundred and five !

These larva do a great deal of damage to willow and

oak trees, from the day of their birth, when the tiny grubs

eat their way through the bark, under which they pass

their childhood, until, increasing in size and age, they

go deeper and deeper and completely riddle the largest

trees with holes half an inch in diameter. Their relative,

the wood leopard moth,

is evenmore destructive,

the larvm boring up into

the smaller branches.

This is the cause of the

death of many a tree

in and around London.

Years ago, thirty or

forty ash trees, of about

the same number of

feet high, along the

Hanley Road, N., were

terribly infested, and
on one day in July I

"swarmed" up one of

them and took twenty-

two femalewood leopard

moths which had
emerged that afternoon.

Not having a box with

me, though plenty of

pins, I stuck all the

specimens into my box
hat and on my coat

—

much to the wonder of passers-by, who had doubts of my
sanity. Such doubts are still shared by many even now,

for where strange insects are accessible, there I feel it my
duty to be ; and, after all, Mrs. Grundy is quite welcome

to her ideas.

Now, we cannot live long in a London " back " without

becoming aware of the music of the humming bee or bees

—

for various kinds favour us with their presence. The first

Fig. 2 —Twig of Black Currant
in April.
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to appear is the mason bee [Anthophora), whose "hostile

hum " is heard for a moment as it wheels over and then

poises at the first opening crocus, sipping the nectar ; then

away it goes with a dash, but suddenly pulls up and settles.

Note how it sits. It appears to touch the ground with the

very tips of its twelve toes, each pair of legs being arranged

so gracefully in a moment, the long hairs spreading out as

though each one had been combed into position ; and just

when you are beginning to realize how wonderful and
perfect an insect it is, another bee—a black one— passes.

Fig. 3.—Twigs of Black CuiTant, showing " Galls."

and in a moment the russet-brown sitter is up and away

in hot pursuit of his mate. At " Happy Hampstead " is a

colony of these bees, together with their parasites (Melecta).

This parasite has a hoary face and blue-black thorax and

body, each segment spangled with patches of intense silvery

hairs—the tips of the leg-joints being similarly marked.

The beauty of this bee is long remembered ; so is its sting,

which is long and sharp. A
small piece of common wash-
ing soda is a useful addition

to the stock in pocket of an
entomologist, a quick rub with
which soothes the pain of

either nettle or the sting of a

bee. The leaf-cutter bee is

to be found in every garden,

and may frequently be ob-

served cutting out from the

leaves of rose bushes and
various shrubs, circular and
oblong pieces with which to

form the bottom and sides

of its cells, which are to be
found in old posts, under tiles,

and between bricks from
which the mortar has fallen away—though this bee has no
difficulty in removing London mortar, aided by her powerful
mandibles. Years ago I used to find a very interesting

Fig. 4.— Seel ion of Gall

showing predaceous Larva.

Fig. 5.— Destroyer of

Gall Mite'.

bee

—

AnthiiUum—visiting hollyhocks, first to strip off the

woolly covering from the stems, which, when a bundle had
been stolen, was carried to its burrow, and used for

decorating the walls : then to rob the flowers of the nectar

and pollen ; during which pilfering

fertilization of the flower takes place.

There is always a comical side to

a London back-garden ; for instance,

when we find someone from the

country endeavouring to grow black

currants. The result is generally

failure as regards the fruit. Another
drawback to such praiseworthy at-

tempts at horticulture is the appear-

ance of that "pest," the black

currant gall mite (Fig. 1), which

has the hardihood to venture into a London " back."

This mite, though but the four-hundredth part of an inch

in length, has become so numerous in (Ireat Britain that

many of the black currant orchards in Kent have suffered

so much that over fifty per cent, of the crop has been

destroyed.

In form it is not unlike a cigar. Its habit is to ascend

the currant trees, and work its way between the scales of a

tiny bud, in which it lays an immense number of eggs,

which soon hatch, the larvm spreading all over the bush,

and ultimately to every bush. Fig. 2 shows a small twig

having one healthy shoot, as seen in April, when the

delicate leaves are unfolding and the fruit buds are

beginning to develop, At the tip and left side are dis-

torted buds, having an altogether abnormal appearance,

not unlike very minute cabbages ; these are full of gall

Fig. 6.—Devil's Coach-Horse Beetle taking a Meal.

mites. The lower " gall " is one of the previous year's

growth—perhaps the original one, from whence all the

damage emanated. Fig. 3 gives an idea of the appearance

of an afflicted bush. This photograph I took in November,
and anyone can see how few healthy buds (the sharply

pointed ones) are to be found—the " galls " being in the

majority.

Wishing to find " the blessing" (a parasite or predaceous

insect), I carefully picked some hundreds of the "galls,"

putting them in a tin box. I had dissected about one

hundred, by cutting them through the centre, before I

came upon the object of my search. This was a small white

maggot (Fig. 4) between the distorted leaves, feeding on

and making short work of the mites. In three months
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the flies bred from
appearance (Fig. 5)

these larvcB began to make their

These are about one-thirty-second
of an inch long, and of most exquisite beauty.
The only means for getting rid of this scourge of " galls

''

Fig. 7.—Devil's Coach-Horse Beetle.

is by united action in the United Kingdom, but -John Bull,

as represented by the farmer, has his Uttle peculiarities,

and believes that digging up a currant tree and throwing
it on a heap is quite suflicient to kill the mite. " Why, it

has nothing to feed on, " said one of the cheerful farmers.
" Ah I but each mite has legs and the power to use them,"
I replied: "and they very soon transport themselves to

new and distant climes.'' The one and only plan for their

extermination is to carefully pick each "gall" from each
bush (don't drop one), and then burn them.

How many a gar-

dener has turned
away in fright at the
sight of the devil's

coach -horse beetle
{I >rypus olens), (Fig.

G). In October this

devil's coach - horse
is very plentiful in

our gardens. It is

the largest of this

peculiar shape, being
over an inch long.

When no one appears
to be looking at it, it

puts on rather a gro-

velling appearance,
creeping into very

narrow cracks and
preferring damp
stones ; but directly

it sees anyone—and
it is generally the

head is raised, and
one jerk suffices for

Fig. 8.- -Mouth Organs of Devil's Coaeh-
Horse Beetle.

most observant—with a jerk its

with another its tail. Sometimes
head and tail, but at others it is too much for its equi
librium, and the decidedly conceited and over-confident
creature upsets with its own uppishness. I have had hard
work to persuade my friends and acquaintances that this

beetle is a true friend of every gardener. I have watched
it at its beneficial work at all hours of the day and night,
and never once have I caught it doing the slightest harm.
A favourite resort of these creatures is the railway em-
bankment gardens at Upper HoUoway Station. Many

Fig. 9.—Earwig. Wings closed.

times have I watched the devil's coach-horse foraging

among and under the cabbage leaves for green caterpUlars,

and so fond are they of this morsel that they will expose
themselves to great risks in obtaining it. One morning I

noticed one at the edge of the brickwork examining a

cabbage leaf on the under side of which was a large cater-

pillar, which the devil's coach-horse seized with a jerk of

its own head and tail iFig. 6), and this, in conjunction with
the jerk which the caterpillar gave on being seized, upset

Fig. 10.—Earwig. Wings expanded.

the pair and they fell a distance of nearly three feet on to

the asphalte below—but the beetle kept hold. I picked
them both up and put them into a piU-box. On reaching
home half an hour after I opened the box, and the devil's

coach-horse was there, but the caterpiUar was not ; it had
been eaten like many another of its kind. At night these
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creatures make short flights. In wheatfields the devil's

coach-horse beetles are very plentiful, as most farmers

know who notice such things. They lay their eggs in

the ground, hollowing out a cavity for the purpose, and
the lana keep under ground, but come up during the

night ; they are exceedingly fond of worms. Fig. 7
represents the creature in flight, the wings being very
beautiful and large. Many ordinary observers would
never imagine or believe it possible for such wings to be
folded up and put away underneath the small wing cases.

^Yhen the wings are more than half folded, the ends are

tucked in by the spines of the tail, which is turned up for

this purpose. Many insects use their abdomen to help in

this delicate operation. Fig. 8 shows the mouth organs
of the devil's coach-horse beetle ; the powerful mandibles
and more delicate and exquisitely beautiful "brushes and
combs " which are kept so marvellously clean.

To some, a rubbish heap may not appear a pleasant

place in and upon which to search for insects, but one of

the greatest marvels of all minute insects is found in such
a place. Underneath an old half-rotten board, soaking
with moisture—one that has been on the rubbish heap for

weeks— is a perfect Elysium for an insect hunter who wants
to find something wonderful. Under such a board I have
found endless prizes : several species of those curious

ClieUfers, or pseudo-scorpions—small creatures with crab-

like claws and crab-like movements, for, touched on the

head, they shoot backwards, and are very diflScult to get

into a phial.

Many species of Podura, or "spring-tails," are very
common ; and Tomocerus plumbeics,\o6king\ike a little atom

FiQ. 11.—Earwig. Wings lialf closed.

of polished blacklead, and the still smaller and more
beautiful Seira Buskii, are to be found, and occasionally

the rarer Lepidocyrtus curricollis, whose scales are highly
prized by microscopists for testing their objectives.

The greatest prize of the rubbish heap is an almost
microscopic beetle

—

Trichoptiry.r otomaria by name. It is

about one-thirty-second of an inch in length, of the
ordinary beetle form, with hard wing cases ; but imder-
neath these horny coverings are the most marvellously
formed wings which it is possible to conceive. The base, or
peduncle, is a mere bristle, which gently widens into some-
what of a paddle shape. From each side there spring long
hairs packed close together, then a small space where they

are not so thick, another paddle which is also fringed

with still longer hairs, which radiate from the tip in the

most exact order—and yet this complicated structure is

folded up in four turns ! Every hair is so arranged that

not one is broken or displaced—it is a wing that fairly

fascinates one. And this creature is found on a rubbish

heap

!

Is any garden ever free from earwigs ? I am afraid not

;

but I am equally sure that not one out of a thousand

gardeners would say a good word for this destructive

insect. The name should be "earwing," from the shape

of the wing, which is so much like the human ear—but

how many people even know that an earwig has wings '?

Let us look at Fig. 9, which represents them closed, and

Fig. 12.—Earwig. Wings three-quarters closed.

then at the same insect with its wings wide open (Fig. 10),

and I don't think I am wrong in singing the praises of this

most delicate structure, perfect in form and method of

folding up. Figs. 11 and 12 wiU give some idea of how this

pleating is arranged, and how the tail is turned up and
gives the finishing touches—or pushes to the ends of the

wings. I have watched the small earwig. Labia minor

(which flies in the sunshine), folding and xmfolding its

wings, and, with its forceps, so manipulating the wings

that they seem to vanish as by magic and are never torn.

In conclusion of my somewhat incomplete account of

" The Insects of a London Back-Garden," I feel I must say

a kind word for the much-abused earwig, which, besides

eating buds of chrysanthemums, phloxes, and all else, also

eats vast numbers of eggs of Lepidoptera.

It is of its maternal affection for its young, however,

that I would speak. After carefully excavating a cavity in

the earth, it lays a number of whitish eggs, and " sits"

upon them until hatched, and then broods over its brood
of milk-white young with the utmost concern. Should
the rough hand of a gardener upset the little family, it

searches for the eggs or little ones with the greatest

solicitude, and manages to recover all it can, and convey
them to a place of safety.

The insects of a London back-garden will always
repay careful study ; and if flowers will not grow, insects

do, and of endless variety of form and structure. There
are insect treasures to be found under any old musty
board, an odd brick end, or a heap of leaves. The seeker

after such need never be idle in a London back-garden.
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BIRD-SONGS IN SUMMER.

By Charles A. Witchell.

AT
the end of spring most song-birds cease from sing-

ing, and those which continue in song generally

omit certain accustomed notes from their strains.

The chaffinch does not complete his familiar

phrase ; tree pipit and lark fly less often while

singing. But the whitethroat indulges in a jerky song-

flight almost as much as usual, and the buntings are as

persistent in their monotonous efforts as at any time in the

spring. The swallow gives forth a seemingly light-hearted

strain which is equally general and unvaried (except in

duration) in the species. It diflers from many other songs

in that it seems not to express any pugnacious instinct.

In the summer months three or four male swallows will

often be singing from the same perch with as much
enthusiasm as though each was beside his mate. In this

species, even more than in most others, the dawn induces

the most frequent and prolonged utterance of the strain.

The sedge warbler, lark, thrush, and other birds which
imitate, are more mimetic than when first they sang this

year.

The whitethroat, though not generally regarded as a

mimic, has now certainly become a proficient reproducer

of the cries of other species ; but in this feature individuals

differ, some preferring one model, some another, for

imitation. In July its repetitions of the jink of the

chafiinch are sometimes exactly like the original, and were

they not uttered in a hurried song they would be difficult

to identify as the notes of a warbler. Like the robin, also,

the whitethroat will repeat the double alarm- cry of the

swallow, but with a degree of accuracy varying in diiferent

individuals, though the seeming model is often copied

exactly.

On the 18th of July last, in the fields near Eltham, the

note in question was uttered loudly, and was rapidly

repeated, at some little distance behind me, apparently

from the other side of a small meadow. I turned hastily,

expecting to enjoy the welcome sight of a hawk, which
enemy of the swallow is always announced in the double

cry. But there was no hawk—not even a swallow—near :

only a whitethroat singing his boisterous song while passing

in jerky flight along the line of the opposite hedge. The
bird commenced each strain with five or six repetitions of

the cry, with exactly the tone and accent of an angry
swallow. A minute later the whitethroat came across the

field, singing all the while, and passed directly overhead
into a thicket ; and when not more than fifteen feet above

me it repeated the imitation, with the same accuracy as

before.

July is comparatively a silent month in birdland
;
yet it

is one in which the cries of birds are of the most importance

to a naturalist, for now the alarms and call-notes—often

typically generic sounds—are uttered with the greatest

vehemence, since they are uttered to or for the young, and
therefore express intense emotions. The whitethroat's sharp

rhkk chick, very rapidly repeated, may be heard from every

hedge ; and the young will be noticed uttering the same
cry as an urgent call to their parents. The garden

warbler will be observed uttering a softer shack shack to its

fledghngs ; the blackcap has a hard tack tack -. and the

croak of the nightingale is sometimes spread out, as it

were, into disconnected ticking sounds resembling the

above-mentioned alarm of the whitethroat, but with a

more metallic timbre. There is a " family resemblance"
between these cries, and it may be further traced in some
allies of the birds which produce them.

Young starlings still complain with a hoarse cah of the

same character as the alarm note which their parents have

so often uttered near the nest. The young missel-thrush

has the rattling cry with which its parents rated their

enemies—the jay and the sparrowhawk. Young nightin-

gales give no sign of having received vocal impressions

which will repeat in another generation the unrivalled music

of the species ; they croak harshly. Young chaffinches

will be heard calling chirrii, sometimes with tone so like

that of the young house sparrow that the bird cannot be

identified by its note alone. In short, most of the young
birds may now be heard repeating the alarm-cries and the

call-notes of their parents with never a song-note—

a

circumstance proving that the former sounds are the first

to be acquired, and indicating that they are of the most
value as connecting species in a generic chain.

The young of the great titmouse may now be heard
repeating a cry which is never uttered by the parent—

a

sound suggesting the syllable kle, and more like a call-note

of the common butcher-bird than that of any tit, except,

perhaps, a long cry of alarm given by the marsh tit . It is

curious that this (jtiasi predaceous tit should inherit a tone

similar to that of the predaceous shrike. A somewhat
analogous instance is the peeting cry of the young cygnet,

like that of a duckling, no such note being given by the

adult swan.
It has often been said that August is the most silent

month with song-birds ; but very early in that month the

town-bred starling returns to his favourite housetop, and
the robin quits a woodland home in favour of a farm
homestead or a suburban garden. The willow wren may
be heard till the middle of the month, singing, like the

chiffchaif, most often in the earliest hours of sunshine.

The starling and robin do not now sing in exactly the

same way as in spring. The starling generally omits from
his strain those toneless squeals (love call-notes) which
concluded most of his phrases in spring ; and their absence

at this season suggests that the bird's pleasure in singing

is not dependent on erotic emotion : indeed, since the

starling's song is continued practically throughout the

year, this emotion cannot greatly influence it.

In August and September the robin, on the other hand,

has the habit of uttering his call-squeak in a tone which

—

so far as memory enables one to judge— is practically

identical with that of the springtime call to mate and
young ; and (what is the more interesting) the sound is

not only given once at one time, but it is often repeated

several times in succession at the commencement of a

song. Also, the note is at this time often associated with

the long, high, distress-note which was uttered so freiiuently

when the nest or the young were in peril. This association

of the two cries occurs most commonly at the beginning of

very brief songs, consisting of only a few notes—which
are therefore the more suggestive of the nature of the

original songs of the species. Singing of this elementary

character may be well observed on (^uiet autumnal days
;

but it is most noticeable at dawn on a foggy morning.
On this occasion the robin always gives the squeak for a

minute or two before singing.

In most song-birds the variations in tone and musical

pitch occur towards the close rather than at the beginning

of the song, and in allied species the first parts of the songs

have most resemblance to common types. The frequent

utterance of call-notes in the simplest songs of the robin

is, therefore, important, and especially so because those

notes are represented by similar tones in some of the

robin's near relatives. The scientific value of these

similarities derives weight from the obvious fact that many
birds, when attempting to sing, lack the art to advance
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beyond a mere repetition of a call-note ; nor is it lessened

by tbe wonderful retentive instinct which results in an

adherence to particular cries or modes of singing through-

out wide areas.

The elementary songs of the robin, just described,

suggest that in a former age the strains of the bird or of

its progenitor consisted of simple squeaks, as do the

present songs of the spotted flycatcher. The remoteness

of that period is in a measure proved by the generality of

the ordinary style of song in the species, for the robin does

not inherit any part of its song, but learns its language

from its parents ; and, therefore, the character of its well-

known strain, developed partly by the occasional association

and interchange of some of the individuals from different

localities, must have occupied an incalculable period in its

elaboration. Probably the mimetic faculty, which restricts

the vocabulary of a young artificially reared robin to the

cries of its foster parents, has ceaselessly operated to

determine the tones of the species. But this theory is

difficult to prove.

Early in September, in addition to the robin, starling,

and wren, the chiffchaff may occasionally be heard. But
more interesting at this time are the initial efforts at

vocalization as occurring in young birds of the year.

The young robin, with frequent rattling alarm and call-

squeak ; the hedge sparrow, repeating its squeak three or

four times in rapid succession ; the titmice, beginning to

extend their vocal range ; and young blackbirds, just

learning to enunciate the well-known alarm of the species

by repeating a clicking cry : these, and many more, are

deeply interesting.

From the thickets a little whistled note tells where
chiffchaffs and willow wrens are restlessly flitting and
seeking insect prey, while they pass on from tree to tree

and from wood to wood, taking a long farewell of their

northern home. Their half-plaintive cries, breaking the

autumnal silence, are in harmony with the other signs of

the wane of summer ; and on open land the call-notes of

pipits, often repeated, tell the same story of departure.

In the garden the male house sparrow no more hops
around his mate (or that of another sparrow), nor seeks

to attract her attention and her attack ; there is no noisy
" combat " of sparrows ; but out in the fields a cloud of

the noxious vermin settles like a blight on the harvest,
and there is now never a hawk to rid us of tbe pest. One
cry is especially to be heard from these flocks. It is a

very short cry, sounding like u-hee or irhceu. Earlier in

the year this call was addressed to the young when they
were being led away from danger, and now it may be
similarly employed for the advantage of the flock. It is

very noticeable, and is doubtless observed by other species,

since it is often reproduced in the spring songs of lark

and thrush. ^
JUBILEE HONOURS.

In the long list of distinguished persons whom the
Queen has been graciously pleased to honour on the com-
pletion of the sixtieth year of Her Majesty's reign, there is,

we are glad to note, a sprinkling of some of the foremost
men of science. Prof. Crookes, F.R.S., the discoverer of
thallium, and Dr. \V. E. Gowers, F.E.8., are among the
new knights ; Dr. Edward Frankland, F.R.S., Dr. William
Huggins,F.R.S., and Prof. -Joseph Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.,
have each been raised to the dignity of Knight Commander
of the Bath; while William Henry Mahoney Christie, F.R.S.,
the Astronomer Eoyal, is among the C.B.'s. All the scien-

tific world knows the merits of these men, and will doubtless
join us in offering a word of congratulation for the success
which has attended their labours in tbe field of science.

THE |y/\^|SClENCE[
OF THE

^1 QUEEN'S REIGN

{Concluding Article.)

THE THRESHOLD OF A NEW ERA.

THE story of scientific enterprise during tbe last six

decades is, as we have seen, full of interest,

significance, and encouragement; and the measure
of prosperity that has already been attained through

science as a handmaid to the arts and industries

(in spite of the difficulties within and the obstructions

without) suggests greater possibilities which only the

initiated can fully appreciate—possibilities immeasurably

greater than anything that has hitherto been believed to

be possible. Equipped as we now are in all the panoply

of modern civilization, it was but yesterday, so to speak,

that man put on the badge which clearly distinguishes him
from his ancestors of a thousand years ago.

So far, the progress of science and its applications to the

arts and industries, the opening of shorter avenues to trade,

the increase of labour-saving machinery, the extension of

railways, the synthesis of commercial products, etc., all

these and similar advances which have revolutionized the

world during the present century, increased luxury, and

built up many great fortunes, present very different aspects

to leading thinkers. Elevating though these things be in

their nature, there are those who think that material

progress does not merely fail to relieve poverty— it actually

produces it. The new forces evolved from increase of

knowledge are considered to act, in a sense, like a cutting

plane which passes through the centre of society, elevating

the one part and depressing the other—sharpens the con-

trast and widens the gulf.

Mr. Frederic Harrison says :
" Our way seems the way

to succeed, but we are not so infatuated with its advantages

as not sometimes to suspect that there are other and less

strenuous ways, whereby people who do not get on so fast

as we may have more fun on the road." Progress to the

many is a consolation for all the ills of life, and commends
itself to the perceptions of the great masses of men.
To rightly estimate the advantages received from

scientific progress, the condition of the people as a whole

should be considered as compared with bygone generations

;

the keener sufferings in individual cases, bad as they are,

would then seem less painful proportionally. But even as

the tares and wheat spring up together, so we must always

expect the counteracting complement of misery side by

side with the richer endowments of nature.

Having lightly passed in review the achievements of the

Victorian era, the question which concerns us now is

—

What further aid can we hope for from science '' Are her

resources drained ? Have we already advanced into the

full blaze of day, or are we only in the dim morning
twilight—the dawn of a still brighter era ?

Prof. Silvanus Thompson says: "There is no finality

in science. The universe around us is not only not empty
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is not only not dark, bat is, on the contrary, absolutely

palpitating with light, though there be light which our
eyes may never see, and sounds which our ears may never
hear. But science has not yet pronounced its last word
on the hearing of that which is inaudible, and the seeing

of that which is invisible." Finality, indeed ! When you
put on the armour of science you begin a warfare in which
the individual enemy has the tantalizing knack of resolving

itself into a plurality of foes
; you feel as if you were

walking out from a gently sloping beach into the sea,

sometimes sinking suddenly over head in holes you didn't

expect to find, and finally you find yourself floundering

hopelessly in the unfathomable depths of the unknown.
Prof. Lockyer, referring to the unexplored domains of

science, was once overheard to say :
" Ah, my friend,

science is not yet born ; it is only conceived."

It is true that man has arrogated to himself the

sovereign epithet, " Lord of Creation," and with some
claim to the distinction ; but from the remotest antiquity,

through all the vistas of the ages up to the present time,

the birds and insects and other denizens of the air have
been, as it were, trying to teach us to fly. We have at

last fully realized the fact that our position in the cosmos
is fixed— our migrations limited to the skin of the planet

on which we live and to a thin film of air which surrounds
it. Habit has not dolled the edge of wonder, and we may
live to see air ships a common sight. Prof. Langley says :

" A flying machine, so long a type for ridicule, has really

flown ; it has demonstrated its practicability in the only
satisfactory way—by actually flying, and by doing this

again and again under conditions which leave no doubt. . . .

The world, indeed, will be supine if it do not realize that

a new possibility has come to it, and that the great

universal highway overhead is now soon to be opened."
Our obligations to the old astronomy find their expression

in the navigation of the seas, the calculation of the tides,

and the daOy regulation of time. What of the new
astronomy? Can we derive material assistance from her
in the routine of daily life ? Dr. Huggins happily eluci-

dates this point in the following words : " Her sphere
lies outside the earth. Is she less fair ? Shall we pay
her less court beciuse it is to mental culture in its highest
form, to our purely intellectual joys, that she contributes ?

For surely in no part of nature are the noblest and most
profound conceptions of the human spirit more directly

called forth than in the study of the heavens and the host

thereof." What has been achieved, in fact, does in reality

supply us with more leverage—is in effect an accession of

strength, an acceleration of our forward movement, the
momentum of which will enable us all the more readily to

penetrate through opposing forces, gather in with facility

the harvests from ever-widening fields, raise more and
more imposing and intellectual temples ; and the darkness

which now envelops many problems will be overpowered
by the concentration of light from many scattered sources.

Dr. Huggins, speaking of fifty years ago, says: " At the
time any knowledge of the chemical nature and of the

physics of the heavenly bodies was regarded as not
only impossible of attainment by any methods of direct

observation, but as, indeed, lying altogether outside the

limitations imposed upon man by his senses, and by the

fixity of his position upon the earth. It could never be, it

was confidently thought, more than a matter of presump-
tion whether even the matter of the sun, and much less

that of the stars, was of the same nature as that of the

earth, and the unceasing energy radiated from it due to

such matter at a high temperature." Yet these impos-
sibles have long since been subordinated to laboratory

routine ; the prism—more potent than " Agrippa's magic

lens—unlocked the door behind which had lain the un-
known mystery of the heavenly bodies.

The microscope as an optical instrument has advanced
incomparably during the last twenty years. As Dr.
Dallinger states, this has been dependent upon advances of

I
a structural character, leading to a close approximation to

perfect corrections in its spherical and chromatic aberra-
tions as an optical apparatus, and in the adoption of a
theory explaining the principles of vision. Still this,

although it has carried us immensely beyond the practical

limits of a quarter of a century ago, is also limited in its

application. The great "apertures" of modern objectives

involved the discovery of new optical glass, and the per-

fected optical system (the "apochromatic" system) required
for its highest results a fluid " medium ' rendering the
source of illumination (the condenser), the object itself,

and the object-glass homogeneous. The limit of the
usefulness of the system is at present the difficulty of
finding suitable fluid media, i.t., with suitable refractive

and dispersive indices, and at the same time non-injurious
to animal and vegetable substances under examination.
Thus, the optician has provided an objective having a
so-called " numerical aperture" of 1-63, but no medium
has yet been found to make it of practical use to the bio-

logist. Another way, therefore, has been suggested as

practicable, which is such a construction of the optical

system as will admit of the most efiicient u;e of smaller
wave-lengths only of the light ray ; object-glasses not
merely used with monochromatic (blue) light, but so con-

structed as to employ it with the finest results with rays

having a sufficiently short wave-length to be visually

perfect as well as actinically active—the objective being
corrected specially for this. It is calculated that with a ray
having a wave-length of 0'35 a, instead of ordinary day-
light composed of rays of a mean wave-length of 0-55 a,

the same advantage would be gained as if apertures of our
present objectives were increased from 1'40 to 2-20. When
we see what advances have actually been made during the
last sixty years, can we not anticipate as much more
during the next sixty ? Upon this question a few words
from the same specialist wiU greatly assist us. He says

:

" This is the more conceivable on account of the enlarged
possibilities that photography— which during the last two
decades has been so great an aid to microscopical investi-

gation—may yet be enabled to afford.

" So far, however, as we are able to see, the practical use
of the instrument will be brought out—though with more
efficiency—along the same lines in which it has been
hitherto used : in minute embryology, in the study of the
development of cells and the minute structure of organic
tissues, animal and vegetable, in morbid anatomy and
pathological research, as well as in many departments of
physiology—especially in the complete study of minute
organic forms directly causing disease to animals and man.
This last is a region of great possibility : already remark-
able work has been done from which the human race and
immense numbers of domestic animals have derived untold
benefit. As a department of sanitary science it is, how-
ever, in its early days. Advances in the optical power of
the microscope and increasing application on the part

of qualified and equipped observers, will open an entire

world of microscopic work and successful investigation to

them.
" With this also goes the devising by experiment of

means of immunity from the scourges arising from these
minute organic forms.

" So, also, the study of minute biology in all its forms, as
well as the minute structure of inorganic substances.
This is sufiiciently manifest in the work recently done on
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the microscopic structure of metals under different treat-

ment, and especially of alloys, giving us a knowledge of

their nature we never before possessed. The whole science

of crystallography and micro-petrology, indicating or

establishing the origin of minerals and rocks—leading,

indeed, to the entire subject of micro -geology, involving a

knowledge of the nature of limestone, for example, or the

ultimate structure and primary origin of coal, to say
nothing of the palfeontological certainties in minute
structure, for which, in the future, we shall be more and
more indebted to the microscope.

" The medico-legal aspect of microscopical research may
have a large future. The distinction between human blood
corpuscles and those of some other mammals is at present
not readily distinguishable, but the difference will certainly

be determined by the work of the future. So, too, the
micro-chemistry of many poisons can now, and in the
future will, be more completely detected than is usually
supposed.

" The condition of the atmosphere in different localities,

as showing the presence in greater or less numbers of

dangerous or putrefactive organisms, can only be de-

monstrated by the microscope ; and for determining speci-

fically the evils which water may contain, not only the
chemist but the micro-biologist must be appealed to."

These are, truly, only indications of what may be ; but
some of them are pregnant with potent possibilities for the
future welfare of the people.

We have seen how geology began its career as a close

ally of mineralogy, and the mutual assistance which geology
and biology have all along rendered to each other. Prof.

Cole is of opinion that " the utilitarian aspects of geological

discovery are likely to be entirely (and very justly) masked
in the future by the humanitarian and philosophical aspects,

which will become more and more widely realized. For
the present I anticipate the most utilitarian discoveries as

follows :—(1) Tracing the coal measures below Cretaceous
beds from Dover towards London, at a depth of about
one thousand feet. County Councils should at once obtain
powers for suppression of smoke and periodical removal of

refuse heaps from pit mouths, otherwise our south-eastern
counties may become ruined, like so much of our desecrated
Midlands. The result, however, would be that coal might
be sold in London at about fifteen shillings per ton.

(2) Miners will become less tempted to waste money in im-
possible speculations, such as sinking for coal in Ordovician
black shales, as has often been done. But I fancy that
the actual practice of mining will owe more now to

engineering than to geological discovery. (3) Greater
knowledge of earthquake waves and tremors, and their

possible periodicity, as is now being gained at so many
observatories—notably in Japan—may lead to the actual
prediction of dangerous earthquakes. (4) Study of the
rise of internal temperature may lead to the actual use of

the enormous internal heat-stores of the earth."
In the domain of chemistry many possibilities are loom-

ing in the distance. If we cannot make quinine, we have
a partial substitute in antipyrine, and its introduction into

therapeutics has lowered the price of the alkaloid—hke the
ultramarine, which was formerly dearer than gold, the
artificial ultramarine being more beautiful than the natural,
whUst for the price of a single ounce of the latter we may
now obtain many pounds of the former. Another problem
is the synthesis of our daily food, such as sugar, gum, and
starch. All that we know of the so-called albuminous
bodies is their percentage composition, and that the linking
of the atoms is hybrid, as it were, partaking more or less

of both the aliphatic compounds and the aromatic bodies.

There are those who still hope, with the development of

electricity, to build up the formative elements of living

organisms.

Moissan's electric furnace is a device for effecting

chemical changes of which the last has not yet been heard.

His preparation of a compound harder than diamond, as well

as diamonds themselves, the formation of several carbides,

the volatilization of refractory substances, etc., are probably
only the early instalments of a long list of new things.

Moissan's beautiful specimens of chromium, variadium,

uranium, zirconium, tungsten, molybdenum, and titanium,

foreshadow the opening up of a vast field of industrial

application, an inheritance of great promise for the almost

immediate future. How are they likely to be useful ?

Prof. Roberts-Austen says : "It must be confessed that as

yet we know but little what services these metals will

render when they stand alone ; we have yet to obtain them
in a state of purity, and have yet to study their properties;

but when small quantities of any of them are associated or

alloyed with other metals, there is good reason to believe

that they will exert a very powerful influence." It really

seems as if we are coming to an age when the dreams of

the alchemists will, in a sense, become realized—the age

of the wholesale transmutation of metals is at hand ; as

yet we have only received an earnest of the advantages

which alloys can contribute to the art of working metals.

If we cannot appropriate to ourselves the experiences and
results which futurity has in store, we can, so to speak,

prolong our lives backwards into the past by utilizing the

legacies of our predecessors in the scientific vineyard.
" The more general introduction of electrical processes into

chemical manufacturing," says Prof. Thorpe, " is bound to

effect great changes. The application of electrical energy

has completely altered the aspect of the metallurgy of

aluminium, copper, and the alkali metals, and it now
threatens the supremacy of the established methods of

manufacturing alkali and chlorine." But still there are

not a few who, looking to the future, pin their faith mainly
on purely chemical means as the vehicle for carrying us

forward in the onward march of progress to the ideal.

Many good things are expected from the electricians

—

the intellectual atmosphere is bristling with projects

which will probably at no very distant date greatly modify
the little ugly world we have so long been trying to trans-

form into something which shall more closely resemble

the ideal of the Utopian dreamers. Edison says: "I
predict that in twenty-five years hence, electricity will

have superseded horses entirely in New York City in the

performance of every sort of useful work. The horse will

have become a mere luxury, toy, and pet." But perhaps

the most interesting new departure imminent at the

present moment is the system of signalling through space

—practically a mode of telegraphing from one place to

another without intervening wires. Our own countryman,
Mr. Preece, is closely associated with this novel means of

transmitting messages. It appears that the principle of

the system depends on the induced currents in parallel

circuits, so well known, the distance between two stations

being the distance between these parallel circuits, which
may be separated by a river, channel, etc., but still

remaining parallel to each other ; so that if the secondary

circuit be so situated as to be washed by the ethereal

waves from the primary, their energy is transformed

into secondary currents which can be made to affect a

telephone. In Marconi's system the transmitter is Righi's

form of the Hertz radiator excited by an induction coil

controlled by a Morse key. The receiver consists of an
exhausted glass tube tightly fitted with two silver poles,

the space between them being filled with nickel and silver

filings, mixed with a trace of mercury—the powder being
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normally an insulator, but conductors when electric waves
fall on the particles. A passing current, therefore, was
arranged to ring a bell, or signal in other ways ; but to

render the fihngs again non-conductive, a local current is

made to work a hammer-head which shakes the filings

back into an insulating condition—a receiver, indeed,

which, as Mr. Preece says, is "about the most delicate

electric instrument we possess." By its aid signals have
been transmitted across the Bristol Channel between
Penarth and Brean Down, a distance of nearly nine miles.

If a receiver is to respond to a certain transmitter it must
be timed to accord with it, or, if not so timed, no effect

will result. It is curious that hills and other obstructions

fail to retard the effects, nor has the weather any inriaence,

while the receiver may be placed in a perfectly closed

metallic box without entailing any baneful effects. Mr.
Preece considers that the employment of this device in

the public service would greatly enhance those ends and
aims where secrecy is the dominant element. Enough
has been done to show its value in that direction, and for

shipping and lighthouse purposes it is regarded as a
priceless acquisition.

And who gathers in the firstfruits of new scientific

discoveries ? Is it the people—is it humanity as a whole ?

No ; the Government is the reservoir into which all the

new things worth having flow, and we get just what
escapes through the leaks. What does the Government do

to help on the band of workers who are patiently groping
their way through the dark unknown '? Four thousand
pounds a year is all that we get—less than the crumbs
which fall from the richly furnished tables of our naval
and military protectors. Chemistry has supplied them with
explosives, electricians with easy channels of communica-
tion—harmless and otherwise—engineers with steam
hammers, etc., which have rendered possible the making;

of heavy ordnance ; and these, and a thousand other

products of scientific thought and action, drift in the main
to protect us from our possible enemies. Sir Lewis Morris

says :
" The whole of Europe is one immense camp,

maintaining in idleness, out of the labour of the people,

millions on millions of young men, armed with weapons of

incredible cost, marching and counter-marching futilely

over every European country, not adding one penny to the
national wealth—a canker at the core of civilization, a

constant source of corruption and vice, sinking Europe in

bankruptcy, sapping by their vices the precious vigour of

the race, filling men—and women, too—with ideas of false

glory deeper than the lowest depths of shame, perpetuating

narrow jealousies and suspicions fatal to any idea of the
brotherhood of man." It would be a glad day for science

in England if in this year of Jubilee our Government could
be induced to begin to look with more appreciation on
those who contributed so much to make the sixty years of

Queen Victoria's reign unique in the history of the world.

There is, indeed, no vein of science too abstract for

future industrial apphcation, not yet thoroughly mined
out and exhausted. The everyday progress of the arts

abounds in new applications of objects the most familiar.

Science may see an horizon bounding her view, but as she
proceeds onward the horizon constantly recedes, and shows
the limit to be altogether illusory. As we have seen, the
growth of scientific discovery is slow. In its study we are

never sure that the morrow may not gladden the world
with an application of a principle to-day abstract, and
apparently remote from practice. Science is too lofty for

measurement by the yard of utility—too inestimable for

expression by a money standard. There never was a time
when it was so necessary as now that skill and science should
be united for the promotion of the industrial arts. Intellect

is on the stretch to get forward, and that nation which
holds not by it will soon be left behind. And how, except
through earnest scientific study, can we attain the
knowledge that shall enable us to discover the pathway
leading towards perfection ? Eemember the words of

Lactautius, when the Council of Sages at Salamanca
negatived the idea of a western continent : "Is there any
one so foolish," says he, " as to believe that there are

antipodes with their feet opposite to ours
;
people who

walk with their heels upwards and their heads hanging
down •? That there is a part of the world in which all

things are topsy-turvy ; where the trees grow with their

branches downwards, and where it rains, hails, and snowa
upwards ? '' In looking hopefully into the future let us
remember this, and be not dismayed because of the sneering
cry, Cui bono .'

ON THE VEGETATION AND SOME OF THE
VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS OF AUSTRAL-
ASIA.-III.

By W. BoTTiNG Hemsley, F.R.S., F.L.S.

IN
order to avoid crowding all my figures illustrating

flowers and fruits, or seed-vessels, of the gum trees,

into one article, I described the peculiarities of the

structure of the flowers in my last. It would have
been more in accord with development to have com-

menced with the tree itself, and followed with its leaves,

flowers, and seed-vessels ; but it is not a point of impor-

tance here.

Dampier likened the gum trees he saw to apple trees in

size, but the different species exhibit great diversity in

habit, some of them, indeed, not being trees. I have said

that they range from north to south, from the hottest of

tropical regions to the temperate south ; a few of them
also reach the tree limits in the mountains of Tasmania
and South Australia, where snow and somewhat severe

frosts prevail during several months of the year. Two or

three species ascend even to altitudes of four thousand to

five thousand five hundred feet in the Australian Alps,
where, however, they only attain the dimensions of small
shrubs, flowering and fruiting when two or three feet high.

On the other hand, several species attain enormous dimen-
sions in favourable situations, such as deep glens, and
exceptional trees are the tallest in the world. Particulars

on this point will follow.

I will now try to give an idea what a characteristic

large gum tree is like. In foliage it more nearly resembles
a narrow-leaved wiUow than any of our other trees, but
the leaves are much thicker, usually more or less oblique,

or sickle shaped, and the surfaces are vertical instead of

horizontal, as in most other trees. This disposition of

the leaves exposes the smallest surface to the direct

rays of the sun, an arrangement believed to be of great

advantage in the domestic economy of the tree, taking

into account the climatic conditions. In habit—that is

to say, in outline, manner of growth, branching, and general
appearance—there is great diversity in gum trees, some
bearing a resemblance, as Dampier states, to large apple
trees ; but the characteristic of the very tall-growing ones
is a massive trunk, branchless to a great height, and a

comparatively small crown, with the ultimate branchlets

slender and drooping. In seedlings and young trees, and
in shoots arising at the base of the trunk, the leaves are
commonly in pairs, one opposite the other, of a larger

size and different shape, and with the surface spread out
horizontally. The presence of numerous glands in the
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leaves, in which the secretion is highly aromatic and of

an oily or resmous nature, has gained for gum trees the

reputation of being of great hygienic value in malarious

countries. How far the action is direct, and how far

merely indirect, is uncertain ; but there is no doubt that

beneficial results have been attained by planting gum trees

in marshy, unhealthy districts. A striking point in which

the species of gum trees differ from each other is afforded

by tlie barli. In some it is clean, smooth, polished, and
permanent, as in our native beech ; in others it is

deciduous—that is, it flakes off, as in the plane tree, but

usually in much thicker layers, and in large pieces.

Formerly, the Australian aborigines used the bark thus

thrown off to construct the only kind of shelter they

enjoyed, and many names have been given locally to several

species on account of differences in the bark. Especially

remarkable among the smooth-barked species is the karri

(Eucah/ptiis Jiversicolnr) of Western Australia, whose
columnar trunks are often branchless to a height of one

hundred and fifty to three hundred feet, and taper so

gradually that they appear of the same diameter through-

out. The paintings of Australian vegetation in the North
Gallery at Kew give a good idea of gum tree forests, and
also of individual trees.

Having described the structure of the flowers, I will now
describe some of the many modifications of the fruit or

seed-vessel. Like so many other Australian fruits, it is

of a woody nature in all of the species, and sometimes

excessively hard, in a comparatively early stage. Returning
to the blue gum, the flower of

which has already been described

and illustrated, we have a fruit of

medium size. This species is the

one most widely planted on account
of its supposed febrifugal proper-

ties, and the one most likely to

come under the notice of inhabi-

tants of northern latitudes, where
—in the western counties of the
United Kingdom for example— it

withstands all but exceptionally

severe winters, and therefore

attains a considerable size. Of
course no prudent person would
think of planting it in this country
It is a native of Victoria, Tas-

mania, the islands of Bass's Straits, and the southern
part of New South Wales ; but there are probably more
blue gum trees now planted in other countries than
exist in their Australian home. The blue gum tree is in-

valuable in subtropical or temperate regions where there is a
small rainfall. Taking into consideration the comparatively
short period—less than a century—that this tree has been
known, and that it is less than half a century that its value
has been recognized, no one tree has such an extensive
literature. Sir F. von Mueller, who devotes much more
space to it than to any species of Kucah/iitus in his
" Eucalyptographia," cites nearly a hundred different books
and articles devoted to it ; and lie himself says :

" It is not
too much to assert that among rather more than one
thousand different species of trees indigenous in Australia,
Eucalyptus i/lohulus takes the first position." Though not
the tallest of the gum trees, individuals have been measured
in Tasmania up to three hundred and thirty feet high, or
more than twice the height of the conspicuous Douglas
pine flagstaff' in Kew Gardens. In strikmg contrast to

the hard-wooded trees of the northern hemisphere, this

and other species of Kttralyptus grow very rapidly, and it

has been estimated that a forest of marketable timber can

Flfl. l.^Seed-vessel or

Fruit of the Blue Gum,
JSucahiptns gloluUis.
Natural size. Original

di awing.

for profitable purposes.

Fio. 2.—Cluster of Seed-

vessels of Ettcaliiptus

amiiddalina, Natural size.

Original drawing.

be grown in thirty or forty years. This is borne out by

facts near home, as, for instance, in the lake district of

Italy, and in the malarial swamps near Rome, where trees

have attained a height of one hundred to one hundred and
twenty feet in less than thirty years.

Comparing the seeds of these gigantic trees with those

of our forest trees, such as the

oak or the beech, we are surprised

at the exceedingly large number
and the smallness of their size.

In place of the solitary seed

produced by each flower of the

oak, we have a seed-vessel divided

into four or five compartments,
each containing a number of seeds

varying in size in different species

from one-twentieth to three-

fourths of an inch in length.

Even the longest ones are very

slender. The seeds of the blue

gum are about one-tenth of an
inch long, and it takes about ten

thousand fertile ones to weigh
an ounce. They differ as much
in shape as they do in size ; and
what is more remarkable, by far

the larger number in each seed-

vessel are sterile, and differ in

shape from the fertile ones. The
latter retain their vitality for

several years—some species for

at least a dozen years—and this

property, together with their smallness, renders it easy to

introduce the gum trees into the most distant countries.

To illustrate the variety offered by the seed-vessels of

the gum trees I have had figures drawn of a few of the

most diverse forms. The smallest known to me is that of

E. crebra, a species ranging from the shores of the Gulf of

Carpentaria to Port Jackson in New South Wales, which has
a fruit about an eighth of an inch in diameter. It is a tree,

sometimes one
hundred feet high,

having extremely
slender ultimate
branchlets. Rut
I have selected the

more noteworthy
E. amygdalina to

represent the small

fruited species.
This inhabits the

colonies of New
South Wales, Vic-

toria, and Tasma-
nia, and, as Mueller

says, " is one of

the most remark-

able trees in the

whole of creation."

I cannot do better

than quote from
him, as he wrote

from personal
obser vat i on:

—

" Viewed in its

marvellous height,

when standing forth in its fullest development, on the slopes

or within glens of mountain forests, it represents probably

the tallest of all trees of the globe. Considered as a hardwood

Fio. 3.—Cluster of Seed-vessels of Fucah/pius
cornula. Natural size. Original drawing.
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tree, of celerity in growth it ranks among the very foremost

;

regarded in reference to its timber, the tall variety can
fairly be classed with the superior kinds of its genus ; and
contemplated in respect to the yield of volatile oil from its

copious foliage, it is unsurpassed, and perhaps not equalled,

by any other tree in the world !
" In different districts it

bears the names " white gum," " swamp gum," " mountain
ash," " peppermint tree," and "messmate tree "; and the

aborigines of Gippsland call if'wangara"— literally, strong
bark. A number of different trustworthy and competent
observers have put on record the measurements of individual

trees ; the tallest being four hundred and seventy-one feet

high. But this was a standing tree, and there may have
been some error

in the measure-
ment. A pros-

trate tree in the

Dandenong
Eange, Victoria,

was found to be
four hundred and
twenty feet long
and two hundred
and ninety - five

feet up to the

first branch,
where the trunk
was four feet in

diameter ; and
at three hundred
and sixty feet it

was still a yard
in diameter

!

For purposes of comparison, a figure of the fruit of

E. cornuta is given. The beak-like prolongation consists of

the lignified styles, as they are termed, through which the

pollen grows to fertilize the ovules before they can grow
into seeds. This is the yate of Western Australia, and
only exceptionally attains a height of one hundred feet

;

but it thrives even in moist tropical climates, and has been

known to make as much as ten feet growth in one year.

E. Lehmanni, from the same region, has a similar fruit.

It is one that I mentioned in a previous article as having
a long cap or operculum to the

flower, sometimes used as a

cigarette-holder. This species

first flowered at Kew in 1875,
and is figured in the Botanical

Maga:ine, plate G140. The
cap is a brilliant red, and the

stamens bright yellow, so that

the tree is a very striking object

when in flower.

E. ptychocarpa and E. calo-

plujUa represent another type

of fruit. The former is a native

of tropical Australia, in the

north-west, including Melville,

and is still imperfectly known.
E. calojihijlla is a native of

the extreme south-western

Fig. 5,-A single Soed-vessel
^^tre^ity of the country, and

of Eucalypiiis

Fig. 4—Cluster of Seed-vessels of Eucahiptus
Lehmanni. Natural size. Original drawing.

ffychocarpa. is remarkable for its handsome
Natural size. Original drawing, foliage. It is called red gum,

and although occasionally

reaching a height of one hundred and fifty feet, it is

never a very tall tree. It is, however, associated with
the karri {E. ditrrsicolor) and the jarrah {E. marijinata),

trees of enormous magnitude—the karri especially being

a very tall grower. Mueller mentions having seen many
trees approaching four hundred feet in height, and one

that was three hundred feet up to the first branch. The
jarrah is now extensively used for street paving in London
and elsewhere.

Eucalyptus pyriformls has a totally different type of

fruit. It is closely allied to E. macrocarpa, the flower of

which was described and figured in a former article, and
it is also a native of

Western Australia. Both
are shrubs, flowering

when only three or four

feet high ; and both are

comparatively rare—the

latter, indeed, very rare—
and likely soon to become
extinct. It is a note-

worthy fact that the very

large flowered and large

fruited species of Euca-
lyptus are shrubs, whereas
the largest of the gum
trees, E.amyydalina,ha,s

almost the smallest

flowers and fruit of the

genus.

Another and still more
remarkable fruit is that

of Eucalyptus tetrapiera. The specific name has reference
to the four wings or sharp angles of the fruit, and this
character often appears in vigorous shoots, which are
square and prominently quadrangular. The leaves—in
shape something like those of the common laurel, but at
least three times as thick—are even more extraordinary,
being so rigid, woody, and stiff" as to remind one of
conventionalized leaves in ironwork. On young, vigorous
shoots they are sometimes as much as a foot in length.
This, again, is a shrubby species, rarely exceeding ten feet

in height, and it is also a native of Western Australia

—

where, indeed, there is the greatest concentration of those

Fio. 6.—A single Seed-vessel of
Euc 'lyptus calophyUa. Natural size.

Original drawing.

Fig. 7.—A Seed-vessel of Eucalyptus pyriformls. Natural size.

Original drawing.

singular vegetable forms peculiar to that wonderful
country. It grows chiefly on granitic hills, and Mueller
classes it among the most ornamental of the genus.

The foregoing disjointed account of the peculiarities of
the gum trees might be almost indefinitely expanded, but
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I have perhaps written sufficient to give an idea of the

totally different character of the predominant forest trees

of Australia from that of the forest trees of the northern

hemisphere. I had almost forgotten to mention the

extraordinary size of the trunks of some of these giants.

I find many records of trunks between twenty and thirty

Fig. 8.- -A Seed-ressel of Enciliiptus teiraptera.

Original drawing.
ral

feet in gbth at five feet from the ground, and Mueller
mentions a buttressed tree of the jarrah which measured
sixty feet in circumference at six feet from the ground. I

may add, too, that a cubic foot of green jarrah wood
weighs about seventy-five pounds, and, when dry, about
sixty pounds. If properly seasoned it is impervious to the
marine teredo and the terrestrial white ant, which few
other woods can resist.

With regard to the leaves of gum trees, there are some
singular deviations from the typical form described above.
Thus, in one species they are sometimes as much as six

or eight inches broad, and proportionately long ; in

another, the opposite leaves are combined at the base and
encircle the branches like the upper ones of the common
honeysuckle ; whilst in E. pekatd the stalk is attached
above the base of the blade, as in the nasturtium.

My next article will be devoted to the Proteocia, a family

of plants having by far its greatest concentration in

Australia, and presenting such an extraordinary diversity

in external form (associated with essentially the same kind
of floral structiure) as to have suggested its botanical

designation.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or
statements of correspondents.]

STAR SYSTEMS.

To tlie Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Mr. Monck, in your May issue, page 117, states

that when he said the proper motions were not exceptional

in the case of the five stars, /3, y, 8, e, and I Ursaj Majoris,

he was referring to the tjuantity : but may I point out that,

in considering what stars belong to a system, the question

of the dinction of the proper motion is just as important

as any other '? I do not see how anyone can examine the

map at the end of Proctor's " Universe " without con-

cluding that the proper motions of these five stars are

very remarkable, and the figures furnished by Mr. Monck
on page 117 do not alter the fact. It is not easy to see from

this table the full significance of the figures, and I have

therefore had a diagram drawn, where the stars are traced

from Proctor's " New Star Atlas." Of course, so con-

siderable a portion of the sphere cannot be represented

with perfect accuracy on a plane surface, but the diagram

is sulficiently near the truth for practical purposes. It

differs little from that in Knowledge for November, 1806,

page 251 ; but I have added a dotted line to each star to

represent the average proper motion of the five ('111

seconds of arc in amount), the direction of which is also

approximately shown by the long straight line. The
following table shows the deviation in each case of the

actual from the approximate average proper motion. The
second column shows the deviation measured along the

line representing the average direction ; the third column
that at right angles to this line ; and the fourth a combina-

tion of the two, showing the total deviation of the particular

proper motion from the average

—

i.e., it is the distance

between the extremities of the two lines for each star,

or the amount of the proper motion of the individual

star as distinct from that of the system—this individual

proper motion including also errors of observation and of

measurement of the drawing.

ame.
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this point. I take it that we do not necessarily imply that

all the stars are revolving round one another, but that there

is in some way a physical connection which differentiates

them from other stars. We mean a group ; though not

necessarily one separated by wide spaces from all other

groups, for it is possible two or more miyht be mixed
together and yet really distinct, as shown by their different

motions—just as it is possible for two swarms of meteors

to move through each other, and yet for each swarm to

be quite distinct.

One of the most important points with reference to the

proper motion of these stars is that it is nearly opposite

to that which would be caused by the sun's motion. This

expression, " the sun's motion," is a very vague one (a

fact which is often forgotten) ; but what Proctor appears

to mean in the present instance is the motion of the

sun with reference to the average of the few thousand
stars that are nearest to it. Now, as we have very

little idea of the distance of the five stars in question,

we cannot tell their speed ; but in any case we see that

their motion with regard to these few thousand stars

is roughly in the same direction as that of our suu, but

swifter. Let us call this their " relative motion.'' Their

distance from us is hardly likely to be less than
J
that of

the average of the one-magnitude stars ; and, according to

Proctor's map of proper motions, in that case the relative

motion of these five stars is twice as great as the sun's,

i.e., as that part of the sun's which is at right angles to

the line joining the sun with them, and is therefore | of

the whole of the sun's relative motion. If they are more
distant, their relative motion is swifter.

In this letter I have dealt only with the motion of the

stars at right angles to the line of sight.

T. W. Backhouse.

West Hendon House, Sunderland.

May 27, 1897.
!--•

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—The question of star systems is one of sufficient

interest to justify some further discussion. I am disposed

to think the apparent common drift of stars in certain

localities (when the direction of the motion is pretty much
the same but the amount is different) is mainly due to the

motion of the sun in space. Let me take some examples
from Prof. Porter's catalogue of stars with a motion of

half a second per annum or upwards. This catalogue

contains yS, -ij, and ju, Cassiopeise. The position angles are

respectively 110-4°, 113-8°, and 114-9^— a very close agree-

ment ; but the quantities are 0-54", 1-19", and 3-73", the

last being seven times as great as the first. Can we suppose

that these three stars have really a common proper motion,

and that the difl'erence in quantity is due to their respective

distances from us, (i being seven times as far off as fi ? Or
is it not more likely that they are three stars with small
real proper motion situated at different distances from us,

and whose apparent proper motion is almost entirely due
to the motion of the sun ?

With a view of obtaining some further light on this

subject I examined the motions of the other stars in this

catalogue whose E.A. is between Oh. and 2h. and Decl.

between 45° and 70°. Here is the result :

—

star
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region of the sky, and infer that they belong to the same
physical system, we should study with greater care the

effects of solar motion and the limits of probable error.

Errors of observation might, of course, tend to conceal the

evidence of a real physical system, but they might also

fabricate evidence in favour of an imaginary one. Generally
speaking, if three stars, A, B, C, are presumably at about
the same distance from us, the distance A C (measured
on the sphere) being greater than either A B or B C,

it seems unlikely that A and C should be members of a

physical system of which B is not a member ; and proper
motion is, I think, now admitted to be a better test of

distance from us than magnitude. This consideration is

not favourable to the reality of many supposed star systems.

W. H. S. MoNCK.
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The graphic method has been applied, to a certain

extent, in this science ; but I do not remember to have
seen curves showing the history of a given phenomenon,
in which the high points represent late dates and the low
points early dates.

Thus, we might draw a curve of the cuckoo. Having
found, in CM et Terre (IGth October, 1894), a list of the

dates of return of that bird at a place in the heart of

France, I have indicated these in the curve a. (For con-

venience, each date is first translated into the number of

the day in the year.) The dates range from 23rd March
to 14th April, the mean being 2nd April.

In the smoothed curved a' , traversing the other, each
year point represents an average of five. A similarly

smoothed curve for Devonshire is given above, and it

agrees very well, so far, with the French one. The bird,

of course, comes later to Devon—about the end of AprO.
It seems to me that curves of this kind might throw

useful Ught on seasonal changes.

Alex. B. MacDowall.

CAX THE DEAF APPRECIATE MUSIC ?

To the Editors of Knowledge.

SrRs,—-In connection with the statement made by
Dr. J. G. McPherson in his interesting article in the June
Number of Knowledge, that sensations of sound affect those

of colour, I should like to draw attention to the fact that

colour sensations caused by sound may in a great many
instances be referred to associative ideas. But that a

correlation of the senses, in the case of our sensations of

sound and colour, actually exists is maintained by very
many. A very interesting work has lately appeared here

by Eichard Hennig,' which deals largely with this subject,

and which has awakened considerable interest in musical

circles. Though he has been unable to arrive at any very
satisfactory explanation of the matter, Herr Hennig cites

very many well-authenticated examples where the sensation

of colour was produced by sound, and in a considerable

number of cases a remarkable amount of agreement is

shown. These cases, however, are not of the same order

as that mentioned in Dr. McPherson's article, where it is

related that Raff compared the sound of the flute with the

colour blue. A case of this kind can, as Herr Hennig
points out, be more easily explained by association, wood
wind instruments being in general used for pastoral effects,

which might by association call up the idea of a blue sky.

Or, again, an agreeable sound may be compared with an
agreeable colour and vice verso. For instance, the sound
of a trumpet has been compared with scarlet—the one a
lively sound and the other a vivid colour.

In the examples cited by Herr Hennig, however, the
sensation of various colours was called up by various keys.

Thus, several individuals independently compared F sharp
major with yellow. Professor Cart, of Lausanne, is men-
tioned as having established the following table :—

C major . Brilliant white.

D minor ... Grey.
E major . ... Red.
A flat major .

'... Deep violet.

Whether there can be in these appearances any objective
reality or not is certainly a question demanding close

attention in scientific inquiry.

Certain it is that in very many cases these colour
sensations can be referred to purely associative causes

—

prove, in fact, on strict examination to be purely psycho-

* " Die Charakteristik der Donarten," by Eichard Heniiig. (Berlin,

1897.)

logical and not physiological phenomena. It should also

be borne in mind that the fact of such sensations occurring

as a rule among musicians, naturally highly imaginative,

may go largely towards pointing to their psychical origin.

W. Alfred Pare.

Nettelbeckstrasse, 6, Berlin, W.
June loth, 1897.

"LATHER" AVD « DILLIIfG."

To the Editors of Knowtledge.

Snts,

—

Apnipos of Mr. Morley's article on " The Lan-
guage of Shakespeare's Greenwood' in your last issue,

which I have read with much interest, I venture to point

out that the substitution of the sound of " th " for that of
" d ' in certain words, is not quite confined to Warwick-
shire. Mr. Morley will, perhaps, hke to know that I have
frequently heard "ladder" pronounced as "lather"
(to rhyme with " father "), and " fodder " as " fother,"

by natives of coimtry villages in the Weald of Kent. The
word "dilling," too, would be well understood by the

denizens of Caxton's country, though it is sometimes
pronounced " dawling."

Ashford, June 5th, 1897. A. W. Busbeidge.

Sffetwt Notfs.

Me. Howard Saunders is preparing a revised edition of

his well-known " Manual of British Birds.' This is very
gratifying news, and we venture to say that a new edition

of this book brought up to date, say every ten years, would
be far more useful to the ornithologist than many of the

multitude of books on British birds nowadays published.

Reunion du Comiti' International Permanent pour I'execu-

tion de la Carte Photographique du del, tenue a. V Observatoire

de Paris en Mai, 1896. It is just ten yeai-s since the late

Admiral Mouchez, then Director of the Paris Observatory,

convoked the first congress to discuss the basis on which the
" International Chart and Catalogue of the Heavens" should

be carried out. Two more conferences were held at succes-

sive intervals of two years, in which the general principles

and methods of the enterprise were laid down. The
following five years, from 1891 to 1896, were fully occupied

by the eighteen co-operating observatories in taking the

plates for the catalogue, and also, to some extent, those of

longer exposure far the chart series. Many questions,

however, were now become ripe for discussion, not only
dealing with the preservation of the large number of

plates already obtained, but also with the instruments and
methods of measuring and publishing the resultant places

of the star-images. Accordingly, when the conference again

met, on May 11th, 1896, they quickly nominated a sub-

committee to report on the necessary precision to be attained

in the measurement of co-ordinates and in the determina-

tion of magnitudes. In connection with this question

the Savilian Professor at O.^ford submitted the measuring
instrument used in the University Observatory to the

sub-committee. On their behalf M. Duner reported that

the majority of the observatories attained an accuracy such
that the probable error of a single co-ordinate did not

exceed 0-15"; but, since it was also most important that

the work should be executed in as short a time as

possible, they proposed to fix the maximum probable

error admissible of a single co-ordinate as 0-20". The
conference finally decided on 0'20" as a superior limit

for the measured co-ordinates, and on 0'20 mag., or at

most 0'25 mag., for the probable error in magnitudes.
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These magnitudes might be determined either by measure-
ment or by estimation. Captain Abney raised the important
question of controlling the chemical composition of sensi-

tive plates. Commercial photographic plates, he said,

might be divided into two extreme types: [a] those that

are sensitive to bright stats, but require a relatively long
exposure to bring out the fainter ones; and (b) those which
are comparatively more sensitive to the weaker rays than
to the stronger ones. Captain Abney proposed to control
the varying sensitiveness of these plates to the fainter

stars by imprinting on each film at the same time as the
reseau a scale of opacities, and which he himself proposed
to construct. Other minor
questions were also discussed

as to the reduction and
reproduction of plates and
measures, and the conference

proposed at their next reunicn
to entertain measures for

coming to the aid of those

observatories which find them-
selves unable to accomplish
their share of the catalogue

or chart series.

The project for the erection

of a statue to Darwin in his

native town first took shape
in 1894, when Mr. Montford,

who is a native of Shrews-
bury, placed a sketch model
before his fellow to-n-nsmen.

But it was not until the end
of last year that the generous

offer of the Shropshire Hor-
ticultural Society to defray

the whole of the cost ren-

dered the project a practical

one. And, even then, the

onerous condition was made
that the statue should be

finished early in August,
leaving the artist only some
seven months for the execu-

tion of the work. The statue

is in bronze, and is erected on
a granite pedestal ; the site

chosen is the entrance gate-

way to the Public Library,

formerly the celebrated
Shrewsbury School, at which
Darwin received part of his

education. The work has

been viewed by many of

Darwin's friends, notably

Sir Joseph Hooker and Mr.
Francis Galton. Lord and
Lady Farrer were particularly pleased with the portrait.

We learn that Prof. Francis Darwin and other members
of the Darwin family lent the sculptor their aid during
the progress of the work.

CHARLES DARWIN.

The Xew Statue of Daewis by Mr. Horace Moxtfobd.

To be erected in Slirewsbury, and unveiled on August lOtli, 1897, by

Lord Kexyox, President of the Shropshire Horticultural Society.

Noti»s of Booits.

The Aeronautical Annual, 1897. (Clarke & Co., Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.) This is the third, and certainly the most
interesting, of Mr. Means' annuals. Of course, the clief

il'ceinie is the description of Prof. Langley's world-

renowned success in driving an aiirial steamer through

the air, thus demonstrating beyond dispute that the air

maybe navigated by steam, not only without the expedient

of gas displacement, but treating that old idea with the

contempt it deserves, of which Dr. Wolfert's experiment

is the latest illustration. Our readers are aware that Mr.
Hargrave, of Australia, is the inventor of the cellular kite,

and our cousins in the United States have taken up and
elaborated the idea, Mr. Chanute being well to the fore in

this work. From this side of the art will emanate the

best form of gliding or soaring apparatus, Prof. Langley's

success supplying what may be called the other side ; and,

when both have met together, as the result of further

experiments,we shall have the

aerial steamer, independent

of gas bags, and providing

the swiftest, safest, and most
agreeable mode of travel.

ElfCtro-rht/swloi/y. By W.
Biedermann. Translated
by F. A. Webby. Vol. L
(London : Macmillan & Co.

1897.) All students of phy-

siology will welcome Prof.

Biedermann's book as one of

the most valuable additions to

the literature of this important

branch of science. There are

few men more qualified than
the author to undertake awork
of this character, and we are

pleased to find that he has not

only given details of those con-

tributions to the subject which
heis generallyassociatedwith,

but has endeavoured—and, in

our opinion, successfully—to

cover the whole scope of our
present knowledge of electro-

physiology. The work has
grown out of the course of

lectures which Prof. Bieder-

mann has been giving for some
years past at the University

of Jena, and which have
attracted students from all

parts of the world. We feel

sure that the work before us

is destined to become the

standard text-book in electro-

physiology for many years

to come. The well-kaown
original researches of the

author, which have for so

many years past been amongst
the most valuable contribu-

tions to the ]\'ie7tcr Sit::u)ifis-

herkhu, are now condensed
and summarized and rendered more accessible to English
students. The book has the additional merit of containing

a very extensive bibliography. The illustrations are not the

least important featiu-e of the work, and considerable credit

is due to the translator for the lucid and comprehensive
manner in which he has reproduced Prof. Biedermann's
work to English and American students.

Allermitinii Currents and Alternotimj Current Machinery.

By Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, C.E., and Prof. John Price

Jackson, M.E. (The Macmillan Company, New York.)

Illustrated. 14s. Books for students of electrical engi-

neering are often too full of specifications and illustrations
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of commercial machinery, or are too strictly theoretical, to

be of value to the practical electrician. This volume does
not err in either of these directions. It happily combines
theory and practice, dealing instructively with the funda-
mental phenomena of alternating currents as well as
their applications. A text-book so planned, and which
passed through the refining fire of the lecture-room before

it was put into type, cannot but be satisfactory. These
qualifications are sufficient to convince teachers and
students of electrical engineering that the work of Profs.

Jackson is one which should not be overlooked.

SHOKT NOTICES.
English Literature from A.D. 670 to A.D. 1832. By Stopford A.

Brooke, M.A. (Macmillan & Co.) Is. This is a reprint of Mr.
Stopford Brooke's scholarly survey of English literature, originally

issued as one of the Literature Primers, edited by the late John
Richard Grecu. It has been largely revised and corrected by the
author, and contains a fidl chronological table and index to authors.

The Months, descriptive of the Successive Beauties of the Year.

By Leigh Hunt. With Biographical Introduction by William
Andrews, F.E.H.S. (London: William Andrews & Co.) 2s. This
is a reprint of a delightful little book which originally appeared in

1821. We are glad to welcome its re-issue, though for a totally

different reason to that quaintly given by the editor, that when
offered for sa'e the original issue fetched ten times its published price.

Leigh Hunt's sunny nature and gentle bearing, his delight at the
simplest beauties of nature, and his observant contemplation of her
moods, go to make a happy book, and a happy reader, too.

We have received from Messrs. Houghton & Son a very comprehen-
sive and well-illustrated price list of photograpliic apparatus and
materials. It seems to contain a list of everything requisite to a
photographer, from cameras, lenses, and shutters, to plates and
papers, by all the best manufacturers.

The Ellipsograph. By T. Moy. (W. H. Harling.) 30s.

Draughtsmen of all kinds—mechanical, architectural, the engraver

—

know the value of any contrivance which will facilitate the construction

of that innoceut-looking curve, the ellipse, which, nevertheless, is

most troublesome to draw, even by the approximate methods in vogue,

and hence, on account of its frequent reciu'rence, absorbs much
valuable time. We have before us a neat and efficient piece of

apparatus—the ellipsograph—which enables one to draw ellipses of

every degree of eccentricity with as little trouble as is involved in

describing a circle with a pair of compasses, and, at the same time,

absolutely accurate. Eeferring to the figure, a pencil or pen is

inserted in the graduated vertical tube and secured by a spring

operated by a screw ; the semi-axis major is set off by turning the

screw of the graduated regulator (on the right) till the arrowhead has
moved outwards the required distance from zero, which is exactly

over the centre of rotation, and a vertical screw actuating the diagonal

limb, which slides telescopically as the angle of inclination varies, is

adjusted so that the extreme lateral point of swing coincides with the

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Through a Pocket Lens. By Henry Scherren, F.Z.S. (Religious

Tract Society.) Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

Lepidoptera. By W. P. Kirby, F.L.S. Allen's Naturalists' Library.
Edited by R. Bowdler Sharp. (Allen & Co.) Illustrated. 6s.

Hi/pnotism and its Application to Practical Medicine. By Otto
Georg Wetterstrand, M.D. (Putnam's Sons.) Illustrated. 10s.

Practical Histology. Second Edition. By Edward Albert Schafer,
LL.D., F.R.S. (Smith, Elder.) lUustrated. 7s. 6d.

Some Unrecognized Laws of yatiire. By Ignatius Singer and
Lewis H. Bereus. (Murray.) Illustrated. 18s.

The Induction Coil in Practical M'ork, including Rontgen X Pngj.
By Lewis Wright. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. 49. gd.
Poems for the Schoolroom and the Scholar. Masterpiece Library.

Arranged by Robert S. Wood. (Reeiew of Rerieics Office.) 6d. net.

Proceedings uf the Academy of Natural Sciences. Part III.
Edited by E. J. Nolan. (Logan Square, Philadelphia.) Illustrated.

The Migration of Birds. By Charles Dixon. Amended Edition.
(Horace Cox.) Maps.
Bird Life. By Frank M. Chapman. (Applcton, New York.)

Illustrated.

Grnndprobleme der Naturicissenschaft. By Dr. Adolf Wagner.
(Borntracger, Berlin.)

Life in Harlg Britain. By Bertram C. A. Windle. (Nutt.)
Illustrated. 3s.' fid.

Chess Openings. By James Mason. (Cox.) Illustrated. 2s. n t.

Sound, Light, and Seat. By Wm. Briggs. (Clive.) Illustrated. 2s.

Lessons in Elementarg Practical Physics. By C. L. Barnes.
(Macmillan.) Illustrated. 4s. 6d.

Outlines of Physics. By Edward L. Nichols. (Macmillan.)
7s. fid.

Elements of Vescriplice Astronomy. By Herbert A. Howe, D.Sc.
(Silver, Burdett, & Co., New York.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

Smithsonian Report, 1S95. (Grovernment Printing OfEce, Washing-
ton.)

The Naturalist in Australia. By W. Saville-Keut, F.L.S. , F.Z.S.
(Chapman & Hall.) Illustrated. 63s.

outer limits of the minor axis. By now rotating the regulator, using
the milled head as a handle, the diagonal piece slides longitudinally,
and the top horizontal bar rocks laterally, the compound motion thus
imparted to the pencil resulting in a most accurate elliptical curve.
The angle of the diagonal bar may be diminished till practically

horizontal, in which case circles are traced out. The instrument can
be used with great advantage for draiving wheels, etc., in perspective.

We may add that it is easily and quickly re-adjusted for drawing all

sizes of ellipses within the range of the instrument, which, of course,

is limited. As a piece of mechanism it does great credit to the
inventor and maker alike.

THE HOURGLASS SEA ON MARS.
By E. M. Antoni.^di.

THE most interesting, characteristic, and by far the
most easily recognizable feature of the planet
Mars is the great, dark, triangular spot of its

northern hemisphere, known as the " Hourglass
Sea."

No name could have been more appropriate to this

marking, not only for the close resemblance the spot bears
to an hourglass, but also from the fact that it was the
Hourglass Sea itself which acted as hourglass in the
determination of the rotation of Mars on its axis.

The name has, however, dropped out of use, having
been superseded by the names given by successive

areographers. Thus Proctor, in his map of 1867, calls

it the " Kaiser Sea " (a name adopted by Green in

1877) ; others named it the " Northern Sea " or

"Dawes' Bay "
; while Schiaparelli, who has furnished

the markings of the planet with a brand new set of

names of his own, calls it the " Syrtis Major,"
although there is not the slightest trace of likeness in

the outlines of the Hourglass Sea on Mars and the

Major Syrtis of our own earth.

In general outline the Hourglass Sea is not unlike

India, whose Indus and Himalayas would correspond
to the " pontes," or whitish " bridges," to which Mr.

Lowell called attention in 1894. The total length of the

eastern* shore is some thirty degrees ; that of the weste in
forty degrees. To the east the shore follows very nearly
the two hundred and eighty-second meridian, then curves
eastwards into the Lesser Syrtis. The semicircular land
formed by this curve is called Libya by Schiaparelli, and

* We are using the words " east " and " west " in their areographical
sense. Thus, of two markings, the preceding is the eastern, the
following the western.
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is, as we shall presently see, the theatre of vast and almost

continual chanf,'es.
. ,, .

Owing to its remarkable dimensions the Syrtis Major was

the first markmg ever detected by man on Mars. The

honour of this discovery belongs to Christian Huyghens,

the distinguished discoverer of Saturn's ring, and ingenious

deviser of the first pendulum clock. The accompanying

woodcut (Fig. 1) is a facsimile

reproduction, after M. Terby,

of Louvain (Belgium),* of

Huyghens' original sketch, dated

1659, November 28th, 7 o'clock

P.M. By following the motion of

this spot, Huyghens concluded

that the rotation of Mars on its

axis ought to take place in about

twenty-four hours.

For one hundred and twenty

years following Huyghens' dis-

covery, areography made almost

no progress whatever ; but in the

years 1777, 1779, and 1781, Sir

William Herschel made a fine series of drawings of Mars,

which, in reality, constitute a very marked advance of our

knowledge of the planet's surface. The Hourglass Sea was

drawn with its true outline, while Herschel's views show

at the same time that great inlet whichwas later named after

Nasmyth, and now ismore commonly known as the Nilosy rtis.

A careful examination of Herschel's drawings excites the

suspicion that a notable change may have taken place

on the western shores of the Syrtis, towards the southern

extremity of Schiaparelli's Aeria, where Banks Cape or

Hammonis Cornu was probably considerably more con-

spicuous in 1781 than it at present is. Schroeter's drawings,

however, made twenty years later, give but little support to

this view.

The observations of Beer and Maedler (1830-18411 do

not increase our knowledge of this part of the planet.

Fig. 1.—The Hourglass

Sea on Mars, as drawn by

Huyghens two hundred and
thirty-eight years ago.

very fine view of the Hourglass Sea, with its northern mlet,

the Nilosyrtis, forming, where it curves westward, a round

dark spot, to which Schiaparelli gave the name of Coloe

Palus in 1879. The white region at the top of the drawing

is not the south polar snowcap, but rather the island of

Hellas (Lockyer Land), belonging to that peculiar class of

"lands" on Mars which appear of a dull, ruddy hue

when near the centre of the disc, but which increase in

brightness in the vicinity of the limb, appearing occasion-

ally in this position as bright as the polar snowcaps them-

In 1858 Secchi undertook a series of observations of

Mars which led to the discovery of a considerable number

ofwhat are now so familiar

to us as "canals." We
choose from Secchi's

collection his drawing of

.June 15th, 1858 (Fig. 3),

in which our sea is likened

to a scorpion— a certainly

not unhappy comparison.

The year 1862 will re-

main for ever memorable

in the history of areo-

graphy by the excellent

observations of Mr.

Lockyer, who gave us the

first really truthful repre-

sentation of the planet.

Mars was then at one of

its perihelia oppositions,

consequently almost at its minimum distance from the

earth, but unfortunately unfavourably situated to European

astronomers ou account of its great southerly declination.

Lockyer's drawings of the Hourglass Sea region, of which

Fig. 4 is one of the best, estabUsh that in 1862 the coast

Fig. 2.—The Hourglass Sea on 1856, Ain-il 20th. (W. de la Rue.)

In 1856 Warren de la Rue made some very interesting

drawings of Mars, one of which, dated April 20th, 1856

(Fig. 2),t is particularly remarkable. Here we have a

* ArcoqrapUe (Acadtmie de Belflitjiie, 1875, p, 8).
. ,

t We have extracted all the nine woodcuts accompanying this

paper from M. Flammarion's admirable monograph, " La Planete

Mars." (Paris : Gauthier Villars, 1892.)

Fig. 3.—The Hourglass Sea on

1858, June 15th. (Secchi.)

Fig. 4.—The Hourglass Sej, on 18G2, October .3rd. (Lockyer.)

of Libya and the eastern shores of the Hourglass Sea were

very much like what they were in 1877. Libya seemed

somewhat dusky to the south-west, while some very con-

spicuous features on its surface are the three shadings

extending from .r to '/. These constitute the first proper

view of the round dark spot called the Main Sea, and

which Schiaparelli has christened by the name of Mojns

Lacus. It is possible that this " lake " was triple in 1862,
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but what is certain is that, in any case, it appeared large,

and was situated almost midway between the two Syrtes,

Fig. G-—The Hourglass

Sea ovil864,November20tU.
(Franzenau.)

Fig. 5.—The Hourglass Sea on 1864, November 22ik1. (Kaiser.)

and very near the centre of the semicircular coast of

Libya.

In 1864 the "eagle-eyed" (though short-sighted") Dawes
continued the era so brilliantly

inaugurated by Lockyer in 1862,
furnishing us with a new set

of first-class drawings of the

planet. Dawes confirms his

predecessor's work, but shows
Libya as penetrating deeply into

the Hourglass Sea, whose breadth
is very much reduced in con-

sequence {see the Plate, Fig. 1);
its outer edge is a little shaded,
while Moeris Lacus, represented

as of very large size, is lying, as

in 1862, midway between the two
Syrtes.

We subjoin two other views taken during the same
apparition of the planet, the

first (Fig. 5) by Kaiser,

showing the Nilosyrtis quite

severed from the Major Syrtis

—a phenomenon seen again

by the Kev. T. E. R.
Phillips, of Yeovil (Somerset),

on January 15th of the

present year ; the second

(Fig. 6), by Von Franzenau,

giving us an unusual visibility

of the dusky " land " (Enotria,

not unlike the appearance

noted by the writer in Sep-
tember, 1896.

Fig. 7 shows a remarkable
and almost unique view of the Kaiser Sea, which is shown
as quite separated from the Mare to the south by a bright

bridge uniting Libya to Hammonis Comu.
M. Terby, in 1873, gives a view of one of the bridges

* It is scarcely likely that it is a matter of mere coincidence that
most of our greatest observers of planetary detail, such as Green,
Schiaparelli, and Stanley Williams, are all short-sighted men.

Fio. 7.—The Hourglass Sea
on 1871, April 4th. (GledhUl.)

Fig. 8.—The Hour-
glass Sea on 1873,

May 24th. (Terby.)

discovered by the Parsonstown observers in 1862, and

stretching from Libya to Hellas (Fig. 8).

In the same year, 1873, M. Flammarion made a sketch

(Plate, Fig. 2) of this region, which shows very neatly

that at that time the Hourglass Sea was quite as narrow

as it was ten years previously, and that the general con-

figuration of its eastern shores had undergone scarcely any

change since the oppositions of 1862 and 1861.

During the famous opposition of 1877, the Syrtis Major

was smaller and narrower than perhaps it ever was since

its discovery by Huyghens. This shrinking was entirely

due to the invasion of ruddy material from Libya. In

October, 1877, the Syrtis appeared to end almost at the

latitude of Moeris Lacus. The accompanying sketch by

Schiaparelli (Fig. 9) will make these descriptions plain.

Libya penetrated deeply into the greyish

area of the Sea, forming a graceful

curve extending right down to the

sharply pointed Osiridis Promontorium,
in 28° of north latitude. The
accuracy of these observations is fully

confirmed by Mr. Green's drawings,

taken at Madeira in 1877, and consti-

tuting, as Mr. Maunder says, the most
lifelike representations of the planet

ever published.

In 1879 the Hourglass Sea appeared

much broader from the disappearance of Osiridis Pro-

montorium. An immediate consequence of this invasion

of the dark material was that Lake Moeris seemed no
longer situated midway between the Syrtes, but at rather

less than one-third the distance separating the embouchure
of the Nepenthes from the Lesser Syrtis. A characteristic

feature of the 1879 apparition was a slight shading of the

south-western segment of Libya (Plate, Fig. 3).

Analogous phenomena were noted in 1881-1882.

The next op-

position of 1883-

1884 was marked
by a further step

in the invasion of

the dark material

of the Syrtis over

dusky Libya. At
this time no more
than a hundred
miles separated

the lake from the

sea, while the
brightness of
Libya had under-

gone a further

diminution.

In 1886 and
1888 the progress

of the dark in-
Fig. 9.—The Hourglass Sea on 1877,

October 14th. (Schiaparelli.)

vasion was a very

languid one. A sketch by Schiaparelli (Fig. 4 of the

Plate) shows Libya always shaded, while the gemination
of the Nepenthes Canal and the shrinkage of Mceris Lacus
are highly interesting.

The general configuration of this part of the planet

underwent no striking changes in 1890. Nepenthes was
always double ; but the darkness of Libya was occasionally

very intense, and, at times, so marked as to "flood" to

disappearance Lake Mceris in this sombre background
(Fig. 5 of the Plate).

A drawing taken in 1892 by Mr. Walter Gale at Sydney,
New South Wales, shows some remarkable changes in the
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Moeris Lacus and Libya regions invaded by the expansion
of the Syrtis Major (Plate, Fig. 6).

Finally, in 1894, it would appear that the invasion had
actually reached Lake Ma?ris, which, according to Mr.
Lowell, had ceased to exist as a " lake," forming a simple
bay of the Hourglass Sea (Plate, Fig. 7). As, however,
some observers—amid whom Mr. Stanley Williams, I'Abbe
Moreux, and the writer—had distinctly seen this spot at
the time, it is more prudent to consider Lake Mccris, or at
least its eastern half, free to some extent from the Syrtis
Major at the 1891 opposition.

The final disappearance of the lake into the dark
material was completed during the last apparition. Libya,
as pointed out by Mr. Lowell in 1891, was, after such a
protracted obscuration, seen quite clear again in 1896 and
1897. All observers agree on this point. Figs. 8 and 9 of
the Plate are among the very latest representations of the
Syrtis Major, the former being due to the pencil of the
Kev. T. E. R. Phillips—one of the best hving observers in

England—while the latter is a copy of a drawing taken here
in December last with M. Flammarion's nine and three-
quarter inch equatorial, power three hundred, and showing
a mottled appearance of the surface of the sea, not unlike,

perhaps, Prof. Barnard's " mountainous country " of 1894.
Another feature of the 1836-1897 apparition of Mars in

the region in question is the formation of a " new " canal,
running from the mouth of the ancient Astapus to the
Boreosyrtis. This canal was for some time lately an
exceedingly obvious marking, and in October, 1896, was
darker than the Nilosyrtis. Since then its visibility has
gradually decreased. Mr. Lowell's 1894 map shows this

feature, and so do some old drawings by Franzenau
in 1864,
Boeddicker
and Burton in

1882. These
occasional
appearances of

the same ob-

ject make it

evident that

we have to

deal here with
some kind of

stability, or,

rather, with

a periodical
return to
analogous
conditions. As
much might
be said of
another canal

seen by Mr.
Stanley
Williams in

1890, uniting

Lake Mwris to

the Syrtis
some time and

SYRT/S

Seph^stuj

Fig. 10.—Map showiug tlie theatre of the
changes in tlic Hourglass Sea and Libya Regions
from 1864 to 1897.

Minor, which then became invisible for

reappeared in 1890.

We exhibit in Fig. 10 the result of our discussion of

the most trustworthy drawings of Mars made by the best

observers of the planet, past or present. The intricate

invasion by the dark material of the Syrtis of the bright

continent to the east is shown as accurately as possible.

But the successive shores of the Syrtis are drawn on the

supposition that Lake Mceris has remained fixed in the

meantime. Such, however, is not the case ; and our

impression is that the lake has advanced towards the sea by a
quantity comparabU to that by which the Syrtis advanced
towards tJie lake. The attraction will thus have been
mutual.
These displacements of" seas" and "lakes " (or "forests

"

and "oases"), absurd and imaginary as they might seem
to the ordinary reader, are simply familiar occurrences
to the areographer. Evidently the surface of Mars has
some fixed areographical markings ; but the stability of

the lesser details and of the polygonations of the canal
system is so frail, that at times the changes assume a
fantastic, grotesque, and almost ridiculous character.

We will not attempt to explain these extraordinary
phenomena, which are besides quite inexplicable by any
analogies drawn from our own earth. It would be leaving
the solid ground of science for the inextricable maze of con-

jecture. Vegetation offers no very satisfactory explanation
of such appearances, water (inundations, etc.) a positively

unsatisfactory one, the occasional formation of cloud over
certain regions an untenable one. Perhaps the least im-
probable—not to say the most plausible— clue to the

mystery still attaches to the over bold and almost absurd
assumption that what we are witnessing on Mars is the
work of rational beings, immeasurably superior to man,
and capable of dealing with thousands and thousands of

square miles of grey and yellow material with more ease
than we can cultivate or destroy vegetation in a garden
one acre in extent.

THE LANGUAGE OF SHAKESPEARE'S
GREENWOOD.-II.

By George Morley, Author of ^^ Leafy Warwickshire,"

"In Rustic Livery," "Sweet Audrey," "In Russet

Mantle Clad," etc.

IN
the core of nature's heart, words that come

" trippingly from the tongue," as Hamlet would
say, are those most in use with the rustic. A desire

for condensation and abbreviation is also apparent.

The peasant will say, " Adone, will ye?" meaning
" Have done," thus merging two English words in one.

When the Bidford Audrey or Phyllis is troubled in love

affairs the fond mother will say, " Hey, lassie ! adone wi'

it, or I shanna catch a blench on thy eye no-ways. Now
do adone."

" A blench " is a term conveying an enigma to the

townsman in the sense in which the rustic uses it. To
the townsman "a blench " would seem to imply a sudden
whiteness or pallor of the countenance, as a blanching of

the face. In the dialect of the Warwickshire peasant it

has a totally different signification. " A blench " means
a glimpse, a glance, a look. A greenwood maiden gives

her lover " a blench on her bonnie eye "
; a gamekeeper

catches " a blench " or a glimpse of the poacher setting

his nets in forbidden preserves ; and Grandfer William
takes a good " blench " at the smart coaching party dashing

gaily through his Sleepy Hollow.
In the word " on," used in place of " of, " we catch what

I may call " a blench " of Shakespeare's application of his

homely mother tongue.
" We are such stuff

As dreams are made o//,"

says the immortal Warwickshire poet in " The Tempest "

(Act IV., Scene 1) ; and in more than three centuries from

the date of that play the peasant of Shakespeare's green-

wood may be heard saying, " That dream as I tolled thee

on as my butty had," or " A man as I knows on." With
the rural dweller in this delightful county it is always
" on " and never " of "

; and if the truth must be said, it
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really does give a quaint and picturesque force to the

speaking of a sentence.

In the language of the isolated dwellers in these solitary

nooks of leafy nature, there are sundry dialect words used

in a friendly and companionable sense. The word "wench"
is one of these. This is applied distinctively to females of

whatever kind, calling, condition, or rank. In a similar

sense the word used towards males is " butty." It means
a friend, a companion, a mate, and sometimes something

more, for it is not infrequently that a village lass will, in

a merry mood, call her sweetheart her " butty." Strictly,

however, the word is the property of the male. It is

addressed both to human and animal friends. The
poacher's human companion on his nightly prowls is

always his " butty," and the shepherd will address his dog

as follows :
" " Hey, bless his four paws ! he's a dear old

butty ; aye, an' a goodly."

It has been said that the language of the Warwickshire
greenwood is more akin to the language of Shakespeare

and the Bible than any other English dialect. Certainly

it has the simplicity, the directness, and the force both of

the Bible and Shakespeare. This fact can be well seen in

the word " cumber," so frequently heard in the mouth of

the Warwickshire peasant. " Ah ! the cumber that I had
wi' that lad !

" cries the mother in despair for the well-being

of her son. " Cumber " means trouble, burden, weight,

and care. George Eliot alludes to it in " Adam Bede "

(Chapter XXVI., p. 241), where Lisbeth speaks to her

son, Adam ;
" I know it's a grit honour for thee to be so

looked on—an' who's to be prouder on it nor thy mother ?

Hadna she the cumber o' rearin' thee an' doin' for thee all

these years ?
"

In the Biblical story of the barren fig tree the meaning
of " cumber " is precisely the same as its significance

to-day. The fig tree cumbered the ground : in other words,

troubled and burdened the ground with a great care, like

the rearing of children, which, in the opinion of some
Warwickshire housewives and mothers, is a thankless and
barren office.

Other words there are in constant vogue of a kindred

meaning. One of these is " moither." No peasant of

Shakespeare's greenwood, in a certain condition of mmd,
ever faUs to make use of this word. " Adone, I tell thee ;

ye moither me to death !
" cries the mother to the hardy

rustic lad who persists in importuning for a holiday. To
" moither " is to worry, to bother, to bewilder. This word
is indigenous to urban a3 well as rural Warwickshire, and

it may even be heard in the mouth of a fair huntress

rebuking her horse ;
" Be quiet, sir, and don't moither

me so."
" Mummock " is a curious word in the same category.

A baby " mummocks " its mother—that is, bothers her,

worries her, pulls her about. Often in the silence of these

leafy lanes the voice of the rustic may be heard screaming

through a cottage door in far from dulcet or kindly tones,

" Adone, ye Ul mummock ! ye moither me above a bit !

"

In another sense, "mummock" expresses sorrow and
mourning, as, "I shall just mummock mesel' into me grave

when thee'st gone from me." The nightingale " mum-
mocks" or mourns for the eggs of which she has been

robbed, and 30 on; as an expression of sorrow, "mummock"
is used throughout the range of living things, whether of

the human, brute, or bird creation.

In continuation of the set of words denoting worry or

expressing sorrow, I may instance the truly Shakespearean

word " moil." " The moil of this life puUs me down to the

ground," sighs the weary villager, seeing his labour come
to naught ; and the sentence clearly brings out the real

meaning of the word. " Moil," in its practical sense, is

but another name for toil. It simply means labour, hard
work, drudgery, care, and trouble.

In the course of her laundry work the Warwickshire

village housewife maybe heard calling out, " You mun
give me the batlet ; I canna do wi'outen she." Now, the

word " batlet " is direct from Shakespeare. In "As You
Like It " (Act II., Scene 4) Touchstone says, with a

pretty sense of the foolishness of a lover, " And I remember
the kissing of her batlet "—the batlet that the pleasing

•Jane Smile had used in her washing.

The "batlet" of Shakespeare is the "dolly" of the

modern housewife— a wooden bat or machine for beating

or dollying the family linen. It was also known as " the

maiden,'' by which name it is dignified to-day by many of

the homely women of rural Warwickshire.

A townsman wandering down some of the more isolated

lanes of the leafy shire in the evening of the day, may
often hear a parent calling to her child, " Come thee in,

Httle dillin'. The dag's faUiu', an' thee hanna no hat on

thy yed." Now that word " dag " is one of the picturesque

peculiarities of the Warwickshire rural dialect. It means
dew, moisture, or fine rain. The old weatherworn shep-

herd of any farm is anxious to in-barn his young eanlings
" afore the dag comes on '

; the watchful mother, both

morning and evening, will place a " biggen," or cap, upon
the youngest born, " to keep the dag off on thee." My
old friend Amos Oates, the shepherd of the Combe Farm,
has often, in the early hours of the morning, addressed to me
the words :" It be as heavy a dag, sir, this mornin' as I 'ood

wish to see afore Marti'mas Day— so it be." Though some
peasants do say " dew," the majority always use " dag."

As an example of the apparent kinship of some of the

words in the Warwickshire dialect with the words to be

found in the English Bible, I may instance the word
" anointed." The peculiar significance of this word lies

in the fact that it has an evil rather than a good inter-

pretation. The woodland peasant boy who has been so

ualucky as to incur the displeasure of an elder, is "an
anointed young scaramouch, folly-fit for Old Harry"; that

is to say, the lad is " anointed " with the oil of wicked-

ness : is, in fact, a very wicked boy indeed.

So glib has this word become in the mouth of the

peasant that everybody or everything that has done

what is considered to be wrong is assailed with the word
" anointed."

In another and more endearing sense is to be noted the

epithet " cade." This is a well-known Warwickshire

word, peculiar, I believe, to Shakespeare's greenwood.

"Cade" is the rustic's pet name for anything that is

tame, mild, or gentle. The lamb, for example, that

has been reared in the homestead by bottle through loss

of its dam, is " as cade as cade "—that is to say, as

tame and gentle as could be. When the colt has been

roughridden and broken to harness, then " she be cade as

a kitten." Everything that is meek and mild of bird and

beast is a " cade " thing. The term is also used by the

young men to their lasses. Whenever a rustic damsel is

more than usually dainty and gentle she is called " a pretty

cade JiU."

I have heard the dialect of the Warwickshire rustic

spoken of as being " very broad." Certainly there are

words in the tongue which might come within the range

of that definition, but they are in a minority. When you

meet a jaded peasant woman in a narrow lane—" a chewer,"

as she would call it—resting after what, perhaps, has

been a hard journey, and she tells you that she is " fore-

wearied wi' her jaunt," I think you may honestly say that

the language is poetical. To be " fore-wearied " is to be

very weary, very tired—in fact, dead-beat. Shakespeare has
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not missed this poetical term.

Scene 1) he speaks of

—

In " King John " (Act II.,

'This 'fore- wearied' flesli."

One of the " broad " uses of the mother tongue is the

sounding of the letter " o " as if it were " w." This truly

is a broad and curious characteristic, and really comes some-

what harshly upon the car of those in search of the expres-

sive and picturesque in diction. The harvester I sometimes

meet in the neighbourhood of the Red House Farm at

Lillington, astonished me one hot summer day by saying

:

"Hey, the weather's uncommon—uncommon it be. The
wuts be a'most ready for the blade now." Oats are " wuts "

in the dialect of the Warwickshire peasant, and in this

and similar uses of the "w" for " o," he betrays that

broadness of speech which is the one blemish upon his

simple, direct, and entertaining tongue.

As an illustration of the wealth of curiosities studding

this interesting language, mention may be made of the

original additions which the uncultured peasant tacks on

to the orthography of his native greenwood. This is one

of the most amusing, and, at the same time, stedfast

features of the Warwickshire rural dialect. I allude to

the permanent addition of " n " to many of the words in

use by the rustic. As countrymen of a genius in the art

of dialectical expression, the peasantry of Shakespeare's

greenwood are not content to say " his "
;
with them it is

always " hisn." This peculiarity proceeds through quite a

range of familiar terms. " That be a nice row of housen,"

is Strephon's way of saying '
' That is a nice row of houses."

In like manner, " ours " is " ourn " with him, " yours " is

" yourn," " hers " is " hern," " theirs " is "theirn," and so

on ; making the language quite original in its grip and

quaintness.

A similar perversion of the letters of the alphabet is to

be seen in the rural substitution of " y " for " h " or " i."

This has a striking effect, as anyone who has been amongst

the Warwickshire rustics can readily testify. To hear a

man who has been accidentally struck on the head by a

fellow worker crying out, " Come, butty ! my yed yent 'ard

enough for that sort o' game, ye know," when he means

that his " head is not," is very quaint and amusing indeed.

Nearly every Warwickshire rustic, devoted to his own rood

of native earth, or migrating to " fresh woods and pastures

new," uses the word "yent" for is not, and "yed" for

" head." With him, too, are such pronounced peculiarities

of speech as " wevver " for " however," and " yarbs " for

"herbs"; as, " Ye hev a good bed o' yarbs there, yent ye ?
"

In this sense " yent " stands for ' haven't" or " have not."

As might readily be imagined, bearing in mind the

isolated and lonely nature of some portions of Shakespeare's

greenwood, the word " uuked " is constantly heard.

Speaking of a certain farm, my shepherd friend one day

said to me, " 'Tis a martal unked place, I can tell thee ;

there's 'ardly a cow's yed on't, so you can tell." In rural

Warwickshire this word " unked " is used in a variety of

ways. It is applied to person, animal, place, or thing.

One meaning of the term is lonely, dull, solitary ; as, for

instance, " 1 feel very unked wi' nobody to speak to."

Another applies to sights and scenes. A maiden will say,

" Oh, but I had such a unked dream last night." In fact,

the general significance of the word seems to be that any-

thing of an unpleasing nature to the sight, or affecting the

well-being of the person, is " unked " in the imderstanding

of these picturesque woodlanders.

The what I may call poetic touch in the language of

Shakespeare's greenwood is very happily seen in the word
" favours." No true peasant of leafy Warwickshire ever

neglects the use of this pretty word. Whenever two

mothers are discussing the comeliness of a child at the

garden gate of their cottage, one of them is sure to say,
" I think she favours her father." To " favour " is to look

like, to resemble. " 'Tis said as I favour you, mother,
more nor father," a fond daughter wLU cry with delight,

her mother being pretty ; and in like manner the shepherd,

after tracing the lineaments of a lamb, will sagely remark,
" I judge as her favours her dam."
That word "judge," too, so extensively used by the

peasantry, has quite a Shakespearean ring about it. What,
for example, could be prettier than the expression of an
aged parent to her newly assembled children :

" God bless

all on ye ; I judged ye'd be coming to see me this

motherin'"—meaning "I thought you would." In another

way "judge " is used as an accusation, as, " I judge ye o'

havin' tolled that lie." To "judge" literally means to

think or to accuse, and the sense in which it is uttered has
quite a charm as it issues from the rustic's tongue.

These are a few selections of the principal characteristics

peculiar to the language of Shakespeare's greenwood.
They have been taken at random with a view to making
these two papers both interesting and informing ; but they
will suffice, I think, to clearly evince the grip, the direct-

ness, and the picturesque quality of the dialect of this

woody and classical county. There are few tongues so

exclusive, and so little prone to change, as the tongue of

the Warwickshire peasant ; and yet, as I have pointed

out, this county, well called (Drayton)
" The heart of England,"

is, perhaps, more assailed by the influences of modern
change than many other shires not so frequently visited.

Living so far in the core of nature's heart, it may be

that the rustic of Shakespeare's greenwood has become what
Gilbert White of Selborne would call " a stationary man,"
devoted alike to his language and his soil. Certain it is

that the homely, direct speech written more than three

centuries ago by the great dramatist of Stratford-on-Avou,

is practically the same as the peasantry speak to-day.

And the manners, moreover, are much the same, as I

will show by one single illustration. Human nature being

nearly akin in any time, clime, or under any condition, it

is, perhaps, by no means remarkable that sometimes the

Warwickshire lasses will fall out with one another, and
eventually wage war. In such a case, one of the girls

—

or both—is almost sure to say, " I'll set my ten com-

mandments in your face !
" which, in more vulgar language,

means, " I'll scratch your face with my ten nails." This

remark is directly conveyed from Shakespeare, to whom
this country and all the world owe so much, for in the

Second Part of " King Henry VI" (Act I., Scene 3) occurs

the following couplet

:

" Could I eome near your beauty with my nails,

I'd set my ten commandments in your face "

—

a very expressive example, indeed, of the language of

Shakespeare's greenwood.

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR JULY.

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

THERE will be an annular eclipse of the Sun on the

29th, quite invisible in Europe.

Mercury is not well situated for observation this

month. On the 1st he rises about a quarter to

three a.m., or about one hour before the Sun, with

a northern declination at noon of 22° 35', and an apparent

diameter of (>". Shortly after this he approaches the Sun

too closely to be visible, being in superior conjunction with

him on the 15th. He is an evening star towards the end

of the month, but is still too close to the Sun to be visible.
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Venus is a morning star, and, as such, is excellently

placed for observatiou, being at her greatest western

elongation (40") on the 7th. On the 1st she rises at

Ih. 27m. A.M., or nearly two and a quarter hours before

the Sun, with a northern declination of 15° 85', and an
apparent diameter of 2.5|". On the 10th she rises at

Ih. lum. A.M., or about two and three-quarter hours
before the Sun, with a northern decUnation of 17° 28',

and an apparent diameter of 23", about half her disc

being illuminated. On the 20th she rises at Ih. 4m. a.m.,

or 3h. om. before the Sun, with a northern declination

of 19" 20', and an apparent diameter of 21". On the

30th she rises at Ih. a.m., or 3h. 20m. before the Sun,
with a northern declination of 20" 46', and an apparent
diameter of 19". She is in conjunction with Ceres at

2h. A.M. on the 23rd, Ceres being 6' south ; and with
Neptune on the morning of the 28th. During July Venus
pursues a direct path through nearly the whole length of

Taurus.

Mars is for all practical purposes invisible, his diameter
being so small, and the planet setting so soon after the

Sun.
Jupiter can be seen during July, but cannot be said,

owing to his proximity to the Sun, to be in a favourable

position for observation. On the 1st he sets at lOh. 50m.
P.M., or about two and a half hours after the Sun, with a

northern declination of 10° 18', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 33| ". On the 10th he sets at about a quarter

past ten p.m., with a northern declination of 9° 43', and an
apparent diameter of 33J". On the 20th he sets at

9h. 40m. P.M., or about one and a half hours after the Sun,
with a northern declination of 9' 2', and an apparent
diameter of 32f". After this he approaches the Sun too

closely to be visible. He describes a short direct path in

Leo.

Saturn is an evening star, but his low declination

militates strongly against accurate observation of the

details on his surface. On the 1st he rises at 4h. 15m.
P.M., with a southern declination of 16^ 50', and an
apparent equatorial diameter of I75" (the major axis of the
ring system being 41 j" in diameter, and the minor 16f ").

On the 10th he rises at 3h. 40m. p.m., with a southern
delcination of 1G° 48', and an apparent equatorial diameter
of 17V'. On the 20th he sets at Oh. 13m. a.m., with a
southern declination of 16^ 47', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 17^". On the 31st he sets at llh. 26m. p.m.,

with a southern declination of 16° 49', and an apparent
equatorial diameter of 17". During the greater part of

July he pursues a very short direct path in Libra, being
stationary on the 28th.

Uranus is an evening star, but is very badly situated for

observation, owing to his great southern declination. On
the 1st he rises at 4h. 30m. p.m., with a southern declination

of 18° 55', and an apparent diameter of 3 7 ". On the 31st
he sets at llh. 14m. p.m., with a southern declination of
18° 55'. During the month he describes a short retrograde
path in Libra.

Neptune is, for the purposes of the amateur observer,
practically invisible.

Shooting stars are fairly numerous in July, but twilight

interferes with observation. There is a well-marked
shower near S Aquarii towards the end of the month, the
maximum being on the 28th. The radiant point is in

R.A. 22h. 40m., south declination 18°.

The Moon enters her first quarter at Ih. 32m. p.m. on
the 7th ; is full at 4h. 52m. a.m. on the 14th ; enters her
last quarter at 3h. 8m. p.m. on the 21st ; and is new at

3h. 58m. P.M. on the 29th. Many of the stars in the
Pleiades will be occulted on the early morning of the 24th.

By C. D. LooooK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LococK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

If 1.

1.

Solutions of June Probhms.

(T. Eaddick.)

No. 1.

1. R to QB8, and mates next move.

No. 2.

Key-move.—1. R to Q=q.

. K to B3. 2. R to Q4, etc. (or B to Kt6, dual).

. K X P. 2. B to Kt6ch, etc.

[We regret that the number of moves was accidentally

omitted. Fortunately most of our solvers found no
difficulty in supplying the omission.]

Correct Solutions of both problems received from
Capt. Forde, Alpha (not correct in one variation of No. 2),

Novice, J. T. Blakemore, G. G. Beazley, H. le Jeune,

E. W. Brook.

Of No. 1 only from H. S. Brandreth, J. M'Eobert,

W. Clugston, W. H. Lunn, and one unsigned (Hornsey).

TT'. Clwjstoti.—]\Iany thanks for letter and enclosures.

Of your earlier received problems we much prefer No. 34,

printed below. In the " crowd " of No. 33, is not the P at

B2 useless, as 1. B to Ktsq would not solve the problem ?

H. DO. Bernard.—Your four-mover is demolished by

1. ERGch, followed by BBS or KKt7 accordingly. With a

Black King so surrounded it will be a difficult matter to

make the problem sound.

J. H. Ballantine.—Have you noticed that your key-move

which has the defect of guardmg the Black King's sole

exit, threatens both B to Qoch and R x Rch, the result

being innumerable duals ? Also the White QB seems

unnecessary. We should be glad to receive an amended
version, as the position seems capable of being made into

a fine problem.

PROBLEMS.

No. 1.

By W. Clugston.

BL4CK (9).

m

White (9).

White mates in two moves.
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No. 2.

By A. C. Challenger.

Black (3).

i^
'MB. W. ,.W,

m ..,,,„^-.,,„,,„^'^„P^'-
p w/m.

"^ 'fM IP,„,
^

V///,//,.}.

*l

^i,^'p

88«8S8iiii m

White (10).

White mates in three moves.

1

1

i
2

White.
(E. Scbiffers.)

1. P to K4
2. Kt to KB3
3. KtxP
4. Kt to KB3
5. P to Q3
6. PxP
7. B to K2
8. Castles

9. Kt to B3
10. Kt to K5 (!)

11. B toR5
12. BxQ

Black.
(M. Tchigorin).

1. P to K4
P to KB3 (?)

Q toK2
PtoQ4
PxP

6. QxPch
7. Kt to B3

B to Q2
Q to Kt3 {a\

Kt x Kt
Castlea

PxB

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

18.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLOURS.

By H. Sno^t)enWard, ¥.B..'?.^.,Editor o/" The Photogram."

LIKE the cry of " Wolf ! wolf !
" raised by the

thoughtless shepherd, the announcement that
" photography in natural colours " is at last

I

discovered has been so often made that all men
who know aught of photography are apt to shake

their heads in graver doubt when each new claimant

comes. Like "psychic" photography, the photography

of colour has been so largely the subject of fraud and
misrepresentation that even an honest worker must expect

to be met with scepticism—especially when he makes a

mystery of his methods, and talk of largely capitalized

syndicates is in the air. This is the case vrith the latest

discoverers ; and though one of them has succeeded in

inducing Sir Henry Trueman Wood and Captain Abney to

vouch for the apparent accuracy of his statements, neither

of these gentlemen knows the materials employed to pro-

duce the effects that have been shown.
In briefly dealing with this subject I am bound to give

a few words to its earlier history, but will confine my
survey entirely to the direct or purely photographic
methods. The indirect or three-colour method, by analysis

and subsequent synthesis of the light-colour effects, is well

known as a practical and commercial success. The earliest

recorded observations of photography in natural colours

are of much earlier date than the invention of photography

itself, for while the Daguerreotype was not announced
until 1839, the principle of direct colour photography was
made public by Scheele and Senebier (1777-1782).

These workers discovered that chloride of silver deposited

on a smooth surface was darkened by the action of light

;

but they also went much further, and found that if the

light-coloured chloride were exposed to a spectrum of

white light the colouring of the silver salt bore consider-

able resemblance to the colours of the spectrum by which
it was produced. From that day to this the selective

colouring of silver chloride has been the basis of many
attempts to perfect photography in natural colours.

Seebeck, of Jena, brought the subject prominently before

the public in 1810 ; while Ritter,Wolla3ton, (Sir) Humphry
Davy, and Thomas Wedgwood, all worked upon and
reported their experiments in 1801-2. The four last

named applied their energies mainly, if not entirely, to

the darkening effect, without regard to colour ; but

the difficulties were the same in regard to both
branches of the subject, and the main difference is that

although the fundamental difficulty of " fixing " the image
has been overcome in ordinary photography, it has
remained insurmountable in the colour work. When once

it had been found that silver chloride was changed from
(practically) white to (practically) black by the action of

light, it was a simple matter to see that by shielding

a portion of the surface behind a stencil, a silhouette

portrait, or a fern-leaf, a picture of the shield in white

upon black, would be obtained. Working with leaves, it

would soon be apparent that great delicacy and gradation

of the darkening effect was obtainable, for while the ribs

and veins of the leaf would be represented by white, its

thinner parts were distinctly but faintly tinted. Here was
the germ of a very beautiful decorative art, even before the

camera method was suggested ; but the difficulty remained
that if the picture were examined or exposed in daylight

the fainter portions at once began to be tinted, until

gradually the whole sheet became one colour, and the

picture was lost. For a long time no method of prevent-

ing this was discovered, but eventually a solvent was
found which would attack and dissolve the silver chloride,

but which would not affect the salt in the dark state

to which it was reduced by the light's action. Hence,
after printing under a leaf, the uncoloured silver chloride

could be dissolved out and the picture remained as a

permanent silhouette.

It might seem as if this method ought to apply to the

coloured as fully as to the monochrome image, but this is

not found possible m practice. In one case there is a

definite chemical change, reducing the silver from the

chloride to the metallic state. In the other there is a

change too subtle for our present chemical and physical

knowledge, so that we cannot expect success by this

method until science has progressed considerably. By
far the most exhaustive scientific work upon the photo-

sensitive salts of silver, especially upon their colours,

is that carried on by the late M. Carey Lea, who saw no

prospect of success as a result.

To return to the earlier days : Sir John Herschel made
reports upon his work in 1819, and in 1841 he expressed

before the British Association the opinion that his experi-

ments might lead to the production of naturally coloured

photograms. Eobert Hunt, working from 1810-43, pub-

lished his results in 1844, under the title of " Researches

on Light." In 1848, Edmond Becquerel produced some
exceedingly sensitive silver surfaces, on which he made
pictures in colour, not only of the spectrum, but also of

natural objects—brightly dressed dolls, etc. This worker
is said to have rendered some of his " heliochromes "per-
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manent, but I can find no trace of his having claimed so

much ; no permanent works are known to exist, and it

is known that many of his pictures were very fleeting.

Poitevin, in 1868, stated that the coloured image could

be "fixed" by means of sulphuric acid ; and I believe he

gave to the late J. Traill Taylor certain of these coloured

pictures, which, "kept in a drawer without any special

precautions," retained their colours for (at least) several

years. But Mr. Taylor found it impossible to fix similar

impressions by any application of sulphuric acid that he
could make, and I believe that all other experimenters

have been equally unsuccessful.

In March, 1890, Franz Veresc, of Klausenberg, exhibited

at the Photographic Institute, Vienna, results on both

glass and paper, which were highly praised at the time, and
believed to be of great promise. The newspapers of the
whole world rang with his fame, but nothing further has
been heard on the subject.

The next important announcement, and one that has
been fully justified, was made in June, 1891, when Alphonse
Berget published, " Photographic des Couleurs par la

Methode interferentielle de M. Lippmann." A preliminary

announcement had been made in March of the same year
by M. Lippmann himself. The process is totally different,

in theory and in practice, from all others, and from the

scientific point of view is perfect. It has, however, certain

serious practical disadvantages, which I shall shortly

mention. The method is based on the " interference " of

light waves, and depends upon the idea that if light waves
are reflected back along their original path in such a way
that they twice pass through a sensitive film, the silver

will be deposited in laminas in the thickness of the film ; the
distance between the laminre being governed by the wave-
length of the light. Thus, every portion of the film has an
arrangement of its silver particles in definitely placed
strata, and forms, after development and fixation, a light-

filter allowing only light of the same wave-length which
deposited the silver to be reflected through it. In practice

the sensitive plate is made the front of a trough of

mercury, so that the light passing through the film strikes

the mercury and is reflected along the same path. The
pictures obtained are of great beauty and wonderful
fidelity to Nature, the difficulty being that they can only
be seen when the plates are held at a certain angle.

Practically the most satisfactory way of viewing the
results is by casting upon them the light of a powerful
optical lantern, which is reflected from the surface of the
picture on to a white screen—and this is hardly the
method which the general public needs.

As demand always creates a supply of some kind there
has been no lack, latterly, of methods, ostensibly more or
less simple, for photographing in colours. I must admit
that many people who have tried these methods seem
unable to obtain any result, yet as they have been read
before reputable Continental societies it seems scarce
likely that they are mere frauds. A type of several is

a paper given before the Socicte Francaise de Photo-
graphic by j\r. de Saint-Florent. He takes celloidin

(collodio-chloride) paper, exposes it to sunlight until it

assumes a reddish-black colour, then soaks it for ten
minutes in a bath of

—

Alcohol (Beaume 35") ... Bounces
G-lyceriue 2 drams
Tincture of Iodine (2i%) ... 2 drams
Ammonia (S8C) ... ... 6 drops

Dry in dark room, then expose under coloured transparency
in direct sunlight for about an hour, when the colours will

appear. Fix in a bath of hyposulphite of soda (six per
cent, to ten per cent.). In the fixing the colours become

brilliant at first, then totally fade to a pale lemon yellow
;

but if the print is then withdrawn, washed rapidly, and
dried in the sun or before a bright fire, the colours will

reappear in full brilliancy, and be permanent. One of

my correspondents says that this method results in the

deposit, in the first bath, and on the paper, of a

precipitate of iodide of nitrogen, which is a sufficiently

sensitive fulminate to take fire from rubbing with the

fingers when the paper is dry.

Another method was given quite recently, before the

Acadomie des Sciences of Paris, by A. Graby. The paper

is a lengthy one, complete formulaj are given, and it has

the advantage of being mainly based upon suggestions

already made by other workers. The whole is given (in

a condensed translation) in the Photoiiram for February

last, and I cannot well give it in the present limited

space. It is based upon work with the various coloured

subchlorides of silver, and the author begins by preparing

a film in which, simultaneously, we have red and blue

subchlorides and a yellow chromate of silver. He says,

to quote the translation :

—

" Under the influence of blue light the blue subchloride

is not sensitive, and remains the same ; but the red, if

mercuric chloride is present, takes up chlorine and is

converted into blue. If chromic acid be present also, the

yellow becomes oxidized to blue.

" Under yellow light the chromic acid is not affected,

but the blue and red—especially the former—are bleached,

losing their chlorine and amalgamating with mercury.
" Under red light the red subchloride remains un-

changed, but the blue is changed by the red-orange rays

into the red sub-chloride."

Thus we see that each light-ray ignores the pigment of

its own colour, and converts to its own colour the pigments

that differ. All this, says M. Graby, is old ground ; and
what he claims as new is a method of removing the old

difficulty which caused the whites to be represented by
black, and the lighter greys by dark greys, etc., owing to

the production of a great amount of pigment under white

light. To overcome this difficulty the author uses a

gelatine film which, at the outset, is insoluble, but which
is rendered soluble by the action of light, the most com-
plete solubility occurring where white light has acted.

The print is then " developed " in warm water, as in the

carbon process, in which the gelatine is washed away in

proportion to its solubility.

Perhaps I have dwelt too long upon these methods, and
left too little space for the recently boomed results of

Bennetto and Chassagne. In point of time, Bennetto's

announcement came a year or more before Chassagne's, and
in quality his work is immensely superior. Of Bennetto's

method we know nothing. All the pictures he has shown
hitherto are transparencies on glass, and he will not allow

them to be handled by anyone else, even for the purpose of

placing them in the optical lantern. The results are

wonderful—as near perfection as we need hope to come.

Chassagne's colour pictures, on the other hand, though
wonderful as purely photographic productions, have the

appearance of ordinary silver prints tinted with aniline

dyes. Of the method we know something. A negative is

made, in the ordinary way, on a plate prepared with

a " special solution." This is developed in the ordinary

way and produces an ordinary negative. From this a

print is made on paper prepared with the same " special

solution," which gives an ordinary print, which is ordinarily

toned and fixed. The print is then immersed, successively,

in three baths of dye, when it absorbs each in the portions

needing such colour. The manipulations—exposing, de-

veloping, and printing—have been carried out by Sir Henry
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Wood, Captain Abney, and Herbert Jackson (of King's

College), and the results put through the dye baths, im-

mediately and in their presence, by a young lady represent-

ing the inventor. The subjects were their own—flowers

and fruit bought at Coveut Garden immediately before the

experiments.

The position of direct natural-colour photography can
hardly be said to be finally satisfactory. We have the

indirect (three-colour) method, perfect and commercial.

We have formulse published, but insufficiently tested and
confirmed. And we have two processes of which the

results are shown, but around the methods of which there

is a veil of mystery. What has been accomplished gives

us hope for success as crowning further work, and I believe

that much is yet to be expected from the careful researches

of Carey Lea, applied along some such lines as are suggested

by Graby.
Since the above was written a patent specification has

been filed by Dansac and Chassagne. This, of course,

should give us a full insight into the Chassagne process,

but, as a matter of fact, it is so complicated, so contradic-

tory, and so chemically impossible that it has been
generally accepted as a ridiculous piece of involved

phrasing. Even the American agents for the process have
acknowledged this, and point out the value of words as a

means to conceal thought.

Within the last few days, too, the inventors of the

Chassagne process have given three or four demonstrations
at the Photographic Convention. In addition to the

selective absorption of the dyes by silver prints, the
demonstrator claimed that the same action would occur
with carbon prints. This, to photographers, seems to

finally dispose of any idea of chemical selection. Asked
whether the same result could be obtained with a half-tone

print (in ordinary printing ink on ordinary paper), the
demonstrator offered to try ; and though she was stopped
before completing the experiment, it went far enough to

show that the blue dye coloured the sky, but did not colour

a white horse which was the principal object. After this

I incline to award the credit to the operator, who paints
on the dyes with a set of varying brushes, rather than to

any " selective " power of the process.

ANCIENT VOLCANOES OF GREAT BRITAIN.-

VOLCANOES in Britain! How can that be ? The
volcanoes themselves are dead and buried—buried
beneath the cobwebs of antiquity ; nevertheless,
these ancient lights are unearthed from time to

time, like Roman lamps from buried cities, and
they tell in eloquent, though
silent, terms the story of their

infancy, matured life, and old

Long, long ago, there was
in Great Britain many a trun- ../

cated conical mountain, topped ••''
.l.-^ '", . - .-•

by cup-shaped hollows com-
municating with the fiery

regions in the interior of the

earth. They variegated the

scene from the plains below
with their dark canopies of

blackest smoke and lurid noc-

turnal gleams of fii-e. If you possess the happy faculty

of imagination it may be possible to infuse new life

• " Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain." By Sir Archibald Geitie,
F.R.S. (MacmiUan.) Two T0I3. 363.

into the dry bones—raise these old volcanoes from the

dead. Drawing aside the curtain which hides the past

history of our ancient island home, and in fancy projecting

our thoughts backwards to an unrecorded period, one may
witness the grinding and hissing murmur of the escaping

gases through the dread chasms of the volcanoes of the

Malvern HiUs ; the flashing of hydrogen with thunder-
like violence into Tiuion with atmospheric oxygen over the

Cambrian Group in Wales ; the deepening of the black-

ness as of night rushing upon the realm of noon,

encu'cling the land as with an impenetrable veil—rolling

on over air, earth, and sea. Looking towards Charnwood
Forest, you may in your mind's eye see the lightnings

darting to and fro iu innumerable zigzag streaks, woven
into a fantastic fiery gauze-like envelope and assuming
quaint and vast mimicries of monster shapes striding

rapidly across the gloom— the glow of overhanging
vapours, like pillars of fire, mingling with the blue

flames of hydrogen and sulphur, investing the scene of

horrible beauty with hues such as no rainbow ever

rivalled. Turning northwards you may behold the vol-

canoes of the Lake District belching forth showers of

ashes mixed with vast fragments of burning stones, and
white-hot lava welling over the craters' edges and clothing

the mountain slopes with liquid fire—forming in hollows

seething lakes. More distant still, the volcanoes of the

Cheviot Hills, Ben Nevis, and outwards to the West, in

Ireland, by a little stretch of the imagination you may see

simultaneous eruptions discharged into the sea.

" The contrast between the peacefulness and beauty of

the ordinary landscape and the hideous warfare of the

elements at these times of volcanic fury, could not but

powerfully impress the imagination and give a colour to

early human conceptions of nature and religion. . . .

When in later centuries the scientific spirit began to

displace the popular and mythological interpretation of

natural phenomena, the existence of volcanoes and their

extraordinary phenomena offered a fruitful field for specula-

tion and conjecture. . . . By slow degrees the volcano was
recognized to be as normal a part of the mechanism of our

planet as the rivers that flow on the terrestrial surface.

.... They feel that their knowledge of the earth extends

a little beyond its mere outer skin, and that the mystery
which still hangs over the vast interior of the planet can
only, if ever, be dispelled by the patient study of these

vents of communication between the interior and the

surface." Towards the solution of this problem what can
the volcanoes of our island contribute ? Not a single

crater anywhere remains, save where it has been buried

under lava. What of the original cones'? They have
perished, and the most telling evidence of old volcanoes

Fro. 1.—Effects of Denudation in a Vcsuvian Cone.

that remains to us is only to be found in the materials
which they have left behind. All this scattered evidence
of the awe-inspiring objects which once diversified the
surface of our land, has been brought together by the
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genius of such men as Sir Archibald Geikie ; and their

testimony has been supplemented in such wise that the

position of long vanished seas, rivers, and lakes may
be ascertained. " Popular imagination has long been
prone to see signs of volcanic action in the more prominent
rocky features of landscape. A bold crag, a deep and
precipitous ravine, a chasm in the side of a mountain, have
been imhesitatingly set down as proof of volcanic dis-

turbance. Many a cauldron-shaped recess, like the corries

of Scotland or the cwms of Wales, has been cited as

Fig. 2.—Flow Structure in the Lowest Felsite on the Track from
Llanberis to the Top of Snowdon.

an actual crater, with its encircling walls still standing

complete "
; but these are misconceptions which vanish in

the light furnished by the relics of the ancient volcanoes of

Great Britain.

There is no reason to believe that modern volcanoes

differ in any essential respect from those of past ages in

the earth's history, and it is possible, therefore, by studying

the materials thi-own up by the former and comparing
them with the ejectamenta and other remains left behind
by the latter, to obtain conclusive proofs of the existence

of once active volcanoes in this country. In the British

Islands ancient volcanoes of the Vesuvian type are well

represented. Such a volcano when in activity might
appear as outlined in Fig. 1. By prolonged denudation
the cone would eventually be worn down, the crater dis-

appearing ; and the only relic of the eruptive orifice may
be the central lava column (p) sohdified within the vent.

The waste continuing, it might in course of time reach the

original surface of the ground on which the volcano built

up its heap of ejected material, the central lava plug
being left as an isolated eminence, marking the site of the

former vent, as if to commemorate some tragic historical

event.

Although all outward traces of actual volcanoes may
have been effaced, the erupted materials left in the

neighbourhood possess certain characters which dis-

tinguish them from other constituents of the terrestrial

crust ; thus the extrusive rocks are of two kinds—(1) the
lavas poured out in a molten condition at the surface,

and (2) the fragmental materials, including all kinds of

pyroclastic di'triuis discharged from volcanic vents. One
can weU imderstaud that in such rocks, chemically formed
by the reaction of different materials as in a gallipot, the
composition will differ in a marked degree from sedimen-
tary rocks, many of which are to a great extent formed by
the mechanical mixture of diverse materials. Lavas,
however, furnish more easily appreciated characteristics.

For example, such a structure of rock undoubtedly took
its origin in molten masses from the expansion of

imprisoned gases, something after the fashion of yeast in

the process of fermentation, and thus forms a crucial test

in deciding the once liquid condition of rocks which dis-

play it. The vesicles are sometimes flattened owing to

elongation of the steamholes by movement of the lava

before its consolidation, and by the trend and grouping of

these elongated cavities the probable direction of the flow

of the lava before it finally came to rest may be deter-

mined. The presence of glass, or some result of the

devitrification of an original glass, is so abundantly found
in lavas that it may safely be inferred that the original

condition of most lavas was vitreous. " Not only are

vestiges of the original glass recognizable, but the whole
progress of devitrification may be followed into a crystal-

line structure. The primitive crystallites or microlites

of different minerals may be seen to have grouped them-
selves together into more or less perfect crystals, while

scattered crystals of earlier consolidation have been
partially dissolved in and corroded by the molten glass.

These and other characteristics of once fused rocks have
to a considerable extent been imitated artificially by MM.
Fouque and Michel Levy, who have fused the constituent

minerals in the proper proportions."

One of the most striking features is the frequency and
remarkable flow structure represented in Fig. 2. By
making a sufficient number of observations of the direction

of this flow and projecting backwards, the point of inter-

section of all the lines of flow would probably indicate

the site of the original vent. " I would," says Sir

Archibald, "refer to one of the basement felsites of

Snowdon, which forms a line of picturesque crags on the

slope facing Llanberis. The layers of variously devitrified

matter curl and fold over each other, and have been rolled

into balls, or have been broken up and enclosed within

the other. The general push indicated by them points to

the westward. Turning round from the crags, and
looking towards the west, we see before us on the other

side of the deep vale of Llyn Cwellyn, at a distance of

little more than three miles, the great dome-shaped
Mynydd-mawr, which, there is every reason to believe,

marks one of the orifices of eruption. It might in this

way be practicable to obtain information regarding even

Fio. 3.—Ejected Block of Basalt which has fallen among Carboni-
ferous Shales and Limestones. Shore, Pettyeur, Fife.

some of the vents that still lie deeply buried under
volcanic or sedimentary rocks."

Among the volcanic records of former periods, one
occasionally comes upon a single block of lava embedded
among tuffs or even in non-volcanic strata. We know
that by the tremendous explosions of volcanoes at the
present day such stones are often deflected from the

vertical and projected to immense distances from the vent,

and there can be little doubt that the blocks of basalt

(Fig. 8) found from time to time, were, in the distant past,

hurled like thunderbolts from the now extinct volcanoes

in our own peaceful island. To those who desire to know
more of this fascinating subject, we would say, " Read the
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two handsome volumes containing a detailed account of Sir
:

Archibald Geikie's researches in this branch of knowledge."

What we have said only conveys a feeble impression of

the monumental work this gifted author has bequeathed

to scientific literature—a work characterized by an evident

desire to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth ; a work entirely free from aggressiveness—

without the shadow of an attempt to encroach on the

credulous by enunciating theories fabricated from " the

stuff that dreams are made of." Maps, photographs,

drawings, and all that can contribute to give a clear I

presentment of fact have been called in as auxiliaries, and
the total result is indeed gratifying. We must express

our indebtedness to the pubUshers of these volumes for

allowing us to reproduce the accompanying illustrations,
j

J. M.

THE PEDIGREE OF THE CAT.

By R. Lydekker, B.A., F.E.S.

IN
the article on " The Origin of Some of our Domestic

Animals " which appeared in the February issue of

this journal, it was stated that want of space

precluded any allusion to the ancestry of domestic

cats and the various breeds of dogs. And, indeed,

to treat adequately of the pedigree of even one of these

groups would demand a space at least equal to that

contained in a whole number of Knowledge. As this is

obviously impossible, all that can be attempted in the

present communication is to bring to notice some of the

facts and theories bearing on the pedigree of the domestic

cat.

Although it is a common notion that our ordinary

"tabby "is the du-ect descendant of the European wild

cat (Felis catus), now so nearly exterminated in Britain,

the best modern authorities are of opinion that the real

ancestor is a wild species inhabiting North-Eastern Africa,

and commonly known as the KaiSr cat {Fi'lis Carf'ra*) ; a

reputed variety of the same species bemg stated to inhabit

parts of Southern Europe. The facility with which several

of the smaller species of wild cats will breed together, and
likewise the circumstance that the domesticated cats of

Asia apparently have an origin distinct from that of the

European breeds, renders the subject one of more difficulty

than might at first seem to be the case. Moreover, the

elaborate investigations lately undertaken by Dr. E.

Hamilton into the natural history of the European wild

cat tend to show that at least a considerable proportion of

the existing representatives of that species have been

largely crossed with the domestic race. And it is con-

sequently somewhat difficult to determine what are the

distinctive features of the pure-bred wild cat.

With regard to the differences between the domestic

and the wild cat, it has been generally asserted that the

latter is considerably the larger animal of the two, although

the comparisons made by Dr. IlamUton indicate that this

is not reaUy the case. The statement that the tail of the

wUd species is shorter and stouter seems largely due to the

circumstance that the fur is more abundant and bushy,

so that the tail of the domestic breed appears longer and
more slender ; but, on the whole, it seems that in domestic

cats the tail does differ to a certain extent in this respect

from that of the pure-bred wild animal, although, as Dr.
Hamilton remarks, individuals of the domestic races are

sometimes met with which exhibit scarcely any difference

• The African cat named Felis maniculata does not seem speci-

fically distinct, and F. caligata is clearly a synonym.

in this respect from the wild cat. Obviously, then, the

tail—on which so much stress has been laid—is not a

matter of very much importance in the inquiry. With
regard to the general coloration of the fur, although both

the wild cat and a large number of individuals of the old

European domestic breed are of what is commonly known
as the "tabby " type, the markings of pure-bred specimens

of the former are stated to present certain differences from

those of the latter, and are described as being more tiger-

like. Then, too, the dark rings on the tail of the wild

cat, according to Dr. Hamilton, appear blackish brown
when held against the light, whereas those of the domestic
" tabby " are jetty black.

Perhaps the most important point in which domestic

cats differ from the pure-bred wild cat, and thereby

resemble the Kaffir cat, is in the coloration of the hind

foot. Dr. A. Nehring, of Berlin, who brought the fact to

notice, states that in the Egyptian animal the pads on the

under surface of the toes are black, this colour extending

upwards on the foot as far as the heel-bone, the under

surface of this part of the limb being in some cases wholly

black, but in others marked with black stripes on a lighter

ground. On the other hand, the pure-bred wild cat has

only a small black spot on the pads, while the colour of

the fur on the under surface of the foot as far up as the heel-

bone is some shade of yellow or yellowish grey. Since

all European domesticated cats—except, of course, those

which are wholly black or white—agree with the former

type of coloration, there seems full justification for regard-

ing them as the descendants of the African Kaffir cat.

Moreover, the tail of the latter is distinctly longer and less

bushy than that of the wUd cat, and thus more like that

of the domestic breeds. Additional evidence in favour of

the southern origin of our domestic breeds has lately been

fui-nished by Dr. G. Martorelli, of Milan, who has described

two European wild cats, the one from Sardinia and the

other from the Tuscan Maremma. These are stated to be

very different from the ordinary wild cat, and to approxi-

mate to the Kaffir cat, of which they are regarded as

forming a race or variety, under the name of the Medi-

terranean cat (F. Meditfrranca). As these cats present

considerable resemblances to domestic breeds, there can

be little hesitation in accepting the view that, so far as

Europe is concerned, the latter were originally derived from

the Kaffir cat.

But Prof. Martorelli goes one step further than this, and

suggests that the European wild cat, through the inter-

vention of the Mediterranean race, is likewise descended

from the Kaffir cat. Curiously enough. Dr. Hamilton,

from the circumstance that certain fossil remains found in

Belgium and England seemed to belong to F. catfra rather

than F. catus, had previously hazarded the conjecture
" that the European wild cat and the Egyptian domestic

cat are derived from one common ancestor."

Although it is going a little out of the way, it may be

mentioned here that, in the opinion of Prof. Martorelli, the

Kaffir cat has given rise to another hue of descendants.

The first species on this line is the jungle cat {F. chaus)

of India and Africa, while the second place is occupied by

the various species of lynxes, between which and the

Kaffir cat the jungle cat forms a connecting link. From
a side branch of this line the steppe cat [F. caudata) of

Bokhara is considered to have sprung.

Returning to the domestic cat of Europe, it may be

mentioned that the animal termed ailums by the ancient

Greeks, and kept by them in a domestic state, was not

really a cat, although the word is so rendered in our trans-

lations of the classics. On the contrary, it appears from

the researches of the late Prof. RoUeston, of Oxford, to
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have been a species of marten (Mustela). That cats were
tamed by the ancient Egyptians is proved by the number
of their mummified remains entombed in various parts of

the country, notably at Bubastis. Indeed, so plentiful are

mummified cats that a few years ago they formed a brisk

article of trade, being employed for manure. From a
careful examination of their remains, it has been inferred

by Prof. Virchow that the animal to which they belonged
was indistinguishable from the wild Kaffir cat, and was
not truly domesticated. In one of the ancient frescoes of
the country, there is, however, depicted a cat presenting a
striking hkeness to the ordinary "tabby," and it is therefore
quite possible that a distinct domesticated race may also
have existed in ancient Egypt. There is, indeed, a possi-
bility that if the so-called Mediterranean cat be really a
wild variety of the KafSr cat, a domesticated race may
have originated in South-Eastern Europe, rather than in
North-Eastern Africa. In suggesting that the original

domestication took place in the latter area, Dr. Hamilton
cites the occurrence of representations of undoubted
Egyptian cats in Etrurian tombs dating from a period
between 350 and 200 b.c. And a correspondent from
Rome writes to him as follows :

" I should think there was
no doubt whatever that the Etruscans received the domestic
oat from the Egyptians by means of the PhcDenician traders,
as in the very earliest and rudest Etruscan tombs in the
neighbourhood of Civeta Castellani (the contents of which
are now in the Museum of Papa Guilio, near Eome) there
are unmistakable traces of the Pha-nician trade." With-
out denying that such may have been the case, the dis-

covery of the Mediterranean cat, as already mentioned,
suggests the possibility of a European origin for the
domestic race. On the other hand, the Mediterranean
cat itself may prove to be merely a feral race derived from
an Egyptian importation.
Be this as it may—and the problem is one hardly capable

of decisive solution—Dr. Nehring is of opinion that wild
cats were originally brought under subjugation by station-
ary agricultural tribes, to whom it must have been of the
utmost importance that their hoards of grain should be
protected as much as possible from the ravages of rats
and mice.

When once a domesticated breed had become established
in Europe, it would certainly have been freely crossed with
the wild cat. And it seems highly probable that to such
crossing is due the great prevalence of "tabbies" in Europe
previous to the introduction of the now fashionable Persian
breed

; the wild cat having the dark stripes broader, and
frequently more numerous, than they are in the Kaffir cat.

As to the date of introduction of the domestic cat into
Britain, the earliest written evidence of its existence there
occurs in the laws of the Welsh Prince, Howel Dhu,
which were enacted about the middle of the tenth century.
Certain remains of cats have, however, been discovered in
Roman villas in this country which appear to belong to
the domestic breed ; and if these be rightly identified, the
first introduction of the animal must have been at a much
earlier date, the Roman evacuation having taken place
about the middle of the fifth century of our era.

Although cats of all colours are now met with, and some
of them, at least, have been long known there, the preva-
lence of " tabby " is, as already said, very characteristic of
the old domesticated breed of Europe. In Eastern Asia, on
the other hand, as was long since pointed out by that very
observant naturalist the late Edward Blyth, " tabbies

"

are unknown, and either spotted or uniformly coloured cats
are prevalent. In India, for instance, where they have not
been crossed with a European stock, the ordinary cats are
either spotted or fulvous, with barred limbs. In Siam we

have the peculiar and valuable Siamese cat, characterized

by the uniformly tawny fur of the body, the dark muzzle,
and blue eyes. Again, the long-haired Persian or Angora
breed is also uniformly coloured, the prevalent tints being
white, yellowish, or greyish.

Among the smaller wild species of the genus indigenous
to India is the desert cat (Felts ornata), of which the

general colour is pale sandy, upon which are small roundish
black spots on the body, and elongated spots or streaks on
the neck and face ; two dark bars being present on the

inner side of the fore limb. From this species have
probably originated the spotted domestic cats of India, in

which the spots tend to aggregate into streaks on the fore

part of the body, while the slender tail is ringed. Probably,

however, considerable crossing has taken place with two
other wild Indian species, namely the leopard cat {F. Bcnga-
lensis) and the tiny rusty-spotted cat (F. nibiiiinosn).

Many of these spotted domestic cats have run wild, and
one such has been described as a distinct species.

With regard to the fulvous domesticated Indian breed,

in which the fur of the body is uniform tawny, the legs

barred, and the tail ringed, it seems probable that this,

too, was originally descended from the desert cat, but that

it has derived its uniform coloration from the jungle cat
(7-'. chaiis), which, as already said, is related to the lynxes.

That it is not the direct descendant of that species seems
evident from the different relative lengths of its tail and
limbs, and the absence of pencils of hair on the ears.

We have already said that in the opinion of Prof.

Martorelli the jungle cat and steppe cat are descendants

of the Kaffir cat; and as the desert cat and steppe cat are

closely allied, it follows that, if his views be correct, all

the Indian domestic cats trace their ultimate origin to the

Kaffir cat.

Nothing definite is known as to the origin of the

beautiful Siamese cat, but it seems possible that it may
be the descendant of the golden or bay cat (F. TcminincM)

of the Malay countries, which is a uniformly coloured

bright ferruginous red or dark brown species, with a rela-

tively short tail.

There is likewise no certain information with regard to

the pedigree of the Persian or Angora cat. The deserts of

Central Asia are, however, the home of a very peculiar

species of the genus F'eiis, which was first described by
the Russian naturalist Pallas, under the name of /''. nianul,

and is popularly known as Pallas's cat. This species,

which is about the size of an average domestic cat, differs

from all other wild Old World members of the genus by
the great length and softness of its fur. Its general colour

is pale whitish grey, with some narrow dark markings on
the chest, loins, and limbs ; the tail being short and ringed.

With the exception of the shortness of the tail and its

dark rings, all the characters of this species are just those

which might be expected in the ancestor of the Persian

breed ; and it is quite probable that the points mentioned
may have been eliminated by careful selection or crossing.

To discuss certain other less well-known domesticated

breeds would probably be wearisome to the reader, and
would likewise exceed the limits of our space. Sufficient

has been said to indicate that the origin of the animal

commonly known as FcUs domestica is probably a com-
posite one, and that it is scarcely entitled to be called a

single species.

If the views of Prof. Martorelli be found substantially

correct, the following will be the lines of evolution.

Firstly, we have the ancestral type of the Kaffir cat (F.

Ca/I'ra), inhabiting North-Eastern Africa and a considerable

part of Europe during the Pleistocene, and perhaps a part

of the Pliocene, period. From this original species
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originated in the eastern side of the Old World the

Mediterranean cat (F. Mtylitirnine</] and the wild cat (7".

cat us). When man became dominant he produced the

European domestic breed, either directly from the typical

Kaffir cat or from its variety the Mediterranean cat. And
this original domestic breed soon became crossed with its

immediate cousin the wild cat.

On the other hand, in the East the original Kaffir cat

gave rise to the jungle cat (F. chaus), the steppe cat (F.

cawlata), and presumably, therefore, that near ally of the

latter the Indian desert cat (F. oinata). From the latter

are derived the spotted Indian domestic cats, while the

fulvous domestic breed of the same country has been
produced by a cross with the jungle cat. Both these are

now largely crossed with their somewhat remote cousin

the striped domestic cat of Europe.
The Persian cat, as we have seen, may probably be

derived from PaUas's cat, which has no sort of connection
with the Kaffir cat ; and the cross between the Persian and
European " tabby," now so common, is consequently a very
mixed breed indeed. Finally, it is probable that the

Siamese cat has an ancestry totally distinct from that of

aU the rest.

MILL AND TENNYSON.*

TO
the students of Mill, this carefully selected collection

of his earlier essays will be most welcome ; while
the general reader, to whom their author is barely

more than a great name, will tind in this little

volume how wide was the range and how many-
sided were the interests that occupied Mill's thoughts.
Written for the most part at the outset of his career, these

essays breathe throughout the exalted mind combined
with a just and genial critical acumen which is so

characteristic of Mill in all his work. These were the

attributes he brought to bear upon the consideration of

the gravest economic problems, as well as to matters with
which he was not so closely identified. In his earnest
sincerity and thoroughness in all his work will be found
the irue secret of his marvellous power of comprehension.
This principle of thoroughness is of the utmost importance
to latter-day students, who are in danger of being carried

away by the absurd notion that it is desirable to make haste
to do nothing.

The book contains the whole of the five papers com-
prised in the volume, " Essays on Some Unsettled
Questions of Political Economy," which Mill published in

184i, and of which the last, " On the Definition of Political

Economy, ' is now of most interest; one essay on " Cor-
porate and Church Property," which appeared in Tlw
Jurist in 1833 ; and the noble eulogy of Carlyle's " French
Kevolution " which Mill contributed to the London and
Westminster Revifw in 1837, " before," as he tells us
himself (Autobiography), " the commonplace critics, all

whose rules and modes of judgment it set at defiance," had
time to sharpen their tomahawks or opportunity to use
them. The editor has also reprinted the masterly essay
on Bentham which appeared in the same review in 1838

;

adding as appendices two subsequent articles ("Democracy
and Government," and " Remarks on Bentham's Philo-
sophy "), together with Mill's dignified vindication of his

father's memory, contained in the well-known letter he
addressed to the editor of the Edinlmnjli Review.

It is not by any means the least of our obligations to

the author of these essays that he discovered Tennyson

• '-Early Essays by John Stuart Mill." Selected from the Original
Sources by J. W. M. Gibbs. (London : George Bell & Sons.) 3s. 6d.

for his generation, and the reprint of his original review

(now more than sixty years old) of Tennyson's first two
volumes of poems will most probably prove to be of more
general interest than anything else in the volume. This
generous yet critical review of the earlier work of the great

poet is indeed interesting reading, and it was a happy
inspiration which led Mr. Gibbs to include it in his

collection, where it is introduced by two critical papers

on " What is Poetry ? " and " The Two Kinds of Poetry."

In this edifying discussion. Mill travels lightly over

the familiar ground, quoting Ebenezer EUiott's well-known
definition of poetry, and contrasting the styles of Words-
worth and of Shelley, to both of whom he pays the highest

tribute. But in the essay on Tennyson the essayist is at

his best, whether in the kindly act of defending the young
poet against the " egregious critic of the (Quarterly," or in

mildly deprecating the " mocking exaggeration" of genial

Christopher North. In quoting the whole of the beautiful

poem, " New Year's Eve," the sequel of the better known
" May Queen," MUl declares it to be " fitted for a more
extensive popularity than any other in the two volumes.
Simple, genuine pathos, arising out of the situations and
feelings common to mankind generally, is, of aU poetic

beauty, that which can be most universally appreciated" ;

while the more ambitious " Legend of the Lady of

Shalott," " in powers of narrative and scene painting

combined, must be ranked among the very first of its

class." Mill's discernment and prescience have indeed
been amply justified. In the young poet who had so

grievously offended the "commonplace " critics (how
ludicrous their cavillings now) , he could perceive the giant

of letters of later years.

We hope Mr. Gibbs may be encouraged to give us a

second volume of these fascinating and informing essays,

which have been so well selected and so carefully edited.

WIND AS AN AID TO FLIGHT.

By F. W. He.^ley, M.A.

BIRDS understand wind and all its vagaries, and they
turn them all to account. Many problems which
men of science are compelled to class among those

which they hope to solve some day, or, perhaps,
despair of solving, a young bird begins to work

out directly he is fledged. I will take some typical cases

in which a bird derives help from the wind. It will be

found that the wind, if it is to lift a bird, supplementing
the work of his wings, or even doing all the lifting,

must either move in an upward direction, or, if it does not
deviate from the horizontal, it must be of unequal velocity.

A wind that is unequal, or not uniform, may either be

made up of currents moving at unequal rates, or it may
blow now gently, now strongly. A uniform horizontal

breeze cannot lift or maintain a heavy body in the air

unless that body has momentum of its own. It is no
better than still air, since the bird—we must try to put
ourselves in his position—becomes part of the moving
current. The momentum required he derives either from
his own wing-beats or from the inequalities of the wind.
When a bird rises with wings outspread and motionless,

there must be inequality, supposing that the wind is

horizontal.

A lark, when he is flying upward—always singing in

spite of the steepness of the incline, as if to show how
easy it Is—invariably faces the wind. When he turns

away from it he ceases to rise and generally loses elevation.

When he wishes again to rise, he turns his head towards
the wind. To take another instance : a cormorant, sated
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at last, wishes to join his comrades who are drying their

wings ou a rock not far off. The wind is blowing towards

the rock in question ; accordingly he begins by flying in

the opposite direction, so that the wind may assist him as

he struggles to rise from the water. This feat accomplished,

he turns round and makes all sail for his destination. The
lark and the cormorant are quite right in thinking that

the wind will help to lift them, but it does so only because
it increases in velocity as they rise. Near the surface of the

land or the sea it is retarded by friction. An anemometer
reveals a very marked increase in velocity at successive

elevations not far from the ground. By means of kites

experiments have been made up to a height of a thousand
feet, and even there the increase continues, though it is

much more gradual. Were it not for this increase of

velocity with altitude, the lark, after his first jump from
the ground, would, but for his own efl'orts, move back-
ward with the wind. It would not Uft him any more
than it will Uft a baUoon from which the gas has
escaped. But perpetually passing from a slower to a
more rapid current (in theory it is convenient to divide the
air into definite strata), he has always an inertia which
enables the wind to lift him. He is still, so to speak, part
of the slowly moving stratum below when he emerges into

the rapidly moving stratum above. In fact, he illustrates

the principle of the kite—inertia, which is equivalent to

momentum, taking the place of the string. As long as
the kite is held by the string, it will rise ; cut the string,

and [the wind will at once resign it to the mercies of

gravitation. We see, then, that if a lark wishes the wind to

help him to rise, he must face it—incline his body forward,
as a kite is inclined ; and, further, that the inequality of

the wind must give him inertia or momentum, or else his

wings will have to raise him without assistance. When
gulls advance at right angles to the wind without any
beating of their wings, the principle applied is the same.
From some slight elevation they glide downwards till they
are near the ground or the surface of the sea, then
(possibly by a twist at the waist) they turn suddenly and
face the wind, which lifts them to their former elevation

;

after which the process begins again.

It may be that when birds soar, i.e., rise in spirals

without moving their wings, they are availing themselves
at each upward step of the increasing velocity of the wind.
But they sometimes attain an elevation of a mUe or more,
and there the increase must be a negligeable quantity, if

it has not at length reached the vanishing point ; and,
therefore, we have to look elsewhere for an explanation of

soaring.

This brings us to the subject of up-currents, obviously
much to be desired if wing labour is to be saved ; and birds,

whenever such assistance is to be had, are always ready to

profit by it. When the wind blows against a clifl', it is, of

course, deflected upward, and gulls may sometimes be seen
enjoying the fun of being lifted like a foam bubble by the
up-cun-ent, then descending to be lifted again. Oftener
they may be seen soaring over cliffs or hills near the shore,

ascending in noble spirals without a motion of their wings.
The secret lies in the upward slant of the wind. But
soaring may be seen under quite different circumstances.
The adjutant bird, one of the noblest of soarers, rises till

he looks a mere speck or vanishes altogether, over the
plains of Burmah. Can there be up-currents there ? It is

possible that, owing to the ground being unequally heated
by the sun, there may be such currents here and there.

But in Egypt I have seen kites soaring over fields where
the young corn was growing thick and green, and where,
consequently, the earth's surface was not much heated.
Probably the adjutant depends on the ii-regularity of the

wind. Even what we call a steady wind, we know by

Prof. Langley's experiments, is very unsteady, and varies

enormously in velocity from one moment to another. This

fact the adjutant may make use of, deriving from it the

indispensable inertia or momentum. As long as he can

offer resistance to the breeze, not being carried by it like a

balloon, but feeling it blowing in his face, so long the

breeze will continue to lift him. Whenever the wind
fi-eshens he will turn and face it, and wiU rise like a kite.

When it slackens he will sail with it, descending slightly.

Obviously there will be a good deal of leeway, a phenome-
non vouched for by good observers ; but there will be a gain

in altitude. And thus the grand bird, making even the

wind, that " chartered libertine," his slave, rises higher

and higher—often, no doubt, watching as he soars for

carrion on the earth below, but often, probably, delighting

only in the cool upper air, and in the exercise of his own
skill.

To descend now to a humbler but very wonderful per-

formance. Gulls may often be seen following in the wake
of a steamer without a motion of their wings, though the

wind is blowing strong in their faces. They are taking

advantage of an up-current. As the steamer advances,

the air at the stern rushes down to prevent a vacuum
being left, and this down-draught rebounds off the surface

of the sea and a strong up-draught is formed. The gull puts

himself in this up-draught, which lifts him like a feather-

weight, then he glides downward and onward at a great

pace. Meanwhile, the point at which the up-draught is

formed advances. He soon finds himself in it again, is

raised to his former elevation, and the process is repeated.

But often a gull will hover over the stern, apparently

almost motionless, in realiiy steadily advancing with the

steamer. Here, too, there must be an up-current, the

wLud blowing at a slight angle to the steamer being

deflected upward when it strikes her side. This buoys the

gull up. In rising he loses way ; when he advances, he

descends. But he does not descend or rise rapidly, as in

the case last described. Like a consummate artist, the

gull conceals the art which he employs.

For the solution of this and other flight problems more
observations are needed. The interest of the subject will

amply repay anyone who will devote time and energy to

the study of it.

ENGLISH MEDALS.-II.
By G. F. Hill, M.A.

OUR last article* brought us up to the Stuart

Restoration in the history of EngUsh medals.
That event naturally excited great interest, and is

illustrated by a number of medals which accord to

the King the usual measure of fulsome praise. The
most important medallists of this time were the Eoettiers,

a family of Antwerpian origin, of whom John, the eldest,

had been brought to the notice of Charles whUe residing in

Holland. Thomas Simon.who had worked for the Common-
wealth, did not retire from his post of Engraver to the Mint
until 1664. He died of the plague in 1665, and the fine

medal (No. 1) relating to the "Dominion of the Sea,"

struck in 1665, is supposed to be his last work. The King
rides (in the character of Neptune) in triumph over the

waves, and the design commemorates the naval victory

obtained by the English over the Dutch ou the 3rd of June,

ofi" Lowestoft.

The work of John Roettier may be illustrated by a medal
(No. 2) commemorating the Restoration, although apparently

* See Knowledge for April, 1897.
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struck some half-dozen years after. It is chiefly interesting

for two reasons : it gives us the type of Britannia since

then so familiar, and the lady who sat for Britannia was
no other than the notorious Mrs. Stuart, afterwards Duchess
of Richmond. Pepys, in his diary (26th February, 1667),

mentions his having seen " the King's new medale, where
in little there is ]\Irs. Steward's face as well done as ever I

saw anything in my whole life, I think : and a pretty thing

it is that he should choose her face to represent Britannia

by."

We must pass over the medals struck in the earlier years

of the reign of Charles II., such as the "golden medal
"

of 1662, with portraits of Charles and Catharine ; .lohn

Eoettier's medal commemorating the sea-fight off Lowestoft

mentioned on the preceding page ; the medals of the plague

and fire of 1666; of the Peace of Breda in 1667; of the battle

of Solebay in 1672. There are several medals relating to

the Popish Plot of 1678, and to the murder of Sir Edmund
Berry Godfrey, who was a zealous opponent of the

schemes of the Papists. Godfrey, according to the

deposition of one of his murderers, was strangled near

Somerset House, carried in a sedan chair to Soho Square,

and thence on horseback to Primrose Hill. Here they

ran his own sword through his body, to suggest suicide,

and left him lying in a ditch. No. 3 is a specimen
the obverse of which shows a bust of Godfrey, with

two hands strangling him with his own cravat. Legend :

MORIENDO RESTITVIT REM E. GODFREY. On the reverse

are the Pope's and devil's heads joined together, with

the legend : ECCLESIA PERVERSA TENET FACIEM DIABOLI
—a favourite design and legend on satirical medals in Pro-

testant countries. The defeat of another plot (the Rye
House Plot) is commemorated on a medal by George
Bower (No. 5) ; the monster represents the committee of

malcontents, the seventh head being that of the devil ; the

seated figure is meant for the King as Hercules; the wolves

which hang from the gibbet on the reverse are Algernon
Sidney, Earl of Essex, and Lord W. RusseU. The date

is 1683. Bower was one of the Engravers to the Mint
from the Restoration to 1600.

In the reign of James II. the rebellion of the
Duke of Monmouth and the battle of Sedge-
moor are, of course, celebrated by a number of

medals. But the most interesting pieces are

those illustrating the trial of the seven bishops

for opposing James's Declaration of In-

dulgence in 1688. Bancroft, Archbishop of

Canterbury, figures on the obverse of the

specimen here illustrated (No. G) ; on the

reverse (not illustrated ) are the portraits of

the Bishops of St. Asaph, Bath and Wells,

Ely, Chichester, Peterborough, and Bristol,

arranged round that of Compton, Bishop of -
,

London, who had been degraded for showing ^ -

his opposition to the King in other ways. It

is a curious fact that this and other medals
relating to the same subject were made
by the oificial Engraver to the Mint. How this could have
been permitted during the reign of James it is hard to see

;

and I would suggest that these medals were made after

the flight of the King on the 20th December, 1688. The
flight of the young Prince James is satirized on a medal
(No. 4) struck in Holland ; the Jesuit Father Petre, the

King's confessor, is mounted on a lobster, and holds in

his arms the infant Prince. On the Prince's head is a

windmill (it will be remembered that the Prince was

* The founder of the Jesuit Order dropped Ms Bible into the sea,

and it was restore 1 to him by a lobster !

thought by some to be a supposititious child, and the son
of a miller). On the reverse is a satirical coat of arms,
with a lobster for badge, and the motto, HONI SOIT QUI
NON Y PENSE.
A large series of medals illustrate the history of the

Stuarts in exile. The " touch piece " figured here (No. 9)
is one given by Henry IX., as he called himself (Prince
Henry, Cardinal York, brother of the Younger Pretender).
The old ceremony of touching for the " king's evil " in-

cluded the decoration of the patient with a gold piece,

originally an " angel ''—afterwards, when that coin went out
of circulation, a piece of similar design. On this specimen
are the initials of the donor's titles, including that of

Bishop of Tuscany, an empty honour conferred upon him
by the Pope. The harmless custom of touching is, I

believe, still practised by the descendants of the Stuarts
;

but so far as the constitutional sovereigns of this country
are concerned, it was discontinued by George I., who was
content to leave this prerogative to the dispossessed house.
Dr. Johnson, it will be remembered, was touched by Queen
Anne ; and the piece which he received on that occasion
is in the National Collection.

With the accession of William and Mary the number
of commemorative medals begins to increase very largely.

In spite of the historic importance of the events com-
memorated, it is difficult for anyone with any artistic

feeling to take an interest in the medals of this time

—

unless, perhaps, the official medals of the present day
serve as a foil. In the reign of William and Mary we
may mention a medal of the battle of the Boyne, by R.
Arondeaux (No. 7) ; the King is represented fording the
river at the head of his cavalry. The same medallist

represented the battle of La Hogue, in which the English
and Dutch fleets defeated the French in 1692 (No. 8).

The English and Dutch admirals, Russell and Almonde,
ride over the sea, one with a trident and broom (to sweep
the seas !), the other with sword ; in the distance a naval
action is going on off Barfleur, and Louis XIII. escapes

on a sea shell drawn by frogs. It must be confessed that

Fia. 1.—Darison's Nile Medal.

the humour of the great majority of the medals of this

time is somewhat forced.

Of the many medals of the next reign relating to the

Continental wars, we must mention only a Dutch medal ot

the battle of Blenheim, with the busts of Prince Eugene
and Marlborough on the obverse ; on the reverse (No. 10)

Marshal Tallard surrendering his sword, while his army
is being driven into the Danube. Of civil affairs, the most
interesting one that concerns us is, perhaps, the impeach-
ment of Dr. Henry Sacheverell. The present medal
(No. 16), which is cast and chased, represents Sacheverell

as a supporter of the Papacy. Sacheverell advocated
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passive obedience to the authority of princes ; and it had

been ordered at the time of his condemnation that the

decree issued by the University of Oxford on the occasion

of the Kye House Plot in 1G83, advocating the same
doctrine, should be burnt by the common hangman. To
this resolution the reverse, with a mitre, and the legend,

IS FIRM TO THEE, alludes.

We may pass over the next reign to that of George II.

One event of that reign—the taking of Portobello in 1739

by Admiral Vernon—is celebrated by more medah than

any other single event in English history, and the number
of the medals is no doubt proportioned to the degree of

public interest excited. " On the obverse of our specimen
(No. 11) is a half-length figure of the Admiral; on the

reverse a view of the capture of Portobello : admiral
VERNON TOOK PORTOBELLO

|
WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY

|

NOV. 22, 1739. The most satisfactory medal of this reign is,

perhaps, the military

medal (No. 13) struck

to commemorate the

defeat of the Younger
Pretender at Culloden

in 1746. It is by R.

Yeo, one of the As-

sistant Engravers to

the Mint. The bust of

the Duke of Cumber-
land, who defeated the

Jacobites, is on the

obverse ; on the reverse

Apollo leans on his bow
and points at the
dragon which his
arrow has pierced.

The composition,
modelling, and setting

of this reverse are

very much above the

average of the time.

There are, of course,

a great number of por-

trait medals, but none
of them are distin-

guished by excellence.

That of General Wolfe,

the hero of Quebec, is

by I. Gosset and J.

Kirk (No. 17) ; the

latter medallist is re-

sponsible for a large

number of medals in this and the following reigns.

The most interesting medals relating to civil affairs in

the reign of George III. are, perhaps, those of John Wilkes
and of Lord George Gordon. When Wilkes was elected

Lord Mayor of London in 1774, a medal (No. 15) was
issued celebrating Wilkes's imprisonment for his famous
article in the Xort/i llriton. No. 45, 1763. The jack-

boot on the reverse is a bad pun on the name of Lord
Bute, Prime Minister in that year, while the axe is meant
to suggest treason. The medal with the portrait of Lord
George (jordou (No. 12) illustrates the "No Popery" Eiots

of 1779-1780, for which he, as president of the Protestant

Association, was responsible. Among other portraits of

* The autliora of the " Medallic Ilhistrations," a work the expression

of mj obligations to which was accidentally omitted from the preceding
article, ennmerate forty-seven varieties of medals of this Buhject
alone ; whUe there are many others which allude partly to Portobello,

partly to other captures by the popular Admiral. And this list is not
quite complete.

Pia. 2.—Reverse of Pistrucci's Waterloo Medal.

distinguished men of this reign we may mention (though

want of space precludes illustration) one of William Pitt,

by Thomas Wyon, jun. Thomas belonged to a large

and distinguished family of medallists and seal engravers,

one of whom still holds an official position at the present

day.

The wars of the close of the last and the beginning of

the present century were naturally fertile subjects for

contemporary medallists. The Fleming, C. H. Kiichler, was
employed by one Alexander Davison to strike a well-known

medal (Fig. 1 in the text) in commemoration of the victory of

the Nile. On the obverse, Britannia holds a medallion with

a portrait of Nelson ; on the reverse is a view of the two

fleets in Aboukir Bay. On the edge is engraved ; FROM
ALEXR DAVISON ESQR ST. JAMES'S SQUARE. A TRIBUTE
OF REGARD. Davison presented a specimen of this medal

to every officer and seaman who took part in the battle.

The present specimen

is in gold, in which
metal admirals, cap-

tains, and commanders
received the reward.

A somewhat similar

medal, by the same
artist, was presented

by Matthew Boulton

TO THE HEROES OF
TRAFALGAR
The battle of Water-

loo inspired—if such a

term can be used of

such a work—a huge
medal by the famous
Benedetto Pistrucci,

who is, however, better

known by his design

of St. George and the

Dragon. This medal
measures nearly five

and a half inches in

diameter. On the ob-

verse, in the centre,

are the busts, aceollate,

of the Prince Regent,

the Emperors of Aus-

tria and Russia, and
the King of Prussia,

a singularly unrefined

group of heads.
Various groups from

allegory and mythology are placed around in a kind of broad

border. On the reverse (Fig. 2 in the text) the centre is

occupied by Wellington and Blucher on horseback, in classi-

cal garb, conducted by Victory. The border on this side is

a writhing mass of giants, at whom Jupiter, seated on high

in a chariot and four, ought to be hurling the thunderbolt

which he peacefully holds in his hand. The medal is a

peculiarly unconvincing piece of pseudo-classicism, although

it is interesting to see that Pistrucci has been studying

the recently acquired Elgin marbles for his horses. This

medal was never struck, the dies not having been hardened

;

but it has been reproduced by the electrotyping process.

More interesting, perhaps, than this medal, is the small

one (No. 18), which was given to all officers and privates

present at the battle. The reverse, which is by T. Wyon,
sen., is an adaptation from one of the most beautiful

coins of Elis ; needless to say, most of the beauty has been
adapted away. This medal was the first war medal
officially issued for general distribution in this century.
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There are medals struck by the East India Company, from

1784 onwards, as military decorations ; but it was not

until 1847 that the services of British troops between the

years 1793 and 1814 received ofiicial recognition. The
" Peninsular medal," by W. Wyon, was then issued (No.

20). The prettiest of the service decorations of this reign

is, perhaps, the medal for Arctic discoveries between 1818
and 1855, by L. C. Wyon (No. 14).

From an artistic point of view it is not unjust to say

that nothing but second-rate work has been produced from

the beginning of this century until comparatively recent

years. An attempt has, however, been made to break

through the hide-bound traditions of English medallic art.

Notably Prof. Legros has produced a remarkable series of

plaques in which a study of better models has left its mark ;

but these portraits are treated in a way which makes it

unfair to regard them as medallic. The absence of a reverse

is one point of distinction ; in the next place the artist

has produced something which looks more like a plaster

or wax model than a relief in hard material. The result

is a vagueness and lack of finish which is pleasing enough
in a model in soft material, but irritating in what is

supposed to be a completed work which is never to feel the

tool again. This style of work is not peculiar to Prof.

Legros, but is due to a natural reaction against the lifeless,

mechanical style of the Wyons and similar craftsmen. The
medal of Lady Julia Grant Duff, designed by the Countess

Feodore Gleichen (No. 19), is a praiseworthy attempt at

simplicity and reserve, combined with careful workmanship,
which has not lost so much as is usual in the mechanical
process of production. Other artists have gone straight

back to Italian models, without recognizing that the style

of the Renaissance is hardly suitable to the present time.

But all these are steps in the right direction, and away
from the vulgarity of the designs which as yet alone receive

encouragement in official quarters.

*c<tn« Notts.

The Et. Hon. A. .J. Mundella, M.P., we regret to state,

died on the 21st July. Born in 1825, sent to work in

a printer's office at the age of ten years, apprenticed two
years later to the hosiery trade, and married at nineteen,

by the time he was twenty-three years of age he became
a partner in the business which was to yield him a fortune.

Being self-educated himself, he knew the value of brain

power, and a score of years before the existing movement
for technical education had begun amongst us he was
earnestly advocating the establishment in this country of

technical schools. When the movement of the National
Education League began, he astonished his townsmen by
producing at a meeting an immense number of most care-

fully prepared and elaborate statistics respecting education

in Germany, and the contrasts it presented with the
educational condition of England. In recognition of his

services to the interests of science and education generally,

Mr. Mundella was elected a Fellow of the Koyal Society.
^-*^

On Sunday, 11th July, 1897, Herr Andrte started on
his adventurous balloon voyage, by means of which he
hopes to achieve the solution of the mystery surrounding
the North Pole. The intrepid explorer is accompanied by
Dr. Strindberg and by Dr. Fraenkel, the trio having
landed at Spitzbergen on the 30th May. The intiation of

the balloon began on 18th June, but unfavourable winds
prevailed for many days and delayed the start. The direct

line from Spitzbergen across the Polar region is some three

thousand four hundred kilometres—about equal to that

between Madrid and St. Petersburg—but, as a direct

passage cannot be hoped for, the distance Andree must
travel may extend to twenty thousand kilometres. What
the length of time will be in completing this bold scheme
can only remain problematical till the adventurers again
report themselves, but the supplies of food carried will

last about four months. The balloon is of three-fold silk

with gutta-percha, and the netting of best Italian hemp.
The car, made of basketwork covered with canvas, is some
six feet in diameter and four and a half deep. The lower
half of it is fitted with baskets for stores of all sorts, and
on these there is one bed, the plan being for two of the

three men always to be on deck, while the third turns in

below for his two hours off duty. While Andree is

admittedly a capable engineer, there are many who regard

him only as an amateur in meteorology and Polar

research—a mere fabricator of hypotheses : a condition of

things which attaches to nearly all abnormal projects—
and it will be interesting, therefore, to see whether Andree
can prove himself to be something more than a dreamer
of dreams.

A committee, consisting of Lord Crawford, Sir Edward
Thompson, Sir Benjamin Stone, Prof. Meldola, Captain

Abney, and others, has been appointed for the purpose of

forming a National Photographic Record Association, the

object of which is to be the collecting and making photo-

graphic historical records of the British Isles. The
trustees of the British Museum have expressed their

willingness to take charge of the proposed collection, as

they are of opinion that photographic records for the

instruction of present and future generations could not

fail to be of the greatest value and interest. We are at

one with Sir Benjamin Stone, who, in referring to this

scheme, said that word description was rapidly giving way
to pictorial illustration, and photography had brought to

our aid a more plentiful, graphic, and accurate form of

pictorial record than that of the most valuable ancient

drawing.

A medal of the highest rarity, and in a beautiful state

of preservation, was sold at Christie's recently for £230.
It was the CuUoden medal in gold, 1746, by Yeo, with

bare bust of the Duke of Cumberland to right. Only four

or five specimens are known in gold, and this one was
given to General Thomas Gage by the Duke at the battle

of Culloden, and it remained in that family onwards till

recently.

Wireless telegraphy at Spezia by Signor Marconi is

reported to have been very successful, the longest distance

over which signals were transmitted being fifteen kilo-

metres.

Eettcrs.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]
m

STAR SYSTEMS AXD THE ICE AGE.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—I find myself involved in controversy to a larger

extent than I anticipated, though I have no fault to find

with the mode of discussion adopted by either Mr. Back-
house or Mr. Hardy.
As to jjlii/siciil sijstemn, the phrase is somewhat ambiguous.

Most people borrow their idea of such a system from the

solar system, and apply it to a number of bodies whose
motions are mainly dependent on each other, and on whom
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the influence of extern bodies is comparatively small. In

consequence of the law of gravitation, all stars appear to

form a physical system in one sense ; but within this vast

system there are smaller ones like the solar system, or

those revealed by clusters and binary stars. But to con-

stitute a system in this latter sense the stars must be mainly

influenced by each other, and therefore they must be—like

the members of our solar system—nearer to each other

than to any other stars, or else their masses must be such

that notwithstanding their distances from each other they

are the main causes of each other's motions. Now I think

when we find stars whose parallaxes, though not accurately

known, are certainly very small (and I may add cannot be

shown to be approximately equal), situated at considerable

angular distances from each other on the sphere, the

probability is strongly against their forming a system in

this sense. The chances are that, under the law of gravity,

some of them are influenced more largely by stars not

included in the supposed system than by those that are so.

But perhaps Mr. Proctor and Mr. Backhouse do not mean
that the stars in Ursa Major form a system in the same sense

as the solar system, but rather that they had a common
origin. That stars with a common origin may afterwards

become detached from each other, and wander as practically

independent units through space, seems very probable,

and their proper motions may indicate the region of the

sky in which they were once foimd together. But suppose
the paths of these five stars which Mr. Backhouse has
given in your last issue, were meteor-tracks observed on a

night when meteors were as numerous and as variable in

direction as the stars whose proper motions are known

—

could he confidently refer the five meteors to the same
radiant, and define its position ? I agree with Mr. Back-
house as to the importance of the direction of the motion.

Except in the case of a principal star and satellite, I think

in order to prove the existence of a physical system the

agreement in direction should be very close. But I do not

think an agreement in small motions affords the same
evidence of physical connection as an agreement in large

ones. We might infer with probability a relationship

between two men of six feet six who bore a general

resemblance to each other, but the probability would be
much less in the case of two men of five feet six. There
are perhaps one thousand of the latter to one of the

former, and when the numbers are great, chance coin-

cidences must occur. Mr. Backhouse's simile of the

meteor swarms is hardly apposite. Meteors are so small

that they have very little effect on each other's motions

—

unless they should get into a part of space where there

were no large bodies. They keep together because the

initial motion and the attracting forces are nearly the

same. Two swarms might cross each other almost without
disturbance, because the mass of each is very small. But
I do not see how two star systems could cross each other

without profound disturbance.

Now to turn to Mr. Hardy. I quite concede that Dr.

Croll would have proved his case if he had shown that a

maximum eccentricity combined with a winter aphelion

would produce a permanent icecap at the North Pole

—

meaning thereby an icecap of a more permanent character

and of greater extent than if the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit were at all times inappreciable. This is what, in my
opinion, he has failed to prove, as completely as the late

Mr. .J. J. Murphy failed to prove that the effect in question

would be produced by a maximum eccentricity combined
with a winter jierihelion.

I almost think Mr. Hardy has inserted the word " not
"

by inadvertence in the paragraph ;
" Mr. Monck's argument

that the greater heat of a short summer sun would have

the effect of melting the snow and ice is not borne out by

practical observation, as although the Polar sun shines on

the Polar snow for six months it has very little effect on

it." Surely Mr. Hardy does not regard the Polar summer
as an example of the expenditure of a large quantity of

heat in a short time, which is the thing that I was dealing

with. As to the melting of the Alpine snows, I would

ascribe it to the sun, though the water, on being formed

from the snow or ice, naturally sinks and makes its

appearance below the glacier. I do not believe in any

such permanent earth-heat (unless in the case of volcanoes)

as would constantly melt the lower stratum of snow or ice

without any aid from the sun. But in any event we have

not in this case an example of the effect of shortening the

time of expending the heat without any diminution in the

quantity. I would be disposed to think that the shorter

the time the greater would be the melting efi'ect. This

might be tested on a small scale by experiment, but I am
not aware that the attempt has been made. Divide a

block of ice into two equal parts. Expose one to a given

number of heat units in an hour and the other to the same
number of units in five minutes. In which case will the

largest amount of water be produced from the ice ? Dr.

Croll and Sir Eobert Ball might, I think, have tried this

instead of arguing it. Use, for example, two lamps, one of

which hag been found to give twelve times as much heat

as the other (though if the chamber was not kept steadily

at freezing-point the experiment would not be quite a fair

one).

Geologists are not astronomers, but they may discover

facts which efl'ectually dispose of astronomical explanations

of the phenomena of their science. W. H. S. Monck.

\_No further corres^omJence on this subject can be pnbtlnhed.—Ec]
A NATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL MUSEUM.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Permit me through your columns to call the

attention of those interested in scientific education to the

desirability of a National Astronomical Museum, with

working models, for the purpose of popularizing that

science of which the British public are the most ignorant

of publics, and of which the merest sketch is given in ele-

mentary schools.

English Governments have always had a great objection

to undertake the installation of museums for the diffusion

of knowledge, or to advance funds to that end; «,//., the

foundation of the Hunterian Museum. But the expense

of founding such a museum as I suggest would not be

great ; a small dynamo would work a large number of

models, and I am certain that many persons interested in

astronomy would subscribe to provide a fund to support

such an institution. I have received letters from several

of the most distinguished astronomers of England, among
others from Sir Robert Ball, promising hearty support.

What we have in this connection in London is valueless

to the masses, and nearly unattainable. For example.

South Kensington, and also Mr. Ledger's Gresham Lectures

crowded within four or five days once a year.

I conceive a free museum open during the day and the

evening, Sundays included, where a curator would explain

the working models. There should also be an amphi-

theatre, where—I have reason to know—the most illus-

trious astronomers would willingly give occasional lectures,

illustrated by practical slides. An entrance fee to these

lectures is an after question, but the museum must be free

—

except, perhaps, on students' days. The institution should

not be farther from the dwellings of the working classes

than the British Museum.
Some years ago I commenced putting my idea into
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practice. I constructed sundry rough models worked by

hand, purchased lantern slides, maps, telescope, etc.; but

everything was destroyed by fire, and I am not at liberty

to make a fresh start on those lines.

I think that anyone interested in the subject, and having

time at his disposal, should call a public meeting to discuss

the idea, the preliminaries, and the practicability ; and I

think also that the establishment of such an institution

would nobly commemorate this auspicious year.

G. E. Lavalette, B.Sc.

[I am not quite clear which object Mr. Lavalette has in

view—whether he wishes to spread a knowledge of what
we may call the popular side of astronomy, or to extend an

acquaintance with the details of its progress—necessarily

often involving highly technical explanations—or whether

he desires to found a school for practical observation. In

the last case, he must bear in mind that in any serious

sense it is impossible to democratize science, and especially

astronomy. Practical observation can only be learnt by

practical work in an observatory, and observatories will

always be few in number, as they are necessarily costly

and great centres of population are the worst possible

sites for them. Nor can they ever be available for use by

the many, since practically there can be but one observer

at each telescope at a time. The British Astronomical

Association has in contemplation the erection of a students'

observatory in the Kegent's Park for the benefit of its

members. Should this scheme be carried out, it will

probably meet the needs of all those whose circumstances

permit them to make serious use of it.

If Mr. Lavalette's idea is rather to promote a knowledge

of the details of astronomical progress, this could un-

doubtedly best be met by a multiplication of lectureships

like that so admirably fiUed by Mr. Ledger at Gresham
College. These consist of three series of four lectures

each in the year, at the by no means exorbitant cost of

£'100 per annum. It would, however, be inappropriate to

ask the Government to endow a number of such lecture-

ships, but it would be every way advantageous if local

bodies were to found them. Lectureships of this order

might well be attached to the great free libraries. The
analogy of the Gresham Lectures would seem to show
that they should be free, and should be designed to give

real and serious instruction, and that the expense to the

public body supplying them need not be great. I should

wish Mr. Lavalette every success if he should endeavour

to get this idea adopted. If, however, his idea is first of

all to amuse, and mere popular presentments of astronomy

are all that he desires, I think we may confidently look to

the ordinary caterers for public entertainment to provide

as much of this class as the public are ready to take.

The project of a wmeum does not exactly commend
itself to me as applicable to astronomy. I fail to see what
working models could be supplied except orreries—^justly

called " foolish toys " by Sir John Herschel, and more
misleading than helpful—or models of telescopes which
would need explanation from some qualified attendant.

Both orreries and telescope models would be far more
useful as adjuncts to the lectures.

It is unfortunate that the only point upon which Mr.

Lavalette is thoroughly definite is that of Sunday
opening—a point which would certainly call forth opposi-

tion. But we fancy that an enterprise now successfully

at work in the Urania Steruwarte, Berlin, might meet his

wishes. Here are four refractors and one reflector on view

any tine night at the small fee of sixpence, and from time

to time lectvu^es are given in the accompanying theatre

illustrated by mechanical and photographic shdes, so as to

give as perfect a representation as possible of the most

striking phenomena which the heavens have to show
us.—E. Walter Maunder.]

THE "TEN COMMANDMENTS."
To the Editors of Knowledge.

SiBs,— A phrase which Mr. George Morley, in his

interesting articles on "The Language of Shakespeare's

Greenwood," says is " directly conveyed from Shake-

speare," is at least older. He quotes from the Second Part

of King Henry VI. (Act I., Scene 3) the lines :

—

" Could I come near your beauty with mv nails,

I'd set my ten commandments in your face."

But the expression is to be found in an earlier anonymous
play printed in London in 1596, entitled "A Pleasant

Conceited Historie, called ' The Taming of a Shrew.' As
it was acted by the Eight Honorable the Earle of Pem-
brook his servants." There is a copy of this curious

quarto in the British Museum. In this comedy, which

differs considerably from Shakespeare's later comedy,

Kate is made to say to her boisterous wooer Ferando :

—

" Hands off, I say, and get you from this place

;

Or I will set my ten commandments in your face."

West Hampstead, SILVA^'us P. Thompson.

July 9th, 1897.

SUNDIALS.

Mr. Charles Atkinson, of Tockwith, York, writes asking

for information as to how to correctly set a sundial.

[There are several kinds of sundial, and Mr. Atkinson

leaves it in doubt as to which kind he wishes to adjust.

The horizontal sundial motmted on the top of a short

pillar is so much the most common that I will assume it

to be the kind in question.

A dial has two parts—the style or rod which casts the

shadow, and the engraved dial plate which receives it.

The line on the plate bearing the figure XII., marks the

meridian. It is from this line that the style rises, and

the plane passing through this line and the style must be

at right angles to the dial plate. This is the first point to

be verified, and an ordinary square will at once show if

the style is in adjustment.

The next point is that the dial plate must be truly

horizontal. This can be tested by a spirit-level. Thirdly,

the style must be inclined to the plate at an angle equal to

the latitude of the place ; a dial, therefore, is suitable for

use only for that special latitude for which it was con-

structed.

Lastly, the style must be brought into the meridian, and

when this is done the style will point to the North Pole of

the heavens.

To bring it into the meridian it is necessary to know the

time of local apparent noon. This we can ascertain if we
have a watch or clock showing the exact Greenwich time,

and if we know the longitude of our station and the equa-

tion of time. The longitude of York is 4m. 18s. west of

Greenwich—that is to say, it is noon at York at 4m. 18s.

after twelve at Greenwich. On August Ist, as any

almanack will show, the sun is slow by the clock 6m. 6s.

Therefore, at 10m. 23s. after noon by a watch keeping

precise Greenwich time, the sun will be on the meridian of

York on August 1st. At this moment, therefore, the dial

plate must be turned until the shadow of the style lies

precisely along the central line and points to XII.

It may, perhaps, be well to add that, in the case of a dial

engraved for one latitude, it is not sufficient in order to

adapt it for another to alter the angle of the style. It is

suitable only for the latitude for which it was engraved.
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The difference, however, of a few score miles in latitude

will not introduce any appreciable error in the reading of

so rough an instrument as a sundial is at best,—E. Walter
Maunder.]

*

Notices of Boolts.
>

—

A Dictionari/ of Birds. By Alfred Newton, assisted by
Hans Gadow ; with contributions by E. Lydekker, C. S. Kov,

and E. W. Shufeldt. (A. & C. Black.) SOs. net. Illustrated.

Prof. Newton is to be sincerely congratulated on bringing

this fine work (commenced in 1893) to a successful con-

clusion. From all the many hundreds of ornithological

works which have been published, this book stands clearly

differentiated, for it contains in alphabetical order a mass

which seems to us to mar the whole. Every work of

importance is discussed in the text until we come to ^Ir.

Seebohm's " British Birds," which the author considers

worthy only of a scathing notice in a footnote. Better far

than this to have left the work of that able and enthusiastic

ornithologist unnoticed. The dictionary itself is all that

can be desired. It is teeming with information, and many
of the articles from the various contributors, and especially

those on anatomical subjects from Dr. Gadow, are of the

greatest value. Altogether, the book is one of the most
useful ornithological works ever pubUshed.

The Xaturalist in Australia. By W. Sa^•ille-K€nt,

F.L.S., F.Z.S. (Chapman A- Hall ) Illustrated. i'3 8s.

In his preface to this sumptuous volume the author

says that he has endeavoured to " present to the

(i-M-w"

Stag's-Horn Coral Growth, Madi-epoi-a hehes, Great Barrier Keef, Queensland.

From " Tlie Naturalist iu Australia."

ir. Sfu'iKc-Iifiif, Phofo.

of reliable information on birds of every important genus

from every country, and also on all subjects which go

to make up the science of ornithology. In an able and
lengthy introduction to the work Prof. Newton reviews

from the days of Aristotle to the pi-esent time the

study of ornithology ; how it has always been a favourite

study ; how it has grown from a mere pastime to the

dignity of a science, the foundation of which, says the

author, was laid by Francis Willoughby and .John Eay.

From that time onward all the important ornithological

works, both at home and abroad, are freely discussed, as

are the various methods of classification ; and the intro-

duction concludes with grave doubts as to the validity of

any systematic arrangement of birds as yet put forth, but

with the certain hope that the " end, however distant, will

eventually arrive," and we shall have a perfect classification

of birds. There is one point in this scholarly introduction

English reading public a few glimpses of the faunal and

floral products of that magnificent component of our

empire—the island-continent of Australia." In this object

Mr. Saville-Kent has been most successful. The volume

is by no means a systematic monograph, nor is it intended

to be ; but it deals most ably and fully, yet simply, with

a number of diversified forms of life that specially

attracted the author's attention during the twelve years

in which he was engaged in the Fisheries of the Australian

colonies. To show the general scope of the work we
cannot do better than to enumerate the chapter headings,

viz. ; Birds, Lizards, Tennites (White Ants), Houtmau's

Alrolpos, Fishes, Pearls and Pearl-Oysters, M.arine Mis-

cellanea, Insect Oddities and Vegetable Vagaries. The
subjects with which the author has dealt will thus

be seen to be both diversified and of great general

interest. Nor does the manner in which this matter is set
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forth detract from its popularity, for the author is emi-
nently lucid, and has the knack of putting scientific facta

in an intelligible and popular form, our only complaint
being that his language is at times unnecessarily pedantic.

The illustrations are, however, the feature of the book ; they

are, in fact, magnificent. The coloured plates, although
very fine, are not so successful as the large number of

beautiful reproductions of photographs. Mr. Saville-Kent

has shown us before, in his '• Great Barrier Reef of Aus-
tralia," what an excellent photographer he is, but the
illustrations in his present volume in many cases surpass
his former efforts. By the courtesy of the publishers we are

enabled here to reproduce two of the smaller ones for the

benefit of our readers. One of these represents a North
Queensland "laughing jackass," one of the author's

numerous pets, " in the act of having killed and snapped up a

mouse, whose
delicacy of

flavour he is

anticipating
by meditative

con t empla-
ti on, pre
paratory to

swallowing
it whole."
This bird is

not the true

"laughing
jackass" (D.

(ji<jas) so well

known to
visitors at the

Zoological
Gardens.
Indeed, Mr,
Saville - Kent
is inclined to

think its name
somewhat in-

appropriate,
since "it can
scarcely be
said to laugh,

and its ' smile

'

at close
quarters is so

loud and ear-

piercing that

unsympathetic
neigh hours
most micharitably defined it as a compromise between
the ehriek of a locomotive engine and a policeman's

rattle." The other photograph is of part of a tidally

exposed reef of a Madrepora coral. In the photograph

we can only get an idea of the beautiful shapes of

this coral, but we cannot imagine, even from the author's

able description, the magnificent spectacle which this

coral affords in its natural colours of various shades

of brilliant green, lilac, and brown. Nor can we form

any idea of the colour of corals from specimens in

museums and elsewhere, for the colour fades when the

insect dies. Altogether, this is a most interesting and
instructive book, and one which cannot fail to interest

a lay reader from beginning to end. In addition to its

general interest, it contains a great deal of valuable and
original information for specialists, and is often suggestive

of new or indifferently worked fields for further observation

and study.

North Qiieenslaad " Laughing Jackass " (Dacelo Leachii

From " The Naturalist iu Australia."

Birds of our Islamh. By F. A. Fulcher. (Melrose.)

Illustrated. This book deserves a lengthy review, not for

any value attaching to it, but in order that attention may be

directed to the numerous glaring errors which it contains
;

and this is the more important inasmuch as it has been

favourably reviewed, we grieve to state, in several of our

contemporaries. The Zoologist, for instance, considers it

"an excellent book to put in the hands of a bird-loving boy
or girl "

; and Nuture thinks much the same. We would
rather say, " Let the ornithologist read it, for it will amuse
him, but at all risks keep it out of the hands of the

uninitiated.
'

' The first ridiculous error which strikes one on
opening the book is the labelling of a beautiful drawing
by Mr. Thorburn of a peregrine falcon and a wild duck as

a " Slerlin and its Prey " (page 241). Then we have an

illustration of some young gallinaceous birds called by
the authoress

"larks" (page

15),anda very

bad drawing
of a green
woo d pecker
called the
" great spotted

woodpecker"
(page 109),
while a couple

of whimbrels,

on page 199,

are labelled
"curl e ws."
The illus-
trations are
mostly second-
hand — some
are very good
and well
known, but
others are
mere carica-

tures. There
is a good deal

to be said
against illus-

trating a book
with drawings

which have
appeared
in other
volumes, but

when this
privilege is abused by calling the drawings by wrong
names the practice becomes unbearable. Turning to

the text, we might fill columns in pointing out its in-

accuracies and misstatements. Suffice to draw attention

to a few of these only. We are told that the swift

is one of the Ilimndina or swallows, and that the
" gannet is the whitest member of the family of geese."
Surely before one starts out to teach, one should know
at all events the ABC of the subject. Had Miss Fulcher
studied any standard book on birds before posing as
instructor of the young, she would have learnt that the
swifts do not belong to the swallow tribe, but to the
order Picari;c (woodpeckers, cuckoos, etc.), and that
gannets bear no relation whatever to geese, but are of the
same family as the cormorants, the Piiecanidw. Again,
we are told that " the little auk, when on rare occasions
it visits our shores in the winter, comes in a dress of
white feathers only speckled with brown, with leggings of

fiai-aicKaxt, Photo.
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bright yellow." We have never seen a little auk in this

curious plumage. The winter plumage of the little auk is

a brilliant black above, save for a few white streaks on the

scapulars, and white underneath ; and if "leggings" imply
legs, the colour of these in the little auk could by no
stretch of an ordinary imagination be called bright yellow.

The stormy petrel is not known to breed in England east

of Lundy Island (to ornithologists, at all events), but we are

told by the authoress of this book that the bird is

found all round our coasts in the breeding season. Beyond
inaccuracies, a number of statements, which no ornitho-

logist could verify, are put down as positive facts. This
is a book written to teach young people, and as such
it should before all things be accurate in every particular.

The only safeguard against such books is in the criticism

of the press ; but when a book like this has been favourably

reviewed in journals which are acknowledged authorities

in science, what can we suggest but that there should be a

law to recall and destroy such productions as the one before

us, and that some such means as those adopted in the

Merchandise Marks Act should be devised for branding
all future goods from the same market ?

Higher Mathenuttics. Edited by Prof. Mansfield Merriman
and Prof. Robert S. Woodward. (New York : Wiley &
Son. London : Chapman & Hall.) 21s. net. This is the

best textbook of higher mathematics that we have seen

for a long time ; and it is suitable alike for classical and
engineering colleges. From the bewildering mass of

mathematical knowledge now existing, the essentials have
been extracted, and in the present volume they are

brought together, added to them being numerous problems
for solution and examples of the application of theory to

physical science. There are eleven chapters, each by a

different author, and the subjects of them are : the

solution of equations ; determinants
;
projective geometry

;

hyperbolic functions ; harmonic functions ; functions of a

complex variable ; differential equations ; Grassmann's
space analysis'; vector analysis and quaternions; probability

and theory of errors ; history of modern mathematics.
This list is sufficient to convey to students of mathematics
an idea of the extreme value of the work, the only note-

worthy omission being a chapter on elliptic integrals and
functions. The editors recognize that such a chapter is

required to complete their collection, but it was found
impracticable to obtain the manuscript of it in time for

publication. However, armed with this volume, students

and teachers will be able to put themselves in touch with
the essence of mathematical knowledge. They will find

therein the best methods of attacking problems covering a

wide range in mathematics and mathematical physics, and
will easily discover how to arrive at solutions of equations

to satisfy almost any conditions. The whole work is so

well done that it would be creating an unnecessary, as well

as an invidious, distinction to single any particular sections

of it for praise. Suffice it to say that each section has
been entrusted to a distinguished American professor of

mathematics, mechanics, or engineering, and that some of

the subjects—for example, that on Grassmann's space
analysis—contain the substance of very rare treatises.

Only students of higher mathematics can give full appre-
ciation to this admirable and serviceable work ; but they
will award it a prominent place in their bookshelves.

Phijdography for Beginners. By A. T. Simmons, B.Sc.
(Macmillan.) Illustrated. 23. Gd. An introduction to

the sciences, such as the one under notice, has long been
a desideratum. So far as we know, the subject has not
heretofore been adequately treated as regards the experi-

mental illustration of the text. Mr. Simmons, taking

advantage of the opportunity presented by the issue of a

new syllabus by the Science and Art Department, has

with admirable courage faced the by no means easy task

of bringing together numerous suggestions for experiments

which may readily be performed by teachers with the

slightest pretensions to familiarity with manipulative

efficiency. There can, therefore, be no further excuse for

those preceptors who content themselves with telling the

students to read about the instructions and exercise their

imagination ! The literary element also is not of the

stereotyped character so familiar in such books, but a free

and untrammelled diction pervades the whole, which can

only be expected from one who has a thorough knowledge
of the theme.

Metals. By A. K. Huntington and W. G. McMOlan.
(Longmans.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d. " Bloxam's Metals"
was formerly a book known to most students of metallurgy,

but, like Pat's knife which had had three new blades and two

new handles, it has been so transformed by emendations

and additions, to keep pace with the innovations of the

metallurgical arts and industries, that it may be almost

regarded as a new work— the task of revision. Prof.

Huntington assures us, having been more difficult than
writing a new book. However this may be, the late Prof.

Bloxam's name is removed from the title page and is but

barely mentioned in the preface. There is, nevertheless,

still enough in the general disposition of material to

remind one, by association, of the original author, and we
cannot suppress a feeling of regret that publishers should

practically assign to oblivion authors whose names have
long been an inspiration. The work was originally a

very good one for its purpose, and in its present aspect it

is still well adapted lor the student, by the sustaining

power which Prof. Huntington and Mr. McMillan have
imparted to it.

The Genesis <ind Matrix of the Piamond. By Henry
Carvill Lewis. (Longmans.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d. The
philosopher Steffans is accredited with the dictum ;

—

" Diamond is quartz which has arrived at self-conscious-

ness !
" And an eminent geologist has parodied this

metaphysical definition thus : — " Quartz is diamond
which has become insane !

" As a matter of fact the

diamond is one of the riddles of nature—a perennial

puzzle. What it is, chemically, we do know ; but how in

nature's laboratory it became what it is, still remains

a mystery. It would appear that the late Mr. Lewis was
a firm believer in the volcanic origin of diamonds, and that

the diamonds belong to and are part of the matrix in

which they lie. This view is supported by many facts

gleaned from much careful study of the diamond-bearing

pipes in the Kimberley mines. Side by side with this

theory there is, however, still some room for the meteoric

theory of the origin of the diamond. The splendid mineral-

ogical dissection of the matrix, and the suggestive side-

lights cast by Mr. Lewis on the genesis, invest the work
with real intrinsic value, and the many references to the

titles of similar works by other writers contribute largely

to its worth. The editing has been done with that literary

skill which characterizes all Prof. Bonney's work.

SHORT NOTICE.
Italian Highways. By E. Augusta King. (Bentley.) Those

fireside travellers who see foreign lands only through the eyes of

others, and who themselves have never traversed the Italian high-

ways, will find here a most entertaining cicerone—a guide full of all

kinds of information, culled from the best writers of all the ages, and
projected like suashine on all manner of objects indiicriminately,

from a statue of Daute and the gods of Olympus, to the vine-

destroying insects.
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By C. J. T.

BOOKS EECEIVED.
Seform of Chemical and Phi/sical Calculations.

Hanssen, C.E. (Spon.) Illustrated.

Electricitii and Magnetism for Beginners. By P. W. Sanderson,

M.A. (Maomillan.) Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

The New Century Review. (The Unicorn Pre-s.) 6d. net.

All About Animals.—Part II. To be completed in twelve fort-

nightly parts. (Newnes.) 6d. Illustrated.

A Primer of French Etymologi/. By B. Dalv Cocking. (Innes

& Co.) Is. 6d.

Creation, with Development or Evolution. By J. Dudley R. Hewitt.

(Kegan Paul.) Illustrated. 6s.

Aluminium. By A. Gr. Brown. (Aluminium Supply Company.)
Illustrated.

British Marine Food Fishes. By Wm. C. Mclntosli and Arthur
T. Masterman. (Cambridge University Press.) Illustrated. 2l3.

Bureau of Ethnology. Fourteenth Annual Report to the Secre-

tary, Smithsonian Institution, 1892-3. By J. W. Powell. (Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington.)

Souvenir of Madame Sans-Gene. Bv Victorian Sardou and Emile
Moreau. (&. Bell & Sons.) Illustrated. Is.

The Ascent of Man. By Prof. Drummond. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

3s. 6d. New edition.

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY.-I.
The CoNDiTioys which Detekmise the Limiting Time oe Exposure.

By F. L. 0. Wadswobth,

Astrophysicist, Yerkes Observatory.

IN
the April Number of Knowledge there is a paper

by Dr. Eoberts describing one of his fine photo-

graphs of the Orion nebula, taken with an

exposure of seven hours thirty-five minutes,

which " depicts, very probably, the maximum
of extent and detail that can be shown by aid

of photographic methods." This statement, as Dr.

Roberts points out, is a most important one; "for, if

correct, it proves that, as regards duration of exposure, we
have already reached the hmit of the available aid by this

method in astronomical researches." The reasons upon

which this conclusion is based are ;
" (1) The film of the

negative is, in consequence of prolonged exposure to the

latent sky luminosity, darkened on development to a degree

that would obscure faint nebulosity and faint stars. (2)

Longer exposures of the plates would not reveal additional

details of nebulosity nor more faint star images."

In spite of the well-known skill and long experience of

Dr. Roberts in this line of work, and the consequent

great weight of his opinion on such a subject, the point

involved is too important a one to allow it to pass without

question. Dr. Roberts has recognized that objections will

be raised to his conclusions, and has endeavoured to

answer some of them in advance. But there is one point

of great importance, which, strangely enough, seems to

have escaped the attention, not only of Dr. Roberts, but of

all other writers on the general subject of astronomical

photography (among others, Angot, 1877 ; Grubb, 1887 ;

Teunant, 1888; Schaeberle, Turner, 1889; Christie,

Charlier, 1891 ; Harkness, 1892 ; Abney, Searle, 1893

;

Newall, Pickering, 1891 ; etc., etc.) whose papers are

accessible to the writer.

Reference is made to the influence of the aperture of the

photographic instrument upon the brightness of the field

due to the general illumination of the sky. This general

illumination is produced by scattering of light in our own
atmosphere, by small particles (Rayleigh), and varies in

intensity inversely as the fourth power of the wave-length.

It is therefore of a character which affects a photographic

plate much more strongly than it does the eye. Moreover,

the great majority of the diffracting particles being at a

relatively great distance from the instrument, the illumina-

tion is of the same character as u-ouhl be pruduced by a

uniformly luminous* area of infinite e.rtent. Now it follows

at once from the principle of the wave theory that the

intensity of illumination at the focal plane of an objective due

to such an illuminated area \cill be simply proportional to

the area of the objective—i.e., to the square of the linear

aperture (b) : and leill be entirely independent of the focal

length (/) of the instrument. Hence, for a given brightness of

sky (/,) (dependent upon the altitude of the observing station

and upon the condition of the atmosphere), the time of

e.rposure requisite to produce a given fogging or blackening of

the plate will, other things being equal, vary inversely as

the square of the linear aperture of the image-forming lens,

no matter what the focal length of the latter may be.

In referring to the long-exposure photographs taken by

Dr. Gill at Cape Town (twenty-four hours fifty-three

minutes, on Eta Argus), and by Dr. ^Yolf, Dr. Roberts

says :
" The reason why a refractor of focal distance to aper-

ture in the ratio of one to ten could not cause the darkening

of the film .... so rapidly as a reflector of the focal

ratio of one to five, is consequent upon the greater power

of the latter in the concentration of light upon the sensitive

film than is possessed by the refractor ; there is also loss

of hght by reflection from the surfaces of the lenses by

absorption, and by absence of perfect achromatism in the

lenses. Less sensitive plates may also have been used in

the refi-actor than were used in the reflector, and the

development of the plates may not have been carried or

the same degree of intensity. Therefore, on consideration

of all the relative conditions, twenty-five hours' exposure

of a plate in the refractor may not be so near the limit of

practical photographic eflect as seven and a half hours

would be with the twenty-inch reflector." From the pre-

ceding consideration it wUl readily be seen that this

explanation is not the true one. The fundamental cause

of the difference in exposure possible with the two instru-

ments under consideration lies in the difl'erence in linear

aperture. I assume (not having been able to find the

paper of Dr. Gill describing the plate m question) that the

photograph of Eta Argus referred to was taken with the

standard instrument prescribed by the Astrophotographic

Congress, which has a linear aperture of thirteen inches,

and a ratio of aperture to focal length of nearly one to ten.

If all the important conditions, save that of size of instru-

ment, which affect the general blackening or foggmg of

the film

—

i.e., the brightness of the sky, the efficiency of

the objective as regards optical form, transmitting (or

reflecting) power, etc., the sensitiveness of the film, the

manner and extent of development, etc., etc.—were the

same in the two cases, the instrument of thirteen inches

aperture would permit of an exposure nearly two and one-

half times as long as the one of twenty inches aperture.

If, then, we consider seven and one-half hours (more

exactly, seven hours thirty-five minutes) as the limiting

time of exposure for Dr. Roberts' instrument, the lirniting

exposure for a thirteen-inch under the same conditions

would be nearly nineteen hours, and fcr a six- inch at

least eighty hours.

This, however, is not the most important conclusion to

be drawn from this relation between brightness of focal

field and aperture. The mere ability to lengthen the time

of exposure (at least beyond twenty-four hours) by de-

creasing the size of the photographic objective would not,

in itself, be of great importance, because there would be

• Owing to the greater thickness of atmosphere traversed by the

liglit coining from the stars (and other luminous celestial bodies)

near the horizon, the general illumination of tliis portion of the sky

will be somewhat greater than of that portion near the zenith.
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too much risk and difficulty in accurately following an
object for a much greater length of time than is done at

present. But in the case of nebulaj, planets, and other
celestial bodies (or phenomena) of finite though limited

size (/.('., of size lesa than the field of the camera), the
intensity of the image at the focal plane varies, as is well

known, as the square of the angular aperture of the

objective

—

i.e., as
(

^r ) • Since the intensity of the field

(due to the sky) varies, as already shown, as h- only, it at

once follows that for two instruments of the same ratio,

-^j of aperture to focal length, but of different linear

apertures, h^ and b^, the contrast between object and field

win vary mversely as (^) ; or an objective of one inch

aperture and (say) five inches focal length, will photo-
graphically reveal details only one-fourth as bright, as
compared with the sky, as can be revealed by one of two
inches aperture and ten inches focus. Or, assuminij that

till- development of the plate can lie pushed by proper methods
correspondimjlij farther, the first lens will record given details

in one-fourth the time required Inj the second. In comparing
the rapidity of two lenses of differing aperture and focal

length, it has heretofore been customary to consider the
exposure time for a given object to vary simply as the
intensity of the image at the focal plane, i.e., as the square
of the angular aperture. Anyone who has tried photo-
graphing an object against a bright extended background,
such as the sky, knows that this law fails signally. Prof.

Barnard, in his experiments with the " lantern lens " at

the Lick Observatory," found that for very faint objects,

like the extended portions of the Orion nebula, the
Andromeda nebula, the earth-lit portion of the new moon,
etc., the time of exposure required with the " lantern
lens " was only one-twentieth to one-fortieth that required
with the Willard lens. The latter had an angular aperture
of one-fifth ; the former an angular aperture of about two-
sevenths. Hence, according to the usual rule, the time of

exposure required for the lantern lens would be a little less

than one-half that required by the Willard lens, or from ten to

twenty times what was actually required.! This difference

is very much greater than can be possibly explained by any
difference in the construction or transmissive power of the
two lenses, and proves conclusively that it is a question of

contrast between image and field, rather than of absolute
intensity of image alone, that determines the time of

exposure necessary to record photographically given details

of any object of finite angular extent. If we compare the
"lantern" and Willard lenses on this basis, we find that
there is no discrepancy remaining to be explained. For
the aperture of the Willard lens was six inches, while that
of the other was one and a half inches. Hence the squares
of the relative angular apertures being, as already stated,

about one to two, the ratio of the contrast between object

and field would be in the two cases

—

Lantern _ 2 / G V _ 32

Millard ~ 1 Vl-5/ 1

a value which agrees with the experimental results of

Prof. Barnard already referred to. Further evidence of the
correctness of this method of comparison is furnished by
the results of Pickering in photographing the Orion nebula.
Pickering used a Voightlilnder portrait lens of 2G inches

aperture and 86 inches equivalent focus, or of about ^.^

angular aperture.
J

This is almost exactly the angular

* Astronomif and Astrophysics, December, 1894, ]i. 811.

t It was Prof. Barnard's calling my attention to this great dis-

crepancy \yh!cli first led me to investigate this problem.

X Sid. Mess., Vol. IX., p. 2, January, 1890.

aperture of the " lantern lens" (J^), and, according to usual

law, the time of exposure for a given object ought to be the

same for the two lenses (about eleven per cent, less for the

Voightlilnder lens). But the time of exposure required for

the Voightlilnder lens was three hours, while that required

for the " lantern lens " was only one hour fifteen minutes^
about five to twelve as long. The ratio of contrast for

these two lenses is

—

Lantern ^ /H•B^ = , /2-6 . ^^ 13
j^^^^^^ ^, 12

.

Voiglitlander V3-.5/ Vlo/ =5 5

Here, again, the agreement between the ratio of theoretical

exposures and the ratio of actual exposures is very close.

It is, in fact, even closer than appears, because Pickering's

photograph with three hours' exposure did not show quite

as much as that of Barnard v^ith one hour fifteen minutes'

exposure.

This law of variation of the brightness of the field

according to the inverse square of the aperture of the

camera objective, is also of great importance in indicating

the proper instruments for use in various fields of research

in astronomical photography. It will be quite evident

from the preceding considerations that the instrument
best suited for the photography of any faint extended
celestial body or phenomena, such as nebulas, comets,

meteor trails, the gegenschein, the zodiacal belt, etc., is

one of very small linear aperture—smaller even than any
that have so far been used. It should, of course, also have
as large an angular aperture (ratio of aperture to focal

length) as possible ; but this will be determined to a

certain extent by the angular extent of field sought after,

by the scale desired, and, in the superior limit, by optical

difficulties of construction. Because of these last an angular

aperture greater than one-fourth is hardly practicable when
any extent of field is to be covered at all sharply, and it is

better not to go below a ratio of one to five. So far as I

know, the smallest lens which has been used in astro-

nomical photography is the "lantern lens " of Prof. Barnard
already referred to, having a linear aperture of one and a

half inches. But I believe very much smaller apertures

than this even may be employed to advantage ; and I have
recently proposed to make use of two Zeiss microscope
objectives (for microphotography), having apertures of only
0"28 and 0-42 inch respectively, for photographing certain

very faint objects, particularly the gegenschein and the

fainter portions of the zodiacal band, and for searching

for faint nebulosity in portions of the sky in which it has
not previously been detected. These lenses, which have
an angular aperture of one to five—the same as the Willard

lens—would be respectively about four hundred and fifty

and two hundred times as efficient as the latter (granting

that they are as good from an optical point of view), either

as regards time of exposure (supposing the development
can be pushed far enough without foggini; the plate by
the action of the developer itself) or as regards extent of

detail, which can be obtained with long exposures (granting

that the scale of the photograph is sufficient to show this

detail).

The difficulty mentioned in the last sentence of the

preceding paragraph is perhaps the most serious objection

to the use of very small apertures. Unfortunately, there

is no way of avoiding it, for looking at the relation between
intensity of image and of field in another way, we see that

the contrast between the two depends ultimately simply

on the absolute focal length (./').* To obtain four times the

* Intensity of image varies as -, ; intensity of field as i= .". contrast

image _ 1

field ~ f'

f
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contrast we must decrease the scale of the resultant

photograph one half ; to obtain nine times the contrast,

two-thirds ; and so on. It is therefore important to note

that the full advantages of using a small linear aperture

(and corresponding small focal length) will only be realized

when the objects photographed are large enough to stand

the necessary reduction in size without danger of losing

detail by reason of the finite size of the silver grains in the

photographic plate. This objection has, however, no weight
as regards the value of such small instruments in searching

for new nebulosities so faint as to have entirely escaped

previous notice. The important thing in such a case is to

first find the nebulosity at all ; the problem of observing

or photographing it in detail will come later.

Another important conclusion follows at once from the

considerations of the preceding paragraph. For a gireii

absolute focal length (say thirty inches, as in the Willard
lens), and hence for a given scale on the photograph, the

e/ficienci) (considered in the same sense as before, either as

regards exposure time for a given detail, or detail obtain-

able with a given exposure time) of the ohjecth-e, other

things being equal, is entirely independent of its linear, and
therefire of its angular, aperture. In other words, a tele-

scope of one inch aperture and thirty inches focal length

would photograph a given nebula just as quickly and in

just as much detail as the Willard lens of six inches

aperture. This conclusion is at first sight sufliciently

startling, but it may at once be seen to be true by remem-
bering that while the intensity of the image diminishes as

the square of the aperture, the brightness of field diminishes
in the same proportion ; and the contmst between the two,

which has already been shown to be the principal if not

the only factor in determining the time of exposure and the

detail on the photograph, remains unaltered. Of course

this conclusion only holds, as has already been pointed out,

provided the development of the plate can be controlled so

as to bring out a given contrast, whatever be the absolute

intensity of action. In general, the less the absolute in-

tensity of the image and field, and hence the feebler the

action on the plate, the longer the development required,

and the greater the tendency to fog the plate in the

development itself. Besides, if pushed to the extreme, the
image might become so faint as to be incapable of affecting

the sensitive film at all. The results of Barnard, already

quoted, have shown that the development may be
controlled over times of exposure varying from one to

about forty, and corresponding to light action (intensity

X time) varying from one to twenty. It is a question for

actual experiment as to whether the process of develop-

ment cannot be controlled over a much wider range of light

action ; the results obtained by the careful development of

an ordinary negative, in which it is possible to obtain

at the same time detail in both the high lights and the

shadows, seeming to indicate that it could. We may at

least consider that the above comparison between the one-

inch and six-inch lens, in which the light action for

a given time of exposure will be in the ratio of one
to thirty-six, is justified by the results already obtained.

Granting that it is,* it is readily seen that the instrument
of smaller aperture (given focal length) has for the pur-

poses already considered the following advantages :

—

1. For a given form of objective the field can be made
flatter.

2. For the same field, a single achromatic objective
might be used instead of the photographic doublet.

* It will be noticed that this question does not arise in case the
angular aperture remains constant. For in that case the intensity of
the image also remains constant for all linear ajiertures.

8. The whole instrument, including mounting, is very

much lighter and cheaper.

i. The full resolving power of the instrument may be
photographically utilized.*

If our purpose is to depict most clearly the object alone

—

i.e., free from the stars around it and superposed upon it

—

the instrument of small aperture has the further very
important advantage of showing in a given time of

exposure very many less stars than the one of larger

aperture would do.f For the intensity of a star image
varies as the fourth power of the aperture, while that of the

nebula or other extended object caries onlg as the square.

(To be continued.)

THE METAMORPHOSIS OF A DRAGON FLY.

By Kev. A. East.

IF
the lower jaw be a sign of strength of character,

the dragon fly (Libellula), in its larval state, must be

of an exceptionally resolute disposition, for the lower

jaw or mask is no less than three times as long as

the head, and is furnished at the end with a kind of

horny split lip and a pair of very serviceable nippers.

The lower jaw measures half an inch, and the whole head
a trifle over a third of this length. No ordinary arrange-

ment could possibly adapt such a jaw to its head, and if

anyone will try resting the chin in the palm of the hand,
and extending the thumb and little finger, he will have a

very fair notion of this terrible jaw—the thumb and little

finger representing the nippers of the jaw, and the whole
arm representing the jaw or mask (Fig. 1). This mask,
in fact, is jointed in the middle with a kind of elbow, and,

when not extended (Fig. 2) for the purpose of seizing prey,

extends downwards from the lingua, to which it is attached,

as far as the second pair of legs, and then up again to meet
the maxillie ; the edges of the mask, when so folded up,

fitting closely against each other, and forming altogether

what looks like an enormous chin (Fig. 2).

The action of protruding and withdrawing the mask with

lightning rapidity is very much like that of the tongue

of the frog; but it must be confessed that our friend is not

so good a sportsman, for he as often as not aims short in

his eagerness and misses his mark, but the more phleg-

matic frog never misses.

It is difficult at first to see how the larva progresses

through the water, for he has no feathered legs for

swimming, nor does he use his legs for this purpose. As a

rule he creeps slowly and stealthily along the bottom, or

rests immovable with the body pressed closely against an
upright stem, or stands on tip-toe with chin on high,

expectantly waiting for what fortune may send him ; but

he can, when alarmed, shoot through the water with the

speed and straightness of a torpedo-boat, and without any

* I have already shown that in order to photographically utilize the
full resolving power of an objective, the ratio of aperture to focal

length ( .) must be at least one-third -, where « is the diameter of the

silver grain, ^ the wave-length (mean) of the light used. For
ordinary values of " and ^ this makes the ratio of ajjerturo to focal

length between one-thirtieth and one-fortieth. See papers, "Notes
on Astronomical Spectroscopes," Astrophysical Journal, Yol. III.,

p. 189, March, 1896 ; and " On the Conditions of Maximum Efliciency

ia the Use of the Spectrograph," ibid.. Vol. III., p. 321, May, 1896.

+ For this reason (as has also been pointed out by Harkness,
Astronomi/ and Astrophi/sics, Vol. XI., p. 648), photographs of

nebulae with different instruments may present a very different

appearance, owing to the possible great difference in the number of

superposed and surrounding stars. Too great caution cannot bo
exercised in guarding against hasty conclusions based on such com-
parisons.
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perceptible means of propulsion. Having, apparently,

anticipated the latest discovery of naval mechanics,

be propels his vessel by means of a jet of water violently

driven out of the

stern ; as the water,

however, has to be

drawn in again by
the same vent (the

rectum), his jour-

neys by this method
are not very long,

and are somewhat
spasmodic. This
drawing in and
expelling of water
through the rectum
is the ordinary
method of respira-

tion also, which is

effected chiefly
under water, at

least during the

earlier larval
stages ; but the

larva is also able

to breathe atmo-
spheric ak in a way
not yet fully under-

stood, I believe, but
Pl&. 1.—Larva of Dragou FIv. !Ma?k extended.

which was to be expected in an insect whose later existence

was to be spent in air—not in water. It may be noticed

that as the time for the final change approaches, the

nymph is fond of resting with either the extreme tip

of the tail out of water, or else the head and one or both

within, and forms with the two lateral ones a minute

channel as large as a fine needle, which is always open—

-

even when the spines appear to be quite closed—and this

apparently also
serves as a spiracle.

In several of the

figures (('.,'/., Figs.

3, 4, and 5) white

threads are seen

proceeding from
the split nymph
skin. These are

the trachea', which
connect with the

pair of spiracles

already referred to,

and are ruptured

as the imago comes
out. They easily

locate the position

of the spiracles in

the dry nymph
skin, if any diffi-

culty is experienced

in finding them
from the outside.

When full fed

the dull brown eyes

of the larva become
Fig. 2.—Larva of the Dragon Fly.

brilliaut green, being indeed the colour of the perfect eyes

within ; the larva then crawls laboriously up some stick

or water plant, the body close pressed against the stem,

and assisted by the scales and spines of the abdomen—not
disdaining the friendly help of a pencil if such be forth-

Fia. 3. Fig. 4. Fio. 5

The Metamorphosis of tlic Dragon Fly : " Slowly the body emerges." Photographed from Life.

shoulders (if they may so be called). Now if a dry nymph
skin be examined, two spiracles like horny lips will be

found, one on each side, behind the head, placed vertically

in the fold between the segments bearing the first and
second pair of legs, and these spiracles in the living larva

may be noticed open when above water ; and, again, of the

three spines closing the rectum, the two lateral ones are

aharp, but the third is cut off at the point and grooved

coming, and trying apparently, with vigorous switchings

of the abdomen, the stability of its chosen support.

After about ten minutes to half an hour of drying, the

part immediately behind the eyes and above the wing cases

swells, cracks, and opens, and discloses the bright green

body of the perfect insect. Slowly the body emerges ; the

brown cases of the eyes are thrust farther and farther aside,

and the enormous head with its compound eyes protrudes
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fully out ; at the same time the little crumpled wings are

drawn out of their eases, then the legs one by one, the

imago now hanging with head bent right back and the

wings pointing upwards, the whole insect hanging, with
six segments of the abdomen exposed, wet and limp from
the dry nymph skin, still clinging firmly to its support by
its stiff and empty legs. (See Figs. 3, 4, and 5.)

After hanging like this for some ten minutes or more,
until the legs are strong enough, the insect, by a quick

contraction of the body, suddenly lifts its head, and
seizing with all six legs the dry nymph skin, quickly

withdraws the remaining four segments of the abdomen
out of its sheath, and hangs by its legs alone (Fig. 6),

The wings now hang down and begin slowly to expand,

at first dull and mealy-looking ; as they lengthen they

get flatter and clearer, until in about half an hour they

show all the beauty of their gauzy texture. They are

THE MINISTRY OF LEAVES.
By Rev. Alex. S. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.

THE colours of the two great kingdoms of organic
nature present a striking contrast ; as a whole the
colours of animals are characterized by variety,
those of plants by uniformity. Blossoms, indeed,
vie with insects and birds in the brilliancy and

diversity of their tints, but the higher plants alone bear
coloured blossoms, and these are few in comparison with
the leaves. Although leaves present every diversity of
shape, they are, for the most part, of one colour, and this
uniformity is determined by the function they perform in
the economy of nature.

Foliage owes its greenness, as is well known, to the
presence in the cellules of the leaf of a colouring matter
called chlorophyll, occurring in the form of little rounded

g
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Carbonic acid is a compound of carbon and oxygen :

under the influence of sunlight chlorophyll has the pro-

perty of absorbing and decomposing this gas ; the combina-

tion is broken up, the oxygen is returned to the air, and

the carbon, retained by the chlorophyll, is employed in the

building up of vegetable tissue. Carbon separated from

the air in this way constitutes the most important part of

the food of plants. In the dark, plants are incapable of

extracting carbon from the air ; they are dependent on

light, which acts as a reducing agent on the carbonic acid

absorbed by the leaves.

After it has been blown through among leaves, air is

found on analysis to contain less carbonic acid and more

oxygen than it did before. A few minutes' contact with

the leaves of the vine is sufficient to deprive air entirely

of its carbonic acid. If a bunch of mint be placed under

water on which the sunlight is playing, bubbles of gas are

seen to escape from the leaves, which, on examination,

proves to be pure oxygen. Such facts sufficiently explain

Dr. Priestley's results ; the leaves of the plant absorbed

the carbonic acid as fast as it was exhaled by the mouse,

and substituted an equal volume of free oxygen, so that

the composition of the air in the jar remained throughout

the same as it was at first.

Animals, it thus appears, are indebted to vegetables, not

merely for food, but likewise to a great extent for the air

they breathe. " The oxygen we are breathing," wrote the

late Prof. George Wilson, " was distilled for us some time

ago by the magnolias of the Susquehanna and the great

trees that skirt the Orinoco and the Amazon. The giant

rhododendrons of the Himalayas contributed to it, the

roses and myrtles of Cashmere, the cinnamon trees of

Ceylon, and forests older than the flood buried deep in the

heart of Africa, far behind the Mountains of the Moon.
"

The relationship is, however, one of mutual dependence

and benefit, for animals feed plants with carbon, and that

in a gaseous combination suited to their powers of assimi-

lation. The mouse in Dr. Priestley's experiment supplied

the plant with both carbon and oxygen, but only received

back the oxygen ; this unequal exchange in the long run

would necessarily mean the gradual transference of all the

animal's substance to the tissues of the plant. This is,

indeed, the ultimate destiny of all animal substance, for

not only are vegetables the natural heirs of effete and

refuse animal matter, but the carbon atoms of which any

plant is built up, we may safely say, have all at one time

or other formed part of some animal. Since plants are

constantly receiving carbon from animals, the latter must

refund their losses if their existence is to continue. To
counterbalance its loss we must imagine the mouse in the

experiment to devour a portion of the plant containing as

much carbon as was eliminated in respiration. Even when
accounts are thus squared, animals are still indebted to

plants for the energy generated by the combustion of their

food.

In the body of an animal there is always going on a

process of slow combustion ; oxygen taken in by the lungs

enters into union with carbon derived from the food,

carbonic acid is formed, and heat evolved. Every atom of

carbon disengaged from oxygen by the plant represents an

expenditure of heat upon the leaves equal to that developed

during its combination with oxygen in the animal system.

In the leaves this heat disappears ; it becomes latent, and

is stored up as potential energy. When we burn a piece

of wood, not only is the carbon which the tree originally

extracted from the air restored to the atmosphere in the

form of carbonic acid, but the heat given out by the

burning wood corresponds exactly to the amount by which

the sunbeams were chilled through the activity of the

leaves while the wood was growing. Bobbing the sunshine

of its heat in this way, leaves must act as refrigerators
;

leaves exert a farther cooling influence on account of the

watery vapour they are constantly giving ofJ, for whenever

water evaporates much heat is rendered latent, and ceases

to be discerned by the senses.

A man is said to exhale about one hundred gallons of

carbonic acid in a day. Boussingault estimated that a

square yard of leaf surface, reckoning both the upper and

lower sides of the leaves, can under favourable circum-

stances decompose rather more than a gallon of carbonic

acid in a day. At this rate, one hundred square yards

of leaf surface should keep a man going with oxygen. A
single tree would suffice for quite a number of people,

for according to the late Prof. Asa Gray's computation,

even a moderately sized elm possesses five acres of leaf

surface.

Widely as they differ in appearance, a lung and a leaf

are constructed on very similar principles. In the lungs

the air tubes are subdivided into an infinite number of

small ramifications, around which the blood-vessels are

distributed in an extremely fine network. By this arrange-

ment an immense surface is exposed to the air, with

comparatively small expenditure of space. Through the

delicate membranous walls of these fine tubes the air

penetrates into the blood-vessels beneath, and from the

blood carbonic acid diffuses into the air tubes, and is

exhaled. The typical leaf, again, is a thin expanded plate,

offering a large surface to the air relatively to its mass
;

its lower stratum is honeycombed with innumerable

air spaces and intercellular passages, which communicate
with the external air through thousands of pores or

stomata. Oxygen and carbonic acid are exchanged

through the walls of the leaf-cells very much as in the

lungs, but in the reverse order. The flattened form of the

leaf secures illumination and promotes evaporation ; lungs,

having no need of light, are shaped to suit the space

available. The resemblance between the submerged

leaves of aquatic plants, such as the water-buttercup, and
the external gills or branchiif of the young tadpole

and other amphibians, is particularly striking. Both
organs are cut up into fine, thread-like segments, giving

them a fringed or feather-like appearance ; the large

absorbing area thus presented to the water facilitates the

absorption of the dissolved gases. Leaves are, however,

organs of nutrition. This resemblance to respiratory

organs arises entirely from the fact that by far the largest

proportion of a plant's food is absorbed in the gaseous

condition. Eeferring to this adaptation of the leaf,

Johnstone, in his " Agricultural Chemistry," says :
" How

beautiful is the contrivance of the expanded leaf! The
air contains only one gaUon of carbonic acid in two

thousand five hundred, and this proportion has been

adjusted to the health and comfort of animals, to whom this

gas is hurtful. But to catch this minute quantity, the

tree hangs out thousands of square feet of leaf in perpetual

motion, through an ever-moving air ; and thus by the con-

joined labours of millions of pores, the substance of whole

forests of solid wood is slowly extracted from the fleeting

winds."

Chlorophyll itself owes its formation to light ; but to

conceive how the ethereal undulations, acting on the living

substance of a leaf-cell, can elaborate a structure so

complex, baffles imagination. How marvellous are the

properties of Ught and how manifold its adjustments to

differently constituted materials ! Light is at once the

most useful of natural agencies and the most beautiful of

physical phenomena. And yet it must be tempered to

our vision. Painful and blinding the glare from rock or
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desert, but what more grateful than the sight of fresh

green meadows ! In contact with the grass light is

purified from rays which fatigue and injure our eyes.

This tempering of the sunshine is another of the many
benefactions we owe to the ministry of leaves.

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR AUGUST.
By Herbert Sadler, F.E.A.S.

CONVENIENTLY observable minima of Algol occur

at Oh. 36m. a.m. on the 18th, and 9h. 25m. p.m. on

the 21st.

Mercury is too near the Sun to be conveniently

observed during August.

Venus, as a morning star, is very well situated for

observation. She rises on the 1st at Ih. a.m., or three

and a half hours before the Sun, with a northern

declination at noon of 20^ 52', and an apparent diameter

of 18^", about |*„\Tths of the disc being illuminated- On
the 9th she rises at Ih. 3m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 21° 19', and an apparent diameter of 17i".

On the 19th she rises at Ih. 13m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 2P 18', and an apparent diameter of 16^",

about i%"oths of the disc being illuminated. On the 31st

she rises at about lb. 30m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 19^ -10', and an apparent diameter of 15".

During August she describes a direct path through the

whole of Gemini, on the borders of which constellation

and Cancer she is placed at the end of the month.
Both Mars and Jupiter are invisible, being too near the

Sun to be observed to any advantage by the amateur.

Saturn is an evening star, but should be looked for as

soon after sunset as possible ; besides, his low declination

interferes with the accurate observation of delicate details.

On the 1st he sets at about lib. 20m. p.m., with a

southern declination of 16*^ 19', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 17 " (the major axis of the ring system being
40" in diameter, and the minor 10 '). On the 10th he

sets at lOh. IGm. p.m., with a southern declination of

16° 54', and an apparent equatorial diameter of 16V'.
On the 20th he sets at lOh. 8m. p.m., with a southern

declination of 17° 1', and an apparent equatorial diameter
of 16j". On the 31st he sets at 9h. 25m. p.m., or nearly

two and three-quarter hours after the Sun, with a southern

declination of 17° 10', and an apparent equatorial diameter

of 16^". He is in quadrature with the Sun on the 17th.

During August Saturn describes a short direct path in

Libra.

Uranus is also an evening star, but, owing to his great

southern decUuation, must be looked for as soon as possible

after sunset to be caught at all. On the 1st he sets at

llh. 10m. P.M., with a southern declination of 18° 55', and
an apparent diameter of 3-6''. On the 31st he sets at

9h. 15m. P.M., with a southern declination of 18° 55'. He
is stationary in Libra on the 3rd, and afterwards describes

a very short direct path in that constellation.

Neptune does not rise until nearly llh. p.m. at the end
of the month, and we therefore defer an ephemeris of him
until September.

This month is one of the most favourable ones in which
to observe shooting stars. Tlie most noted shower is that

of the Permidre, with a radiant point at the maximum
display on the 10th in E.A. llh. 52m., N.D. 56°.

Observations of this region with an opera-glass will, no
doubt, show stationary meteors, or meteors which shift

their positions very slowly. Their places, and the direction

of their shift, should be noted for the purpose of determining
whether the radiant is a geometrical point or a circle, or

an elliptic area, as suggested with regard to the November
meteors (Monthly Xoticfs of the Royal Astronomical Society,

Vol. XLVIL, pp. 66-73). The radiant point sinks at

5h. 37m. a.m.

The Moon enters her first quarter at 6h. 25m. p.m. on

the 5th ; is full at 2h. 23m. p.m. on the 12th ; enters her

last quarter at 8h. 2;iai. a.m. on the 20th ; and is new at

3h. 29m. A.M. on the 28th.

Ci^css Column.
By C. D. LooooK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addressed,

till further notice, to the Chess Editor, Knowledge, 326,

High Holborn.

Solutions of July Problems.

No. 1.

(By W. Clugston.)

1. E to Kt6, and mates next move.

No. 2.

(By A. C. Challenger.)

-1. Kt to K5.

If 1.

1.

1.

1.

Key-move.

. KxKt,
. K to K6,
. BxBP,
. KB moves,

both

2. Q to K4ch, etc.

2. Kt to B4ch, etc.

2. Kt X Bch, etc.

2. Kt to B3eh, etc.

problems received fromCorrect Solutions of

H. S. Brandreth, Alpha.

Of No. 1 only from G. G. Beazley, W. H. Lunn, Kappa,

H. W. Elcum, J. M'Robert,

Of No. 2 only from Capt. Forde.

H. DO. Bernard.—The added Pawn is a happy idea,

but we fear there is still a solution by 1. KKt5, K moves
(best) ; 2. RE6, Pch ; 3. KR5. If 1. . . . PR4, 2. KtB2
or 4. This illustrates that dread of the " many keys."

B. E. Frrington.—In No. 1 (June Number), if 1. P x Kt,

K moves, and there is no mate. The key, 1. QKt7, ia

this case allows the Pawn to mate by Queening, the

Black Bishop being pinned.

PKOBLEMS.

No. 1.

By J. T. Blakemore.

Black (11).

; SU

A

9 faP t '9 S

White (10).

White mates in two moves.
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No. 2.

By C. D. Locock.

Black (8).

m m m

m m m. fm
'^ Wi Wi 'W'

White (8).

White mates in three moves.

[The above is an alternative version of a recent tourney

problem.]

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

The Ladies' International Tournament came to a

successful conclusion on July 3rd. Miss Rudge won the

first prize without losing a single game, her one drawn
game being of the nature of an accident. Her performance,

and that of Miss Thorold, who was third, seems to show
that the established provincial celebrities can still more
than hold their own with the energetic members of the

ladies' club in London. These latter have had all the

advantage of excellent practice against many of the London
clubs, but the majority apparently lacked that steadiness,

born of experience, to which the West of England repre-

sentatives owed their success. The following was the

prize list :

—

1. Miss Rudge, Bristol (£60) 18^
2. Mrs. Fagan, London (£50)
3. Miss Thorold, Bath (£40)
4. Mrs. Worrall, America (£30) ...

5. Mrs. Bonnefin, London (£20) ...

6. Lady Thomas and Mrs. Berry (equal)

151
14

13

12i

After a succession of drawn games towards the close,

M. Tchigorin won his match with M. Schiffers by 7 games
to 1, with 6 draws. By a curious coincidence the ninth
game of the match was identical for the first ten moves
with the game (Locock v. Trenchard) recently published

in this column. But M. Schiffers, who was playing White,
overlooked the winning move, 11. Q to R5, and ultimately

lost the game. M. Tchigorin has now defeated M. Schiffers

in five matches out of six dm-ing the last twenty-four

years, but in tournament play the result has been very
different, so far as their personal encounters have been
concerned.

The Chess Bouqmt. By F. R. Gittins. (Feilden,

McAUan, & Co.) This long-expected work has now made
its appearance. The STtisfactory result is a handsomely
bound crown quarto volume of two hundred and sixty

pages. The scope of the work is probably already known
to many of our readers. Suffice it to say it contains the
chess biographies of some seventy or eighty of the leading

problem composers and chess editors of the United

Kingdom, adorned with their portraits, and accompanied

by their specially selected problems. There are also essays

on problems and solving by Messrs. Laws, Hume, and

others. The portraits have come out particularly well in

almost every case ; while the problems, nearly seven hun-

dred in number, form an unrivalled collection, representing

as they do the cream of the productions of living British

composers. Among others who have frequently contributed

to this column we notice the biographies and compositions

of Messrs. G. K. Ansell, J. T. Blakemore, A. C. Challenger,

and A. G. Fellows ; the last named also contributes the

dedicatory poem, and in other respects we believe has had

some share in editing the work. Certainly it is a book to

be bought and studied by all who take an interest in

chess problems.

Chess Openings. By J. Mason. (Horace Cox & Co.)

2s. net. This is Mr. Mason's third treatise on the game,

written in that semi-philosophic style (with traces of

Carlylese) which the reader has now learnt to expect. It

is a very useful and well-written book of one hundred and

fourteen pages, the introduction on "development " being

especially instructive. The analysis is on the " large-type

main variation " plan, with subsidiary variations in smaller

type. Though not perhaps so concise as the " column "

system, this plan makes the book more readable, and not,

we think, less easy for reference. Mr. Mason draws

somewhat largely on his previous works, but the book is

no worse for that. It is certainly the best of the smaller

treatises on the openings.
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"NITRAGIN."
By C. F. TowNSEND, F.C.S.

THE extent to which even the larger animala are

dependent on insignificant creatures that can only

be distinguished under the high powers of the

microscope is hard to realize. The longer we live

the more we find out that many of these tiny

organisms, far from being the harmful parasites they were

once thought to be, are absolutely essential to the lives of

their hosts. In our own blood are numerous small animals,

called white corpuscles, that resemble in everything but

size the animals known as Amiebce that live in pond water.

These white corpuscles, except that they cannot get out of

our blood or live anywhere else, are as independent as we are.

In diseases the destructive bacteria do not seem to be able

to work alone in many cases, but require the assistance of

other bacteria to prepare the ground for them, as it were.

One of the most remarkable instances of this mutual
dependence between higher and lower orders of beings lies

in the vegetable world, and is concerned with the way
certain families of plants obtain a portion of their food.

The existence of the organisms that play a part in this

particular co-operative arrangement is perhaps the most
important discovery that has been made for many years,

and should be of immense interest to agricultiirists and
others—all others.

For a long time botanists have been puzzled by the

outgrowths or nodules that occur on the rootlets of plants

belonging to the bean and pea family. Another curious

thing about these plants is that to grow a crop of peas,

beans, or tares, is as good for the land as a strong dose

of manure, and many farmers, especially on the Continent,

have adopted the routine of growing such a crop previous

to sowing the land with wheat or other grain. The benefit

obtained by doing so was obvious, although the reason

was not known. Within the last few years it has been

found that leguminous plants (peas, beans, etc.) had the

power of making use of the free nitrogen of the air, and
that the nodules on the rootlets were the channels through

which the nitrogen was secured. Further investigation

brought to light a very complicated and interesting state

of affairs in these rootlets. In a thimbleful of soil there

are many millions of tiny organisms, with which the root-

hairs of the plant come into close contact. These

organisms— or, rather, some of them—invade the sub-

stance of the root-hairs and stimulate the tissues to form

overgrown cells, which make up the nodules we have

spoken of above. As fast as the cells are formed they are

occupied by quantities of organisms, which do not injure

the cells, but seem to stimulate them to intense action.

The result of all this is that, in a manner we do not yet

understand, nitrogen is absorbed from the air in considerable

amount. When the plant finds in the soil sufficient nitro-

genous food (nitrates, ammonium sulphate, or farmyard

manure) to supply its needs, the nodules, although they

are still formed, do not take nitrogen from the air, so that

the organisms must have some other business besides

supplying the plant with nitrogen.

By cultivation in gelatine and selection, it has been

found possible to isolate the particular organisms that

take part in this curious root growth. It is found that each

plant has its own organism, and in the interesting lecture

of Dr. J. A. Voelcker, at the Society of Chemical

Industry, a short while since, illustrations and micro-photo-

graphs of these organisms were shown. Red and white

clover and other trifoliums patronize eight different

forms, although it is possible that these only represent

different stages in the growth of the same organism, the

final shape being a three-pointed star. The form peculiar

to the broad bean is very similar to the last, but two of

the arms are branched again. The vetch prefers a smaller

organism than the two preceding ; the shape is similar,

but all three arms are branched at the ends. The form
peculiar to broom is that of a well-formed comma, that

of gorse resembles a badly formed comma, and the

organism of lucerne reminds us of a note of exclamation.

Our German friends, with their usual energy and
acuteness in matters scientific, have actually begun to

cultivate these organisms, and the great chemical firm of

Meister, Lucius, & Briining are offering them for sale

commercially. They have chosen for them the unfortunate

name of " nitragin," which is certain to be confused

with " nitrogen " in this country. lu Germany it does not

matter, as their name for nitrogen is " stickstoff."

Varieties suitable for the common pea and field pea ; for

vetches and horse beans ; for white, yellow, and blue

lupines ; for red, white, and crimson clover, alsike, trefoil,

cow-grass, and lucerne ; for sainfoin, and many others, are

cultivated.

A large number of experiments were carried out with
these matei-ials in England last year, and Dr. Voelcker

gives an interesting summary of the results in his paper.

Unfortunately the season was so abnormally dry that the

experiments were not very conclusive, but the results on
the whole were favourable. On the land of Mr. Howard
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Eyland, preen peas, broad beans, and sweet peas (especially

the last) benefited by inoculation ; French beans were

doubtful. At Messrs. Sutton & Sons' nearly the whole

of the experiments gave favourable indications, especially

as regards root growth. Wheat has been grown this year

at Messrs. Sutton's on the ground used for these experi-

ments, and it will be interesting to see what improvement,

if any, has been effected.

By the light of present experience, it is necessary to take

the following prt cautions when using the new inoculating

material : the ground must either be inoculated before

sowing, or the seed itself must be inoculated, and the

organisms sown with the seed. This is important, as the

nodules are formed in the early stages of the growth of the

plant. As the inoculation only assists the plant to obtain

the nitrogenous portion of its food, other manures, such

as phosphates and potash, must be supplied, just as in the

ordinary way. Where a particular crop— say, of beans—is

doing Well, it is foolish to expect to improve matters still

more by introducing the new material, as it is quite clear

that the soil is already inoculated. Further and more
elaborate experiments with " nitragin " are being con-

ducted this year, and we hope they will lead to definite

rules of conduct being laid down.

One of the most hopeful applications of the new inocu-

lating material is in conneciion with " clover sickness."

It is found in practice that clover can only be grown for a

comparatively short time on a particular piece of land ; the

soil then becomes " clover sick," and about eight years

must elapse before the field can be sown again with clover

successfully. The reason for this is unknown, but it may
be due to the exhaustion of the organisms that live on the

roots, without which the plant cannot thrive. If this be

the case, the application of fresh inoculating material will

enable the farmer to grow clover every year, if he desires

it, off the same plot.

The knowledge of these organisms throws a light on the

fact that, as every gardener knows, manure alone, how-
ever well proportioned, is not sufficient for the satisfactory

growth ot most plants ; it is necessary to have a large

quantity of decayed vegetable matter present as well. An
old garden that has been well looked after produces far

better crops than one newly planted, the difference being

due in all probability to the quantity of these useful

organisms present in the old vegetable soil.

Important as the discovery of root organisms may, and
probably will, be to agriculture, the application seem^
small compared to the immense possibilities that are opened
up in the region of chemical industry. On the one hand
we have this inert nitrogen of the air, that can only be

made to combine with other elements under the stress of

the greatest force at the command of chemistry and pbysics,

viz., the electric arc ; on the other hand, these tiny

organisms are making nitrogen enter into combination at

the ordinary temperature of the soil. W^hen the secret

of these organisms has been mastered, we shall have
drawn much closer to the boundary that separates gods
and men.

FAIRY FLIES.
By Fred. Exock, F.L.S., F.E.S.

IF
it were possible to obtain a reply from all living

naturalists as to what first attracted their attention

to insect life, I venture to think that seventy-five per
cent, or more of the replies would be: " The first

sight of a living butterfly." How many (f us (no
matter what our speciality may now be) can look back to

that time when, perhaps, a tortoiseshell flaunted its beauty

before our youthful eyes, and we were drawn to it and
fascinated by its gorgeous colour, as it delicately sipped

the nectar from a dandelion or thistle, gently opening and
shutting its wings, spreading them as wide as possible so

that every part should be seen ! The colours and markings
flashed before our enraptured gaze, and while we were held

captive by its beauty, another still more beautiful butterfly

—the peacock —sailed past and alighted close to the first,

rivetting our attention by the marvellously lovely " eyes
"

on its wings; and again another—this time a red admiral

—

in full sail bore down upon us, opened fire, and we surren-

dered, swearing allegiance for evermore to Atalauta and
all her crew. Few boys could stand still and not be affected

or influenced by such beauty. Such then has been, and
will be, the foundation of our naturalists—" butterfly

hunters " first, specialists later on.

My recollections carry me back a long way, to the time

when, in passing a cobbler's shop, I saw some cases of

insects hanging against the wall. They very soon attracted

me, and many delightful hours did I spend sitting close to

" Daddy Lucas " listening to the wonderful accounts of

how he caught his butterflies and moths. Since those

delightful years of childhood I have noticed that —from
butterflies and moths—a few schoolboys collect beetles

and dragon flies ; but Diptera and Hymenoptera are not

collected. Blowflies belong to the first, and bees and wasps
to the second, and both sting, and so are left alone except

when a nest is discovered ; then boys do collect together,

to join in the attraction of danger, the marvellous structure

of the nest being knocked to pieces with as little com-
punction as a palace in lime of war.

The insects included in the class Hymenoptera are of

vast extent and variety, comprising many of the most
beneficial, as well as some of the most destructive, to all

crops. Among the latter may be mentioned the goose-

berry sawfly, which at certain seasons denudes the bushes
of every vestige of green leaf; but this pest can be much
lessened and got rid of if preventive measures be taken in

good time, instead of stupidly allowing the damage to go
on before one's eyes. There is no easier or more efl'ectual

method fur destroying the-ie grubs than that of opening an
umbrella, turning it upside down, and holding it under-

neath the bushes, the branches of which should be gently

tapped, when the grubs will fall down into the open
umbrella ; hundreds and thousands may be caught in a

very short time—and all turned into a vessel of boiling

water. Delay this easy remedy, and the grubs become
full fed, then burrow below ground, where they spin small
earth-coloured cocoons, in which they change to pupse—

a

future harvest for evil. The turnip sawfly grub or
" nigger " might be, and ought to be, looked after, and its

numbers could easily be lessened were systematic and
combined measures taken ; but until such happy times

both gooseberry and turnip sawflies will go on sawing.

How many of the merry wearers of the oak-apples on
May 29th—" Royal Oak Day "—know or ever think what
forms the "apples" or " oak-'taters " (Worcestershire)?

Few imagine that a small hymenopterous insect is the

founder of these wonderful " galls " ; but so it is, and
the C)cle of the life history of a single oak-apple and its

contents would astonish anyone. To another insect

belonging to the Hymenoptera there is not a single man,
woman, or child who does not owe a debt of gratitude

for the incalculable blessing of ink, which is manufac-
tured from the oak-gall found in Turkey. This gall is

gathered before the fly has escaped, so that it is what may
be termed of " full flavour " and " bitter as gall."

Following the gallflies, we may turn to the Iclineumonida

—a large family to which lepidopterists often bear a
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Fig. 1.—Caraphractus cinctus (Male). Fig. 2.—Caraphractus cinctus (Female), showing
position when flying in the water).

Fig. 3.—Caraphractus cinctus (Female).

Fig. 4.—Jlymar pulchellus (Miiki Fig. 5.—Mjmar pulchellus (Female).

/

Fio. G.— PrestAviehia aquatiea (Female).

/ Fio. 7.—Prestwichia aquatiea (Male).
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Fig. 8.—Cosmocoma fumipennis (Female).

FAIRY FLIES. (Magnified 30 Diams.)

From Photo-micrographs by Feed. Enock.
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grudge for destroying many of their rarest captures of

larvsE and pupse. We can all remember the bitter disap-

pointment experienced on iinding a round hole in a pet

pupa, and, instead of the expected moth, a tierce and
active four-winged ichneumon fly. Time softens our

disappointment, and now we prefer the parasite. It is

a pleasure to record the fact that the members of the

South London Entomological Society are all contributing

specimens of parasites bred each season. The collection

is assuming great importance, and will be of considerable

assistance to future students of this much-neglected branch.

As we are briefly running through the Hyivenoptera our
difficulties seem to increase, for with the next division, the

Chalcidida, we hardly know what to do, or to whom we
can turn for assistance in naming these brilliantly

spangled green and gold coloured flies, whose " name is

legion." The labourers in this field are indeed few, so

much so that there is not a "specialist" even at the

Natural History Museum, South Kensington. Among
the British bees and wasps we have an able and willing

helper in Mr. Edward Saunders, to whom I am personally

indebted for help time after time. A few years ago I was
enjoying a short holiday at Portland, where, during a

sudden burst of sunshine, I caught a few (as I thought)
" common things," which I sent on to Mr. Saunders
to name. His reply informed me that one of the specimens
was of great rarity, being the second on record of Aporus
bicolur. The wood and sand boring wasps (Crabronida)

are of immense interest from their habit of storing up, for

their future progeny, insects of various orders. The
large Crnhro rribrurius searches for craneflies, whereas
another collects certain species of Si/rphuf:. At the

present time I have several species under close observa-

tion, and have already observed Crahm cribmn'us take

over two dozen craneflies down its burrow, and, strange

to say, these are not of a common species. Years ago
at Hampstead Heath there used to be a corner known as

the " horse exercise ground," bounded on one side by a

high grassy bank, in which various bees had colonized,

notably Eucera longicornis : adjoining this bank was a

yellow sandbank, fairly riddled with holes, made by
Cerceris arenari((. At the time I speak of (twenty years

ago) one could sit down in peace and quietly watch these

industrious insects bringing in their provisions for their

future progeny. These provisions always consisted of

Strophosomns obestis, a beautiful beetle whose elytra are

covered with broad scales, giving the creature the appear-

ance of being clothed in bronze coinage. The nearest

spot where I found these beetles was at Highgate Woods

—

another old collecting ground, but not now. Others of

this family collect spiders, frog-hoppers, etc.

Works on ants are fairly plentiful, but we don't know all

their ways yet. If anyone be desirous of studying the

ways of Forinicii rufa, the wood ant, I can confidently

recommend St. George's Hill, Weybridge, as a good
locality where you can see, hear, smell, and feel them !

But you may have too much of the latter sense, so I

advise coat sleeves and trousers bottoms to be tied up
tightly, and a green net put over the head and tied as

tight as bearable round the neck. Some of the " ant-

hills " are two feet high, and anyone who wishes to see

insect life has only to place a walking stick in the centre

of the heap of pine needles—but making observations and
notes on the spot is decidedly lively work.

Having briefly indicated how many fruitful fields are

open for the industrious student of entomology, let us

go back to one of those " neglected families " which have
received but small attention. One reason for this want of

attention is, no doubt, because of the extreme smallnesa

of the members of this family, the largest being not more
than one-twentieth of an inch long, whereas the smallest

is less than one eighty-fifth of an inch from head to tail.

These insect atoms have been classed among the Chal-

cididte by Haliday—the originator of the Mymaridcs—who
first noticed them in 1833. Since that date Westwood has

placed them among the Proctotrupida : and now Ashmead

—

author of American Proctotripida^i&s decided in favoui'

of Haliday's arrangement, and in this I fully concur.

The fairy flies are, without doubt, among the many won
derful parasitic thjmenoptera, the most admirable in their

exquisite structure, as well as in their habits and economy.
All the species are egg parasites, and each species has its

peculiar taste, selecting with unerring instmct the right

kind of egg—generally that of an injurious insect— in

which the female lays one of its own eggs, which in due
time hatches or develops into an active maggot. This

maggot feeds upon the contained fluids, and finds suflicient

nutriment to bring it to full size, when it assumes the

pupal stage. The fly, being matured, bites out a round

piece of the egg shell large enough to allow it to escape.

The most noticeable character in the fairy flies is the

transverse line across the face a little above the insertion

of the antenniB. The wings are devoid of all wing nerves,

for the subcostal is so short and stumpy that the wing
looks perfectly free. Both the upper and under surfaces of

the wings are covered with minute hairs, and the margins
of both wings are surrounded by long hairlike cilice.

Owing to the kindness of the authorities of Dublui
Museum, I have been permitted to make a most exhaustive

and critical examination of Haliday's type collection of

British Myiiiarida, and though the hand of time and those

of others have materially interfered with their original

arrangement, the result has been most satisfactory to me.
Although one or two of the most interesting types are

absent, I have been enabled to re-establish Haliday's genus
Panthua, which certain compilers had, for no apparent

reason, ignored. I found two specimens stiU bearing

the old labels, and after long and critical microscopic

examination I saw that both were distinct from any
others. I applied for and obtained permission to remove
the carded specimens, and remount them in Canada balsam.

This was successfully done, and on making a photo-micro-

graph the peculiar generic characters were brought out

most distinctly. Some naturalists appear to imagine that

a pocket lens will be sutificient to identify these species,

but in an insect which is but a fiftieth or an eightieth of

an inch long it is of absolute importance that every joint

and detail should be examined under the microscope, and
the relative proportion of each joint of the antennae be

compared with closely allied species—^just as they are with
all large Hijinenoptera. The curve, too, of the delicate

wings is a most important feature which must not be

hurried over. This point leads me to speak of the

immense superiority of photo-micrographs over drawings
of these fairy flies. No matter how exact an enthuaiastic

naturalist may be in his endeavours, it is a physical

impossibility for anyone to follow out and reproduce the

exact curve of these microscopic wings ; and as the flies

when properly prepared and " set " in Canada balsam lend

themselves peculiarly to photo-micrography, it is wise to

take advantage of this. The details can afterwards be

drawn to a much larger scale. It is my intention to do
this with every species which I have collected during the

past twenty years, and of which I have a very large

number, far exceeding those known to science. The
illustrations accompanying this short article will, I think,

show what exceedingly good subjects the fairy flies are

for photo-micrographs.
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Since Haliday's arrangement of the British MymaridcB,

elucidated by Francis Walker, no new species have been

recorded, the genera numbering eleven, the species thirty-

five, as follows, viz, :

—

Ooctnnus, four species. Mymar, one species.

Gonatocerus, five species. Cosmoroma , eight species.

- Alaptus, two species. Caraphractus, one species.

LitHS, one species. Anaphes, seven species.

Evstochtis, one species. Anayrus, four species.

Camptoptera, one species.

Of these I have found representatives of all, and a few
notes may not be uninteresting to those who desire to

search for these fairy flies.

O.ictmms. Of this genus I have not found very many
specimens. It is thick set, and least like a fairy.

Unfortunately Haliday did not publish any detailed account
of his captures, but from the fact of his naming one
(plentifully represented in his collection) < hctonus licmiptirm,

it is just possible it may be parasitic in eggs of bugs.

Gonatocerus is, perhaps, as plentiful as any in the
London district. It is a constant visitor to my garden,
though I have failed to discover its nidus.

Alaptus minimus and fusculu-s have long been known to

me. The first-named is not mors than one seventy-second

of an inch long, with a sessile abdomen. Its wings are

somewhat hatchet shaped, with peculiar enlargements at

the base of the inner margin. The lower wings have a

crimped appearance, arising from the mackerel marking.
This, and in fact all the family, are to be found running up
the glass in a greenhouse, especially on the window facing

east. Alaptus fusculus is one of the first to appear in spring

—its peculiar jerky gait will at once reveal its identity.

Of this species I have bred hundreds from the eggs of a

psocid (Stenopscocus cruciatus), an insect much like a
common aphis, but very active and shy, having a decided
objection to being watched. But " all good things come to

those who know how to wait,' and wait he must for hours,

days, months, and years before the life history of a single

sptcies is made out. Haliday mentions that Pohjnema
(Cosmocoma) destroys the eggs of the cabbage butterfly.

I read this twenty years ago, but I have never yet found
one egg " struck." Stenopscocus lays its eggs ou the leaves

of various shrubs and trees. I have found them on lime,

oak, sycamore, hawthorn, and ivy. They are laid in

patches of ten to twenty, the female psocid carefully

weaving a silken covering to endeavour to protect them
from the attacks of enemies ; but, alas ! who would imagine
a fairy fly to be an enemy ? Yet its microscopic size

enables it to pass unnoticed, and also permits its passing
beneath the silken screen, and, once there, woe betide the
psocid's eggs ! for the busy fairy taps one with her clubbed
antennEe, mounts to the summit, and then lets down
the ovipositor until the barbed tip touches the surface
of the fresh -laid egg (it must be fresh). Now by care-

fully focussing a good magnifier, we can observe the
fairy taking a firm hold of the surface of the egg with the
two curved tips of each of her exquisitely formed toes !

Next we note that pressure is being put upon the barbed
ovipositor. The antennfe are pressed firmly to the surface,

and impress the observer with the fact that some very
serious business is in hand. Eleven minutes have passed
without any sign of a move, when just after eleven and a
quarter the ovipositor positively bumps through the shell.

There is another serious pause, and then up go the
clubbed antennfe,and very carefully the ovipositor is with-
drawn until it slips back between the sheaths. The
fairy turns round, and with saliva from her mouth seals
up the incision. Another egg is ascended, bored, and
stored with an egg—and so on until the whole patch of

twenty has been struck, and all chance of any psocid

emerging utterly ruined. I kept the first batch of eggs

which I had seen struck in October until the following

year, when, as the warm days of April arrived, I carefully

examined them, until one eventful day I observed one of

the eggs had a tiny hole in it. On placing it under the

microscope I saw a pair of mandibles busily at work
nibbling away the egg shell, until at last the hole was
large enough to admit of the head being thrust through.

After many efi"orts the antenna were freed, followed by
the first pair of legs ; thon, with this additional leverage

at command, the thorax was lifted out, the second pair

of legs and part of the wings following, and after much
apparently painful efl'ort the third and last pair of legs

was withdrawn, enabling the fairy to walk out, and
to free those most exquisitely deUcate wings without a

hitch. Now, taking a firm grip on the empty egg shell,

the fairy went through her toilet. Not a hair or spine

escaped attention—each and every part of this micro-

scopic marvel received the utmost attention ; every hair

forming the lovely marginal fringe was brushed out

and arranged in exact order. The wings were raised

several times to try them, and then away this atom of

perfection flew. Since my first seeing the oviposition of

a fairy fly I have dissected many struck eggs, and in

less than a minute had the germ (laid by the fairy fly)

under my microscope, and watched it grow, and the cells

divide again and again in such a marvellous manner
that I have been lost in wonderment or simply over-

come. Flesh and blood is not strong enough to carry on
such watchings too long, but the fascination is so great

that time after time have I watched the mysterious
changes taking place—various organs being formed under
my eyes—the active larva gradually losing all its activity

until it appears in pupal form, and then new limbs and
organs seem to be evolved from nothing at all.

The next genus, Litus, is a peculiar one. Its one repre-

sentative, Litus ci/nijisnts, much resembles a flea in colour

and form. It is the only fairy fly that takes its time in

walking. I have never seen it in a hurry, neither have I

ever seen the male—and the female is not a plentiful

species.

EustocJnts is distinguished by having a deeply marked
suture across the club of the antennte, and though Haliday
mentions but one species I have found over a dozen ; in

fact, of this genus I can always find specimens anywhere
—on windows, in greenhouses, in railway carriages, besides

sweeping them up from grass and all kinds of herbage. I

have also seen and caught them flying, and have obtained
many specimens from spiders' webs.

Ml/mar pulclullus is, without doubt, the most extra-

ordinary of the whole family. My first specimen I caught
in a spider's web when living near Finsbury Park. It was
very much held by viscid globules, but after many hours'

work appeared in Canada balsam a splendid mount. No
insect has exercised my power of thought more than this

one; but its life history remains a mystery still, though
I imagine I am within measurable distance of discovering

its nidus. Fig. 4, the male, and Fig. 5, the female, will

give a good idea of the surpassing delicacy of this fairy fly.

The posterior wings are abnormal—mere bristles—and yet

they are of immense service when hooked into the anterior

ones, the black specks just before the tips of these bristle-

like wings being the three booklets. {See FigJ.) In Fig. 5

the wings are hooked together.

The next representative, Cosmoro/nn, is Haliday's Poli/-

nemri , which, he states, afi'ects the eggs of the cabbage
butterfly. Fig. 8 represents C. fumipennis, which is of the

most strikingly beautiful character. I once saw the male
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of this, but it was on the glass outside the green- 1

house, whilst I was inside and the door was locked.

My feelings at that moment can be better imagined than

described.

Camphmctus cinctns (Fig. 1, male—Figs. 2 and 3, female)

has received a good deal of attention and notoriety from

the fact that in 1862 Sir John Lubbock discovered

that it was aquatic in its habits, using its wings for

swimming under water (Fig. 2). It was christened

Pohjncma natans by the worthy discoverer of its natatorial

habits ; but in 1896 it fell to my lot to prove it to be iden-

tical with Haliday's Cdraphyactus. Further research has
proved that the mymarid bred by M. Ganin from eggs of

the dragon fly is not (as has been stated) identical with

Caruphraclus. At the same time that Sir .John Lubbock
observed this aquatic fairy he also discovered another

aquatic Hymemipteron, which used its legs only for swim-
ming ; this he named Pivxtwichia aquatica—and though
Kev. T. A. Marshall has included it in his list of British

Mymarida, it has no right to such a place. Fig. 6, the

female, shows a very distinct subcostal nerve turning

inwards and ending abruptly, which feature is never found

in any of the Mijmaridce. It was not until June 20th,

1896, that I had the pleasure of first discovering the male
(Fig. 7) of this interesting Hymenopteron. It has the

merest rudiments of wings.

Anaphes is found in almost any garden, and is frequently

confounded with Eustochus, but the solid club is an
unfailing character. It is also somewhat larger than
Eustochus.

Anagrus contains many species of very delicate yellow

fairy flies, always present in gardens and about ponds—in

fact, almost everywhere. I have been again fortunate in

discovering the life history of several species belonging to

this genus. One is parasitic m eggs of dragon flies, and
three others in different kinds of eggs of frog-hoppers,

which have for over thirty years eluded my search until

the present year.

One more genus remains to be noticed, and it is the

most fairylike of all the Mymarida, viz., CamptopUra
papavcris. It is the smallest of the family, the female
being but one eighty-fifth of an inch long. Mystery sur-

rounds this gem, and yet it is most plentiful in certain

localities—Woking for instance, where, on one day, Sep-
tember Gth, 1885, I caught over three hundred females
crawling up the windows facing east. The male, of which
I have only taken two specimens, measures just one ninety-

second of an inch from head to tail, and yet is absolutely

perfect in every part.

MORE ABOUT ANTIVENENE.
By Dr. J. G. MoPherson, F.R.S.E.,

Mathematical Examiner in thr Vniversity of

St. Andivw's.

TWO years ago we gave the digest of two lectures by
Prof. Fraser, of Edinburgh, on the cure for snake
bites. Having ascertained the minimum dose of
snake poison required to cause the death of an
animal, he started below that amount, and

gradually increased the dose after intervals of ten days.
By this process he found the animal receiving as much at

one time as fifty times the amount of the minimum lethal

dose, without it causing any bad effects to the animal.
The blood serum of these immunized animals, which he
named " antivenene," was then used as an antidote for the
venom. He took a fresh animal and injected the poison,

as in a snake bite, waiting till symptoms of poisoning were

manifest ; at once he injected the antiventne, and put a

stop to any further progress of the poisoning. This showed
that the antivenene is really an antidote to the poison of

snakes.

In the course of his experiments. Prof. Fraser observed

a peculiar fact, viz., that dietary had an efl'ect upon venom
poisoning. Venom is almost inert when introduced into

the stomach, or any other part of the alimentary canal.

By gradual increases, he introduced at one time into the

stomach of a cat a dose of venom eighty times larger than
would have killed a clean cat by injection, yet no observable

disturbance was produced by these doses.

Carrying on his experiments. Prof. Fraser examined the

antivenomous properties of the bile of serpents and other

animals, and he has just given to the Royal Society of

Edinburgh an explanation of the unsusceptibility of

animals to the poisonous action of venom introduced into

the stomach. After repeated experiments on white rats,

he found that when the snake's poison is introduced into

the stomach it does not produce any active poisoning

effects, but some of it seems to become absorbed into the

animal's blood so as to assist in the immunization. Why
was this ? In Prof. Eraser's opinion, when venom is

introdixced into the stomach, the chemical changes wrought
by the acids of the stomach destroy its fatality to a

large extent. With the view of proving this he made
experiments upon rabbits with a mixture consisting of

a lethal dose of venom and varying quantities of the

bile of the African cobra, the rattlesnake, and the pufl"-

adder—three of the most deadly of the serpent tribe.

This mixture was not introduced into the stomach, but
injected subcutaneously. When the proportion of bile was
small, the animal operated upon invariably died within

three or four hours ; but when the quantity of bile was
increased the animal recovered after a period of torpor.

He also experimented with a mixture consisting of a

lethal dose of African cobra venom and the bile of the

grass snake—an innocuous serpent ; but in this case he
found it was necessary to increase very largely the dose of

the grass snake bile—nearly seventy times greater—before

results not terminating in death were obtained. He is

now of opinion that the bile of all animals is more or less

antivenomous, but the more venomous of the serpents

produce the most effective bile. It would not do, he con-
sidered, to inject subcutaneously a quantity of bile taken
from a venomous serpent into a person, say, half an hour
after being bitten by a venomous serpent, sufficient to

render the venom harmless, because the bile would most
probably itself produce death by its own poisonous proper-

ties. It must be introduced through the stomach or applied

to the wound.
He had experienced great difficulty in getting a supply

of serpent bile in its natural state, so he got a friend of his

in India to send him a small quantity of alcoholic pre-

cipitate of cobra bile, with which he experimented ; but
the results were not quite so satisfactory. As a further

proof that bile is able to render venom innocuous, he stated

that it wy,s now a well-known fact that it enters into the
composition of all the wonderful remedies used by Indian
snake doctors for snake bites ; although they do not care to

admit the correctness of it, as they fear to say anything
which would lessen their hold upon the superstitious feelings

of the people. Serpent bile is so difficult to obtain that

the snake doctors usually employ venom as an antidote in

the first place ; and only when this shows certain signs of
failure do they fall back on their precious store ol bite.

They rub it into the wound.
Bile is secreted in large quantities by all animals, and
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Prof. Fraser is of opinion that many organic poisons

which get introduced into the system are rendered non-
effective by the action of the bile. This throws consider-

able light on the great service rendered by bile to the
system, besides its necessary use in the process of digestion.

It was long known that bile has an antiseptic action,

diminishing the putrefactive changes of the intestinal

contents ; but Prof. Fraser has good reason to believe

that it acts as an antivenene for many poisonous
substances which get into the stomach with the food,

and which cannot be detected in the preparation of the
food.

Thus gradually is Prof. Fraser enlightening the world
by his successful experiments on the antidotes to poisons.
The addition of snake bile to the immunized serum to
form a powerful antivenene is a most valuable discovery,

and gives evidence of the great advance made in medicine
during recent years, when the thyroid preparation for

myscedema and the antitoxin for diphtheria, and such like,

have startled the medical world. Prof. Fraser deserves
the hearty thanks of the scientific world for his unwearying
patience in investigating this most important and com-
paratively new subject.

PIT-VIPERS.

By Lionel .Jervis.

THE classification of ophidians is the bane of zoology,

and of the making of catalogues there is no end.
Nevertheless, we have reason to congratulate our-

selves on the classification of the Crotalince in the
" Catalogue of Snakes in the British Museum

(Natural History)," Vol. IH., dated 1896. Following,
apparently, the lines adopted for the classification of the
rattlesnakes, the author has, by a happy analogy, brought
under the one comprehensive heading of Lachesis, in-

cluding forty species only, a group of serpents described
in the works of former naturalists by considerably over
one hundred and twenty different titles.

I do not propose here to differentiate minutely between
the various species by enumerating those in which the tail

is or is not prehensile, or in which the second upper
labial forms the anterior border of the loreal pit, or in

which the pit is separated from the labials by scales, etc.,

etc. Students of herpetology are probably already in

possession of the catalogue, to which they can readily

refer ; while to the casual reader such details would only
be tedious.

I regret that I am unable to say anything new about the
most characteristic feature of the Crotalina,, the loreal pit,

lying between the eyes and the nose. The nearest approach
to the true solution of the question appears to me to bs
the theory that it contains the organ of an unknown sense.
On this point a famous herpetologist writes that it was
found that " the lining was supplied with a thick nerve,
ending in a way the only analogue of which is found in the
retina of the eye and the labyrinth of the ear "

; and,
again :

" It does not seem doubtful that we have here to do
with a true sense organ." It is not necessary to quote
more extensively in respect of a subject on which I am not
prepared to elucidate any of the solutions already offered

;

but whether the pit supplies a distinct sixth sense, or
whether it is supplementary to any of the others, it is

certain that few creatures have greater need of help in

this direction, for it is evident that the sense of taste is

almost altogether absent, while their sight and hearing
are notoriously feeble.

In the popular mind the viper is regarded with feelings

In which the element of fear is predominant, and perhaps
it will not be amiss to discuss how far this fear is justified

with regard to the iMchrsis family in comparison with
other venomous snakes. In order to arrive at a satis-

factory conclusion on this subject it will be necessary to

consider three main points—the method of attack, the

virulence of the venom, and the disposition of the snake.

The two latter vary with the species, and will be touched
on later on, and I shall now endeavour to explain the

method of attack of a large pit-viper.

When disturbed or irritated the snake throws itself into

coil, the posterior half of the body—the base of operations

—

being in spiral circles, while the anterior half—the aggres-

sive portion —is bent back on itself in several lateral curves

;

the head is slightly raised and is directed towards the

object to be struck. The moment this comes within range
the muscles on the outer sides of the curves are suddenly
and violently contracted, so that the head and the upper
part of the body are darted forward with great rapidity

;

" Le serpent se deroule," as an old French writer expres

sively puts it.

As soon as the forward thrust has commenced, but not
till then, the mouth is opened to an angle of nearly one
hundred and eighty degrees, the skull itself being bent
backwards on the neck to a considerable extent. Simul-
taneously the snake, by the action of the spheno-pterygoid

muscle, causes the maxillary bone—in all vipers very

short—to partially revolve, so that the fangs are elevated

from their normal position parallel to the roof of the

mouth, to an angle of forty-five degrees (or rather more,
so as to allow for the curve of the fangs) to the upper jaw,

so that the points may be directed straight towards the

object of attack. It has been frequently stated that the

elevation of the fangs is due to the opening of the mouth,
owing, no doubt, to these actions usually taking place

simultaneously ; but, as a matter of fact, this is not the

case, as the snake has perfect control over them, erecting

and depressing them at will, either together or indepen-

dently of each other.

As soon as the fangs have entered the tiesh of the

victim, the muscles which act in antagonism to the
spheno-pterygoid depress the points, driving them deeper

into the wound ; and, immediately after, the snake closes

its lower jaw sharply onto the bitten part, with the

double object of momentarily retaining its hold and
of injecting the poison, the venom gland being com-
pressed by one (amongst others) of the muscles closing

the jaw.

All these actions take place almost co-instantaneously,

and particular attention is directed to the two last, as they
considerably modify the danger of the attack, for should
the snake misjudge its distance—a not infrequent occur-

rence—the depression of the fangs may take place a fraction

of a second too early, and consequently the outer curves

and not the points will strike the skin, and the flesh wUl
not be penetrated. Moreover, in order to avoid biting its

own lower jaw, the snake separates its fangs (the extremities

of the mandibulars being at the same time brought closer

together), so that they point outside the mouth, and con-

sequently, if the object is narrow—the finger, for instance

—

it sometimes happens that they will pass on either side of

it. Nevertheless, it is perfectly clear that any object in

the line of the thrust will be penetrated, except at the

commencement of the stroke, before it has gathered force,

or at the finish, when thp points of the fangs may have
been depressed too soon.

By way of comparison let us now consider the attack of

the cobra (Xaja), as one of the best known and most
venomous of serpents. Here it is important to appreciate
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the diflference in the position of the fangs of the viper and
the cobra at the time of striking : in the former the}' are

erectile, and, as just shown, are pointed straight at the

victim ; in the latter, owing to the length of the maxillary

bone, they are practically immovable, and when the snake

13 about to bite they are nearly in the same position as

the " holders " of a dog when springing forward with open
mouth—that is to say, they point downwards and slightly

backwards. When attacking, the cobra rai^^fs the anterior

third of its body, and strikes forward and downward, the

head being projected in a curve similar to that described

by the point of a sword in a forward and downward cut
;

the line taken by the points of the viper's fangs, on the

other hand, resembling that of the point of the sword in a

thrust. Bearing in mind the fixed position of the cobra's

fangs, it is obvious that only at certain limited portions of

this curve can the stroke be dangerous. I have, indeed,

had an opportunity of testing this myself. I was explaining

the structure of the hood of the cobra, and, with the object

of calling attention to one particular feature, I pointed with
my finger close to the glass. Instantly the snake struck

at it with great apparent ferocity, and I noticed that

when the head came in contact with the glass it had
already begun to descend, and consequently the blo'.v was
given with the upper part of the rostral shield and not with
the fangs. It is clear, therefore, that, even if the glass

had not been there, the worst I should have had to fear

(besides the nervous shock) would have been a smart crack
on the hand from the snake's nose ; and had I encountered
the stroke a little earlier, I should have been struck by
the front curve of the fangs, and not the dangerous down-
ward drive of the points. In confirmation of this view, I

observe that Sir Joseph Fayrer, in his " Thanatophidia of

India," records that on one occasion he had a cobra and a

mongoose put together in a cage. After fighting for some
time they were separated, and it was found that the

mongoose was bleeding freely about the head from several

scratches from the snake's fangs, but it showed no
symptoms of poisoning. Subsequently the cobra was made
to close its jaws on the mongoose's thigh, and the poor
brute soon succumbed to the effect of the venom. It may
be suggested that I have here selected a serpent which is

handicapped by the frill-like expansion of the loose skin

round its neck—the so-called hood—both as to the rapidity

and accuracy of its stroke, on the same principle that an
oar is moved less quickly through the air with the blade
squared than with the blade feathered. It is true that

the cobra is the worst shot I have ever seen, but the

same argument as to the comparative danger of the
attack of snakes with fixed fangs, and of vipers, applies

to kindred and very venomous serpents, such as the
African mamba {Dcndraspis), and the Australian black
snake, sometimes called the purple death-adder {Pseiidechis

porphijriaca).

It must be remembered, both as regards the danger of

the attack and the virulence of the poison, that the
normally recumbent position of the viper's fangs admits of

much greater development than iu those of the poisonous
colubrines, and that consequently the wound inflicted is

as a rule deeper, and the poison therefore more thoroughly
inoculated into the system

; on the other hand, they are
extremely brittle and liable to be broken off.

There is no doubt that the toxic properties of the poison
of cobras and kindred snakes are much more active than
in that of vipers, notwithstanding the fact that the record
in Sir J. Fayrer's experiments is held, I believe, by one of

the latter, a fowl having died from the bite of a Russell
snake {Vipera Ilussellii) in forty-eight seconds In speaking
of this serpent the same authority observes that though

the poison is slower in taking effect than that of the

cobra, the results were almost invariably fatal. Never-

theless it is quite clear that the longer the victim lives,

the better is the chance of counteracting the poison and
saving his life ; and it is to be hoped that the attention

which for some time has been directed to this subject

will result in some definite and reliable antidote bemg
discovered.

Of all venomous serpents the hamadryad {^"ja
Buni/nnis) of the East Indies is popularly accredited

with beiug the fiercest in disposition, as it is undoubtedly
the largest in size, sometimes attaining a length of fourteen

feet, if half the stories about it are tru=, it not only
fiercely resents being disturbed, but actually pursues the

unfortunate intruder ; in fact, its sole virtue seems to be a
propensity to cannibalism. It has a rival in South Africa,

the mamba (Dendraspis). I have frequently conversed
with travellers and residents in South Africa on the subject

of poisonous snakes, and have noticed that, while they

speak of such brutes as the puff-adder and cobra with
comparative indifference, they always refer to the mamba
with an amount of seriousness which warrants the belief

that the danger of an encounter with one is very real.

This serpent appears to be absolutely aggressive, and will

come down from a tree merely for the sake of a fight.

The fact that it is arboreal makes it all the more dangerous,

as one is liable to be bitten in the face. It is remarkable
that two serpents, the Indian rat-snake (Zamenis mucosus)

and the Cape bucephalus {Dinpholidus typiis), which are

quite harmless (the poison of the Cape bucephalus is not

strong enough to injure human beings), so greatly resemble

the hamadryad and the mamba respectively that they

frequently pay the penalty of mistaken identity with their

lives.

Some at any rate of the I.achesis are stated to be equally

fierce, and although I have some hesitation in believing

that they are actually aggressive, I see no reason for

doubting that they will attack on very slight provocation.

The two worst ofl'rinders are reported to be the bushmaster
{Lachesis nmtus), largest and fiercest of vipers, and the
/(')• de lance {Lachesis lanceolatus), also a good-sized snake

;

while I have heard bad accounts of the tivora de la cruz

of Argentina {Lacliesis alternatus). But the East Indian

varieties, the old Trimeresurids, do not seem to be so

dangerous as their American cousins, and are also inferior

in size.

A friend of mine tells me that he was entering his hut

i

in the West Indies, and was closing the lower half of the

;

door—which was divided like an ordinary stable-door^
when he was startled by a fer de lance striking at him from

' a beam or shelf inside the hut, with such violence that it

passed over his shoulder and fell outside. There is a

mountain in the same neighbourhood supposed to be

inaccessible, both from natural difficulties and from being

infested with these serpents.

In conclusion, it will only be proper to say something
about the father of the family (Lachesis nmtus). Linna3U3,

judging, no doubt, that the structure of the end of the

tail—several rows of very small keeled scales ending in a

spine— contained the rudiments of a rattle, classified it as

a rattlesnake under the name of Crotalus niutus, the

silent rattlesnake—the rattler which cannot rattle. Other
naturalists, however, differing from Linnseiis, and perhaps
finding that the other Fates had been appropriated by other

vipers

—

Clothohy the puff-adder and others, and Atniposhy
the berg-adder—altered the appellation to Lachesis, which
was very sensible ; but retained the nnitus, which was
idiotic, as the term loses all its significance when apart

from Crotalus.
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THE EDGE OF A CONTINENT.

By Geexville A. J. Cole, M.R.I. A., F.G.S., Professor of

Geology in the Royal Colleye of IScience for Ireland.

PEOF.
ALBERT DE LAPPARENT, in tbe preface

to his charming "Ltcons de Geographie Phy-
sique,"" points out how in France, of late years, in

struction in physical geography has been entrusted

to geologists, and how his own book should be

regarded as a sort of bridge thrown between two sciences.

" The study of the surface-features of the present day,"

he writes, " must never be separated from the consideration

of the past that gave them birth." Sir Archibald Geikie

has already impressed this on us in regard to the teaching

of geography : f "In dealing with topographical features , the
teacher ought, for his own sake as well as that of his pupils,

to make himself master of the general geological structure

of the country on which he is about to give lessons."

And there is no doubt that such studies will impress keenly

upon him the lack of repose that is characteristic of

existing features.

It is on the edges of the great continents that we may
look for evidence of this instability and change—change
rapid enough, at any rate, to be measured by a time-unit

of a thousand or even five hundred years. Where the

land meets the sea, even the earhest human inhabitants

of the district must have become accustomed to the

destructive wash of waters, or to the silting up of passages

and caves. Rock-shelves, on which one might sit and fish

with primitive lines into deep water, became slowly under-

mined, and eventually perished in a single night of storm.

Grooves between rocky walls, into which canoes could be
safely run, became useless through the movement of

pebbles or sand from some distant portion of the coast

;

and, in time, tbe old men of a settlement could tell even
stranger tales, of remains of houses dimly seen at the

falling of the tide—relics of antique and doubtless fairy

races, now vanished, with all their belongings, in the sea.

On the other hand, well-arranged beds of sea-shells and
sand, far above the level of storm-wash and high water,

pointed to a former extension of the sea across the land

;

and behind these phenomena lay some of the most con-

troverted questions of geology.

Despite the opposition of those who sat in medifeval

libraries, and who judged all nature by the span of their

own cabined lives, we now know, as freely as the old-time

fishermen, that the huge sandbanks are piled grain by

^rain against the coast, and that the broad-mouthed bays

are carved by the swirl of the sea-waves. But the shell

beds lying above the level of the sea, and other evidence

of changes in the general relations of sea and land, still

form matter for serious debate, and still demand the closest

observation.

In the present article we may apply what may be seen

on special portions of the coastline to the whole margin of

sea and land—to the continental edge itself. From this

point of view we soon learn that what we call the mean
sea-level is not a surface of uniform curvature, or an
ellipsoid enclosing a smooth and theoretical earth, but is

bent up or down according to the nearness or remoteness

of the continental mass ; so that the sea-level is high

against the land, and low in the centre of the oceans.

Could we remove the attraction of the continental masses,

many oceanic islands would thus disappear beneath the

wave's.

Experiments with the pendulum have proved ao much,

* Paris: Masson & Cie., 1896.

+ "The Teaching of Geography," p. 166. (MacmillanA Co.,1887.)

though local features—the density of rock-masses and so

forth— exert a disturbing influence. A pendulum of Such
a length that it should, for the particular latitude, swing
from one end to the other of its course in one second, is

found to swing too slowly at sea-level on the edge of a

continent and too rapidly at sea-level on an oceanic island.

The pendulum is, in fact, farther away from the centre of

the earth In the one place than it is at the other, although
both may be upon the same latitude.

Now, the constant waste of high land-surfaces, through
the action of rain and frost and rivers, is reducing the

mass of land above the sea-level, and is letting the sea

slip back towards more uniform conditions. As the sea

retreats, it should leave behind it traces of its former ex-

tension, and sea-shells should thus be found high and
dry some hundreds of feet up against the coast.

We may suspect, however, that such action is so very

gradual that the denuding agents remove the marine
deposits as they come above the level of high water during

the retreat of the surface of the sea. Anything like well-

marked marine terraces, where an eroded surface is

accompanied by old sea-caves, could not be formed by so

continuous a process of retreat ; we should be forced to

imagine the intervention of a long period when the

denudation of the highland was at a standstill.

Moreover, over long distances of the continental edge,

the traces of old sea-levels, left behind in this manner,
would be at the same elevation, or would rise steadily

towards the region where the greatest masses stood above
the sea. Anything like warping of the old shore-lines,

such as has been observed in the south of Sweden,* must
be due to movement of the solid land itself.

Ice-masses have naturally been invoked to account for

some of the raised beaches ; an unusual accumulation of

Polar ice would draw the oceanic waters northward, and
would raise the sea-level along our shores. But Lord
Kelvin f has shown that the enormous thickness of ice at

one time demanded is a physical impossibility in an un-
enclosed basin, owing to the outward viscous flow of the

material, which tends, even at Polar temperatures, to thin

and flatten the whole mass. Nor would all the ice

postulated by the extremest glacialist account for the

uptilting or local curvature of the shell-beds or terraces

that are left behind. The Chais Hills of Alaska, to quote
one fine example, are composed of strata containing shells

still hving in the adjacent ocean
; j yet these beds, four

thousand to five thousand feet in thickness, are bent up so

as to dip northward at an angle of ten to fifteen degrees

over a distance of about nine miles. We have here, along

the coastline of the Pacific, a range of hills three thousand
feet in height—we should call them mountains in our own
country—produced by a comparatively modern uplift along
the continental edge.

Whether we study the American seaboard, down to the

volcanic line of Chile and Peru, or the coral coast of the

Indies and Australia, or our own storm-swept western
promontories, we find tbe same series of phenomena, the

same problems to be solved. It seems generally agreed,

by this time, that continental margins are imstable,

and that they mark lines of movement in the crust or

skin of the earth. The North American continent is

actually flanked by mountain-chains formed of intensely

crumpled strata ; and South America presents towards the

* See, for instance, Penck :
" Morphologie der Erdoberflache,"

Bd. II., p. 538.

+ " Popular Lectures and Addresses," Vol. II., p. 346.

t I. C. Eussell :
" Second Expedition to Mount St. Elias in 1891,"

Thirteenth Annual Keport, United States G-eological Surrey, p. 25.
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Pacific its magnificent backbone of the Andes. Tlie

Pacific as a whole is ringed about with earth-folds, the

details of which indicate a spreading of the continents at

the expense of the ocean-basin ; and the progress of

movement along these lines of weakness is marked by
violent volcanic action. The Atlantic, on the other hand,

shows no such symmetry of structure ;
* but the whole of

the western lands of Europe, from Norway to the Spanish
plateaus, may be regarded as an uplifted rim to the

huge compound continent on the east. The chains that

run east and west, such as the axis of the Pyrenees and
the post-Carboniferous folds of Kerry, have been broken
oS or bent down towards the depressions of the Atlantic ;

and the tendency of earth-movement in late geological

times is probably shown by the volcanic line running
almost north and south, from the Faroe Islands through
the Inner Hebrides, the vents of Antrim, and onward to

the Wolf Eock off Cornwall. May we not also include

the north and south line of Pliocene volcanoes, the Monts
Dume of Central France, as an indication of the system
of fractures which determined our present continental edge '?

Prof. Suessf has insisted much on the contrast between
the folded margins of the Pacific and those of the

Atlantic, the latter ocean having no relation to the growth
of mountain-chains. Along the Pacific, work is evidently

being done, and the deep oceanic depressions bordering

the continental edges are the submerged limbs of the folds

that form those edges. The late Prof. J. D. Dana long

ago pointed out how the earth-ridges and the long oceanic

grooves were related to one another, the greater mountain-
chain having the deeper depression along its flank. In a

word, as he urged, the highest mountains face the deepest

portions of the ocean, and tlieir steeper flanks descend
towards the oceans.

An aggravating number of exceptions occurs, as Prof.

Flo. 1.—Fold iu Limestoue, LougliaUiuuv, Co. Diihlin, ilhistrsLting

the formation of a Continental Edge by elevation, a corresponding

Oceanic Depression being formed by tlie lower limb of tbe fold.

HeilprinJ has pointed out ; but he agrees with Dana that

in many of these cases the mountains have formed the

borders of oceanic areas in recent geological times. All

round the world each great earth-fold is completed by its

sunken limb,§ and the sea is likely to flow into the hollow

* See Suess, " Antlitz der Erde," Bd. II., pp. 164-6, and 258,261

;

and Lapworth, Address to Geological Section, British Association,

Nature, Vol. XLVI (1892), p 377.

•f"
'See also Penck, op. cit.y p. .570.

% " The Earth and its Story," p. 18.5, (Bojton, 1896.)

§ See Lapworth, op. eit., p. 375.

thus provided, and to move outward or inward on the

continental edge according as the fold is thrust forward or

retreats. (Fig. 1.) A fold may even become dead; com-
pression may have done its worst upon that line of the

crust, and the region that once was weak may have become
strengthened, as it were, by a cicatrice. The diflfereutial

movement in the crust is transferred to new directions,

and the whole of the older folds, the mountain-ridges and
the ocean grooves, becomes uplifted as a portion of a

complex continent.

Again—as Suess has suggested for the Atlantic—an
oceanic area, as we now know it, may be a vast region of

depression, bounded by a series of fractures (faults) along its

margin. The continental edge is thus formed of material

Fig. 2. —Coastline in the sonth-west of Scotland, showing

typical Fjords and accompanying Islands. The latter are nsually,

formed liy the submergence of the ro/s, or the passes from one valley

to another, the intervening higher portions of the valley.wall

remaining above the sea as islands. (Distance from nortli to south,

one liundred and five miles.)

left behind on the " upthrow " side of the fault, and the

fault-plane itself approximately forms its seaward face. This

face cuts across earlier features, and is only occasionally in-

fluenced by them. Earth-movement has again determined

the position of the continental edge upon the map, but no

definite line of folding occurs to emphasise the margin.

On such a coast, fjords will be frequent, owing to the

dragging downwards of the margin of the land ; the river

valleys are lowered beneath the sea, and the long character-

istic inlets result, so well known on the coast of Scotland

and of Norway (Fig. 2). The old shorelines that can be

traced at varying heights along their flanks point to a

time, or to successive times, when the depression was

greater than now, or when the sea (according to some

writers) was held at a higher level against the continent.

The variable height, however, of the terraces in different

fjords points to uplift as the cause of their present relation

to the sea. The fjord, then, was at one time even deeper

than it is at the present day. Whether the continental

border is due to folding or to faulting, it is easy to reaUse

how its present position represents the sum of many
movements, some involving slow depression, others slow
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upheaval. The sea-worn terraces and raised beaches mark

the longer pauses in these movements.

The depth of typical fjords often increases rapidly in

their inner reaches, the mouth being comparatively

shallow. This appears to be due to actual bending of the

original valley-floor—a phenomenon that has also con-

verted Alpine valleys into lakes ; but the peculiar narrow-

ness of fjords, and their freedom from detrital infiUings,

are usually ascribed to their having once been occupied by

glaciers. The river of ice, extending from wall to wall,

protects the valley sides from weathering, and carries ofl"

any stones and dust that may fall from the high peaks

above. At the same time, deltas and alluvial flats cannot

be formed upon the floor by stream-action. The glaciers

continued to occupy these valleys until after the land sank

beneath the sea, and the ravines were thus preserved in all

their original grandeur. When we pass outside latitudes

in which glaciation is a common feature, true fjords cease

to occur upon the continental edge. Submerged valleys

are, however, common, giving rise to inlets that clearly

were never excavated by the sea. Such inlets are usually

wider at their mouths than is the case in typical fjords,

and are shallowed in their inner reaches by sedimentary

deposits from the land. Von Eichthofen proposed to call

them " rias," from their occurrence vinder that name in

the Spanish province of Galicia (Fig. 8), and the term has

now become somewhat widely spread. It seems, however,

that ancient fjords must become worn away and filled up
until they resemble "rias."

Suess and others have referred

the "fjords" of south-west

Ireland to the " ria " type;

but it is highly probable that

at one time they were occu-

pied by glaciers, and possessed

the characters of genuine
fjords.

Perhaps we have said

enough to indicate the ten-

dencyof modern investigation

with regard to continental

edges, at any rate from a

stiuctural point of view.

The British Isles, standing

as they do on the European
plateau, but with their wes tern

Fio 3.—Coastline of Coruua edges close against the Atlan-
andPontevedra Galicia, slio«iDg tig depths, serve as excellent
so-called "Bias. (Distance from „„,„'i „f .u _- i

Eonh to south, oue hundred
examples of the complex

jniles.) character of a coasthne. On
the east, we have the delta-

deposits and smoother outlines against the shallows of the

North Sea ; and the east of Ireland shows similar leatures

towards the channel that separates it from England. While
the firths of Moray and of Forth in eastern Scotland indicate

subsidence, they remind us of the "ria" type, and the depth
within them rarely exceeds twenty-five fathoms. The
west coast of Scotland and of Ireland, and the south-west
coast of England, abound, however, in submerged valleys,

and show typical ijord-structure m the more northern
regions. We need only instance Loch Etive, Loch Fyne
(with its one hundred and four fathoms of water), and the
so-called Killary Bay.
When we seek to correlate the continental edge of

Europe with the geological structure of our own islands,

we see that the hard and ancient masses of north-western
Ireland and of western Scotland, folded into ridges with a
north-east and south-west trend, continue the great Scan-
dinavian peninsula, of which they are obviously a part.

Though the actual continental edge lies one hundred to

two hundred miles to the west of these Scotch and Irish

ridges, it seems natural to suppose that they ha%'e influenced

its direction as well as its position, if only by their

power of resistance. Farther south, however, as in Kerry,

the edge is at right angles to the direction of the ridges on

the land, and the fjords or " rias " creep up along the

trend of the folded Carboniferous and Devonian strata. It

is noteworthy that the last earth-folding of which we have

clear evidence in England—namely, that which drove the

Pliocene sea back from the Downs of Kent and Surrey

—

gave us a ridge of chalk running east and west, in com-
plete independence of the edge of the continental plateau.

That edge, however, may have been farther to the west in

Pliocene times, and a good deal of oscillation has doubtless

taken place along it since it was established in its present

situation. The supposed fixity of ocean-boundaries, which
at one time threatened to become a dogma among
geologists, has ceased to confine our speculations. At the

same time, our duty lies in patient observation. The
study of folded strata in a small cliff-section may aid us in

the more difficult task of investigating a mountain-chain

;

and our mountain-chains, with their vertical and hori-

zontal movements, may in time allow us to correctly

appreciate the complexity of a continental border-line.

ILttters.—»

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]

WIND AS AN AID TO PLIGHT.
To tlw Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,— Mr. Headley's article in your issue for August
contains a startling dynamical theory which appears to

me to be based upon a misapprehension. I am not anxious

to cavil unnecessarily, and so I pass over his confusion of

the terms inertia and momentum—-^laxoh he uses indifferently

and apparently considers synonymous—and will deal with

the article as if he had used only the latter term.

My quarrel is not, of course, with the statement that a

breeze will help a bird to rise. The fact in that statement
is almost as obvious as the fact that air, still or moving, is

necessary to "flight" ; what excites surprise is the stite-

ment that " inequalities of the whid " can give momentum
upwards to a bird, or to anything else for that matter.

Mr. Headley tells us that " a uniform horizontal breeze

cannot lift or maintain a heavy body in the air unless that

body has momentum of its own." Very true ! but surely

not very new ! But then he goes on to imply that a wind
that 13 " unequal or not uniform " can lift and maintain
a heavy body when that body has no momentum of its

own, and this seems a baseless and quite visionary theory.

If it were true it would certainly be new, and the laws of

dynamics would have to be revised. But, surely, it is not

asking too much when I wish for some proof of the truth

of this novel theory before I accept it as a natural law.

As far as the article goes, we have nothing further in the

way of proof than a reiteration of the statement in

diflerent words. " When a bird rises," says Mr. Headley,
"with wings outspread and motionless, there must be

inequality, supposing the wind is horizontal." But that

is mere repetition of the unverified hypothesis. Would it

not be more in accord with what we know of the laws of

motion to say :
" When a bird rises with wings outspread

and motionless through a horizontal wind, there must be

a momentum in the mass of his body acquired inde-

pendently of the layer of wind through which he is rising.

When that momentum is exhausted the horizontal wind
will not counteract gravity, and the bird with motionless
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wings will fall, no matter how unequal in velocity the

horizontal wind may be." Mr. Headley supposes that the bird,

at the moment of his ascending from the slower moving
stratum of air into the swifcer moving one, " is part of the

slowly moving stratum below "
; but surely, if he is part of

the slowly moving stratum, it is because he is beiwj carried

uith the stratum, and not because he has risen through it.

Again, when he has passed through the second stratum

and is emerging into a third still more swiftly moving one,

if he " is a part of the second stratum it is because he

has been carried with the stratum, and so its force has

been expended in carrying the bird along ; bat Mr.
Headley's theory is that the force of the current has gone

to lift the bird. On which horse will Mr. Headley ride ?

It seems clear that the bird cannot be " part of the

current" at the same time that the current has expended

its force in lifting him. The lark's motion upward is

surely the resultant of the forces which are acting upon
him. One of these forces is that of the wind he breasts

;

but to say that a steady wind would have no eflect and an

unequal wind a great eflect is to say a thing which is hard

of belief.

I do not quite follow Mr. Headley's meaning when he
speaks of birds "advancing at right angles to the wind."

Perhaps he means " in the teeth" of the wind ; but that

is surely not at right angles to it. There is something

also of a portentous wildfowl which can, by a "twist at

the waist," turn suddenly; but this must be a "bird of

paradise," for no bird of this world could perform such a

feat. A very puzzling passage, too, is that in which we
are told of birds that rise " in spirals, without a motion

of their wings." To do this they must face every point of

the compass in succession, and cannot therefore breast the

wind, which it seemed part of Mr. Headley's theory they

should do. The subject is truly interesting, and has long

been so. The " way of an eagle in the air '" was a puzzle

to Solomon. It is to be hoped Mr. Headley will not be

deterred by criticism, but be spurred to find the true

solution. J. H. S. Moxley.
Koyal Hospital, Chelsea, S.W.
[Mr. Moxley's objections have been many times stated

and met.
Lord Rayleigh and other high authorities have shown

that a horizontal wind of tmequal velocity can help a bird

to rise, whereas a tmiform horizontal wind is of no
assistance at all. A few years back there appeared in

Nature a number of letters dealing with this subject. In

these letters, writers who thoroughly understood dynamics
made clear what is very easy to grasp—that a bird may
be lifted by a horizontal wind that increases in velocity

with altitude, if only he has inertia. Inertia he must
have at the outset, and as he rises into each successive

stratum of air he will still be, relatively to the breeze in

which he is, an inert body, since he has just emerged from
the slower current below.

It is imimportant to distinguish inertia and momentum in

this connection. When a boy, holding the string of his

kite, stands still, the kite has inertia and rises ; if he runs
with the string in his hand, the kite has momentum and
rises.

With regard to mere irregularities—and they are great

even in what we call a steady wind—Prof. Langley has

made out a strong case for his view that a soaring bird

may make use of these no less than of the more dependable

increase of velocity with altitude. As to the power of

some birds to rise in spirals without a motion of their

wings, they do achieve this feat, and I can only recommend
Mr. Moxley to go and see them. The gain in elevation

takes place when they are facing the wind—whenever

through their momentum or inertia they can feel the wind
blowing in their faces.

Gulls do advance at right angles to the wind. Having
risen to some not great height above the grotmd or sea,

they descend, making at the same time progress onward;
then they turn and face the wind, which, since its forca

increases with altitude, lifts them.— F. W. He.^dley.]

THE BERLIX URAXIA STEEXWARTE.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—The Urania Sternwarte having been mentioned
in your last issue as an example of a public institution

devoted to the interests of popular astronomy, may I be

permitted to add a few words concerning this excellent

enterprise, as well as concerning the facilities generally

which are oflered to the amateur in Berlin ? The Urania
Institution was founded in 1888, and has been since then

considerably enlarged—a new branch having been opened
only quite recently. It now comprises various depart-

ments for the illustration of physics, optics, chemistry,

electricity, etc., besides the astronomical observatory,

which, however, alone concerns us at present. Among the

five large telescopes which are here placed at the disposal

of the public every fine evening until eleven o'clock, there

is a fine twelve-inch refractor mounted in a dome with rising

floor, as also a reflector of about eight inches aperture.

In the daytime the solar spots and faculfe are shown by
projection, and the various details of the observatory are

explained by the attendants. There are also exhibited

various examples of astronomical photography, as well as

models of telescopes and plaster casts representing lunar

craters, while a reading room is provided where current

astronomical literature may be consulted. Attached to the

institute are two theatres—one for the delivery of lectures

illustrated by the usual lantern shdes, while the other

is reserved for more spectacular efi'ects, and is therefore

fitted with the usual accessories of an ordinary theatre,

the lecturer occupying a small balcony at the side of the

stage. The lectures given in this latter theatre are, how-
ever, chiefly noted for their scenic effects, and are not

always astronomical. Nevertheless, some tableaux recently

produced here, representing a series of lunar landscapes,

were admirable, both in artistic eflect and selenographic

accuracy. Though this may perhaps border on the

"playgrotmd of science" rather too closely, there is still

sufficient solid matter to suit the tastes of the more
sober minded, and this (exclusive of the lectures) may
be obtained for an entrance fee equivalent to sixpence.

Mention must also be made of the well-known monthly
publication Himmel und Erde, which is issued by the

Urania Society.

Should the amateur's interest impel him to seek still

further details, he may visit the Koyal Observatory, where
all the instruments will be fully explained to him—the

Observatory being open to the public free on two mornings
in the week ; or he may visit the Royal Astrophysical

Observatory at Potsdam, which is open free to visitors

every Friday afternoon. Here he will also receive fuU

particulars of the principal instruments forming the equip-

ment of this splendid observatory, soon to be further

enriched by the addition of a thirty-two inch photographic

refractor.

Adjoining Herr Archenhold's telescope at the Berlin

Industrial Exhibition last year there was an astronomical

museum on a small scale. It consisted mainly of exhibits

which had been lent for the occasion, e.g., maps, docu-

ments, and instruments of historical interest, astronomical

photographs (the most popular amongst which were

Dr. Weinek's beautifi;! lunar enlargements) telescope
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models, and large discs of glass for objectives, etc. The
museum proved itself fairly attractive, though doubtless

the majority of visitors came in the hope of getting a
glimpse through the "giaut telescope," of which so much
had been expected, and which, owing to its lamentably
uafinished condition, caused such widespread disappoint-

ment.
Notwithstanding the facilities Berlin thus offers for

encouraging a popular interest in astronomy, there are
comparatively few amateurs to be found, and but little

more than a spasmodic interest is taken in the science

;

while an organized body of observers such as the British

Astronomical Association can show does not—and, indeed,
scarcely could—exist amongst a people who, in matters of

study at least, carry specialization to the extent of
limitation. W. Alkked Park.

Nettelbeckstrasse, 6, Berlin, W.,
August 10th, 1897.

A'EXUS.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Some of your readers may be interested to know
that Venus is still clearly visible in daylight.

She is now considerably north of the sun, which is, of

course, an advantage.

I saw her on August 7th at 10.30 a.m., and as late as
12.25 P.M. ; again on the 10th very clearly, from 11.37 till

noon ; and again ou the 11th, as late as 12.1.5 r.M.

I have always observed from inside a room. The great
thing is to be shaded, not only from the direct light of the
sun, but also fiom the brightness of the sky.

August 11th, 1897. P. M. Ryves.
•--»

TEaETATION OF AUSTKALASIA.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—In your issue of May last, Mr. Hemsley, in his
interesting article " On the Vegetation of Australasia,"
makes the statement that " the flora of Australia contains
comparatively few plants yielding products of economic
value." This requires—as I think you will allow when
glancing over the list of trees, etc., given hereunder—some
little modification. Mr. Bailey, our Government Botanist,
remarks that they are all worthy of cultivation and the pro-
duce known to commerce. Antidesmn Bunias, A. Vallachij-
anum, A. erostre, A. Ghasemhilla, A. parvifoliwn, Atalantin
glauca, Citrus australis, C. australasica, C. sani/uinea, C.
inodora, Davidsonin pruriens, Diploylottis Cmininghamii, D.
diphillostegia, Euyenia euealyptoides, E. grandis,' E. hemil-
ampra, E. Johmonii, E. myrtifolia, E. Tierneyana, E. Wil-
sonii, Ficus gracilipes (and forty others of the same genus),
Garcinia Mestoni, Leptonuria acida, Xep/ieliuin Lautereri-
anum, Fihodomyrtus macrocarpa, Rubus ruscefolins, Schizomeria
ovata, Vitis acetosa, V. nitens, V. opaca, V. hypoylauca. The
above hst is compiled from a paper read by Mr. Bailey
before the Australasian Association for the Advancement
of Science, Brisbane, 1895, and could be augmented con-
siderably, not only from the Queensland flora but by
additions from the other colonies. I think, however, it is

quite long enough to show that Mr. Hemsley errs somewhat '

in his statement. The fruits—many being of large size,
and T'. acetosa bearing bunches averaging from one pound
to two pounds in weight— are used by the settlers for a
variety of purposes, in which jam and wine making largely
predominate.

larmga, na Brisbane, Queensland, *' Whitteron.

July 2nd, 1897.

[I venture to assert that if Mr. Whitteron had carefully
read the opening sentences of my article, to which he

refers, he would not have written the foregoing letter.

Having studied the flora of Australia for nearly forty

years, and having specially collected all information that

has come under my observation bearing on the economic
uses of plants by the aborigines, by the early explorers,

and by the colonists, I certainly should not make the

statement Mr. Whitteron erroneously attributes to me.
Consequently it is unnecessary for me to reply to his com-
munication in detail. It is true that the flora of Queens-
land is much richer in useful plants, and especially of

plants yielding edible fruits, than any other part of

Australia ; but the flora of Queensland contains a rela-

tively large Asiatic element, as distinguished from the

characteristic Australian vegetation. I imagine, too

—

though I have not the paper referred to—that Mr. Bailey,

whom he cites as his authority, will be surprised to learn

that the produce of the plants named is known to com-
merce. As to Finis ijraciUpfs, and the forty other species

of the same genus, nothing could possibly be more mis-

leading than such a general statement, though it is true

that some of these figs bear an edible, if not a very

luscious fruit. Both Mr. Bailey and Mr. Maiden (author

of a comprehensive work on the economic botany of

Australia) will, I believe, agree that I have not minimized
the value of the vegetable products of Australia.^W.
BoTTiNG Hemsley.] —I • i

TlIU; LANGUAGE OF SHAKESPEARE'S GREENWOOD.
To tJie Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—It is diflicult to ascertain what is the exact

purport of Mr. Motley's two articles on " The Language
of Shakespeare's Greenwood." If he wished to show the

connection between Shakespeare's language and that of

the Warwickshire peasant of to-day, he has done very

little indeed ; in fact, he gives us but a few instances, the

equal of which could probably be adduced from any dialect

in the country. If he wished to give examples of the

virility or poetical force of the Warwickshire dialect or

turn of expression, he has certainly succeeded in a few
instances. " Scaramouch " is a fine word—I never heard

it before—and "folly -fit" is a splendid participial com-
pound ; it is one of those words that would enrich our
standard English. If, however, he desired to show us the

exclusiveness of the Warwickshire dialect, he cannot by
any means be said to have succeeded. Your correspondent

who writes from Kent points out that the word Mr. Morley
selects above all others as a type of this exclusiveness is

in use in his county. I am well acquainted with the

dialect of Staffordshire (not the Warwickshire side, but

that portion most distant, on the borders of Cheshire and
Derbyshire), and I can testify to the frequent use of
" lather " (with "a" short) for ladder, as well as " blather"

and " blether " for bladder. In fact, there is near the town
of Leek a ridge known as Ladderedge, but always in

common speech " Latheredge." Mr. Morley seems to have
overlooked "burthen," which has its place in literary

English. Another word selected of exclusive Warwick-
shire use is "cade." Some of its applications may be

local, but I have always heard a lamb reared by hand
called a " cade," and occasionally the term transferred to

a spoilt child. As for " nesh "—which is also commonly
used in Yorkshire both as an adjective and a verb—"lace,"

to thrash ;
" yarbs " (herbs) ;

" wench," in the affectionate

and familiar meaning in which " lass " is used in Yorkshire

and "lassie" in Scotland; " moither," to harass or worry;

"favour," to resemble a parent—all are quite familiar in

the dialect of the district I have alluded to. Then the

terminal "n" seems to Mr. Morley quite a curiosity. In
" housen" this is but the plural ending, as in " oxen," and
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the " eyne " and " treen " of the poets. If Mr. Morley
will go into North Staffordshire he will hear " shoon "

daily, and " housen " often. If he will get amongst the

youngsters he may soon hear of " brids' naysen," i.e.,

birds' " neesen " or nests.

"Hisn," "hern," etc., are everyday terms, and suggest

formation from " his own," etc. Probably this is a more
simple explanation than the possible one that these forms

are double genitives, the simple genitive in Anglo-Saxon
being " his," but certain words forming that case in " an "

(singular) and " ena '' (plural).

A more curious use of the terminal " n " is met with in

the North Staffordshire dialect in the phrases " a thisn
"

(in this way), " a thatn " (in that way), " an sichu " (and

such like). It has occurred to me that these are possibly

survivals of the old accusative endings in " n," that case

being used adverbially in Anglo-Saxon.
Mr. Morley may be Interested to know that his word

" reckliu'," is used in Staffordshire in the form of " ritlin',"

and is always then applied to the weakly pig of the farrow.

I must admit that I have read Mr. Morley's articles

with much interest, but probably a wider acquaintance

with other dialects would make him a little more modest
in his claims for his Warwickshire greenwood.

Edward Snelgrove.
Heeley, Sheffield, July 20th, 1897.

To the Editors of Knowledge.
Sirs,—Mr. George Morley may be interested to know

that the following peculiarities mentioned in " The
Language of Shakespeare's Greenwood' are in vogue

in the rural districts of Shropshire :

—

Country folk always di'op their " g's " in words
ending with " ing." "Wench" is very commonly used,

especially when speaking of a mare. "Urchin" is

frequently used to imply a hedgehog. A mug or drink

of beer is known as a " tot o' beer." "On" is almost

invariably used instead of " of." A farmer will speak of

his"wuts" (oats). A countryman always uses " hisn,"

:' ourn," and " theirn," instead of his, ours, theirs, but

never (that I have heard) adds an " n " to any substantive

such as " housen." One commonly hears the remark,
"lie favours his father"—or mother.

These expressions are not peculiar to any one part, but

are heard throughout the county.

Ashley House, Shrewsbury, W. Lyon Browne, Jan.

August 13th, 1897.

The editors have decided to add a new and permanent
feature to Knowxedge, in the form of a column or so in

each number to be specially devoted to notes relating to

the habits and migrations of British birds—and, indeed, to

any observations which are of value and interest to

ornithologists. This department will be commenced in

the next issue of Knowledge, and full particulars will

then be given. ^^^

A distinguished company assembled in Shrewsbury on
the 10th of August to witness the unveiling of the new
statue of Darwin, presented to his native iilace by the

Shropshire Horticultural Society. The ceremony was
performed m charming weather by Lord Kenyon, who was
supported by the Bishop of Shrewsbury, Mr. Lawson
Tait, Mr. Stanley Leighton, M.P., Sir J. D. Hooker and
Lady Hooker, the Head Master of Shrewsbury School, the

sculptor (Mr. Horace Montford), Prof. George H. Darwin,

Mr. W. E. Darwin, and many others. Shrewsbury was
en fete for the occasion, and all classes of the people com-

bined to do honour to the memory of their famous
townsman. Sir .Joseph Hooker contributed some interesting

reminiscences of his forty years' association with Darwin,

and referred to his indomitable perseverance under bodily

suffering ; his command of all the available sources of

knowledge in any given subject of research ; his strong

and vivid grasp of the most difficult subjects ; and his power
of turning to account the waste observations of his pre-

decessors and contemporaries. " It is dogged that does

it" was a maxim of Darwin's, and Sir Joseph Hooker
instanced his congratulating himself that his very illness

had allowed him to read off on sleepless nights his

continuous observations on the movements of his plants.

A new scientific series will make its appearance during

the course of the autumn, the first volume of which
may be expected early in October. Mr. Beddard, F.R.S.,

is the editor, and I51iss, Sands, & Co. are the pub-

lishers. It will be entitled, " The Progressive Science

Series," a title which is intended to be indicative of the

character and scope of the volumes as opposed to a series

whose objects were merely historical or expository. In

other words, the volumes, although not in any way
neglecting history or exposition, will endeavour to point

towards the line of future discoveries in each particular

branch, and save investigators trouble by going over ground
that has recently been trodden without result.

Prof. Ladislas Weinek, Director of the Prague Observa-

tory, is about to publish a great photographic atlas of the

moon, containing two hundred maps, twenty-six centimetres

by thirty-one, and showing the principal lunar formations

viewed under the most varied conditions of illumination.

The originals from which these enlargements are made are

one hundred in number—ninety-four from the Lick Obser-

vatory, four from that of Paris, two from that of Arequipa.

The Lick negatives have been enlarged to twenty-four

times the original scale, bringing the resulting enlarge-

ments to a scale of ten feet for the mean diameter of the

moon. These maps will be executed by a phototypic

method direct from the glass enlargements by the well-

known photographic institute of Carl Bellmann, Prague,

and will be issued in sets of twenty, to appear at intervals

of two or three months until the first series of two hundred
maps is completed. Should sufficient subscribers be obtained

—as we most sincerely trust wiU be the case, for it wiU be

a distinct loss to science if the fullest advantage of Dr.

Weinek's most skilful and patient work be not secured by

the astronomical public—a second issue of two hundred
other maps will follow the first, the two together giving

a very complete view of the lunar surface under a wide

range of conditions of illumination. The subscription for

the first series of two hundred maps is ten pounds. The
specimen plate, " Maginus, " from a negative taken on 1895,

October 9th, affords an excellent guarantee for the beauty

of execution and minuteness of detail of the whole.

The fact that the vast basin of the Yukon River, in

Alaska and British Columbia, is extremely rich in auri-

ferous deposits, has lately been brought to the attention of

the general public by the discovery of gold in large

quantities in the bed of the Klondyke River and neigh-

bouring streams. It must not be supposed, however,

that the district has only lately been found to be a gold-

bearing one. A few miners entered the region by the

Chilkoot Pass in 1880, and since then a yearly increasing

number have gone there by the same route. In 1893

there were about three hundred miners in the district, but

the reports of their successful operations attracted over
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three thousand in 1895, and last year probably more than
double that number were engaged in washing gold from the
gravels of the Yukon and its tributaries, while the total

output of the year reached a value of nearly five million
dollars. It is interesting to note that Dr. George Dawson,
now the Director of the Geological Survey of Canada,
prophesied the recent gold discoveries in a report of an
exploration in the Yukon district and adjacent northern
portion of British Columbia, made ten years ago. Dr.
Dawson's report, which appears in the "Eeport of the
Geological Survey of Canada " (1887-88), should be seen by
everyone who wishes to obtain a clear, unvarnished state-

ment of the resources of the region.

The South Pole has for long been left undisturbed by
the explorer, and has never attracted as much attention
as the opposite Pole. The new Belgian expedition, how-
ever, is by no means the first to visit the Antarctic Sea.
The scientific staff of the present expedition consists of a
geologist, a heutenant of artillery, who has charge of the
magnetic and meteorological apparatus, an expert dredger,
and a physician. The lleli/ica ia a whaling vessel of
two hundred and sixty-three tons, barque rigged, and with
a speed of seven knots. She has been furnished with every
sort of apparatus likely to facilitate the objects of the
expedition. Soundings to any depth will be taken with the
sounding-line invented by the Prince of Monaco, fishing
will be possible at a depth of four thousand feet, and the
animal life of the upper sea-beds will be made the subject
of study. It is expected that the Behjica will be absent
about two years. Captain de Gerlache, in a recent inter-

view, described his objects as being little dissimilar from
those of the ChaUengii- and other like expeditions. At
the same time it is believed that, in view of the type of
vessel chosen, it will be possible to carry on scientific

research in waters which have so far been impenetrable.

Two experienced naturalists, Miss Ormerod and Mr.
Tegetmeier, have rendered agriculturists a timely service
by preparing a brochure on one of the worst pests of the
farm, the common sparrow. The losses caused to farmers
by this feathered thief are far greater than is popularly
supposed. —»--.

—

Mr. Joseph Lunt, B.Sc, Director of the Photographic
Section of the British Astronomical Association, has been
appointed Assistant at the Cape Observatory, to take charge
of the telescope and spectroscopes recently presented to
the Observatory by Mr. McClean for the purposes of re-

searches in stellar spectroscopy.
> ^ >

The Treasury have appointed a small committee " to

consider and report upon the desirability of establishing a
National Physical Laboratory for the testing and verifica-

tion of instruments for physical investigation, for the con-
struction and preservation of standards of measurement,
and for the systematic determination of physical constants
and numerical data useful for scientific and industrial pur-
poses

;
and to report whether the work of such an institu-

tion, if established, could be associated with any testing
or standardizing work already performed wholly or par-
tially at the public cost. " The following will be the
members of the committee :—The Lord Eayleigh, D.C.L.,
F.R.S. (chairman) ; Sir Courtenay Boyle, K.C.B. ; Sir
Andrew Noble, K.C.B., F.K.S. ; Sir John Wolfe Barry,
K.C.B., F.E.S. ; W. C. Roberts-Austen, Esq., C.B., F.R.S.

;

Robert Chalmers, Esq., of the Treasury; A. W. Rucker,
Esq., D.Sc, F.E.S. ; Alexander Siemens, Esq. ; Dr. T.
E. Thorpe, F.R.S.

Not(«s Of Uoolts.

The Birds of Our Country. By H. E. Stewart, B.A.
(Digby, Long, & Co.) Illustrated. Mr. Stewart's book ia

perhaps as good as most of the sort, viz., a book for

beginners written by a beginner. That we need such
books is quite another question. The text is by no means
free from errors. Amongst others, we may notice that the
author says that the reed warbler is the last of all our
summer visitors to arrive. This is by no means the case.

A number of birds arrive about the same time, while the
garden warbler, the spotted flycatcher, the nightjar, and
others arrive here after the reed warbler. The author
makes no distinction between the plumage of the male and
female bullfinch. We are told that the long-eared owl is

commoner than the tawny owl in the New Forest. This
may be so in one particular district, but we very much
doubt if it is true of the New Forest as a whole. The
curious statement is made that the roseate tern " in all

probability does not now breed anywhere in the British

Islands." The author is in error here. The illustrations

are all " second hand," and, as in Miss Fulcher's book,
reviewed in our columns last month, several are wrongly
named. This practice, whether it arises from ignorance
or carelessness, cannot be too strongly condemned. The
illustration on page 134, called a swaUow, is a martin; that

on page 289, of a golden plover, is, no doubt, a dotterel

;

while that on page 323 is certainly not a lesser tern, since

the tail is longer than the wings. Altogether we cannot
recommend this book.

British Rainfall, 1895. Compiled by G. J. Symons,
F.R.S., and H. Sowerby Walter. (Edward Stanford.)

Illustrated. 103. The services rendered by Mr. Symons to

the United Kingdom by establishing and carrying on during
nearly forty years systematic observations (now at over
three thousand stations) of the rainfall of the British Isles,

and by recording, tabulating, and graphically indicating

the results of these observations in the annual volumes
published by himself, were recently recognized by the

award of the Albert Medal of the Society of Arts to him.
One of the annual volumes is before us, and in addition

to being replete with facts and figures on the rainfall and
meteorology of 1895, it contains an article on meteor-
ological stations at Seathwaite—the wettest place in the

British Isles. It will interest our readers to know that

Mr. Symons comes to the following conclusions with
refei'euce to the observations made ;—(1) The rainfall in

the garden at Seathwaite is on the average one hundred
and thirty-five inches a year. (2) In the wettest year it

has exceeded one hundred and eighty-two inches, and may
possibly reach one hundred and ninety inches. (3) In the

driest year it has fallen to eighty-eight inches, and will

probably never be less.

The Aurora Borealis. By Alfred Angot. Illustrated.

(Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner, & Co., Limited.) Ss. This
is the eighty-first volume in the well-known International

Scientific Series, and in our opinion it is a worthy
addition to the series. No general work exists in which
auroral phenomena are more accurately described, or

which can be better understood by the general reader, than
this translation of M. Angot's volume on the subject.

Incidentally we may remark, however, that the fact that

the book is a translation from the French does not appear

to be stated either on the title-page or elsewhere in the

book. The forms of the aurora, the physical characters,

frequency and periodicity, the relations of the aurora to

meteorological phenomena, terrestrial magnetism and
earth currents, and theories to account for auroral
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phenomena are all passed in review. Finally, the volume
closes with a useful catalogue of the auroras observed in

Europe below latitude 53^ N. from 1700 to 1890. Eighteen
plates illustrating typical auroral forms are distributed

through the book, and though some of them are too hard
in tone to be pleasing, they possess the advantage of being

copies of original drawings.

Besults of Bain, Birer, and Evaporation Observations

made in New South Wales durinij 1895, with Maps and
Diaiirams. By H. C. Kussell, C.M.G., F.R.S. (Depart-

ment of Public Instruction, New South Wales.) The
numerous publications of Mr. H. C. Russell, the Govern-
ment Astronomer of New South Wales, testify to his

industry both as meteorologist and astronomer. The
volume before us contains the results of observations

made at one thousand three himdred and iifty meteoro-
logical stations in the Colony in 1895, together with
particulars of observations of river levels, evaporation,

wind, tides, etc., a general discussion of the results,

and an interesting paper on "The Periodicity of Good
and Bad Seasons." In this paper Mr. Russell brings

together a mass of evidence gathered from records of

weather in all parts of the world and at all historic times,

tending to show that droughts and also wet seasons

recur in a cycle of nineteen years. By classifying droughts
according to the number of years over which they extend,

instead of according to their intensity, it was found that

five sets of droughts could be distinguished, each of which
showed periodicity. An ingenious diagram with which
Mr. Russell illustrates his paper bears a resemblance to

the keyboard of a piano, and just as each note on the

board occurs in octaves, so the oblong slabs representing

droughts of each type follow one another at regular

intervals in time. The argument in favour of this nineteen
years' cycle is very plausible, but hardly convincing enough
to establish the conclusions. Nevertheless, Mr. Russell

deserves the thanks of meteorologists for his painstaking

effort to unravel the tangled skein of weather records.

SJiort Studies in Phi/sical Science. By Vaughan Cornish,

M.Sc. (Sampson Low, Marston, & Co., Limited.)

Illustrated. 5s. Mr. Vaughan Cornish is favourably

known to our readers by contributions which have
appeared in these columns at various times, Several

of the popular science essays in this volume were first

published in Knowledge, one or two are reprints from
other journals, and the rest are new. The sixteen essays

are all instructive, and they present the matured views of

men of science on prominent subjects in mineralogy,

chemistry, and physics. Whoever reads the volume with
understanding will acquire a store of information, and
will perceive the trend of thought and work in modern
physical science.

Hygiene for Beginners. By Ernest S. Reynolds, M.D.
(Lond.), etc. Illustrated. (Macmillan.) 23. 6d. The
contents of this little book should be known to every man
and woman in the kingdom, for both the individual and
the community would gam by the extension of the know-
ledge which the book contains. A rough outline of the

human body, and the functions of the various parts, forms
the first part of the volume, and makes an admirable
introduction to the second part, which is an interesting

and concise presentation of the extensive and varied array
of facts belonging to hygiene—the science of preventing
disease.

Life Histories of North American Birds, from the Parrots

to the GracHcs. By Charles Bendire, Captain and Brevet
Major, U.S.A. (Washington : Smithsonian Institution.)

With seven Lithographic Plates. For this sumptuous

volume we are indebted, as we have so often been
indebted before for fine works, to the Smithsonian
Institution. It forms the second volume of the " Life

Histories of North American Birds," by Major Bendire,

and contains a very complete and excellent account of the

Psittaceous, Picarian, Picine, Macrochirine, and Passerine

birds. The classification of the American Ornithologists'

Union is followed, and the volume is based on the

collections in the United States National Museum. The
coloured plates contain excellent figures of the eggs of a

number of the birds described in the text. We hear with
great regret of the death of Major Bendire, and we hope
that an able successor will be found to carry on the work
he has so satisfactorily begun.—•--<

—

SHORT NOTICES.
7s the Earth a Planet > By C. Robertson, M.D. (Elliot Stock.)

Illustrated. 2s. Students of mathematical astronomy will find iu

this little book some unique applications of Euclid's elements.
Demonstration by means of triangles is so persuasive, so rational, aud,
in ilr. Robertson's hands, so convincing that one might readily be
led to believe that the lesser really exceeds the greater. At any rate,

he has clearly shown (on paper) that "the apparent diameter of the
sun—about 32' of arc—represents a real diameter of about thirty-two

geograiihical miles." We are given to understand that this mathe-
matical deduction—founded on a series of prolonged observations,

chiefly made in India—is in perfect agreement with all geograjihical

facts observed in the phenomena of the seasons, and also in harmony
with the fundamental definitions, as well as with the practice of

nautical astronomy. *' Is the Earth a Planet ? " contains such stimu-
lating food for the mind, and, if novelty is any recommendation, the
book will certainly mark an epoch in astronomical literature.

Practical Mectricity. By W. E. Ayrton, P.R.S. (Cassell.)

Illustrated. 9s. Great advances in the application of electricity

to industrial purposes have been made since this book of Prof.

Ayrton's was first issued as an aid to electro-technical teaching, in

which he has been to some extent an innovat:)r, his method of treating

the subject being analytical rather than synthetical. Most students

of electricity have but the haziest notions of the exact meaning of

high and low potential, the electrical analogues of hot and cold. We
do not number an electrical sense among our other senses, and hence
we huve no intuitive perception of electrical phenomena. Prof.

Ayrton, in the book before us, starts straight away with current
electricity, seeking to overcome at once the great difficulties involved

in the quantitative measurement of the imponderable Uuid—dealing
it out, so to speak, by the mile or ton, and gauging it, tracing its

direction of flow, or yoking it to seme machine to do useful work.

Confidences of an Amateur Gardener. By A. M. Dew-Smith.
(Seeley & Co.) Illustrated. Confidences, as here exemplified, are of

comparative degrees—good, bad and indifferent. The several chapters
originally appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette as " Wares of Autolycus."
Ephemeral iu their origin, devoid of design iu structure, and trifling

in execution, it is ditficult to imagine for what purpose the papers
reappear in book form, except, maybe, as a curious specimen of
cultured foolishness. In each sketch of about two thousand words in

length there are useful bits of information which could be told in

detail in ten lines. All the rest is pepper aud salt, and who cares to

be feasted on these ingredients ?

The Story of the Earth's Atmosphere. By Douglas Archibald,
M.A. (Xewnes.) Illustrated. Is. Mr. Archibald commences his

story with an account of the nebular hypothesis, and the reader
quickly finds himself enveloped, so to speak, in the sweltering atmo-
spheres of Jupiter, Saturn, the incandescent gases and vapours of the
sun ; and, in a while, he comes back to earth to study, in cool gi-oves,

the envelope of air, of the existence of which, perchance, he was
previously unconscious, since so many incidental illustrations are
used to convince one of its presence. In our opinion, the author has
lost a grand opportunity. His book in parts resembles a treatise on
astronomy ; in other respects it trenches heavily on meteorology ; and
then suddenly attains to the dignity of a work on aeronautics. Since
the book forms one of a series, and there is ample scope in the title

assigned, one would naturally expect overlapping of subjects to bo
avoided as far as practicable.

Our Place among Infinities. By Richard A. Proctor. New
Edition. (Lcngmans.) 3s. 6d. Admirers of the late Mr. Proctor
will remember this litt'e book, which consists of a series of essavs
contrasting our little abode in space and time with the infinities

around us. The work, as a whole, deals less with the direct teachincs
of astronomy than with ideas suggested by astronomical and physical
facts—a book in which the skeletons of facts are clothed by the aid
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of a TiTid and rational imagination so as to produce images wliich

tend to persist. Being of a fragmentary character, and lacking con-

tinuity, its cliief Talue seems to attach to tlie fact that on a few

special aspects of astronomy—such as the star depths, star gauging,

lost comets, seeming waste in nature, etc.—the author in these

essays was able to amplify his views without restraint.

A Text-Book on Shades and ShaiJows and Perspective. Bv John
E. Hill. (Chapman & Hall.)' Illustrated. 8s. fid. net. Tlie art

of projection has many and varied applications. To give any object

the appearance of reality, certain conventions are employed. Even
fleeting shadows arc useful in completing pictures, and the student

of descriptive geometry usually begins the clothing of his line pro-

jections of, for example, a square pyramid on a square pedestal by
tilling in the complete visible shadow—the incident rays being

supposed to impinge on the object in a given direction. How to do
this sort of thing is well described by Mr. Hill, but it is very

aggravating to find all the figures at the end of the book when
they might have been inserted in the text, so as to give infinitely

more satisfaction to those seeking aid therefrom. The price of the

book is much too heavy.
Our Weights and Measures. By H. J. Chaney. (Eyre &

Spottiswoode.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d. In this attractive volume an
attempt has been made to indicate what is now the practice in the

use of our various weights and measures, eitlier in trade or for the

purposes of manufacture, without, however, offering any opinion on
questions affecting the construction and administration of the law

which governs the practice. Origin of the imperial system, in-

spection of trade weights and measures, measurement of land,

electrical standards, metric system, jiharmaceutical weights and
measures, etc., etc., are included, and indeed almost everything of

prime importance in this department of knowledge. There aremany
first-rate collot\pe plates, sheets of lithographs, and numerous
woodcuts, depicting every phase of the subject.

The Illemtnts of Pti'i/sics. Tnl. III.—Li</hf and Sound. By
Edw. L. Nichols and W. S. Franklin. (Macmillan.) Illustrated.

We have already noticed previous parts of tliis work, and the voliuue

now in hand quite sustains the reputation of its predecessors. A
multitude of simple figures—mere blackboard sketches— in outline,

and very skilfidly executed for conveying ideas, form, in our opinion,

the most pleasing and useful feature of this volume. The complete

absence of pictorial presentments of the regular lecture and laboratory

appliances is not of much consequence to students of regular college

courses of instruction, but it is, we think, a circumscribing fence

which will, to some extent, limit the field of its usefulness.

We liave received some handsome specimens of pictures of all

sorts reproduced from original drawings and photographs by means

of the "Autoeopyist," a piece of manifolding apparatus. As one

look< at the wonderfully collotype-like presentments of objects

—

animals, landscapes, architectural forms, and the like—it is almost

past belief that such artistic effects can be squeezed out of an
ordinary copying press. To faitlifully reproduce handwriting and
pen-and-ink sketches in outline is an everyday piece of routine which
calls for no special remark here ; but to turn out, in the way indicated,

reproductions of photographs which can barely be distinguished

from the originals, is an achievement which requires only to be seen

to be appreciated - all the distinguishing features of silver, bromide,

and platinotype prints being very closely imitated.

BOOKS EECEIVED.
Lessons in Elemeniarii Biology. Hy T. Jeffery Parker, D,Se.,

F.E.S. {Macmillan.) Illustrated. 10s. 6d.

Segisfer of E.ramination llesul/s for Teai'hers. By James
M'Cubbin, B.A. (Bell,) Is, net.

'

,

'

llomhury and its Waters. By N, E. Yorke-Davies. (Sampson
Low, Marston, & Co.) Is, 6d.

Tlieorq of Electricitg and Magnetism. By Charles Emerson Curry,

Ph.D. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. 8s. Cd."net.

Euclid: Books I. -I r. By Rupert Deakin, M. A. (Clive.) Illus-

trated. 2s. 6d.

The Tutorial Trigonometry. Bv W. Briggs, M.A., and G. II.

Bryan, D.Sc, F R.3." (Clive.) 3s.'6d.

Tables for Computation of Star Constants. As Arranged by E. J.

Stone and Revised by H. H. Turner. (Frowde.) 2s.

The Process Year Book for 1897. (Penrose & Co.) Illustrat<?d.

23. 6d.

Practical Astrology. By Alan Leo. (Office of Modern Astro-

logy, Bonverie Street,'E,C.) ' Illustrated. 3s. 6d,

The Epic of Sounds : an Interpretation of Wagner's " Xiehehtngen

Sinr/." By Freda Winworth. (Lippincott.) Illustrated. Ss. 6d.

The A B C of the" X" Says. By Wm. H. Meadowcroft. (Simp-

kin.) Illustrated. 4s.

Volcanoes of Sorth America. By Israel C. Russell. (Macmillan.)

Illastrated. 169. net.

Comparative Anatomy of Tertehrates. By Dr. Wiedersheim.'
Translated by W. N. Parker, Ph.D. (Macmillan.) Illustrated.

12s. 6d. net.

Forty-fourth Report of the Department of Science and Art.

(Eyre & Spottiswoode.) 2s. 7d.

KINETOGRAPHY: THE PRODUCTION OF
"LIVING PICTURES."

By H. Snowdex W.\rd, F.R.P.S., Editor of The Photogram.

LAST winter saw tbe " living pictures " adopted as

the craze of the season for music-halls, bazaars,

and variety entertainments generally ; the coming
winter bids fair to establish the same class of

work as a recognized aid to scientific investiga-

tion, and especially to teaching. Not that tbe music-halls

discovered the process, for long before it was known by
the public, kinetography, under various titles, did admirable

scientific work in the hands of Marey, Anschiitz, Muybridge,

and others.

In the popular mind the invention of " living pictures
"

is generally attributed to Edison ; in the scientific mind to

Marey or Muybridge ; and few are aware that in 1864 the

idea was protected by two French patents in the name of

LouisDucos dullauron. The principles involved were stated

in a paper communicated live years earlier, by the same
worker, to the Society of Sciences and Arts at Agen ; and
it seems curious that not only this process, but also the

three-colour method of " photography in natural colours,"

should have been worked out by one man— a man who
has received but little credit for his labours.

Just as the three-colour work was checked and hindered

for want of the colour-sensitive plates which we now
possess, the "living pictures" were long confined to the realm

of scientific curiosities for want of the sensitive dry-plate

emulsions and the transparent flexible supports which are

now in the hands of everyone.

The seeds sown by Du Hauron were biding their time,

and many men were ready, as each step was made in

photographic invention, to apply the new-found powers to

the perfecting of his ideas. Fortunately for kinetography,

the earliest workers to develop its possibilities were not

mere mountebanks or showmen, but patient scientific

investigators, led by a love of truth. For many years

threemen—Marey, Muybridge, and Anschiitz—weresteadily

investigating the laws and phenomena of animal move-
ment, their results appearing in the form of scientific

monograms, books, and lectures, first of a purely technical,

and latterly of a more popular nature.

Marey worked, first, in a private capacity, and in a small

way, but latterly, for the bulk of his valuable work, has
had the support of the city of Paris, with the use and
control of its physiological station. His observations on
a host of questions of motion, interesting to hydraulic

and civil engineers, naval and military experts, artists,

naturalists, and physiologists, are most accessible to British

readers in his book, " Movement," published in 1805 by
Wm. Heinemann, 21, Bedford .Street, London.
Eadweard Muybridge, of Philadelphia, worked in his

own way, simultaneously with Marey, and the chief result

of his efforts was an enormous series of studies, many of

them in large sizes, which he ofi'ered for subscription to

the great libraries and colleges of the world. His course

of lectures, too, delivered in the United States and in

Britain, did much to direct the attention of the public to

the fascination and the practical utility of this method of

studying motion.

Ottomar Anschiitz, of Lissa, Posen, though perhaps not

quite so early as Marey and Muybridge, was still one of
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the earlier workers, studying first in the excellent little

" Zoo " at Lissa, and later, when he had obtained the

recognition of the Government, in the Gardens in Berlin.

For the display of "living pictures" he designed an
" electric tachyscope," in which the successive phases of a

motion were mounted near the edge of a circular disc of

glass. This revolved behind a small spy-hole with a lens

inserted, and as each little picture passed behind the lens

it was momentarily illuminated by an electric Hash. Fitted

up as " penny-in-the-slot " machines, these tachyscopes

were shown in shops along the Strand and Oxford Street,

and also at some of our popular seaside resorts, four or five

years ago. Anschiitz arranged, also, at the World's Fair

in Chicago, 1893, a theatre for what we now know as a

display of kinetography, or " living pictures."

Long after these workers had solved the problem of kine-

tography—after our own English worker, Friese Greene,

had taken out a patent and shown his apparatus at St.

James's Hall (in July, 1889)—the great American exploiter,

Thomas Alva Edison, took up the subject. As he himself

says, his business is not with pure science or abstract

investigation, but with the application of scientific prin-

ciples, new or old, to the requirements of the public. In

kinetography, as in many other things, he pieced together

and popularized the work of other men, and reaped the

benefit. His notion was to combine the " living pictures
"

with the loud-speaking phonograph record, so that the

actions and the words of a popular speaker or a troupe of

actors might be simultaneously reproduced an indefinite

number of times.

At the same time, the brothers A. and M. Lumiere, in

Paris, and Birt Acres, in London, were working on the

same problem, and almost simultaneously three machines,
differing in detail, but accomplishing the same object, were
introduced to the public. Edison was in the most advanced
state of preparation, and his production of results, with
the newspaper " booming " which any of his work is sure

to receive, rather forced the hands of the others. Their
advent, as we all know, led to the designing of a host of

machines—good, bad, and indifferent—for the projection of
" living pictures," and the popularity of the subject led to the

production of many badly executed pictures and the em-
ployment of many incompetent operators—with the result

that the reputation of the process has suffered.

Kinetography is based upon the principle of the well-

known zoetrope, or wheel of life, in which a series of

pictures representing the successive phases of an action

are ranged round the inside of a drum and viewed through
a series of slits from the opposite outer side of the drum.
As each slit passes the eye it gives a clear glimpse of the

figure momentarily opposite to it, and the blackened part

of the drum between the slits shuts out the view of the

picture while it is moving along, and until the succeeding

one has taken its place. In the kinetographic lantern the

same effect of movement is obtained by photographing
upon a strip of sensitive celluloid film a series of rapidly

succeeding phases of motion, and projecting the series of

pictures in rapid succession upon a lantern screen. The
strip of film on which the pictures are made is an inch and
a quarter wide by fifiy or seventy-five feet long, or even
longer. Each side of the film bears a row of holes to fit

the sprockets of the wheels by which it is driven, and
between these rows of holes is a long succession of tiny

pictures seven-eighths by five-eighths of an inch. Tlie

machines for passing these strips in front of the light from
the lantern are very varied, and amongst them include

almost every possible mechanical motion whereby a strip

of flexible material can be rapidly and alternately moved
forward and stopped.

During the moment when the strip is moving forward

to bring the succeeding picture into play, the light is cut

oft' from the screen by means of a shutter. Hence the picture

on the screen is really a quick succession of images,

each one different from the preceding, and between each

image and the next is a period of darkness. This rapid

succession of light and shade is the cause of the " flicker
"

which is one of the drawbacks of kinetographic exhibitions,

and which is often mistaken for unsteadiness of the

picture. In the early days, owing to imperfect machines,

and especially to irregularities m the perforations, the

objects were apt to dance about the screen in a most
erratic fashion. In a modern exhibition, though there

is still the flicker, there is no excuse for vibration.

It may be said that the problem of last year was to get

rid of vibration ; of this year it is to overcome " flicker."

Attempts have been made in the past, but with only

partial success. Translucent and perforated shutters have
been used, so that the light is not entirely cut off from the

screen while the pictures are being changed. But the gain

in one direction is more than lost in another, for any
mixture of indefinite light with the screen image has the

effect of so much fog. The best success has been attained

by changing movements which leave each picture steadily

on the screen for the longest possible, and make the

change of pictures in the shortest possible, time. Amongst
the patents taken out for machines which will be on the

market this winter, are three (at least) which promise to

completely overcome "flicker." It is obvious to anyone who
studies the matter for a time that the simple solution o£

the problem is to use two films, exposing them alternately

when making the original kinetograms, and projecting the

images in a double lantern, in such a way that one picture

is always on the screen while the alternate film is changing.

This method works perfectly, but, unfortunately, it involves

immensely more cost and more skill in operation, so that

it is not considered within the realm of practical kineto-

graphy. To show the successive pictures of one single

film in such a way that there is always one projected upon
the screen, and no changing of a picture while it is being

projected, seems impossible. Yet it can be done, in more
ways than one ; and it is only because the ingenious

inventors of these methods have communicated them to

me in confidence, and because their applications for patents

are still pending, that I do not explain the means. Suffice

it to say that there is every reason to believe that the

coming winter will see " flicker" overcome ; and that with

the use of but one tilm and one lantern.

Of the future of kinetography I need say little. It

seems certain that as an adjunct to the optical lantern the

kinetographic lantern will be indispensable to every popular

lecturer ; and I hear that a strong syndicate of able business

men propose to open a theatre in London where every

British event of importance will be shown in '
' living picture"

on the evening of the day of its occurrence, and where the

great events of the world, such as the Grseco-Turkish war,

wUl be reproduced through the labours of "special" kineto-

graphers.

Of the scientific applications I have already briefly

spoken ; there are just two others to which reference must
be made. Some time ago Dr. Macintyre, of Glasgow,
secured the first kinetographic radiogram, which enables

him to show to a class of students the movement of the

bones in the leg of a living frog. In hew York, Dr. Robert

L. \Yatkins has overcome the great difliculties of kineto-

graphing microscopic objects, and has made pictures of

rotifers in movement at the enormous tpeed of two thousand

five himdred pictures a minute. As it is possible to projeet-

these at much lower speeds, one becomes able to study the
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detail movements, ju3t as M. Marey has already doue with

the flight of insects. In the same way, of course, slow

movements may be kinetos;raphed at leisurely speed, and
projected much more quickly. By this means it is possible

to observe in a few minutes, in the most wonderful manner,

the whole growth and development of a plant, from its

first tiny shoot above the earth to the completion of

flowering, fruiting, and the fall of the leaf ; or, in the

same way, a record could be made of a man's development

and decline—" from the cradle to the grave "— the whole of

which could be represented in a few minutes. But I must

not speculate on the possibilities of the process. My wish

has been to make it clear that kinetographing is far from

being merely the passing fancy of the music-hall public

;

that it is a new and powerful means of scientific record

and research.

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEBULA HERSCHEL
V 14 CYGNI.

By Isaac Roberts, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THE photograph annexed covers the region between
E.A. 20h. 49m. 4s. and R.A. 20h. 54m. 493.

Declination between 30° 14-2' and 31° 506' north.

Epoch 1900.

Scale, one millimetre to twenty-four seconds of arc.

The star precedinii the nebula and nearly opposite the

centre is D.M. 4264 Zone + 31°, magnitude 6-7, R.A.

20h. 49m. 24-7s., Declination -f 31° 15-0'; and the star

fohouinq the nebula is D.M. 4292 Zone + 31°, magnitude

7, R.A."20h. 54m. 33-7s., Declination -f 31° 154'.

The photograph was taken with the twenty-inch reflector

on November 4th, 1896, between sidereal time 21h. 18m.
and Oh. 13m., with an exposure of the plate during

2h. 55m.
The nebula is No. 6992 in the New General Catalogue,

and has been observed and described by Sir J. Herschel

and Lord Rosse ; but only photographs can present it in a

form that is intelligible, for it is not possible to depict by

hand, with sufficient accuracy, the complex structure of

this and of similar nebuht.

On examination of the photograph we see that the

nebula extends in suuth foUou-imj to north jirecedimj direc-

tions, and measures eighty minutes of arc in length ; its

structure is wavelike, with indications of irregular dis-
\

turbances throughout its mass, and at the southern part

there is a half-drum-like formation of the wave structure,

with extensions of the nebulosity towards the south. The
wave structure has immersed in it faint nebulous stars as

well as irregular condensations of nebulous matter, whilst

stars of the normally finished form, between the tenth and
seventeenth magnitudes, are densely strewn over the whole

surface of the nebula and over many degrees of the sky

around it.

A photograph measuring seventeen degrees in diameter,

with the nebula as the centre, was taken simultaneously with

the reproduced plate, but with the Cooke five-iuoh lens. This

shows that there are patches of this wavelike nebulosity

extending over an area of two and a half degrees in diameter

in the direction prccedivji, and it includes the nebula
i

Herschel V 15 Cygui (N.G.C. 6960). The plate also shows,

very prominently, large areas of cloudiness with reaches of

clear areas dividing them, which, by the efi'ect of contrast,
!

have led many to assume that they are areas of true nebu-

losity, but in reality they are due to the light of countless

numbers of faint stars that on the small scale of a portrait-

lens photograph appear to be closely crowded together and
resemble nebulous areas. To the eyes of the experienced

examiner the true nebulosity can with certainty be distin-

guished from the star-cloud effects here referred to.

It is not desirable at this early period—the commence-
ment of photo-astronomy—to speali with the confidence of

demonstration concerning the origin of these wonderful
objects—the nebuhi' and the appearances as of whirlpool

eddies amongst the stars all over the Milky Way ; but our
aim should be to dispel the mysterious by investigations,

fitting together links in the chain of evidence, notwith-

standing that we may insert some which will have to be

replaced later on by others.

Attention has already been drawn, by aid of photographic
illustrations in previous numbers of Knowledge, to the

similarity of the curves of the stars involved in spiral

nebulfe to the curves and aggregations of stars shown in

the Milky Way, and that there is apparently a connection

between them of cause and efi^ect. But the nebula shown
on the annexed photograph is of a different character, and
the absence of gravitational effects, excepting the indication

at the southern end, is conspicuous. The general appear-

ance of the nebula is that of precipitation of invisible

matter—either gaseous or of dust particles —which exists

in space as clouds of vast extent.

That the methods of stellar evolution are various we
have ample evidence in the different forms of nebulas which
have been photographed. There are planetary, annular,

elliptic, spiral, globular, and unsymmetrical nebula: ; and
they are presented to us at various angles in projection

between edgewise and full face. Like the rings of Saturn,

their superficies are enormously greater than their thick-

ness ; and it is quite conceivable that these objects may
have been formed out of the invisible clouds of material to

which I have alluded.

We know of no body whatever existing in space which
has no motion of translation ; but whether this invisible

cloudy matter is in motion or at rest, it could be run into

by another body that is in motion, with the result that

whirlpool motions would be set up that would eventually

develop into nebulfe of various forms, such as those which
have already been, by photography, shown to exist.

If, on the other hand, the clouds themselves are in

motion and collide with each other, then vortical motion
would be set up over large areas, giving rise by progress

of development to such nebul* as are represented by the

annexed photograph. This nebula shows signs of fission,

and may pass in its process of development into sym-
metrical nebulae and into stars, and again from stars

into—what ?

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY.-IL
The Conditions which Determine the Limiting Time of Exposure. -

By F. L. 0. WadsWORTH,
Astroijliysicist, Yerkes Observatory.

CASE OF STARS.

THUS far we have been considering only the case

of nebulfc and other extended sources. In the

case of stars the conditions are very different.

The intensity of a star image varies directly

as the fourth power of the aperture, and in-

versely as the square of the focal length and the square

of the mean (effective) wave-length. Neglecting this

last factor, which is of secondary importance in the

present considerations, we may also say that the intensity

varies as the square of the angular aperture multiplied by

the square of the linear aperture. Putting it in ttiis way

we see that since the brightness of the field also varies as

the square of the linear aperture, the only way of
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increasing the contrast between sky and object in this case

is to increase the angular aperture. The larger the latter

the fainter the star that can be photographed. So far as

the delineation of faint stars is concerned, the size of the

objective—granting that the size does not affect the

question of optical efficiency—is a matter of indift'erence ;

with proper exposure an objective of one inch aperture will

show just as many and just as faint stars as one of ten

feet aperture —providing, of course, the image in the first

case is bright enough to start photographic action, and
providing also the law, that the photographic action is

constant when the light action (intensity x time) is con-

stant, holds throughout the range considered. Some recent

experiments of Abney seem to show that this law is

not always fulfilled in the case of very slow plates,

but these are never used in astronomical photography.

In practice the small lens would have an actual

optical advantage over the larger one, in that it is more
efficient optically

—

i.e., a larger percentage of the incident

light is transmitted, less being lost (at least in case of

lenses) by absorption, dispersion, etc. This advantage

will be treated more in detail a little later. The small

instrument has also, of course, a great advantage in

being very much less expensive both as to optical and
mechanical parts, in being more rigid, allowing better

following, and in being more conveniently handled. Its

disadvantages are the smaller scale of the photograph, and
the increase in exposure time necessary to show stars of a

given magnitude. With a given angular aperture such as

we have assumed in this case as a basis of comparison

—

because upon this alone depends the contrast between sky

and star—the scale of the photograph varies directly as

the linear aperture, and the time of exposure (theoretically)

inversely as the square of the linear aperture. As a matter

of fact, the exposure time necessary with the larger lens

has been found to be longer than indicated by the above

comparison ; a fact which was long ago predicted by Sir

Howard Grubb,+ and which is undoubtedly due to the

greater optical efficiency (less loss by absorption, etc.),

already referred to, of the smaller size objectives.

Since the available contrast between the field and the

star image depends simply and solely on the angular

aperture, and since for practical reasons an angular

aperture larger than that of Dr. Roberts' instrument

(one-fifth) can hardly be employed on account of the

practical optical difficulties of construction, it would
follow that the latter's conclusion as to the limiting

magnitude of stars photographically visible would hold

(although, as we have already seen, it does not hold

at all for nebulfe or extended objects), provided the time

of exposure which he sets is really the limiting time of

exposure for bis aperture—twenty inches. That it is,

however, is doubtful in view of the practical experiences of

many other observers. I have collected some evidence on
this important point, which is presented in the following

table. For comparison I have assumed that all secondary
conditions affecting time of exposure (such as condition of

* The reason why a large aperture is necessary to render very faint

stars physiologicallif visible is that in the case of the eye a certain

minimum intensity of light is necessary to produce a retinal

impression. In the case of the photographic plate it is quanlitii of

light, not intensity, which is principally in question—although the
question may be raised whether there ie not a limit beyond which no
action at all will take place, no matter how long the light acts. Ou
this p lint Ciptain Abney is quoted by Russell • as saying :

" I have
made experiments, and can say distinctly that there is, eo far as

I know, no light so feeble that an accumulation of it will not give an
image upon the photographic jilate." (" Popular Astronomy," Vol. II.,

p. 4f>2.)

t -'^O'"*'^' -Vo<ice», April, 1887, p. 303,

sky, sensitiveness of plate, method of development, and

optical efficiency of instrument) are the same in the

different cases. The first column contains the name of the

observer ; the second, the reference to the paper containing

details respecting exposure, etc. ; the third, the linear

aperture of the instrument ; the fourth, the time of ex-

posure ; and the last, the time of exposure reduced to an

aperture of twenty inches (that of Roberts' instrument), by

multiplying the given time by the square of the ratio of

apertures.

Cyrrespoiidiji^

Liueiir Longest ' Exposui-o for
Aperture. Esposure. ' 20-mcli

Aperture.

(iill ... Roberts' Paper , !l3-iu. (?)

Stratonoff A X,Vol. Ul, p. 104 ' 13-in.

Stratonoff A.X., Vol. 142. p. 57 13.in.

Pickering A.N., Vol. 113,p. 230 24-in.

1

Longest
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gives the same simultaneous exposure in all three cases,

develops the resultant negatives in the same manner, and

then proceeds to compare the results as to general

appearance, and also by counting the number of stars

shown on the three plates. Either of these methods of

comparison must under the conditions be unfair to the

larger or the smaller instruments. For, the relative

exposure times being very different in the three cases, the

method of development best suited for one would be

entirely inappropriate for the others, particularly for

bringing out nebular details. For nebular details the

nlatire exposures would be about in the ratio of one, one

hundred and four, and twenty-six respectively.* It is no
wonder that the plates taken with the smaller lens were
" badly fogged " by the development given to the others.

And under such circumstances the plates taken with the

portrait lenses would show less detail in the nebular
structure, even if the very much smaller scale of the

photographs was not taken into consideration at all. The
comparison of the iiuinber of stars shown on the dififerent

plates is equally misleading, for the obvious reasons

pointed out by Prof. Barnard! (ditierence in scale of

photographs, and difl'erence in the comparative richness

of different portions of the sky iu stars of different mag-
nitude).

The intensity of the star images at the focus of the three
. . . ,, • iu i-

(20)' (:!-5)' (5)'
mstruments would vary m the ratio ,g^.„ : ,q., .„ : (-mTo^j-

or about in the ratio of 10 : 1 : 1-1.

Considering this, and considering also that the five-inch

lens was considered to show from two and a half to three

times as manij stars as the three and a half inch for a

photographic effect less ten per cent, greater, it is only
surprising that the numh, r of stars shown by the reflector

was not very much greater than actually was the case.

Probably part of the star images on the plate taken with
the three and a half inch lens were blotted out in the
development.

There is another point of great importance in this con-

nection that must not be lost sight of, and that is the

practical effect of using very short focus (large angular
aperture) combinations in increasing the general illumina-

tion of the field. The shorter the foaus the greater the

curvature of the lenses, and consequently the greater the

quantity of light scattered by surface reflection and
diffusion. For this reason the use of a larger ratio than
one to five in refractors is never desirable. Dr. Roberts
arrives at a similar conclusion from a different point

of view, however—viz., that with larger angular aper-

tures the stellar images are not as good ; and in view
of this it is rather surprising that he should consider

the results of his comparisons as at all conclusive, leaving

aside entirely the question of relative linear apertures.

A comparison of some of his photographs with those of

the same region of the sky obtained with the Bruce
photographic telescope, which has the same angular
and very nearly the same linear aperture as the twenty-
inch reflector, would be much fairer and more con-
clusive as to the relative efdciency of the two classes of

instruments.

On one point there can be no doubt (since it has been
proven over and over again by experiment), i.e., that up
to a certain aperture (probably not less than eighteen to

* See the comparison of Barnard's results with the " lantern
"

and tEe'Willard lens, and also with Pickering's results with the
Voightlilnder lens, already described.

f " On tlie Comparison of Reflector and Portrait Lens Photo-
graphs," -T/.iP., November, 1896, p. 10.

twenty inches) the light-grasping power of a photographic

objective is greater than that of a silver on glass reflector.''

In photographic work, moreover, the iraij in which the

light is lost is quite as important as the quantity lost. In
the refractor the larger proportion is lost by absorption

(which does not produce any general illumination of the

field) ; in the case of the reflector, diffusion and irregular

reflection due to minute scratches on the film, dust on the

silvered surfaces, etc., etc., play the more important part.

The field of the reflector is, therefore, as a rule considerably

brighter than that of the refractor. This general

illumination of the field by this cause may, in certain cases,

be even greater than that due to the sky, in which cases,

of course, the conclusions which have been drawn respect-

ing the influence of the latter in determining contrast effect

with different apertures may require modification. They
would not hold in their entirety, for example, in the case

of such extremely large angular apertures as ^] ^. Such
lenses would be likely to soon fog the plates by light

scattered from the lenses alone, no matter how small the

aperture.

One advantage of the reflector which is made much oi

is that of a more perfect concentration of the light of

differing wave-lengths into a single image. It must be
pointed out first of all that the image is not properly a

single image—even in the case of a perfectly corrected

reflector—but a number of superposed images, each of

which, in the case of a star or other point source, is a

diffraction pattern whose "width" (first minima) varies

directly as the wave-length, and whose intensity at the

centre varies inversely as the square of the wave-length.

P'or this reason, and because of the limited range in

sensitiveness of photographic plates, only that light of wave-
length near that corresponding to maximum sensitiveness

contributes to any great extent to the effective photographic
intensity of the image. A refractor (particularly a photo-

graphic doublet) can now be constructed so as to unite all

these effective rays almost perfectly, and at the same time
give a comparatively large field.

No one is a more enthusiastic advocate than I have been
of the great advantage of the reflector over the refractor

for astrophysical—particularly spectroscopic—investiga-

tions
; t but this, I hope, does not prevent my recognizmg

its obvious disadvantages in other lines of work. It seems
to me that not only on the ground of the much larger field

obtainable, but also on account of its greater freedom
from diffused light, an i its greater stabihty during long
exposures, the photographic refractor must be considered

as unquestionably superior to the reflector for general

work—although for particular purposes, where an unusually

large linear or angular aperture and only a small field is

desired (as in photographing exceedingly faint individual

stars), the latter instrument may be used with advantage.

* .See paper by Prof. Hale "On the Comparative Value of Refract-

ing and Reflecting Telescopes for Astrophysical Investigation,"

Astrophysical Journal, February, 1897, p. 119. According to the

table (page 127) accompanying this paper, which is based on careful

experiments by Vogel on the absorption of light by different varieties

of optical glass, on cxjjeriments by Langley on the reflective power of

a silver surface, and on direct coiupanson of the refractor with the

reflector by Dr. Gill, Prof. Pritchard, and others, the light-grasping

power of the two forms of objective becomes equal for au aperture of

about eighty-seven centimetres (about thirty-four incliesi. In the

case of a photographic doublet more light is lost than in the cas; of

an ordinary objective ; hence I have assumed a correspondingly lower

limit. < ., J

t See various papers in the Phil. Maj., Vol. XXVIII., p. 137 j

Vol. XXVIII., p. 337; Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol. XIII.,

p. 835 ; Astrophysical Journal, Vol. I., p. 52; Vol. I., p. 232 ; Vol.

III., p. 169 («ee particularly pp. 182 and 183) ; Vol. III., p. 317 ; etc.
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In conclusion I may sum up briefly the principal points

in this paper, which has run to much greater length than
was at first intended.

i. The absolute intensity of the image of a celestial

object, and therefore the absolute photographic light action

(product of intensity x time) for a given time of exposure,

will vary: (1) lor extended sources, as the square of the

anovular aperture only ; (2) for point sources, as the pro-

duct of the square of the angular aperture into the square

of the linear aperture.

II. The contrast between the image of any celestial

object (not very near the horizon) and the general field

depends upon il) the brightness of the sky at the time
;

(2) the efficiency of the image-forming lens as regards

perfection of figure, nature, and curvature of surfaces, etc.

;

(3 1 and upon the square of the linear aperture. If the

objectives are good, the sky effect (1) and (2) is the most
important.

in. For extended objects, such as nebulas, irresolvable

star clouds, etc., etc., in which we have to deal with the

delmeation of a surface rather than with individual points,

this cotHrast can only be increased by decreasing the focal

length. When the sky effect (1) and (3) is predominant,

it will vary inversely as the square of the latter quantity.

IV. For point sources the contrast can only be increased

by increasing the angular aperture. Under the same con-

ditions as in II., it will vary directly as the square of this

quantity.

V. It is the der/ree of contrast and not the size of objective

(except in so far as this latter influences the contrast) that

determines the limiting magnitude of the faintest object

that can be photographed. This limiting magnitude for

stars depends, therefore, on the angular aperture of the

instrument ; and for nebulfe only on the focal length.

VI. The time of exposure also depends very largely on
the contrast between image and field, and not on the

absolute intensity of the former. If the development

could be suited in every case to the exposure, the time of

the latter necessary to obtain any given degree of detail

would vary inversely as the contrast within a wide range of

photographic light action.

VII. As regards the influence of the character of the

objective (II. (2) ) upon the illumination of the field, the

refractor seems to have a decided advantage. The angular

aperture of the latter should not, however, be greater

than one-fifth. To photograph the very faintest stars

(beyond the seventeenth magnitude) a reflector of the

largest possible angular aperture—one-third or one-half if

possible—is the onl'i instrument that can be used.

CoNXLrsiox.—In this paper I have carefully abstained

from any mathematical exposition of the various relations

between aperture, focal length, and intensity of image and
field. Those who prefer such a method of treatment will

find it, together with some further developments of the

present paper, in an article " On the Conditions of Maxi-

mum Efiiciency in Astrophotographic Work," in the

August Number of the Astrophysical Journal.

THE BIRDS OF OBAN'S ISLES.

By Habey F. Witherbt.

LYING in the Firth of Lome, and within a radius of

ten miles or so of Oban, there are a number of
tiny islands which are well deserving of a visit

from the ornithologist.

It was on May 25th that I started out

from Oban Bay with two friends, in a ten-ton cutter, to

explore these islands ; and I intend here to give a short

account of what we did, and of what we found, during the

ten days in which we were cruising among the islets.

The first day we ran down to "Black Isle," so called

because of its dark appearance at a distance. We stayed

here all day and thoroughly explored the island.

For the benefit of those who have not visited these or

similar islets, I may here describe then* general character.

There is usually no beach at all, seaweed-covered rocks

dipping sharply into the sea surrounding the island.

Above the seaweed there lies a belt of sloping rock covered

with lichens of various shades of grey and yellow. Beyond
this sloping fringe of rock one comes to more or less flat

ground covered with grass, heather, and other under-

growth. Occasionally there are a few stunted trees on the

island, and perhaps a small hill. Sometimes, too, the

island itself rises on one side in a sheer cliff of eighty

feet or more.

Xest of the Common Gull.

On Black Isle—as, indeed, on most of the islands roimd
Oban—we found the fringe of lichen-covered rock tenanted

by gulls (common, lesser black-backed, and herring) and
oyster-catchers. The gulls' nests were very often ex-

ceedingly prettily placed. Built of withered grass, moss,
and lichen, and containing two or three greenish brown
spotted eggs, they were very conspicuous

;
yet, in colouring

they were in perfect harmony with the light grey rock,

covered with bright lichens and brilliant sea-pinks.

The oyster-catcher—or, more appropriately, the mussel-
picker—generally lays its eggs in a little hollow scooped
among the pebbles on a beach, but it also nests in con-

siderable numbers on small islands off the mainland.
Even should there be a beach on the island, it is my
experience that the oyster-catcher does not use it as a
nesting place, but invariably lays its eggs either in a small
hollow in the bare rock, or in a scoop in the short thick

turf. When using such places as a nesting site the oyster-

catcher places at the bottom of the scoop a few pebbles or

broken shells, or, as I have often seen, some dry rabbit

dung, which it no doubt mistakes for pebbles.

This habit of placing stones at the bottom of the nest
seems to indicate that in nesting on rock or grass the

oyster-catcher is merely adapting itself to circumstances,

and that the pebbly beach was its original breeding place.

In one of the oyster-catcher's nests which we found, the
eggs were just hatching, and as I took one up in my hand
and put it to my ear, I could distinctly hear the young one
inside the shell shrilly uttering exactly the same note
which the old bird was loudly calling overhead. In hia

book on " The Evolution of Bird Song," Mr. Witchell
mentions a similar instance of a lapwing in the shell
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uttering the old bird's cry. Mr. Witchell seems to think

that this case is a proof of the cry being hereditary, but

it seems to me quite possible that the young bird in

the shell would be able to learn a simple cry even before

it was hatched, and if this be so the note would be

merely a case of imitation.

We next turned our attention to the heather with which

the "Black Isle" is covered. Here and there we came across

the nest of a herring or a lesser black- backed gull, but

they were not so numerous as on the rocks. On walking

along a small promontory a wild duck (Aikis /)osr/(a,<!) suddenly

rose out of the heather right at our feet, and, flying some

twenty yards, plunged into the sea with a splash, and then

sat and watched us. We knelt down and parted the heather,

and there was a beautiful nest of down, interwoven with

bits of fern, moss, and heather. The nest contained

ten shining eggs, almost white, but with a tinge of green.

So completely was the nest covered that it was impossible

to see the eggs without" first parting the tall heather, and

it appeared mysterious how the bird could have risen

so easily and quietly.

Nestof the Wild Duck

.

The only other nest of interest which we found on the
" Black Isle " was a common sandpiper's, containing four

eggs. This nest, too, was bidden in a clump of heather,

and took the form of a perfect cup and saucer of bright

green moss.

Another day we paid a very early visit to two little

islands called the " Seal Islands "—so called because one

generally sees two or three seals lying out upon the rocks.

The larger of these islands is only a few acres in extent,

yet it aii'ords very varied scenery, and is in fact a perfect

miniature of the mainland. On one side it has a perpen-

dicular granite cliff of about one hundred feet in height

;

on the other it slopes down gradually to the sea. It is

abundantly clothed with short undergrowth, and through

the middle there runs a tiny glen, flanked on either side

with steep clifts, and containing four or five fir trees.

In exploring this island we came across a great number
of shells of merganser ducks' eggs which had evidently

been stolen and sucked clean. Suspecting a hooded crow,

we searched about the cliffs, and soon " put up " and shot

the old bird. We found her nest half-way down the chtf,

and over it, on the top, was a rock pipit, still warm but

half eaten. Verily, we had caught this hoodie redhanded

and she deserved her death.

We now began to search the island for merganser

ducks' nests. I had my arm down a hole between two
rocks and fancied I felt something soft, when suddenly my
companion shouted out " What's that ? " Turning round,

I saw a bird scuttUng off amongst the heather about

twenty yards away. I ran after it to see what it was,

when it got up and flew quickly down to the sea. It was
evidently a shielduck, and we began to search about for its

nest where we had first seen the bird, but could find

nothing. I went back to my original find, and discovered

that there was another opening to the hole on the other side

of a big rock. We therefore came to the conclusion that this

hole contained the shielduck's nest, and that she had slipped

off when I put in my arm, and had very craftily left

by the opposite opening out of my sight, and had then

ci-ept away. We started to unearth the nest, which

we succeeded in doing after half an hour's hard work, and
foimd to our delight a shielduck's nest with sixteen eggs.

The nest was the most beautiful duck's nest I have ever

seen. It was entirely composed of greyish white down,

with here and there a relieving point of colour in the

shape of a brilliant black or chestnut feather.

On the precipitous side of the island some half-dozen

pairs of black guillemots were breeding, and we were

anxious to obtain their eggs, not because of their rarity,

but because— in his " Fauna of Argyllshire"—Mr. Harvie-

Brown seems rather doubtful whether these birds breed

inside the Isle of Mull.

We tried to scale the chff from the bottom, but found it

exceedingly diflBcult work, since it was nearly sheer, and

the only hold was in the shape of very small points of rock.

After several failures I managed to scramble up to a ledge

from which the nesting holes seemed accessible, but,

arrived there, I found an overhanging rock beyond which

it was impossible to climb. But, worse than this, I soon

woke up to the fact that I was fairly " treed." It was
difficult to scramble up, but to get down without a fall was

impossible. I was therefore forced to squat on my little

ledge, with the sea, a perpendicular drop of seventy feet,

below me, while my companions went off to the boat to

fetch a rope. They were away for about twenty minutes,

and as I sat perfectly still on the ledge I had an admirable

view of the black guillemots. Five or six were swimming
in nearer and nearer to the cliff ; when quite close in, they

suddenly one after another rose from the water at a sharp

angle, and passed with whirring wings within a foot of my
face to their nesting holes just above. I shaU never forget

the sight—-the swift and powerful flight, and the brilliant

pink legs and feet pressed close to coal-black breasts !

The rope arrived, I was let down into the small boat

below, and then going romid was lowered over the cliff'

again, and found two eggs placed on a ledge inside a tiny

cavern. There were other eggs, but I could not reach

them.
One day we started from our anchorage, in the lee

of a small island, for Tobermory, in the Sound of

Mull. On approaching a small flat island in the sound

we saw two shielducks circling over it, and flying gradu-

ally lower they parted company, one darting to the

ground and disappearing, while the other flew on. This

manoeuvre is often practised by shielducks when visiting

their nest. The male escorts the female until near the

nest, when he suddenly leaves her and flies on. The
habit no doubt often conceals the whereabouts of the nest,

for one is apt to watch the flying bird and lose sight of

the other. On this occasion, however, we marked the

spot where the bird had gone down, and, landing, walked

up to the place, and almost immediately found a burrow,

in which was the bird sitting on a full nest of eggs. This

burrow ran right through a bank, and thus had two
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openings. Within a yard of the shielduck's neat, and in

the same burrow, was a merganser's nest with fourteen

eggs. Four of these egga were undoubtedly shielduck's

eggs, laid there by the merganser's near neighbour. It is

a fairly common habit in the duck family for one bird to

lay in another's nest after she has filled her own and has

still eggs to lay. Curiously enough, we found another

merganser's nest, with ten eggs, in some reeds quite in

the open and but a few yards from the burrow. What a

lovely sight it would have been, supposing all these eggs

Some of the Isles.

S^lE!^

hatched out at the same time, to watch the three families

of some forty ducklings of two species within an area of

six square yards

!

We had the good fortune to see many beautiful sights

on this little trip, and I should like to describe (although

no words of mine can do it jus dee) one more—the most
beautiful of all. Although we had started very early one

morning from Tobermory on our way back to Oban, head
winds and dead calms had kept us so long in the Sound of

Mull that we did not reach its mouth until nearly midnight.

The soft, dim twilight was shedding an uncertain glimmer
over a sea as smooth as glass, and the tide neither ebbed

nor flowed. Amidst this peace and quiet in one little

spot a fierce struggle was going on. We could see in

the distance a troubled patch of water, from which there

continually flashed glistening streaks of silver, while

hovering forms above kept plunging down and rising again.

Rowing quietly and slowly nearer, we found that a shoal

of Utile fry were btset by a host of devouring foes—great

fat saithe were d-irting up at them from below, while a

flock of terns were diving down upon them from above.

The water was in a constant turmoil of glistening foam
as one after the other the birds dropped down like a

stone, and then, emerging from the spray, rose with

a tiny silvery fish across the beak. Their evolutions

in the air were indeed a fascinating sight—now gliding,

now hovering, now fluttering like butterflies, they flew

round and round in the wake of the shoal of fish, while

their " kee-er, kee-ers " sounded cheerily across the glassy

sea.

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR SEPTEMBER.

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

A
FEW small scattered spots still appear on the

solar disc.

Conveniently observable minima of Algol occur

at llh. 6m. p.m. on the 10th, and at 7h. 56m. p.m.

on the 13th.

Mercury is too near the Sun to be well observed this

month. He is stationary on th*> 9fch, and in inferior con-

junction with the Sun on the 23rd. lie may, however,

just be caught by a careful observer at the end of September,

as he rises on the 30th at about 4h. 30m. a.m., with a

northern declination of 2° 18', and an apparent diameter

of 9". While visible he describes a short retrograde path

in Virgo.

Venus is a morning star, and is still very well situated

for observation. On the 1st she rises about Ih. 32m. a.m.,

with a northern declination of 19" 29', and an apparent

diameter of 15". On the 10th she rises at

Ih. 56m. A.M., with a northern declination of

17° 27', and an apparent diameter of 14|", about

three-quarters of the disc being illuminated. On
the 20th she rises at 2h. 20m. a.m., with a

northern declination of 14" 25', and an apparent

diameter of 13V'. On the 30th she rises at

2h. 50m. a.m., with a northern declination of

10" 40', and an apparent diameter of 13". She
describes a direct path through a portion of

Cancer into Leo, being not far from Regulus on

the 25th.
Both Mars and Jupiter are invisible, Jupiter

being in conjunction with the Sun on the 13th.

Saturn is an evening star, but must be looked

for as soon as possible after sunset ; and hia

low decimation interferes with observation. On
the 1st he sets at 9h. 21m. p.m., or about two

and three-quarter hours after the Sun, with a southern

declination of 17° 11', and an apparent equatorial diameter

of 16|^". On the 10th he sets at 8h. 47m. p.m.,

with a southern declination of 17° 21', and an apparent

diameter of 16|". On the 20th he sets at 8h. 12m. p.m.,

with a southern declination of 17° 33', and an apparent

equatorial diameter of 16f . On the 30th he sets at

7h. 32m. P.M., or about two hours after the Sun, with a

southern declination of 17° 46'. During the month he

describes a short direct path in Libra.

Uranus is now too near the Sun to be conveniently

observed.

Neptune is an evening star, rising on the 1st at lOh. 38m.

P.M., with a northern declination of 21° 58', and an apparent

diameter of 2V'. Oa the 30th he rises at 8b. 40m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 21° 52', and an apparent

diameter of 2i". During the month he describes a short

direct path in Taurus.

There are no very well marked showers of shooting stars

in September.

The Moon enters her firat quarter at llh. 13m. p.m. on

the 3rd ; is full (Harvest Moon) at 2h. 12m. a.m. on the

11th; enters her last quarter at 2h. 51m. a.m. on the

19th ; and is new at Ih. 46m. p.m. on the 26th.

Ci^css Column.

By 0. D. LooooK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addreaaed,

till further notice, to the Chess Editor, Knowledge, 326,

High Holborn.

Solutions of Autjust Problems.

No. 1.

(By J. T. Blakemore.)

1. B to RB, and mates next move.
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2. Kt to Boch, etc.

2. B to Bsq, ch, etc.

2. Kt X Pch, etc.

2. B to Kt4ch, etc.

2. B to Iu4ch, etc.

2. Q to Ksq, etc.

No. 2.

(By C. D. Locock.)

Key-move.— 1. P to Bi.

Ifl. . . . K toK5,
. K to K7,
. KtxP,
. Kt elsewhere,

. B X P or PQ6,

. Anything else,

Correct Solutions of both problems received from
Alpha and Captain Forde.

Of No. 1 only from H. H. Thomas.

Several incorrect solutions have been received.

In No. 1.—B to Q6 is met by 1. . . B to Kt2 (or Bsq),

leaving the White Knight pinned.

In No. 2.—The immediate threat, 1. Q to Ksq, is

answered by 1. . . PxP; and if then 2. KtxKt, K to

Q3 (!), preventing both the mates.

Nor will 1. K to Ktsq solve the problem, as suggested

by A Norseman.

J. H. Ballantiiie.—In the position you send the key is

weak ; the Bishop at QKt6 seems uncalled for, and duals

are present. Can you improve it ?

ir. J. Ashdoirn.—Could you alter your
problem, so as to remove some of the duals '?

PKOBLEMS.
No. 1.

By W. Clugston.
Black (3).

remammg

White ("J.

White mates in two moves.

No. 2.

From the Birminyham News.
Black (5).

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

White (12).

White mates in two moves.

An Amateur Tournament, under the auspices of the

Southern Counties Chess Union, will cominence at King
Edward VI. Grammar School, Southampton, on Monday,
August 30th, at G.30 p.m., concluding not later than

Wednesday, September 8th. There will be three level

tournaments for players of different strengths ; also a

Ladies' Tournament, and handicaps if time permit. The
entrance fees (Class I., one guinea ; other classes, lOs. 6d.)

should reach Mr. J. H. Blake, 2, St. Lawrence Eoad,

Southampton, on or before Friday, August 27th. The
hours of play are from 10 to 2, and 6.30 to 10.30.

An International Tournament begins at Berlin the

middle of this month. The English competitors are

expected to include Messrs. Bird, Blackburne, Burn, Lee,

Mason, and Teichmann.

In the Summer Tournament of the City of London
Chess Club Mr. Evans holds a commanding lead, Messrs.

Blackburne, Physick, Jacobs, and Lawrence coming next

in the order named. Mr. Blackburne lost to Mr. Evans,

and drew his game with Mr. Lawrence.

A match has been arranged between M. .Janowski, of

Paris, and either M. Charousek or M. Maroezy, of Hungary.

Messrs. Bird and Lee have also been engaged for some
time in a closely contested match.

The British Chess Club has removed to new and most
commodious premises, at 4, Whitehall Court, S.W., all

the rooms being now on the ground iloor, and handsomely
decorated. Chess is by no means the only game played at

the British Chess Club, and the devotees of other games
are provided with ample accommodation.
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BIRD-SONGS IN AUTUMN.

By Charles A. Witchell.

'ANY naturalists of successive generations, from
Crilbert White to 0. V. Aplin, have noticed the

singing of birds iu autumn. ]\Ir. Aplin appa-

rently distinguishes a true autumn song as one
preceded and followed by a period in which the

song is not heard. Some autumnal songs he correctly

states to be merely the commencement of the spring songs.
" Such are the songs of the thrush, robin, hedge sparrow,

and starling." (" The Autumn Song of Birds," The
Zouloi/ist, 1894, page -110.) In stating that these birds

commence in November (or even in October), Mr. Aplin

appears not to be accurate, for the robin begms in July,

and the wren and starling early in August.

Scientifically considered, the autumn song is chiefly

valuable as atfording evidence that the singer is not

merely obeying an uncontrollable erotic impulse, but is

actuated by what may be called higher and more elaborate

motives ; and it also suggests that these motives may
operate at other seasons. There is, however, some
difficulty in establishing the occurrence of a true autumn
song, for the few birds which seem to render it most
clearly in September—chifi'chaifs and willow wrens

—

contrast with the great silent majority of their species.

Probably the September singers are not one-twentieth of

those which sang incessantly in May. It seems that in

different localities the period of song may vary, since Mr.

Aplin, in the paper above quoted, mentions the willow

wren as becoming silent soon after the middle of June,

and striking up again about the second week in August.

This may be true of the Oxfordshire birds ; but in my
present neighbourhood (Bexley, Kent) the willow wren

becomes silent in mid-June, but recommences iu full

strength in the first week of July, and continues till the

middle of August ; after which only one or two of them

will be heard. I have noticed the same incidents in

Gloucestershire. My observations on the robin and

starling are to the same ett'ect. In a garden at

Stroud, where I lived for many years, birds were common
throughout the year, except in spring, when the robins

retired to the woods to breed, and the starlings led oil'

their broods (iu May). Both species returned in the first

days of August, and began to sing. They continued in

song (except during severe weather) until the time for

departure next year ; but the starlings shortly before

leaving were of course too busy with their broods to do

much singing. In Kent the same habits seem to prevail,

only the robins begin to sing earlier—by the middle of

July. It seems, therefore, rather difficult to identify a

true autumn song in either of these species, or in the

willow wren. The same remarks apply to the brown wren,

which sings loudly at the end of July and early in August.

On the other hand, our best warblers, such as the

nightingale, blackcap, and garden warbler, are practically

never heard in autumn— a fact which Mr. Aplin observed.

It is clear that some birds sing only during the breeding

season (<•.;/., nightingale, redstart, and tree pipit), while

others sing on after the close of this period. In attempt-

ing to discover the causes of this dissimilarity, we should

be careful to remember that the arguments applied to one

species may be quite inappropriate to another. The

motives inducing song may be quite different in different

species. In one, pugnacity—in another, erotism, may
prevail. For instance, the robin and thrush seem always

to sing before fighting with others of their kind, but not

when fighting with birds not of their own race ;
and in the

robin this habit is as constant in autumn as in spring. It

would be well, therefore, to analyze each bird's song by

ascertaining the meaning of any particular cries it con-

tains, and thus to glean the purport of the whole exclama-

tion. In the case of the lark, the first autumn song is

generally a mere repetition of the plaintive call of the

young, with other call-notes. It may be objected that this

does not constitute a song ; but, on the other hand, nothing

is more clear than that much of the song of the adult

consists of call-notes repeated with some slight variation,

or with none at all. In September many larks (probably

birds of the year) begin to "peet" and chirrup a good

deal as they fly ; and they gradually advance in variation

during October and November. If the weather be mild

during the darker months, they sing throughout the

season ; but as a spell of cold generally occurs early in

December, the birds become silent at that time.

I do not know when the young starling begins to sing,

but the old birds undoubtedly resume song in August, and

continue to the spring, unless stopped by want of food in

the cold season. The only feature distinguishing the

autumn songs of the starling and robin from the spring

songs, is the absence of the call in the former and the

repetition of the call by the latter bird — as already

mentioned.* Both birds sing on every fine autumn day,

* " Bird-Songs ia Summer," Knowledoe, page 157, July antea.
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quite independently of the presence of their mates. It

would therefore seem tliat when at this season the

starling is sitting alone on his favourite chimney, chatter-

ing through his accustomed strains, and studying new
ones, he is no more conscious of love than is the robin,

who, from the top of his highest tree, defies a rival in the
next garden. At the same time it is clear that in autumn,
as in spring, many song birds, besides the starling, are by
no means content with any particular strain, but try to

vary their songs as much as possible. In these efforts the
birds seem to be influenced by their experience, as we are
in other matters. They seem to be influenced by the
sounds customary in their environment, and to attune
their notes to resemble many of these noises. In the
starling this mimicry is excellent. In the robin it is

sometimes perfect, but generally obscure and indicated by
a similarity in accent and rhythm rather than by identity

of tone.

In a general sense the same methods in singing are

employed in autumn as in spring ; and although some of

the first autumn songs are of a simple character (presum-
ably those of young birds), the effort to vary is seemingly
as constant in autumn as it is in spring. Despite this,

however, the characteristic exclamations and general tone
of song are preserved, as though vitally important. Many
cries are, doubtless, inherited—especially in birds of limited
vocal range ; but it is equally certain that in many of the
more musical species the songs are traditional—learned by
successive generations (probably unconsciously) from their

parents, and, in due time, repeated to their successors.

It is probable that certain cries may be inherited in a
species, and by the same bird song-notes may be acquired
by mimicry. In all cases young birds reared under foster

parents are more likely to retain the call-notes and alarms
than any other notes of their natural parents. Such an
autumn singer as the great titmouse, with frequent charac-
teristic alarm-cries, and with song-notes differing consider-

ably in different individuals, yet sometimes exactly resem-
bling those of another species, might illustrate the effects

of both heredity and mimicry—the more so because the
tits can hardly be termed singers. Unfortunately, the
great titmouse is uusuited to the artificial life of a prisoner.

Since there is so little evidence supporting the theory
that autumnal songs are love songs, we must attribute

them to some other emotional origin. It is clear that
spring songs are often addressed by birds to their mates.
It is also clear that most of the autumn songs are expres-
sive of pleasure (c.'/., those of robin, lark, wren, hedge
sparrow, thrush and young blackbird, great tit) ; and the

som-ce of this pleasure may well be the appearance of the
surroundings of the singers. It is extraordinary that this

statement should be deemed unwarrantable, for many birds

have so keen an appreciation of locality that they return
year by year, from a long migration, to precisely the same
spots ; and birds of several resident species will build year
after year in exactly the same positions, though each nest
and its contents be destroyed by violence. Yet we, who
have comparatively so little of the local instinct, are by no
means willing to admit that birds may have an esthetic

appreciation of surroundings. We seem to be desirous of

limiting these ardent creatures to the operations of

unreasoning instinct ; and anyone claiming for them a

share of some of our higher faculties is met with a chorus
of demand for scientific proof—where such proof is obviously
unobtainable. One would think that in the case of the
robin and starling, at least, no further proof than the
manners of the birds when singing could be reasonably
required. It is not possible to discuss all the bearings of

this question within the limits of one article. The general

lines of investigation have, however, been suggested

—

namely, an analysis of the cries constituting a song, obser-

vation of the presence of a mate or other birds, and other

general incidents. Each species should be considered

separately.

In spring the love- calls of birds are prominent ; in

summer the cries employed are chiefly addressed to the

young ; and in autumn the great incident of the southward
migration occasions a frequent use of the voice. The cries

now employed are call-notes, many of them identical with

notes uttered in spring (as in, «.;/., finches, pipits, wagtails,

swallow, chiffchaff, etc.) ; and this fact gives weight to

the theory that the call-notes are among the most ancient

of the cries of birds. These cries are not limited to the

hours of daylight ; at night the passing migrants may be

heard, especially near small country towns, where the

illuminations seem to attract the voyagers, and the noise

of trafBe is not enough to drown their notes.

Most of the aquatic birds migrate at night. Their loud

resonant voices are then audible at a considerable distance,

and are especially noticeable when heard over inland towus,

where the birds themselves may be quite unknown. At
Stroud I used to hear at spring and fall the peculiar cries

of some migrants passing atnight. In spring the sounds were
heard between eleven and twelve o'clock, in autumn a couple

of hours later. In spring the notes were given at the same
pitch by two or three birds ; in autumn the sounds were

uttered by a half-dozen together, and were in two keys,

the higher notes being probably those of young birds. In

spring the cries were heard during only a few moments,
while the birds were passing ; in autumn the noise con-

tinued sometimes for minutes, and this suggested that

some of the birds (probably the younger ones) had been

attracted by the lights in the town or possibly by reflec-

tions from the waters of the canal there, and were loth to

leave.

The commonest of all night cries of migrants is the soft,

brief, whispered " seeyou " of the redwing—sounding

rather plaintive and weird in the misty darkness. It is

also often heard in the daytime. Throughout November
this cry is particularly frequent at night, but it is not very

noticeable, and most people do not observe it at all. On
one occasion I heard it one hundred and twenty-seven

times in the space of an hour and a half ; and I

have heard it from seventy to ninety times during

by no means long walks at night on the Cotteswolds. The
sound was heard as plainly on the slopes as on the hilltops

—proving that at night the bird flies in the same way as

by day, namely, drifting over the land at a height of

about a couple of hundred feet. This feature also suggests

that we should not ascribe a very lofty flight to all

nocturnal migrants because some of them happened to

be observed at a vast altitude through the telescopes

of astronomers. On the contrary, the frequency with

which we hear the signals of these aerial ships passing in

the night proves that great numbers of them fly no higher

by night than by day.
-

GREEK VASE PAINTING IN ITALY.

By II. B. Walters, M.A., F.S.A.

IN
the last volume of Knowledge"' a series of articles

appeared dealing with the history of ancient Greek
vases, more especially those manufactured within the

boundaries of Greece proper. We propose in the

present paper to deal with an epoch of vase painting

which is in many respects distinct from that of Greece

* See Knowledge, February, April, July, and December, 1896.
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proper, although at the same time it stands in close rela-

tion to it. This is the history of vase painting in Italy,

as it flourished during a period covered by the fourth, third,

and second centuries before Clirist, lasting until the Greek
civilization in Italy fell under the Roman dominion.

The beginning of this period is marked by the fall of Athens
in the year 40i b.c, and the rise of the Macedonian Empire.
The extension of Greek luxury and civilization beyond the

boundarie3 of Greece proper and the jEgcan Sea, not lesa

than internal causes, brought about the deposition of

Aihens from her high estate as the centre of Greek
literary and artistic activity. Lit?rature found its way to

the rising city of Alexandria, which became in this respect

a second Athens. Sculpture and painting found a home
in Rhodes, Pergamon, and other places on the coast of

Asia Minor ; and in the same way the humbler art of

vase painting was transferred yet further afield, to strike

fresh root in the Greek colonies of Southern Italy.

At the same time it must not be supposed that the

manufacture of painted vases at Athens came to an abrupt
termination with the fall of her supremacy. The series of

Panathenaic amphorre which boar the names of archons,

or annuil chief migistratea, dowa to the year b.c. 313,
shows that this was not the case. For this survival it may
be that religious and ceremonial reasons ailbrdan adequite
explination. But the vases of this period are for the

most part of an inferior character, and show such marked
signs of decadence that Athens can no longer be regarded
as the centre of the industry.

It seems probable that there was at this time a migra-
tion of Athenian craftsmen, not only to Soutbern Italy

—

where many vases have been found which are painted in a
st\le free from local influences, yet showing a marked
inferiority to the products of the preceding century—but
also to other provincial centres of Greek life. At Ktrtch,

in Southern Russia (the ancient Panticapa?um), avise has
been found, dating about 400 bc, with the signature of

one Xenophantos, who expressly calls himsjlf aa Athe-
nian. A trade connection between Athens and Pantica-

fa?um is well attested by some of the private orations of

Demosthenes. Another site where numerous Athenian
vasps of the same character have been found is the district

cf Morth Africa known as the Cyrenaica. Isolated speci-

mens have also been found at various places in the Eastern
Mediterranean.

la Southern Italy Greek art had ]i{4hted on a very
favourable soil. The great colonies, sujh as Tarentum,
Capua, and Prestum—founded almost m the dawn of

Gree'k history—were not only as completely Hellenic as

Athens or Corinth, but in luxury and splendour even sur-

passed the chief cities of Greece proper. Hence art

flourished in these towns far more readily than in the

distant and comparatively barbarous regions of Southern
Russia and Northern Africa. In the character of their

productions we seethe nature and condition of the inhabi-

tants of Southern Italy reflected. The chief thing aimed
at is splendour and general effect, and both in the size

and colouring of the vases—especially in those found in

Apulia—we are enabled to gather some idea of the mag-
nificence and luxury in which the people lived. These
fabrics fall mainly into three classes, known as Apulian,
Campanian, and Lucanian, each displaying individualities

of style and method which will be noticed later. We have
also indicated that there are many vases which must be
classed along with these, although the products of emigrant
Athenians rather than of home-bred artists.

The principal centre of Greek civilization in Magna
GriBcia was Tarenlum, which reached its greatest height

of prosperity under Archytas (b.c. 400-865) ; its supremacy

was generally recognized by the rest of Southern Italy.

Rich and prosperous as it was, and with an admirable
geographical position, Tarentum became the chief emporium
of that part of the world, and among other industries that
of pottery can hardly have been found wanting. It is

further probable that the Tarentine vase painters were the
first to adopt the methods and conceptions of Athenian
artists, establishing a local fabric in popular favour. How-
ever, few vases have actually been found there, while many
have come to light at Ruvo, Bari, and other places in the
neighbouring Apulia ; while at Ruvo actual remains of a
pottery and furnace have been discovered, so that it is

very likely that that place was for some tima the head-
quarters of the Apiilian fabric.

In Campania the chief seat of vase manufacture is sup-
posed to have been Cuma;, but Nola and Capua both
dispute its rivalry ; while iu Lucania most vases have

Fig. 1.—Bell-shaped Krater (Mixing Bowl), witli scene from
a farce : a father dragging a drunken son home from a symposium.
The actual stage is represented. Fourth centurv B.C.

been found at Anzi and Pa-stum. Local characteristics,

such as details of costume or armour, are of importance
iu the history of these vases, and show that the Athenian
influence was being supplanted by a purely Italian con-
ception and method of treatment.
The manufacture of vases in Southern Italy appears to

have been carried on to some extent down to the first

century b.c. ; but it is probable that the wars of Pyrrhus
and Hannibal—when towns like Tarentum and Capua
suffered considerably and were almost completely Roman-
ized—had the effect of corrupting, if not destroying, a
purely Greek taste. As the whole of Southern Italy

gradually fell under the domini'^n of Rome in the third
and second centuries b.c , the Ronan influence becomes
more and more apparent, in the way of inscriptions or even
subjects. Some vases, moreover, strongly recall the
Pompeiian wall paintings of the second century iu their
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method of decoration {sec Fig. 4). Finally, pottery ia

only represented by the so-called Samian or Aretine

fabrics, which do not come within the scope of our present

subject.

We have treated the subject from the historical point of

view at considerable length, but it was necessary to do

this in order to throw light on the various phases through

which Greek vase painting passed to its final extinction.

We now turn to the discussion of the chief characteristics

of the vases of this period.

There are certain common features which all may be

said to display. There is throughout a perpetual striving

Fig. 2.—Krater (Mixing Bowl), of Apiilian fabric, made for use
in funeral ceremonies, with scene representing two mourners
bringing offerings to the tomb, in front of which is a statue of the
dead man. About 300 B.C.

after effect rather than beauty, either in the actual size of

the vases—in largeness of style and bold drawing—or by
means of gaudy colouring, or, in the latest examples, by
variety and exaggeration of shape. Common to all alike

is the fondness for ornamental patterns, such as laurel or
ivy wreaths, mreander, and palmettes ; but every shape of

vase has its characteristic decoration. The shapes present
a very great variety compared with the last period ; the
most consistently popular is the bell- shaped krater (mixing
bowl) with small side handles. Another variety of the
krater is of great size, with very elaborate handles and a
profusion of decoration ; while another, which is pecuUar

to Lucania, has four handles, two vertical and two hori-

zontal. Many of the amphora^ are also of gigantic size

and highly decorated. The Athenian kylix disappears

entirely and its place is taken by the phiale, a large

shallow bowl, which was probably intended for hanging
up against the wall, and found favour in the houses of the

rich as a means of internal decoration. We have two new
varieties of vases for holding sweetmeats, consisting of

jars and dishes with covers. The drinking vessels and
oil flasks show great variety of form, especially in the

later examples, one popular form being the rhyton, a

drinking-horn ending in the head of an animal.

As regards the method of decoration, it is, generally

speaking, that of the last period, with red figures on black

ground ; but all ideas of simplicity and refinement are

lost, and the same tendency to exaggeration and showiuess

ia seen in the choice of colours as in the drawing. In

many vases, even of the better style, large masses of white

are laid on. Yellow is also largely used for enhancing
details, and purple is not uncommon. Occasionally attempts

are made at shading. TI13 figures on the reverse of vasea

with double subjects are always drawn and painted with

great carelessness, as if they were not intended to be much
seen. The drawing is entirely free, and, in fact, errs on

the other side, as it tends to become careless and faulty
;

the forms are soft, and the male figures often effeminate.

Extreme facility of hand has become the ruin of the artist.

Moreover, a love of the far-fetched betrays itself in variety

of posture and elaborate foreshortening ; while fanciful

and richly embroidered draperies recall theatrical costumes,

and must often have been copied from them. Frequent
attempts are made at perspective, but they are seldom
successful. As a rule, the artist is content to indicate

figures in the background by placing them on a higher

level, or only showing the upper half of them. Landscape
is represented by rocks and flowers scattered about, trees,

and buildings ; but in most cases the painter prefers merely
to give a clue to the scene by objects suspended in the

air.

It is probable that the artists of this period were largely

influenced by the great (Ireek painters of the fifth and
fourth centuries. The efl'ect of many of the scenes on
the larger vases is distinctly pictorial, and the subjects in

many cases lead our thoughts directly back to themes
which we know to have been employed by Zeuxis and other

great masters. In the British Museum collection is a vase

with the subject of the infant Herakles strangling the

snakes, which corresponds closely with Pliny's description

of a picture of Zeuxis ; and another represents the death
of Hippolytos much as described by a writer named
PhUostratos in reference to a picture in a gallery at Naples.

Again, in the latest vases we are often reminded of the

fresco paintings characteristic of the Hellenistic age, of

which the wall decorations at Pompeii give us a very fair

idea.

Another influence at work was that of the stage, in which
both tragedy and comedy play their part. The influence

of tragedy, as represented on the Greek stage, is seen not

only in the choice of subjects, but in the composition of

the scenes and the costumes of the figures. The archi-

tectural arrangements of some scenes, with a temple, altar,

or statue in the centre, the elaborately embroidered
draperies, and the abundance of dramatic action, can only

be due to the influence of the stage. It is to Euripides

that this is chiefly to be ascribed, as there appears to have

been a great revival of his plays about the beginning of the

third century in Magna Grrecia ; moreover, the tendency

of the age to passion and pathos, as seen in such sculptures

as the Laocoon group, would naturally find an echo in the
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subjects treated of by Euripides, who waa considered by

Aristotle " the most tragic of poets." The influence of

comedy is of another kind. Here we have no traces of

any revival of Aristophanes and his contemporaries, whose

plays were too essentially topical to be adapted for such

a purpose ; nor, again, of the new comedy of Menander,

which was purely a comedy of manners. The influence

Fia. 3.— Situla (Buctet),of Apulian fabric, with scene repre-

senting Diouysos espousing Ariadne. The stand is modern.
About 300 B.C.

here is peculiarly local, and is derived from a kind of farce

which was popular in Southern Italy and Sicily, and which
either dealt with subjects of daily life or with burlesques

of mythology. In many of these comic scenes as pourtrayed

on the vases, the actual stage is represented (stv Fig. 1) ; in

others we have merely the figure of a comic actor dancing

or otherwise. The costumes are closely related to those

of the Aristophanic comedy ; the figures wear grotesque

masks and have padded stomachs and tight trousers. On
many vases of this period on which scenes from mythology

are represented, although the theme is essentially tragic,

yet the treatment of the subject has to our eyes a distinctly

grotesque or even comic effect. This appears to be quite

unintentional, and is supposed to be due to certain

elements of exaggeration attending the revival of tragedy

in Southern Italy.

The influence of the drama on the vases seems to have
supplanted almost entirely the old heroic myths that were

at one time so popular, and to have directed the artists

rather to seek opportunities for the rendering of human
passion. Hence the most popular subjects are now such as

the story of " Thebes or Pelops' line or the tale of Troy
divine." Subjects from daily life are equally common, such
as banquet scenes, the game of cottabos, athletes in the

gymnasium, or what are known as " toilet scenes." The
commonest subject of all is that of a youth and girl ex-

changing presents, such as fruit, sashes, or toilet-boxes

;

probably these are intended for scenes of courting (as

Fig. 3), but as a rule they are merely fanciful, and are

Via. 4.—Phiale (Saucer), painted with a

figure of Ganymede, in the style of a fresco

painting, with light and shade effects. Second
century B.C.

parallel to the figures represented on Dresden china and
other modern works of art. A peculiar feature of this

period is the almost universal presence of Eros, the god
of love, whatever the character of the subject.

Two classes of subjects to which we have not yet alluded

have an important bearing on the purpose for which these

vases were manufactured, namely, for use at funerals {sec

Pig. 2). The first class represents scenes in the nether

world, and consists generally of a central group of Pluto

and Persephone seated in a building, surrounded by such
figures as Orpheus and Eurydice, Herakles with Cer-

berus, Tantalos,

Sisyphos, and
Ixion. The second
is confined to

scenes represent-

ing ofl'erings at

the tomb of the

departed, which
generally takes
the form of a

shrine or small

temple, at which
the relatives offer

libations or meet
to mourn, as on
the Athenian
lekythi described

in the last article.

It is natural to

suppose that these

scenes represent

the worship of a

deified ancestor of

the family, such

as is known to have been a universal custom among the

Greeks.

Artists' signatures are very rare on vases of this period,

and only three are

known by name :

Assteas, Python,
and Lasimos. The
twc latter only
cccnr once, the

British Museum
possessing a very

fine specimen of

Python's work,
with an interesting

subject—the deli-

veranceof Alcmena
from the wrath of

her husband Am-
phitryon by Zeus,

who sends rain to

quench the firs on
which she was to be

burnt. The style of

Assteas and Python
is very similar, and
both appear to have
been resident at

Pfestum.

With the vases

of Southern Italy

we must group a

small class of spe-

cimens of Etruscan art. These vases are undoubted
imitations of Greek fabrics imported into Etruria, and

FiO. 5.—Hydria, of Tarentine fabric,

with painting in opaque wliite on black

ground. About 200 B.C.
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it is only necessary to regard tbem side by side with

specimens of good Greek work to see how wide the gulf is

that separates them. Etruscan art has certain character-

istics that infallibly distinguish it from Greek, and demon-
strate the utter baselessness of the notion that what we
now recognize as vases of Greek manufacture can ever have
been produced in Etruria. The drawing is either over-

elaborated and full of stiff mannerisms, or else helpless and
ugly, while the style is altogether dry and lifeless. More-
over, the execution is manifestly inferior even to the

Grasco-Italian vases, with imperfect black glaze and dull

yellow clay. In point of date

these vases belong to the

second and third centuries b.c.

Greek mythological subjects

are popular, but local deities

are also introduced, such as

Charun, the Lasas, and other

conceptions of Etruscan reli-

gious belief. On several of

these vases inscriptions in the

Etruscan alphabet are found.

Some vases of this period

are archaistic in character

—

that is to say, they are de-

liberate imitations of primitive

or black-figured fabrics. Others
illustrate the tendency of the

period to strive afterneweffects,

either by new methods of

painting or by the addition of

reliefs (as on Fig. G) or

stamped patterns, or, again,

are moulded into the forms of

human beings and animals.

In the direction of a new
style of painting, the most important is a group of vases
found chiefly Ln the neighbourhood of Tarentum and
Egnaaia, and occasionally in the Greek islands (sec Fig. 5).

The whole vase is covered with a black glaze, on which a
white pigment is applied, the eii'ect being enhanced by
details in purple and yellow. The tendency is to reduce
the labour of painting to a minimum, and the subjects
are generally confined to the upper part of the vase and
limited to simple decorative motives, such as a bird or a
mask.

Vases with reliefs or moulded into various forms are not
exclusively characteristic of this period, as many such
belong to the finest stages of Greek ceramic art, or even
to a more primitive phase ; but in the third and second
centuries their number becomes much larger in propor-
tion to the painted vases. Nor are they found only in

Italy, as numerous examples occur all over Greece down
to comparatively late times. Many of these vases are
imitations of metal, and appear to be copies of popular
works in silver and bronze, made for those who could not
afford the more expensive material. This is especially the
case with a series of bowls, found chiefly in Greece, which
have figures in relief on the outside, the subjects being
often taken from the Homeric poems or the plays of
Euripides. We read in Suetonius that the Emperor Nero
possessed "Homeric bowls" of silver, which were probably
decorated in this fashion. These bowls may be regarded
as the prototypes of the Aretine bowls which become so
common in the Roman period. Many of these vases with
reliefs actually bear the names of Koman potters, and a
small class of cups with simple painted decoration have
early Latin inscriptions painted on them, with dedications
to various deities.

Fi8. 6.— Lekrthos (Oil

Flask), ornamented with
figures in relief, representing
Ajax seizing Kassandra.
Third century B c.

THE PRIME MOVERS OF NERVE AND MUSCLE.*

AMONG the wonderful phenomena which this little

world of ours presents to the inquiring mind,
that which constitutes the distinctive feature of

animated nature—activity in all its forms—appeals

to our admiration most forcibly, and it loses

none of its interest when intellectually considered. If

evidence were required to establish the veracity of such a

statement we should find it in Sir William Gower's little

book—" The Dynamics of Life."

Search as we may, that which we call life eludes our
grasp, and resists our efforts ; we see it dimly shadowed
now and then within the luminous mist, but the mist

obscures our sight, and the light it radiates hides, as it

were, by its own brightness ; we can trace it through many
an intricacy, but the point is soon reached where that

which we can trace is limited by that of which we can
only see the effect. Still, if hypothesis enables us better

to discern that which is in sight—to discover more of its

details, to see its relations more clearly, to grasp its

character more firmly—the result is surely worth an effort,

and there can, therefore, be no harm in trying to push
our way, so to speak, as near as possible to the source

of vitality.

What, then, is the source of (he energy that is mani-
fested in the animal body, and in the processes of human
life—from a sigh to a convulsion ? Whence ami how is

motion produced by the muscles '? and whence is the

mysterious nerve force derived that excites the muscles to

contraction '? At the outset it should be understood
that, according to modern science, no energy can be

manifested which does not exist before in some other

form. The energy that is made manifest, alike in the

combustion of coal or in muscular action, must exist

before as a definite form of energy—inconspicuous it may
be, but not less real.

In the light of Tyndall's classical researches we are

compelled to believe that in every substance about us

there is the minute motion of heat corresponding to its

temperature. We know that not only may a piece of iron

be the seat of the atomic motion we recognize as heat,

but it may also be the seat of the atomic motion of

electricity, and can be made the seat of the atomic motion
of sound. If we consider a piece of glass instead of iron,

the co-existence of atomic movements becomes more
complicated, because light is transmitted, and, if the glass

be tinted, only light of a particular kind will filter through
the coloured medium. This co-existence of atomic move-
ments—comparable, maybe, to hornpipes, quicksteps,

polkas, quadrilles, and the like—is, for our purpose,

important to remember. The discoveries of histologists

suggest that all organic tissues—muscle, nerve, bone, and
so on—possess a structure of complex and definite form,

which may determine the direction and character of the

minute motion between their constituent atoms.

A small quantity of musk may give off, in a still room,
a sufficient number of particles to sensibly affect the

olfactory nerves of any person entering the room, and yet

tbe total amount may be so minute that, after years, no
loss of weight in the original substance can be detected by

the most delicately constructed chemical bilance. What,
then, is the size of the individual particles, and can they

be larger than molecules '.'^They pass off in still air ; they

move ; what is the source of their motion '.' Why do they

pass away ? Observation is certain, but its interpretation

introduces uncertainty in proportion to the extent to

* " The D.vnamics of Life." Bv Sir William Gower, F.K.S.
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which inference ia involved ; but there is a region in which
we must recognize hypothesis as absolute—a region below
the surface whence no reflected light can pass, but whence all

observed phenomena proceed. It would appear that the
dissemination of the minute particles of musk is due to a

propulsive energy, and this must be an intermolecular
force which we can best conceive as motion—motion in

such excess of the intermolecular attraction as to expel

from the musk the molecules that are upon the surface.

The relation of heat to the emanation of odours
strengthens the belief that intermolecular motion is the

form in which the energy exists that expels the molecules
from the mass and propels them through the air.

In all substances there seems to be an attraction among
the molecules which unites, and a peculiar motion which
tends to separate, and these two opposing forces may be

very unequal or nearly balanced, and we have accordingly

a very stable substance or an unstable one. For example,
yellow phosphorus cannot be in contact with air without
oxidizing—it gives ofl" white fumes, burns slowly, and
forms phosphoric anhydride, the atoms at the surface

joining those of the oxygen in the air ; there is, as it ware,

among the individual molecules of phosphorus a keen
desire to leave the family circle. In the case of carbon
we have a condition of things not far removed, compara-
tively, from that of phosphorus ; the motion which tends

to separate the molecules of carbon has to be increased

by adding that of heat before the attractive force can be

overcome. So also in the explosion of a mixture of coal-gas

aud air, the effect of a spark on gunpowder, or the simple

added motion of concussion in a quantity of nitro-glycerine

— all these are examples of the disturbance of chemical

equilibrium by added motion, which, so to speak, sets up
the necessary rhythm among the molecules—beats time

to enable them to keep step with their companions in the

new combinations formed.

We have long been accustomed to ascribe the mani-
festation of energy by muscles to chemical combination

—

latent chemical energy. It is conveyed into the body
by food on the one hand, and oxygen on the other ; the

food comes directly from vegetable and animal life, but

all is ultimately traceable to the former. In growing
plants, simple compounds—especially carbonic acid and
water—are broken up under the influence of light and heat.

The light and heat are essential in order to promote
chemical change, and the evidence is conclusive that they

—light and heat—disappear in the process : that is, the

minute motion tears asunder the carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen, and to do this it has to pass into the molecules

of their elements and it remains in them—slowed down, so

to speak. This process in the phnit is reversed when
chemical union occurs in the animal body, in which vege-

table tissue is burnt as in a furnace. The original simple

compounds—carbonic acid and water—are reproduced :

that is, solid carbo-hydrates are gasified, and the energy

that was hidden ia revealed and partially released—the

motion of the light and heat passes between the atoms of

the elements that are separated, and remains until the new
conditions permit its liberation. It is the sunshine, near
or distant, recent or long ago, which constitutes the

source of the energy—which, in fact, is the energy— mani-
fested in animal life ; and we get, in a sense, second-hand
sunshine by the combustion of coal—decomposed vegetable

tissue.

It is one of the most familiar facts of physiology that all

muscular action is accompanied by chemical changes, by
the formation of simpler chemical compounds than those

which constitute muscular tissue, and especially by the

formation of carbonic acid in combustion. The stimulus

which makes a muscle contract may be conceived as
motion and as (idded motion, the effect being like that which
makes a fire burn or gimpowder explode. As the lighted

coal goes on burning because the released motion of heat
acts as a stimulus to the adjacent molecules—increasing
this motion so as to release them—so the released motion
in muscular contraction acts as a stimulus which is pro-

pagated with intense rapidity along the fibre comparable
to that which occurs in a gas or explosive substance.
It is often said that protoplasmic substance has a property
of contractility, a peculiar result of life. In muscle there

is only a change of shape, not of size, and there is no real

drawing together ; alike in a muscle and in an amn'ba, the
change is the result of some external stimulation, a form
of energy—that is, of motion. May the process not be the
same in each case—simply a release of atoms and a release

of motion by added motion, definite in character, in relation

to the place, character, and degree of the added motion
which excites it '?

In living tissue we may, conceivably, have other forms
of motion than those we meet with in inorganic matter.
But we are only justified in assuming the unknown when
it is certain that the known is inadequate. The nature of

nerve force is unknown, but it is capable of propagation
along a nerve fibre, and, this being so, it must be either a

thing moved or a form of motion. Can we form any con-

ception of the nature of the motion, if, indeed, it be a form
of motion '? A pretty conception of the nature of nerve
force is its resemblance to electricity, a nerve fibre being
like an insulated wire, and the nervous system a com-
plicated electric battery, the circuit of which may be

completed by the touch of a hair, the hum of a bee, the

scent of flowers, and so on, so as to transmit messages to

the brain. All the facts we know regarding the production

of nerve energy show that it is attended by chemical com-
bination such as that which accompanies muscular con-

traction. Nerve.tissues are the most elaborate, unstable,

and delicately equipoised of all the tissues with which we
are acquainted. Does it seem strange that conduction so

rapid as we know that of nerve force to be, should be a

result of chemical action '.' Think of the rapidity with
which a train of nitro-glycerine will explode, and the chief

part of the difliculty vanishes. We thus conceive that the

transmission of nerve energy is the conduction of released

motion by means of propagated chemical action along the

molecules of the fibrils.

The force which turns a delicate chemical balance may
be minute, but think what takes place when the lightest

touch of a hair upon the skin of the leg acts on the brain

and is perceived ! Such delicate equilibrium exists

between the motion of the atoms and their restraining

attraction, that the motion of the hair, added to that

already present, releases atoms and releases their super-

fluous motion—comparable, in a way, to the shivering of

a sheet of glass into a thousand fragments by touching it

with a red-hot wire. This instability of nerve tissue may
be due to the presence of phosphorus, an element which,

as we have noted, has naturally an atomic motion in

excess of its restraint ; its presence may alone make the

motion almost equal to the restraint in the living tissue of

which it forms part, so that the least disturbance will set

molecules free something after the fashion of the dissemi-

nated musk.
The motion of the nerve impulse disturbs by its addi-

tion the preceding equilibrium and increases the motion in

the structures that receive it, so that in them it exceeds

the attraction, and there is proportional release of atoms
and of energy. Throughout the nervous system, from the

sensory periphery, on which external energy acts, to the
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motor periphery, where, through the muscles, the outer

world is acted on and other forms of energy are released,

all the processes vary only in place and in degree, and not

in dynamical character. We may see in the process of

cell formation something of chemical change, and an

influence by which latent energy is specially directed to

certain ends ; but how far physical energy enters into the

influence we have no perception. We have no evidence

that any one element that is produced in the body, that

any form of cell or similar organism, needs more energy

for its production than another. Indeed, we have no real

proof that any energy is needed.

What we have said on this subject represents only a

peep through the keyhole into nature's laboratory, and the

inferences we have drawn from the observed phenomena
may be entirely wrong. However this may be, it would
seem that among the atoms and molecules, or foundation

stones of all hving things, there is a regular rhythm

—

swing of the pendulum—from the atmospheric gases

through vegetable tissue to muscular iibre and back again
;

but we see it in outline only, as we see the horseman
riding swiftly past us in the twilight.

CALCIUM IN THE SUN.

By Miss Agnes M. Clerke,

Author of " The System of the Stars," " A Popular History

of Astronomy during the Nineteenth Century," etc., etc.

ONE of the most surprising facts in solar physics is

the wide diffusion of calcium vapour near the sun.

Difficult to explain, and impossible to have been

anticipated, it has, through the progress of photo-

graphicresearch, assumed fundamentalimportance.

A substance glowing with violet light of the well-known

H and K qualities mounts to the summits of the tallest

prominences, reaching, if not transcending, in spasmodic

outbursts, heights of some three hundred thousand

miles above the photosphere ; is wreathed into voluminous

spirals constituting faculse under a novel aspect, with

which the entire solar disc is found to be diversified
;

and radiates so profusely as to give rise, at certain epochs,

to double reversals in the general solar spectrum of such a

character as to transform the sun, yon tanto, into a bright-

line star.

To designate this substance off-hand as calcium might,

indeed, until quite lately, have been deemed incautious,

since opinions were divided as to its true nature. And not

without some show of justification. The reasons that "gave
one pause" were twofold. They might be distinguished as

gravitational and spectroscopic. Was it conceivable, it

might be asked, that a vapour forty times more dense than

hydrogen should invariably be encountered at equal or

greater altitudes— at altitudes, moreover, far beyond the

apparent range of the lighter atoms of sodium and
magnesium, plentiful though they be lower down ? For
the high-level chemistry of prominences, so far as the

analysis of their light shows, is extremely simple. They are

composed of hydrogen, helium, and " calcium." It is true

that their ultra-violet spectrum includes a few unknown
lines, the future interpretation of which is, however, un-

likely to subvert the truth of the above statement.

We have now to consider the vexed question of the

calcium spectrum. It comprises, when fully developed

in the electric arc, several scores of lines, some collected

into doublets and triplets, many others scattered singly

over the colour-scale. Among them a bright blue ray

of wive-length 4227 (ten-millionths of a millimetre)

is conspicuous under ordinary conditions. Such, how-
ever, do not favour the development of H and K. At
the temperature of the Bunsen flame, these can barely

be got to show in long-exposure photographs. Electrical

excitement is needed to bring out their inherent strength,

which grows as if at the expense of their neighbour in the
blue. The progressive enfecblement of the latter, as the
arc is exchanged for the spark, suggests ultimate extinction

at a still higher pitch of molecular agitation, and the

reduction of the calcium spectrum—since all its visible

components throw in their lot with that at wave-length
4227—to H and K, besides two similarly affected ultra-

violet pairs. These inverse symptoms of intensification

and fading in the violet pair and blue line respectively,

were connected by Sir J. Norman Lockyer with the

dissociative effects of high temperatures. He considered

that calcium, partially broken up in the laboratory, and
completely torn to pieces by the fierce solar heat, is

represented in the chromosphere and prominences by its

lightest constituent, a substance distinguished by the

emission of the H and K radiations dissevered from all

others. Now this hypothesis, plausible at first sight,

proves, on further inquiry, to be hampered by all manner
of difficulties, physical, chemical, and spectroscopic. But
their discussion has been rendered unnecessary by the

circumstance that the hypothesis has been shown to be
superfluous.

In a paper read before the Royal Society, .June 17th,

1897,* Sir William and Lady Huggins announced their

success in simplifying the spectrum of calcium down to

the point exemplified in the solar prominences, by reducing

the density of the emitting vapour while its temperature
remained constant. The progression of their experiments
is shown in our plate. f The spark was, to begin with,

passed between calcium electrodes ; and the blazing aspect

(as it may be termed) of H and K, of the companion pair

in the ultra-violet, no less than of the blue line self-depicted

in Fig. A, corresponds to the considerable amount of the

metallic gas disengaged and illuminated. The marked
change produced by substituting a platinum electrode for

one of the calciums, comes out in Fig. B ; and it will

be noticed that it tells most on the lines of shortest wave-
length. Fig. C represents the effect of taking the spark

between platinum terminals moistened with a strong solu-

tion of calcium chloride. The fading of the blue Une is

obvious, its estimated intensity being now only one-fourth

that of H and K. Still more significant are the remaining
five photographs m the plate. They portray the spectra

obtained after successive washings of the platinum elec-

trodes, the arrangements remaining otherwise undisturbed

;

that is to say, the remnant of calcium vapour present was
rendered more and more tenuous, until its detection, even

by such an extraordinarily fine test as light-analysis

supplies, became a matter for surprise. At this final stage,

represented by the lowest figure of our plate, the condition

of the solar prominences was at last seemingly realized,

since H and K stood alone in the spectrum. This triumph

of artifice, thus for the first time achieved, led irresistibly

to the conclusion that the effect in the solar structures

was due to the same cause as in the laboratory—that the

irreducible minimum of radiation was arrived at, in the

one case as in the other, through the unimaginable

emaciation, so to speak, of the glowing substance. Nor,

* Proceedings, Vol. LXI., p. 453.

t Our illustration is reproduced from original photographs bv kiad

permissioi of Sir William and Lady Huggins, from the plate accom-

panying their paper in the Proceedings of the Soi/al Society,

Vol. LXI., No 377, p. 440.
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indeed, are spectral pbenomena the only gronnds for

holding chromospberic and coronal materials to be in a

high degree subtle. The inappreciably resisted passage

through them of sundry comets has time after time demon-
strated the fact. What is new is the discovery that precisely

this subtlety prescribes the character of theu- spectrum, so

far at least as calcium is concerned. For heat influences,

we must remember, were, in the Tulse Hill experiments,

virtually eliminated by being kept moderate and uniform.

T.'ie spark employed to produce luminosity was of unusually

small intensity—was, indeed, " purposely made as little hot

as possible in order to emphasize the important fact that

SPARK SPECTRA SHEWING EFFECT OF DENSITY ON THE
RELATIVE INTENSITIES OP THE LINES OF CALCIUM-

^ipb^m K ^;^ ^27

MUGGINS IS97

the determining condition of the spectral changes under
discussion was not one of increase of temperature." Our
authors add the following remarks :

—

" In the modifications of the calcmm spectrum arising

from variations in the relative intensities of the lines

which have been discussed in this paper, and which
correspoad to those observed in the celestial bodies, there

does not appear to us any reason for assuming, much less

any direct evidence in favour of, a true dissociation of

calcium—that is, its resolution into chemically different

kinds of matter. It would be remarkable if, by decom-
position through increase of temperature, a large number
of lines of a spectrum should become relatively enfeebled,

and that as the result of decomposition a spectrum should

become simpler, and not, as analogy would suggest, more
complex."

While the chromospberic spectrum of calcium, as at

present known, consists of H and K only, it may eventually

be found to include a second pair of lines too highly refran-

gible for registration by the methods available at Chicago
or Paris. For in Sir William and Lady Huggins's
photographs, radiations at A3159 and AB179 showed
persistently, imitating the behaviour of H and K, and
belonging presumably to the same immediate vibratory

system. They are too remote for convenient representa-

tion in the plate. Their importance to spectral theory

may yet prove very great.

The Fraunhofer lines due to calcium are numerous, a^^d

in several instances conspicuous. But H and K, dusky
and diffuse, markedly dominate over the rest. A curious

circumstance regarding the couple as thus presented in

the ordinary solar spectrum has lately been brought into

evidence. It appears that they integrate the absorption

exercised at two different levels in the sun's atmosphere.

The central bands are produced in the reversing layer
;

the " wings ' are appended lower down near the photo-

sphere in a region of greater pressure. This dual origin of

Fraunhofer's H and K was inferred a couple of years ago by
Mr. Jewell of Baltimore, on the ground of certain spectro-

graphic measurements ; it was amply confirmed by Mr.

Shackleton's Novaya Zemlya photograph of the prismatic
" flash " at the edge of the eclipsed sun, in which the

famous calciiim pair appear strong, yet sharply terminated.

This state of things indicates an unexpected degree of

rarity in the calcium ingredient of the reversing layer—

a

degree of rarity which we are no longer entirely without

the means of gauging. One of the most significant

results of Sir William and Lady Huggins's latest investi-

gation is to afford a standard of comparison on this

point ; and out of the series of their photographs
we should be inclined to select No. 4, marked " D,"
as the best match for the eclipse record. It shows, we
may remind our readers, the spectrum of a spark passing

between platinum terminals, from which a solution of

calcium chloride had been washed off with water. The
density of the ignited calcium vapour must then have been
slight indetd, and it can scarcely, in the reversing layer,

exceed a fraction of an atmosphere, even allowing for the

fining-off effect upon spectral rays of production in a

heterogeneous mixture. True, Messrs. Jewell, Mohler, and
Humphreys last year estimated the pressure of calcium
in that stratum at from three to six atmospheres,'^ but on
grounds as yet imperfectly understood and highly pre-

carious. Most noteworthy is the fact that it remains
sensibly uniform through a depth of at least two hundred
and fifty miles. Yet, under the influence of solar gravity,

the density of a gaseous substance in atmospheric equili-

brium should increase twofold for each furlong of descent.

In a single mile there would be eight such doublings
;

between the top and bottom of ihe reversing layer

the gain in compactness should be at least 2-'"'"-fold—

a

number meaningless from its immensity. Since no sign

of the exertion of this enormous power is traceable

until the low-l)ing stratum is reached, where H and K
acquire the shadowy borders displayed in the Fraunhofer

spectrum, gravity must be in some way counteracted,

la u-Iiat way remains problematical.

Anomalies in the distribution of materials near the sun

may accordingly be looked for, and the vast heights to

which sparsely scattered metallic molecules apparently

ascend cease to be incredible. Much of its force thus

* Astrophysical Journal, \o\. III., p. 138.
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falls away from one objection to accepting the otherwise

almost inevitable inference that true calcium in a state of

chemical integrity, although of the utmost physical tenuity,

is a main ingredient of the solar chromosphere and pro-

minences. It is not unlikely that sodium, magnesium,
and perhaps other elements, are invisibly associated with

it, calcium retaining luminosity long after the other

elements have become extinct. Its persistence in light

emission may be in part explained by the concentration

of vibrative energy, just verging towards total cessation,

in the violet twin-lines, the special import of which to

astrophysics has unfolded further with each advance in

knowledge.

SOME NEW VIEWS AS TO THE PLANET VENUS.
By CAiniXB Flammaeiox, F.R.A.S.,

Author of " Astronomic Populaire," " Les Etoiles," " Les

Terres du del" " La Planete Mars,'' etc.

THIS neighbour of our own world, which it equals
in size, and nearly equals in weight and density,

is the nearest to us of all the heavenly bodies,

with the exception of the moon. In its circuit

around the sun it frequently comes a great deal

nearer to us than our other neighbour. Mars—in fact, to a

distance of only forty millions of kilometres, whilst Mars
never comes nearer than sixty-four millions of kilometres.

Its apparent diameter then attains sixty seconds of arc—
that is to say, one-thirtieth of the diameter of the moon

—

V. so that a telescope of a magnifying power not exceeding
thirty diameters will show us Venus as being apparently
of the same size as the moon viewed with the naked eye. An
optical instrument of a magnifying power of three hundred
diameters will, therefore, make the diameter of this planet
appear to be ten times larger than that of the moon, while
a glass magnifying six-hundred-fold will make it appear to

be twenty times larger.

These are dimensions excellently adapted for telescopic

research, and, in the case of Mars, the results of observation
have been truly marveUous for diameters generally far less

than these, for Mars is both farther distant and sfnaller

than Venus. Yet our knowledge of the planet Venus is

incomparably less advanced than it is in regard to Mars.
In fact, we hardly know anything at all about the former
as yet, and are, in this respect, groping along at a mere
snail's pace.

The reason of this fact lies in the diiBculty of observation.
In the first place, since Venus is circling around the sun
in an orbit interior to ours, the epochs of its nearest
approach to us are those in which it passes between the
sun and our planet ; its illuminated hemisphere being
naturally, in all cases, turned towards the sun. The result
of this to us is that it exhibits phases like those of the
moon. The nearer Venus approaches the earth the larger
becomes its diameter, but at the same time its crescent
becomes narrower in proportion, and we see less of its

surface. And, conversely, the farther the planet recedes,
its disc becomes more rounded, but at the same time much
smaller. Now herein lies the observer's trouble. We
never see Venus fully illuminated, except under the worst
conditions, for then it is on the side of the sun further
from the earth, and is reduced to its minimum dimensions,
being then, moreover, practically inobservable on account
of its proximity to the sun and of its great distance from
the earth.

Another circumstance which interferes no less with
successful observation is that the planet is surrounded by
an immense atmosphere, about twice as dense as. and far

more elevated than, om-s. The absorption of solar light

by this atmosphere is considerable. The illumination of

the sky in the daytime on the earth gives us some idea of

the enormous amount of light diffused by our air, and
reflected by its molecules. Now this atmosphere is im-
pregnated with light, the blue rays of which are reflected

to us, the other colours of the solar spectrum bsing

absorbed. The results of photometric, actinometric, and
calorimetric experiments concur in showing that our

atmosphere absorbs about one-third of the solar rays that

reach the planet ; two-thirds only come right down to the

sui'face of the earth even in the case of a zenithal sun.

Were an observer, placed on the moon, say, to examine
the terrestrial disc within the field of view of a telescope,

he would fail to see it with anything like the distinctness

with which we descry the full moon. The central region

of the disc would have lost two-thirds of its brilliancy, as

the atmosphere would act as a veil and reduce the light

received by the surface from the sun by one-third ; and it

would diminish it by an additional one-third in the reflection

from the surface to the eye of the observer. Then, as

absorption would increase with the obliquity, and with the

depth of the atmospheric layer—that is to say, with the

distance from the centre of the disc—such absorption

would become so considerable that most certainly the

geographical configurations would be entirely effaced for

at least one-half of the distance between the centre and
limb of the disc.

Now, perfectly concordant observations have shown that

the atmosphere of Venus is about twice as dense as, and
of considerably greater extent than, that of our earth, so

that even if we were able to see the planet when in

opposition to

—

i.e., fully illuminated by—thesim, we could

distinguish scarcely anything of its surface, though the

skies over Venus were ever so clear.

But we have just seen that owing to the position of the

planet we can never observe its full face ; besides, there is

nothing to show that its atmosphere is free from clouds. On
the contrary, spectral analysis has shown water vapour to be

present in it ; indeed, its close proximity to the sun cannot

but be favourable to great evaporation. Besides, this

planet, when examined through the telescope, always

Midy

•luoidsj

Fio. 1.—Cassini's Original Sketclies of Venus, KiSfi and IGfiT.

displays a dazzling brightness in perfect accord with the

presence of a layer of clouds perpetually present in the

higher regions of the planet's atmosphere, and which
reflects back to us the greater part of the sunlight.

In view of these several facts, it would seem to be
extremely difficult to detect the actual surface of Venus
from the earth. Observation, moreo\er, points to the

same conclusion.

No astronomer has ever yet tried to draw a telescopic

picture of Venus without noticing the difficulty, peculiar

to this planet, of being quite certain of any of its aspects.

• See B'dlelin de la SociefJ Astronomiqne de France for 1897,

pp. 134 to 137 ; also Astronomie Populaire, Les Terres du Ciel, etc.
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Generally we perceive nothing ; a dazzling whiteness,

but no spots at all—the very opposite of what happens in

the case of the moon, Mars, or Jupiter. Even where,

by some extraordinary chance, the observer does perceive

some marking, it is altogether undefined, doubtful, faint,

and in many cases evanescent. If we are convinced of

the reality of some marking or other, and make a sketch

of the disc, it often happens that in a few hours, or one or

two days, a week, a fortnight or so, we may again observe

practically the same configuration. We take the drawings,

which seem to be in agreement more or less, and we fancy

we can trace in them the rudiments of a Cytherean chart.

(Thus a new map of Venus is published on an average

every ten years.) In the same way, another astronomer

makes other drawings which are in as good agreement with

each other, but which very often do not at all resemble

the first series.

Fia. 2.^Further Sketches of Venus bv Cassini, as preserved by Ms son,
April 2l8t,, '1667.

Similarly, if we compare drawings made at different

epochs— say, the drawings of last century—with those

made at the present time, they bear no resemblance. In
1726, Bianchini, working under the bright Italian sky,

made a number of drawings, and traced a map with
continents and seas ; and these configurations the author
considered sufficiently certain and stable for nomen-
clature, notably the regions Galileo, Columbus, Vespucci,

and King Emmanuel. If we look for these configurations

in modern illustrations of Venus, we shall look

in vain ; whereas the general aspects of the

moon. Mars, or Jupiter may be readily identified

even in the oldest drawings.

Thus, in the first place, there is this essential

difference between Venus and the other planets,

that nothing sure, stable, or perpetual is discover-

able upon its disc ; while, on the other hand, the

conditions under which Venus can be observed
from the earth, the absorption by its atmosphere,

and the clouds which must overspread it con-

tinually, effectually prevent us from distin-

guishing, except on rare occasions, any of its

surface markings. If we carefully examine the

observations which have been made for more
than two centuries, to determine the rotation of

Venus, we find them insufficient for any definite

result. We will briefly recall them here.

(1.) The first interesting observations con-

cerning the configui'ations and rotation of the

planet Venus were made by Domenico Cassini, at

Bologna, in 1666. On the 14th of October of

that year, at 5.45 p.m., he perceived a bright

spot near the terminator and two elongated dark
spots near its western limb. That was all he
noted in this year, for afterwards he was un-

successful in his attempts to view the planet. It was not
until the 20th of April following, that, a quarter of an
hour before sunrise, he once more beheld, upon the other

half of the Venus hemisphere—viz., the eastern half,

then visible — a dark patch, elongated and pointed in

shape, and also a brilliant spot near the terminator.

lower down or south. A quarter of an hour later,

just at sunrise, the bright spot had become sensibly

displaced from the sout/i to the north. On the morrow
(21st of April), at sunrise exactly, he again saw the

spot, and again displaced from south to north as on the day
before. In rising it reached the centre of the disc, about

thirty-six minutes after sunrise. Cassini saw it again on
the 9th, 10th, and 13th of May and on the 5th and 6th of

June ; but no more observations are recorded in his life-

time : in fact, no observations at all until the year 1726.

From these observations Cassini concluded that Venus
possesses either a motion of liliration, or of rotation from
soutJi to north.

We give Cassini's diagrams and the record of his

observations in his own words.

The sketches (1, 2, and 3) are, for the first, dated

the 14th of October, 1666, and for the others, the 28th
of April, 1667, a quarter of an hour before,

and at, sunrise respectively. " I will not ven-

ture," says he, "to express my opinion on
these phenomena as boldly as I did on the

sjots on Jupiter and Mars. Yet I may say
(supposing this shining spot of Venus has
always been the same), that the planet com-
pletes its movement of either revolution or

libration in less than one daij, so that in

twenty-three days, approximately, it shows
the same aspect."

Thus, according to Cassini, if there be any rotation, it

should be in the direction from south to north, and be
completed in less than twenty-four hours.

Seventy-three years later,f his son, Jacques Cassini, by
way of explanation of his father's observations, added to
these three drawings those of the 21st of April, which do,
indeed, very clearly show the displacement of the white
spot. These we also reproduce here.

Now, nothing is less sure than that dark streak and that

Fig. ;!.-IIhistrations of Venus by Bianchini, February ISth and 50th, 172P.

white spot. The former, most likely, is merely an optical

effect ; indeed, Cassini himself attached no importance to

* From the Journal den Saimnts (or 1607, p. 2B5. I have repro-

duced the original sketch, though much defaced. No exact copy of it

has ever been published, eitlier by liis son, or in the works of

Bianchini or Schroeter.

t Element d'Asfronomie, 1740, p. .511.
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it, for it was by the white spot that he thought he could

determine the movement of the planet. But he never saw

the white spot again, nor has anyone else either. It may,

of course, have been real, and been caused by a mass of

clouds carried by an aerial current in a northward direction

;

but it is more closely connected with the terminator than

with the planet itself, and must be au optical eilect.

This determination of the rotation is, therefore, of no
intrinsic value. Be this as it may, the rapid displacement

would point to a period of less than one day, as stated by

Cassini, instead of twenty-three days, as has been said. In

his work, Astnmomie, Jacques Cassini, wishing to reconcile

the observations of Bianchini—of which we shall speak later

—with his father's, concluded that the period is probably

twenty-three hours and twenty or twenty-two minutes.

(2.) In 1726 and 1727, Bianchini made a series of

observations, both at Rome and Albano, with the aid of

an excellent object-glass constructed by Campani. " These
observations and these drawings we have now before us.

In no particular do theyresemble or tally with those made by
Cassini. Bianchini always saw circular dark spots, cut by the

terminator. We here reproduce the two most characteristic

sketches. There will be noticed three spots which have
shifted in the downward, or southward, direction. The obser-

vations were made in the evening, at sunset, and the author
takes care to inform us that he has represented the phase in

situ vero, and not inverted. He estimates the displacement
of the spots at fifteen degrees a day, and concludes a rota-

tion of twenty-four days and eight hours, the equatorial

line being inclined seventy-five degrees to the ecliptic.

These spots are just as uncertain as those of Cassini's.

The luminosity of the crescent of Venus is always much
enfeebled as it gets nearer to the terminator, as it is there

that the mini-

"N^_ mum of light is

received from the
sun. All that is

noticeable is a

somewhat vague
variation of

shade, and often

in Bianchini's

o b se rva tions
themselves one
and the same
observation i s

illustrated by two
drawings, between which there is scarcely any resemblance
—nay, some of which very appreciably differ. Thus, for

example, on January 7th, 1728, there are shown four large

spots on one drawing, and only three on another. Also, all

these patches are shown to be of a circular shape. Now,
although the Italian astronomer considered these patches as

sufficiently certain andpermanent togivethemnames (Chris-

topher Columbus's Sea, Vespucci's Sea, Galileo's Sea, etc.)

and to construct a map or chart, and a globe too, nothing
can be less certain than their existence or situation.

(3.) A third observer, after Cassini and Bianchini, to

study the planet Venus, and who did so in a particularly

painstaking manner, was Schroeter, the able and industrious
astronomer of Lilienthal. He commenced his observations
in 1779, and continued them until 17!'5. His observations
were published by him in a remarkable work which we also

have before us.t It is illustrated by a very large number
of drawings, not one of which shows any spots bearicg the
least resemblance to those of Cassini or of Bianchini. An

* Sesperi et Phoxphori nova Phenomena. (Kome, 1728.)

+ Aphrndilnqraphixchf Frrtfimenfe. (nolmstcflt, 170!i.)

Fl». 4.—A Sketch of Venus by Schroeter, 1788.

(L'Astronomie, 3890, p. 331.)

Fiff. — A Sketch of Venus by William
Herschel, 19th June, 1780.

idea of Schroeter's may be formed by the inspection of

Fig. 4.

This observer's first impression was that those spots or

marks were probably nothing but illusions. And, in truth,

that faint, dark image, remaining motionless for two
months, can
be nothing but

either an opti-

cal illusion

or an atmo-
spheric efi'ect.

This, too, is

what Schroe-

ter himself
says. In our

terrestrial at-

mosphere we
often find that

certain as-

pects, such as condensation, a temporary clearing ofl'

of mists, and the like, reappear at the same hours for

several days in succession, being dependent upon the sun.

However, the Lilienthal astronomer, having noticed a

little later on, in 1792 and 1793, certain uneveunesses or

jagged edges, of a rapidly varying form, especially at the

cusps of the crescent, concluded that the time of rotation

was twenty-eight hours twenty-one minutes. That was
also the period of time assigned to it by Jacques Cassini,

from his father's observations. Schroeter was influenced

by those figures, for it is easy enough to see that it was
absolutely impossible to deduce the time of rotation from

the mere reappearance of a few more or less uncertam
white points upon the terminator of the crescent of Venus.

(4.) The fourth observer worthy of notice who has dealt

with the physical aspects of Venus is the immortal Sir

William Herschel. He, however, expresses little satisfaction

at the results he achieved in this respect, although he had
started his observations with the conviction that Cassini and
Bianchini had seen something real. He appears to have
published his paper'- for the sole purpose of criticizing the

confidence with which Schroeter announced that he had
discovered mountains upon Venus six times higher than
Chimborazo, ('.'., about twenty miles high, and that he had
ascertained its rotation. Herschel denied emphatically the

existence of any mountains on Venus. He does describe

certain faint spots which he believed he had seen upon a

few occasions, and whilst crediting the idea of the planet's

rotation, he declares that neither the sense nor the period

of the rotation is to be deduced from them. From this

memoir, which I have also consulted, I extract Fig. 5,

drawn by himself on the 19th June, 1780. In his opinion

these spots frequently assume the aspect of optical illusions,

or, as he expresses it, " optical deceptions."

For an astronomer like Sir William Herschel to give up
the observation of Venus, means that he must have recog-

nized the impossibility of discovering anything from it.

{To lie colli ill Hid.)

3Lcttcrs.—*

—

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or
statements of correspondents.]

E SCDTI AND OTHER VARIABLES.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—From the apparent maximum of R Scuti on
February 27th, noted in Knowledge for June, until the

* "Observations of Mie P];inct Venus." Koval Societv, 13t]) -Tune



Kiundi'dijc,

As

d. h. ru.

1.—AXTOXIADI, June 11 20 45

4.—Aktoniadi, July 12 23 45

7.—FLAjniAuioi.', July 14 22 30

\

VENUS IN 1897,

seen at M, Flammarion's Observatory, Juvisy, France.

d. h. m.

2.—AXTONIADI, June 23 21 45

5.—AxiOKiADi, July 14 22 15

8.— Aktokiaei, July 24 21 O

d. li. m.

3.—Aktosiadi, July 12 21

6.—Mathieu, July 14 22 15

9.

—

Aktosiadi, August 30 21 39
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following May, the star was inconveniently placed for

observation.

Computed from the old elements, maxima were due
February 21th, May 6th, and July 16th. On May 1st the
star was barely visible in the fieldglass, and on the

following night was invisible in that instrument. The
next clear night, May (ith, it was found with the two and
three-quarter inch refractor, and there was a complete
reversal of phase, for instead of being at maximum, as

computed, the star was at a very faint minimum close to

tenth magnitude. On -June 11th it had reached a magnitude
of 5-1, and then fell to 0-25 on June 29tih. It then rose to

5-4.5 magnitude July 17th, at which date a maximum was
due in regular succession. It was last night at sixth mag-
nitude. This star is quite interesting ; its alternate bright

and faint phases, and particularly its complete reversals,

seem, in connection with its position in the Milky Way, to

make it worthy of the best thought of the day, if variable

star observation and study are of the importance attached
to them by eminent astronomers.

E HydrsB passed a maximum May 17th, at 1-1 mag-
nitude, and seventeen days later than the predicted date.

E Corvi was not within my view till after the predicted

date of maximum, March 27th, had passed ; but on April

4th it was a fine star 6o magnitude, and was lost AprU
26th at 8-2 magnitude.

S CoroniB passed maximum March 24fch at 7-3 magni-
tude. It seemed to brighten April 20th, was lost June i>th,

and definitely glimpsed June 22nd.

T Ursse Majoris reached maximum June 5th at seventh
magnitude, and remains still in view, but faint.

E Leonis seems to have passed a minimum tenth magni-
tude June 16tb, which was the proper date for that phase
computing froai the old elements, but fourteen days short

of the one hundred and sixty-nine days usual between
maximum and minimum, counting from YendeU's maxi-
mum and my own given in Knowledge for March. The
next maximum of this star—which Mr. Yendell, in Popular
Astronomy for June, says is, next to Mira, the most
interesting of the variablet —will be of increased impor-
tance, as it will show (to the present writer at least)

between which of the phases, whether on the rise or the

fall, the shortening of the period occurs.

Dr. Chandler has corrected the elements of U Cephei by
adding forty-five minutes andmaking the timeof its changes
that much later than tlie tine given in the "Companion."
This satisfies my conviction, hiefly in my inner conscious-

ness, that the star for some years has been behind time m
reaching minimum.
U Coron;e is another star of the same type that seems

to need a similar revision.

The new variable S S Cygni of the U Geminorum type

is receiving considerable attention. It is within range of

the fieldglass at miximum for a few days, reaching 8 2

ma^'nitude.

David Flanejiy.

Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A.,

28th July, 1897.

" MORE ABOUT AXTIVEXEXE."

To the Editors of Knowledge.
Sirs,—This article contains a statement that snake

poison introduced into the stomach does not produce any
active poisoning effects. If my memory serves me, there

is a directly antagonistic statement in a paper by Drs.

Eeichardts and Weir Mitchell, which is preserved in the

records of the Smithsonian Institution.

Again, the rattlesnake is spoken of as being one of the

most deadly of the serpent tribe. I think that a reference

to the American authorities already quoted will sufficiently

disprove this. In fact, I believe that rattlesnakes are, as

a group, the least deadly of the North American poisonous
snakes, and that their venom is not so virulent as that of

the water viper (Anri.'itrodon piscivorug), the copperhead
(A. contortrix), and the coral snake {Elapa), which, with
the rattlesnakes, exhaust the 'i^Qxih.kxa&cic&nThamitophidia.

There is, I imagine, no doubt that many of the South
American, Australian, East Indian, and African snakes are

infinitely more poisonous than any of those of North
America. Lionel Jervis.

[Prof. Fraser's experiments bear out the statement made,
that snake poison can be introduced into the stomach up
to a certain extent without producing any active poisonous
effects. For instance, a cat was made to swallow one-fifth

of the minimum lethal dose ; this dose was gradually

increased till, on the hundred and sixteenth day, it

received into the stomach at one time a dose eighty times

larger than would have killed a clean cat by injection—yet

no observable disturbance was produced by these doses.

It is generally admitted that the rattlesnake is a genus
of highly specialized venomous snakes, and that its poison

is very deadly, rapidly paralyzing the nerve centres, and
affecting the respiratory and circulatory functions.—J. G.
McPherson.1

THE VEaETATION AND SOME OF THE VEGETABLE
PRODUCnONS OF AUSTRALASIA.

In reply to a correspondent's questions, which it seems
unnecessary to reproduce here, Mr. Hemslej' writes :

—

" The leaves of most Australian plants, especially of those

in the drier regions, are woody (rarely succulent), and
either small and often spiny, or larger with the surfaces

vertical. Climatic conditions are directly or indirectly

connected with these curious modifications, which, coupled
with anatomical peculiarities, render superficial evaporation
exceedingly slow, and thus enable plants to live through
the prolonged droughts which are not infrequent. The
prickly, woody nature of the leaves also protects plants from
destruction by animals. Aromatic plants abound in

Australia ; the gum trees, or Eucalypti, being remarkable
for their resinous secretions."

—

Eds.

Notices of I3oolt0.

Elements of EUctro-Cliemistry, By Dr. Eobert Liipke.

Translated from the German by M. M. Pattison Muir,
M.A. (Grevel & Co.) Illustrated. 7s. 6d. So far as
we know, this is the first book in Enghsh which sets forth
succinctly the experiments by means of which the theories
of electro-chemistry are elucidated and the laws deduced.
It is true that Ostwald's " Chemistry," etc., and various
journals contain information of this land, but not in that
form which is most convenient. Dr. Liipke, however, has
brought together many hitherto scattered fragments, and
a prominent feature of the work finds its expression in the
fact that the fundamental conceptions of physics and
chemistry, as far as they appertain to the subject in hand,
may be rendered intelligible to students by experiments
carried out with simple apparatus, most of which can be
rigged up by the average student who knows how to mani-
pulate glass before the blowpipe. Van't Hofl's theory of
solutions, although not at first sight relevant to the sub-

ject, here finds its proper place. Eaoult's laws relating

to the determination of molecular weights ; Beckman's
measurement of boiling points, plasmolysis, and the law
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of De Vries ; Traube's proof of osmotic pressure ; Hittorf s

transport numbers ; and the dissociation theory of Arr-

henius, are all put in a nutshell, so to speak ; while the

technical aspects of electro-metallurgy, which are so im-
portant at present, are dealt with in their proper places.

Dr. Liipke'a book is a desideratum in every chemist's
library.

Through a Pocket Lens. By Henry Scherren, F.Z.S.
(Religious Tract Society.) Illustrated. 23. 6d. An idea

far too common among those whose tastes incline them
towards the study of natural history, is that nothing of
scientific value can be done unless a microscope of high
power, and other generally prohibitive auxiliary appliances,

are accessible. How this notion is wide of the mark may
be clearly seen by an inspection of the little book under
notice, which contains an amazing amount of accurate
information gleaned by careful observation, and seconded
by the aid of a simple microscope, some dissecting needles,

a few beakers, capsules, watch glasses, pipettes or dipping
tubes, and a pair of forceps—the lot costing only a few
shillings. The author has indicated how the anatomy and
life-history of quite a multitude of insects and other
representatives of animated nature may be effectively

studied by anyone, however circumscribed from a pecuniary
point of view, if only the will is there, for some of the
apparatus can be easily made, and other pieces can be
replaced by things available in nearly every house for

domestic use.

The VoiDiij Bn'tle-CoUector's Handlnuik. By Dr. E.
Hofmann. With an Introduction by W. Egmont Kirby,
M.D. (Sonnenschein.) Illustrated. 4s. 6d. When one
considers that the total number of insects known is up-
wards of two hundred and seventy thousand, and out of

these more than a hundred thousand belong to the
Colfo/iteia, or beetles, the reason why so much literature

exists on the subject will be sufficiently apparent, and it

will also be obvious that no writer would pretend to cope
with such a vast array of living things in a single volume.
Dr. Hofmann therefore gives, in an introductory chapter,

a general description of beetles ; their morphology and
development ; their habits and how to catch them, and,
when caught, how to kill them ; and, finally, how to classify

and arrange them in the collected form so as best to dis-

play their distinguishing characteristics. Then follows a
grouping into sections, which are further divided into
families, the members of which are described according to

external appearances, articulation, mode of reproduction,
and method of acquiring the means of existence, etc. A
very attractive and useful feature of the work is represented
by twenty coloured plates, comprising over five hundred
really good presentments of dillerent kinds of beetles.

SHORT NOTICES.
Trai'tical Astrology. By Alan Leo. {Modern Jstroloqt/ OflU-e,

BouTerie Street.) Illustrated. 3s. 6d. The author tells us lie has
only one motive in issuing this work, namely, "the desire to place the
science of astrolngy before the world in its true light, as a science,

and not as a forluue-lcUing jumble of hoary predictive trash." An
intimation is advanced that theories of fate, and the law of action and
reaction, need the practical deiiionsl ration of the law through the
agency of astrology. Every assertion in the hook is backed u].i by
personal experience, so we are told, and anyone by very little practice
in this srience may unravel the great imstery of life. A manellous
result, truly, for so small an outlay I The ancient Chaldean and
Assyrian sages knew how t^ predict eclipses, and, what was more
important to them, how to use such knowledge to the cost of those
less informed on matters celestial. Witli the almost universal know-
ledge of planetarv motions in our own time, it is hardly to be ex|jected
that we shall readily be persuaded to turn on a retrograde path of a
couple of thousand years, to indulge in the belief that the conjunction
of any heavenly bodies whatsoever will solve for us " the riddle of
the sphinx."

Memorials of William Cranch Sond, Director of the Harvard
College Observatori/, 1810-59, and of his Son, Oeorge Phillips Bond,
Director of the Harvard College Ohservatory, 1859-65, are in pre-

paration by Edward S. Holden, Director of the Lick Observatory.
iso adequate biography of either of the Bonds is avadable. At the
request of the daughters of George Bond, Prof. Holden has under-
taken to arrange the manuscript material in their hands in an orderly

form. The book will also contain selections from the diaries and
correspondence of &eorge Bond, as well as an account of the scientific

work of the Bonds, together with appendices, giving a complete list

of their published writings. A small edition only will be issued. The
publishers are Murdock & Co., San Francisco, and Lemeke & Biichner,

New York.

Geolo'/ii of Xorlh-East Durham. Bv D. A. Woolacott, B.Sc.

(Hills &' Co., Sunierland.) Illustrated." ls.fid.net. This little

work consists of a reprint of some papers which appeared in the

Sunderland IJ'eeili/ Echo in the summer of 18y6. The author's aim
has been to present facts in a popular style, so as to be understood by
persons unacquainted with the principles of geology, and he has, we
think, succeeded in his laudable aspirations. Mr. Woolacott displays

a wide knowledge of facts and also ability to present them to others

in picturesque fashion ; indeed, the language employed is much more
pictorial than the illustrations used for the purpose, presumably, of

adorning the pages. And yet for these primordial works of art our
author, in obeisance to the grateful impulse in him, dutifully makes
known to the world at large his obligations to the editor of a

newspaper.

The Story of the Mine. By Charles Howard Shinn, (G-ay &
Bird.) Illustrated. 6s. We have here the life-liistory, as it were,

of the great Comstock lode of Nevada, and not in any sense a
technical handbook. Still, reading between the lines, it is possible

to cull much information relating to the daily life of the miner,
whicli would be very valuable to anyone intending to launch out as a
]jrospector in the Far West. Two brothers, named Grosh, were the
real pioneers of the district, and had they not succumbed to adverse

elements it is probable that the whole of this Jiistory would have
been very different from what it is. From the fifties up to the

present time, we have glimpses of the fortune hunters and their

adventures in connection with these famous mines ; the transition

from simple placer mining to the more complicated processes involved
in quartz mining; the excitement of would-be prospectors, and the

tremendous rush across the sierras ; the development of dependent
industries; stock, and stock sj^eculators ; and the memorable days of

the great Bonanza. Mr. Shinn has the knack of writing in not
merely a readable style, but a style which is tru y fascinating. lie

presents a living picture of the typical figures one meets in the wild
West, sharply defining the contrasts between individuals, and one sees

clearly the gradual development of a great mining industry as the
facts are skilfully piled up by the author.

We understand that a second edition—revised and enlarged—of

Mr. Arthur Mee's Ohservalional Astronomy is in the press, and may
be expected almost immediately. The book contains many portraits,

maps, and illustrations, and is designedly a practical work for

amateurs. A memoir of the Rev. Prebendary Wehb, by the author,

is given in an appendix.

Tlie Queen's London. (Casscll & Co.) Part I. fid. Perfect in

realism, excellent in art, marvellous in cheapness.

BOOKS RECEIVED,
An Introduction to Geology. By Wm. B. Scott. (Macmillan.)

Illustrated. Ss. net.

The Evolution of the English Alphabet—a Diagram. By Hy.
George Taylor Jones, B.A. (Relfe Bios.) fid.

Glimp.ies into Plant Life. By Mrs. Brightwen.F.E.S. (Unwin.)
Illustrated.

Manual of Ethics. By John S. Mackenzie, M.A. (Olive.) fis. 6d.

The Neui Fsyehology. By Dr. E. W. Scripture. (Scott.) Illus-

trated fis.

A Synopsis of English Sistory. By J. C. Wright. (Relfe Bros.) fid.

Humane Science Lectures. By various Authors. (Bell.)

Elements of Chemistry. By Rufus P. Williams. (Ginn & Co.)

Illustrated. 5s.

A Guide to Zermatt. By Edward Whymper. (Murray.) Illus-

trated. .3s. net.

Pictorial Instruction.— Object Lessons. By G. Colonib, D.Sc.

(Relfe Bros.) Is. 6d.

Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology. ,J. W. Powell, Director.

(Smithsonian Institute.)

*,i,*
The next number of Knowledge (November) will

contain a fully illustrated Literary Supplement.
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Biitts!) (Dviutijolostcal ilotcs.

Conducted hij Harry F. Witherby, f.z.s., m.b.o.u.

As announced in the last number of Knowledge, ice commence

in the present issue a column wliich is to be devoted for the

future to oriijinal notes dealimj with the habits, the distribution,

the migrations, and the occurrenre of rare species, of British

birds. To make this record complete and of still greater value

to the systematic ornithologist, it is intended, briertii, to extract

fnim every source urailable all important records of the month,

and (I'si to drair attention to any article of especial interest to

the British ornitholnyist.

Over one hundred ornitholoyists from all parts of the country

have already promised to contribute notes, and it is to be hoped

that the column will have universal suppart from ornithologists,

and will become a permanent and valuable record, whicli will

be the means of furthering the knowledge of British birds.

Possible breeding of the Green Sandpiper in

Beecoxshike.—I have already reported to The Field the

occurrence of two green sandpipers, during the spring

and summer months, near here up to August, and from

their actions suspected that they were breeding. I saw

them constantly during the spring up to the end of June.

I did .not see them again until July 21st, although they

have been noticed by others ; but when following the otter

hounds on that day they disturbed four together, about a

mile higher up the river than the spot where the old birds

used to frequent. They were very wild and flew high, but

they may have been frightened by the otter hounds.

Shortly afterwards, what I imagined were the old birds

flew up the river close in front of us. Taking the above

into consideration, it appears to me very probable that the

green sandpiper has bred with us this summer, although

I have no positive proof of it. Since writing the above

a little party of six green sandpipers were observed daily,

probably the four young ones and the two old ones. They
stayed until the middle of August, when they left. The
inference as to their having bred here is, I think, fairly

plain.—E. Cambridge Phillips, Bwlch, Breconshire.

" Save me from my Artist.''—The three pictures at page

800 of the "Encyclopaedia of Sport," reproduced from

the Art Journal for September, 1882, are, or were when
they left the hands of my friend the photographer and the

present writer, who stood by consenting at their production,

admirable representations of the decoy, but the after

treatment by the " artist " has made two of them absurd.

One picture represents the "end of a pipe," and the

decoyman is seen removing the tunnel-net which forms

the final receptacle for the fowl. The first hoop of this

net drops into a groove at the end of the fixed pipe, and
when the birds are driven in, it is simply detached by
raising the hoop and giving it a half turn, thereby securing

the fowl, which are then removed one by one by the

decoyman, and killed. It will be noticed that the artist

has introduced a number of ducks (which, by the bye, in

their frantic efforts to escape must have a very disturbing

influence upon the fowl left in the pond), but unfortunately

only one of their number has passed into the purse-net,

the removal of which would set the remainder free ! This

is really too gross a libel on the skilled decoyman whose
portrait is given. Of the very artistic introduction of the

dog in the picture of the " mouth of a pipe," I will only

say that the best thing which could happen to a decoy-

man's dog so far forgetting itself, and shamefully abusing

its training, would be a speedy and painless death. It is

needless to say that the letterpress which accompanies the

illustrations, being from the pen of Mr. Harting, is free

from the absurdities which usually disfigure such articles
;

but I doubt not, on seeing the illustrations, he would
exclaim, as miuy another author ha? h^d good reason to

do, " Sive me from my artist."—Thomas Southwell,
Norwich.

Herons catching Trout.—A heron shot some time ago at

the Solway Fishery had twenty-seven yearling trout in his

crop—a goodly number surely for one meal ! Another, shot

on another occasion, contained twenty-five. I have often

watched the birds when engaged in robbing the ponds, and
have seen one under such circumstances put itself into

almost every conceivable position ; running excitedly to

and fro, with outstretched neck, beholding thousands of

yearling trout in the clear water of a pond close by, and
suggestiag a good deal of the ludicrous. The trout

are just out of his reach, but he can see them, and one
rising to the surface now and then, almost within his

reach, seems to send him half frantic. At last his " plan of

campaign " is settled, and slipping over the bank of the
pond—which is about one foot perpendicular above the
water, and grown over with grass—he grasps the grass, or
anything he can lay hold of, with one foot (which is

doubled up, the tarsus being in a horizontal position, or
nearly so), and with the other leg in the water, and stretched

to the full, he gains a footing if he can. One wing is folded

to his body, or may be drooping a little, whilst the other
is outstretched over the bank, and is used as an arm for

holding on. The breast of the bird is in the water, and
there he remains motionless, with his beak very near the

surface, though the head is drawn back a little. With
thousands of fish near he has not long to wait before one
comes within his reach, and dexterously, with his head
well submerged, he seizes his luckless victim, losing his

balance in doing so. But never mind ! the capture has
been made, and the heron calmly swims across the pond
some thirty feet and flaps out on the other side. Twice

I have I now witnessed this interesting performance.
One piorning I was waiting during the early hours to

shoot a heron ; the bird came and alighted by a pond full

of yearlings. The water was quite clear, and he could see

the fish, but owing to the vegetation on the banks of the
pond, he could not slip over the edge in the manner
already described. He ran about wildly, reminding me of

a terrier who can see or smell a rat that his teeth cannot
quite reach. The bird was wildly excited, and soon settled

on his plan of action. He flapped over the water, stopped,
hovered a moment, and then dropped in bodily, his beak
being right down among the fish, one of which he brought
up. This is not hereditary instinct, but it is an acquired
habit, which is developed by force of circumstances.—

•

J. .J. Armistead, Solway Fishery, Dumfries.

Herring Gulls and Guillemot.— When residing at
Filey, in June, we often found eggs of the common
guillemot, fresh and entire, washed up on the coast. I was
told that the cliff- climbers of Speeton and Bempton com-
plain greatly of the injury done by the Herring gulls in

carrying: off the eggs of the guillemot from the cliffs. This
they do in their feet, and if alarmed, or through carelessness,
frequently drop them into the sea, where they at once
sink, and are subsequently washed up in Filey Bay. I

have long known that Herring gulls will carry off' large
eggs impaled on their powerful beaks, but the fact of their
using the feet is new to me. The only parallel I can find
is the statement of Dr. Hayes ("Open Polar Sea") when he
says :

" I have seen the ivory gull seize our wounded auks,
and, after a sharp battle, carry them off' in her talons—

a

novel use of a palmated foot."

—

John Cobdeaux, Great
Coates, Lincoln.
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Greenshanks and Baerkd Warbler in Norfolk.—
Finding myself now at au inconvenient distance from my
old haunt on the Yorks-hire coast, I have been trying a

Norfolk hunting-ground between August 23rd and Sep-

tember 3rd of this year. Amongst the Lunicnhe, the

great feature was the number of greenshanks to be met
with : usually seen in my previous experience by ones and

twos, it was nothing unusual to see them in parlies of

four and five individuals, and probably a score or fiveand-

twenty in all were a not unusual day's experience. Of
migrant strangers I saw but few, though these were in-

teresting. This scarcity was no doubt due to the persistent

sontb-west winds, which I have never found to be very

fruitful in Continental migrants. On May 27th I had the

pleasure of picking up the sixth British example of the

barred warbler, which dodged out of a small bush in a

high wind, and gave me a snap shot over a sandhill. Till

I picked it up I believed it to be a garden warbler, as 1

did the one I obtained in almost exactly similar circum-

stances in Yorkshire on August 28th, 1884. This year's

one is an adult female.

—

Henry H. Slater, Wansford.

White Stoek at Horsham, Sussex.—On August I8th

last a fine male specimen of the white stork (('iconia alha),

an irregular visitor to Great Britain, was picked up dead

on New Barn Farm, Colgate, about four miles north-east

of Horsham. It was found to have been shot, but must
have escaped from the gunner only to die of its wounds.

It has been preserved by Mr. A. Eichardson, of Park

Street, Horsham, where it can now be inspected.— Chas.

J. Marten, Horsham.

Allafross in CamhridgesMre.— Colonel E. A. Butler records

the capture of an albatross—which has been identified b_v Messrs.

Ho^Tard f'aunders, Oshert Salvin, and J. H. G-urney, as Diomedea
melnimphri/s—near Linton, in Cambridgeshire, on Jidy 9th, ]897.

(T/ie Field,\o\. XC, August 28th, 1897.)

TJte Discoven/ of Sones of the Great Avh in Counixi Waterford

III S. J Ussher.—These bones are of at least two distinct examples

of AIca impennis, and were determined by Prof. Kewton and Dr
Gadow. They were discovered by Mr. Ussher in a iitehen mid len,

as far south as 52° north latitude. (Irish Natiiralist, Vol. YI., Xo. 8,

p 208.)

The Autumn Sonr/ oj Birdu, hi) O. T'. Ajilin, M.B.O.U., is a con-

tinuation of a discussion between the author and C. A. Witchell on

the autumn songs of the robin, starlinff, thrush, blackbird, willow

wren, chiffchaif, blackcap, and other birds. (The Zoologist, 4th

Series, Vol. I., No. 0, pp. 410 and 411.)

All contributions to the column, either in the iiny of notes

or photographs, should he forwarded to Harry F. Witheehv,

at 1, EUot Place, Blackheath, Kent.

Sbtitmt jKoUs.

It is reported that the Southern Mahratta Eailway offers

Iree passes to all observers of the total eclipse of the

«un on 22iul January, 1898. Sir Norman Lockyer and
Mr. Fowler will, we understand, be stationed near Eatna-

giri, on the Bombay coast, while the Astronomer Eoyal,

Prof. Turner, and l)r. Common will take up a position

where the shadow track crosses a point on the Great

Indian Peninsular Eailway. The length of the path across

India is about a thousand miles, and the width of the

shadow fifty miles, so that, considering the climatic con-

dition of India, favourable opportunities for utilizing the

precious two minutes may be expected.

Sir George Grove draws attention to two passages in the

songs in Shakespeare's plays in which he appears to have
intended to imitate the eflect of the note of the thrush.

The passages which Sir George Grove imagines not to have

been much noticed in this regard are :—1. Stanza 3 of

Autolycus's song in " A Winter's Tale " (Act IV., Scene 3)

:

'•With heigh! with heigh 1 the thrush and the jay."

2. Amiens' song in " As Y'ou Like It " (Act II., Scene 5)

;

" Come hither ! come hither ! come hither !
" In the first

instance the repetition of " with heigh," and, in the second

instance, the thrice repeated " come hither, come hither,

come hither," each foot being sharply accented on the

second syllable, give the exact effect of the short phrases

which are so noticeable in the thrush's song, and which
Lord Tennyson has given so well (though more elaborately

than Shakespeare) in his poem " The Throstle "
: "I know

it, I know it, I know it
"—and several other lines. It is a

pleasure to find these two great poets agreeing—apparently

unintentionally—on such a small but worthy point in

nature.

Prof. Schaeberle is credited with having noticed a

partial division in the inner bright ring of Saturn, which,

of course, can only be detected under the most favourable

seeing conditions.

Prof. Goldstein, of Berlin, has succeeded in experimen-

tally reproducing, by means of cathode rays, certain very

distinct and characteristic cometic phenomena, such as

the radiation of light from the head of a comet and the

resultant development of a tail. He has also been able,

by these means, to account for certain peculiarities of this

class of phenomena which have been observed in recent

years.
« «

According to Dr, Spencer and Prof. Gilbert, the surface

of the earth near the Great Lakes of North America is

sinking at the rate of about one inch in ten years, a sub-

sidence which, in the course of a few centuries, will place

Chicago and Detroit under water ; within a thousand years

Lake Michigan will flow freely into the Mississippi, and
in three thousand years Niagara will be dry.

Eeferring to the insect-digesting powers of pitcher-

plants, Mr. Btirbidge, Curator of the Botanical Gardens
at Trinity College, Dublin, suggests that nature had
prompted that means of obtaining nourishment in order

to compensate for the disadvantages attaching to a feeble

root-system. —-«-<

—

Dr. Peate has completed the process of grinding and
polishing his gigantic disc of glass, over sixty-one inches

in diameter, on which he has been engaged more than two
years. By the aid of this mirror a hair can be seen at a

distance of a thousand feet, and the reflection of the moon
at the focal point would be absolutely blinding.—,-.-,

—

Sir William Flower, writing from Cromer to the Times

on 4th September, describes a waterspout, eight miles

from shore, consisting of a cloud with a narrow stem which
rose from the sea, and a long conical projection from the

edge of a dense black cloud. This projection always

pointed to the centre of the ascending cloud. The pheno-

menon was visible for about half an hoar.

A discovery of ancient coiu3 quite recently made in the

neighbourhood of Kalisch, in Eussiin Poland, should prove

interesting to numismatists. Au earthenware vessel was
accidentally unearthed in a wooded part of the estate of

Bronc/.yr, containing coins dating from the tenth and
eleventh centuries. There are splendid specimens of the

silver currencies of Henry of Bavaria ; of the English

monarchs, Canute and Ethelred ; of Boleslaf I., Boleslaf II.,

and Boleslaf HI., of Bohemia ; and of the Emperor Otto.

Besides the coins, the vessel contained some eight pounds
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weight of ancient silver bijouterie, some of which is

evidently of ancient Arabic workmanship. It would seem
a pity that the English coins of Canute and Ethelred
should go to the numismatic collection in the Ermitage at

St. Petersburg, instead of to the British Museum.

COMING COLD.

By Alex. B. MacDowall, M.A.

TO
a practical mind the small amount of insight

hitherto gained into coming weather, may well

appear a somewhat meagre result of the immense
industry that has been expended in observation

and study of the weather. We receive, with mild
thankfulness, the small mercy of a daily weather forecast

that comes with our morning paper.

But there is probably no competent °-

meteorologist in this country who will

undertake to say what weather we
shall have next week, or month, or

winter, or year. If anyone were to

apply at head-quarters in Westminster
for enlightenment on such points, he
might come away, I suspect, thinking

of that line in the " Biglow Papers":

—

" Never say nuthin' that you can be
held to."

We are offered, indeed, from time

to time, a complete daily weather
programme for a whole year. Some-
how, we do not find ourselves very
eager to shape our conduct by these

remarkable instructions.

The science of meteorology is still

in its youth, and we may with reason

hope for considerable advance in

future beyond the point now reached.

If we ever attain to a method of long
weather forecasts, we may be sure it

will only bo after many attempts, and
many failures

;
just as will be the

case if we ever reach the North Pole
or learn to fly. By all means (we
should say) let such attempts be
made. And if we must occasionally

smile when some ardent meteorolo-

gist " comes a cropper," let us re-

member, and hope, that he may do
better next time !

Taking a wide survey, there are not wanting signs that
progress is being made. Some instances may here be
given.

The able officials of the Indian Meteorological Service
now find themselves in a position to issue, early in June,
a useful forecast of the summer or south-west monsoon

;

being guided by a consideration of various factors—the
strength of the south-east trades, the snowfall in the
previous winter, etc. Details of this interesting achieve-
ment will be found in Nature of 26th November, 1896.
From a recent paper contributed to the MeteoroJixjische

Xeitschrift it would appear that in Hungary Herr Eriesenhof
has attained considerable success in forecasting the
weather of that country about a fortnight in advance.
He finds that on certain days, determined chiefly by
positions of the moon, the barometric configuration over
Europe is peculiarly liable to change.
The weather in India is of course much moi-e regular

than ours. And Hungary is rather off the course of those

numerous depressions by which the weather of Western
Europe is largely determined.

Dr. Maurer, of Zurich, has still more recently {Meteoro-

lof/ische Zeitschrift, July, 1897) shown reason for expecting
that about the beginning of next century we shall be
entering upon one of those warm periods whose centres,

according to Bruecknev, recur at about thirty-five years'

intervals (cold periods intervening
) ; so that we may then

(in Western Europe) look for a series of warm and very
warm summers, with, occasionally, very mild winters.

It is obviously in past experience that we must search
for a clue to the character of weather that is to come, and
I propose now to ask whether the records of winter cold,

at Greenwich, throw any light on coming cold. We may
roughly measure cold by the number of frost days, and

'() '62 S tfttr 'i,.

we shall confine our attention to the number of those in

the first quarter of the year. (We might have taken the

total number in the year, or some other portion, with

similar, though perhaps leas definite, results.)

About the middle of the diagram herewith will be seen

a number of dots joined by dotted lines (/)). This is the

curve of variation of the number of frost days in the first

quarter since 1841. In the smoothed thick line curve

traversing it ('/) each year point represents an average

of fire of the values dealt with.

Above these curves is a curve of sunspots inverted (that

is, the low points represent many spots, the high

points few spots) ; and when we compare it with the

smoothed curve of frost days, we find considerable corre-

spondence, the crests of the latter coming near (sometimes

rather before) minima of sunspots, and the hollows near

(sometimes rather after) maxima of eunspots.

If, in a similar way, we draw a curve of the number of
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days of northerly wind in the first quarter (the days of

wind being classified according to the four cardinal points),

and smooth it with averages of five, we have the curve

marked c, which has a generally similar course to the

smoothed curve of frost days.

Now, the method of smoothing curves, which is largely

resorted to in meteorology, appears to be regarded sus-

piciously by some minds, as a sort of " cooking " of

statistics. Let us then put aside these curves for a little,

and take a difierent point of view.

Consider the following five-year groups: the year just

before each minimum of sunspots, and two years on either

side. Were the first quarters in those years severe ( +

)

or mild (— ), (referring to an average) '? The following

table supplies an answer :
—

*

Alg-ebraic sum of

Min. differences-

1841-44 ++ — + ...+ 10

1853-57 -f — -f -- + ... -f 27

1864-68 + -\- — + — ...+ 7

1875-79 + + — — + •• +4
1886-90 + + + + — + 52

Thus we find sixteen of those quarters severe, and only

eight "'//(/ .- also a preponderance of plus signs in each five-

year group, and an excess in each of the algebraic sums.

Consider next these five-year groups: the year just

after each maximum of sunspots, and two years on either

side. What kind of first quarters occurred in those years '^

Ali.'f'iraJo sum of

Mix. Difi'erences.

1847-51 + + — + — • — 4

1859-63 — -f — — — ••• — 52

1869-73 — -i- — — — •- — 28

1882-86 — — — av. + ... — 26

1892-96 -t-
— — + — ... — 6

In this case we have sixteen of those first quarters mild,

eight severe, and one average ; further, a preponderance

of minus signs in the five-year groups except one, and a

deficit in each of the algebraic sums.

The reader is invited to study these facts and diagrams

independently, and to estimate the probabilities involved.

It seems to the present writer that we are now about

the beginning of another of those long waves of the

smoothed curve of frost days, which may be expected to

culminate near the next sunspot minimum. At what date

may we look for that minimum ? Taking the eleven

years' period as our guide, about 1900 ; but the interval,

it muse be remembered, varies.

We might fairly, then, perhaps expect in the five-year

group centred about that time "(if a minimum), or rather

before, a recurrence of the state of things indicated in the

first of the above tables ; speaking generally, a preponder-

ance of cold (as measured by the number of frost days).

And lookicg still further to the next maximum of sunspots,

if that occurred about 1901, we should anticipate then

a preponderance of mild weather, as in the second table.

As to the degree of excessive cold about this next sun-

spot minimum, one may hesitate to give an opinion ; but

tlie new wave seems at least hkely to be lower than the

last, and more of the order of the two previous. (In this

connection it is instructive to consider the thirty- live years'

period of weather demonstrated by Brueckner.)

Should these speculations appear to be too indefinite to

be of much practical use, they may yet perhaps incite

some readers to further inquiry into this interesting subject.

* The i-nns-pot rainimum years aie 1843, 1856, )&67, )S78, 1889;

the maximum vears, 1818, 1860, 1870, 1883, 1893. In the first group

of the first table the value for 1840 is not given, as the scries

commences with 1841

.

ON THE VEGETATION AND SOME OF THE

VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS OF AUSTRAL-

ASIA.-IV.

By W. BoTTiNG Hemsley, F.R.S., F.L.S.

Illustrated by Miss Ethel W.\lker.

IN
my last article I announced my intention of devoting

my next to the singular and highly diversified family

of plants known to botanists as the Proteacece. It

is difficult to convey an idea of the aspect and

peculiarities of this singular family, because familiar

subjects for comparison are wanting, and I can only again

recommend those persons in whom my articles may
perchance have awakened some interest, to visit the tem-

perate house, the Marianne North Gallery, and the

museums at Kew, or

the botanical depart-

ment of the Natural

History Museum at

South Kensington,

where living plants,

paintings, or dried

specimens are ex-

hibited with more or

less descriptive and
explanatory labels

;

but, as comparatively

few persons have op-

portunities of visiting

these admirable and
instructive national

establishments, I will

endeavour to impart

some information
with my pen, aided

by a few figures.

The P/otfac('<j, with

very few exceptions,

are confined to the

southern hemisphere,

inhabiting Austral-

asia, Africa, and
America, but not ex-

tending to Polynesia

proper. Altogether

about a thousand
species are known,
and they are referred

to fifty different

genera ; considerably more than half of them being

restricted to Australia proper. Two are found in New
Zealand ; between thirty and forty in New Caledonia

;

about half a dozen in New Guinea; and one genus

extends northward to South China and .Japan. There

is also a great concentration of I'roteacece in South

Africa, among them the famous silver tree, LeurinhiKlrcn

iirgenteiim, a native of the Table Mountain ; and a few

stragglers reach as far north as the mountains of Abyssinia

and Guinea. In America they are much less numerous,

but there also a few species occur north of the Equator, as

far as Central Mexico. The genera of each of the three

areas— Australia, Africa, and America—are nearly all

different, and all the species are diii'erent. Such is the

present distribution of the Proteacem, and there is no

convincing evidence that any member of this family

inhabited the nortliern hemisphere in earlier geologic

Fig. 1.—A Cone of a S]iecies of Banksia,

on whieh only a very few of tlie Flowers

have given biitli to Setd-vessels. Nearly

natural size.
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periods ; yet numerous fossil plants of the Eocene forma-

tion of Europe were formerly referred to about ten of the

existing Australian genera.

Returning to Australia, we find that although there are

Proteacea spread all over the country, from north to south

and east to west, two-thirds of the sis hundred species

are concentrated in West Australia, and these chiefly in the

extreme south-west. Moreover, less tban a score of these

four hundred species extend beyond the limits of that

colony.

Fia. 2.—-Open Seed-vessel of Sikea crassifolia. Slight'y

reduced from natural size.

The almost endless variety in habit, foliage, and flowers

presented by these plants fully justifies the botanical

designation of Pruteaccise. In the course of these articles

I may have mentioned the fact that the same general
appearance or aspect, the same kind ot foliage, and very
similar inflorescence, are repeated in the most distantly

related families of flowering plants, so that in the absence
of flowers or fruit it is often impossible to say to what
family a given plant belongs without a microscopic
examination of its anatomy—and this branch of botany is

still in its infancy. Classification is almost entirely based
on the structure of the flower, the seed, and seed-vessel
or fruit, and gross mistakes have been made by botanists in

naming plants from flowerless specimens. Instances are

not wanting in the Proteacew, for I remember one which
was originally described as a fern.

A very large proportion of the Proteacew are shrubby,
varying from diminutive trailing plants to large bushes.

.f\

%.

vessel of Hitei
crrzS'iifoHfi.

like rhododendrons and laurels. A few attain the dimen-

sions of large timber trees, and a few are almost herbaceous

in character. Almost all have thick, hard leaves, which

vary in size and shape to a surprising extent, and the

same range and kind of variation is repeated in difl'erent

genera. Often they are quite thick and woody, and they

usually persist for many years. The leaves of one resemble

a heath, of another an oak, of another a myrtle, of

another a fern, of another furze, and of another a thistle.

In many species, of various genera, the leaves are cylin-

diical, without any distinction of stalk and blade, and

having a formidably sharp point. In some they are reduced

to mere spines ; in others they are more
or less elongated and pliable. Huhi'ii

loirti, for example, has slender, whip-

like leaves, often more than a yard long,

and not more than a ouarter of an inch

thick.

Coming to the flowers, we meet with

equal diversity in size, shape, colouring,

3nd arrangement, though the structure is

fairly uniform. Bright colours are not

uncommon, but several other families

surpass the ProUacea in brilliancy and

conspicuousness. Crimson and yellow
pig. 3.—One of

are the prevaihng colours, and green with ^^^g \^g geeds

:i 8lio-ht infusion of yellow is not infrequent, from ths Seed-

Tbe disposition or arrangement of the

flower is very striking in the genus

Banhsiti, which is, perhaps, the most

prominent of all the Proteacem—at least in certain dis-

tricts, especially western, outside of the tropics. In

this genus the flowers are crowded as thickly as they can

stand in spherical,

ovoid, oblong, or

cylindrical cones; and
as the axes of these

cones do not elongate

nor increase percep-

tibly in diameter, it

follows that there is

only space for a small

number of the seed-

vessels to attain full

development. Indeed,

out of five hundred
to fifteen hundred
flowers in a cone,

comparativelyfew are

fertile. In some of

the species the in-

dividual seed-vessels

are relatively large,

and then only from
a dozen to a score are

developed. Fig. 1 re-

presents a small cone
ill which five seed-

vessels are visible. Each one resembles a bivalve shell

inserted horizontally ; and under certain meteorological

conditions the dense woody valves open and permit the

seeds to escape. In some of the larger species the

cones are from nine to twelve inches long and from three

to four in thickness. A peculiarity of these and miny other

Australian trees and shrubs is the presence of many
generations of seed-vessels at the same time. This

phenomenon may sometimes be observed in other coun-

tries, but in Australia it is common.
It is hardly necessary to explain that the genus Banksia

Fig. 4.—Seed-vessel or Fruit of Cfre-

rillea qihhoaa^ begiuning to open. About
four -fifths of the natural size.
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Fl&. 5.—Seed-vessel or Fruit of the
Australian Wooden Pear. About four-

fifths of natural size.

wag named after Sir Joseph Banks, whose part in the

botanical exploration of

Australia I have already

mentioned. He brought
home specimens (which
are in the British
Museum) of four
species from New South
Wales and Queensland,
and they were described

by the younger Linnaus
in 17S1. Since then
upwards of forty other

species have been dis-

covered, more than
thirty of them in West
Australia. Quite
recently one of the
original four, B. dcntntn,

was collected in New
Guinea ; with this ex-

ception, the genus is,

so far as we know,
peculiar to Australia.

In 1788 Messrs. Lee
and Kennedy, famous
nurserymen of Ham-
mersmith, obtained
seeds of a number of

plants from Botany Bay, and it is recorded that the

seed of Dunksia scrrata was the very first to germinate. It

flowered about ten years later, and was figured in Andre^Y3's
" Botanist's Repository."

The individual flowers of the Ba7il,xi(v, and indeed of

many other Proti'iict'o', bear some resemblance to our
honeysuckles, having recurved petals, and they also secrete

honey abundantly ; hence the early settlers applied the

name " honeysuckle " to the genus.
An allied genus, Dri/amlra, comprising about fifty species,

quite restricted to West Australia, differs in having the
usually smaller heads of flowers surrounded by a ring of so-

called bracts, or modified leaves ; and as they usually have
divided prickly leaves they may be likened to shrubby thistles.

The accompanying illustrations represent some other
kinds of proteaceous seed-vessels and their seeds. Ilnheu

cnif^sifolid (Figs. 2 and 3) is a very remarkable one indeed.

The hard woody valves are nearly an inch in thickness, and
before the mechanism of the contractile tissue comes into

action to open them, they can only be separated by cutting or

by the employment of great force. The seed-vessel usually

contains two flattened seeds, face to face. The central

part of the seed, containing the embryo of the future

plant, is not much thicker than a sixpenny-piece, smooth
on the surface nest the other seed, and furnished on the

outer surface with prickles, which fit into corresponding
depressions in the woody fruit. Surrounding the centre'

1

nucleus of the seed is a wing-like expansion of tissue of

extreme thinness, difficult to represent in a drawing. The
shrub bearing this seed-vessel is a native of the sandy
plains skirting the Kalgan River, in West Australia ; acd
the genus liakm, which is a large one, .exhibits nearly as

wide a range of variety as F.ucahjptm.

Fig. 4 is an example of the seed-vessel of a Queensland
species of the allied and still larger genus Grevillcu. It

strongly resembles a bivalve shell, and the seed is circular

with a marginal wing.

The "wooden pear," Xijlomelum pi/riformc (Fig. 5),

gained its colonial name from its shape and consistence,

though it should be noted that it tapers upwards instead

of downwards. There are four recognized species, the one
figured being a native of New South Wales, a second of

Queensland, and two of West Australia ; but they do not

differ widely from each other. It will be seen that the

seed has a terminal wing or membrane instead of a circular

one, and that the whole seed bears a strong resemblance
to one of the halves of a fruit of the sycamore or maple.

It is probable that some readers of the foregoing notes

have read otherpopular accounts of the fruits of Australia in

which we are told that the Australian pear is wooden, and
that the Australian cherry has the stone outside. I have

shown that the former is a fanciful name ; and of the latter

(E.rdcai-pm) I may add that the fruit is a small stone with

a thin skin over it, and the stalk on which it is borne is

more or less fleshy ; but the whole thing is very small as

compared to a cherry.

With regard to the economic value of the Pvoteacete, there

is not much to say. Few attain what may be called a timber

size, but the wood of a considerable number makes orna-

mental furniture, and that of others is useful and highly

valued for agricultural and other purposes. The bark of

some species of Banksin is occasionally used for tanning.

Resin or gum resin is yielded by various members of the

family, but its value has not been established. As food plants

they rank very low. Though honey is

produced in abundance, and greedily

sucked by the aborigines and children,

a reliable authority states that he never
resorted to it except in cases of extreme
thirst, because it invariably caused head-

ache. The seeds of many species are

eaten by the aborigines in times of need,

and the Queensland nut, iLicadamid

ternifolia, "is of excellent flavour, and
relished alike by aborigines and Euro-
peans, and is always eagerly bought."

Some that I have had in my own
possession for upwards of fifteen years

are still sound and sweet. The tree

bearing this nut is regarded as of so

much importance to the aborigines that
" timber getters " on the Government lands are not allowed

to fell it. The entire globular fruit consists of an outer

fleshy or leathery coat followed by a thick hard shell

enclosing the seed or kernel, which is about the size of a

large hazel nut.

Of course, it is quite possible that future investigations

may bring to light more valuable products in this singular

family, and also means of more profitably utilizing some of

those as yet imperfectly known.
South African Protcaccm were cultivated in Europe as

early as, if not earlier than, the beginning of the eighteenth

century. Boerhaave (" Index Alter Plantarum quas in

Horto Academico Lugduno-l^atavo aluntur, 1720") figures

about twenty-five species of Protiu and Leucadendron

cultivated in the Leyden Botanic Garden, under such

extraordinarily long names as Lovidocarpodendron and
H i/jiopliiillocii rpi idendron '.

Fia. 6.—A Seed of

the Wooden Pear.

THE PEDIGREE OF THE DOG.

By R. Lydekker, F.R.S.

THE number of breeds and varieties of the domesti-

cated dog is so great that it is at first rather hard
to believe that all are descended from a few wild

types. Nevertheless, the differences between
these are not greater than those met with among

domesticated pigeons and fowls, which are known to
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be respectively descended from the wild pigeons of Europe
and the jungle fowls of Asia. A peculiarity of most
domestic dogs is their power of barking, which, according

to the late Mr. A. D. Bartlett, is entirely unknown among
all wild members of the family CatiidcB. And even the

somi-domesticated dogs of the Eskimo are unable to bark,

as are the dingos of Australia ; but if kept among
barking dogs, both these breeds, and apparently also wolves

and jackals, will soon learn to bark in a more or less

thorough manner. Barking is, therefore, evidently an

acquired habit ; but that it afifords no argument against

the derivation of the domesticated breeds from the wild

races is evident not only from the above instance, but also

from the circumstance that the Asiatic jungle fowl are

quite unable to crow in the manner characteristic of their

domesticated descendants. Several traits—such as turning

round several times on a hearthrug in order to make a

hale before lying down, and scratching up earth with their

fore feet and throwing it backwards with the bind pair

—

common to wolves and jackals, are inherited by even

the most domesticated of domestic dogs ; and these are

evidently of great value in helping to trace the ancestry.

A German writer, the late Prof. L. Fitzinger, considered

that domestic dogs might be divided into seven well-marked

groups, which included close upon a couple of hundred of

more or less well-marked breeds and varieties. Other

authorities are, however, of opinion that the number of

main groups might be reduced to half a dozen, these

including wolf-like dogs, such as the Eskimo breed, the

various kinds of greyhounds, spaniels, hounds, mastiffs,

and lastly terriers.

All who have written on the subject are in accord in

regardii g all domesticated dogs, with the exception of the

Austral an dingo, as constituting but a single species—the

Canis familiaris of LinnKUS. But if it be true, as seems
probably the case, that domesticated dogs trace their

ancestry to more than a single wild species, it will be obvious

that Cattis familiaris cannot in any sense be regarded

as equivalent to an ordinary wild species ; and that,

properly speaking, if this were possible, the various tame
breeds ought to be affiliated to the wild species from which
they are respectively derived. Still, for practical purposes,

the ordinary classification may be accepted, if it be

remembered that Canis faniilidris, like Fclis dumestica, is

in all probability a " convergent" species.

By naturalists all the members of the dog tribe are

included in the great family Canidce, which thus embraces
wolves, jackals, foxes, wild dogs, the African hunting-dog,

the long-eared fox of the Cape, and the bush-dog of truiaiu.

Somewhat different views are entertained as to how many
of these should be included in the typical genus ('anis, but

this is a matter which needs no consideration here, and we
may accordingly proceed to eliminate from the list those

groups which have certainly no claim to be on the ances-

tral line of the domesticated breeds.

First of all we may dismiss the rare South Americin
bush-dog (Speotlius), which is a small somewhat fox-like

creature, with a short tail, and teeth of a quite peculiar

type. Equally far removed from the line are the long-

eared Cape fox {<itoci/on) and the African hunting-dog
{Lycaiyn), the former having more teeth than the

domesticated breeds, while the latter has fewer toes. Next
we may eliminate the wild dogs of Asia, which are

frequently separated from the other members of the family

under the name of ' >/«, as all these have one pair less of

molar teeth in the lower jaw, and therefore obviously

cannot be the ancestral stock, as an organ once lost cannot

be replaced. Somewhat nearer to the domesticated races

are the foxes and fennecs {Vulpes), exclusive of the South

American species commonly so called ; but if we examine

the skull of the British or any other species of true

fox, an important difference will be found between

it and the skull of any domesticated dog, wolf, or

jackal. The difference is best displayed in the shape

of the projecting process of bone forming the hinder

border of the socket of the eye ; this process in a fox

being distinctly concave, whereas in all the others it is

highly convex.

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the only existing

members of the family that can possibly be the ancestors

of the domesticated breeds are wolves, jackals, the

Australian dingo, and certain South American species

which, although commonly termed foxes, are really more
closely allied to the jackals and wolves ; and it is further

obvious that the only extinct species which can claim a

place in the line of descent are those having skulls and
teeth of the wolf type—in other words, species of the

genus Canis in its restricted sense.

Before proceeding further, it may be mentioned in con-

firmation of the foregoing views that in all Mr. Bartlett's

long experience at the " Zoo" he never met with a well-

authenticated instance of a fox interbreeding with either

a dog, wolf, or jackal ; and although newspaper reports

have subsequently mentioned a hybrid between a fox and

a dog, it is obvious that such crosses are, at the most, of

extreme rarity.

On the other hand, when suitably matched, there is no
sort of difficulty in obtaining crosses between wolves and
jackals and domesticated dogs ; and it is a well-known

fact that the Eskimo are constantly in the habit of crossing

their sledge-dogs with wolves in order to impart strength

and stamina to the breed. Indeed, Eskimo dogs are so

closely related to wolves that there can be no question

that they are descended from them, Mr. Bartlett remarking

that they are undoubtedly " reclaimed or domesticated

wolves."

This being so, Eskimo dogs should properly be called

Canis- lupus instead of Canis familiaris : and if it could be

shown that all domesticated dogs have the Sime ausestor,

the former name should stand for all. On the other hand,

as was long since pointed out by that acute observer the

late Sir John Richardson, the Hare Indians of North

America, who inhabit a zone lying considerably to the

south of Eskimo territory, have dogs very closely

resembling the small American prairie-wolf, or coyote,

which is the wild species most commonly met with in

their territory. And it may be affirmed with a con-

siderable degree of confidence that the Hare ludiau dog
presents the same relationship to the coyote as is borne by

the Eskimo dog to the wolf. Accordingly, if we base our

nomenclature on descent, the former breed ought to be

called Canis latrans.

We have now arrived at the conclusion that domestic

dogs trace their descent back to at least two wild species,

and we may quote once more from Mr. Bartlett, who writes

as follows :
—" All wolves, if taken young and reared by man,

are tame, playful, and exhibit a fondness for those who
feed and attend to them. The same may be said for all

the species of jackals. This being so, it is highly probable

that both wolves and jackals were for many ages in the

company of man, and that owing to this association the

different species of these animals may have bred together

and become domesticated."

This introduces the various speaies of jackals into the

problem ; and since there is a decided similarity between

certain domesticated breeds of dogs and jackals, while

the native domestic dogs of nearly every country present a

more or less markedly striking likeness to one or other of
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the indigenous wild Caniclo'. of the aame district, there can

be little doubt that t'anis familinrin has a multiple origin,

and that man has tamed various wild races at different

times in different parts of the globe. And it will be obvious

that where the domestication has taken place in very

remote ages, and there has been much subsequent mingling

and shifting of population, the resemblance to the wild

race will be the least marked. Oq the other hand, where

the taming has been comparatively recent, where there

has been no shifting of population, or where the original

breed was best adapted to the needs of its masters, then

the resemblance to the original stock will be most likely to

persist longest.

To give a few instances. The late Edward P.lyth was

much struck with the marked resemblance between many
of the ladiau pariah dogs and the wolf of the same country

—a resemblance to which I can testify from my own
experience. In many parts of Europe the wolf-doga and

sheep-dogs are remarkably like the races of wolves

inhabiting the same districts ; and the black Florida wolf-

dog is strikingly similar to the black wolf of that country.

Sheep-dogs may therefore be included among the breeds

which are descended from wolves, and are some of those

which have undergone the least amount of modifioatidn

from the pareftt type. On the other hand, when we
proceed to South-Eastern Europe and the South of Asia, we
meet with breeds of dogs so like the jackals of the same
districts that it is hard to believe they are not very closely

related. South Africa is the home of that very peculiar

species the black-backed jackal, and in many districts dogs

are to be met with showing a marked resemblance in form

and coloration to that species, although having lost the

deep black patch on the back from which it takes its name.

It has also been noticed that certain domesticated breeds

in South Americi are so like the Canis azarie of the same
region as to lead to the belief that the one is the

descendant of the other.

From these and other considerations Darwin was led to

the following conclusion :
—" It is highly probable that the

domestic dogs of the world are defcended from two well-

defined species of wolf, namely, (
'. /»y;»s and C. latrans,

and from two or three other doubtful species, namely, the

European, Indian, and North African wolves; from at

least one or two South Americin canine species ; from

several races or species of jackal ; and perhaps from one

or more extinct species."

In all the above-mentioned instances the domesticated

breeds belong either to half-savage races, or are those

vihich, like wolf-dogs, sheep-dogs, and pariah dogs, have

departed but little from the original wolf or jackal type.

lu some cases we have seen these breeds are kept true by
crossing with the original stock, and several of them may
be comparatively modern. Such breeds throw no light

on the origin of the more specialized domesticated varieties,

such as mastiffs, spaniels, hounds, and terriers, all of

which are quite unlike any wild species, and have evidently

undergone a long course of modification, dating back in

some cases for hundreds if not thousands of years. To
trace the pedigree of such breeds is probably quite im-

possible, although the investigations of archreologists and
paleontologists are most important in proving the extreme

antiquity of the domestication of the dog. Ancient

monuments show that at a very early period domestic dogs

were differentiated into two very distinct breeds, namely,

those which hunt by scent like hounds, and those which,

like greyhounds, depend upon sight in the chase ; and

when once these were established further modifications

would doubtless have soon arisen if attention was paid to

breeding. Many of these breeds and varieties were

doubtless produced by crossing those derived from different

wild species, by which means all trace of the original

ancestry would gradually have been lost.

lathe Rjman period not only were sight-hounds and
scent-bounds fully dilferentiated, but there were also

various kinds of lapdogs and house-dogs, although none
quite like our modern breeds. Even as far back as about

3000 B c. Egyptian frescoes show not only greyhound-like

breeds, but one with drooping ears like a hound, and a

third which has been compared to the modern turnspit
;

while house-doa;s and lapdogs came in soon afterwards.

Whether any of these are the direct ancestors of modern
breeds, or whether all such have baen produced by
subsequent crossing, is a very difficult question to answer,

more especially when we recollect tliat if an ancient

Egyptian artist had to draw the portrait of a modern dog

it would ba very doubtful whether it wotld be recognized

by its master or mistress.

But the record of the antiquity of domestieati^d dogs

does not even stop with the earliest known Ejyptiin

montments. Not only were such breeds known in Europe
durin^ the iron and bronze ages, but also during tbe

antecedent Neolithic or polished stone period. Thess
have been described by Profs. I^itimeyer and Woldrich,

and those who are acquainted with the difficulty of dis-

tin^tuishing between some of the living species by their

skulls a'one will understand the laborious nature of the

task. Still these authorities appmr to have mide out that

the Swiss Neolithic dog [Canis palustris) had certain

cranial resemblances to both hounds and spaniels, and
thus indicated an advanced type, which is considered to

have been derived from neither wolves nor jackals, but from

some species now extinct. Two other breeds have also

been recognized from the superficial deposits of the

Continent; and if, as is very likely to ba the case, any or

all of these races are the forerunners of some of the

modern breeds, it will readily be understood how complex
is the origin of the mixed group which we now call Cunis

familiark. Even in South America there is evidence of

the great antiquity of domestic dogs, for I have described

a skull from the superficial deposits of Buenos Aires which,

though apparently contemporaneoits with many of the

wonderful extinct mammals of the Pampas, yet shows
unmistakable signs of affinity with domesticated breed.j,

although the precise relationship has not yet been

established.

Perhaps, however, the greatest puzzle in the group is

the dingo, or native dog of Australia, which has been

regarded as a distinct species, under the name of Canis

diiuio, and is found both in the wild condition and also in

a semi domesticated state among the natives. In appear-

ance it is somewhat like a rather small wolf, with pointed

ears and a bushy tail ; its usual colour being rufous

tawny, although some individuals are much paler, and

others so much darker as to be almost black. There

are at the present time a couple of specimens living in

the " Zoo," so that many of those of our readers who
are so disposed have an opportunity of seeing it for them-

selves.

Since, with the exception of numerous peculiar kinds

of rats and mice and a few bats, Australia is populated

with marsupials to the exclusion of ordinary mammals,
it was long supposed that the dingo was introduced

by man. But of late years a quantity of its fossilized

remains have been dug up in various parts of Australia

in association with those of gigantic kangaroos, dipro-

todons, and other extinct marsupials, in beds where

there appears to bo no evidence of the presence of man.
And it has consequently been urged that the dingo is as
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truly indigenous to Australia as are kangaroos and

wombats. There is, however, great difficulty in acaept-

ing this view, as the rodents might have obtained an

entrance by being caiTied on floating wood, or by some
other means of transpjrt; and if the dingo travelled by

land to Australia otiier placsntal mammals ou^ht to have

accompanied it. ^Moreover, the dingo is neither a wolf nor

a jackal, but in all essential characters a true dog of the

domestic type, which seems scarcely separable from Canh
ftmiliarls. We have, therefore, the further difficulty of

determining, if it be really a distinct "pecies, from what
Asiatic form it took its origin. This diffiaulty is enhanced
when we recollect that throughout the Malayan countries

there are no wild species of the restricted genus Cmiis

known, the so-called wild dogs of Java and Sumatra
belonging, as already said, to Cym. It is true that Messrs.

Kohlbrugge and Jentink have recently described a dog from

the Tengger Mountains in Eastern Java under the name
of ('aitis faiiiiliiirlv tengiierana, which is apparently a semi-

domesticated race living in a partially wild condition.

When more is known about it, and its resemblances or

dissimilarities to the dingo are fully indicated, there may
be a possibility of some rays of light being shed upon the

problem of the introduction of tint animal into ibe

Antipodes.

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR OCTOBER.

By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

SOME singularly fine sunspots and groups have been

visible of late.

Conveniently observable minima of Algol occur

at lib. 21m. p.m. on the 23rd, and at 8h. l'2m. p.m.

on the 26th.

Mercury is a morning star, and is well situated for

observation during the first three weeks of the month.

On the 1st he rises at 4h. 38m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 2" 87', and an apparent diameter of 8i ".

He is at his greatest western elongation (18'^) on the 7th.

On the 8th he rises at 4h. 28m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 2° 26', and an apparent diameter of 6|".

On the 15th he rises at 4h. 52m. a.m., with a southern

declination of 0^ 55', and an apparent diameter of 6". On
the 22nd he rises at 5h. 31m. a.m., with a southern

declination of 5^ 38', and an apparent diameter of 5^".

After this he approaches the Sun too closely to be con-

veniently observed. He is in conjunction with Jupiter in

broad daylight on the morning of the 6th. While visible

he describes a direct path in Virgo.

Venus is a morning star, and is well situated for observa-

tion. On the 1st she rises at 2h. 53m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 10^ 10', and an apparent diameter of 12f '.

On the 8th she rises at 3h. 14m. a.m., with a northera

declination of T 17', and an apparent diameter of 12^".

On the 15th she rises at 3h. 34m. a.m., with a northern

declination of 4° 7', and an apparent diameter of 12",

nearly nine-tenths of the disc being illuminated. On the

22nd she rises at 3h. 55m. a.m., with a northern declination

of 0' 50', and an apparent diameter of 11|". On the 3ist

she rises at 4h. 24m. a.m., with a southern declination of

3° 29', and an apparent diameter of lU". During the

month she describes a direct path through the eastern

portion of Leo into Virgo. She is in conjunction with

Jupiter on the 19th.

Mars is too near the Sun to be conveniently observed, as

are also Saturn and Uranus, while we defer an ephemeris

of Jupiter till November.
Neptune is an evening star, rising on the 1st at 8h. 36m.

P.M., with a northern declination of 21° 52', and an apparent

diameter of 2i". On the 31st he rises at 6h. 36m. p.m.,

with a northern declination of 21° 50'. Daring the month
he describes a short retrograde path in Taurus.

October is a fairly favourable month for showers of

shooting stars, the most marked display being that of the

Orionids on the 18th, the radiant point being in E A.

6h. 8m., and -f- 15 .

The Moon enters her first quarter at 5't. 32m. a.m. on

the 3rd ; is full at 4h. 42tn. p.m. on the 10th ; enters her

last quarter at 9b. 9ai. p.m. on the 18th ; and is new at

lib. 28tn. P.M. on the 25th. Several of the stars in the

Pleiades will be occulted on the early morning of the 14th.

Cijcss Column.

By G. D. LooooK, B.A.Oson.

Communicatinna for this column should he addressed to

C. D. LococK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the lOih of each month.

Solutions of September Problems.

No. 1.

(By W. Ciugston.)

1. R to B3, and mates next move.

No. 2.

1. B to QB2, and mates next move.

Correct Solutions of both problems received from

Alpha, Captain Forde, G. G. Beazley, W. Clugston, Col.

Stewart, J. T. Blakemore, Jack, F. C. Thomson.

ir. Chujston.—Thanks for the problems, which shall ha

examined.

H. 11. r/io'»rt.s.—Reading " QB" for ' KKt " both your

solutions would be correct ; but the emendation is un-

necessarily bold.

^/^,/,,,._There is no dual. After 1. . . . Px P the KR
is pinned.

Chess Edi/or, " Tiisli Fijaro."—Many thanks for your

columns.

Dr. Hunt.—Thanks for yoar Touraey Award.

PROBLEMS.

No. 1.

By J. K. Macmeikan.
Black (i)

White ('>J.

White mates in two moves.
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No. 2.

By P. F. Blake, Manchester.

(First Prize Problem ia Bradfurd Observer Tourney.)
Black (")

ill m _...._. ..

Wm • • 'WM f@^ W^'i

White i!').

White mates in two moves.

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.
A match of not less than one hundred a side will be

played at Brighton on October Gth, between teams repre-

senting East and West Susses.

The following is the score of the Amateur Tournament
held at Southampton last month :

—
1. H. E. Atkins (Leicester) Si
2. G. E. H. Bellingham (Dudley) ... 7i
3. F. J. H. Elwell (Southampton) ... 6^

4. W. H. Gunston (Cambridge) 6

5. F. HoUins (Birmingham) 5i
(W. C. Palmer (Manchester) )

g"

[C. H. Sherrard (Stourbridge) )

7. W. Ward (London) 4

8. C. J. Lambert (Exeter) ... ... 3|

9. E. Cresswell (London) l\

10. A. L. Stevenson (Ashford) 1

The scores of the leading players are in accordance with

public form, Mr. Gunston having done better than on some
recent occasions. Mr. Sherrard might have been a little

higher, being Mr. Stevenson's only victim. Mr. Atkins

retains his title of amateur champion and holder of the

Nfewces challenge cup, and that without losing a single

game. In the Ladies' Tournament, out of a very small

entry, Miss Finn was first and Miss Hooka second.

The list of competitors in the International Tournament
now in progress at Berlin is as follows :—Messrs. Alapin,

Albin, Von Bardeleben.Blackburne, Burn, Caro.Charousek,

Cohn, Englisch, Janowski, Marco, Metger, Schiffers,

Schlechter, Suchting, Tchigorin, Teichmann, Walbrodt,

Winawer, and Zinkl. None of these can be considered

weak players, but a tournament without Lasker, PiUsbury,

Steinitz, and Tarrasch can hardly be considered at all

representative of international chess. Some regret is

expressed in English chess circles at the rejection of the

entries of Messrs. Bird, Lee, and Mason. The former of

these had recently lost his match with Mr. Lee by seven

games to four, with three draws. Mr. Mason was, perhaps,

regarded as a veteran out of practice.

Mr. Miiller has defeated Mr. E. Loman, and has again

won the championship of Holland, in a short match in

which Mr. Loman did not win a single game.

The death is announced of Dr. van der Liude, the well-

known author of the " History and Literature of Chess."

We have received the first number of the American

Chess Mafjazine, a copiously illustrated periodical of sixty-

four pages. Every department of the Ljime appears to be

adequately treated, and the publishers claim that succeeding

issues will be even better than the first. The names of

Messrs. Hodges, Hymes, PiUsbury, and Showalter are

mentioned among those of future contributors to the

magazine. The subscription is three dollars a year.

Game played in the City of London Club Summer
Tournament :

—
" Scotch OpenioL;."

Black.Whitb.
(T. Phvsn-k.)

P to'K4
Kt to KB3
P to Q4
KtxP
Kt X Kt

G. B to Q3
7. Q to K2

B to KB4
Castles

P to KR3
Kt to Q2
Kt to Kt3
B to Bsq

14. KPxE
15. BxKt

RxP
E to R8
B to K3
B to Q4
B x KtP

21. BxRP
22. P to Kt3

RxRch
Q toEo

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

28.

24.

(H. W. Pcacliev.)

1. P to K4
2. Kt to QB3
3. PxP

P to Q3
PxKt
Kt to B3
B to K2
Castles

E to Ksq
R to Ktsq
ExP

12. P to Ql
18. ExKt
14. KtxP
15. PxB
16. B to QB4
17. Q to K2
18. B to Q3
19. P to KR3
20. Q to Kt4
21. Q to K4
22. BxP
23. QxE
24. Eesigns.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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THE APPROACHING SHOWER OF LEONIDS.
By W. F. Denning, F.E.A.S.

THE return of the autumn season, and of that

significant epoch at the middle of November which
i

has furnished some of the most brilliant and
abundant star-showers on record, will naturally

draw a large amount of attention to the phenomena
of meteors, and especially to the circumstances affecting the

ensuing return of the Leonids. Only seen in their most
striking characters at intervals of a generation, it is need-

less to say that observers are awaiting their reappearance

with keen interest, and in full expectancy of witnessing a

spectacle sufficiently impressive to form a thrilling expe-

rience and a lifelong remembrance.
Brilliant showers of Leonids occurred in 1790, 1833,

1866, 1867, and 1868, and it is fair to assume that the

years 1899, 1900, and 1901 will be similarly favoured.

The revolution of the swarm round the sun is accomplished

in as nearly as possible thirty-three and a third years, so

that, since the earliest recorded manifestation of the

shower, its displays have recurred in the same years of

the century, though the variable conditions of weather,

moonlight, and time of rencontre of the earth with the

densest region of the stream, have affected the character of

the exhibitions, and in certain years enabled them to escape

detection altogether. There were displays in 902, 1002,

1202, and 1602 ; also in 1366 and 1866. Others were

seen in 931 and 934, to be repeated in 1533 and 1833.

During the next seven or eight years, the middle of

November will be sure to furnish an abundance of Leonids,

with a maximum either in 1899 or 1900. In 1897 the

conditions are not promising as regards a really brilliant

return. At the important time the moon will be only a

few days past the full, and visible all the time that the

Leonid radiant will be above the horizon. In addition to

this, it must be remembered that the perihelion passage of

Tempel's comet (1866 I.), from which the meteors are

derived, and near which they are apparently clustered in

their greatest abundance, is not due to return until the

spring of 1899, so that the earth will cross the orbit far

in front of the comet. In fact, the latter must run its

course during another one and a half years before it reaches

that point of its orbit which will be nearly intersected by the

earth in November, 1897.

Is it likely, therefore, that, at a section of the stream

vastly distant on the preceding side of the derivative comet,

the meteoric particles are distributed in sufficient numbers

to form a numerous display '? The answer must be in the

affirmative if we are to judge from previous experiences, for

it is certain that a host of meteors are in the van as well

as the rear of the comet. Tolerably brilliant displays

occurred in 1831 and 1864, which nearly correspond with

1897 as regards relative positions of the earth and comet,

though in the latter year the conditions are not quite so

favourable as in the former.

It may be interesting to make some brief quotations

from the observations in 1831 and 1864, as the return of

the present year appears likely to form a parallel. Captain

Bcrard, of the French brig f.niret, then oft' the coast of

Spain, near Carthagena, reported to M. Arago as follows ;

"The 13th of November, 1831, at four o'clock in the

morning, the sky being perfectly cloudless and a copious

dew falling, we saw a number of shooting stars and luminous

meteors of great dimensions. During upwards of three

hours more than two per minute were seen." Dr. Wright,

of Ohio, U.S.A., also observed a shower of shooting stars

on the night following November 12th, 1831. In 1864, on

the morning of November 13th, " a grand display of

meteors " was observed from the steamship Ellnrn, oft'

Malta. " The watch—an old sailor and an intelligent

man—said it was the grandest display he had ever seen,

and that the whole watch had been looking at them with

delight."

These descriptions justify the inference that many
meteors will be seen on the morning of November 14th

next. It is true, however, that the forerunners of the dense

part of the stream which furnished displays in 1833 and

1866 will envelop the earth for a few hours at about noon

on November 14th, and will, therefore, be visible neither in

England or America. But immediately outlying the central

group, on each side, there appear to be other clusters

capable of yielding rich displays, and something of these

should be observed both on the mornings of November

14th and 15th. It must be admitted, however, that the

past history of the visible appearances of the shower, and

of the meteorological and other conditions affecting them,

are insulticiently known to warrant any definite conclusion

as to the actual strength of the display which will be

manifested this year. But as two meteors per minute

were counted in 1831, and as " a grand display " was seen

in 1864, notwithstanding the presence of a full moon, we

may reasonably expect that after the radiant point has

reached a fair altitude, at least one meteor per minute

wOl be visible. In fact, the Leonid shower of 1897 ought

to quite equal, if not surpass, a rich return of the Perseids

of August.

The sky will be light, for the gibbous moon will be
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shining in Gemini. On November 14th, at 3 a.ji., our
satellite will be forty-five degrees west of the Leonid
radiant, and on the following morning, at same time,

thirty-two degrees west. If, however, the full moon of

November 13th, 1864, could not obliterate the display, it is

certain that the gibbous moon of 1897 will not succeed in

doing so.

As a spectacle for the popular eye it cannot be said that
the November meteors of the present year are likely to

prove strikingly attractive, though for the astronomical
observer they wUl be sufficiently numerous to incite

enthusiasm. The sky should be watched on the mornings
of both November 14th and 15th, for the exact time of
the best display cannot be indicated with certainty ; in

fact, we would prefer to depend upon future observations
rather than draw unsafe conclusions from a discussion of

the imperfect, and somewhat meagre, records of the past.

Quite possibly, since 1866, the stream has become distended
along the orbit, for there is little doubt that originally

compact meteoric groups gradually resolve themselves into
continuous rings similar to that of the Perseids, which are
prominently visible every year. The Leonids, too, are
annually manifested, but with strong periodical maxima,
showing that their dispersion is comparatively slight, and
that the system still exhibits a high degree of condensation
near the parent comet.

Perhaps the following brief synopsis of facts relating to
this meteor stream may be useful :

—
Place of apparent radiaut point R.A. 149° 28', Dec. + 22'' 52'.

Approximate star (mag. 5'7)

J- Lconis (Bode) „ 149" 10', „ + 22° 28' (1890).
Eadiant point rises ... ... 10.15 p.m. in N.E.
Altitude at midnight, Not. 14tli 14 degrees in E.N.E.

„ „ 3 A.ir., „ I5tli 42 „ „ E.S.E.

„ „ 6 A.M., „ 15th 61 „ „ S. by E.
Perihelion distance of stream.., 90,000,000 miles.
Aphelion „ „ ... 1,850,000,000 „
Apparentrelocityof the meteors 44 miles per second.

The shower of Leonids certainly endures during the
fortnight from November 7th to 20th, inclusive. In future

years it will be important to determine whether the radiant
becomes displaced about one degree per day to the east-

ward similarly to the radiant of the August Perseids. The
accumulated observations of past years are not extensive
and accurate enough to finally settle the point, for the
shower is exceedingly feeble near its opening and closing

stages, and requires watching during the whole night
before its visible activity can be brought distinctly into

evidence.

It is clear, from the great interest which this meteoric
shower is attracting, that a very large number of observers
will witness it, record its leading features, and describe

the most brilliant meteors. It would greatly facilitate the
comparison and reduction of meteor paths if observers
generally registered them according to the right ascension
and declination of their points of appearance and dis-

appearance. To describe an object roughly with reference

to its compass bearings and altitudes, or according to its

place near prominent stars from or towards which it

passed, is not often sufficiently accurate for ascertaining

the real path in the atmosphere. A uniform method of

tabulating the results in right ascension and declination

is more desirable, as conducive to greater accuracy as well

as economy of time on the part of those who endeavour to

reduce such observations.

In separating the Leonids from meteors belonging to

the minor showers of the period and deducing the horary
rate of the former, it must be remembered that there are

a number of radiants of streak-leaving meteors in the region
closely surrounding the sickle of Leo, and that these are

very liable to be mistaken for Leonids. The following are

some radiant positions of these circum-Leonid showers :

—

R.A. Doc. B.A. Dec. E.A. Dec.
125° -1-40° 141°+ 27° 154° -f 41°
182° -(-21° 146° -f 8° 157°

-I-
49"

133°-t-81° 148°-12° 166°4-81°
186° -h

8° 154°-fl2° 166° -f 8°

In 1898 the November meteors will probably be well

seen, as the moon will be absent from the sky ; and apart

from that, the earth will pass through a region of the

stream comparatively near the parent comet and presum-
ably rich in meteors. And in 1898 there is also the

certain prospect of witnessing a return of the meteors of

Biela's comet, for a similar interval will then have elapsed

as between the splendid exhibitions of 1872 and 1885
;

but on the date (November 23rd) of the expected return in

1898 the moon will be approaching the full, and partially

interfere with the success of the observations.

THE BRITISH TRAP-DOOR SPIDER.

By Fred. Enock, F.L.S., F.E.S.

IF
it comes as news to some of the readers of Knowledge
to hear that we have in Great Britain representatives

of trap-door spiders, it is not to be wondered at,

considering how very few students of natural history

bestow the slightest attention upon spiders, of which
we have at least five hundred and twenty different species.

This number might be considerably augmented were there

more workers in this most interesting branch. The time

was when those who ran after butterflies were looked upon
as mild lunatics, but happily that idea has passed away in

civilized towns—but in the country the line is drawn at

collecting spiders, as I can testify from my own experience,

for it is a fact that for over three years, whilst living

at Woking, I was looked upon by the natives as mad, and
called " The Madman," simply because I searched for, and
carried home, all kinds of spiders ! Even in London a

lady once asked me, in the most serious manner, if I

" realhi liked spiders "— to which I replied in the affirma-

tive, and received a withering look of pity which quite

failed to wither me—so hardened had I become in my love

and respect for spiders !

In that most dehghtful book by the late T. Moggeridge,

entitled " Harvesting Ants and Trap-door Spiders," we
find that numbers of species of trap-door spiders are to be

found in the neighbourhood of Mentone and the South of

France. This work is charmingly illustrated with a

number of plates showing the various types of " trap-

doors " with which the spiders protect the entrance to

their nests, which consist of almost vertical burrows about

half to one inch in diameter, and of various depths. These
holes are lined with silk, the edges bevelled off, and a thick

lid, composed of layers of silk, fitted so exactly that when
closed down on its marvellous hinge it is most difficult

to detect. The resemblance of the trap-door to the

surroundings is increased by the spider adding small

pieces of moss and lichen to the upper surface of the lid.

Unfortunately for science, J\Ir. Moggeridge died before he

had completed his interesting observations, but his work
wiU ever remain as an example to all earnest naturalists

who desire to become observers of the habits and economy
of minute animals, rather than to amass huge collections

of species.

The one representative of trap-door spiders is well figured

in Blaekwall's " Spiders of Great Britain." It was first

discovered by a Mr. Brown, at Hastings, in the year

1856, and received the name of Atypus sulzeri. Many
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naturalists have visited this locality, but all have failed in

finding any specimens—and the male has not yet been
discovered.

On January 29th, 1894, Mrs. Enoek was successful in

re -discovering the locality at Hastings and obtained
several specimens of the female—but the male of this type
still remains unknown. I have searched for it several

times from autumn to spring, but without success, so am
inclined to think that it may prove to be of a different

species to the Hampstead type, which is the subject of this

article.

Mr. Brown, the original discoverer of our British repre-

sentative, just mentions that his " attention was arrested

by seeing something hanging down a bank which looked
like the cocoon of some moth."

Never having seen either spider or nest, my only guide
was the above description, and for many months I was
constantly searching every bank which I happened to

pass. I had worked most of the likely lanes and banks in

the North of London without success, when I turned my
attention to that happy hunting ground, Hampstead
Heath, almost every inch of which I walked and worked
over. Until I had convinced the constables that I was not

an escaped lunatic,

they continued to

watch me day after

day—much to my
amusement and
occasional annoy-
ance. However, all

this came to an end
before long, for in

one part of the

Heath at last "my
attention was
arrested by the

sight of something
hanging down,
which looked like

the cocoon of some
moth."'

But now, with
the game before

my eyes, I might
not dig it up, as no
one at Hampstead
was allowed " to

disturb the soil." However, I had a friend with me,
who kindly covered my attack, so that in about an hour
I had managed to dig up a fine nest, containing a large

female trap-door spider—which was quickly transferred

to a tin bos, and the disturbed soil nicely smoothed over,

without further trouble or interference from anyone. At
a future visit I was enabled to dig up several other

specimens, some of which I sent to the Rev. 0. Pickard-

Cambridge, who kindly informed me that they could
not be identified '• without the mature male."

Fig. 1 represents the nest of the British trap-door

spider, shown in section in the sandbank. The hole

is about five-eighths of an inch in diameter, and the

depth varies from nine to fifteen inches, running back-

ward and downward at an angle of about thirty degrees.

This burrow is the work of many years ; the first one,

excavated by the young spiderhng twelve hours or so

after it has left the maternal home, being but one inch

deep by one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter.

As soon as the spider has determined upon a site for

its dwelling, it proceeds to excavate a hoUow by using

its jaws, carrying the sand between them until it has

Fig. 1 -Section of Nest of a British

Spider.

burrowed down a sufficient depth. It then commences
to line the inside with silk, which it weaves all over

the sides until the top is reached, when it continues to

weave a silken tube, carrying it up against the side of

the bank and attaching the converging ends of the silk to

some grass stem or leaf. When this is accomplished the

spider proceeds to the lower end of the burrow, from
which she takes up a

mouthful of sand, and
reversing her position

she reascends with
her load. Arrived at

the aerial portion of

the nest the spider

drives both of its long

fangs through the

silken structure, and
then, pressing the

sand through the
meshes against the

fangs, it "pit-a-pats

"

with its feet on the in-

side, and thus causes

the sand to adhere

to the outside. This Fia. 2.—British Trap-door Spider (Female).

is repeated until
the whole of the aerial portion is sanded all over, the

resemblance to its environment being so exact that it is

not an easy object to detect at a glance.

As soon as the spider has finished sanding the outside

she fixes silk to the inside of the aiirial part, then walks
down to the bottom of the burrow, and quietly rests with

the silken cords stretched from the tip of her spinneret

to the top of the burrow. These threads form a sort of

telephonic communication— the slightest movement on
the outside setting them in vibration, and intimating a

visitor outside.

Fig. 2 delineates the female trap-door spider, which,
when full grown, is about five-eighths of an inch long, and
the same across the legs. A glance reveals the fact that

this is a very powerful spider, but unfitted for active

climbing, which is not indulged in at any time. The legs

are well formed and developed for assisting in the removal
of the sand, though the principal part of this operation is

performed by the huge jaws, which are most powerful
organs, each being terminated by a long and slightly

curved fang. Anyone who has examined the common
garden spider will know that it seizes its prey by opening
its jaws laterally {see Fig. 4), whereas in Atypus the jaws

open vertically (aee Fig.

•5 ) . The reason for this

difference is apparent
when we consider the

different circumstances
(described in the second
part of this paper) imder
which the trap - door
spider obtains its food.

Fig. S is a present-

ment of the male trap-

door spider, a very differ-

ent animal to the female,

who never leaves her
n£st unless compelled
by force to do so.

Though one or two
males had been found in odd places since 1857, no
record of identification had been made ; and as these males
had not been found in nests or tubes, it was taken for

-British Trap-door Spider
(Male).
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granted that they did not make any—but whi/ not I failed

to see or to be convinced. My own opinion was that the

male did live in a tube during its younger days, and to

prove this to be a fact was a long and arduous task carried

on by day and night at Hampstead, to which Heath I made
no less than twenty-nine journeys before I was successful.

Just twenty years ago this month (October) I once more
made a tour of the colony spread over the Heath. I had
carefully examined some nests which I had marked and
examined many, many times during the past years. One,

upon which I had previously looked with suspicion, now
caught my attention, for at the apex was an aperture with

the edges of the silk turned outwards, from which I thought
somethinghad gone
out. I promptly

set to work digging

the tube out of the

sand. The fact that

it was an exceed-

ingly delicate one
made the task diffi-

cult, but at last I

had the pleasure of

removing it success-

fully, being careful

not to break the sand away from the bottom,for if my opinion
was correct I expected to find the old clothes or skin of

the spider left behind, and in these old clothes would be
found the proof as to the sex of the late owner. I at once
saw that the tube was empty, so, carefully boxing it, I turned
my steps homeward, where I soon had the microscope out
for the purpose of searching over the ilehris from the
ruptured tube. The old skin was tolerably perfect in the
main parts, but the organs which I desired to find were
the minute terminal jjoints of the palpi, which every
arachnologist knows are different to those of the female.
After a close examination of the loose sand at the bottom
of the nest, I found the object of my search, viz., Imtli

terminal clubs of the immature male trap-door spider, thus
proving that it does make a tube as well as the female—also

# fpfe
Fig. 4.—Jaws of Common Grarden

Spider (opening laterally).

Fig. 5.—Jaws of British Traji-door Spider (opening rerticalh ).

that the mature spider was somewhere about Hampstead
Heath. The next day I was again found wandering about,

with my eyes and nose close to the ground, peering behind
and under every likely and unlikely gorse bush, and any
stunted plant which I thought might ailord shelter for the

wandering male.

During my search I passed many nests whose outward
appearance had not altered since my previous visit. At
last I noticed a large one, in the aerial portion of which
was a big rent, with the edges turned in. An hour and a

half of steady digging, and this tube with its contents was
safely removed. I noticed that something was moving up
the inside, and when it reached the rent I saw that it

was a large female, which I at once boxed ; then, on
examining the lower part of the nest, I saw what I at lirst

sight thought an old skin, but to my surprise and great

joy it moved, spread its legs, and walked out, revealing

itself to be the long-searched-for mature male trap-door

spider. I forwarded both male and female spiders to the

Kev. 0. Pickard-Cambridge, who informed me that they

were, without doubt, the Atijpus piccux of Sulzer.

Since this capture (1877) and settlement of the name, I

have steadily worked out the life history of this most
interesting spider, and in the next number of Knowledge
I shall give a detailed account of its structure, life, and
habits, which I am able to do after years of close obser-

vation of many individuals.

(To be continued.)

THE MYSTIC NUMBER THREE.

THE number three possesses so many peculiar

properties that it is no matter of surprise that the

ancients came to look upon it with a sense of

profound admiration. In a paper lately published

by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Mr. S. C. Laharry
describes a few mysterious and unaccountable properties

of the number ; and in themselves they are sufficient to

surround it with an atmosphere of superstition. To begin

with, when any number is multiplied by three or any
multiple of three, as sis, nine, twelve, etc., the separate

figures in the result, if added together, give a total of

three, or a multiple of three, thus ;

—

4 multiplied by 3 gives 12, and 1 -f 2 =3.
5 „ 3 „ 15, „ 1 f 5 = 6.

17 „ 9 „ 153, „ 1-H 5-1-3= 9.

22 ,, 12 ,, 264, „ 2-^6 + 4= 12.

Another noteworthy property of the number is that when
thirty-seven is multiplied by three, or any multiple of it

up to nine times—that is, twenty-seven—the result consists

of three same figures, thus :

—

37 miJtiplied by 3 gives 111.

37 „ 6 „ 222.

37 „ 9 ,, 333.

37 „ 12 „ 444.

Peculiarities of this kind make three a remarkable digit,

even mathematicians admit, so it is not surprising that the

number plays an important part in traditions everywhere,

but more especially in Asiatic countries.

In the English language, expressions in which the

number three occurs, such as " Three cheers," " Sisters

three," " Three sheets to the wind," " Three estates of the

realm," and the like, are very common. The Chinese
assigned mysterious properties to the number, and founded
upon it their famous Triad Society, the management of

which is vested in three chiefs or Elder Brothers ; and the

nations of Komc, Greece, Egypt, and India attributed a

triplicity to the deities of old.

That the Druids favoured the number three is believed

by Mr. Laharry to be shown by the facts that there were
three degrees in Druidism—(1) Bards, (2) Prophets, and
(3) Druids, or sanctified authorities—and that the colours

they used were white, blue, and green, emblematical of

light, truth, and hope. Under each Arch-Druid there was
a trinity of ministers. The Egyptians had their trinity in

Osiris, Isis, and Horus ; in Scandinavia the trinity of

deities consisted of Odin, Vile, and Ye ; while the Gothic
triad was composed of Woden, Frigga, and Thor. Ancient
Greece honoured Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades; while ancient

Rome was not content with a single trinity—Jupiter,

Neptune, and Pluto—but four times three deities presided

over their spiritual and temporal rites.

The Hindu trinity consists of Brahma, Visnu, (^'iva

—
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representing creation, preservation, and destruction ; and
expressions like the "three Fates," the "three Muses," the

"three Furies," and the "three Graces" are all found in the

Hindu vocabulary. The primitive Aryans accorded a kind of

pre-eminence to triads of natural objects, such as the sky,

atmosphere, and sun ; and give many proofs of their pre-

ference to group the objects of their adoration in triple

combinations, to which a sacred significance not unmixed
with superstition was attached by the primitive races of

the East. The Mohammedans have also shown that they

do not look with disfavour upon the triple arrangement of

everything material. All these instances and many others

brought together by Mr. Laharry, when considered with
the Trinity of the Christian faith, show that the mystic

number three has had a very distinct influence upon the

thoughts of the nations of the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ILLUSTRATION.

By H. Snowden Wabd, F.R.F.H., Editor of "The riiotoi/ram."

SO
steady and so evenly progressive has been the

growth of photographic illustration in the past few
years, that few realize what an important—what a

revolutionary—power photography has been. If I

had but time to sketch the mere romance of the

subject it would make a fascinating Christmas magazine
article even for the " general reader." For the relentless

march of progress has meant suffering, stern hardship,

and even death to some of those craftsmen whose crafts

have been supplanted ; and even the votaries of the photo
processes themselves—the men who have worked out the

processes by which we are enabled to lavishly illustrate

our penny papers—have had amongst their ranks as real

martyrs as ever suffered for religious zeal. Death from
practical starvation, penniless widows and orphans, loss of

reason and confinement in the madhouse—all these have
been amongst the rewards given by a grateful world to the

men who have laboured to increase man's knowledge and
man's power, even in the unromantio realm of photographic
illustration.

Perhaps this is a little beside my proper subject, but all

along the line of the history are constant glimpses off

romance. In the broad lines we may point to photoL

mechanical processes as having, first, killed the old school

of wood engraving. Such " woodpeckers " as still remain
with us mostly earn a curtailed and often precarious

Income by engraving mechanical and engineering subjects,

catalogue illustrations for rough printing, poster blocks,

and other inartistic work. Much the same fate, though
even more completely, has befallen the steel-plate and
copper-plate engravers, whose work in the reproduction of

pictures cannot be lost without regret. Even the illus-

trators, the black-and-white artists, have found their con-

ditions greatly changed by " process," for since the half-

tone can make passable reproductions of poor photographic
originals, many of the draughtsmen find their work no
longer in demand, while others have been forced to com-
pletely alter their methods.

In the great industry of paper making, too, " process
"

has worked nothing less than a revolution, based on the
demand of half-tone printers for highly finished and clay-

faced papers—of which I will say more anon.
Most photo-mechanical processes are based on the fact

that certain colloid substances, gelatines, gums, etc., when
treated with a bichromate salt, become sensitive to light in

a peculiar way. Of course, everyone knows that certain

silver salts, when suspended in gelatine or albumen and

laid upon paper, have such a sensitiveness to light that
upon exposure to it they change from a practically white
colour to a chocolate-brown or black. This is the basis

of the ordinary photographic printing process. The
bichromated surfaces, on the other hand, though their

colour changes but little, go through considerable changes
in other ways. For instance, a bichromated gelatine is

soluble in water before exposure to light, but the light's

action renders it insoluble ; and on this fact are based
almost the whole of the photo-mechanical processes.
Another action upon bichromated surfaces is that what
will remain soft and " tacky " in the dark, will become
hard and horn-like under exposure to light. As these
changes take place in proportion to the amount of light

falling upon the sensitive surface, it is obvious that by
using a photographic negative as a shield, parts of the
surface (under the densest parts of the negative) may be
left perfectly soluble

; parts (under the semi-transparent
parts of the negative) will be less soluble ; and parts (where
the transparent portion of the negative allows the light to

act fully) will be perfectly insoluble. This is the basis of

photo-mechanical work.
The processes may be divided into three chief classes :

—

A, relief printing, as in half-tone and line zincography
;

B, surface printing, as in collotype and photo-lithography
;

and C, intaglio printing, as in photo-aquatint, photogravure,
and Woodburytype. Of the applications of the work to

decorative purposes—to pottery decoration, to the etching
and damascening of metals, to the printing of tiles, to the
production of plaster and other reliefs and transparencies

—

I must say nothing in detail, though this branch of the
subject is extremely fascinating.

The relief-printing processes of half-tone and line

zincography are by far the most generally used, because
by their means are produced printing blocks which may be
printed in the letterpress printing machine, in the same
forme with ordinary type. The other processes, which
cannot be printed on the letterpress machine, are only
suitable for separate illustrations, supplements, frontis-

pieces, etc. In letterpress printing the printing surface of
the type and blocks consists of lines and dots of metal, all

on one level, while the whites are represented by depressions
in the metal. The ink is applied to the raised surface, and
does not enter the depressions, so that when the paper is

pressed against the forme the ink from the raised surface

makes the print. In this method all parts are equally
inked, so that any effect of half-tone or gradation in a
picture must be obtained by varying the size of the lines

and dots in relation to the spaces between them. In line

zincography this variation is made by the artist, who
produces a drawing in strong black ink on white paper,
usually making the drawing about a third larger than the
printed picture is intended to be, because the fineness and
crispness of the lines is increased by camera reduction.

In line zincography this original drawing is placed upon
an easel, usually illuminated by electric light. A camera
is placed before it, and the image focussed and arranged
so as to fall upon the sensitive plate in the size intended
for the finished block. After exposure, the plate is

developed, and a negative is obtained in which the white
spaces of the picture are represented by a dense opaque
deposit of silver, while the lines are transparent and clear.

This negative is then forced into contact with a sheet of

metal (usually zinc), the face of which is coated with a
sensitive film, somewhat similar to those indicated in an
earlier paragraph. The light passing to this film through
the transparent lines of the negative, produces, under them,
insoluble lines of film. When the exposure to light has
lasted long enough, the coated metal plate is taken from the
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negative and its coating is washed away, except where the

insohible lines are found. In this state it is (theoretically)

ready to be placed in a batb of acid, which would eat away
the exposed portions of the metal, leaving in relief the lines

protected by the insoluble film, which would protect the

metal. Practically, it is necessary that the power of these

lines to resist the acid should be reinforced by coating them
with a fatty ink, and the application of such ink (to protect

the sides of the lines as the acid eats down) is usually

repeated several times during the etching.

When the etching is deep enough, the metal plate is

cleaned from its protective coating and mounted upon a

wood block to raise it to the thickness of ordinary printing

type.

In the half-tone process we have to face the difficulty

that the originals are not broken up into dot or line, but

consist of flat gradations of tint, as in photograms or wash
drawings. In this case, if a negative were made as above
mentioned, it would consist of dense parts, transparent parts,

and every possible grade of opacity between. The coating

on the metal plate, after printing, would have perfectly

soluble and perfectly insoluble parts, with every gradation

between, and in the washing o£f would come patchy and
totally unsatisfactory. Altogether, the resulting block

would be one from which no printer could make a print

fit to be seen. The overcoming of this difficulty has
employed the thoughts of many able men, whose efforts

have resulted in a satisfactory process which is now in

universal use.

Essentially, the half-tone process is the same as the line

process just described, except in the matter of the negative.

In making this, the original to be reproduced is fixed on
its easel, and the camera is arranged very much as in the

line process. Immediately in front of the sensitive plate,

however, is placed a glass plate ruled with fine cross-lines,

after the fashion of a micrometer grating. This is called

the cross-line screen, and its action is not nearly so

obvious as might at first be supposed. In fact, the screen

was in everyday use by hundreds of firms and thousands

of operators for some years before its real action was
known. To explain that action would take more space

than is at my command, and would lead into somewhat
abstruse optical and mathematical details. Suffice it to

say that the practical result is that the high lights of the

resulting block consist of very fine dots, surrounded by

white ; while the shadows are represented by larger dots

with but small spaces between them, or even joined

together to form solid blacks. This effect will be seen by
examining any print from a half-tone block (for instance,

those on page 269 of this journal), and is all the more
clear if a magnifying glass is used.

As it is necessary that a fine " screen" should be used,

to make fine dots, if the picture is to show any delicate

gradation and detail, it foUows that the metal cannot be

etched very deeply between the dots, and this shallowness

of the half-tone block is its great fault in the eyes of the

printer. It necessitates the use of a very fine stiff ink, and
hard unbroken inking rollers, or the fine shallow spaces

between the dots will fill with ink and the resulting print

wDl be spotty. The paper, too, must be fairly stiff, or it

will be pressed into the shallow spaces ; and it must not

be fluffy, or the surface hairs will be pulled off by the stiff

ink, and rolled by the inking rollers into the spaces of

the block. Before the introduction of these fine blocks

it was the custom of printers to always work with their

paper damp, in order that it might take the inked im-

pression more kindly, and with half-tone blocks this

" wet " printing is impossible. Curiously enough, for our

knowledge of the '• dry " printing method, and largely for

the present position of illustrated journaUsm, we are

indebted to the American War of the Rebellion.

The " dry " printing was really first worked out by some
of the army printers, in times when water and the facilities

for damping paper were scarce. Working against their

difficulties, and modifying their ink and their inking to

make the best of a bad job, they found that, before long,

they were able to make even better results with dry than
with damp printing. Once this was established, it became
possible to improve the face of the paper by rolling and
by other methods, giving it a smooth surface that would
be ruined by damp printing, but that rendered the dry

impression immensely more fine than any damp impression.

Before long, dry printing and the highly faced papers were
in use in the States for all fine work ; and when half-tone

began to be used, the American printers, as a whole, were
much better prepared to tackle it than were the British,

who had less generally adopted dry printing. Hence, the

American half-tone printing, and the American manufac-
tui-e of papers and inks for the work, have been, until

quite recently, far ahead of anything European.
I have dwelt at some length on these relief-printing

processes because of their great importance, and have now
only space for the briefest possible description of collotype

printing,* with which, however, photo-lithography is closely

allied. In this process a negative is used, somewhat as

before, but the surface for eventually printing from is

plate glass (usually) coated with bichromated gelatine.

After this has been exposed under the negative, the gelatine

which remains soluble is not removed, but simply has the

bichromate soaked out of it. The plate then remains
covered with gelatine, part of which (the whites of the

picture) is water absorbent, while the rest, for printing

the shadows, is hard and dry. An inking roller charged
with greasy ink is passed over the whole surface, and,

since the grease is repelled by water, the ink only adheres

to the dry parts of the film. The paper is brought in

contact with this and rim through a lithographic press,

and the picture appears.

It is impossible to deal with photo-aquatint, photogravure,

Woodburytype, and other kindred processes in the present

space, in which I have merely attempted an outline of the

leading photo-mechanical methods. My hope is that the

outline may be sufficiently clear to give readers some notion

of how their pictures are produced.

THE FLIGHT OF A SEED.
By Rev. Alex. S. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.

THE higher plants are fixed throughout life to one

spot ; they have no power of locomotion. Nature

has so far made amends by providing the seeds of

many species with appendages of various kinds

which greatly facilitate their dispersion. The hairs

or plumes with which so many seeds are furnished constitute

a very effectual appliance of this kind. Hairs, if horizontal,

prevent a seed from falling quickly ; if vertical, they act

like sails, so that the seed is impelled rapidly before the

wind. The presence of such appendages often entails other

related adaptations, very much on the principle that a man
who has a horse also requires harness, and in some of

these auxiliary contrivances nature seems to have taxed

her ingenuity to the utmost to secure for each seed a

fair chance of development. Sometimes the entire

outer surface of the seed is beset with long silky hairs,

as in the cotton-plant {Go^si/pium}. In the allied Ster-

cuUaceee, or silk-cotton order, several genera, including

* See also " The Collotype Process and Photo-Engraving," bj A.

C. Banyard. (Knowlbdqb, February, 1890.)
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Bombax, EriodenJron, etc., have the same peculiarity.

More frequently, however, the hairs are confined to one

end of the seed and form a tuft, as in the willow and

poplar, where they grow from the stalk at the base of the

seed and constitute an arillus. Asclepia and Epilohium

have an arillode ; the hairs spring from the summit of the

seed where the micropyle or little opening ia situated.

Hibiscus has seeds tufted at both ends. In species of

Anemone, Clfinatis, and Gium, and in the plume nutmeg
(^Atlierosperma), hairs are developed from the wall of the

fruit ; they arise from the flower-stalk in the cotton-grass

(Eriuphorum), so abundant on all our moors. The
pappus or hairs attached to the seed-like achenes of

Composita and Valerianacca probably belong to the calyx.

Pappus exhibits considerable variety : in the thistle and

hawk-weed it is feathery ; in the hawk's-beard and sow-

thistle the hairs are simple and undivided ; in the goat's-

beard and dandelion the pappus is stalked, whUe that of

the hawk-weed is sessile. These and other minor

difl'erences are probably not without physiological signifi-

cance ; indeed the thistle, dandelion, and many other

composites have most exquisite contrivances for securing

the proper development and exposure of the pappus

hairs. For the present, however, we shall leave out of

account pappus and other appendages developed on fruits,

and confine our attention exclusively to cases where the

hairs arise on the seed itself.

Where seeds are not provided with hairs or other appen-

dages, their connection with the placenta on which they

grow is usually severed before the seed-vessel opens ; lying

loose and detached in the interior, they are scattered by

the bursting of the ripened capsule. This arrangement is

quite unsuitable in the case of plumed seeds. The plumes

have no room to develop and unfold in the limited space

within the seed-vessel, and were they at once scattered by

the sudden opening of the capsule, their damp matted

hairs would be of little or no use for the purpose for which

they are intended. The hairs require to be dried and
disentangled ; for this purpose it is essential that the air

have free access to them. Between the opening of the

capsule and the detaching and discharge of the seeds, some
little time must elapse to admit of the proper expansion

and desiccation of the plumes ; the seeds must be retained

in the nest, so to speak, until they are fully fledged. It is

clearly an advantage as re-

gards dissemination that the

seed should remain attached

to the parent plant until it

has become fully equipped

for flight. This is usually

attained by the seed remaining
attached to the placenta by
its funiculus, which does not

give way until the aril is

perfectly expanded ; but in

the willow-herb the retention

of the seed while its pinions

are maturing is efifected in a

still more curious way. A
common weed in gardens and

hedgerows, the willow-herb {Ejiilubiiim montanum), ^OBSessea

as remarkable an arrangement for dispersion as is to be

found in the British flora. To the manner in which the

fruit of this plant, in conjunction with its arillate seed, has

become specialized for the promotion of dispersion we wish

now more particularly to ask the reader's attention. The
small pink flowers of the willow-herb are too well known
to require description ; they have four parts in each whorl,

as the rule is in the fuchsia order to which it belongs.

Via. I.—Transverse Section

of Opening Capsule, showing
how the Seeds are attaclied

to the Valves by their Hairs.

Much magnified.

The enchanter's nightshade {Circaa Vutetiana) and the

evening primrose ('A'nof/wra) also belong to the Onaip-ucea.

Other allied species of Epilohium are the French willow or

rosebay, and the great hairy willow-herb ; these have

handsome flowers compared with their humbler relative.

The ovary of the willow-herb is situated below the

flower, and develops into a long narrow pod, very little

thicker than the flower-stalk. On a transverse section it

is seen to consist of four cells with the seeds attached in

the inner angles at the centre. Each cell of the ovary

is a long narrow chamber, containing a single vertical

Fia. II.—1. Longitudinal Section tlirough Loculus of Willow-herb

Fruit, showing the parting of tlie Arillodes. 2. Two ValveB with Sejds

suspended by Hairs. 3. Seed witli Arillode. Magnified.

column of seeds closely packed one on the top of the

other. The arillode of hairs on each seed is parted in

the middle, the two portions being crushed between the

next overlying seed and the walls of the loculus, as shown
in Fig. II. 1. The hairs are four or five times as long as the

seed itself, and, at their upper extremities, are caught and
firmly clasped by the edges of the folded carpels (Fig. I.).

The narrow, elongated capsule, when ripe, splits into four

very slender splint-like valves, two or three inches in

length. The fruit first opens at the top ; the separation

of the valves is very gradual ; as they dry they diverge

from the central axis and from each other, and curve out-

wards, but remain united by their bases until long after

all the seeds have been discharged (Fig. III.). But when
the capsule splits in this way, the seeds, though detached

from the placenta, do not fall out ; they are tethered by
their hairs to the four slender segments into which the

capsule has separated. Each pair of valves resembles the

letter V, the seeds being hung between its two arms
(Fig. II. 2). This cresset-like arrangement might roughly

be compared to four ladders set in a square. On the

middle of each rung of the ladders a seed is perched, the

rungs themselves being the hairs of the arillode, which

in each seed is parted in the middle, one half being attached

to one valve and the other half to the next. The manner
in which the seeds are superimposed on one another gives

to each of the four vertical series a herring-bone appearance.

One effect of this curious arrangement is that as the

valves curl in drying, and become more and more divergent,

each seed in turn is lifted up out of the loculus and is at

the same time pulled away from the central axis. The
uppermost seeds in each row have their hairs tightly

stretched, but with the ends still firmly grasped in the

grooved valves. This condition continues some little time,

but as the hairs get drier they are one by one released

from the clutch of the carpels. The latter gradually

slacken their hold, and the seed slowly spreads out its

little flossy fan-like arillode. The topmost seed is at length

held fast by a single hair ; finally it shakes itself free and

escapes. The others in each of the four series follow in

regular succession.
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Fig. III.—Capsule of tlie Willow-
herb, opening.

One very manifest advantage here is the gradual dis-

tribution of the seeds ; the members of each series are

discharged at intervals—not simultaneously—whereby more
widespread distribution is likely to be attained. When a

gardener is sowing small seeds in drills he naturally takes

a pinch between his thumb and two first fingers ; straight-

ening the thumb and fingers slightly causes them to

separate a little at their tips, so that the seeds fall with

sufficient slowness for his purpose. The opening of the

seed-vessel of Kpilohium takes place after the same
fashion ; its slender valves, slowly curling outwards, act in a

manner precisely analogous to the gardener's thumb and
fingers and regulate the sowing of the willow-herb. It is

conceivable that the same end might have been more
simply attained by the

valves falling apart, and by
the seeds retaining their con-

nection with the placenta

until their arillodes were per-

fected. But the seeds in each
row are so close, and the four

parallel rows themselves are

so close, that the hairs on
none of the seeds would have
had sufficient room to ex-

pand, either in a horizontal

orinavertical direction. Now
the peculiar manner in which
this fruit opens not only in-

sures the retention of the

seeds for a sufficient length
of time after the opening of the capsule to admit of the
proper drying of the hairs, but also secures additional space
both horizontally and vertically. Not only are the four

rows separated, but the individual seeds in each row are

placed at a greater distance from each other, whereby a

free circulation of air between them becomes possible.

The long slender valves are highly hygroscopic, and as

they dry become more and more curved, so much so that
a plant of EpHohium after its seeds are shed presents
quite a tangle of curled fibres, especially if the atmosphere
be dry. So marked is the hygroscopic property of these
segments of the fruit that even after they have bent
almost into a circle, if we moisten them they again
become perfectly straight. This property is doubtless of

use, since to some extent it enables a capsule which has
begun to open to close up again should the weather
become unfavourable, bo that the seeds are protected from
rain, which would greatly interfere with the development
of their arillodes.

Possibly the special provisions for dispersion in the fruit

of the willow-herb may have been rendered necessary on
account of the shape of the capsule being ill adapted
otherwise to promote dispersion. Be this as it may, we
have in the willow-herb a capsular fruit which has become
modified in a singularly striking manner to assist in the
dispersion of arillate seeds. Ejiilohiuni literally hangs out
its seeds to dry. There are other cases in which some-
thing of the same kind occurs. When the capsule of
MdiinoUd opens, its seed is thrown out, but remains
attached by its long slender funiculus. The seed of the
magnolia is succulent and coloured ; the object of hanging
it out in this fashion is evidently to attract the notice of
birds, through whose agency such seeds are disseminated.
lioxhimjia presents a closer analogy to Epilohium .• its

tufted seed is hung out until torn off by the wind. But
neither of these examples shows the elaborate combination
of correlated adaptations co-operating to one end which we
have been endeavouring to describe.

ISvttisl) CDvmt1)oIogtcat Jilotcs.

Conducted bij Harry F. Witherby, f.z.s., m.b.o.u.

Cuckoo anp Hedge Sparrow.—Cuckoo's egg found in

hedge sparrow's nest. May 27th, 1807. May Blst, young
cuckoo and three young hedge sparrows in nest, the latter

much larger than their foster-brother, suggesting that the

cuckoo had been hatched later. Unfortunately, for fear of

disturbing the foster-mother on the nest, I had not been

there between the 27th and the Slst. On June 3rd the

cuckoo was still blind ; the young hedge sparrows had their

eyes open. June 5th, only the young cuckoo in the nest

;

one dead hedge sparrow found among the nettles and
tangled brambles close by. I could not search thoroughly

for the other two without disturbing the nest. The length

of the cuckoo from beak to tail was now two and three-

quarter inches ; the hedge sparrow measured nearly the

same, but its bulk was decidedly greater. The cuckoo was
still blind. June 0th, when I put him in the palm of my
hand, he was unable to straighten his legs. His back was
only three-quarters of an inch above my hand. The nest

was one and a-half inches deep ; the thickness of the walls,

which were nearly flat at the top, was one and three-eighths

of an inch. How had the young hedge sparrows been

ejected '? It is not possible that the young cuckoo had
achieved this. It is possible that some human hand may
have flung them out, but this seems unlikely. Had the

mother cuckoo visited her offspring and done for him what
he was unable to do ? In colour he was, at first, a bright

pink ; of down there was not a sign on his body. But
gradually his skin became almost black. The hollow in

his back, just anterior to the pelvis, was very marked from

the first. On June 8th it had filled up to a great extent.

On June 10th the cuckoo had been taken from the nest.

—

F. W. Headley, Haileybury College.

Kites in Wales.— I have paid two short visits this

summer to the remote district in South Wales where I

have known kites to exist for the last thirty years. I am
glad to say they are still there, though on each occasion

they only appeared once. The first time, early in July, I

unluckily missed them myself ; but my companion, who
was fishing separately, had a very fine view of a pair, and
watched them in their spiral ascent to an almost incredible

height, as I have described them doing in the second

chapter of " Summer Studies of Birds and Books." On
the second visit I saw one only, which crossed a broad

valley apparently without a single motion of the wings.

Whether their eggs have been taken this year I cannot be

sure, but I have some reason to believe so. In order to

protect these grand birds efficiently, it is necessary that

three counties should combine, viz., Carmarthenshire,

Cardiganshire, and Breconshire. The gain would be

immense, for buzzards and ravens are still fairly common
in the district, and little harm is done by any of them,

unless it be to some extent by ravens in the lambing

season.—W. Warde Fowler, Chipping Norton.

[The eggs of the kite are protected by law in Breconshire,

but the Comity Councils of Carmarthenshire and Cardigan-

shire have done nothing to protect either the eggs or the

birds.—H.F.W.]

ISABELLINE VARIETY OF THE MeADOW PiPIT IN HEREFORD-
SHIRE.—My brother-in-law, Capt. J. C. Tyrwhitt-Drake, of

Dulas Court, Pontrilas, Herefordshire, sent me a buflf-

coloured meadow pipit, which he shot on his land on the

2nd September last. I have met with isabelline varieties

of the skylark, corn bunting, house sparrow, and other

birds, but this is the first pipit I have seen thus coloured.—

W. S. M. D'Urban, Newport House, near Exeter,
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Herring Gulls and Guillemot;—I was much surprised

to see in the October Number of Knowledge that so ex-

perienced an ornithologist as Mr. Cordeaux could give

credence to the absurd statement of the cliff climbers of

Speeton and Bempton, that the herring guUs carry off the

eggs of guillemots " in their feet." Take an ordinary

sized guillemot's egg, girthing from six to six and a half

inches, and consider how is it possible that the foot of

even our largest gull, the greater black-backed (in length

about three Inches) could clasp and hold securely an egg
of the above-mentioned size, or that the small foot of an
ivory gull could hold and carry even a little auk ? I have
lived all my life on the seacoast and been amongst gulls

at all seasons, yet I never saw a gull of any species attempt
to grasp food of any kind with its feet. Even the large

gulls when feeding on a carcase never use their feet to

hold the food while tearing it, but merely lay hold with
their bills and tear it off the carcase.

—

Robert Warren,
Moy View, Ballina.

[I think Mr. Warren has somewhat misunderstood my
note in connection with the herring gulls. I do not any-
where say I give credence to the " absurd statement "—

I

simply state the facts as I was told them, and sent the

note to Knowledge in the hope of eliciting the opinions

of other ornithologists on a matter of which I had no
previous cognizance. Regarding what Dr. Hayes says

about the ivory gulls carrying off the wounded auks in

their feet. Dr. Hayes was far too acute an observer and
naturalist to fall into any error regarding facts which must
have been patent to the whole of his expedition.

—

John
Cordeaux.]

[Although neither denying nor altogether accepting the

truth of the statement made by the cliff climbers of Speeton,

it seems to me quite possible that the herring gulls could

carry off the eggs of guillemots in their beaks without

breaking them. I have positive proof of a rook carrying

an Aylesbury duck's egg in its beak some distance and
then dropping it perfectly intact. If a rook could thus

carry an egg of about five and a half inches in circum-

ference, could not a herring gull, with a wider gape, carry

off an egg of about six inches in circumference ?—H.F.W.]

Food of Herons.—Mr. Armistead's note on the food of

herons recalls an interesting experience which I had this

spring. Walking one day last April through a well-known
heronry, not far from Scarborough, I noticed lying under-

neath the nests a number of the pellets of indigestible

matter which these birds cast up. On macerating them
in hot water I found that they consisted principally of the

fur and bones of water-voles, together with the hard
portions of several species of water-beetles, particularly the

I'ytiscus tiiarijinalis. I found only two small remains of

fish—a single scale in one pellet, and a few bones and
scales in another. Yet these birds were nesting within a

couple of miles of a well-stocked lake containing dace and
a few trout, which are preserved for the especial benefit of

the herons. I am bound to say that I saw the remains of

several fish (not in pellets) on the ground in the heronry,

but the small proportion of this food compared with the

remains of voles and beetles struck me very strongly, and
I cannot help thinking that the destructiveness of these

birds on trout streams has been magnified, and that the

wholesale slaughter by the river watchers is unnecessajry.

I can understand that on a breeding pond containing small

fish they may be very destructive, but that is quite another

matter to fishing a stream where the fish have shelter and
can take care of themselves. There I am inchned to think

the heron does at least as much good as harm.

—

Wm. J.

Clarke, Scarborough.

Night Heron on the Exe.—A very fine adult male night
heron was, I regret to say, shot in the marshes at Countess
Weir in June last. In August I saw a bird flying over our
marsh (which is about a mile below Countess Weir), very
like a small heron, but with a more rapid and hurried
flight. Perhaps, it was the survivor of a pair of night
herons which might have bred if they had been undisturbed.
This is the first known instance of the occurrence of this

beautiful heron on the Exe.—W. S. M. D'Urban, Newport
House, Exeter.

Barred 'Warbler in Norfolk.—Correction,—In the Rev.
Henry H. Slater's note of the occurrence of this bird in

Norfolk this year, reported in the last number of Know-
ledge (page 240), the wrong date was unfortunately
inserted. The date should have been " August 27th,"

not " May 27th."

A Prolific Pair of Blackbikds.—Early in March a pair

of blackbirds built in ivy on my garden fence, hatched out

three young, fed them until they were almost ready to fly,

and then a cat killed them all. They then built again

lower down on the same fence, nearer the house, and hatched
out four young, all of which were killed by the same cat

when a week old. In May they built a third nest, high up
in a Piiracantlms, on the front of my house, and success-

fully reared four young (one of which, however, got

drowned in the flood prevalent when they were weak on
the wing). The hen then fresh lined the same nest, and
successfully reared five young. The hen blackbird visited

her old nest, as though contemplating a fifth family, for

about a week after the flight of the fourth brood, but the

cock bird did not sing again. I saw him once or twice at

the end of my garden in company with his last family,

but I do not think any attempt was made towards the

production of a fifth brood. I have watched these black-

birds very carefully ; they have built in my garden

for several years, and I should know the song of the male

at once as quite distinct from that of others in the

neighbourhood.—A. G. Butler, Beckenham.

Sed-foofed Falcon in Alerdeennhire (Annals of Scottish Natnrid
mstuff!, October, 1897).—Mr. Geo. Sim reports the shooting of a

male of this species at Criminmogate on May 7th, 1897.

The Melodious Warller (Hypolais polyglotta) in Sussex {The Ibis

October, 1897, pp. 627 and 628).—Mr. Howard Saunders gives an

interesting note of this bird, a specimen of Trliich was shot at Burwash,

Sussex, on April 30tli, 1897. The occasional visits of R. polijijlotta

to the British Islands have been suspected on good evidence for

some time, but this is the first instance of its having been positively

identified.

The Alhatross in the North Atlantic (The Field, Vol. XC, Sep-

t'»mbor 25tli, 1897, p. 500).—Mr. T. Southwell gives particiUars of

the different occurrences of Diomedia melano2>hrys in the North

Atlantic.

Cas2>ian Tern on the Trent (The Naturalist, October, IS97, p. 308).

--Mr. F. B. Whitlock reports the capture, on August 3rd, near

Colwick Park, of an adidt Caspian tern.

Montagu's Harrier in Ireland (Irish Nafuraliit, Vol. TI., No. 10,

p. 284).—Mr. Jolm H. Tecsdale reports tlie capture of a young female

irnnla''u's harrier in County Kerry. Tliis liird is one of six (two

old and four young) which have been seen about the neighbourhood.

From tliis evidence Mr. Tcesdale believes the bird to have bred in

the disti'ict. Since Montagu's harrier has only been observed two or

three times in Ireland, and has never been known to breed tlicre, it

would be extremely interesting to have positive evidence on the subject.

Notes on the Godw'its (Limosa). By E. A. S. Elliot. (The Ibis,

October, 1807, pp. 564 to 574.)—This is a very interesting article on
the habits, i)lumage, and distribution of the godwits. A great part of

the paper deals with the bar-tailed godwit, and it should be read by
all interested in these birils.

All contributions to t/ie column, either in the way of notes

or photoi/raphs, should be forwarded to Harky F. Witherby,

at 1, Eliot Place, Blackheath, Kent,
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*

A CONGRESS, having for its object the international pro-

tection of birds useful to European agriculture, is to be

held at Ais-en-Provence during the week commencing on

November 9th. All communications with regard to the

congress should be addressed to " Le Secretariat General,

Grand Hotel Sextius, Ais-en-Provence."

Next year the British Association will meet at Bristol,

and in 1899 at Dover. —*-*^—
A modest genius, James Bowman Lindsay, who lacked

the art of self-advertisement, first discovered wireless

telegraphy and fully appreciated the great possibihties of

the invention, but he was unable to secure sufficient public

attention to carry his idea into the domain of practical

utility. He conceived the idea in 1831, and in 1857 he

transmitted messages across the Earl Grey Dock without

the aid of wires ; while later on he made calculations tending

to show that by selecting two stations in Britain, one in

Scotland and one in Cornwall, and two corresponding

stations in America, it would be possible to send messages

across the ocean without the intervention of a cable.

The British Consul at Amoy says, in a letter to the

Secretary of the Association of Chambers of Commerce :

"My long residence in the East has taught me that the

Chinese and Koreans are very superstitious; they will

often buy small articles like biscuits, sweets, cosmetics,

needles, thread, matches, soap, scent, medicines, etc., for

the sake of a lucky label ; and they will as often refrain

from buying an article because it has to them an unlucky

label. The colouring of a label is as important as its

design. Some colours and combinations of colours are,

to the Chinese and Korean mind, unlucky ; other colours,

though not unlucky, are considered as only appropriate to

certain commodities."

SOME NEW VIEWS AS TO THE PLANET
VENUS.-II.

By Camille FLAiiJiARioN, F.R.A.S.,

Author of " Astronomie Populaire," " Les EtoiUs," " Les

Terres du del," " La Planete Mars," etc.

AMONGST the remaining observations of any im-

portance I can see only those of Maedler, made
in 1833 and 1836. The reports of these ob-

servations are also in my possession.* This

astronomer, who just then had achieved con-

siderable progress in the study of the plauet Mars, begins

by saying that he has " never noticed any spot properly

so described, save, perhaps, what he observed on the 7th

April, 1836," except the diminution in brilliancy from the

limb to the terminator, or especially the irregularities of

the variations at both horns of the crescent.

" We should not wish," he writes, " like Sehroeter, who
made a series of observations similar to these, to deduce

from them an exact period of rotation, for we are satisfied

that this time of rotation cannot be ascertained from

observations made upon the shape of the horns of Venus,

especially when all other elements of rotation are wanting.

But the variations in the outline of the horns which we
bave noted, at times with a surprising rapidity, if they be

not altogether wanting in objective reality, clearly are

quite incompatible with the Bianchini period, or any other

* Fragments sur les Corps Celestes du Systime Solaire, by Beer

and Maedler. (Paris, 1840.)

period of like duration ; and, on the other hand, more
than one sign seems to be in favour of Cassini's period.

" We willingly admit that there may occur optical

deceptions in such determinations of the shape of the

cusps and of the elliptic outline of the phase of Venus,

which may rest upon no other foundation than the

observer's personal opinions ; but we consider it impossible

to look upon a whole series of observations such as these

as mere errors without better reason for so doing.

Especially the remarkable variations of the southern cusp

cannot by any means have been caused solely by our

atmosphere, or by the telescope, for then it must have

been seen in the case of the northern hom ; however,

if they bear any relation to the rotation of Venus, such

rotation cannot possibly have a period of several weeks."

It was important to quote these remarks here. And
we may add that since they appeared, astronomers no
longer consider the rotation of Venus as taking place from

south to north, or, as Maedler expresses it, "along the

limit of light," but "perpendicularly to that line." This is

a somewhat drastic change in the appreciation of the

planet's motion, and one, too, which is no more justified

by observation than the former. Gradually, however, the

southern cusp came to be considered as approximately

marking the situation of the south pole, and the northern

cusp as representing the north pole.

(6.) In 1839, at the Observatory of the Roman College,

Father de Vico, and his colleague, Palomba, threw them-

selves with great ardour into the task of verifying Bian-

chini's observations, and believed that they could recognize

the circular spots marked on his map.* They made more
than ten thousand observations, and satisfied themselves

of the motion of those spots. Indeed, De Vico precisely

defined the period of rotation as 23h. 21m. 21-93453.

According to the observations of 1839, the angle of

inclination was eighty degrees, while according to those of

1810 it was between fifty and sixty degrees. The results of

these observations were discussed by M. Schiaparelli with the

care and authority which he brings into all his researches,!

and he demonstrated that the above value was not founded

upon a sufficient agreement between weU-established

markuigs on the planet. In fact, De Vice's result may be

said to have been derived from his simply begging the

question, since in order to account for the changes observed

he adopted Schroeter's period of 23h. 21m. 193. as a basis

of computation ; for, after all, even those changes are, by

the Roman astronomer's own showing, as doubtful as

anything can be. Indeed, he himself declares that those

spots are uncertain, undefined, smoky, and so like to each

other that one can hardly help confusing them. We feel

that here again it is a question of luminous effects, or

atmospheric appearances. Besides, after the masterly

manner in which Dr. Schiaparelli dissected the subject,

De Vico's period can no longer lay claim to any solid

foundation, and must disappear.

(7.) Whilst thus overthrowing the idea of a brief period

of rotation as not founded upon sufficient observation,

M. Schiaparelli, m his turn, has proposed that the time of

rotation should be assumed to be identical with that of

the revolution of the planet, i.e., equal to 221d. 17h.

According to this hypothesis the planet would revolve

around the sun, constantly turning the same face towards

him, as the moon does towards the earth. On the side

facing the sun daylight and heat would then prevail

indefinitely, while the opposite side would remain per-

* Memorie intorno a parecchie osservazioni faffe nella specola in

Collegia rotnano, 1839, 1840, e 1842.

f-
Considerazioni std moto rotatoria delta pianefa Yenere, 1890.
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petually dark and cold. Librations, however, would
materially vary the bounding line between Ught and shade.

Whilst Cassini, Bianchini, Schroeter, and De Vice

affirm that they had observed certain displacements of

spots and certain periodical phenomena, the illustrious

Director of the Milan Observatory assures us that the

divers markings, whether light or dark, that are sometimes
perceptible on the planet Venus, do not move. His main
observations extend from the 5th of November, 1877, to

the 7th of February, 1878, and comprise about one
hundred sketches of the planet, many of which were taken

on the same day. At first, viz., between the 5th of

November and the 7th of December, the observer "only
perceived confused shadows comparable to those of

Bianchini and De Vico, and which could by no means
serve for a proper estimate of the time of rotation." On
the 8th of December the most certain spot was a triangular

shade located somewhere near the centre of the visible

semi-disc. Ou the 9th the spot was again seen, and
again on the 10th. The apex of this great triangular

patch was directed towards the north. Above

—

i.e., at the

southern horn—there might be seen white spots, and these

were again visible on the following days. We here

reproduce the three illustrations that were published in

this connection by M. Schiaparelli. In the first, the

region extending from m to h was the darkest, and this

line of direction )n h will also be found in the two other

sketches. This dark traU or streak h m was, moreover, seen

also by Mr. Holden, at Mount Hamilton, and M. Niesten,

at Brussels.

It is chiefly the immobility of this mark for more than a

month that convinced M. Schiaparelli of the impossibility

of a rapid diurnal rotation. While it was kept under
observation for several hours each day, for several days

and weeks, it did not alter its position, though it did

change in tone and extent.

Fig. C.—Eepresentatiou3 of the Planet Venus by M, Schiaparelli,

1877. (VAstronomie, 1890, p. 418.)

In 1895 the same writer reverted to the subject in a I

letter, quoted below, which he addressed to M. Terby on
the 81st of July, in reference to the observations of Herr
Leo Brenner-^which gentleman, however, so far as he
himself is concerned, regards these very same observations

as conclusively showing that a rapid rotatory movement is

completed in 23h. 57m. 7-5'159s.*

"At all events, the present spot of Venus does really

and truly exist, and it reflects credit upon Herr Brenner to

* Bulletin de la Societe Astronomique de France, 1895, pp. 275
and 336.

have called attention to it ; for the study of that spot has
put the final seal of certainty on the rotation of 224-7

days ; whereas, previously, as you well know, the demon-
stration of that fact had rested upon too small a number
of observations.

"I am sending you herewith a copy of one of my
drawings taken with the eighteen-inch glass, which I con-

sider the best of all, and which represents the state of the

planet during the last few days of July. I have several

times compared it with the planet in every detail, andi
am satisfied with it on the whole, taking into account that

the shades in question are extremely difficult objects.

Only the large spot near the southern horn is visible

with comparative ease, and my colleague. Dr. Rajna, has

satisfied himself of its existence. It is more readily seen

during the day, when near culmination, especially when
the sky is hazy and the planet comparatively dull. This

spot, with the shadows connected with it, is undoubtedly
the same that I observed in 1877 (apart from certain

minute details). On looking through my old observations,

I find that I have sketched the same objects in February
and March, 1881. There is evidently a certain stability

in the variations, or, at any rate, a periodical recurrence of

analogous conditions. The somewhat bold conjectures

on the subject to which I gave expression in 1890, are

thus verified in aa satisfactory a manner as could well be

expected.
" However that may be, it will now require a good deal

of boldness to return to the 23h. 20m. rotation period

again. The spot is there—perfectly motionless at all

hours of the day ; at least, since the 3rd of July."

We reproduce this drawing from the original published

in the Bulletin de VAcademie de Behjique.

Thus, according to M. Schiaparelli, it is this spot that
" has put the final seal of certainty " to the rotation of two
hundred and twenty-four days, the demonstration of which

had rested upon " too small a number of observations."

Look also at this phrase :
" There is evidently a cer-

tain stability in the variations, or, at any rate, a

lieriiidical recurrence of analogous conditions."

Now there is not the slightest reason for supposing

that this spot, any more than the others, forms part

of the surface of the planet. If it were a fixed spot on
the globe, the careful observations made by Bianchini

and De Vico, under the purest sky and by means of

excellent objectives, should have demonstrated its

presence as well as the more recent investigations to

which I am now coming.
At the same time as M. Schiaparelli—in December,

1877—M. Trouvelot made identical observations at

Cambridge, but concluded from them a rapid rotation.

Indeed, in the markings which the learned chief of

the Milan Observatory held to be " stable," he (Trou-

velot) notices as many as seventeen changes,! showing
clearly that those markings are atmospheric, and not

geographical, forms. Once again, if these spots were
permanent, as are those of Mars, they would be found

in the different series of drawings. Again, any spots

on the surface cannot but be invisible, owing to atmo-
spheric absorption, which is not, and cannot be, disputed

by any astronomer. Without knowing it, M. Schiaparelli

has given us the true word which destroys his own
theory. We have there "a periodical recurrence " of ana-

logous conditions. How often do we not find, upon the

earth, that the same hour brings back the same atmo-
spheric state ! Seen from Mars, at an obliquity, and

* Bulletin de I'AcadJmie de Belgiqueioi August, 1895.

+ Bulletin de la SociM Astronomique de France, 1892, p. 134.
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with phases similar to those of Venus, the earth would

offer a whitish cloudy appearance, with occasional

clear spots, or patches darker than the rest, which

might reappear at the same hour of the day ; and it

would turn under its envelope, which would be frequently

opaque, without any of its geographical configurations

showing their periodical displacements of twenty-three

hours fifty-six minutes. Sometimes, no doubt, our atmo-

sphere is partly transparent, and might allow some details

near the centre to be seen. But that of Venus is too dense

ever to display so satisfactory a state of transparency.

It is chiefly—nay, solely—upon the elongated grey spot,

visible between the terminator and the limb of the planet,

that M. SchiapareUi rests his theory. He believes that

this spot is real and permanent. We see, in fact, pretty

frequently a grey shading of this kind, and this year in

particular we have observed it with the equatorial of the

Juvisy Observatory. But it is seen equally on the eastern

and western crescents—that is to say, in different and
opposite regions. This year, for example, I have shown
the eastern half of Venus, in my drawing of July llth

(Venus being a morning star), whereon this grey trace is

marked, as it also is in M. Anto-
niadi's drawing of August 30th.

In the views taken by M. Schia-

pareUi, however, the western half

is shown (Venus being an evening

star). Hence, besides the difficul-

ties already mentioned, it would
have to be assumed that the

planet was symmetrical on either

side of the variable terminator

meridian—that it has the shape,

say, of a melon, with the poles of

the longitudinal ribs or segments
precisely coinciding with the cusps

of the crescent. That would in-

deed be a novel theory to estab-

lish. It appears that the spot

upon which the two hundred
and twenty-four days' rotation is

founded is more nearly related to

the terminator and to the ter-

restrial observer than to the sun

;

it is relatively to the earth that

it appears fixed, and not relatively to the sun.

(8.) I am now coming to the latest observations, for,

indeed, this article is already of an extravagant length in

spite of my endeavour to be as concise as possible. I will

only therefore mention, by the way, the labours of Messrs.

Vogel, Terby, Trouvelot, Perrotin, Denning, Niesten,

Stuyvaert, Barnard, Stanley Williams, MacEwen, Brenner,

and others. We can compare their observations, and the

same divergence will be found between their various

drawings ; nothing is certain, nothing settled, nothing
permanent ! Light shadows ; optical effects produced by
contrast with the terminator ; atmospheric phenomena
due to solar heat, clouds, vapours, etc.

Mr. Lowell writes in his turn as follows, in reference to

the observations of 1896 :

'— " The configurations have
always been very sharply defined—as sharply, indeed, as

those of the moon ; they are, moreover, liru's rather than
spots. Several radiate from certain points. And not only

are these lines permanent, but they are also constantly

visible ; nothing prevents their being seen, except the

clouds of our own atmosphere. The period of rotation

* Bulletin de la SociHJ Aslronomique tie France, 1897, pp. 139
and 2.53.

Fig. 7.—A View of Venus
taken by M. SchiapareUi,

July 31st, 1895.

coincides with the period of revolution. This platwt is a

desert." And here (Fig. 8) are two of Mr. Lowell's illus-

trations :

—

X~J7'
Oct' /5, t'^J?"

FlO. 8.—The Planet Venus as drawn by Mr. Lowell in 1896.

This description and these drawings, so entirely at

variance with all that has gone before, " put the final seal

of certainty," as M. SchiaparelU expresses it, to our

opinion, viz., that nothing certain can be descried upon
the surface of Venus, and that whatever has hitherto been

written regarding its period of rotation must be con-

sidered null and void.

In all probability the globe of Venus revolves, invisible

to us, under its atmosphere, which turns with it, but

which affords us no reference points fixed and capable of

allowing us to determine this rotation.

There may possibly be a chance of ascertaining it by
means of the spectroscope, applied to the opposed east and
west limbs, at those epochs when the phase is not too

conspicuously marked. Most likely the northern and
southern extremities of the disc are not far from the poles,

and the edges of the disc are simply atmospheric outlines.

This atmosphere is so dense that its action upon the

deformation of the globe is apparent, even during the

transits of Venus, in the shape of a black disc across the

surface of the sun. M. Bouquet de la Grye, from photo-

graphs he took at Puebla, during the transit of December
8th, 1874, ascertained the existence of certain raised

portions, which he attributed to the condensation of

equatorial vapours and to polar glaciers of great height,*

while he estimated for the atmosphere of Venus a height

five times as great as that of the earth. These views

concerning the situation of the poles tally remarkably well

with my own observations and those of my coadjutors at

Juvisy t with reference to the polar white spots, as well

as with those of M. Trouvelot. Other observers have seen,

and drawn, these same white spots, both north and south,

but without regarding them as polar. There are besides

here indisputable optical effects ; but they do not disprove

the reality of these spots, as M. SchiapareUi has recognized

on his part, though he has denied their polar character.

This year, indeed, we have taken a great many drawings

at the Juvisy Observatory, of which nine were repro-

duced in the plate in the October Number of Knowledge.
The observations were made in full daylight—generally

between 8 a.m. and 12 noon. They show very few details.

The least doubtful dark spots proved to be the grey marks
near the horns ; also a vertical diffused streak at three-

eighths of the distance between the terminator and Umb.
The extreme shades are shown in aU the sketches, while

that near the centre appears in Figs. 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. In

addition a protuberant whiteness was glimpsed on the 11th

of June, near the southern horn (Fig. 1). This object,

* Bulletin de la Society Astronomique de France, 1891, p. 96.

t Bulletin de la Socu'tc Astronomique de France, 1895, p. 12.
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however, is not altogether certain, and irradiation may
|

here have played a very important part.
^ j

In conclusion, vre believe that nothing can be alBrmed

regarding the rotation of Venus, inasmuch as the absorp- !

tion of its immense atmosphere certainly prevents any

detail on its surface from being perceived. The most

careful discussion of all the observations leads us to think

that the grey spots now and again seen upon Venus are

the effects of contrast due to solar illumination, and that

the less definite shadings are of an atmospheric nature,

incapable of furnishing us with any serious data as to the

rotation of the planet. We may state here more than ever

that every man sees after his own fashion and draws after

his own fashion. We are siue of nothing. The globe of

Venus may turn underneath its opaque envelope without

any motion manifesting itself to our eyes—unless by some

transitory and uncertain effects. No one has ever seen on

the surface of Venus any clearly characteristic spot analo-

gous to those shown on the discs of Mars and the moon.

The maps of Venus made up to the present time are

illusions.
.^
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PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MOON.
A>je,9J.10h. 7m.

{See Collotype Plate.)

THE
accompanying photograph has an interest

beyond that attaching to it as a representation

of the moon, in that it was taken with a refractor

. ordinarily corrected for the visual rays, but which,

according to the plan suggested by Sir G. G.

Stokes, has been adapted for photography by reversing the

crown lens, and moving it somewhat further away from

the flmt lens. The delicacy of the detail shown in the

negative is a sufficient proof how thoroughly successful

the arrangement has been ; and as the importance of

photography is constantly on the increase in astronomy,

it points out an easy way of rendering an instrument

suitable at once for direct visual use, and for employment

with the sensitive use. There are several other methods

of securing the same result— the new triple achromatic

object glassies, designed by Mr. Dennis Taylor ; the addition

of a correcting lens to an ordinary achromatic, as in the

case of the thirty-six-inch refractor of the Lick Observa-

tory ; and in the employment of ortho-chromatic plates.

It should, however, be remembered that no objective has

yet been constructed on Mr. Dennis Taylor's principle

nearly so large as the twenty-eight-inch refractor of the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the telescope with which

the original of our plate was taken ; and that the aperture

of the Lick object glass is usually cut down to one-fourth

of its full diameter when used for lunar photography,

whereas the full twenty-eight inches were employed in the

Greenwich instrument.

The plate used was a Hill-Norris dry collodion plate,

ea^le brand, with an exposure of half a second ;
and it

wa°s taken on March 12tb, 1897, at lOh. 3m. G.M.T., by

Mr. T. Lewis, F.E.A.S. The plate was exposed m the

primary focus, the original having been enlarged three

diameters in the present reproduction, permission to make

which was kindly granted by the Astronomer Royal.

flrmrs.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]

•' MORE ABOUT ANTITENENE."

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—In continuation of the correspondence which has

arisen between Dr. McPherson and myself on the subject

of snake poison, I would point out that the wording of the

original statement in the article " More about Antiveuene,"

which appeared in the September Number of Knowledge,

is as follows :—" Venom is almost inert when introduced

into the stomach. . . . After repeated experiments on

white rats, he (Prof. Eraser) found that when the snake's

poison is introduced mto the stomach it does not produce

any active poisoning effects, but some of it seems to be

absorbed into the animal's blood so as to assist in the

immunization. Why was this ? In Prof. Eraser's opinion,

when venom is introduced into the stomach, the chemical

changes wrought by the acids of the stomach destroy its

fatality to a large extent."

The natural interpretation of this statement appears to

me to be that snake poison is harmless when introduced

into the stomach, and that this harmlessness is, to a large

extent, attributable to the action of the acids in the

stomach ; not, as Dr. McPherson explains in his reply to

my letter in the October Number of your paper, that snake

poison can be introduced into the stomach »// tu a certain

extent without producing any active poisonous effects. I
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thought—and I was, I submit, justified in thinking—that

j'our readers would understand the statement as I did.

In his reply. Dr. McPherson goes on to say that if a
minute dose (one-fifth of a lethal dose) is introdvxced into

the stomach, and is gradually increased, the patient
becomes fortified against an excessive dose.

Admitted ; but very much the same thing happens when
poison is injected. I will refer to Dr. JVJcPherson's own
words in his article on " Antivenene " which appeared in

Knowledge, August, 1895, viz., that " Prof. Fraser injected

a horse with one-fifth of a lethal quantity, and gradually
increased to perhaps fifteen times a lethal dose," without
killing the horse.

Now, I see that so high an authority as Su- J. Fayrer
states that "snake poison is deaiUi/ when applied to a
mucous or serous membrane, to tliestowach, or conjunctiva." •

Again, I find, in Drs. Mitchell's and Reiehert's " Researches
upon the Venoms of Poisonous Serpents":!—"Certainly
cobra venom is much more apt to kill when swallowed
than is crotalus poison. In the rattlesnakes it is the
globulins which are in largest amount, and which are not
dialyzable ; but in the cobra the fatal peptone is the material
which, both as to vigour and amount, represents the poison-

ing capacity, and is, as we know, dialyzable. It is only
astonishing, therefore, that it does not kiU in every case in

which it is swallowed; but, as we have seen, the gastric

juices, in so far as they have time to act, are destructive

of venoms, and hence their protective agency has to be
considered." (It is fair to say that the American experi-

ments were not conducted with fresh cobra venom, as was
the case with Sir J. Fayrer.)

The real question is whether an ordinary dose oi snake
poison, which would kill if injected, will or will not produce
dangerous and even fatal results when introduced into the
stomach, /.c, swallowed. I am sure we shall be very
grateful to Dr. McPherson if he is able, from his acquain-
tance with recent experiments, to give us a definite answer
to this question through the medium of your columns.
With regard to the by-question of the relative virulence

of rattlesnake poison, I did not wish to suggest that the
rattlesnake was not a highly venomous serpent, but I did

question its claim to being described as one of the most
deadly. This view appears to me to be supported by the
quotation already made from the " Smithsonian Contribu-
tions to Knowledge." In Vol. XII., pp. 100, 101, of the
same series, sixteen cases of people bitten by rattlesnakes

are recorded, and of these four only terminated fatally. In
one of these four cases the man was drunk when bitten,

and did not apply for aid for two or three hours. I

venture to say that if he had been bitten by a cobra, or
even a tiger-snake (Xutechis scututus), he would have been
past asking for help in half the time or less. In another
fatal case only such primitive remedies were used as olive

oU, leeches, and cauterization; a ligature was indeed applied,

but afterwards removed. On the other hand, two of the
sufferers who recovered were bitten in the throat. The
rattlesnake is black enough, but not so black as he is

painted. Lionel jEmis.
16th October, 1897.

• (--I

BIED-SONGS IX AUTUMX.
To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Referring to my article in Knowledge (October),

I am surprised and very sorry to find that Mr. 0. V. Aplin
thinks I misrepresented him as stating that the robin and
starling commence singing in October or November. I

* " Thanatopliidia of India," p. 64.

t " Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge," Vol. XXVI., p. 45.

can only say I have had considerable difiBoulty in dis-

covering the error, which was wholly unintended. Mr.
Aplin is so well known an ornithologist that I should
like to explain my position by quoting Mr. Aplin's article

more fully, as follows (Zoologkt, 1894, p. 410) :—
" Some species become silent shortly before they moult

in early autumn. They cease singing when they have
done breeding, or as soon as their young have hatched.

Others sing much later in the summer. After the song
has ceased and an interval has elapsed, in certain cases

we hear it again. From mid-August on into November
the second song may be heard. This is the autumn
song. Some birds, if the weather be genial, strike up
in November (or even in October), and may be heard
all through the winter in mild weather ; but this is not

an autumn song, properly so-called. It is the beginning

of their ordinary song, which they wUl contmue through
the following spring. Such birds are the song thrush,

robin, wren, hedge sparrow, and starling. . . . The
song thrush I have heard singing feebly at the latter

end of September and in October. The regular song is

commenced sometimes as early as November. . . .

The robin's autumn song is of course familiar to every-

body. The broken strains we hear at first are most
probably the productions of young birds just over

then- moult. . . . We should not expect [young
nightingales] to make attempts at singing in autumn,
like the precocious young robins. . . . The great

titmouse has the autumn song, and is heard sometimes
in September and October. The wren sings loudly in

October, but this is probably merely an early opening

of the regular spring song, which goes on in fine weather

all the winter. . , . The starling sings in October,

but here again there is a diSiculty in determining to

which category its chattering notes and whistling should

be assigned."

I now find that Mr. Aplin distinguishes the late

autumn song (the beginning of the spring song) from the

true autumn song ; but I do not see how this can be done

in regard to the robin, or the starling, or the thrush, wren,

hedge sparrow, great titmouse, or skylark, all of which sing

from the time of " striking up " in July, August, or later,

tiU the spring, unless silenced by cold.

With regard to my suggestion that the willow wrens of

different districts may sing at different periods, Mr. C. B.

MofTat writes fi-om Ballyhyland, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford,

that the spring song of these birds in his neighbourhood is

sometimes continued till the 12th of July, the last dates

in some recent years having been the 6th, 9th, and 11th

of that month. The autumn song is there only heard

during the first two weeks of August, and never in

September. Similarly, at Eltham, in Kent, where willow

wrens swarm, I did not once hear their song in September.

So few, indeed, are the autumn singers in this species that

one cannot help surmising that they are birds which did

not breed in spring. Charles A. Witchell.

BIELA'S COMET.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—I should be glad to learn if anything is known
of the movements of Biela's comet (if still in existence)

since 1872, when Pogson thought it touched the earth.

According to the period assigned to it, I suppose it should

come within telescopic view some time in 1899. Is this so,

P ^^^^ Kegd. Bainbridge,

[It is exceedingly doubtful whether the comet glimpsed

by Pogson on December 2nd and 3rd, 1872, can have
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been Biela'a comet. The last certain observation of it

took place in the autumn of 1852. The comet would

now appear to be represented by a meteor stream which

we encounter towards the end of November, A fine

display was noted in November, 1872, and again thirteen

years later in November, 1885. We may therefore look

forward confidently to a striking display in 1898. It

should be noted that though the mass of the meteors

giving rise to the shower move in the same orbit as the

comet, they are not coincident with it, but in the case of

the shower of November, 1872, were following the com-

puted place of the comet at a distance of about twelve

weeks.

It may be interesting to recall that the comet discovered

by Mr. Perring in the end of last year (Comet G, 1896), on

1896, December 8, had an orbit very closely resembling

that of Biela in every respect except the position of its

major axis.—E. Walter Maunder.]

THE MfiTRE AND THE INCH.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

SiKs,—I am not aware that the following argument for

keeping the metre and the inch in concurrent use has been

published hitherto.

Suppose an artificer has to make a vase true to a scale

pattern drawing. He wishes to test his work. If on

measuring his drawing across at any height from the base

with a straightedge divided into eighths of an inch he

finds, say, 10 eighths, and again measuring the circum-

ference of his work at the corresponding height with a

centimetre tape he finds it 16 centimetres, then he may
know that his work is correct.

This depends on the following approximate proposi-

tions :

—

250,000,0(10 inches = the semi-axis of rotation of the

earth nearly.

10,000,000 metres = the quadrant of Paris more nearly.

Hence

—

2 metres : 25 inches')

1 metre : 12-5 inches >- = r : 1

1 centimetre ; J inch )

True to about 1 in 400. T. Wilsos.

Harpenden.

Scifn« Notts.

While gold is justly considered as one of the rarest

metals, it is also one of the most widely diifused, as is

shown in the September Number of Popular Sci,.-nri\ in a

description of an assay of clay within the limits of the city

of Philadelphia. A block of clay a cubic foot in volume,

as it lies in the ground, weighs one hundred and twenty

pounds, and the assay gives seven-tenths of a grain of

gold to the cubic foot, the gold being very uniformly

distributed. Under the streets and houses lie four thousand

one hundred and eighty million cubic feet of clay, in which
securely lies one hundred and twenty-six million dollars.

And if, as is pretty certain, the corporate limits of the

city would afford eight times this bulk of clay, we have
more gold than has yet been brought, according to statistics,

from California and Australia.

A meteoric stone, weighing eighty tons, the largest in

the world, was found some years ago in Greenland by
Lieutenant Peary. It was transported this autumn to

Sydney, Cape Breton Island, on board the steamer Hope,
and is to be landed at New York.

ENGLISH PLAINS AND ESCARPMENTS.

By E. Ltdekkek, B.A.Cantab., F.R.S.

HAYING lately been conducting a small party of

military students on a short geological tour in

the West of England, in the course of it I have
been much struck with the remarkable similarity

of the scenery of diiJerent districts, due to simi-
larity in the mineralogical identity of geological formations
of widely different ages. This is, of course, a fact well
known to geologists, and one with which I have long been
personally familiar, both in this country and in India.
Nevertheless, the phenomenon impressed itself very deeply
in my mind on this occasion ; and as it is one with which
many of the readers of Kxowxedge may be unacquainted,
a brief account will probably be found interesting, in spite

of the fact that I have nothing new to communicate.
If a resident in the neighbourhood of Chatham or

Rochester take a walk to the summit of the North Downs at
Bluebell HUl, he will come upon what is technically known
as the escarpment of the Chalk—that is to say, upon a line

of irregular and somewhat abrupt cliffs in which the strata

are sloping, or dipping, from the face of the escarpment
towards the centre of the hill. Below him lie some irregular

steps or hillocks of lower Chalk and marl in advance of the
main escarpment, and then he sees, stretching out for a

distance of about a mile in transverse extent, a flat plain
formed by the blue clay of the Gault, through which the river

lazily wanders, and whose surface is thickly dotted with oak
trees. This (rault formation immediately underhes the

' Chalk and its associated sands and marls, and is known to

geologists as the Gault plain ; its northern limits being

j

frequently defined by a line of springs arising from the
supersaturated Chalk.

Let him next descend the Chalk escarpment and walk
across the Gault plain in the du-ection of Maidstone, when
he will come upon another range of hills considerably
lower than the Chalk, and consisting partly of pure white

\

and yellow sands and partly of impure limestones (Kentish
Eag). These hills are constituted by the Lower Greensand
formation, which underlies the Gault, and continues as far

as the vUlage of Yalding, situated on the Medway some
distance above Maidstone. Here he comes upon another
line of escarpment running in an easterly and westerly
direction ; and below him lies another plain identical in
appearance with the Gault plain he has left behind, only
of considerably wider extent. There is the same black
heavy soil, forming an unbroken flat intersected by the
same stream, bearmg a similar crop of oak forest, and
defined by a similar line of springs on its northern boundary.
Looking on this tract, anyone not a practical geologist

would almost certainly say he was on the same stratum as
the Gault plain. Nevertheless, the two plains are separated
by the whole thickness of the Lower Greensand ; and
whereas the Gault clay is of marine origin, the Weald
clay, which is the formation exposed at Yalding, was
deposited in fresh-water, as is proved by the nature of its

organic remains.

If the traveller next passes to the districts lying to the
north-west of the Chiltern Hills, or into Dorsetshire, and
thus reaches the country of the Oolites, he will find several
flat tracts of clay which might also quite easily be mistaken
for the Gault plain. For instance, in the neighbourhood of
Swindon the Portland Oolite, which is one of the highest
beds of the .Jurassic or Oolitic series, escarps on to the
plain of the Kimeridge Clay ; while the Coral Rag, which
underlies the latter, forms a second escarpment on to the
still older Oxford Clay, as is well seen in the neighbour
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hood of Weymouth, especially near Sandsfoot Caatle. Both

these clay plains are exceedingly like the (fault plain,

except that the number of oaks is usually less. It is the

plain of the Oxford Clay that forms the greater part of the

Cambridgeshire fens ; the reason why this area has become

fen being that the rivers have cut down to within a very

slight elevation of the sea-level—or, as it is called, to their

base of erosion—and the natural drainage of the country is

consequently very imperfect. In such tracts water stag-

nates, peat is formed, and the soil is unsuitable for the

growth of any trees but willows.

Crossing the Cotswolds, similar escarpments of massive

limestones on to Hat plains of clay are again met with in

rocks of still older geological age. lu the neighbourhood

of Bath the chief escarpment is formed by tlie massive

limestone of the Great Oolite on to the clay of the under-

lying Fuller's Earth. But in the neighbourhood of

Cheltenham it is the limestone of the Inferior Oolite,

situated beneath the FuUer's Earth, which makes the great

escarpment on to the wide, open plain of the Lower Lias

clay of the Vale of Gloucester. This Lias plain is one of

the largest of all such tracts, and supports in many places

a thick growth of oaks. Viewed from the heights of

Leckhampton Hill, or Cleave Hill, in the neighbourhood

of Cheltenham, it is diificult to realize that we are not

looking down upon the plain of either the Gault or the

Weald clay of the South-East of England, although we are

really on a geological horizon many thousands of feet

below that of either of the two latter.

This Lias plain of the Vale of Gloucester is extended to

the foot of the Malvern Hills by the red and green marls

and sandstones of the Trias series, which, although really

situated beneath the Lias, have such a gentle inclination

as apparently to form but a single plain with the latter.

At Malvern the Trias plain is brought to an abrupt end

by the great fault which brings up the igneous and meta-

morphic rocks of the Malvern Hills. And, looking down
from the summit of this range towards Gloucester, the

great plain below is almost exactly similar to that of the

Lias, with the exception that it carries fewer oaks. But
even this last by no means exhausts the list of the

great clay formations which constitute plains in different

parts of the country. If we proceed westwards from

Gloucester, and cross the Severn in the direction of the

Forest of Dean, we first traverse one or more high ridges,

composed of the red sandstones and clays of the Devonian

system, followed by the Carboniferous Limestone and the

Milestone Grit, and then suddenly find ourselves on the

open plain of the Forest of Dean, formed by the clays and
shales of the Coal Measures, interstratified among which

are the seams of workable coal. The forest is a level

tract of somewhat swampy ground thickly carpeted with a

coat of mossy turf, and roofed above with a dense growth

of oaks, to the exclusion of almost every other kind of

tree. And so like are the two areas that the non- geological

observer might well believe himself to be in the uncultivated

portions of the Weald of Kent, the soil of which Sedgwick

years ago named the " oak-tree clay." But, whereas the

clay of the one period was laid down far back in the

Palaeozoic epoch, when the forests consisted mainly of

gigantic club-mosses, huge mare's-tail-like plants, tree-

ferns, and araucarias, that of the latter was deposited late

in the Secondary epoch, at a time when the vegetation

approached that of the tropical zone of to-day. Struc-

turally the clay plain of the Forest of Dean differs from

all those mentioned above in that the high ground forming

its boundary is not an escarpment, the Coal Measures

being newer than the Devonian rocks forming the high

ground ; whereas, in the case of an escarpment, the clay

plain at its foot is the older of the two. Nevertheless,

the general effect is very much the same in the two

cases.

We thus find that, exclusive of the Tertiary formations,

no less than seven great clay plains occur on different

geological horizons in various parts of England. These,

in descending order, include the plain of the Gault, of the

Weald Clay, of the Kimeridge Clay, of the Oxford Clay,

of the Fuller's Earth, of the Lias and Trias, and of the

Coal Measures. And so like are these to one another,

that even the experienced geologist may frequently at

first sight mistake the one for the other, if the form

of the escarpment of harder rocks be concealed from

view.

That such plains should be very similar in physical

appearance and in the vegetation they support is only

natural, seeing that clay of one geological epoch is very

like that of another. The curious fact of the matter ia

how these plains came to be exposed on so many different

geological horizons, seeing that in all cases they were

originally covered by the harder limestone rocks which

now form their bordering escarpments. Of course the

laying bare of the clays is the work of denudation, and
that chiefly effected by subaerial agencies—that is, by

rivers, rain, wind, " weathering," etc. But looking down
from the heights of the Cotswolds on to the Vale of

Gloucester, or from the North or South Djwns on to the

Weald of Kent, it seems difficult to realize that the hard

Umestone of the former range, or the solid chalk of the

latter, is capable of being worn away faster than the soft

clay at its base. The important factor in the matter is,

however, undoubtedly the circumstance that while lime-

stone, or sandstone (which constitutes some escarpments),

is permeable by water, clay is not. Consequently the

limestones (or sandstones) are worn away with comparative

rapidity, while the clays beneath remain to form the plain

at the base. And as Chalk is softer and more easily worn
away than the hard Oolitic limestone of the Cotswolds, it

is easy to see why the Chalk escarpments of the North and
South Downs are now far removed from the centre of the

Weald, over which the Chalk once extended, while the

escarpment of the Oolites at Cheltenham is less distant

from the westerly limits of the underlying Lias.

Still this does not explain the origin of escarpments as

such ; and I confess that I have hitherto seen no explan-

ation of the origin of these features which is altogether

satisfactory, neither have I been able to evolve one for

myself. That escarpments as they now exist were not

formed by the sea is evident ; although marine action

doubtless aided in planing down the land as it was being

first raised above the ocean level. By some means or

other the lines of escarpment were, however, definitely

marked out after the upheaval of the land ; and when
once defined, it is perfectly easy to understand how they

are maintained.

The number of escarpments bordered at the foot by a

plain of clay is a peculiarity of the geology of England
(and to a certain extent of the adjacent parts of the Con-

tinent as well), due in the first place to alternate risings

and sinkings in the old ocean floor, and in the second

place to the consequent alternation of impervious beds of

shallow water clays with layers of limestones deposited in

deeper water. Limestones of different ages nearly always

differ from one another in hardness or compactness, and

consequently weather into escarpments distinguished by

some peculiarity of contour ; but clays present no such

distinctive differences, with the result that the various

plains formed by those of widely different ages are almost

indistinguishable in physical features from one another.
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THE LANGUAGE OF SHAKESPEARE'S

GREENWOOD.-III.

By George Morley.

THAT the object which I had in view when jotting

down some of the peculiarities of speech of the

Warwickshire rustic, as explained in my first

sketch in the June Number of Knowledge (to wit

to write a chatty account of some of the dialect

words of Shakespeare's greenwood, rather than a dry,

analytical, and learned treatise on provincialisms), has been

accomplished, seems to be proved by the very interesting

correspondence which the subject has elicited from dwellers

in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Shropshire, and Kent.

Nearer " the heart of England," as Drayton has well

called Warwickshire, than the above-named counties, it

need occasion no surprise to find the similitude of the

common tongue very marked in certain words, because the

commingling of inhabitants dwelling upon the fringes of

the shires would naturally effect this. Indeed, as pointed

out in my first paper, some of the dialect words cited are to

be met with in the adjoining counties, notably in Stati'ord-

shire, where, among working class folk, the sympathetic

word " nesh "'
is in frequent use.

That the language characteristic of the soil of rural

Warwickshire has similitudes so much farther north of those

counties—even, as a Lancashire correspondent informs

me, in the scene of Mr. Crockett's "Eaiders" in the "land
of brown heath and shaggy wood"—is a very delightful fact,

which serves to show the influence which the idiomatic

speech of Shakespeare's days has had upon the people of

these islands ; for, as has been very clearly shown, many
of the words selected in my two first papers as examples

of the dialect current to-day in the sequestered Warwick-
shire woodland, and which are also, as correspondents

assert, in active use in their counties, are taken direct

from the works of Shakespeare, and may reasonably be

concluded to be words in the mother tongue of the poet

himself, uttered in his childhood more than three centuries

ago.

To those correspondents, therefore, from the above four

counties, who have so kindly pointed out to me the

resemblance between certain words in the language of

Shakespeare's greenwood and words in the dialect of places

from which they write, my thanks are cordially due and

are very gratefully given ; since it is only by such com-
munications that facts of considerable interest can be

made plain, and our knowledge of an important subject

be materially increased.

Further interest may probably attach to this attractive

subject if my two previous articles are now briefly am-
plified by a selection of dialect words which I regard as

especially Warwickshire words ; words which are peculiar

to the language of Shakespeare's greenwood, though

variants of them may be heard in other neighbourhoods

near Warwickshire ; and words, moreover, which by their

singularity and quaintness cannot but be regarded as

picturesque and valuable examples of a dialect more
rich in strength, in simplicity, in poetical force, and
in the qualities of endurance than many other English

dialects.

As an apt illustration of the poetry of the so-called

" common tongue " of the Warwickshire rustic, the term
" deaf nut," mentioned in my first paper, may be here

cited. The real meaning of the term is a hollow nut, a

nut without a kernel ; but the latent poetical instinct

implanted in the breast of the Arden peasant gives it a

higher significance, and applies it to affections of the

heart.

When a Warwickshire maiden's young man has left

her to seek his fortune at "gay Brookington " or else-

where, she will say with a demure face, " Hey, my life's

that holler now, 'tis like a deaf nut from Cuddington

'Ood," dropping the "w" in the manner usual with the

peasants of this greenwood when uttering the words
" wood " or " would.'' A mother's heart is " like a deaf

nut," void and withered, when her child's love has gone

from it.

Singularly expressive, too, is the word " tooting," so

often heard tripping from the tongue of the rustic house-

wife. " Donna thee come tootin' about arter my lad,

Jacobina," a mother will say ;
" othergates I shall tell thy

fayther, an' then ye'llget it mortal illconvenient, I mek no

doubt." In the meaning of the Warwickshire peasant to

" toot about " is to hang, to slink, to sidle, and to idle

about ; sometimes with a precise object in view (as when
•lacobina desires to wheedle Jack into taking her to the

Warwick statute fair—" the Mop," as she would call it),

at other times without it. The range of subjects and

objects to which " toot ' and " tooting " may be applied

is very wide indeed; from the bailiff tooting about the

farm buildings before taking possession, to the ancient

grimalkin who toots about the dairy in the hope of surrep-

titiously enjoying a dish of new cream.

The word " brevet," though lacking the individuality of

" toot," is often used in exchange with that word, and has

a somewhat similar signification. "Now donna thee

brevet about that rick-straddle, orthee'lt hev it on top on

thee," is a sentence that may often be heard in the

Warwickshire harvest field. Literally, the meaning of

the word "brevet" is to sniff about, like a dog; but

common usage has applied the word to any person or

creature of an inquisitive turn of mind, and even the

parsons of certain villages have not infrequently been

accused of " brevettln' " their noses about into the

business of other folks.

An illustration of the simplicity of the dialect of rural

Warwickshire is happily shown in the expressive, almost

pictorial, word, " othergates." In the language of Shake-

speare's greenwood " othergates " is a substitution for

" otherwise"—in another manner. If you cannot do a thing

this way you must do it that. If this gate is closed, that

may be open. " Ye muu do what I tell thee, othergates
—

"

meaning that, if you do not, some other way must be found

to make you do it. The strength and simplicity of this

word is not a little remarkable, and, as it is spoken by

the rustic, sometimes with a shake of the head to fore-

shadow the cost of a broken rule, it has that engaging

and picturesque efiect so peculiar to the Warwickshire

dialect.

Certainly one of the quaintest words in the language of

this classic greenwood is the word " colly." The towns-

man would surely say that the word stood for a very

well-known member of the canine race, which the

Warwickshire shepherd invariably has sidling at his heels.

If the townsman were wandering down one of these

hidden leafy lanes some morning, with a dark and gloomy

sky overhead, and were to get into conversation with a

chance native, it would not be long ere he would be

entirely disillusioned, for the rustic when speaking of the

weather (a subject upon which the peasant is always the

spokesman and prophet of his own country) would be

almost sure to say :
" 'Tis a mortal colly mornin', inna it,

sir ?
"

It will thus be seen that when the Warwickshire peasant

speaks of a " colly " morning, he means a dark, gloomy
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morning. Anything black, dull, or oppressive, is to him
a "colly" thing. A dark night is a "colly" night; a

black horse, cow, or dog is " a colly 'un," as the case may
be ; and whenever the prospect of a rustic's life is at all a

shadowed one, it is for him a very " colly outlook." This

word is as quaint as it is singular, and reveals the dwellers

in this delightful greenwood in quite a picturesque and
characteristic vein.

To my thinking there are few prettier or more attractive

words in the vocabulary of the Warwickshire rustic than

the word " rimming." This is probably a word grown
exclusively in Shakespeare's greenwood, and is racy of the

soil, seeing that the lot of the peasant here, being (as he

is) chiefly a hired servant, condemns him to a continual

course of change. " I'm rimmin' to Long Compton this

Marti'mas," or " I shall hev to rim over to Hillboro' just

now, I reckon, as my time's up here," are familiar

sentences to those who are brought into contact with the

Warwickshire field worker. To " rim " is the rustic's

poetical way of saymg to "move"—to go from one place to

another. With him and his women folk it is " rimming,"
not " moving," and it must be frankly admitted that

"rimming" is by far the more euphonious word of the two.

Quite in accordance with the literary reputation of " leafy

Warwickshire," the rustic of that greenwood has the word
" scribe" in prominent use in his everyday tongue. The
sound of the name, however, is all that is literary about it.

" Ah," cries an anxious and fond mother with a tiresome

baby in her arms, "he's a poor dwindling scribe"; and
that outburst of lap-sorrow exactly explains the word. A
" scribe " is a weak, puling, and aUing child.

This sympathetic word is perhaps more exclusively a

Warwickshire word than either " nesh," or " recklin'," or

dillin'," which were dealt with in my former jottings, and
which correspondents have informed me are in use in their

counties. Indeed, " scribe," with the rustic signification

attached to it, is a very fine and expressive word, and full

of humour to boot, as well as pathos.

As a specimen of the enduring qualities of the Warwick-
shire rustic dialect, instance may be made of the popularly

current word " mortal." At the " Mothering " or
" Thomasing " this word is richly in evidence, and is full

of warmth, forethought, and homeliness. " Hey, I'm
mortal glad to see thee," will say the good mother to her

daughter, newly arrived from some distant outlying farm-

stead ; and the daughter will invariably reply, " So are

I glad to see thee, mother, though I were mortal afraid o'

comin' 'cause o' the floods."

The '
' mortal glad " of the rural dweller is the '

' extremely

glad " of the resident in town. " Mortal," as the rustic

means it, is the extreme in everything. Now this word
" mortal," with precisely the same rendering as now
attaches to it, was used by Shakespeare in " As You Like

It " (Act II., Scene 4), where Touchstone says :
" We that

are true lovers run into strange capers ; but as all is

mortal in nature, so is all nature in love mortal in folly
"

—signifying extreme in folly.

With this fine and impressive example of the enduring

power of the language of Shakespeare's greenwood my brief

amplification must be brought to a close. It was my desire

in this set of sketches in Knowledge to write a few bright,

apposite jottings upon a subject which, though deeply

interesting, has had far too little attention paid to it ; and
my hope is that the wish has been realized. My claims

for the dialect of the Warwickshire rustic are, that it

is a strong, expressive, poetical, picturesque, simple, and
enduring language, and more nearly allied to the language

of the English Bible and the works of Shakespeare than
any other EngUsh dialect.

EGG COLLECTING IN ITS RELATION TO
SCIENCE.

By Leopold Field, F.K.S.E.

" Oology is the poetry of ornitUology."

—

Seehohm.

IF
it be true that in all labour there is profit, then

every description of collecting should be remunera-
tive. For any collection, however trivial, and by
whatsoever process accumulated (except, of course,

that of out-and-out purchase), must have cost its

constructor a certain amount of mental and physical

exertion. Viewed in this light, even the collector of

stamps or crests acquires a certain status, as cave crabs

remain crabs although their organs are rudimentary.

Philatelism, certainly, has its ardent votaries and
apologists ; but beyond acting as a picturesque lackey to

political geography, it would be difficult to indicate the

precise manner in which that phase of the mhies

ciiUi(icn<U has advanced individual or general knowledge.

Considerably more can be said in favour of coins, pottery,

weapons, and all such objects as throw light upon, or

impart a more tangible interest to, our knowledge of man.
In these subjects, obviously, authenticity is the deside-

ratum : the difficulty of establishing it the stumbling-block.

In the domain of natural history alone can the collector

rely upon the genuine character of his evidence, and make
sound deductions therefrom, providing always he be able

and willing to appreciate it. It is not presumptuous to

assert that our knowledge of natural history is as largely

derived from the formation and study of collections as that

of the physical sciences is from experiment.

Oology, which has but recently and grudgingly been
recognized as a science, owes its very existence to the love

of collecting. For the oologist no tree is too lofty, no
desert too hot, no climate too inclement, where there are

eggs to be obtained. The same instinct which leads the

schoolboy to brave the terrors of ferule and gamekeeper,
crag and pine tree, inspires him as man to spend months
in frozen tundras or on burning plains. Truly, oology

must ever remain a subordinate branch of bird-lore. But
it is an indispensable one, and its indications have occasion-

ally enabled naturalists to form and confirm opinions for

which the evidence of the bird itself gave inadequate

warrant. As Seehohm says :
" It would be as absurd to base

a classification of birds on their eggs alone as it would be

to do so on any other single character No classifi-

cation based on one character alone can be of any value."

Now I hope to show, chiefly by the aid of others' experience,

in what manner oology may act as exponent to her elder

sister, ornithology. To begin, I will say a word or two on
the essentials of a good collection of eggs—good, that is,

in terms of scientific utility, without regard to neatness of

blowing or elegance of mounting.
Prof. Newton, in his terse but pregnant pamphlet on this

subject, gives the two great essentials of an egg collection

as identification and authenticity. Eerdered colloquially

this signifies that a collector should first make himself

sure about his egg, and then mark it so that others may
always share his certainty. With the latter point, as

being more a question of technique, I do not propose to

deal ; but it is impossible to insist too strongly upon the

full and absolute identification of an egg, for eggs occupy
an almost unique position among other objects of collection,

in that they are subsidiary—bye-products, so to speak.

On reflection, I can find nothing analogous in nature,

except the seeds of plants— unless, indeed, one were to be
curious in the spawn of fishes. A flower, a shell, a bird,

leaves no room for doubt in the mind of a competent
possessor. The specimen is known to him, or it can be
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identified by reference, or it is entirely a new species. In

any case the object carries its own credentials : no collateral

evidence is necessary. With an egg, however, the case is

different. Suppose a collector finds a nest on the ground,

say, with four or five bluish white eggs. They can only

be harriers'. True ; but which of the three ? Size is the

only criterion, and then they may be large Montagu's or

small hen harriers'. In no case would a conscientious

collector feel justified in admitting the clutch to his

collection without a very conspicuous query on the label.

Had he secured the bird, no doubt would have remained
to mar his triumph. But it is not always in the power,

nor, let ns hope, in the heart, of a collector to procure

evidence by these drastic means. He can, neverthe-

less, generally obtain the testimony afibrded by a clear

and repeated view of the bird, the position and structure

of the nest, and the locality. All these data he should

most carefully note. United to the character of the eggs

themselves, they will furnish tolerably conclusive evidence.

It must be noted, however, that the identification of an
egg from seeing the bird rise apparently from off the nest

is not invariably certain. Prof. Xewton cites the instance

of a purple sandpiper and a dunlin which had nested within a

few yards of each other. The sandpiper rose, and the col-

lector found the dunlin's eggs, whereat he was much amazed

;

but he searched further, and found the nest of the sand-

piper hard by. A less experienced individual would have
been contentei with his first find, and set down the dunlin's

eggs as varieties of the purple sandpiper. It is also a fact

that many birds wiU lay in old nests of other species.

Eider ducks' eggs have been found in gulls' nests. The
smaller Faleoni'lce are not above occupying the nests of the

crow tribe. The sparrow will oust the martin from her

laborious edifice. Then we have the parasitic birds

—

cuckoos, and the cowbird of America. As a rule, the

intruder's egg can be readily enough distinguished from
those of the lawful inmate, but—with some of the cuckoos

at any rate—it is a fact that their eggs have come to

resemble those of the foster parents in an astonishing

manner, possibly because the parasite will always quarter

its eggs upon individuals of its own foster species. Mr.
Howard Saunders told me that when nesting in Malaga,

he was surprised to find numerous nests of the Orphean
warbler with one, or even two, apparently double-yolked

eggs ; but noting the prevalence of cuckoos (C. lanorus) in

that neighbourhood, he soon satisfied himself that this

bird was responsible for the large eggs. They resembled

those of the Orphean warbler so closely that it was only by
microscopic examination of the texture of the shell that

Mr. Sorby, F.R.S., was enabled to corroborate Mr.
Saunders' supposition. Having thus exposed a few of the

snares that beset the collector in his efforts after identifi-

cation, it now remains to discuss the light thrown on
ornithology, and even the wider domain of natural selection

with its side issues, by a study of fully authenticated eggs.

Oology as a Guide in Classification.—Prof. Newton
avers that ornithologists achieved a signal triumph when
the study of eggs led them to appreciate the intimate

relation of the snipes and plovers (Limicolce) with the gulls

{(iavicB) before any taxonomer had arrived at that con-

clusion, which, now that other testimony has assured it,

appears obvious on a casual comparison of eggs and
nidification. The one marked distinction appears to lie in

the number of eggs laid, which, with the tiavia, rarely

exceeds three, while the Limicolm generally lay four. But
this numerical difference is by no means constant, and,

apart from it, the likeness between some of the terns' and
sandpipers', godwits', curlews', gulls', and skuas' eggs is

remarkable enough to make an amateur wonder that, on

that evidence alone, there could have been any hesitation

in accrediting the orders with the closest affinity. But
when one remembers that the owls and woodpeckers, also

of diS'erent orders, resemble each other very closely in the
absence of nidification, and the number and appearance of
their eggs, one feels it well to pause before relying entirely

on that evidence. For all that, eggs have proved most
useful finger-posts. Witness the Icterine warbler, classed

by Linnoeus with the Motacillidie. Not until the unmis-
takable and intensely characteristic eggs of the bird were
found was it relegated to its proper genus. Perhaps in no
other family do the egg variations correspond so uniformly
with the generic divisions as in the Sylricula.

It is remarkable, too, how sharply the Falconidw are

separated by the character of their eggs, both as an order
and in their genera. The peculiar rusty, dried- blood
colour of their markings rarely varies in hue, though it

does so in tone ; and although the spots or splashes may
be of the faintest, as in the griffon vulture, the white-tailed

eagle, and others, yet they are nearly always present. I

need not point out the sharp distinction between the deep-
red eggs of the falcons proper and the greenish white
products of the harriers, except to suggest that the
sparrowhawk, with its clouded eggs, occasionally suffused

all over, would seem to form a connecting link between
the two. Also it is pleasing to note how closely the
magnificent individuality of our own honey buzzard's

eggs is reproduced in those of his Transatlantic brethren,

the American Pernis.

Again, all the owls, without exception, lay pure white
eggs, and build no manner of nest. In these particulars,

but in no others, they resemble the woodpeckers and
parrots, especially the latter. It is possible that a similarity

of eggs may point to some remote relationship, some
common ancestry ; and it is not improbable that birds

laying glossy, globular eggs may be descendants from a
common ancestral centre, partaking of the nature of owl,

parrot, woodpecker, and kingfisher.

The eggs of Pallas's sand grouse are similar to those of

certain species of goatsucker. The bird itself is a most
distracting blend of grouse and pigeon, but its eggs are

quite distinct from those of the game birds, in that they
possess a second set of markings—hke those of the plovers

—which the eggs of true game birds (grouse, etc.) do not.

The plovers mostly lay four eggs, the sand grouse and
pigeons two. But of the plovers, several—the coursers and
pratincolss to wit—rarely lay more than two eggs, and the
dotterel always three ; whQe the sand grouse, frequently,

and the pigeon, exceptionally, lay three. The nightjars,

or goatsuckers proper, invariably lay two eggs on the
ground, with no pretence at a nest. The sand grouse does
the same. But the owlet nightjars lay white eggs in holes

of trees, and the Australian frogmouths (PoiUuyiila) form
a kind of pigeon-like nest, in which they deposit two white
eggs. Here we have a strong link 'twist goatsucker and
pigeon, while, in the respect of colouring, there is a
wonderful resemblance between the eggs of goatsucker and
sand grouse. Certain Indian nightjars lay eggs which
could be easily mistaken for those of sand grouse. Then
the eggs of aU three families are so similar to each other
in shape, so distinct from all besides. The sides are straight,

or nearly so, and the ends equally rounded. The pigeon's

eggs curve slightly more than those of the other two.

To form a deduction from these data as to the possible

relationship between birds so dissimilar in their structure,

appearance, and habits, is one of the many problema that

confront him who would classify birds by their eggs.

I would add a few remarks on the decided way in

which a bird will vindicate its individuality by its nidifica-
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tion, while almost forswearing it in externals, and show
how there exists a subtle bnt rigid distinction between
eggs apparently exactly alike. Of the first, I will cite the

instance of the reed and marsh warblers, which, in

plumage and form, are so exactly alike as to puzzle all

but the most gifted taxouomers : the same is the case,

though to a less extent, with the willow and wood wrens,
and chiflchaff. But the eggs and nests of all these differ

unmistakably and strongly. Again, for many a year the

bearded reedling {Panunis biarmicus) was placed with the
titmice as a Pm-us, on grounds which appear very in-

sufficient. But, at last, the eloquent but silent appeal of

its nest, like a miniature coot's, and of its eggs, quite unlike

any other bird's with which I am acquainted, has procured
it not only a separate genus, but a separate family.

To show how eggs apparently indistinguishable by the

eye may yet possess indisputable points of difference, I

may mention the smew's and wigeon's. The genuine eggs

of the former bird were, until very recently, extremely
rare. I had the good fortune to obtain a nest with the

characteristic grey down, ten eggs, and the skin of the

old bird, from Lapland direct, and could verify for myself
the diagnoses of authorities on this point. I found that in

every case the egg of il/. a/lielhi.t weighed over two and a

half scruples, which no wigeon's egg in my collection

reached by an eighth of a scruple. The thickness of shell

to which this extra weight is due, and which is charac-

teristic of all the eggs of the genus Menjus, attains its

maximum in those of the hooded merganser, which, with

the same cubic capacity as those of the wigeon, weigh
nearly half as much again.

But not only by relative weight can the smew's eggs be

differentiated from those of other ducks : the texture is

unmistakable to a practised touch. After several essays, I

could pick out smews' from wigeons' in the dark, by passing

my nail along the surface, which in the former was smooth
and waxy, in the latter offering perceptibly more resistance.

Colouring of Eggs.—This, as is well known, is due to

the ejection, from certain glands, of pigment upon the

egg as it issues from the oviduct. That it generally does

so broad end foremost may be inferred from the fact that

in most cases the pigment is concentrated at the larger

extremity, often in the form of a corona. Sometimes, as

with the sparrowhawk, the reverse is the case. I had a

clutch of seven in which the first egg (presumably) had a

splendid corona on the large end, which shifted gradually

down to the last egg, which had a little blotch on the

narrow end. Sometimes all the colour will be bestowed

upon the first egg of a clutch, leaving none for the others.

The point, however, that would bear considerable

elucidation is the cause of redundance or entire absence of

pigment in the eggs of certain classes of birds. As a rule,

it will be found that the families of birds laying white

eggs are conspicuous for the brilliant colouring or metallic

lustre of their plumage, like the parrots, toucans, pigeons,

kingfishers, bee-eaters, humming birds, and woodpeckers.

It would seem as if so much pigment were expended

upon the feathers as to leave none for the eggs. But
against this theory comes the evidence of the owls, who
certainly are amongst the dowdiest of birds, yet lay

uniformly white eggs. It has been stated that those eggs

are white which, being laid in the dark, have no need of

protective colouring. But how would this theory account

for the fully exposed yet white eggs laid by the ducks,

goshawks, harriers, and many others '? Or, conversely,

such birds as Pliylli'sropus and Cisticola, which lay coloured

eggs in the dark, and the latter of which tints hers with

every conceivable variety of spot and colour '' It may be

that the birds' habits have been suddenly and forcibly

changed, without any pressing inducement to change its

procedure. Possibly were the fantail (Scha-nicola) to be
coerced to lay in the open, the lighter varieties of its egg
might be ultimately eliminated, and the most suitable

colour permanently adopted. It may be also, as with the
tree pipit, that some species are for ever " harking back "

to some ancestral idiosyncrasy.

It cannot be questioned that the colouring of eggs is in

a large number of cases wonderfully protective. Those
who have looked for the eggs of plovers, oystercatchers,

or coursers, can testify to the great difficulty of detecting

them amid their surroundings. But he who, on the

strength of these instances, would set up to be an absolute

"protectionist," would find it difficult to account for such
a " free-trader " as the goatsucker, who will display her
marble eggs upon a background of fern or bark, admirably
calculated to show them up. Yet he may solace himself

with the reflection that this class of bird does not fly by
day, but sits perfectly close, and in plumage so absolutely

resembles her environments as to defy detection.

A final question. Does any bird lay an egg resembling
that of a reptile sufficiently to warrant the presumption of

a closer approach on its part to the line of demarcation
between the two classes—the scientific frontier, so to

speak, on which stands, weird and solitary, the mystic

Archasopteryx ? If the thrush, in its form, song, nest,

and eggs, be regarded in all respects as the most perfect

type of a bird, then we might take the penguin as repre-

senting the other extreme, as it has fins for wings, scaly

feathers, spends the bulk of its time under water, cannot
fly and hardly walk, and lays its egg on the bare rock.

That is so ; but, unfortunately, it only lays one egg, and the

reptiles are conspicuous for their enormous productiveness.

On the other hand, the ostriches, like their giant fossil

ancestors, lay a number of eggs, and incubate them vicari-

ously in the sun-heated sand—a very reptilian habit.

I will conclude, as I began, with a quotation from

Seebohm, one of our greatest oologists : "The new
impetus given to the study of all branches of natural

history by the discoveries of Darwin and Wallace, has at

length reached oology, and an additional interest is given

to it from the light which it throws in many cases upon

the relationship of species and genera."

THE NEW STATE LABORATORY.

VERY little, indeed, was known, among the general

public, of the chemical operations which have, for

half a century, been carried on in makeshift

rooms at Somerset House, until the new Labora-

tory was opened in Clement's Inn Passage on the

1st October ; and, if possible, less was known of the real

functions of such an institution. When the expense of a

luxurious public establishment for carrying on chemical

manipulations is placed before the groaning taxpayer,

one might ask, not unreasonably, what is the use to the

people at large of such an accessory in the State

machinery ? Moreover, evidence is not wanting that, in

spite of the great increase in the diffusion of knowledge in

recent years, there are not a few among even those who
wield considerable influence in municipal affairs who see

no use at all in public laboratories, except as a means of

increasing unduly the demands on the private householder's

pecuniary resources. A lamentable exemplification of this

short-sighted policy is even now too apparent in the

calamity which has overtaken the inhabitants of Maidstone.

This town has enjoyed the reputation of being a healthy

locality with a low death-rate and an enviable freedom

from typhoid fever—circumstances which, when the first
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cases of the epidemic became known, pointed to some
specific and serious sanitary defect, and no time was lost

in endeavouring to trace the source of the mischief. By
this time all the world knows that a more striking instance

of guilt has never before been brought home to a particular

Apparatus for obserring the KefractiTe Index of Butter and like substances.

water supply, and it is generally agreed that such a water
should be condemned on half the evidence available in this

particular case. Now that it

is too late, the indignant rate-

payers demand the punishment
of those who are responsible

for the calamity, and mutual re-

criminations are rife.

Originally the Government
Laboratory was established for

the purpose of assisting the

authorities in collecting and pro-

tecting the revenue derived from
excisable and dutiable articles.

How effectively this laudable

aspiration has been realized is

clearly seen in the results which
attended the change in the

method of testing imported spirits

in 1881. Previous to that date

the practice was to assess the

duty solely by means of the

hydrometer, a method which fails

to indicate the true percentage of

spirit in most cases when colour-

ing or sweetening matter is

present ; by substituting the

method of testing by distillation,

a sa\ing of about one hundred
and eighty thousand pounds
was effected in the Customs
revenue.

In the year 1853 a gentleman obtained a patent for an
artificial lubricant as a substitute for sperm oil, and there-

fore applied to the authorities to be allowed to use spirit

in the manufacture of his lubricant duty free. This led to

an extensive series of experiments by the late Mr. Phillips,

having for its object the rendering of the spirit unfit for

drinking purposes without danger to the revenue derived

from potable spirits, and at the same time enabling the manu-
facturer to compete successfully

with the foreigner, either at home
or abroad, by placing spirit within

reach at about three shillings

and sixpence per gallon. He
suggested that the addition of

crude wood naphtha to spirit of

wine would deter habitual drunk-

ards from intoxication at a cheap
rate by means of this mixture.

Profs. Graham, Hofmann, and
Redwood, to whom the sugges-

tion was referred, reported that

a mixture of ten per cent, of

purified wood naphtha with spirit

of wine would eti'ect the object

in view. The measure has been
highly beneficial. It has deprived

the smuggler of a market for

his spirit, and the result is that

ilUcit distillation is all but extinct

in England. While, however,
the interests of the people at

large are jealously guarded by
our ofticial chemists, the small

vendor sometimes finds himself in

an unenviable position ; indeed,

it is an easy matter for a sales-

man realizmg a profit of three

or four pounds a year on an article to find himself called

upon to pay a fine of three times that amount for an offence

Jiitimation of k>ulphur in Steel. (Special ilethod.)

which, in some cases, can hardly be regarded as premedi-
tated. A chemist was prosecuted at HuU by the Board of

Inland Eevenue for selling a spirituous preparation called
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" morning tonic," or " pick-me-up," the point at issue

being whether the preparation was a medicine or a beverage.

A chemist at Sunderland, not being licensed for the sale

of methylated spirit, was asked for a gill by an Inland

Kevenue officer, and said he must put something in it

before he could sell it. He added some resin, but according

to the evidence for the prosecution did not add in the

proportion of three ounces to the gallon—the regulation

amount.
The formalities to be observed when a purchase is made

for the purpose of analysis, either by a private individual

or an officer, must be rigidly observed. The person pur-

chasing any article with the intention of submitting the

same to analysis shall, after the purchase shall have been

completed, forthwith notify to the seller, or his agent

selling the article, his intention to have the same analyzed

by the public analyst, and shall offer to divide the

article into three parts, to be then and there separated,

and each part to be marked and sealed, or fastened up in

such a manner as its nature will permit ; and shall, if

required to do so, proceed accordingly, and shall deliver

one of the parts to the seller or his agent. He shall

afterwards retain one of the said parts for future com-

parison, and submit the third part, if he deem it right to

have the article analyzed, to the analyst.

On entering the main laboratory a scene of extreme

activity presents itself, and one is almost bewildered by

the variety of operations in which the many chemists are

continuously engaged. The profuse distribution of bottles

of all kinds of alcoholic drinks, tinctures, etc., on the top

shelves of the benches, and the manner in which the malt

liquors are being transferred from vessel to vessel, gives

one the impression of a busy bar in some public-house.

A little friendly explanation, however, from the courteous

and extremely intelligent workers, eliminates much of the

mystery with which the processes are at first sight invested.

The operation of " tossing " beer, for example, is per-

formed for the purpose of extracting the free carbonic

acid locked in the liquid during fermentation. As the

beer is poured from a great height an abundance of froth

rises to the surface, and, as the bubbles break, carbonic

acid escapes. A measured quantity of the beer is then

weighed for the purpose of determining its specific gravity,

and it is then put in a still, by which means the alcohol,

under the influence of heat, distils over into a receiver,

the boiling point being much lower than that of water.

In this way a distillate is obtained richer in alcohol than

the original beer, and the distillate, when weighed in the

balance, indicates a difl'erent specific gravity, which enables

the chemist to compute the percentage of alcohol in the

sample of beer under examination, account also being

taken of the solid residue left in the still.

In another laboratory an assistant may be seen in-

vestigating, say, samples of butter. How can he detect

foreign matter ? One method is by means of a specially

constructed microscope. The pure article, when melted

and a ray of light passed through it, has a definite

refractive index for a given temperature, and when foreign

matter is present the refractive index varies according to

the nature of the substance added. Hence, a sample of

butter is put in the instrument, and melted by water from

a conical vessel introduced into a jacket in the microscope

by means of tubing. The temperature is then registered

by a thermometer, and the refraction is read off on a

graduated scale in the field of view. Again, a sample of

steel may be under examination for sulphur, and if more
than a regulation amount is found the steel is condemned
as unfit for a particular purpose. The steel, as filings, is

dissolved in acid in a flask, by which means the sulphur in

it is set free, and this free sulphur is converted into

sulphuretted hydrogen by means of a current of hydrogen

urged through from a Kipp's apparatus, the hydrogen being

washed from impurities on its way to the flask by a proper

solvent in a Wolf's bottle. The sulphuretted hydrogen

thus formed passes onwards to another flask containing

lead nitrate, by which means lead sulphide is formed. By
means of an oxidizing agent this lead sulphide is converted

into lead sulphate, a definite compound in which the pro-

portion of sulphur is known. And so the sulphur which

before existed in the steel in an unknown proportion, is

now united with lead in such a ratio as admits of computing

its proportion in the original sample of steel, a definite

weight of the steel having been taken for analysis.

Still, used in distilling Alcoliolic Liquids.

The work of the institution is divided into four distinct

departments : (1) the main laboratory, wholly reserved for

the analysis of alcoholic products—beer, wines, tinctures,

rum, brandy, etc.
; (2) the tobacco rooms, fitted with

appliances for the examination of manufactured and the

so-called " offal " tobacco, for the determination of fraudu-

lent or improper admixtures
; (3) the Board of Agriculture

Department, where all • cases of disputed analyses of

fertilizers, feeding stuffs, etc., are referred by magistrates,

and on which the decision of the Principal Chemist is final

;

(4) the Crown contracts laboratories, in which all manner
of substances may from time to time be examined—from
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steel rails for railways to the gilt buttons and gold laee

on the uniforms of our naval and military grandees.

Chemical laboratories, of course, bear a close resem-
blance to each other, but there are several reasons why
the one at Clement's Inn Passage should be, to some
extent, familiar to all dwellers in these isles. (1) It is a

factor, however small or indirect, in our daily lives
; {'2) we

have to pay for it, and should therefore know what we are

to receive in return for the outlay
; (8) it is unique of its

kind, and includes in its construction all the best features

of other existing laboratories, totally ignoring all their

defects, for which happy result we are indebted to the wide
experience and unerring judgment of Dr. Thorpe, the
Principal Chemist. For instance, the laboratory has fully

developed respiratory organs, provision being made for the
proper circulation of fresh air ; and the fume closets are

all connected by internal passages in the walls with a sort

of large duct, through which a fan, worked by a silent

engine, draws the noxious vapours forv/ard, and delivers

them into the atmosphere outside the building. Its

arterial and venous systems are thoroughly differentiated

—the water polluted by operations in the laboratory
being delivered through separate channels to the drains,

while the aqueous liquid used as water-jackets for the

distillations is carried through separate channels, and
lifted by a force pump into cisterns above the building, to

be used over and over again, and the water so used is

kept cool by brine communicating with a refrigerating

apparatus. The internal walls, in keeping with chemical
operations, are enamelled, and there is a cool room for

preserving samples of alcoholic drinks, etc., in which as

you enter you feel a sort of pressure at every point of the
body—a grip all round—so intense is the cold, a condition

favourable for retaining fermented liquors in their original

condition ; while last, but not least, the laboratory is

illuminated by electricity. J. Mills.

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR NOVEMBER.
By Herbert Sadler, F.E.A.S.

SOME well-marked groups of spots and faculs have
lately appeared on the solar surface.

Conveniently observable minima of Algol occur

at Uh. 47m. p.m. on the 15th, and at 6h. 40m. p.m.

on the 18th.

Mercury is too near the Sun for observation in

November.
Venus is a morning star, and is fairly well situated for

observation this month. On the 1st she rises at about

4h. 30m. A.M., with a southern declination at transit of

4" 24', and an apparent diameter of 11 5". On the 7th

she rises at 4h. 45m. a.m., with a southern dechnation

of 7° 15', and an apparent diameter of 11^". On the 12th

she rises at 5h. a.m., with a southern declination of

9° 33', and an apparent diameter of 11". On the 17th

she rises at 5h. 15m. a.m., with a southern declination of

11° 46', and an apparent diameter of 10|". On the 22nd
she rises at 5h. B2m. a.m., with a southern dechnation of

13'' 53', and an apparent diameter of lOf". On the 30th

she rises at about 6h. a.m., with a southern declination of

16° 56', and an apparent diameter of lOV'. During

November she describes a direct path through the eastern

portion of Virgo into Libra, being not far from a. librae

on the 24th.

Mars is in conjunction with the Sun on the 2Ist.

Jupiter is a morning star, rising on the Ist at 3h. 15m.
A.M., with a northern dechnation at noon of 0° 39', and

an apparent equatorial diameter of 32i ". On the 7th he

rises at 2h. 57m. a.m., with a northern declination of 0° 13',

and an apparent equatorial diameter of 32|". On the

12th he rises at 2h. 43m. a.m., with a southern declina-

tion of 0° 8', and an apparent equatorial diameter of 32|".

On the 17th he rises at 2h. 28m. a.m., with a southern

declination of 0° 28', and an apparent equatorial diameter

of 32|". On the 23rd he rises at about 2h. a.m., with a

southern declination of 0° 51', and an apparent equatorial

diameter of 33". On the 30th Jupiter rises at about

lb. 45m. a.m., with a southern declination of 1° 15', and
an apparent equatorial diameter of 33^". He describes

a direct path in Virgo during the month.
Saturn is in conjunction with the Sun on the 25th, and

Uranus is in the same position on the 21st.

Neptune is an evening star, and is well situated for obser-

vation, rising on the 1st at 6h. 32m. p.m., with a northern

dechnation of 21° 50', and an apparent diameter of 2i".

On the 11th he rises at 5h. 53m. p.m., with a northern

dechnation of 21° 49'. On the 21st he rises at 5h. 13m.

a.m., with a northern declination of 21° 48'. On the 30th

he rises at 4h. 37m. p.m., with a northern declination of

21° 47'. During the month he describes a short retrograde

path in Taurus.

November is a very favom-abie month for shooting stars.

The most marked display is that of the Leonids on

November 13th and l^th, the radiant point being in K.A.

lOh., and northern dechnation 23'. The radiant point

rises at about lOh. 15m. p.m. The Andromedes occur on

the 27th, the radiant point being in R.A. Ih. 40m., and

northern declination 43°.

The Moon enters her first quarter at 2h. 37m. p.m. on

the 1st ; is full at 9h. 50m. a.m. on the 9th ;
enters her

last quarter at 2h. 2m. p.m. on the 17th ; and is new at

9h. 20m. A.M. on the 24th.

A maximum of the variable star Ceti will occur about

the 9th.

By C. D. LooocK, B.A.Oxon.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LococK, Burwash, Sussex, and posted on or before

the 10th of each month.

Solutions of October Problems.

No. 1.

(By J. K. Macmeikan.)

1. Q to R8, and mates next move.

No. 2.

(By P. F. Blake.)

1. R to K7, and mates next move.

Correct Solutions of both problems received from

J. T. Blakemore, G. J. Newbegin, G. Coules, E. C. Wihis,

G. G. Beazley, W. Clugston, W. de P. Crousaz, Kappa,

J. McRobert, H. H. Thomas, Alpha, E. W. Brooke.

Of No. 1 only, from M. Wiedhofft.

Of No. 2 only, from Captain Forde.

M. Wiedhoift.—U 1. B to B4ch, Q x R.

Captain Forde.—In answer to 1. Q to R6, the King can

move.
G. Coules.—Your solutions of September problems were

correct, but arrived too late to be acknowledged last

month.
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A. C. ChaUentjer. — Many thanks for the substitute,

which arrived just in time to save inquiry as to the flaw

in the other.

PKOBLEMS.

No. 1.

By A. C. Challenger.

Black (7).

White ((ij.

White mates in three moves.

No. 2.

By Geo. J. Slater, Bolton.

Black (ii)-

,i

^^ ^1^ ^^

White (10).

White mates in two moves.

[The above was bracketed second-prize winner in the

Leeds Weekly Mercunj Tournament.]

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

14

13

121
12

The International Tournament at Berlin last month
resulted as follows :

—

First Prize.—R. Charousek
Second Prize.—C. A. Walbrodt .

Third Prize.—J. H. Blackburne
Fourth Prize.—D. Janowski
Fifth Prize.—A. Burn ...

The Sixth and Seventh Prizes were divided between
S. Alpin, G. Marco, and C. Schlechter, who each scored 11^.

The other scores (not counting those of Herren Albin,

Englisch, and Y. Bardeleben, who retired through ill

health at different stages of the tournament) were H.
Caro, 11 ; M. Tchigorin, 10|; E. Schiffers, 10 ; J. Metger,

9; W. Cohn and S. Winawer, 8^ ; H. Suchting, 8;
E. Teichmann, 1\\ A. Zinkl, 6^.

Herr Schiffers obtained the special prize for the best

score against the prize-winners.

The contest, as will be seen, was very close. Herr
Charousek, who started badly, afterwards scored win after

win iu fine style. There is nothing surprising in his

victory
;
probably he and Janowski and Tchigorin, who

was evidently out of form, were the favourites before the

tournament began. Walbrodt played consistently through-
out, and did not lose a game to any of the first ten. Mr.
Blackburne—inspired, no doubt, by the scene of his great

triumph in 1881—made a capital start ; and though he
afterwards drew too many games to repeat that victory, he
lost only to Winawer and Walbrodt. Mr. Burn also did

well, though he lost five games. Schlechter lost only to

Burn and Marco, but as usual he drew a very large pro-

portion of his games—in this case, no less than eleven.

Marco was leading during the earlier part of the tournament,
but he gradually dropped back into bis proper position.

Mr. Teichmann's performance was again very disappointing,

though he did better than last time.

Immediately after the tournament M. Janowski challenged
Herr "Walbrodt to a match, but the challenge was not

accepted. The next international tournament will be held

at Vienna next year, when very valuable prizes will be

offered.

The Minor Tournament at Berlin was won by Herr V.

Popiel, who did not lose a single game. The winner was
at one time a very unsuccessful competitor in first-class

tournaments, and has evidently improved since then.

It is stated that the inventor of the Steinitz gambit, as

the result of a single defeat, has admitted the unsoundness
of that interestingly eccentric d'hut. It is probable,

however, that a good deal more than this must happen
before he finally despairs of his favourite.
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THE STUDY AND USE OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

THE great difficulty that besets both the professional

and the amateur student of natural science at the

present day is to find out what has already been
written on the subject he may have in hand.
And the difficulty is the greater in the case of

the amateur, because the professional, who is nowadays
generally a specialist, has by long training learnt how to

lay his hand on most of the literature bearing upon his

own particular branch of study—or, at all events, knows
the best way of finding out desiderata.

Apart from the enormous volume of scientific literature

annually poured out by societies in all parts of the globe

and in all languages, one great reason why the study and
use of such literature is so difficult is due to the fact that

scarcely one society in the zoological division keeps to

any one particular subject. To take our own country, we
have the Zoological Society not only publishing descrip-

tions of animals and papers on their geographical distri-

bution, but others on anatomy and paleontology. Cut the

Linn.Tan, which is primarily a botanical society, likewise

publishes zoological papers ; and the Geographical has
lately taken to include memoirs on the distribution of

animals. Anatomical papers are published by the
Jiiiinial of Anatomy and Physioloiiy, while the Annals and
Magazine of Natural History sends forth a monthly nii'lange

on all kinds of biological subjects. As regards paleonto-

logy, the PaliEontographical Society is specially devoted to

this subject, but a large number of papers appear in the

publications of the Geological Society ; while stratigraphi-

cal geology is represented not only in these volumes, but

in the issues of the Geologists' Association and a host of

provincial societies. Then, again, we have the Royal Society,

which is supposed to suck the cream of all the scientific

discoveries of each year, and whose publications conse-

quently contain papers on almost every conceivable scientific

subject. Much the same scattered distribution of papers
occurs in the case of botany, chemistry, and astronomy.
And when we remember that British memoirs form only

a very insignificant moiety of scientific literature, and that

the same mixture of subjects occurs in the publications of

foreign learned societies, the amateur student may well

be appalled at the difficulty of obtaining an adequate
knowledge of the literature of any particular branch of

science.

Although it would, of course, have no effect on the past,

it would undoubtedly be a vast advantage to science if the
various learned societies of each individual country could
agree among themselves to restrict their own publications

to one particular subject, so that in each country there

would be one particular journal where we should find all

the zoological information, another the geological, a third

the botanical, a fourth the chemical, and so on. But this

consummation, however devoutly to be wished, is one we
are not likely to see realized for many a long day, and
we must perforce make the best of things as they are.

To remedy this state of chaos has been and is one of the
great objects of many of the learned bodies of the present
day. And the only way in which this can be done is by
publishing annual records of the work accompHshed in
each and every l)ranch of science. The marinum opns of
this nature in Britain is the Royal Society's " Catalogue
of Scientific Papers," which is now approaching within
measurable distance of being up to date, but which has
the serious drawback of only containing a list of paper's

arranged imder the heading of authors, without any
subject index. In certain branches of science there are,

however, admirable records now published, containing not
only references to papers arranged according to authorship,
but also classified under subjects. One of the foremost of

these is the Xooloyical Tlccord, and a few years ago we had
the equally valuable (ieoloyical Record, although this un-
fortunately came to an end in 1889. To fill its place, the
Rev. Mr. Blake started in 1890 the Annals of British

Geology, a work admirable so far as it goes, but necessarily
imperfect, as it deals only with papers bearing on the
geology and paleontology of Britain, and geological and
paleontological papers published in this country. More
recently the Geological Society has started another record,
but this is, unfortunately, limited to the works contained
in the Society's library, and therefore fails to meet all the

wants of writers. Moreover, both these records deal with
paleontology, which is also treated of to a certain extent
in the Zoological Record, so that much valuable space
and time are wasted. It is to be hoped that in the near
future the two societies will arrange between them that
this subject is taken in hand by one only, and then done
completely. Records—more or less nearly approaching
completeness—are also undertaken by the Chemical,
Meteorological, and other societies. Messrs. Cassell's

Year Book of Science, which enjoyed a too brief exis-

tence in the earlier years of the present decade, was
intended to provide a more popular guide to scientific

literature of all kinds, and ought to have been of great use
to the amateur worker. Unfortunately there appear too

few of the latter class to support the cost of publication of

such a work, which is necessarily heavy.
At the present day a record " made in Germany " is

ahead of any of our own, since index-slips on any scientific

subject are now supplied by the Bureau of Scientific

Literature at Berlin, and are issued at the shortest possible

interval after the date of publication of the memoirs.
There are, however, hopes of better things ahead, the
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Royal Society being now engaged on a scheme for an
International Record of Scientific Literature which shall

deal with every subject in a complete and exhaustive

manner; subject indices being an essential part of the

scheme.
But records of scientific literature are, after all, only

useful to those who have access to large libraries, where
the memoirs quoted may be found ; and there is a large

class of scientific readers and students who depend more
or less entirely for their information on text-books and
such like. And no one can say that at the present day
the supply of such works is not fully adequate to all needs.

In many branches of science, such as zoology, paleontology,
the geographical distribution of animals, the origin of

species, chemistry, and geology, such text-books, if fairly

well up to date, ought to give the worker a good general
idea of the subject treated. But science is ever advancing,
and it is but very rarely that a student can depend on
the information in a text book for determining whether
or no any fact he may have discovered for himself is

really new. It must also be borne in mind that the
author of a text-book is nowadays very seldom an
expert in the whole of his subject, and that consequently
some portions of his work are far less valuable than
others. Then, again, there are difi'erent grades of such
works. For instance, the ordinary popular natural history

is but too frequently regarded as if it were a scientific

treatise of high and original value, whereas it is, from
the necessity of the case, mainly or partly a mere com-
pilation. Between such a work and a strictly scientific

treatise stand memoirs Hke Sir William Flower's article
" Mammalia " in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica," which,
although now somewhat out of date, may be appealed to

with more confidence. The highest zoological treatises,

which contain all the available information up to the
date of publication, are, however, the British Museum's
"Catalogues" of animals, living or extinct, which now form
a most extensive series, although far less well known to

the ordinary amateur worker than they should be. In some
groups these invaluable publications are, unfortunately,
far behind date, but in groups where volumes have recently
been issued the task of the student is an easy one. He
has but to make himself acquainted with all the information
on the subject he may require from the " Catalogue,"
and then turn to the Zoological Record for subsequent
years to find if anything fresh has been recorded. And,
this being done, he will be in the proud position of knowing
all that is worth knowing regarding his particular line of
study. Would that we could say there were the same
facilities in other sciences ! R. Lydekker.

REVIEWS.

Reports of the Smithsonian Institution, 1894, 1895.
(Washington : Government Printing Office.)

Report of the United States National Museum. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office.)

It behoves all men of science to give thanks for the
existence of the Smithsonian Institution, for certainly no
organization in the world works more extensively, or so well,

for the advancement of scientific knowledge. Before us we
have two bulky volumes, running into sixteen hundred
pages altogether, and constituting the Smithsonian Reports
proper for the years 1894 and 1895, while a third volume,
containing more than one thousand pages, is the Report
of the United States National Museum (which is under
the direction of the Smithsonian Institution) for the year

1894. It will be evident that the contents of works of

such a voluminous character as these cannot be adequately

described in the brief space of a review ; it is, indeed,

impossible to refer to a tithe of the contributions included

in these weighty tomes.

What makes every Smithsonian Report a desirable

possession to a man of science is not so much the report

of the secretary upon the operations and conditions of

the Institution (if Mr. S. P. Langley will pardon us for

saying so) as the general appendix, which is usually seven

or eight times larger than the administrative statement.

The appendix to each Report comprises a collection of

miscellaneous memoirs on scientific subjects selected from

periodicals published in various parts of the world, and
possessing interest for all who are engaged in the promotion

of natural knowledge. Reprints or translations of thirty-

seven memoirs of this character, covering a variety of

subjects in physical and natural science, appear in the

Report for 1894, and thirty in the Report for 1895.

Several of the memoirs in the latter volume are essays

upon the properties of atmospheric air, sent in to compete

for the Hodgkins Fund prizes often thousand, two thousand,

and one thousand dollars respectively. It will be remem-
bered that the first prize was awarded to Lord Rayleigh

and Prof. Ramsay for the discovery of argon. The
second prize was not awarded, and the third went to

Dr. H. de Varigny, of Paris, for an essay entitled " L'Air

et la Vie," a translation of which is given in the Report.

Leaving the Smithsonian Reports with a feeling of dis-

satisfaction at not being able to do justice to their

comprehensive and most valuable contents, we come to

the Report of the United States National Museum. In

addition to a review of the work of the different scientific

departments of the museum during 1894, the Report contains

six papers describing and illustrating some of the collections.

One of these, on " Primitive Travel and Exploration," by
Dr. 0. T. Mason, is a volume in itself, for it covers three

hundred and fifty pages, and contains a mass of interesting

information on the origins of inventions. Another long

memoir is on "The Swastika, the Earliest Known Symbol,
and its Bligrations," by Mr. Thomas Wilson. The swastika

is the most ancient sign of the cross. Despite the theories

and speculations of archaeologists, the origin of this sign

is unknown, and it is properly classed as prehistoric.

Mr. Wilson's aim has been to bring together information

as to the distribution and use of the swastika sign,

but he does not discuss its origin or original meaning.
" Mancala, the National Game of Africa, " is described by
Dr. Stewart Culin, and various forms of the board used in

the game are illustrated. Mancala is played wherever the

Arab has penetrated. It is played by boys in the streets of

Cairo, by guides on the top of the pyramids at Ghizeh,

by the Kaffirs in the diamond compounds of South Africa,

and, in fact, it has for ages diverted the population of

nearly half the inhabited area of the globe. The game
may be likened to the game of draughts, and is played upon
a board containing two rows of cup-shaped depressions

—

at least, so it appears to us. Two players use a certain

number of pebbles or shells as counters, and transfer

them from one hole to another upon a system not easily

explained, and altogether mystifying to an onlooker.

Another paper in the Report of the Museum is on
" Primitive Methods of Drilling," by Mr. J. D. McGuire,
and all the papers are copiously and brilliantly illustrated.

When we remember how liberally the Smithsonian In-

stitution distributes publications of this kind among
institutions in all parts of the world, we are afforded a
remarkable instance of the international interests of

science,
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Life in Eurhi Britain. By Bertram C. A. Windle.
(David Nutt.) 'illustrated. 3s. 6d. Of all subjects of

historical interest, that which is most involved in mystery
and uncertainty is assuredly the life of our remotest
ancestors. To the arch;eologist the subject is of great

importance, and to the general reader an inexhaustible

source of pleasure. Who were the first occupants of our
islands .' Some authorities believe that man existed in

Britain when the land formed a part of the continent of

Europe. Others express a different opinion. In time the

land became separated and the island we now know came
into existence. The only way that succeeding races could
then have come into Britain was by means of boats, or

their equivalents. The first of these sea-borne races was
the Neolithic, then came the Celts, and as to the succeeding
races we need not mention them here. The means by
which we have acquired some knowledge regarding the

Price lOs. Hypnotism as a branch of medicine is, in a

general way, almost Ln its infancy, yet the treatment of

patients by this method is regarded by some as having a

great future Ln store. The present work has been written

by a physician who has during the past few years made a

speciality of hypnotic science. In his introduction the

author says that the majority of people can be hypnotized

;

some are easily, and others with difficulty, thrown into

the hypnotic state. As a proof of this the author states

that out of three thousand one hundred and forty-eight

persons acted upon since the year 1887, only ninety-seven
were proof against his power or suggestions. Children are,

without exception, easy to hypnotize, and subjects up to

the age of thirty are not difficult to manage. After this

age the susceptibility diminishes, but in very old people the
power of hypnotization is great. Cases of all kinds are
mentioned, and the results of the author's experiences, as

Interior of the Boiuaa Bath at Bath. From "Life in Early Britain.'

existence of these earlier ancestors are set forth in this

little volume. The monuments, implements, and other

remains found in different parts of these islands are

described by the author in an able and interesting manner,
while the engravings are of high quality and aptly de-

scriptive of the text they are meant to illustrate. A com-
prehensive list of the principal monuments left by our

ancestors is given at the end of the book. Prof. Windle,
like all other writers on this subject, has, of necessity,

drawn largely upon imagination to bridge the chasms and
to focus the many divergent rays of light which proceed

from so many different sources; and he has, we think,

succeeded in presenting an outline picture of primitive hfe

which, in the present state of knowledge, will not only

meet with general approval, but also serve as a reliable

introduction to students who desire a stepping-stone to

more pretentions works of the same character.

Hypnotism and its Application to Practical Medicine. By
Otto Georg Wetterstrand, M.D. (O. F. Putnam's Sons.)

here set down, go to prove that most diseases can be

cured by hypnotism 1 We are told that the diseases which
are most susceptible to the hypnotic intluence are those

which have a nervous origin. Herbert Spencer, in his

great work on philosophy, comes to the conclusion that

antagonism prevails among different classes of society

because they wiU not take the trouble to look into the

matter, and find out both its faults and virtues. Much the

same may be said of hypnotism, according to the advocates

of this latest universal remedy. It may be almost right,

in the light of what past experience has shown, to say that

the real worth of a theory is in inverse proportion to its

first acceptance. Those who venture to assert that in the

future hypnotism wLU be recognized as the long-sought

elixir, as it were, have still some dense mists and fogs to

dissipate by the light of science before a belated, and
maybe sceptical, public can discern so fair and beneficent

a banker of human woe in such a guise. It would, indeed,

be a means of dissipating much pain and suffering to poor

humanity if it be found possible to cure most diseases by
hypnotism.
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AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY.*

SO
far as Government recognition is concerned, there

can be no question that the science of ethnology

occupies a far more important position in the United

States than in oxir own country ; and the three

magnificent quarto vohimes before us afford ample

evidence of the thoroughness and soundness with which

the Bureau is carrying out the work entrusted to its

charge. In having wild Indian tribes living only a com-
paratively short distance from the seat of government, the

United States has naturally a special inducement to

undertake ethnological investigations which is wanting
in many other countries. Still this inducement—and

of moat of the nmnerous plates, whether plain or coloured,

with which the volumes are illustrated, is beyond praise
;

and the two which we have reproduced on a smaller scale

wiU be found full of interest to our readers.

The limits of our space absolutely forbid any attempt at

a critical review of even a few of the numerous separate

papers contained in these bulky volumes ; and our notice

must accordingly be limited to a brief mention of some of

the leading objects of the Bureau, and reference to one or

two of the most generally interesting memoirs.
The science of anthropology, which comprises in its full

extent all that relates to the human race, is divided into

the two branches of ethnology and demology (or demo-
nomy) ; the former of these dealing with man's physical

Ihe Ghost Dance.—Inspiration.

1*1-0111 Auiiual Keports of tlie Bm-eau of Etliuology (Smitlisoiiiau Institution).

indeed duty—might well have been overridden by other

considerations in a country where commercial business is

carried on under high pressure ; and it is, therefore,

highly to the credit of all concerned that the Bureau has

been established, and that its investigations are conducted

in such an able manner. The Bui-eau is fortunate in being

under the control of such an accomplished scientist as Dr.

J. AV. Powell, the Director, who is ably seconded by a

most efficient staff. The preparation for publication by a

Government department of such a mass of material, and

the designing of the plates by which these volumes are

illustrated, naturally occupy a considerable amount of

time ; and it is therefore not surprising to find that the

letter of transmittal accompanying the foiu'teenth report

is dated July, 18'J3, and that with the fifteenth the

corresponding month of the following year. The execution

* Annual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of

tlie Smith.sonian Institution. Vols. XIV. (in two parts) and XV.
(Washington. 1896 and 1S97.)

structure, and the latter with his special attributes, such
as language, institutions of government, religion, industries,

arts, etc. By ethnological characters man is, of course,

weU separated from the lower animals, and the main
groups of the human race inhabiting different parts of the

world are also classified in this manner. In the early days

of American ethnology (using this term in a wide sense)

the attempt was made to classify the various Indian races

by the biological method—that is, by difierent structural

details ; but it was eventually found that " after the

primary division into three, four, or five races, the varietal

features afford little or no aid in defining and classifying

tribes, so that ethnologic researches on any given continent

are necessarily carried forward in accordance with the

super-organic science of man." This is, in fact, studying

man from his higher attributes alone ; and to this line of

investigation the main efforts of the Bui-eau have been

directed. How important these investigations have proved

from a practical point of view is evident from the discovery
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that in settling the various tribes on the reserve territories,

those that speals similar or kindred tongues, and preserve

somewhat similar institutions, are much more likely to

dwell in peace than those in which these common factors

are wanting.

One very important and interesting line of investigation

is the endeavour to ehminate from the study of the Ked
Man those traits of character and habits acquired since

the introduction by Europeans of the horse and iron, and
thus to reveal him in

his true primitive

characters. Not only

have the records of

the earliest pioneers

of civilization been
searched and corre-

lated, but laborious

investigations have
been carried on in the

ancient quarries
where the Ked Man
manufactured h i s

weapons and imple-

ments in pre-
European days. And
we now know more
or less exactly the

manner in v.'hich

these were made, and
the strata from which
the material was dug.

A large portion of

the fifteenth Report is

occupied by a memoir
on the ancient stone

implements in the

Potomac and Chesa-
peake districts,
written by Mr. W. H.
Holmes, one of the

most painstaking in-

vestigators on the
survey. A very re-

markable and unex-

pected result of the

study of the quartzite

quarries of these dis-

tricts is that the most
rudely flaked imple-

ments do not repre-

sent an extremely low
and primitive state

of culture, but that

they were contem-
poraneous with the

finest stone carving,

pottery, and basket

and wood work. The
author is careful to say that these conclusions relate only

to these particular districts, but it is manifest that they
will have to be taken into careful consideration with regard

to the products of other countries. In another paper in

the same volume it is shown that the horse was not intro-

duced among the Sioux Indians till about the commence-
ment of the present century ; and also that this tribe

possessed several animals in a kind of semi-domesticated
state.

But from a popular point of view undoubtedly the

most interesting of the whole series of memoirs is the one

Haliaiwiiqti, Natacka, and Soyokiiiana (Medicine Men).

From the Fifteeutli Auiuuil Ruitort of the Buretiu uf Ethnoloyy.

dealing with the so-called " ghost-dance religion," which
occupies the greater portion of the second part of the

fourteenth Report, and is the work of Mr. J. Mooney.
This strange religious cult, which spread over the Western
United States between the years 188'J and 1802 with such

startling rapidity, and was closely connected with the great

outbreak of the Sioux tribe, was so fully reported in the

newspapers of the time that it is doubtless still fresh in

the memory of many of our readers. In addition to the

^^^^ rapidity of its spread,
rr'"" T Ai .. I : -51 the cult was note-

worthy on account of

its powerful influence

on the character and
conduct of its devo-

tees. The normal
mental processes were
suspended, and the

ordmary bodily func-

tions dominated for

hours or even days.

Indians who were
ordinarily docile and
contented, suddenly

became morose and
bloodthirsty ; while

peaceful tribes in an
instant broke into

open rebellion against

the dominant power.

Doubtless the pecu-

liar mode of thought
characteristic of the

Indian generally, his

habitual appeals to

the unknown for the

explanation of simple

facts, his habit of

peopling his natural

surroundings with
ghostly imaginations

,

rendered him pecu-

liarly susceptible to

the new cult. To our

great regret, space

forbids quoting any
of the descriptions of

the curious ceremo-
nies connected with
the ghost-dance, in

many of which hyp-
notism played a very

important part. Be-
tween thirty and
thirty-five tribes,

numbering some sixty

thousandindividuals,

seem to have come
under its influence. The first of the two illustrations we give

represents the devotees engaged in prayer. The portraits of

the leadersof the cult, of which there are manyin the volume,

have an especial value, not only as representing rapidly

waning races, but as depicting some of the master minds of

each tribe ; and of no less interest are the figures of the

mystic weapons and symbols employed during the dance.

With the bare remark that our second illustration repre-

sents a group of " medicine men," we are reluctantly

compelled to bring to a close our brief notice of a very

fascinating series of important memoirs.
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Wild yonmif. By Abel Chapman. (Arnold.) Illustrated.

IGs. Mr. Chapman's books always contain a great deal of

information of birds and beasts obtained at first hand, and
this makes them of exceptional value to the naturalist.

To the sportsman they must always prove interesting,

while to the general reader they are too bright and too

varied to be anything but good reading. The volume
before us is quite equal to those that have preceded it.

The author tells us in the preface that this is the last of
the series, and we can but regret it. The chapters on
reindeer stalking and elk hunting are amongst the best
sporting stories we have read. Although the author does
not count himself a first- class shot, his bag of six fine

reindeer in half a minute, even under the lucky conditions
described, was a remarkably good performance. A con-
siderable part of the book is devoted to salmon and trout
fishing, which will be of great interest and considerable value
to those who have fished or intend to fish in Norway. The
book contains several

chapters—notably those

entitled " Salt-Marshes
of West Jutland " and
"Impressions of Den-
mark "—which are well

worth the attention of

ornithologists. There
is also an interesting

chapter on bird and
insect migration ob-

served on the North
Sea. The illustrations,

by the author, assisted

by Chas. Whymper and
P. Ch. Trench, are good
on the whole, but some
of the figures are de-

cidedly stiff and
" wooden."

bridge. This is a new departui'e, susceptible of further

development. For instance, the author might well have
directed attention to the admirable instructional series of

specimens and models in the botanical department of the

Natural History Museum at South Kensington. The
introduction is followed by chapters on the outlines of the

general morphology and natural history of flowering plants

and ferns ; on variation, evolution, and classification ; on
forms of vegetation and the geographical distribution of

plants ; and on economic botany. Naturally, in so small

a space, many of the subjects are only superficially treated.

The very condensed sketch of botanical geography is one
of the least satisfactory parts of the work, and reminds us

of the great want of an up-to-date treatise on this subject

in the English language. This, we may add, should not

be a translation of any of the existing foreign books, but

the work of one of our most accomplished specialists. Mr.
Willis finishes with a glossarial index to the English

names, technical terms,

etc., and he also gives

a useful though limited

bibliography.

A Manual and Vic-

tiiinanj of tlir Floweriny

PUintg and Ferns. By
J. C. WUlis, M.A. Two
vols. (Cambridge Uni-

versity Press.) 10s. Gd.

This work forms one of

the Cambridge natural

science manuals of the

biological series, and consists of two small volumes of two
hundred and twenty-four and four hundred and thirty pages
respectively. It is well printed on excellent thin paper, and
might have been conveniently put into one volume, and
then not have exceeded pocket size. We may say at once
that this is a useful and, generally speaking, reliable

work, especially the second part or volume, which is the
" dictionary " proper, and which we can unreservedly

recommend to the young student. Part I., as the author
informs us, was written as a supplement to Part II. It is

unequal in value in its difi'erent parts, and, as must happen
in a work covering so wide a field, much has admittedly been
borrowed, sometimes from sources not judiciously selected,

or the matter not well digested. Still, on the whole, it is

an advance on most previous elementary works on botany.
The author starts on an evolutionary basis, and he strongly,

and, as we think, wisely, insists on the study of the external

morphology of plants, preliminary to anatomy and physio-
logy. An introductory chapter consists of suggestions to

students as to the method of using his book in connection
with the botanic gardens and museums of Kew and Cam-

The Sentinel. (Reindeer.) From " Wild Norway."

TIte True Grassis.-^y

Edward Hackel. Trans-
lated from '

' Die Natiir-

lichen Pflanzenfami-

lien "by F. Lawson-
Scribner and Efiie A.

Southworth. Illustrated,
(Constable.) 10s. Od.

This little book will be

found useful by persons

who are desirous of

studying grasses, but
unable to read either

German or Latin ; and
also by persons who
cannot afl:brd the more
expensive works. Prof.

Hackel is a recognized
authority on the classi-

fication of grasses, and
he has done some ex-

cellent work ; but it is

necessary to state that

the present synopsis

does not embody the re-

sults of his later researches, to say nothing of the work of
other botanists. In the first instance it was largely compiled
from Bentham and Hooker's "Genera Plantarum" (1883),
and originally published in German in 1887, and translated
and published in America in 1890. Since the latest of

these dates, some important contributions have been made
to the literature on grasses—notably Sir Joseph Hooker's
elaboration of the Indian genera and species. Briefly,

then, this English edition is merely a re-issue of the
American edition, which appeared six years ago, and it

deals only with genera—not with species.

FAcmenta of Clienmtrij. By Rufus P. ^^'illiams. (Ginn
& Co., Boston and London.) Illustrated. Ss. ^^'e are
informed that this book is the outcome of the author's

wide experience with students of chemical science. He
endeavours to treat the subject in an interesting manner,
and really makes the study of chemistry a pleasure, and at

the same time a mental exercise. The volume is profusely

illustrated by excellent outline figures, showing arrange-

ments of apparatus and correct modes of manipulation.
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The Life Histories of the British 'Marine Food Fishes. By
Dr. W. C. Mcintosh, F.K.S., London and Edinburgh,
and A. T. Masterman, B.A., B.Sc. (Clay & Sons.) Illus-

trated. 21s. A few months ago we directed attention to

Mr. J. T. Cunningham's remarkably instructive work on
" British Marketable Fishes," prepared under the auspices

of the Marine Biological Association. We have here a

similar but not so popular a volume, emanating from the

Marine Laboratory of the University of St. Andrew's.

Between the marine biologists of the North and South
there is something of a spirit of rivalry, the result being

that each school is inclined to ignore, more or less, the

work of the other—or, at any rate, not overburden it with
praise. If, however, Mr. Cunningham's volume and the

present one be considered together, we get a satisfactory

account of the investigations into the life histories of

British marine food fishes, each work supplying what the

other lacks. When the important place which marine
food fishes occupy in the daily food supply of the country

not hesitate to say that these life histories will be found

as valuable as they are interesting to aU who are engaged

in the fishing industry. Moreover, the professed naturalist

will find that the chapters constitute a useful epitome of

the present state of knowledge of the breeding habits,

migrations, and transformations of the species described.

The book is illustrated with numerous figures in the text,

and twenty partly coloured plates. It is undoubtedly a

valuable contribution to the literature of a subject the

importance of which, both economically and scientifically,

cannot be over-estimated.

Bird Life. By Frank M. Chapman. (New York :

Appleton & Co.) Illustrated. Mr. Chapman is a well-

known American ornithologist, and his present book is a

model popular bird book : a model which writers of

popular works on our own birds would do well to examine

and copy. The author's plan, and the way in which this

plan is carried out, are beyond praise. In direct but
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Froui '• Life Histoiies of the British Marine Food Fishes."

is remembered, the general ignorance of the habits and
development of the species of fish familiar to every house-

wife is somewhat surprising. In certain cases the

proverb, " Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise,''

may very well be applied ; for the diet of some of our

favourite food fishes is not of the daintiest character, and
the natural appearance of others is so repulsive that unless

it is disguised the sale would be seriously aifected. How-
ever, it is not for science to consider the aesthetic tastes of

an unreasoning public, and the volume under notice shows
what a large amount of interesting information has been
obtained with reference to the life histories of the fishes

used for our sustenance. The first part is devoted to

general remarks on pelagic eggs, and the various stages of

development into the larval and then the adult forms of

fishes. Following this is a semi-popular description of the

structural development of teleosteans (bony fishes), and a

chapter on the rate of growth of food fishes. This con-

cludes Part I., the remainder of the volume being taken

up with the life histories of the various species. We do

comprehensive language, he gives, in his introduction, a

brief summary of a bird's place in nature and its relation

to man ; its evolution ; the form and uses of its different

parts ; the purposes and changes of its plumage ; its

migrations ; its song ; its reproduction ; and, finally, an
excellent chapter on the "field study " of birds—how to

identify them ; how to learn their habits ; and, above all,

how to make observations of value and interest. We
imhesitatingly pronounce this introduction as the best we
have ever seen for the purpose of teaching the beginner,

and opening the eyes of the very blindest to the value and
importance of studying birds, and to the interest and
healthy pleasure which that study wUl surely give. The
introduction is followed by brief but good descriptions of the

habits and forms of a number of the commoner American
birds. The illustrations by Mr. Ernest Seton Thompson
are very fine, and rival in excellence and exactness those

of Mr. Thorburn. That Mr. Thompson is a true lover

and keen observer of birds, as well as an artist, is evident,

for there is life in nearly all hia drawings.
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Volcanoes of North America. By Israel C. Russell.

(Macmillan & Co.) Illustrated. 16s. net. We have here

a book forming a popular reading lesson on the very

interesting subject of volcanoes, the views advanced being

in great part the result of direct observation, while the

compiled portion is backed up by useful references to

authoritative sources. One of the great problems of the

geologist has been, in the past, and wUl continue to be in

the future, the divination of the action of volcanoes.

What is the process which results in the ejection of masses
of lava competent to bury a great city like ancient Pompeii,
and the simultaneous issue of enormous quantities of

mixed gases sufficient to envelop a country ? Some great

internal force must be at work, but what that force is the
leading theorists are not, as yet, entirely at one in

determining. The volcanoes of the American continent

form the subject matter for the greater portion of this

book, although the Old World is not forgotten. Such a

work will appeal to European readers, as much light is

thrown on the origin and characteristics of the volcanoes
of North America. A very instructive and picturesque
chapter on " The Life History of a Volcano " is given at

the end of the book, in which the author very lucidly

conveys an idea of the building up of a volcano from its

infancy, and its subsequent decline to its original state.

Excellent examples of the solidified lava in the volcanic

chimneys are figured—the central cones which have
resisted waste and decay much more effectually than the
softer beds of shale and sandstone with which they were
surrounded, and now remain as conspicuous landmarks
after the general surface has been disintegrated and swept
away by natural forces. In a chapter on " Theoretical

Considerations," Prof. Russell brings together practically

all that is known about the anatomy, so to speak, of

volcanoes, together with much that is purely speculative.

While, however, the author's literary style is clear and
his observational power keen, it seems to us that in the
domain of suggestion he does not attain a very high level.

When one considers the prominence of volcanoes as a
feature of American scenery, the work before us does not
by any means represent an exhaustive treatise on the
subject ; and one is inclined to think that some luxury in

printing might have been sacrificed for the more than
compensating equivalent of fuller information on a subject

of such absorbing interest.

A History and Description of the Modern Por/s of Great

Britain and Treland. Tlie Terriers. By Rawdon B. Lee.

Illustrated. (Horace Cox.) 10s. 6d. This is a book
which should be known and consulted by every owner of a

good terrier. The author is the kennel editor of the

Field, and he describes our favourite terriers with know-
ledge that has come from experience. The general

characteristics, the working capacities, and the show
points, are all clearly particularized ; while biographical

details of practically every important pedigree terrier are

described with the zest that comes from close familiarity

with the facts. Of all the terriers, the fox terrier has,

undoubtedly, had the most admirers. It began to be
popular about thirty years ago. For ten years or so the

popularity of the breed was phenomenal, and, though the

dog has partly gone out of favour, it is still held in high
estimation by many dog lovers. And rightly is this so,

for a good fox terrier is a pretty dog, as well as an efficient

and intelligent one. Next to this breed we place the

Irish terrier, which has made much progress in public

opinion during the past fifteen or sixteen years. No
Irish terrier has, however, ever reached the prices paid

for the best fox terriers. Mr. Lee mentions an instance

of two hundred and twenty pounds being offered for a

couple of Irish terriers, but four hundred and seventy

pounds has certainly been paid for a first-class fox terrier,

and probably a higher figure has been reached in private

dealings. In addition to these two breeds of terriers,

thirteen other varieties are fully described. Every really

good terrier seems to be mentioned ; and every dog owner
who possesses a terrier having prize points, or coming
from a good stock, can refer to the book with confidence.

The illustrations, drawn by Mr. Arthur Wardle, are

among the best pictures of terriers that have ever come
under our notice. Since 1894, when the first edition of

the work appeared, the Kennel Club have passed the rule

that dogs with their ears cropped cannot take prizes at

shows held under their regulations. The ears of bull

terriers, English white terriers, black and tan terriers, and
toy terriers, are, therefore, shown in their natural state

instead of cut in the manner represented in the original

sketches.

Astronomical Tables. Tables of Vernal Equinoxes and
Xeiv Moons for 3555 Years. By H. Grattan Guinness,
D.D., F.R.A.S. (Hodder & Stoughton.) Dr. Grattan
Guinness was led to have these tables computed in order

to serve as an appendix to a theological work which he
was preparing. But the value of the tables is not in the

least restricted to their bearing upon the companion
volume. The astronomer, historian, and chronologist, and
all who are interested in chronological inquiries, will find

these tables of the very highest utility. Practically they
form a series of nearly complete almanacks from the year

1G22 B.C. to 1934 a.d. The time of every new moon is

given—expressed in civil time for the meridian of

.Jerusalem—and the date of every vernal equinox, and from
the tables of Dominical letters supplied it is easy at once
to supply the day of the week of any event. The accuracy

of Dr. Guinness's work is amply guaranteed by a com-
parison with such tables as those of Oppolzer's " Canon of

Eclipses," and by the opinion of such high authorities as

Dr. Downing of the Nautical Almanac: Dr. Marth, the

great computer, whose recent death is so great a loss to

astronomy ; and Dr. Dreyer, Director of the Armagh
Observatory. The latter, after testing the tables by means
of a number of rigorously computed eclipses, concludes
that " these tables are therefore somewhat more accurate

than those of Largeteau "—the tables usually employed by
chronologists for calculating historical new moons—" and of

course vastly more convenient, as they do not entail any cal-

culation. . . Particularly to students of Oriental history

they will be invaluable, as the moon is the clock-hand

of Eastern nations." The tables are based on the luni-solar

cycles of two thousand three hundred and one thousand and
forty years respectively, discovered by the Swiss astronomer
De Cheseaux about one hundred and fifty years ago.

An addition of considerable value has been made to the

tables by the indication after the year 1208 b.c. of the

dates of all the lunar eclipses ; and the only criticism that

we have to make on this most laborious and valuable work
is that it is a pity that those new moons which were
coincident with partial, annular, or total solar eclipses were
not indicated as such. The addition to the labour and
cost of the work would have been trivial—the addition to

its value great. Nevertheless, the debt which students

owe to Dr. Guinness for the immense labour undertaken in

the preparation of these tables, and for the great clearness

with which they have been arranged and printed, is most
considerable.
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EDITORIAL,

IT
again becomes our pleasing dut}-, in complet-

ing the twentieth volume of KNOWLEDGE, to

express our gratification at the continued

su])port accorded to us by our readers, and our

acknowledgments to the 'many friends who have

contributed to our columns during the year.

The appreciation of our programme for 1897 gives

us more confidence in bringing before the notice of

our readers the following particulars of some of the

more important features of our volume for i8g8.

The Rev. Thomas R. R. Stebbing, .M.A., F.K.S.,

will contribute a series of illustrated papers on " The
Karkinokosm, or World of Crustacea."

The crustaceans have been much neglected in

popular magazines of science, and we feel sure that this

series of articles, from the novelty of the subject and

from the practical and popular way in which the papers

are written, will be of great interest to our readers.

.Arrangements have been completed for a series of

illustrated Botanical Studies, which will be contributed

by Mr. A. Vaughan Jennings, K.L.S., F.c;..S. These

papers are intended to show that from simple micro-

scopic preparations it is possible (i) to illustrate the

modes of reproduction in each of the great groups

of plants
; (2) to bring out the relationship between

the higher cryptogams and the flowering plants ; and

(3) to demonstrate that it is only by detailed

microscopic work that we are able to discover this

relationship.

Mr, F"rederick Knock, F.E.S., F,L,s., will continue, in

the new year, the narrative of his researches into the

life histories of minute insects, which, in conjunction

w ith his excellent photographs, have already given

such livel\- satisfaction to our readers.

Prof, Grenv-ille .A. J. Cole, M.R.I A., F.G.S. , will

commence, in the February Number of KNOWLEDGE,
a series of article?, illustrated by the camera, on the

Geological Features of Ireland.

Contributions ha\e been promised also by .Sir

William Gowers,F.R.S. ; Mr. W. Dotting Hemsley,F.R.S.

;

Mr. R. Lydekker, B.A., F.R.S. ; Dr. J. G. McPherson,

F.R.S. E. ; Mr. C. F. Townsend, F.c.S. ; Mr. H. Snowden

Ward ; Mr. C. A. Witchell, and many others.

Mr. E. Walter Maunder, f.r..\.S., is going out to

India for the purpose of obser\ing the solar eclipse in

Januai')-, and will describe his experiences in our

columns. Dr. Isaac Roberts, F.R.S., to whom we are

so much indebted for his delightful photographs, has

very kindly promised to furnish some further plates.

Mr. W. F. Denning, F.RA.S., the well-known meteor

observer and discoverer of comets, has arranged to

supply a short article each month, giving matters of

contemporary interest. Mr, Herbert Sadler, F.R..\.S.,

will continue his useful column on the Face of the

Sky. Contributions to the Astronomical Pages have

also been promis.ed bj' Mr. C. Easton, F.r.a.s., Mr.

A. Fowler, F.R.A.S., Mr. J. E. Gore, f.r.a.s., Mr. William

Shackleton, F,R,.\,S., and others.

The British Ornithological Notes, which now ha\'e

the support of a largenumber of eminent ornithologists,

will be continued on the same lines as hitherto.
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THE HEART OF A CONTINENT.

By GiiENviLLE A. J. Cole, M.R.I. A., F.G.S., Professor of

Geolo(/if in the Royal College of Science for Ireland.

IN
a previous article* we have seen how unstable the

edge of a continent appears to be, and how the line

along which the sea meets the land is usually one of

movement in the earth's crust. By upthrust along
lines of fracture, or by the growth of mountain-folds,

the land becomes raised above the sea ; or, on the other

hand, the oceanic basins deepen, the water retreats from
the surroundinu; shores, and the continents grow by
remaining inactive and at rest.

Prof. Suess, I indeed, regards the formation of ocean-
basins as the true cause of continental land ; the subsidences
on the surface of a priniiPval globe first collected and
localised the water, and so rendered the earth fit for our
present air-breathing fauna.

It would seem, then, that we might seek for peace in the
heart of a continent, far from those lines of weakness that

have determined its existence and its form. But here
again the lover of repose is soon doomed to disappointment.

In the first place, the heart of a continent gives us a
more terrible picture of the forces of denudation than is

obtainable by a visit to any ordinary coast. Along the
cliffs, say, of Dover, of Trotternish, or of Moher, occasional
storms may bring down tons 'of rock, which are reduced
to fragments, and are distributed along the shore by the
constant swirling of the waves. The evidence of the
catastrophe is thus in time removed ; the face of the lard
still looks out proudly on the sea ; and the new rock-surfaces
and the upri,t;bt walls give an air of freshness to a sea-

board stricken with decay. I'-ven when we consider the
ordinary sandbanks as products of the destruction of the
land, so much of their mass is hidden from us beneath
the water that we gain no adequate conception of the
transference of material that is going on.

But in the heart of a continent it is a very different

matter. The products of the decay of the innermost
masses stream only very slowly towards the shores.
Enclosed or rainless areas exist, whence no escape is

possible, except for particles of fine dust, which may be
carried outward by the winds. The tendency is, then, for

the huge refuse-heaps of nature to remain en I'ridence, and
for the varied slopes of crag and brae to become buried in

their own detritus.

In high altitudes, the processes of denudation are always
imposing, and at times truly catastrophic. Even in our
own islands, where the ridges and plateaus have long been
worn down below the heroic scale, we frequently see the
relics of larger action ; the glacial moraines and huge
fallen masses, among which we may walk unconcernedly
to-day, point to a time when the warfare of the atmo-
sphere against the earth was carried on under far more
effective conditions.

At the foot of every mountain-peak, however self-

assertive it may be, cones of debris may be seen, their

apices lying m some groove or " stone-shoot " of the rock
above. From this they spread outward, in fan-like forms,
until they coalesce at their outer edges, and form taluses
that conceal the whole lower slope of the mountain.
Gradually, the growth of these taluses alters the stern
aspect of the landscape. Their summits creep back, higher
and higher, up the surface of the mountain-wall ; their

lower portions encroach on the valleys, and assume a

* Knowledgf, Vol. XX. (1897), p. 208.

t
" Das Autlitz der Erdc," Bd. I

, p. 778.

characteristic and slightly concave curve. In times of

frost, or whenever a storm is raging round the crests above
us, we may hear the stones bounding down the grooves
that guide them, we may see them leaping freely out

on to the talus, and we may note the disturbance that the

larger blocks produce, as they help the whole mass to

settle down in curves of greater stability and rest.

Even under the Drei Zinnen, the most striking of the

Dolomite towers in Tyrol, this contrast of sheer crag and
sloping talus is at once perceptible ; and the taluses arc

clearly destined to be in time the predominant feature of the

country. The peak of the Matterhorn, again, has sweep-

ing skirts, as it were, formed by stones that have fallen

from its crest ; and many lesser summits are threatened

with burial under the products of their own decay.

A fine example of the banking-up of taluses against a

whole mountain-wall occurs under the Schwarzhorn, at

the summit of the Fliiela Pass in Switzerland (Fig, 1).

Numerous cases will occur to the minds of travellers in

our own islands, such as the huge " screes " of the North
Country, the slope of Craig-y-llam, on which the road
is carried at the back of Cader Idris, or the long curving

sides of Glen Docharty, descending on Loch Maree in

Eoss-shire. The crags of Wastwater and the Pass of

Brander show earlier stages in the growth of talus-cones.

Day by day, year by year, these cones slip outwards,

stones and sand and mud being carried away from their

lower edges, while they are added to above by the constant

denudation of the peaks. Frequently, a few heavy showers
alter the angle of repose, and dangerous landslides occur,

by which the face of the landscape becomes transformed in

a few brief hours. The oozy mass, a thick river of mud
and stones, fills up the picturesque ravines, obliterates the

details of the valley-floor, and settles across it as a level

stretch of alluvium, which the streams may now be power-
less to clear away. Everywhere in the heart of our continent

there is this tendency to the abolition of variety and detail

—to the production of a uniform alluvium (Fig. 2). In
time, just as the cones on a mountain-side coalesce to form
a continuous talus, so the flatter fans of detritus, emerging
from the main valleys themselves, will unite in the low-

lands, and will yield us the monotony of a plain.

In fact, as I have elsewhere stated,* " the whole plain

results from the uniting and overlapping of exceedingly

flat cones of detritus, which become less clearly bounded

—

more unstable at their edges— as they leave the limits

of the hills." In this way we have the great plain of

Northern Italy, " formed by cone uniting with cone, delta

with delta, all spreading outward into the continental

valley of tl'.e Adriatic."

It is probable that in some parts of Eussia and Siberia

this essentially inland and continental feature can be
studied to the best advantage. Prof. Pavlowf has recently

described the general characters of the deposits along
the basin of the Volga. The beds of " diluvium " cover

the slopes of the hills, and correspond in composition
with the rocks that form the neighbouring heights.

They are inclined at a very gentle angle to the plain,

and " are merely the products of disintegration of the

older rocks, products heaped up on the slopes, worked
over again and again by the action of the rains, and
rendered more and more fine-grained in proportion as they
are carried farther from their place of origin. These
deposits, resting on the more abrupt slopes of the high-

* " Open-Ail- Studies," p. 127.

t " Ouide des Kxcursions dii VIT. Cougits Geologique Inter-

national," 1897, Section XX., p. 11; and Plates A (Fig. 11 and D
(Fig. 2),
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lands, have softened the former contours of the country ;

at present they are rapidly becoming eroded, producing
locally a series of ravines."

Away across the great Siberian steppes, and into the

heart of China,* where the continental uniformity has
impressed itself on the character of a people, the decay of

the older structural features is levelling up the country,

and is producing, here a cultivated plain, here a mere
desert of shifting sand-dunes. Whether the winds or the

rivers are engaged in distributing the material, the result

is inevitably the same. The heart of our continent is

becoming shorn of all its salient features, and the form

stones of comparatively recent age.* These are now
laid hold of by the wind, and furnish material for the

sand-blast that attacks all the projecting masses in the

country. The bluffs of older rock that still survive are

being eaten into and deeply scored by the denuding wind

;

while the great range between the temperature of day

and night assists in the destruction of their surfaces, by
alternate expansions and contractions. The result is that

the desert is filling up, and is overflowing into Egypt at

its eastern end. The deposits consist in this case, as M.
Holland says, of " ae-rial alluvium, the formation of which
is contemporaneous and is going on beneath our eyes."!

Fig. 1.—Slope of the Scbwarzliorn, summit of the Fliiela Pass, Switzerkncl, showing biir::il of original features in

cones of fletritus. (From a pliotograph by Sigrist-Herder. Davos-Platz )

of its surface is approximating towards that of the

primfEval earth.

The burial of normal landscapes under the action of

the wind is well exemplified in the Sahara. Prof. Walther

believes that granites have contributed the sands of this

great desert, while Zittel points to the sandstones of

Devonian age that fringe the area on the south. '
In

any case, the present dry conditions were probably pre-

ceded by far wetter ones, under which huge fans of

alluvium were formed, providing a series of loose sand-

We can here only refer to the " Loss " of Centra

Europe, covering much of the country from the Rhine to

the East of Russia— a fine clayey deposit, brought down

by flooded streams and spread out uniformly by the wind

;

to the enormous stretches of modern river-gravel in the

valley of the Garonne or of the RhAne ; and to the Alpine

debris poured out into Bavaria (Fig. 3), or into Italy, from

Turin to the Adriatic. In every continent, from the

basin of Australia to the plateaux of the United States,

from the feet of the Central Asian ranges to the I63s-filled

* See Ton Eichthofen, " China," £d. I., p. 56, et<;.

t See Sakolow, "DieDiinen," 189i, p. 195.

* G. KoUand, "Sur les grandes Dunes de sable du Sahara," Bull.

Sot: giol. de France, Ser. 3, Tome X. (1881-2), p. 38.

t Op. ciL, p. 35.
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plains of Argentina, the same efifacement of surface-

features may be seen—the continents disappear, as it

were, beneath the encroachment of a flood. Can we
believe, then, that the heart of a continent is more stable

than its coastline ? Without upward movements, without

the formation of new folds in the earth's crust, continental

land must be reduced to stretches of desert, above which

no highland will remain to cause condensation of the air

Fra. 2.—Toblac'U and the Vallcj of the Rien/. in Tyrol, showing
the formation of a plain by deposition of detritus at tlie foot of

mountains.

blown inward from the ocean ; or to desolate regions of

salt marshes, the evaporating relics of former inland

lakes ; while here and there a line of mounds, coated with

conglomerates decaying into sands, will mark the site of

our more famous mountain- chains.

How soon such a result might be arrived at is a matter

of speculation rather than of acci;rate inquiry. We are

still in the position of old John Playfair,* who wrote in

1802, " It has been supposed that the Pyrenees diminish

about ten inches in a century ; but what confidence is to

be put in this estimate I am unable to determine." It is

certain, however, that the decay is rapid compared with

what we know of geological time. The converse of this

statement is that the continents must themselves be young.

Examination of the geological maps that have been

drawn up by various Surveys will show us that any large

surface of the earth, where not buried in recent detritus,

is of a very complex character. In the heart of a continent,

as on its margins, we find expressed the sum of a series of

earth-movements which have been going on since the

first consolidation of the crust. Evidences of elevation

alternate with those ol depression ; and even such oceanic

deposits as much of the Upper Chalk
I
and the Num-

mulitic Limestone are found stretching across continental

plateaus, or infolded in the crests of mountains. J It is

certain that the prominent features of our continents,

the sources of our most extensive alluvial deposits, are of

comparatively recent geological age. Here and there, we
have broad masses, like Scandinavia and Scotland, that

seem to have been elevated, high and dry, for an abnormal

length of time ; and here and there, in the interior of our

continents, knobs and bosses of the ancient floor stand up

above the Secondary and Tertiary deposits. But the

* " Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory," p. 380.

+ See W. F. Hume, "The Genesis of the Challi," Pruc. Oeol.

^«oc.,Vol. XIII., p. 241.

I Compare " The Student's Lyell," eJ. hy J. W. Ju Id, p. 230.

lowlands in which the gravels and the dust accumulate
have often emerged only recently from beneath the sea.

Deltas have been converted into a foundation for talus-

fans, and marine strata, barely consolidated, have become
a prey to the distributing action of the wind. Thus the

geological map of Russia shows the large area occupied

respectively by the marine beds of the Caspian area,

stretching northward, and those representing a recent

Arctic inflow, stretching southward. These beds are

barely older than the dawn of human history
;
yet they

indicate that the Danube and the Black Sea then drained

out northward, into an arm of the Polar ocean. The sea,

in fact, then covered a large midland area of the joint

Eurasian continent. The lowlands of the Amazon,! more-

over, in the very centre of South America, are occupied by
some of the most recent marine deposits of the continent

—

older than those of the Caspian steppe, but still of " Later

Tertiary " age ; and these deposits are now one thousand
five hundred miles inland from the Atlantic Ocean.

Piof. Suess, at the end of the first volume of his

" Antlitz der Erde," has summaiised his investigations

in!o the characters of the existing continents ; and we may
rapidly come to the conclusion that there are no special

buttresses supporting our great land-masses, but that

fracture of the crust may let in the ocean over half a

continent at a time. Thus the tablelands of South and
Central Africa appear to date from the Carboniferous

period ; but they are grouped witb Madagascar, India, and
the desert-lands of North Africa and Arabia, to form one

of the great structural divisions of the earth. The Indian

Ocean entered this continental area in comparatively

recent times ; and Dr. Oregory
;
insists that great changes

in the relative levels of the areas examined by him in

British East Africa have occurred during the Later Tertiary

periods. He confirms Prof. Suess's opinion that the
" Great Rift Valley," from the Zambesi to the .Jordan, is

an elongated region of recent subsidence.

Fig-. 3.—Landscape iu the plain oi tlie IJanube, near .Straubinsr,

Bavaria, showing the character of a great area of aUuvial accumula-

tion. (From a photograph by Jfr. A. \V. Bawtree. F.L.S.)

Suess divides " Eurasia " from the broken and faulted

contment of " Indo-Africa" by the zone of intense folding

that dates mainly from Upper Miocene times. From

* "Carte geol. de la Russie d'Europe, editea par le Comite geolo-

titiue," 1892.

+ C. B. Brown, " On the Tertiary Deposits of the Solimo^-s and

Javary Kivers," Quart. Joiini. Geol. Soc, Vol. XXXV., pp. 81 aul 83.

I " The Great Rift Valley," 1896.
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the north-west of Africa, throngh the Alps and their

offshoots, through Cyprus, the foot of the Himalayas,
and down to the isles on the west of Sumatra, the

contorted border of this modern continent can be con-

tinuously traced. We have already seen how marine
invasions from the north occurred across Eurasia in the

Post-Pliocene period, in which we actually live. In North
America we have a solid mass of highlands, which
thrust oft" the brackish waters of the Laramie Beds at the

very opening of the Tertiary era. But there is no great

stability in a mass that is bounded on the west by the

active zone of the Pacific :
* and it is well known that

even in the plateaux of I'tah, five hundred miles from the

coast, there are faults of such recent character that we
may assume that powerful movements, of continental

magnitude, are still being carried on.+

The conviction of students of the Himalayan border,

that the great ranges of Central Asia have not yet come
to rest, has been strengthened by recent observations

;

and the upward and outward movement of the ritn of

Suess's Eurasia may result in remarkable changes in the

Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. A curious tongue

has already shot forth from the new continent, and has
formed what we know as Italy and Sicily, which date only

from Pliocene and Post-Pliocene times. Not only do
bands of marine Lower Pliocene strata lie upon both
flanks of the Apennines from Turin to Calabria, but iu

SicQy the highest beds, abounding in living species of

mollusca, are found already elevated three thousand feet

above the sea.

In the heart of our continents, then, mountains have
doubtless yet to rise, while new areas of subsidence,

ringed about by faults, have yet to be provided to receive

the products of their decay. Only in exceptional cases

can we watch these epic movements as they proceed.

Usually denudation is all the time at work, smoothing
down the surface, and preventing the formation of scarps

along the lines of faulting. As Suessj remarks, " In
Bohemia, in the Palatinate, in Belgium, in Pennsylvania,

the plough often drives its furrows calmly across the most
powerful dislocations.'' Whatever the floor of our con-

tinents may be, it gives way frequently beneath us. A
wave passes through the crust, which has been racked
and strained ever since it first cooled upon the globe.

Our geographical boundaries first fluctuate, and are then
obliterated. The great trough and arch form themselves,

and remain stationary for what we call a geological

period. And so, with a delusive aspect of stability, on the

one hand a new ocean, on the other a continent, is born.

MODERN ALCHEMY.
By W. E. Ord, B.A.

A
LOVE of science for its own sake has been the
noblest incentive of the world's greatest dis-

coverers, but in the pursuit of chemical science

there has ever been an inducement of a more
practical kind. We find the alchemists of old

continually urged forward in their arduous labours by the
dreams of wealth which their science, if it could be so

called, appeared to render capable of realization ; or perhaps
by the infinite possibilities which seemed to exist in the
changing substances around them. In medisval times,

* See lapworth, British Asfce.Address, Nature, Tol. XLTI., p. 377.

+ For a general surver of earth-moveirents in the Western States,

see C. E. Button, Sixth Ann.Bep. U.S.Geol. Siirreii (188.5), pp.183-198.

J " Das Antlitz derErde." Bd. I., p. 778.

when the Europsan world was throbbing with the excite-

ment occasioned by the discovery of untold wealth in the
New World, when adventurers were giving their lives in

the vain endeavour to become rich at a stroke, the
alchemists in their laboratories were scarcely less eager in

their investigations, impelled by that dream of wealth
which never faOs to rouse the dormant energies of mankind.
Strange as the hope of the alchemists may seem to us, the
idea of transmuting the baser metals into gold appeared,
with the knowledge of chemistry then possessed, to have a
plausible foundation of fact. In the view of the alchemists,

the baser metals could have none of that stabflity of
character with which the pure elements are now associated.

Examined in an impure state, they were changeable in

their properties, and often unrecognizable, for a minute
trace of impurity alters their character. A trace of lead
or arsenic, for example, renders gold exceedingly brittle

and alters its colour ; while, as is well known, a small
quantity of carbon in iron causes it to become elastic, and
if more be present it becomes hard and brittle. In
addition to this instability of character, the transmutation
had every appearance of possibility under the view then
generally accepted—and first taught by Geber, an Arabian
chemist—that all the metals were alloys of sulphur and
mercury in varying proportions, their various properties

being produced by the existence of a greater or less

quantity of either of these elements. The noble metals
were held to be particularly rich in mercury and poor in

sulphur, and the transmutation of the baser metals was
thought to consist in the withdrawal of sulphur from them
and the addition of mercury. The difiiculties and con-

fusion which the alchemists had to contend with were
still further increased by the spirit of mysticism pervading
their writings, and the consequent impossibility of following

up the discoveries of previous investigators. In view of

such difficulties, it is not sm-prising that, though a belief

in alchemy lingered on into last century, the alchemists
should have bsen a long way from finding the true path to

a process of transmutation which is still regarded by many
as undiscoverable.

Within the past year a claim has been made to the

discovery of a solution of the problem of the alchemists
which is both startling and interesting. Dr. Emmens, an
eminent chemist of New York City, and inventor of the
high explosive " Emmensite," has recently published an
account of some researches which would seem to have
resulted in the actual transmutation of silver into gold,

an achievement as important in its economic aspect as it

is revolutionary with regard to chemical theory. In order,

however, to properly appreciate the work which appears to

have been accomplished, it is well first to consider the

subject in the light of modern chemistry. The chemist,

in pursuing his analyses of matter as far as his methods
will permit, discovers that there are some seventy kinds

of substances which refuse to be split up into other sub-

stances, and to these ultimate constituents of matter he
gives the name of " elements.'' To the elementary bodies

he finds, by reason of certain considerations which cannot
cow be gone into, that different numbers, representing

the ratios of the weights of their respective atoms, may
be attached, and thus we obtain a series of elements with
atomic weights, ranging from that of hydrogen to those of

the heaviest elements known. It is, moreover, found (as

was first observed by Xewlands in 1864) that if the

elements are arranged in the order of their atomic weights,

similar elements recur at definite intervals in the series.

Thus they arrange themselves in several groups or
" natural families," and the properties of the elements
are said, mathematically, to be periodic functions of the
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atomic weights. In view of the problem of the trans-

mutation of the metals (which are elementary bodies)

this classification is supremely interesting. As it is found

that certain elements are more nearly related to those in

the same group than to others, their transmutation, in the

large number of such cases occurring, into a nearly related

element, may be a problem which it is worth while to

attack. Another consideration, moreover, is that, as the

properties of an element depend upon its atomic weight,

the elements, especially of one family, may possibly be

regarded as built up from one another, or from some
common material. Whatever relation amongst the elements

this periodic classification may really indicate, it is probable

that it has its origin in some unknown law concerning

their formation ; and it must be admitted that the hope of

the alchemists, resting in their own time upon entirely

false hypotheses, may, with the progress of chemistry, find

its realization in some new field of modern investigation.

It is by means of the classification referred to that

important suggestions were obtained which resulted in

Dr. Emmens' startling discovery. As he himself describes

it, his work had its origin in an attempt to prepare

absolutely pure iron and pure nickel. In his investigations

he obtained a new substance from iron and nickel different

from anything before observed, and this substance was
afterwards obtained in a similar manner from the element

cobalt. Here, therefore, a substance is found which
appears to be common to one of the groups of the elements,

and, in itself, such a discovery is one of the greatest

moment. Dr. Emmens has, however, proceeded to apply

his method of investigation in another direction, and
having regard to the fact that the gold and silver group
offered the greatest reward to his labours if successful, he
applied the same investigation to the series containing

copper, silver, and gold.

It was previously known that silver could be made to pass

into solution in water whilst still in a metallic condition,

and it is considered that the element is, in this soluble

form, reduced to extremely minute subdivisions. If such
a process could be pushed further, the silver molecules, or

smallest particles of silver as such, would become dis-

sociated ; and, as is observed in other cases, the body
obtained exhibits new and remarkable properties. This
further subdivision eventually succeeded in the case of

silver, and a substance was produced which, in the opinion
of Dr. Emmens, can no longer be regarded as the same
element.

With this substance, moreover, a step further can be
taken. It was found possible to group up the new sub-
stance into molecules of greater density than those of silver,

and in fact to produce a new body which exhibited entirely

diflerent properties. It was yellow by reflected and green
by transmitted light, and it was insoluble in either hydro-
chloric or nitric acid alone, but soluble in cniua reijiti, a
mixture of these acids—thus possessing the characteristic

properties of gold. It also resembled gold under the
microscope.

The method of procedure has not yet been made known,
but an actual transformation of one element into another
is claimed to have been effected, and the claim is made by
a chemist of scientific eminence and the author of several
scientific works. The process is stated to depend upon
mechanical treatment, and it is suggested that use may be
made of the combined effect of impact and a very low
temperature.

It is startling to consider what a wide field of investiga-
tion such a transformation opens up, and it suggests that
a scientific problem generally regarded as insoluble may
be successfully attacked when approached on entirely new

lines. It does not seem improbable that several transmuta-
tions may, in reasonable time, be successfully accomplished,
for we have little ground for regarding the elements as the
ultimate particles of matter, except our inability to split

them up further. But such inability may with future

discoveries be overcome. At one time the alkalies, potash
and soda, were substances which could not be decomposed,
until Davy, with the galvanic current, separated from them
the elements potassium and sodium. By analogy, we may
regard the elements of modern chemistry as substances

whose analysis resists the action of all known forces.

Their formation in nature in the earlier stages of the

world's history may have involved forces hitherto un-

dreamed of by mankind ; and who therefore can say what
startling effects may result in the application of new
conditions or of forces yet to be discovered '?

THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF 1898.

IN
the solar eclipse of 1896, August 9th, a very serious

mistake was made by English astronomers in not
occupying every available station. Throughout the
breadth of Japan the weather conditions seem to

have been unfavourable at the time of the eclipse,

but on the western portion of the shadow's track the

observers were massed, with two exceptions, within the

Varanger Fjord in Finmarken. It is true that the
meteorological prophecies were more favourable for the
hour of the eclipse over this region than at either Bodo or

Novaya Zemlaia. Indeed, at the latter place the chances
seemed a hundred to one against a favourable sky. Never-
theless clouds screened the eclipsed sun to the many
observers in the Varanger Fjord, and a most notable

success crowned the efl'orts of the forlorn hope led out by
Sir George Baden-Powell. At Bodo the heavens were
also clear, but no observers equipped with any instruments
were here available to tear their secrets from the seconds
of totality.

It is much to be hoped that this experience, bought by
bitter loss in Norway, may not be again to buy in India.

Wherever attainable throughout the whole length of the
shadow track, from Ratnagiri on the coast to Mount
Everest on the Himalayas, no station should be left un-
occupied by some observer, armed if he be but with pencil

and note-book. For the north-east portion of the track

this ought not to be a difficult matter. The zone of

shadow here crosses over the thickly populated valley of

the Ganges, is intersected by many railway lines, and is

within easy access of several towns—such as Allahabad,
Benares, Patna—which have very many European resi-

dents.

It will not be to the north-east part of India that the

expeditions from England will in the main be sent. Where
there are very many stations to choose from, the choice of

an expedition coming from a long distance will naturally

fall on that station which is most favoured by its

astronomical or by its meteorological conditions, or, if

possible, by both. In the case of the eclipse of January
22Qd next, both of these conditions are most favourable

near the western coast, and steadily decline together as

the Deccan is crossed aad the valley of the Ganges is

reached, both being distinctly bad on the spurs of the

Himalayas.
Beginning at the coast where the shadow track leaves

the land of India, there is a small creek on the central

line half way between the ports of Ratnagiri and Viziadurg.

At this point will be anchored one of Her Majesty's gun-
bjats, which has been toll off' to convey from Colombo
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Sir Norman Lockyer and his assistants, Mr. A. Fowler,

F.R.A.S., and Mr. W. J. S. Lockyer, Ph.D. By sailing

from England to Colombo, and by securing there a man-of-
war to take his expedition to the Eatnagiri coast. Sir

Norman Lockyer at once avoids the troublesome quarantine
restrictions imposed on those who leave Bombay and
obtains the services of the gunboat crew in his observations.

The services of men to whom promptitude and method have
become a second nature are of the utmost assistance in the

preparations and observations of an eclipse.

The main object of Sir Norman Lockyer's expedition is

to photograph the spectra of the solar surroundings with

prismatic cameras of six and nine inches aperture, and with

an integrating spectroscope having two three-inch prisms of

sixty degrees. An exposure of sixty seconds will bs given

with the integrating spectroscope, and exposures of varyiug

periods with the objective prisms. Great success attended

the use of such instruments in the expeditions of Mr.
Fowler and Mr. Albert Taylor of 1893, and with a similar

instrument at Novaya Zemlaia in 1896 Mr. Shackleton

succeeded for the first time in photographing the " flash."

Without doubt, the officers and crew of the gunboat will

be also trained to make drawings, read thermometers,
note the colours of the landscape, and other phenomena
attendant on the eclipse.

Unhappily Her Majesty's ships are only in their element

when at sea, and all the other expeditions which select

inland stations cannot avail themselves of the services of

gunboat or crew. The South ]\Iahratta Railway, from
Poona to Belgaum, crosses the central line of eclipse near

the villages of Targaon, Masur, and Karad. At the second

of these villages—Masur—in east longitude 74" 8' 51", and
north latitude 17° 24' 15''—the members of the expedition

sent out by the British Astronomical Association hope to

encamp. The duration of the total phase is here two
minutes eight seconds, and the cloud statistics give a mean

)V/
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propose to use the H and K lines, on which lines M.
Deslandres photographed in 1893, but a bright line near

G, of whose coronal nature there can be no doubt. In the

same neighbourhood Captain Hills, E.E., will use two slit

spectroscopes on achromatic Cooke lenses of four and a

half inches aperture and with prisms of different materials

and angles.

At or near Sohagpur, on the railway line from Jub-
bulpur to Bilaspur, will probably be located the third

official expedition sent out by the Joint Permanent
Eclipse Committee of the Eoyal Society and Royal
Astronomical Society, and consisting of the Astronomer
Eoyal and Prof. H. H. Turner. The Astronomer Royal
will take the Thompson photoheliograph of nine-inch
aperture and eight and a half feet focal length, with
a secondary magnifier placed a short distance within the
focus giving an image of the sun four inches in diameter.
This will be fed by a ccelostat with a sisteen-inch plane
mirror. Prof. Turner's instrument will also be fed by
a similar ccelostat, and consists of a double camera, one
of whose tubes contains the "Abney" lens of four-inch

aperture and five and one-sixth feet focus, giving an image
of the sun of 0-57 inch in diameter ; the other is the
photoheliograph objective No. 2, used in the Transit
of Venus Expedition of 1874, and is of four-inch aperture
and five feet focal length, giving an image one and a half
inches in diameter after enlargement.
From Nagpur there is a good road stretching in the

north-easterly direction to meet the centre of the shadow
track at a distance of about fifty miles. At this point the
Satpura Hills terminate, and this is the station which Dr.
Copeland, the Astronomer Eoyal for Scotland—also sent
out by the Joint EcHpse Committee—proposes to occupy.
It may be remembered that on the rising moorland above
the town of Vadso, in the unsuccessful eclipse expedition
of 1896, the " hundred-ton gun " in the Scottish camp of
" Muckle Dreep " was a most conspicuous object. As it

was manifestly impossible to mount the monstrous forty-

foot tube in equatorial fashion in the short time available
for the preparation of an eclipse expedition, it was fixed

rigidly at its proper altitude and azimuth for the sun in

mid-totality, and the photographic plate was made to
follow the sun instead of the telescope. Let us hope that
Dr. Copeland's great telescope will meet with better success
on the sunny plains of India than in the mists of Fin-
marken, and that his notable success will be rivalled by that
of all the other expeditions stationed along the central line.

Dr. Copeland will also use an object-glass prism during
part of the eclipse in order to procure the spectrum of the
prominences.
The American expeditions have probably suffered from

the Yerkes dedication. Prof. Campbell, of the Lick
Observatory, left California for India in the first week of
October.

[November 20th.—The expedition of the British Astro-
nomical Association will probably break up into two,
possibly three, parties ; one at Buxar on the Ganges, and
one near Pulgaon.]

ARTIFICIAL SUNSPOTS.

By the Rev. A. East.

SO
much is being written on the subject of the elevation
nrsiis the depression theory of the constitution of
sunspots, that it may not be amiss to draw atten-
tion to one point which, apparently, is occasionally
overlooked. It is assumed sometimes that a spot, if

sufficiently large in point of area, and relatively deep,

ought to show on the extreme edge of the sun as a notch

out of the edge, if it is a cavity at all ; and the fact that

spots are but seldom detected showing any such appearance
is put down on the one hand as some proof that the spots

cannot ba cavities, and on the other that they must be
relatively shallow.

To show that this is not necessarily the form which
every large and deep cavity would take when seen on the
edge of the sun, the two first photographs in the accom-
panying plate are given. As may be seen, they are taken
from a wooden ball in which three holes have been made,
and the ball is shown in two positions, representing the

manner in which the spots on the sun are carried by
rotation from one position to another. The great majority
of persons, if asked, would probably say that a round hole

in the sun would appear as a hitf out of it when it got to

the edge ; but it will be seen that the appearance of a

round or symmetrical spot seen on the edge is nothing of

the kind, but is a fttiaii/lit lim. It will be seen that, as the

cavity reaches the edge, the limb becomes more and more
flattened until it becomes at that place entirely flat, but
never shows any indentation. These examples have, it is

true, vertical sides, but a moment's consideration will show
that a saucer-shaped cavity would behave in exactly the

same manner so long as it remained circular.

And that this must be the cise with every circular spot

a simple illustration may make evident. The cavity of an
empty barrel seen from above is circular ; as the eye

observes the top of the barrel more and more in profile,

the cavity appears more and more elliptical, until, when
the eye sees along the top of the barrel, the top is flat.

Now take your barrel and plunge it up to the top rim in

an imaginary sun, and turn the sun round until the barrel

is on the extreme edge, and you get the appearance which a

circular spot must present on the limb; and this, be it

observed, is quite independent of the depth or shallowness

of the cavity, but depends only on its regularity—that is

to say, upon the edge being at every point equidistant

from the centre of the sphere.

It follows from this that there is only one form of cavity

(any form, that is, at all likely to occur) which can
show us a notch in the limb, and that is a spot of valley-

like form, whose length very greatly exceeds its width,

and then only under the conditions that it is seen length-

ways or in the direction of its major axis.

This consideration reduces the number of spots which
could possibly be seen as a notch in the limb to an
exceedingly small number ; and when there is borne in

mind the difficulty of seeing on the limb where there is

any tendency to " boil," and the ease with which the

exact moment may be missed, it will not appear wonderful

that any appreciable notching of the limb so seldom
comes to support the depression theory.

I may, perhaps, be permitted to add to the foregoing

remarks an account of some experiments which I have
lately made in order to elucidate some of the phenomena
of sunspot formation. The flocculent appearance of the

solar envelope is of course well known and often referred

to, but the attempt to experiment with flocculent matter

does not seem to have been made—owing, possibly, to its

extreme simplicity.

First, then, as to the apparatus. A tin pan some twelve

inches wide by three inches deep, a spirit lamp giving a

small flame, and some flocculent material such as the curd

of skim milk, or, by preference, some pulp of white paper

softened by boiling, and rubbed fine in the hands.

The pulp is now mixed with clear water, and will repre-

sent for us the solar granules floating in the sun's atmo-

sphere. The amount of flocculent matter must be consider-
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Fio. 1.—Wooden Ball, showing Rotating Spots. FlO. 3.—An Ordinary Spot.

EAST,

Fig. 2.—Wooden Ball, showing Spot on the I^iiiib.

FlQ. 7.—Part of a Photograph of the Sun, taken 1893, August, 9d. lOli, 10m. 2.")S. Ctreenwich Mean Time, at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich,
with the Thompson Photoheliograph of nine inches aperture. (Negatiye image.)

FlQ. 4.—An Active Spot. Fig. 5.—A Spot after an TJpheayal. Fig. 6.—A Djing Spot.
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able compared with the water, or the results obtained will

not be so good ; the lighted lamp must be adjusted under
the pan so that the point of the flame only reaches any
particular place selected.

If the pulp has been well prepared the surface of it,

which should be about one and a-half inches below the

surface of the water, wUl present an exceedingly good like-

ness of the mottled face of the sun when free from spots.

Very soon after the lamp is lighted, immediately over the

point of flame, the surface will begin to rise—not always
evenly but at times Ln folds—and the faculs will appear
raised above the general level, and manifestly brighter

than the rest of the surface. If the lamp be now removed
these faculfe will remain for a considerable time, and then
slowly subside ; but if the heat be continued the granules

will part asunder, sometimes giving a small and simple

spot, and sometimes (if the resistance be considerable!

rising in great flocculent masses, leaving a great gaping
hole, often with umbra and penumbra complete. As the

heat continues other granules come up from below and
stream across the chasm, and either float away over the

face of our " sun," or remain as bright objects in the dark

spot. Even the bridges are frequently reproduced with

much fidelity. All this time thj heated current is streaming

up the " spot," and a curious effect, known to observers of

sunspots, is produced by refi action—a certain haziness

in the middle of the " spot " making seeing difiicult. Now,
if the lamp be moved a short distance to one side—say, two
inches—from where it stood before, the hot current will

still stream up through the same vent in our solar

envelope ; but now the current is oblique, and the umbra
will no longer be symmetrical with the penumbra, and
there is seen the well-known appearance of a spot which,
although looked at full face and not in profile, as

when travelling towards the Umb of the sun, shows the

]Denumbra much wider on one side than the other.

Now, if the lamp be removed the ascending current will

flag, then cease, and at times a descending current will set

in carrying with it a few floating granules. This descending

current is especially noticeable when an active spot is

working near it ; and sometimes in a large spot both an
ascending and a descendmg current may be observed at

difl'erent parts of the same spot.

A spot when extinct will last a long time if undisturbed,

but the sides wfll gradually fold over, not filUng up from
below, but closing in at the upper edge, the penumbra
disappearing (Fig. 6).

At times, instead of any spot appearing over the flame

of the lamp, there is a great upheaval, and masses of

flocculent matter hang over the opening, entirely concealing

it, whilst the heated fluid escapes at the sides.

One very curious effect may be obtained, but not easily.

If the water is made of nearly the same specific gravity as

the flocculent matter—say, by adding salt to the water—and
the heat be appUed equally to aU parts underneath the

pan ; and if at the same time the granules are much
reduced in number so as to float free from one another

and no longer collect into masses—-the granules will now
form themselves into patches of a few inches area, divided

from one another by well-defined straight dark lanes, and
if carefully watched the granules will be seen advancing
towards each other and disappearing down the dark lanes,

whilst the middle of every patch is seen to consist of

granules rising. A most interesting and almost exact re-

presentation of this curious arrangement of solar granules is

given by Sir W.Huggins Ln Chambers' "Handbook of Astro-

nomy," and ia Sir Robert Ball's " Story of the Heavens."

One very noticeable feature in the behaviour of these

artificial spots is the great variety of form assumed, and

that this variety depends almost, if not entirely, upon
the compactness or looseness of the granules. If too

compact, no spot of any size forms, but the hot flaid

rushes up through a small hole having neither umbra nor

penumbra ; if, again, the granules are very loose, still

no spot will form, but the hot fluid will escape from below

equally through many pores ; nor, again, will any spot

form if the heat be applied equally underneath, by inter-

posing, say, a sheet of iron between the flame and the pan.

The results arrived at seem to point to some such

conclusions as the following, some of which are in close

agreement with the best accepted theories.

1. That spots are the result of comparatively small local

concentrations of solar energy In'loic the photosphere—that

is to say, they are not primarily caused by the down rush

of cooling vapours, which would not probably collect over

any one area, but be dispersed over the whole solar surface.

2. That—startling paradox as it appears—a spot may be

both an elevation and a depression at the same time ! The
faculae may be seen to swell, rise, and open, appearing then

as a mound with a gaping hollow. One thing must be

borne very carefully in mind in comparing the telescopic

appearance with the imitation, viz., that the solar granules,

being self-luminous, cast no shadows to give the appear-

ance of an elevation.

3. That unsymmetrical spots

—

i.e., spots with the umbra
not in the middle of the penumbra—are caused by the

local energy being no longer immediately beneath the

spot, the solar envelope having possibly travelled slower

than the portion below ; the original vent being still used

for the uprushing vapours, which now come obliquely.

-ic. That spots can only be formed when the solar

granules are compact ; when widely difl'ased the remarkable

arrangement noticed by Dr. Huggins and others will occur.

5. That the facula^ are upheavals of the photosphere

having the same origin as spots, but which may or may
not develop into spots.

6. That possibly the solar envelope in not always of

the same depth. That at the times of minimum sunspot

activity, when the granules are presumably least compact,

it would be deepest ; and at maximum, when the granules

are most compact, it would be shallowest.

7. That the reason for the curious fact of the spots

occurring in zones

—

i.e., neither at the poles nor at the

equator—may be attributable to the solar granules at the

equator being too diflused by the action of the sun's

rotation for spots to form, but too compact at the poles.

If so, after a minimum period of sunspot activity, when

the solar granules have been too diffused for spots to form,

we should expect to see them form again first as the

minimum is passing away where the solar rotation is less,

namely, in high latitudes. This agrees with observation.

These may seem vast deductions from such small

premises as a tin pan and the margins of old newspapers
;

but let anyone try, and he wiU be agreeably astonished at

the wealth of information to be gleaned from the observa-

tion of these humble granules.

[It will not have escaped Mr. East that, if a sunspot be

of the nature of a dark elevated cloud or of a dark surface

stain, the " notch " appearance must be continually pre-

sented. The "notch" would, I cannot doubt, be much
more frequently seen if it were carefully looked for.

Mr. East's most interesting experiments must, of course,

not be pressed too far as furnishing analogies to solar

phenomena. If we accept the analogy, it is clear that we

must consider the interior of the sun, immediately below

the photosphere, as much less brilliant than the photo-

sphere. Here is the great crux of the sunspot problem : to

explain how this can be possible.—E. Walter Maunder
]
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Brttt'sf) 0initi)ological jHotrs.

Conducted by Harey F. Wituekby, f.z.s., m.b.o.u.

The Eggs of the Cdrlkw Sandpiper (Anci/lochilus sub-

aiijuatus).—At the meeting of the British Ornithologists'

Club held on October 20th, 1897, Mr. H. L. Popham ex-

hibited a clutch of four eggs of the curlew sandpiper.

Mr. Popham took these eggs, along with the female bird

shot off the nest, on an island at the mouth of the Yenesei,

on July 3rd, 1897. The eggs were laid in a hollow in

reindeer moss. They are about the size and the shape of

those of a dunlin, and are huffish green in ground colour

and blotched and spotted with rich brown, especially on
the thicker end. We take the opportunity of heartily

congratulating Mr. Popham on his sensational find. Mr.
Popham has already done a good deal of sound ornitho-

logical work, but nothing that he has done will make him
more famous than the discovery of the first authenticated
eggs on record of the curlew sandpiper. The eggs of the
knot are now the only ones of any British bird which
remain to be discovered.

Aquatic Warbler in Sussex and Hampshire.—On Tues-
day, September 7th, while in my garden at 15, Iligh-

croft Villas, Brighton, I saw and watched for some time
a beautiful specimen of the aquatic warbler. It was very
tame, and when first noticed was moving quickly about in

a pear tree, and I supposed it to be a sedge warbler. As I

approached, the bird came out on the side of the tree

nearest to me, and sat at the end of a projecting branch,
quietly watching me for two or three minutes. In this

position I was able to examine it closely, and I saw at

once that it was an aquatic warbler. The pale band down
the middle of crown was quite distinct, and on each side
of it two blackish lines, and the light linQ over each eye :

also it had about five rows of minute dots on the breast.
As it was so tame I went indoors for a butterfly net, thinking
I might catch it, but on returning it flew away. Oii

September 20th I had a beautiful specimen of the same
species sent for preservation by the liev. Ssott,of Hivant.
It was caught by a fox terrier in Farlington Marsh, and
is a male bird.

—

John Pratt, Brighton.

Occurrence of the Pectoral Sandpiper [Triiiita nuicuhtta)

IN HoLDERNEss.^An adult male in summer plumage was
shot by a coastguard on September 28th, on the margin of

a pond on the fitties, near the Humber side, or Easington,
in llolderness. This, a most beautiful and cleanly shot
example, was seen by myself, Mr. Howard Saunders, and
Mr. W. Eagle Clarke on the same evening, and it has
now been presented by Mr. Clarke to the Edinburgh
Museum. The one already figured iu the late Lord Lilford's
" Illustrations of British Birds" was shot near the same
place on October 2'2ad, in 1888, This sandpiper has
occurred more frequently in the British Islands than any
other of the American waders, and no doubt has been very
often overlooked when killed by the ordinary coast shooter
in the autumn. In both the Spurn examples the first

possessors were quite ignorant that they had got a rare
bird.

—

John Cordbaux, Great Cotes House, R.S.O., Lincoln.

Herring Gulls and Guillemot. — With reference to
the above note, if Mr. Cordeaux has relied on the
evidence of the cliff climbers I fear the record is much
vitiated as such— for, with the best intentions in

the world, and without the slightest desire to deceive,
these men cling most persistently to traditions handed
down amongst them without taking the trouble to verify

the facts for themselves. I, like Mr. Cordeaux, have
picked up guillemots' eggs, fresh and unbroken, on the

shore about Filey ; but I have very good reasons for stating

that the eggs are frequently dropped by the birds them-
selves in the water, in the same way that ducks and

geese often drop their eggs ; and, given calm weather and a

smooth bottom, there is nothing remarkable in such hard-

sheUed eggs being washed up intact.

—

Oxley Grabham,
Chestnut House, Heworth, York.

Mr. W. Foster, of 41, Belmont Road, Liverpool, also

writes that he is confident that guillemots lay eggs in the

water, and that he has never seen a gull carry off an egg

in its feet.

Mr. F. 11. Worsley-Benison writes that he has watched
gulls at the Stack Rocks, in Pembrokeshire, " constantly

flying around, and on every possible opportunity flying in

and carrying oft' any egg that was partly or altogether

exposed, but always in the beak. I never saw an egg

carried in the feet." Mr. Benison adds that " it is certain

that they carry off the guillemots' eggs whole in the beak.

I did not observe on any occasion that the eggs were

impaled on the beak."

[Limits of space preclude the insertion of any further

letters upon this subject.]

A Strange Site for a Nightingale's Nest.—At Cran-

brook, in Kent, there is a rifle range which is used by the

local volunteers for rifle practice, and at a distance of

about six feet behind the targets there has been built a

large stack of faggots which serves to stop the spent

bullets. This year a pair of nightingales selected the stack

as the site for their nest, which they built in the interior

at a distance of about fifteen inches from the surface of the

front facing the targets, about four feet from the ground,

and almost in a direct line with the centre of one of the

targets, which are constructed of canvas and allow the

bullets to pass through directly into the faggots. In

that situation the birds built their nest, hatched

their eggs, and reared their young, literally in the

laidst of a storm of bullets, one of which ultimately proved

fatal to one of the youngsters. My informant was Colour-

Sergeant W. Cogger, of the Maidstone company, 1st West
Kent Rifle Volunteers, who very kindly furnished me with

the particulars, and who, when acting as a marker, had

every opportunity for watching the parent birds, who were

engaged in feeding their young. Mr. Cogger told me that

whilst he was in the butts at leass four hundred bullets

were fired at the targets, and the wood of the faggots was
splintered in every direction round the nest.—J. Herbert
Allchin, Maidstone, November, 1897.

Unusual Nesting Site of the Blackbird and Song

Thrush.—On April 18th this year I was walking across

Esher Common when I flushed a blackbird from oft' her

nest, which was placed upon the ground amongst the

heather and contained four eggs. About a yard from the

blackbird's nest I flushed a thrush, and wis surprised on

looking down to find its nest, containing five eggs. Both
nests were on the open heath, although some distance away
there were plenty of bushes.—E. J. Kiti'iien, Battersea.

[The blackbird not infrequently builds upon the ground

;

the song thrush rarely does so.—H.F.W.]

Late Nesting of the Song Thrush.—As a proof of

the mildness and warmth of the season for the last few

weeks, I was shown a few days ago, by the gamekeepar at

Abbot's Leigh, near here, a nest of the song thrush con-

taining four eggs, upon which the hen bird had been sitting

for several days.

—

George II\ri>ing, 9, Balle Vue, Clifton,

November 8th, 1897.

Maksh Tits and Honeysuckle.—Is it generally known
that the marsh tit eats the red berries of the honeysuckle '?
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These berries are juicy, and seem to contain none of that

vegetable oil which tits enjoy ; but the marsh tits regularly

remove the ripe berries from the honeysuckle over my
door.

—

Ch.\eles A. Witchell, Eltham.

Nesting of the Swallow {H. nistica).—At the close of

April, 1885, during an action of ejectment by a pair of

swallows against an intruding and pugnacious sparrow,

their nest was dislodged from the eaves, fell, and was
destroyed. After two days' examination of various posi-

tions they built a nest in a much-frequented out office,

above the window, within two inches of the floor of the

loft above, and within three feet of the head of anyone
engaged at the table beneath. Here they reared two
broods of five each, the whole party migrating on the 20th
September. A pair returned on April 28th, 1886, to

discover that a robin had taken possession. The question

of tenancy not having been raised, they constructed

another nest upon a beam a short distance away. In this

they reared one brood ; then built an additional nest against

an adjoining floor joist, in which the second brood of five

were reared, all leaving on the 24th September. From isS.'i

to 1897 careful watch has been maintained. It was noted

that they arrived at early dawn between the 22nd and
29th of April in each year, and migrated between the 22nd
and 29th of September—never earlier or later, except in

1891 and 1892, when they arrived on the 7th and 9th of

May respectively. In 1892 two new nests were constructed

and utilized—each brood reared in separate quarters. There
are now four nests on the beam, which have been built

and maintained in perfect repair by one pair of birds, and
at present show no signs of neglect by the builders.

It would appear from the above that the swallow some-

times divides a portion of the time between the incubation

of the first brood and the advent of the second in con-

structing additional tenements, without neglecting the

nurture of its young. It was observed that the male
chiefly devoted himself to building operations, while

assisting his mate in providing for the family.—W. Dunn,
Withycombe, Exmouth.

Lesser Kestrel in Alerdeenshire (The Field. November Ctli, ]S9T,

p. 717).—Mr. Elton Lee reports that a female lesser kestrel {Falco

cenehris) was shot at Bojndie, Aberdeenshire, in the last week of

October. Although this bird is common in many parts of the South
of Ktirope, we believe that this is but the fifth example recorded for

the British Isles.

yoddii Tern in Cheshire (The Zoologist, Korember, 1S97, p. 510).

—

Mr. F. Congreve has found, in a small collection of birds, an immature
specimen of a noddv tern (Anous stolidits), which is said to liave been

shot on the Dee marshes some six jears ago. As the noddy tern has

only been obtained twice in Europe, it would be of the greatest

interest to have some further evidence as regsirds this specimen. As
the bird was shot so long ago, it would be difficult, perhaps, to decide

if it was a truly wild one, or had escaped from some ship or elsewhere.

Black-winged Siill in Somerset (The Zoologist, Xorember, 1697,

p. 511).—Mr. Stanley Lewis reports that a specimen of this very rare

visitor— as regards the AVest of England— was shot at Sedgmoor in

July, 1896, and is now in his possession.

Ferruginous Duck in Devon (The Field, Xovember 13th, 1897,

p. 788).—Mr. Tegetmeier reports the occurrence of the second

example of this duck recorded in Devon. The bird, which is an adult

male, was shot on Kovember Sth, on Slapton Ley, and was identified

by Mr. W. Jesse. It is remarkable that the only other example of

tliis duck recorded for Devon was shot in the same locaKty in !N'ovem-

ber, 1874, and was also identified by Mr. Jesse.

All contributions to the column, either in the nay of notes

or photograplis, should be forwarded to Habry F, Witherby,

at 1, Eliot Place, Blackheath, Kent.

Note.—The first issue of K.NowLEnGE containing British

Ornithological Notes was that for October, 1897.

Urttrrs.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions or

statements of correspondents.]

THE LIFE HISTORIES OF THE Bt^ITlSH MARINE FOOD
FISHES."

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—Your reviewer has referred in such kindly terms,

in your last issue (November 1st), to the conjoint work
of Dr. Mcintosh and myself upon " The Life Histories of

the British Marine Food Fishes," that I feel sure it is

unintentionally that he has done us an injustice. His
remark with regard to the " spirit of rivalry " between
" the North and the South," and its context, can imply
nothing if not that we have ignored the work done by the

southern biologists.

The implication is worded cautiously, but, followiLg upon
a direct accusation to this efiect by Dr. E. E. Lankester
in Xtiture of August 12th, it will certainly convey to your
readers much more meaning than, I would believe, your
reviewer intended.

The accusations made by Dr. Lankester were as un-

founded as they were unworthy of so distinguished a

zoologist ; but the editor of Xutnre, with a partiality for

which this magazine is not unknown, declined to publish

any statement to this effect.

Under these circumstances I trust you will allow me to

correct your reviewer's remark, as it naturally appears to

corroborate the accusations referred to.

Dr. Mcintosh and myself have spared neither time nor

means in attempting to produce an epitome of the present

state of knowledge in regard to the department dealt

with, and it will be a matter of surprise if your reviewer

can instance any of, ejj., Mr. Cunningham's work which

has not been alluded to and freely acknowledged. The
name of this indefatigable worker alone occurs nearly a

hundred times in the text, and all our sources of information

have been freely acknowledged by hundreds of foot-notes.

I have elsewhere had occasion to allude to the way in

which !Mr. Cunningham has treated the labours of Dr.

Mcintosh, and, as far as I am aware, he has had at least

a free opportunity, had he thought fit, to reply.

Dr. Lankester, and, to a lesser extent, your reviewer,

have accused us of the very faults which I had to indicate

in " Marine Marketable Fishes." The former has avoided

the onus of supplying substantiating statements to this

and to other serious charges, by the questionable but

effective means of an editorial gag. I trust that in fairness

to us you will allow the latter to at least indicate, in less

general terms, wherein we have shown our inclination

"to ignore, more or less, the work of the other" (i.e.,

" the marine biologists of the South ").

The University, St. Andrews, A. T. Mastebman.

November 5th, 1897.

TMy remarks were general because they apply to the

book as a whole. Throughout the volume the work of

St. Andrews is put more prominently forward than work

done elsewhere. This is, of course, not unnatural, and it

seems to me that Mr. Masterman is ill-advised to assert

otherwise. As an instance of work referred to in a way
which deprives it of importance, the investigations of Mr.

Cunningham on the growth of fishes may be cited. In

this subject Mr. Cunningham led the way, yet no one

would gather that such was the case from the manner in

which it is dismissed by Messrs. Mcintosh and Masterman.

It may also be remarked that the credit of the discovery

of the hermaphroditism of Myxine is in the book wrongly

given to Dr. Nansen.

With regard to Xatiire, it is worth pointing out that no
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reply of Mr. Cunningham to the criticism of his work on
" British Marketable Fishes " was published, so that he,

on the one side, may feel just as aggrieved as Mr. Master-

man on the other. In any case, it is hardly in good
taste for Mr. Masterman to make charges of partiality

when both Mr. Cunningham's work and the one just

published have been similarly treated in our contem-
porary.—The Ee-\tewer.]

THE INTERNATIONAL CONQ-RESS ON THE PROTECTION
OP BIRDS.

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—The International Congress on the Protection of

Birds, inaugurated at Aix-en-Provence on November 9th,

under the auspices of the Ligue Ornithophile Fran^aise, of

which M. Louis Adrien Levat is the able president, was
concluded on Saturday last. The protection of insecti-

vorous birds useful to agriculture was the chief matter
treated of, and it was decided to forward to the Govern-
ments of Europe through the French Minister for Foreign
Affairs the resolutions which were formulated. Public
educational bodies are also to be memorialized in order
to obtain, if possible, the serious consideration of this

important subject by schoolmasters and Government school
inspectors. Numerous French and Italian agricultural,

horticultural, and sporting societies were represented at

the Congress, and delegates from the Selborne Society and
the Society for the Protection of Birds were also present.

Among the French societies which sent delegates were
the Societe d'Horticulture de France, Association Pomo-
logique de I'Ouest, Societe Centrale des Chasseurs,
Societe Protectrice des Animaus, and Societe Protectrice
des Oiseaux. Mr. Lemon and I had the honour of
representing the Selborne Society and the Society for the
Protection of Birds.

Hillcrest, Redhill, Surrey, M. L. Lejion.
17th November, 1897.

" THE MYSTIC NUMBER THREE."

To the Editors of Knowledge.

Sirs,—In connection with this subject, may I point out
some remarkable peculiarities in the multiples of the
number nine? If these are written down in columns up to

nine times one hundred, as in the following table, a regular
sequence of numbers appears, the figvures on the right hand
of each column being in reverse order to those on the left,

and the central figures in each multiple of three figures

also run in regular sequence, reading either up, down, or
across the table. In fact, the table may be rapidly con-
structed by writing down the consecutive numbers from
one to ninety in ten columns, repeating the number at the
foot of each column at the top of the follovring one, and
then placing the numerals from the cypher to nine opposite
to them in reverse order, thus :

—

9: 99 18 9 I 27 9 ?6 9 ! 45 9 54 9 6.3 9 ! 72 9 ' 81 9
1 8 ! 10 8 19 8

1
28 8 : 37 8 i 46 8 55 8 6i 8 73 8 82 8

2 7 11 7 20 7 29 7 38 7 47 7 56 7 65 7 74 7 83 7
3 6 12 6 21 6 30 6 39 6 48 6 57 6 66 6 75 6 84 6
4 5 13 5 22 5 31 5 40 5 49 5 58 5 67 5 76 5 85 5
5 4 14 4 23 4 32 4 41 4 50 4 59 4 68 4 77 4 86 4
6 3

f
15 3 24 3 33 3 42 3 51 3 60 3 69 3 78 3 87 3

7 2 16 2 25 2 34 2 43 2 52 2 61 2 70 2 79 2 88 2
8 1 17 1 26 1 35 1 I 44 1 53 1

j

62 1 71 1 80 1 89 1
9 18 27

,
36 45 51

| 63
! 72

; 81 90

As a consequence of this sequence the figures, when read
diagonally on the above square (omitting from the multiples
of three figm-es the units, which are, of course, consecutive),
an arrangement may be produced in which the figures
reappear in numerical order, as in the following table :

—

Diagonals from left to right commencing at the top—
" 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
1 U 21 31 41 51 61 71 81
2 12 22 32 42 .52 62 72
3 13 23 33 43 53 63
4 14 24 34 44 54
5 15 25 35 45
6 16 26 36
7 17 27
8 18

9

The figures in each product in the first table, when
added together, produce nine or some multiple of nine,
however far the table may be carried.

A. G. Moncreiff Grahame.
2, Walpole Terrace, Brighton.

To the Editors of Knowledge.
Sirs,—In the article on " The Mystic Number Three"

in your current issue you refer to the "mysterious and
unaccountable properties of the number," described in a
paper published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and
quote as an instance the fact that " when any number is

multiplied by three, or any multiple of three, as six, nine,
twelve, etc., the separate figures in the result, if added
together, give a total of three or a multiple of three "

; or,

in other words, that when a number is divisible by {i.e., a
multiple of) three, the sum of the digits of the number is

also divisible by three.

Your mathematical readers will know that this is not
quite so "unaccountable " as it appears, and to others the
following may be of interest as throwing some light on
this particular instance of the " mysterious."

Suppose a h c d to represent any number in the ordinary
system of notation, i.e., a, b, c, and d each represents a
single digit, the whole being equivalent to

a X 1000 + i X 100 + ( X 10 -H '/ = a 10' + hl02 + clO + d.

Now, it is obvious that any power of ten may be expressed
by writuig as many nines in succession as there are imits
in the number representing the power in question and
adding unity ; thus, 10= = 99999 -fl.

Hence, a 10^ -f- l> 10= + c 10 -I- (/ may be written—
a (999 + l) + b{9d+l) + c{9 + 1) + d
= rt 999 + i 99 -f c 9 -f « + b + c + d.

Obviously, the first three terms in this expression are

divisible by three, each being a multiple of nine.

Hence the whole expression will be divisible by three if,

and only if, the remaining portion—that is, the sum of the
four digits of the number—is divisible by three.

As this method of reasoning is applicable to any number
whatever, it is, I think, fairly obvious why, when a number
is divisible by three, the sum of its digits is also so divisible.

November 16th, 1897. G. Haecourt Hill.

Mr. F. Enock, whose name is so familiar to readers of

this magazine, will deliver a Christmas course of lectures

at the London Institution. The subject of his discourses

is
—" Insects at Home, at Work, and at Meals."

Dr. Fewkes, explorer for the American Bureau of Eth-
nology, has described the site of a city that once belonged

to the Funii tribe—a city probably as populous as that of

Rome under Severus, and built as one huge house con-

structed in tiers like the cells of a honeycomb, forming

the walls and fortifications of the city on the outside, the

windows and doors opening towards an inner court.
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Vediilia cardinalis (the imported Ladybird
enemj of the W'liite Scale) ; a, Ladybird Larva*

feetling on Female Scale ; b, Pupa, and c. Adult
Ladybird ; d. Orange Twig showing Scale and
Ladybirds, natural size.

The most destructive insect enemies of fruits in Call-
]

fomia are undoubtedly the scale insects (CoceWte). Many
\

methods are employed by fruit growers in California to

control the ravages of injurious insects of this and other

kinds, as may be seen from a paper in the " Year Book " of

the United States Department of Agriculture. Bitt one of

the most satisfactory is the importation of natural enemies

of the noxious species. A few years ago the very existence

of citrus culture in California was threatened in consequence

of the attacks of

the white scale

[Icei/ra purchnsi).

A ladybird
enemy of the
pest, Veil all a

cardinalis, was,

however, intro-

duced into the

State from Aus-

tralia, and it

did its preda-
tory work so

thoroughly that

the white scale is

no longer an im-

portant injurious

insect. The
accompanying
figure, repro-
duced from the

paper to which
reference has

been made, shows this ladybird and its larvse. This

noteworthy instance of the almost total eradication of an
injurious insect by the importation of its predaceous enemy
has given great confidence in the natural means of con-

trolling insects. Enormous numbers of difierent varieties

of ladybirds have been introduced, and one of them, the

little beetle Bliizohivs ventralis, has entirely exterminated

the black scale insect (Lecanitim olece) from several badly

infested orchards. There can be no doubt about the

beneficial influence of these beetles at present, and the

restilts furnish a striking instance of the industrial appli-

cation of the facts of entomology.
^'*~t

A school of ethics and social philosophy has just been

formed, the general committee including the Master of

Balliol, Mr. LesUe Stephen, Prof. Sully, and others.

Special attention will be given to the bearing of recent

psychology upon problems of education, and to the

philosophical analysis of the structure of society and the

functions of its organs. Lecture rooms have been secured

at the new Passmore Edwards settlement in Tavistock

Place, W.C, and the secretary, pro tern., is Mr. J. H.
Muirhead, 30, Aynhoe Road, West Kensington.

!-•-•

A very useful volume of classified and illustrated abridg-

ments of specifications relating to philosophical instruments,

1884-88, has just been issued by the Comptroller of Her
Majesty's Patent Oflice, and we understand that similar

volumes on other subjects and groups of subjects are

obtainable. To those persons requiring information as to

what is already protected in the way of invention by letters

patent these volumes must be a real boon. The laborious

process of searching through the records of the Patent

Office is by this means reduced to something Uke ten per

cent, of what it used to be, a concise and imderstandable

short paragraph, as a rule, taking the place of many whole

pages in the full specification.

A trial journey in a motor car over a distance of a

hundred miles on- the Carlisle road has been accomplished

in eight and a half hours, including stoppages. The

amount of fuel consumed was five gallons, the total cost,

including lubricating oil, being 4s. lOd. for the hundred

miles. Three passengers were carried, and the net cost

per passenger was therefore about Is. 8d. for the journey.—*•*

—

The experiment of floating a steel needle upon water is

an old one ; nevertheless it is easier described than success-

fally performed. It is often stated that the needle must

be greased, but this is a mistake, for to float a needle

upon water its surface should be quite clean. Shortly

before his recent death, it occurred to Prof. Alfred M.

Mayer that by floating a disc or ring of metal with a

chemically clean surface, and gradually weighting it until

it broke through the surface of the liquid, the surface

tension cotUd be measured. The
discs experimented upon were made
of aluminium ; they were one-

twenty-fifth of an inch thick, and

from two to three inches in diameter.

Discs of these dimensions could not

only be made to float upon water,

but a small extra weight had to be

added to them in order to make
them sink, and the water surface

was depressed by about one-tenth

of an inch before the tliscs broke

, through it. To determine the weight

necessary before a ring of metal

breaks through a liquid surface, an

;
arrangement of the form shown in

the accompanying figure was used.

Prof. Mayer found that if a floating

ring of this kind, formed of wire

about one-twenty-fifth of an inch in

diameter, be gradually loaded by

pouring fine sand into the cup carried by the ring, it sinks

deeper and deeper into the depressed surface of the water

till it has reached a depth of one-tenth of an inch, when it

suddenly breaks through the surface and sinks, as in the

case of the discs. Using the data thus obtained, the surface

tension of the water can be calculated. It was found that

all metals, with clean surfaces, from platinum, having a

density of 21-o, to magnesium of a density 1-7, float on

water. The reason appears to be that a film of air coats

the surfaces of metals and keeps them from touching the

water.
—'^

,

"

.
,

In a recent issue of the Statist there is an article on

" The World's Gold Production since 1850." A chart is

given showing the variations in production in each year

from 1851 to 1896. For the latter year the production by

fields was as follows ;—United States, £10,000,000

;

Australasia, £8,988,000 ; Transvaal, £8,604,000; Indian,

£.5 911,000; Russia and other countries, £10,697,000—or

a total 'of £45,000,000. The grand aggregate of the gold

production since 1850, inclusive, is, m round figures,

£1,163,000,000, or approxunately 300,000,000 ounces of

gold. —''•"

—

Expectations as regards the Leonids have so far been

anything but realized. Watchers in many parts have,

so to speak, cast their nets and caught nothing. Those

who were fortified with cameras and eagerly scanned the

heavens about the time of the expected display, found

meteor and shooting-star catching quite an unexcitmg

recreation. —'^— „ . , ^ i

M. Czernich, the well-known Russian chemist, haa

exaruined two minerals from the Caucasus. One of them
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is a kind of coal, the ashes of which contain a considerable

quantity of the new element helium. The other is called

cerite. and consists of the new element argon. These two
new elements have never before been found in minerals in

a pure state, but only in chemical combinaticn with other
elements. »

—

M. Cailletet has presented to the Paris Academy of

Sciences a memoir on apparatus for measuring the alti-

tudes of balloons, and a means of verifying the results.

An aneroid barometer is employed, and photographs are

taken at two-minute intervals of the earth and of the
aneroid, and it is asserted that the true height can be
easily calculated. —-.-.

—

M. Berthelot has recently published a memoir describing

some mirrors of Gallo-Eoman origin, dating from the
third or fourth century, in which the reflecting surface is

lead, which appears to have been applied in the molten
state to the glass.

, ,

,

The International Congress of Zoology is to meet in

Cambridge on August 23rd, 1898. An executive com-
mittee has been appointed, composed as follows :

—

President : Sir John Lubbock, Bart. ; Vice-Presidents :

The Yice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, Dr.
W. T. Blandford, Sir W. H. Flower, the President of

the Linn.'can Society, Prof. Eay Lankester, Prof. A.
Newton, Dr. P. L. Sclater, the President of the Entomo-
logical Society, Sir William Turner, and Lord Walsingham

;

Treasurers : Prof. S. -J. Hickson and Dr. P. L. Sclater
;

Secretaries : Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell, Mr. G. C. Bourne, and
Mr. A. Sedgwick ; Ordinary Members : Dr. H. Gadow,
Mr. F. D. Gcdman, Lieut. -Col. Godwin-Austen, Sir G. F.
Ham'pson, Dr. S. F. Harmer, Prof. Howes, the Hon. W.
Rothschild, Mr. H. Saunders, Prof. Seeley, Dr. D. Sharp,
Mr. A. E. Shipley, Prof. C. Stewart, and Dr. H. Woodward.
The official address of the Congress is, by Ihe courtesy of
the Zoological Society, 3, Hanover Square, London, W.

An invention which seems likely to render telegraphic
communication as direct and private as is telephonic has
been displayed to a select company in Berlin. It has been
called " Telescripter " and takes the form of an electric

typewriter. The apparatus can be electrically connected
by means of a call-bell with any other similar apparatus,
and the message, which is typed off through the keyboard
at one end, will be reproduced in plain letters and
numerals on a plate at the other end. The " Telescripter "

will do for writing what the telephone effects for speech,
and the publicity and complexity of ordinary telegraphic
business will be done away with.—.-H

—

Messrs. Newton & Co. have on their list some very
interesting series of magic-lantern slides. Amongst these
may be mentioned a series of English, Spanish, and Dutch
birds and nests, photographed from life by Mr. R. B. Lodge.
The photographs of a buff-backed heron on a branch of a
tree, and of a grey shrike on a shrub, are very clever

;

whilst those of a night heron's nest and eggs, and of a
young spoonbill, are both interesting and artistic. We
understand that Mr. Lodge went to Spain and Holland on
purpose to obtain these photographs, and he has certainly
been very successful. . .

.

We would direct our readers' attention to the following
letter from Mr. Chas. Louis Hett, of Springfield, Brigg :

A short t-iine ago 1 lieard a bird-call which I did not recognize,
beyond remembering that I had read of it a few days jiroviouslv. I
searched the volume without success, and the identity of the bird
remained undecided. It then occurred to me tliat aii alphabetical
list of recorded bird-calls would prevent the recurrence of a similar
experience. Acting on this idea, I have now collected from the

Avorks of Messrs. Beekstein, Dixon, Kearny, Morris, Eobinson, Swann,
and Dr. Emerson, the calls of two hundred birds, or rather more than
half of tliofe which are accepted as British. I am very desirous that

my list should be as complete and perfect as possible, and shall greatly

esteem any co-operation which you can give me, either in checking
calls already recorded, or supplying those of other birds, more par-

ticularly of any bird or birds which you may have had favourable

opportimities of observing I have frequently retained

two or more spellings of a single call. This appears to be unavoidable,

as our language is not phonetic, and many bird-calls may be spelt in

different ways with equal approximation to correctness. I have also

retained some very free renderings of calls which approximate to

English sentences. Although the " call-bird " portion is complete as

far as I have the materials, I have as yet only had the first page set

up. If my appeal for co-operation meets with the response for which
I hope, I shall at once finish the compilation, and see it through the

press.—CnAs. Louis Hett.
As Mr. Hett remarks, bird-calls may be spelt in English
in different ways. This fact, and the similarity of many
call notes, renders it impossible in most cases to identify

a bird unknown to the observer merely by its note. We
do not think Mr. Hett can possibly collect every spelling

of every note, since almost everyone spells a call note

differently. However, the work will, no doubt, be of

some value as a means of identifying birds, if used in

conjunction with other data. We do not think that Mr.
Hett has gone to the best authorities for his information.

Dr. A. A. Kanthack, the emment bacteriologist, of St.

.John's College, has been elected to the Professorship of

Pathology, in the place of the late Prof. C. S. Roy.

The medals of the Royal Society have been distributed

as follows ; the Coiihij, to Prof. Albert von Kiilliker ; the

Dai-ij, to Dr. J. H. Gladstone ; the Biiclianan, to Sir John
Simon. The Boijal medals have been awarded to Prof.

Andrew Russell Forsyth and Lieut.-General Sir Richard
Strachey. —'^—
At one time it was supposed that a delicate membranous

envelope, known as Ascherson's membrane, held the fat

globules of milk, and the theory was advanced that the

violent concussions induced by churning caused the rupture

of these delicate bladders and set each microscopic particle

of butter free, thus facilitating the running together of the

oily contents. Fresh evidence, however, militated against

the belief in this envelope, and the theory gained ground
that the globules of fat were merely suspended in the milk
in a naked condition, and that when they become aggregated

into large granules in the process of churning, they run
together in much the same way as globules of quicksilver

on contact with one another. Storch, a competent Danish
investigator, has recently brought forward evidence which
invests the membrane theory with a new lease of life. The
chief evidence which he adduces is that of staining the

membranous envelope by means of a solution of picro-

carmine, so that under microscopic examination the

globules, colourless in themselves, were seen to be sur-

rounded by a narrow faint-red border. The average
thickness of the membrane is calculatad to be about one-

twentieth of the diameter of the globule, each globule

consisting, as a whole, of 72-5 per cent, of pure fat and
27-5 per cent, of albuminous membrane.—--,

—

Dr. Aitken, in his presidential address to the Edinburgh
Botanical Society, in which he described an experiment
during the summer at the Botanical Garden as a means
of testing the value of nitroijiir as supplied by the

patentees in Germany, says that the substance from
which so much had been expected was without any
appreciable inliuence upon the growth of beans in pots in

a cold frame in the garden.

* See KNOWLEDaB, September, 1897, p. 201.
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We regret to have to record the death on September 14th,

at the age of eighty-two, of the Rev. Andrew Matthews, of

Gumley, Market Harborough. Mr. Matthews had been an
earnest student of natural history during nearly the whole
of his long life. His collections were large, and contained

many very valuable and interesting series both of insects

and birds. In 1819, in conjunction with his brother

Henry Matthews, he published " The History of the Birds

of Oxfordshire and its Neighbourhood." In 1872 ha
published a work entitled " Trichopterygidre lUustrata,"

written in Latin and illustrated by himself in thirty-one

plates, detailing the full anatomy of this family of almost

invisible insects. His other works have been " Essay on
the British Species of the Genus Myllcona," 1837

;

"Synopsis of European Trichopterygidro," which appeared

in the French magazine L'AhcilU' : and " A Synopsis of

the TrichopterygidsB of America." In 1888 he was en-

gaged in a description of his branch of natural history

for the great American work on the '

' Natural History of

Central America" (Godman & Salvin). In his eightieth

year he completed a second volume of " Trichopterygida3

lUustrata," fully illustrated by his own hand from micro-

scopic dissections of these minute beetles. This work is

now in the publisher's hands. After the publication of

the first volume of " Trichopterygidfe lUustrata " he was
offered the honour of the Fellowship of the Royal Society

of England, which, however, he declined, " lest his scien-

tific acquirements should be estimated by the number of

letters after his name."

Peter Lund Simmonds, who was proprietor and editor

of the Techrwloijist, 1862-60, and the Journal of Applied

Science, 1870-81, died recently, aged eighty-three, in the

Charterhouse, where, in reduced circumstances, he found a

refuge among the brethren. Mr. Simmonds was a volu-

minous writer on agriculture, food supplies, and commercial

matters generally. His best known work, " Waste Products

and Undeveloped Substances," went through many editions.

THE BEAVER IN NORWAY.
By R. Lydekkeb, B.A.Cantab., F.R.S.

HAD not the use of its hair in the manufacture of

hats been superseded by that of silk, there is

little doubt that the beaver, both in the Old

World and in America, would by this time have
been numbered among extinct animals. As it

is, the creature has but a hard time of it at best, for

although there is no longer a demand for its hair by the

hat manufacturer, yet beaver fur is an article highly

valued by the furrier, and equally highly esteemed by the

fair sex. Although a few survive in the Rhone and the

Rhine, while more numerous colonies are found in parts

of Russia, the beaver has been practically swept away
from most European countries, though place names fre-

quently bear testimony to its former presence. Among
the countries where it still maintains a foothold is Norway,
but of late years little information has been forthcoming

as to the approximate number of beaver in the country, or

their mode of life. We are, therefore, glad to welcome a

booklet by Dr. Robert Collett, the well-known Zoological

Professor at the University of Christiania, published by

the Bergen Museum, and dealing with the present con-

dition and habits of the Norway beaver. As it is illus-

trated by twelve excellent photographs of the haunts of

the beaver, the reader can obtain a good idea of the kind
of country affected by these animals, and can also see for

himself their mode of working.
It appears that for some years the beaver has enjoyed a

certain amount of protection in Norway, and if this pro-

tection be continued. Dr. Collett is of opinion that the
animal will survive well into the next century. The two
most important colonies now remaining are situated at

Aamli and Nedrethelemarken, and both of these have
recently been visited by the author.
The Norwegian beaver began to decrease in numbers

from the early part or middle of the last century, and by
1800 had already disappeared from most parts of the
country, with the exception of the northern districts of

Finmark and Nordland, and the southern province of

Nedenas, or Christiansand. The work of extermination
went on more or less rapidly till the year 1815, when it

was somewhat checked by the enactment of protective
statutes ; but either these could not have worked very
effectually, or the war of extermination had been only too
well carried out, for in 1880 the number of individuals
surviving throughout the country was estimated at only
about three score. Three years later the number of head
was put down roughly at a hundred, and since that date
it is probable that the number has been fully maintained,
if, indeed, it has not actually increased.

The statutes which have been enacted for the preser-

vation of the beaver in Norway are not, for the most part,

of a very effectual nature, and have a decidedly feudatory
smack. The statute of 181-3 provided that no beaver at

all should be killed for ten years, and then only by the
proprietors of the estates on which they were found. This
was admirable as far as it went, but as from the beginning
of Ls56 proprietors were again allowed to kill, without
either restriction as to time or number, it is obvious that
the good results of the first enactment might very well
have been speedily lost. Probably this was found to be
the case, as in 1863 a fresh statute was propounded, estab-

lishing a close time and fixing a limitation in number.
According to this statute, beaver were only allowed to be
killed during the months of August, September, and
October, and then only by owners of estates, wlio were per-

mitted to kill but one individual annually on each separate

estate.

Special exemptions might, however, be granted by the
Sovereign, who was enabled to give permission for the
killing of several individuals on large estates, or even to

permit the proprietors to kill the whole number of animals
on an island or enclosed property ; thus putting some of

the colonies, like the one at Aamli, entirely in the power
of the owner. Moreover, although slaughter is entirely

forbidden on Crown or municipal lands, beaver might be
killed to any extent, and apparently in any number, on
private estates where they inflicted appreciable damage.
Two much more effectual statutes have, however,

recently come into operation ; the one, dated August Slst,

1894, protecting all the beavers in the Amt of Sondre
Bergenhus till the end of 1901, and the other, dated
September 3rd, 1895, doing the same for the colony of

Aamli till the end of 1905. The penalty for illegally

killing beaver is a fine of eighty kronors (about £4 lOs.),

which can be inflicted on all the participators in the
oftence.

The chief food of the beaver in Norway consists of the
fresh bark of deciduous trees, more especially the aspen

;

the larger branches being barked, but the twigs consumed
entire, and the coarse bark of the trunk generally rejected.

For winter use small branches are sunk near the entrance
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to the lodge, but no atore of stripped bark ia collected.

Most of the treea felled are situated close to the water,

with beaten tracks leading to them from the lodge, but
occasionally some are chosen a considerable distance away
from the river. The trees are gnawed all round until the
portion left is so thin that the stem breaks from its own
weight ; the stump remaining being generally about half

a yard in length, and terminating in a point like a pancil,

as does the lower end of the felled stem. Small trunks or

branches are, however, gnawed in a slanting direction.

Only healthy treea are selected for felling, and sometimes
these are left half gnawed through without any apparent
reason. No attempt appears to be mide to make the
trees fall in any particular direction, as they may be seen
lying pointing all ways. The trunks and boughs, after

being stripped of their bark, are cut into convenient
lengths and employed for building, the current being used
for their transport whenever practicable. Many lodges

lodges are invariably formed on the banks of a river with
running water subject to constant change of level. Although
the majority are considerably smaller, they may be as

much as fifty feet in length ; the width seldom exceeding
eight or nine feet. One half generally lies under water, and
thus prevents the edifice from being left high and dry
when the river runs low. The main entrance is invariably

placed at the end of the submerged portion, but another
outlet may be made on shore beyond the lodge itself, and
ia then generally covered with a layer of twigs, or twigs

and earth. As a rule, the lodges are isolated, although a

couple may ba built ia contact. Seen from a distance the

lodge looks like a confused pile of timbar and earth, with-

out any definite arrangement. The logs employed are

usually from a couple of feet to a yard in length, although
they may sometimes be double this size ; twigs are also

largely used, and sometimes take root and develop into

saplings on the roofs. Stones are but seldom employed.

Young Beaviiv^, llirci; wot-ks old, from the Lodge iil Fladen, Norway.

(Fi'om ** BEBvewn i Norsfe," by R. Collett.)

are, however, constructed in still water, and the animals
are then compelled to convey the timber by their own
exertions ; this being effected by holding the log in the
water between the fore paws, and swimming with the
huid feet.

The construction of the lodge is a serious business,

occupying at least two years ; and annual repairs are
necessary to keep it in a habitable condition. Building
operations take place in the autumn, lasting from Sep-
tember till well into November ; and as they are nearly
always undertaken at night, it is but seldom that an
opportunity occurs of seeing the animals at work. In
Norway the lodges are either conical or elliptical in shape,
the majority being now of the latter type. The conical
lodges, which appear to have been more common formerly
than they are at present, are placed on the banks of ponds
in which the water level is constant, such ponds being
either natural or made by the animals damming up the
stream. On the other band, the elliptical or elongated

Many of the logs are stripped of their bark, but others are

built in just as they are felled ; and not unfrequently drift

logs of pine and other trees which are men -felled are

annexed. The logs and twigs are thrown together pell-

mell, and the interstices tightly rammed with earth, the
thickness of the walls being about a couple of feet. The
passage leading from the submerged edge of the lodge to

the central dwelling chamber is usually single, and about
twenty inches in diameter ; its interior, when in clayey

soil, becoming worn perfectly smooth.
A double lodge opened by Mr. Collett in 1895 is de-

scribed by him as follows:—"The left or short lodge

contained an unoccupied chamber without lining. The
right, which was long and of considerable age, extended
for some way under an oak coppice. The chamber in this

was situated about six yards from the water, half a yard
underground, and consisted of an enlargement of the

passage to about three-quarters of a yard in height." It

was thickly lined with the under bark of the aspen.
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Ice-floes and floating timber do much damage to the
lodges, and thus entail an annual repair, which, aa already
said, is carried out in autumn. Spring and autumn floods

also frequently submerge the lodges, from which large

portions are loosened and swept away. From twenty to

thirty years is the probable period during which a lodge
is habitable.

On the bank of the river in the neighbourhood of the

lodge numerous burrows are to be met with, a few of

which are in connection with the former, although most
are entirely separate. Burrows are the first refuges formed
by the beaver when taking possession of a fresh spot, and
they may accordingly be likened to the rude sheds erected

by workmen employed on building a mansion. Probably
each lodge is tenanted only by a single couple and their

young family ; the young beavers, when able to do without
parental assistance, either settling down temporarily in

burrows in the immediate neighbourhood, or wandering
away to found new colonies. Small lodges constructed in

.'>i
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Aspen (Popiilus tremula) felled by the Beaver (Aamli).

a kind of jerry-building fashion appear to be run up by
bachelor beavers who have not yet ventured to take upon
themselves the responsibilities of a wife and family. There
may, however, be also spinster beavers to whom such
accommodation is also necessary—it is to be hoped only

temporarily.

Dams are constructed where beavers have quartered

themselves by the sides of gently flowing streamlets, or

small posts through which a current rans, in order to

obtain water of sufficient depth and maintaining a constant

level. The " bund " is substantially buUt and difficult to

demolish. One examined in 189.3 was constructed at the

outflow of a small stream through a forest marsh ; and
where there wis formerly but a small shallow pool, a pond
or lake of some few hundred yards in diameter soon

resulted from the labours of these indefatigable rodents.

The "bund," which was about fifteen feet in length, with

a cross section of some two feet, was entirely made in the

course of three weeks during the summer of 1890. la

Canada, when the dam is sufficiently stout, the pool will

eventually silt up and form a " beaver-meadow,'' but Mr.
Collett does not record any of these " meadows " in

Norway.

During the cold winter months the beavers, although

not hibernating in the proper sense of the term, pass what
appears a somewhat dull existence in the central chamber
of the lodge, the roof of which for most of the time is

buried in snow. Sometimes, however, when the weather
is mild for the season, and an unusually cold autumn
prevented the completion of the annual repairs at the

proper time, the beaver will venture out from their retire-

ment for a short period in order to remedy such dilapida-

tions as stand in urgent need of immediate attention.

When they have been engaged on such works their foot-

prints are visible in the snow. Immediately after the

breaking up of the ice in spring the animals issue forth to

procure a fresh supply of food and resume their daily

avocations.

The young beavers are born in April or May, three being

apparently a common number in a litter. At first their

eyes are closed, but they grow rapidly, and by September

or October are about the size of a cat. When able to shift

for themselves they leave the parental lodge, and fre-

quently start oft' to found a family in some fresh locality,

L Ithough sometimes they set oii' on their wanderings alone.

Following the courses of smill streams, they frequently

tack straight across the open mountain slopss for miny
miles, so that one or more not unfrequently make their

appearance in valleys where none have been known for

years. They will even ocjasionally cross small arms of

the sea ; and the perils of the journey end in death to no

inconsiderable number.
Several old-time superstitions still cling round the

beaver. One of the most persistent and most incorrect is

that the flat sealy tail is employed as a trowel for plastering

down the mud during building operations. Another is

that the secretion of the tail glands—the c<ftoreum of the

old phavmacopcijia—has the property of frightening away

whales or porpoises when approaching a boat I Still

more strange is the old idea that some individuals were

compelled to lie on their backs and be laden with building

materials, when they were dragged by their companions to

the scene of operations. Probably this fable originated

from the circumstance that many individuals have tUe hair

worn oft" the back from constantly passing up and down
the narrow burrow or entrance to a lodge.

NoticfS of Boolts.
# —

Botanical Microtechnique. By Dr. A. Zimmermann.
Translated from the German by James Ellis Humphrey,

S.D. (Archibald Constable i Co.) By the publication

of an English edition of Dr. Zimmermann's work, a most

excellent treatise on a subject of wide interest is placed

within the reach of students. Books already existing on

the same subject are wanting in directions that are a dis-

tinguishing feature of the present volume. Although of

necessity it must be a compilation from various original

papers and text-books, it is not an unsystematic collection

of formubi'. The methods of dealing with each component

part of a plant are prefaced by a description of the chemical

composition and structure of these parts. The intelligent

student, working at any given process, has thus the neces-

sary data at his disposal to appreciate the reaction that

takes place, and to try possible variations and improve-

ments. There is a short but useful chapter on staining

bacteria, and the numerous references comprise all the

recent literature of value. The book can be recommended

as a complete and well-arranged treatise on a subject of

considerable importance.

In Russet Mantle Clad. By George Morley. (Skeffington

& Co.) Illustrated. lOs. 6d. Mr. Morley dedicates hie
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handsome book to the Countess of Warwick :
" In token of

her kindly friendship, these scenes of idyllic life in Warwick-

shire—the work of my hand with my heart in it—are, by

her permission, very gratefully inscribed." It certainly

was not intended that man should live perpetually in four-

walled structures ; still, the majority of the human race

dawdle most of their time away under such artificial

conditions. We have here a series of sketches which will

please many a lover of country life. The scenes are

depicted by the author direct from nature, and are located

in Warwickshire. There are six sketches containing many
interesting bits of information, and written in homely
language, mingled with the colloquial phrasing of Shake-

speare's country. The author is a keen observer of human
nature, but he is all at sea when writing of birds. He
describes the characteristic flight and action of a kestrel

hawk, but he calls the bird a " sparrowhawk." As a whole,

the book presents a good idea of humble life in Warwick-
shire, and will be appreciated by those who care for this

sort of literature.

The Vertehnite Shleton. By S. H. Heynolds, M.A.,

F.R.S. Illustrated. (Cambridge University Press.) The
title of this book is hardly comprehensive enough for the

matter contained, a somewhat larger field being covered by

including some animals which are not strictly vertebrates.

As the author says, in a short preface, the plan adopted

is to give an account of the general skeletal characters of

each group and of its several subdivisions, to describe in

detail the skeleton of one or more selected types, and to

treat the skeleton as developed in the group organ by
organ. Perhaps an improvement might have been effected

by putting the chapters in diiJerent order, as their sequence

is not that best suited for the instruction of a beginner

;

but this is a minor matter which is amply compensated
for by the able treatment of the subject. The illustrations

are fairly numerous and in all cases well and carefully

selected. Many are drawings taken from photographs of

specimens in the British Museum and Cambridge Uni-

versity Museum of Zoology. The book is one that can

profitably be used by students of the subject.

Lesson'^ in Elementary Bioh»/i/. By T. Jeft'ery Parker.

(Macmillan \' Co.) Illustrated. 10s. Cd. A good deal of

controversy has occasionally arisen as to the way in

which biology should be taught. Some, like the late

J'rof. Huxley, advocate starting with the higher animals

and proceeding downwards ; others— and they are in the

majority— advise the student to commence with the lower

animals and go step by step up the biological ladder. In

the book before us the author commences with the lower

organisms first, a plan which, at any rate, commends
itself to us. Of course, there are substantial reasons for

and against pursuing a course of biology on either of these

different lines ; but when one looks thoughtfully into the

matter, it seems most natural to pass from the simpler to

more complex, or what is known as synthetical biology.

Never forgetting the valley of the shadow of the coming
examination, it is always a matter of primary importance

to find the path of least resistance in preparing class books

of this kind. Some new matter has been added to this

—the third— edition, and also some forty additional illus-

trations. Prof. Parker's book is essentially a laboratory

guide, and all the drawings, exceedingly good of their

kind, are structural views, not pictures, of the subjects

treated. Both zoology and botany are included, and
representatives of each chief division arc thoroughly

investigated individually and comparatively.

Tiihlis fill- F(iciUt<(tiii(i Coiiiinttdtiim nf Stiir-Co}nt<(}its as

Arranged by E. J. Stone, M.A., F.R.S., Modified and
Revised by H. H. Turner, M.A., B.Sc. (Frowde.) 2s.

The original supply of copies of Mr. Stone's well-known
tables having been exhausted, Prof. Turner, who was then
giving his attention to the question of shortening the process

of calculating " star corrections," came to the conclusion

that a re-issue of Mr. Stone's tables—the excellence of

which has been abundantly established by experience

—

would meet the case if the tables were shortened by
confining them to three places of decimals instead of five.

It has been found that in actual use this gives all needful

accuracy, whilst the rapidity with which the work can be

carried out is much increased. The tables are clearly

printed and neatly arranged, and the book is rendered

more complete by an appendix giving the day numbers of

the X,iutic,il Ahi>ii,„ic for 1897, 1898, and ls99, modified

for use with them.
Diseases of Phmfs iudwed hij Cryptogamic Parasites. By

Dr. Karl Freiherr von Tubeuf. FiUglish Edition by William
G. Smith, B.Sc, Ph.D. Illustrated. (Longmans, Green,

& Co.) This book, although an addition to an already

large mass of similar literature, undoubtedly fills a pressing

want. It is devoted not merely to a description of the

various pathogenic fungi, slime fungi, bacteria, and algre

which are parasitic on the higher plants, but also enters

into the wider field where parasites and saprophytes are,

as the result of environment, scarcely to be distinguished

from each other. The book has also considerable com-
mercial value, as, in addition to the purely scientific interest

in the subject, it will be of use to those who are engaged
in the cultivation of plants, for it indicates the best methods
by which the parasites can be destroyed, or prevented from

developing, without injury to their host. The work is

furnished with many excellent illustrations, largely photo-

graphic, which are almost exclusively the work of the

author, taken from living objects. It is evidently not

intended to replace existing systematic works on the same
subject, but is rather an addition to them. The references

given are up to date, and will therefore be found serviceable.

An Illu.strated Mmittal of Britisli Birds. By Howard
Saunders, F.L.S., F.Z.S. Second Edition. Illustrated.

Part I., price Is. (Gurney & Jackson.) We heartily

welcome the first part of the new edition of Mr. Saunders'

manual. It is now about eight years since the first edition

of this exceedingly useful work was published. Many rare

birds have been recorded for the British Islands during

the last eight years, and it will be the author's task to

incorporate all authenticated and valuable records in this

new edition, which is to be thoroughly revised and brought

up to date. The first part (the book will be complete in

twenty monthly parts) is excellent in every way. The
same classification as in the former edition will be adopted

in the present one, and for this we are thankful, since we
shall be able to refer to the book without using the index.

The description of each species is limited to two pages as

before, and the same illustrations, with the exception of

about thirty new ones, will be used. To those who are

unacquainted with the first edition of the manual, we
would say that it gives all the essential information on

British birds in the smallest possible space, and that it is

absolutely reliable. A\'e hope to refer to the work again

when further parts have been published.

Elements of Deserijitiee Astronomy. By Herbert A. Howe,
A.M.,Sc.D. (New York: Silver,Burdett,& Co.) Illustrated.

7s. Cd. This work, described by its author as a text-boolc, is

admirably adapted for the use of students who know a

little algebra and plane geometry. Prof. Howe deals with

the usual subjects with great clearness and some freshness

of style. A most valuable feature of the book is the

admirable series of questions which are placed at the end

of each chapter— questions which the student will not be
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able to answer directly from the test, but will require time
to think over carefully what he has learnt, and to deduce
the answer by the exercise of his own reasoning powers.
The illustrations, too, merit a word of praise ; several of
the best of recent photographs and drawings are here
reproduced, and there are a large number of neat and
clear diagrams. As in " The Study of the Sky," one is

struck from time to time by the occurrence of a quaint
flash of dry humour, most unusual in a student's text-book,
which seems to bring one into pleasant contact with the
author. Thus he remarks on the recent explanations
of the canals on Mars :

" It is better not to know so much
than to know so many things that are not so." There are a
few minor details which are open to criticism. Mr.
Packer's alleged photographs of the corona in fall sunshine
ought hardly to have been dignified by a reference. Prof.

\Y. H. Pickering's observations of the satellites of Jupiter

might also have well been omitted. There are also a few
slight inconsistencies. Prof. Schiaparelli's value of the
rotation of ^"enus is unhesitatingly accepted ; but if, as

Prof. Howe tells us three pages later, Venus owes its

brilliancy to the fact that its sky is almost totally cloudy
at all times, it is clear that the elements for deducing its

rotation period are wanting. A large amount of important
information is given in the appendices, but that on the
landmarks in the history of astronomy must be regarded

as decidedly incomplete, whilst a more important one—

a

list of reference books—shows some lack of judgment in

one or two particulars.

The Ascent of Man. By Prof. Henry Drummond. Sixth
Edition. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 3s. Gd. This book,

the work of the late Prof. Drummond, is too well known
to need many remarks here. It formed the subject of the

Lowell Lectures, and, as a matter of course, does not enter

very deeply into the subject, but as regards the marshalling

of facts the book is a masterpiece of English erudition.

The author displays a wonderful acquaintance with the

resources of modern science, and has contrived to impart a

new air and character to an old theme. Aided by a vivid

imagination, combined with what may be styled literary

diplomacy, he has evolved a singularly inoffensive pre-

sentment of many bitter controversial phases of so-called

evolution ; and it is, perliaps, not too much to say that the

author has attained a large measure of success in his

attempt to construct out of a heterogeneous jumble of

theories one which has some claim to be regarded as a

continuous and harmonious whole.

SHORT NOTICES.
Manila/ of Ethics. Bj Joliu S. Mackenzie. (VniversitT Corre-

spoadence Press.) Tliird Edition. 6i. 6d. The present edition

of this work has been re-cast and brought up to date. It is intended,

primarily, for London UniTersity students, but it is also a handy book
for general readers. The author endearcurs to treat of ethics with-

out a knowledge of metaphysics, and not uusi;ccessfally. Metaphysics
is a most diilicult subject to comprehend; indeed, ICant said that '' it

was a science that had not yet come into existence." A hasty perusal

of the several chapters fully convinces one as to the author's deep and
compreiiensive knowledge of ethical science. He gives plenty of

references, which, in a work of this character, are indispensable. It

is doubtful, however, whether the considerable additions in Book I.,

on the develojimeut of the moral life and the moral judgment,

increa-e the value of this new edition, ns, in our opinion, there is

now too much overlapping with the kindred sciences—sociology and

psychology.
'Theories of Magnetism and Electricity. By Charles E. Curry.

Ph.D. (Macmilla'n & Co.) 8s. £d. An effort is here made to

further extend the general theories of magnetism and electricity

put forward by Maxwell, llelmholtz, and others. The student, in

order to derive benefit by reading this book, must have undergone a

thorough trainiug in matliematical science, including the calculus and

higher geometry. The whole s\ibject is treated theoretically, and has

a very forbidding appearance. ^Naturally, the mysterious and para-

doxical ether comes in for a large share of Dr. Curry's attention.

classifying different states of the ether or classes of particular

integrals corresponding to these states, and so simplifying the

ditliculty encountered in grasping the ether-agent itself.

Elements of Chemistri/. By Rufus P. Williams. (Ginn & Co.,

Boston and London.) Illustrated. 5s. We are infornu'd that this

book is the outcome of the author's wide experience with students of

chemical science. He endeavours to treat the subject in an interesting

manner, and really makes the study of '
chemistry a pleasure, and at

the same time a mental exercise. Such siibjects as valency, molecidar

and atomic weights, are made clear to the student ; but we should
point out that the spelling of a great many of the words is at variance

with the usual mode ado]>ted in the uuijority of chemical text-books.

We may mention that the book is not designed for .any special exami-

nation, but rather with tlie view of giving students in general a good,

practical introduction to this useful science. The volume is profusely

illustrated by excellent outline figures, showing arrangements of ap-

paratus and correct modes of manipulation.

Practical llistologi/. By Edward Albert Schiifer, LL.D., F.R.S.
(Smith, Elder. & Co.) 7s. 6d. Second Edition. Dr. Schafer's

liook is already well known and highly esteemed. Histology may be
regarded as a separate branch of the science of biology— that is,

the microscopic study of animal and vegetable tissues—and the

author has borne in mind the needs of private students, and therefore

copious instructions are given as to tlie methods of mounting micro-

scopic slides, and many other details associated with the delicate

operations of the microscopist. A work of this character would he
useful to students of research, so exhaustive and suggestive are the
experiments, hints, and instructions here set down. The illustrations,

though good, are too sparsely distributed—inordinately restricted to

manipulation, and an almost total disregard for seeing.

Outlines of Fhifsics. By Edward L. Nicl.ols (Maimillan & Co.)

Illustrated. 7s. 6d. This book is intended for beginners in the
science of physics. Like a great many of the present-day text-books,

it combines theoretical with practical work, only more minute
instructions are given as to the methods of conducting experiments.

Beginning with the subject of physical measurements, the author
goes on to mechanics, heat, electricity, magnetism, sound, and light

;

the above being the order in which they are dealt with. It is now a

settled conviction that a course in physics is of little use without a
practical acquaintance with physical instruments and methods. The
l)ook is eminently suitable for such a course. The illustrations are

exceedingly well drawn, and tlie type is clear. The whole book seems
to be the w-ork of a sound, practical teacher, and it may, therefore,

be recommended to the notice of teachers and students of physics.

Progress in Printing and the Graphic Arts during the lictorian

Era. By John Southward. (Simpkin, Marshall, iSc Co , Limited.)

2s. 6d. In this elegantly designed retrospect of the development
and progress of the printing and kindred arts during the past sixty

years. Mr. Southwarcl has contributed a most interesting and instruc-

tive addition to the literature of the record reign year. Perhaps in

no other field of industrial activity have we reaped such far-reaching

results as in that of the printing press, but the distance we have

travelled is not realized until we come to compare the periods and

contrast the materials, the appliances, and the workm;inship then

and now. Such a contrast, plainly set out and well illustrated, Mr.
Southward has brought before us.

A curious work entitled " The Science of the Ideal " has been

forwarded to us. The So-called ideal here finds its expression in

colours, forms, and numbers, which are held to form the basis of

mcmorv, and to constitute the vitality of synthetic philosophy—

a

plan of applying the ideal for the interpretation of the real. Man,
mind, and natiu-e, as here set forth, appear to have for their respective

complements, professions, thought, and the luiiverse. Colour, form,

and number are supposed to form a triad to which man, mind, and
natu'e are in some way subordinated, and the theory is so elaborated

that it forms a skeleton key to many diilicult problems— so we arc

givcn to understand. We should add that the science was " iuferated

by Major Davis, indicated by Prof. Wilson, and intimated by
F. J. Linford-Wilson."

We have received from Messrs. William Wesley & Son a cla^tified

catalogue of upwards of three thousand works on botany in all its

branches. The value of such a list to students and teachers must be

apparent to all, and especially so as a means of selecting Ijook ])rizes

in the several departments of botanical science : while to the compiler

iti use as a time-saving work of refereuce will, we tliink, be universally

appreciated. Also similar catalogues of works on zoology and astro-

nomy are to hand. These lists embrace all sorts of books, old aL:d neve.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
ByLessons from Life—Animal and Huma

millan, LL.D. (Elliot Stock )

The Evolution of the Idei of God. By Grant AUer
Richards.) 20s. net.

Kb I, Hugh Mac-

(Grant
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Infinitesimal Calculvs. B_v Horace Lamb, F.B.S. (Cambridge
TJniversitT Press.) Illustrated. 12s.

Wild Trails in Tame Animals. Bv Louis Robinson. (Blackwood)
Illustrated. 10s. 6d. net.

Tlie Lost Gold of the Montezumas. Bv Wm. O. Stoddard.
(ITodder & Stougbton.) Illustrated. 5s

A Popular Introduction to the Stad;/ of the Sun. B,v Geo.
McKcnzie Knight. (Geo. Pbilip & Son.) Is.

A Bihliopraphii of Norfolk Glaciologi/. By W. Jerome Harrison.
(Reprinted from the Glacialists' Magazine.)-

\ Sandom Shots at Birds and Men. Bv Jim Crow. (Roxbur^be
\ Press.) Is.

Light : Visible and Invisible. By Prof. S. P. Thompson. (Mac-
millan.) Illustrated. 6s. net.

Lfe Histories of American Insects. By Clarence Moores Weed,
D.Sc. (Macmillan.) Illustrated. 6s. net.

Theoretical Mechanics. By A. E. H. Love, F.R.S. (Cambridge
UniTersity Press.) Illustrated. 12s.

A Bistori) uf Folding. By Rct. H. A. Macpberson. (Edinburgh:
David Douglas.)

The lieliquart) and Illustrated Arch realogist. ^'olume for 1897.
(Bcmrose & Son.) 123. net.

Astronomg. By Agnes M. Gierke, A. Fowler, and J. Ellard Gore.
(Hutchinson k Co.) Illustrated. .5s.

Studies in Fsgchieal Sesearch. By Frank Podmore. (Kegan
Paul.)

Cheltenham as a Solidag Sesort. By S. S. Buekman. (Norman.
Sawyer. & Co . Cheltenham.)
TA? Elements of Hgpnotism. Bv Ealpb Harrv Vincent. (Kegan

Paul.) 9.'.

. f . V o

Phgsiographyfor Advanced Sfude-its. By A. T. Simmons. (Mac-
millan.) lllust'ated. 4s. 6d.
The Mise of Democracg. By J. Holland Rose. (Blackie & Son.)

2s. 6d.

Chemisirg for Photographers. By Clias. F. Townsend. F.C S.
(Dawbarn & Ward.) Illustrated. Is. net.

With Xattire and a Camera. Bv Richard Kearton. (Cassell &
Co ) Illustrated. 2Ip.

Open.Air Studies in Botam/. Bv E. Llovd Praeger. (GriiTin &
Co.) Illustrated.

' "

Open-Air Studies: an Introduction to Geology Oui-of-Dnors. Bv
Prof. Cole. (Griffin & Co.) Illustrated. 8s. Bd.

THE BRITISH TRAP-DOOR SPIDER.

By Feed. Enock, F.L.S., F.E.S.

II.

THE form of the tube inhabited by the British
trap-door spider varies according to age. An
immature male or female spider makes a parallel

burrow, but on reaching maturity—which in the
female is not attained for some years—she enlarges

her burrow at about half way down, on the upper side,

making a cavity an inch or more long and a quarter of an
inch deep («< Fig. 1, p. 251). Across this she slings a
hammock of the finest floss silk spun from the smallest
pair of spinnerets (Fig. 7). In the hammock she then
lays from one hundred to one hundred and fifty eggs, of a
very pale yellow colour ; these are laid during the sum-
mer, and hatch in the autumn into spiders which cast their

swaddling clothes before emerging from the hammock
later on. The mother broods over her young, and, so far

as my experience goes, she always seems to have them
well in hand during the winter months ; but on the
approach of warm weather in April she in some way
intimates to them that it is time they emerged from the
maternal home, to go and find their own living—which
they do in exactly the same manner as taught them by
their mother.
On reference to Fig. 6 we notice the wonderful mechan-

ism of the jaw, which internally is lined with bands of
striated muscle, the ends being bound round the termina-
tion of the joint of the long fang. At the tip of the jaw,
embedded in the muscle, is to be seen the poison bag and
duct, the latter running through the ball-and-socket joint
and down the hollow fang, from which the poison flows

througha minute aperture, placed just before the sharp point.
The lower jaws, to which are attached the palpi, are
somewhat thumb shaped, opening laterally at right angles
to the movement of the xqqKV jaws, which are thrown up
in much the same manner as a navvy working his pickaxe.
How this spider obtained its food was for a long time a

complete puzzle—only to be solved by careful observation.
When living at Woking, I found this spider exceedingly
plentiful about the uncultivated commons, where they had
not been noticed in any way. For many years it was
commonly supposed that this spider fed upon earthworms.
One author went so far as to write :

" I frequently sur-

prised Atypiui in the act of holding earthworms in their
falces"; but before this could have been seen the nest
must first have been dug up, and, if so, I cannot under-
stand how the spider would retain its hold after the tube
had been torn open.
No doubt earthworms, in their subterranean borings,

might occasion-

ally come into

contact with the
tube of the trap-

door spider, and
then the inmate
would seize hold
of the worm. In
fact, I have tried

the experiment
several times,
and found that

as soon as the

worm pressed
against the silken

tube the spi.lcr

caught hold of

it, and, in spite

of its twisting

about, puUed it through to the bottom of its burrow,
where a great scuffle went on, resulting in the worm being
cut up into mincemeat by the terrible jaws of the spider.

Having such facilities for studying the habits and
economy of small animals, I soon had a large colony of

trap-door spiders established in a bank of turves which I

buQt up at the bottom of my garden. Here I was enabled
to watch them day and night without interference. Each
tube was numbered, so that I could give an account of

each one's doings from day to day. On capturing a very

large female I turned it out upon a sheet of paper, upon
which it had great difficulty in walking, its large body
dragging so much—and it had not the power to raise it.

Touching the spider with a blade of grass caused it to lose

temper ! Cautiously I repeated the annoyance, and noted
that the spider immediately raised its cephalo-thorax—or

shall I say its " head " :'— in a most threatening manner. I

applied the stem again, with the result that the two huge jaws
were thrown up vertically, the fangs, too, unfolding from
beneath, while the lower jaws, armed to the edges with a

most horrible array of spikes, were opened wide— so wide
that I could look right into the throat ! On further applica-

tion of the grass stem the diabolical machinery was closed

with a snap, and the stem severed in two. The movement
was so interesting that I caused it to be repeated several

times upon two thicknesses of blotting paper, which was
pierced right through by the fangs ; a penholder was also

marked. Then, when the anger of the spider was furious

to behold, I ofl'ercd the tip of my finger to soothe it ! This

was quickly seized, the fangs (an eighth of an inch in

length) were driven in up to the hilt, while the spikes on
the lower jaws rasped across on the other side. The

Fio. 6.—Mechanism of the Jaw of the British

Trap-door Spider, showing Fang and Poison
Bag.
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spider evidently appreciated a taste of my blood, for it held
on most tenaciously, endeavouring to cut through my skin

and make its teeth meet. This I allowed it to do, when it

seemed soothed, and I left off teasing it. During this

practical exhibition I had come to the conclusion that

the purpose of these immensely developed fangs was to

drive them through the silken tube. With this idea I

took my seat opposite to a large tuba in the home colony.

After waiting and watching several days, I was rewarded
by seeing the fang suddenly darted through the ai'rial

portion and as quickly withdrawn, and again repeated.

Searching over the part v/ith my magnifier, I at last dis-

covered a minute beetle on its back, just at the ground
line, where it was quietly endeavouring to right its

position by kicking out its tiny legs—occasionally touching

the spider's tube—quite suffieient to disturb its nest by

setting the delicate threads in motion. I immcdiati Iv

Fig. 7.— Lai-i^c and siiiiiU Sj>innori1s of tin

Trap door Spider.

British'

caught a large blowfly (Fig. K), and, holding it by its

wings, I allowed it to kick at the tube. Before this had

been repeated the huge fangs were darted through with

unerring aim, right into the head of the blowfly (Fig. 9),

their motion reversed, and clenched tight with a cruel

crunch. A few moments' pause and then the spider com-

menced to pull backwards (Fig. 10), until it made a large

rent in the tube, through which the blowfly was dragged

down to the lower regions of the tube (Fig. 11). Before

I had noted down my observations, I noticed the
_
torn

edges m the nest were being moved from the inside

—

quietly drawn together ; then I could just detect the large

spinnerets " taking hold " of the edges and darning up the

rent I A few turns up and down, then all was quiet, and

scarcely anything to tell of the tragedy just enacted. The

following day I found that this spider had sanded over the

rent, and completely obliterated all signs of damage.

Having some thirty nests in my home colony, I com-

menced experiments in the food supply confirming the

first. I also tried the effect of presenting a large humble
bee tiiil first ! The spider seized this, but was wonder-
fully careful in so manipulating it that, without seeing the

bee (the aerial

part being quite

opaque), she man-
aged to turn if.

completely round
until she had firm

hold of the head ;

then she promptly
pulled the humblo
bee through and
down. One very

warm day I caught
a blowfly, which I

held to the tube.

The occupant came
up, drove its fangs

through, sampled
the fly, acd then

commenced to pull

through— when I

immediately ran up
the garden, caught
another fly, and
ran back before

the spider had
reascendedto
mend the hole. On seeing the second fly she positively

ttirted with surprise, no doubt astonished at the impudence

of the thing ; however, she seized and dragged it. through

at one movement. I left for the top again, and was back

again with a third fly. Again the spider came up to mend

the rent, but finding another fly so upset her intentions

that she appeared to lose her temper, and seized the fly

p.lroost passionately. Away I ran to obtiin another, and

Fig. 8. -Blowfly on the Milken Tube of tlie

British Trap-door Spider.

FlO. 9.—Blowfly seized by the Spider.

SO on until the spider had taken no less than nine blow-

flies !—which now were getting scarce, and on reaching the

nest with the tenth fly I found the aperture closed. I

tapped it with the head of the blowfly, when the spider

rushed up and struck her fangs through nn inch helun; the

fly, holding the tube in a close grasp, as much as to say :
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" Go away ; I don't waut any more !

more than an hour, when I went away

Fig. 10.—Tlie Spider diajging the Blowfly
throuoli a rent in the side of the Silken TuVe

She held on for

The next morning
I found that she

had thrown out

five of the old

skins of the flies,

and the remain-

ing four followed

the morning after.

All kinds of in-

sects are thank-

fully received by
the trap -door
spider, who some-
times has to go

without food for

a long time.
During winter
the ai-rial part of

the tube is much
ilittened by snow
— so much so that

on the return of

spring the spider

is unable to dis-

tend it, and so

starts another.
She therefore

f^rras another aerial portion, and tl.us makes a forked

lube. I once found one having no less than five airial

tubes. This fact caused me to think that the trap-door

f pider lived to a great ag3.

The garden spider hatches from the egg in April, mates

in August, lays her sack

of eggs in September,

and dies, thus making
the cycle of her life not

much re ore than six

months. I have kept in-

d.vidual female trap-door

spiders for seven nenrs!

Some of these were any-

:hing but babies when I

i'.rst caught them. Owing
to my nomadic habits I

1 ave not yet been able

to hatch a brood and
carry the members
1 lirough their natural

lives ; but now, having

greater facilities, hope
to settle this question.

Once I kept a female

alive two years and a

half fl/V'V she had brought

up and turned out a

family of only one hun-
dred and twenty ! I had
not the opportunity of

finding a second husband
for her, so she died in

widowhood.

After the male spider has reached maturity he becomes a

wanderer for a time, but not for long ; he soon finds the

nests of the female. The courtship of these spiders is

interesting to watch. This I was enabled to do by fiUmg

a glass jar with sand rammed very tight. I then inserted

a piece of cane, driving it down close to the side ; with-

drawing it, I polished the glass side of the hole made, and

FiQ. 11.- -The Spid;r retires with
its Prev.

turned in a large female, which did not make herself at

home for some time ; and from her inability to obtain soft

sand she was obliged to leave the silken lining semi-

transparent, which enabled me to see all her actions.

This one was in a lart^'e bell glass— all alone. Having
been fortunate in digging a number of immature males, I

reared them to maturity, and placed one on the sand in the

bell glass. The spider trundled round until its toe came
into contact with the atrial part of the nest of the female.

In a moment the male seemed aware of the fact, and after

a short pause commenced to beat a kind of serenade upon
the outside of this tube. This was kept up for some time,

no notice being taken of it from the inside ; but had a fly

engaged in such rhapsody it would have paid the penalty

Avith its life. Not so the male ; he continued his tattoo

until, growing impatient, ho deliberately tore open the

rest with his long fangs and quietly descended. The next
day the rent was properly mended. The pair lived to-

gether for nearly six months ; then a terrible tragedy was
(nacted in the semi-darkness of the deep burrow. I saw
the female dart her fancrs into the head of her husband

—

Fig. 12.—The Spiderlings departing.

then she <ite him ! carrying up and throwing out from
the ai'dal part his tough old head, etc. ! Soon after she

ascended to the enhirged part of the nest (see Fig. 1)

and there formed her wonderful hammock of eggs—the

maternal instinct returning as soon as she had her family

to look afcer.

In April the spiderlings begin to emerge. The first one
ascending any grass stem, runs out to the tip of a leaf

and stretches its delicate silken thread from the tube to

the tip, then returns to the main stem and mounts it

right to the top, from which it again pulls up tight the

silken rope from the leaf ; then it amuses itself by swinging

and running about. Meanwhile the second spiderling has

emerged, and, finding a silken ladder stretched from the

hole, it ascends, continuing its upward journey until it

arrives at the top. During its ascent it has also left a

silken cord behind, adding strength to the first. The
third does the same, and so on, until most of the family

has passed out on this original ladder of silk. Some of

them, however, prefer to remain nearer home, and form
their tiny burrows close to their late home. ( Ve Fig. 12

on the right.) So long as the spiders are swinging about,
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ci'ossing and re-crossing on their silken ladders, they are
exceedingly peaceable ; but directly one has made a nest of

its own its true character develops, and should any of its

relatives tread upon ita entrance, death of the intruder is

the result.

After thoroughly enjoying themselves the spiderlings

ascend to the highest point, and, facing the wind, raise

their bodies and spinnerets until the wind has caught the

silk and blown a small quantity out (mc Fig. 12). The
spiderling, on finding itself buoyed up, severs the con-

necting thread and is carried away on the wings of the

wind, sometimes to a great distance, where new colonies

arc formed.

Those of my readers who are inclined to " think upon
these things " can find food for reflection ia this last ac'

of the life history of the Bi'itish trap-door spider, viz., the

first spiderling, after overcomiog the difficulties of ascent

from the nest, leaves behind it a straight silken ladder, up
which the second can climb without diflioulty ; it in its

turn adds its tiny thread ; the third does the same—un-

consciously it may be, but each one assisting its follower.

Cannot students of nature do the same, by placing on
record one true fact, and so add to our knowledge of these

marvellous creatures about whose life history and economy
we know so little '?

THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR DECEMBER.
By Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S.

UNSPOTS are less frequent and are smaller in size

than of Idte, bat there are still some to be seen.

Conveniently observable miuima of Algol occur

at llh 31m. p.m. on the 5th, at Sli. 2;!in. p.m. on
the 8th, at IOj. Gm. p.m. on the 28th, and at

Gh. Sim. P.M. on the 31st.

Mercury is an evening star, but though he attains his

greatest eastern elongation (20') on the 21st;, his very

great southern declination (over 25" for nearly the first

half of the month) prevents any attempt at observation

in these latitudes.

Venus is a morning star, but her great and increasing

southern declination militates agiiust her successful

observation ; she is not, moreover, a very attractive

telescopic object at the present. She rises on the 1st at

Gil. A.M., witli a southern declination at noon of IG' 58',

and an apparent diameter of lO.j", -i°/„ths of the disc being

illuminated. On the 7th she rises at Gh. 19m. a.m., wiih

a southern declination of 18' 57', and an apparent diameter

of lOj". On the 17th she rises at 6h. i8m. a.m., with a

southern declination of 21° 33', and an apparent diameter

of 10|". On the 2Mh she rises at 7h. 7m. a.m., with a

southern declination of 22° 45', and an apparent diameter

of lOf. After this she is too near the Sun to be visible.

During the month she describes a direct path through
portions of Libra, Scorpio, and Ophiuchus into Sagittarius.

Mars is too near the Sun to be observed.

The minor planet Ceres is in opposition to the Sun on

December 25th, with a stellar magaitude of 7'1. On the

1st she rises at 5h. 22m. p.m., witti a northern declination

at transit of 25° 37'. On the 11th she rises at 4h. 83m.

P.M., with a northern declination of 2G° 24'. On the 21st

ehe rises at 8h. 37m. p.m., with a northern declination of

27° 15 . On the 31st she rises at 2h. 41m. p.m., with a

northern declination of 28° 0'. During the month she

describes a retrograde path in Auriga, close to the northern

boundary of Gemini.

Jupiter is a morning star, but as he rises just after

midnight at the end of the month we give a short

ephemeris of him. Oa the 1st he rises at Ih. 48m. a.m.,

with a southern decliaation at noon of 1° 18' south, and
an equatoriil diameter of 31|". Oj the 17th he rises at

Oh. 54m. A.M., with a southern decliniti^n ol 2' 3 , and an
apparent equatjriil diameter of 35^". O.i llio 31st he
rises at Oh. 7m. a.m., with a southern declinxtiou of 2' 31',

and an apparent equatorial diameter of 36.]'. l)a.-i:ig ihj

month he describes a direct path in Virg.j, betwj.in /) and
y Virginis.

Both Saturn and Uranus are, for the pu.pj3e3 of the

ordinary observer, invisible.

Neptune is well situated for observation, rising on the 1st
at 4h. 33m. p.m., with a northern declination of 21° 47',

and an apparent diameter of 26''. On the 11th he rises

at 3h. 52m. p.m., with a northern declination of 21° 40'.

On the 21st he rises at 3h. 13m. p.m., with a northern
declination of 21° 45'. O.i the 31st he rises at 2h. 32m.
P.M., with a northern declination of 21° 44'. During the

month he describes a short retrograde path in Taurus, in a

regio:i rather barren of naked-eye stars.

December is a fairly favourable month for shooting stars,

the chief showers being those of the Geminids on
December 9th to 12th, the radiant point being in E A.
7h., and north declination 3'J°, rising at about 4h. lOm.
p.M , and setting at Ih. 4i)m. a.m. ; and of the Audrom-ides

oa the evenings of the 26th and 27th, the radiant point

being in Ih. 40m. R.A., and north declination 43°.

The Moon enters her first quarter at 3h. 15m. a..m. on
the 1st ; is full at 4h. 54m. a.m. on the 9th ; enters her

last quarter at 4h. 22m. a.m. on the 17th ; is new at

7h. 55m. P.M. on the 23rJ ; and enters her first quirier

at 7h. 27m. p.m. on the 33th. The i\Ioou will be near the

Pleiades on the aftirnoon of th: 7th.

(Kfjrgs Column.
By C. D. LococK, B.A.Oson.

Communications for this column should be addressed to

C. D. LococK, Burwash, Susses, and posted on or before

the lOth of each month.

Solutions of November Problems.

No. 1.

(By A. C. Challenger.)

Key-move— 1. Kt to Q4.

Ifl. . . . KtoQ3, 2. Q to r.lch, etc.

1. . . . Kt to B3, 2. Q to Kt3ch, etc.

1. . . . Any other, 2. Kt to KlGjh, etc.

No. 2.

(By G. .J. Slater.)

1. R to B8, and mates next move.

Correct Solutions of both problems received from
Alpha, J. T. Blakemore, and G. Coules.

Of No. 1 only, from H. H. Thomas, W. de P. Crousaz,

M. Wiedhofft, Captain Forde.

Of No. 2 only, from W. Clugaton, G. ti. Beazley.

This problem has evidently some good tries. If 1. B
to BG (H. H. Thomas, W. de P. Crousaz, and Captain

Forde ), then 1. ... B to Bsq ! and there is no mate.
Again, if 1. B to Q4 (i\I. Wiedhofft), then 1. . . . PxP.
Lastly, if 1. P to Kt;4 (A. H. Dj, 1. . . . Q to E7, and again

there is no mate.

W. ./, Ashdown.—Many thanks ; both appear on the next
page.
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PKOBLEMS.

By W. J. Asbdown.

No. 1.

Black (?).

White (13).

White mates in two moves.

No. 2.

Black (Hi).

White (12).

White mates in two moves.

CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

The negotiations for a match between Herr Walbrodt,
of Berlin, and M. Janowsld, of Paris, were eventually con-

cluded, and the match is now in progress at Berlin. Both
players are relying chiefly on the Ruy Lopez, the score

at present being—Walbrodt, 2 ; Janowski, 3 ; drawn, 2.

After a delay of several months the Championship of

the Southern Counties Union was decided on October 6th

by the retirement of Somerset, who were unable to raise

a team against Surrey. Surrey accordingly are again
declared the champion county.

A match of ninety-three players a side between East and
West Sussex resulted in a win for the former by the

narrow majority of two games ; thus exactly reversing the

result of last year's encounter.

A handicap tournament at the City of London Club,

played at the rate of one hundred and twenty moves an
hour, resulted in a division of the prizes between Messrs.

Herbert .Jacobs, C. J. AVoon, and Harold .Jacobs.

The obituary among chess players this autumn is un-

usually large. M. L. Febvret, a well-known frequenter of

Simpson's Divan, and a competitor in the Minor London
Tournament of 1883, has died at the age of seventy-two

years.

Mr. N. W. van Lennep, the Dutch master, who was
reserve man in the Hastings International Tournament
and has since been living in London, died on September
27th. He was one of the strongest players in England.

Herr Berthold Englisch, a competitor in the recent

Berlin Tournament, who retired owing to ill health, died

shortly afterwards at Vienna from paralysis of the brain.

Herr Englisch was the founder of the Vienna school of

so-called " drawing masters." of which Herr Schlechter is

now the leading exponent. His best performance, perhaps,

was in the London Tournament of 1883, when he tied for

fifth prize with Captain ]\Iackeczie and Mr. Mason, then

at their best. The prize winners above him were Zuker-

tort, Steinitz, Blackburne, and Tchigorin. Herr Englisch

was the most rapid tournament player we have ever seen.

In his games with Herr Zukertort, the winner of the 18S8
tournament, his average speed was considerably over thirty

moves an hour, the authorized time limit being fifteen.

His tendency was always in the direction of simplificatlou

and concentration on any weak point. If the weak point

was defensible after the simplification the game would
naturally be drawn. This accounts for the large propor-

tion of Herr Englisch's drawn games. In some cases he was
a little too ready to accept a draw in order to secure a

day's rest, especially when his opponent was a player of

his own school ; but no man can be blamed for consulting

Lis own health and temperament in a contest involving

such a prolonged mental and physical strain. The penalty

lies in the fact that the man who spares himself cannot

attain to the highest honours. List year Herr Englisch

played a match with Pillsbury, in which every game
resulted in a draw.
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